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PREFATORY OBSERVATIONS

TO THE

JOURNEY TO THE HEBRIDES.

The Journey to the Western Islands of Scotland was first pub

lished in the
year 1775. Johnson had conceived in early life a

desire to visit those romantic and remote retreats, and he was,

at an advanced age, -enabled to gratify the wish of his child

hood, in company with Mr. Boswell, in the autumn of 1773.

The first impulse was given to his mind by his father's putting

into his hands Martin's Voyage to St. Kilda : and we have else

where had occasion to remark his early fondness for books of

adventurous travels &

The brief history which he has given of his little tour, is

stamped with the impress of his powerful mind ; and abounding

with useful information, judicious remark, and well-drawn de

scription, must be interesting to every reader whose taste has

not been vitiated by the verbose and out-spun style of modern

travel-writing. The man must be blinded by prejudice who

decries the merits of Johnson's narrative, because he faithfully

records what he really saw , and planted no waving and imagi

nary forests on naked and dreary heaths, nor professed to have

found pastoral simplicity and innocence amidst the dark rocks

and squalid cabins which he successively visited .

He travelled as he wrote, and read and conversed with utility

in his view , for an increase of knowledge in life and manners.

a See vol . v . p . 255, note .
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Like his own Rasselas, “ his business was with man ; he tra

velled not to measure fragments of temples, or trace choked

aqueducts, but to look upon the various scenes of the present

world b . ” The journey should be perused together with his let

ters to Mrs. Thrale, written on his route, which may be safely

pronounced to afford models for elegant epistolary communication

on travelling and its incidents. They, as well as the journey,

abound with descriptions conveyed in unaffected language, but

awakening emotions almost exclusively under the dominion of

poetry .

His plaintive and simple phrase, “ and paradise was opened

in the wild, " as illustrative of the softening effect of the evening

services of religion , performed in a domestic group on the rugged

island of Inch Kenneth, has, perhaps, been seldom surpassed .

-We need scarcely allude to his heart-thrilling meditations

among the ruins of Iona, nor to his exquisite picture of the

scene where his first design to give his narrative to the world

was conceived. “ We would invoke the winds of the Cale

donian mountains," exclaim the critical reviewers of the journey,

“ to blow for ever with their softest breezes on the bank where

our author reclined ; and request of Flora that it might be per

petually adorned with the gayest and most fragrant productions

of the year. "

Their taste is poor indeed who can peruse the passages to

which we have referred , and have their minds so little enthralled

thereby, as to have leisure to search whether the writer hated

a Scotchman. We dismiss the unworthy inquiry.
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PREFATORY NOTICE .

AN attentive consideration of the period at which any work of

moral instruction has appeared, and of the admonitions appro

priate to the state of those times, is highly necessary for a correct

estimate of the merits of the writer. For, to quote the judicious

remarks of one of our earlier essayists &, “there is a sort of craft

attending vice and absurdity ; and when hunted out of society in

one shape, they seldom want address to reinsinuate themselves in

another : hence the modes of license vary almost as often as those

of dress, and consequently require continual observation to detect

and explode them anew .” The days in which the Rambler first

undertook to reprove and admonish his country, may be said to

have well required a moralist of their own . For the modes of

fashionable life, and the marked distinction between the capital

and the country, which drew forth the satire, and presented scope

for the admonitions of the Spectator and the Tatler, were then

fast giving place to other follies, and to characters that had not

hitherto subsisted . The crowd of writers b, whatever might be

their individual merit, who offered their labours to the public,

between the close of the Spectator and the appearance of the

Rambler, had contributed, in a most decided manner , towards

the diffusion of a taste for literary information . It was no longer

a coterie of wits at Button's, or at Will's, who, engrossing all

a The Champion , by Fielding, 1741 , 12mo. vol . i . p . 258 .

• Dr. Drake, in his Essays on the Rambler, &c. enumerates eighty-two

periodical papers published during that period. For the comparative state of

female literature, see Dr. Johnson himself, in Rambler, No. 173 .

R. I. b
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acquaintance with belles lettres, pronounced with a haughty

and exclusive spirit on every production for the stage or the

closet ; but it was a reading public to whom writers now began

to make appeal for censure or applause. That education which

the present day beholds so widely spread had then commenced

its progress ; and, perhaps, it is not too bold to say , that Johnson

almost foresaw the course that it would run . He saw a public

already prepared for weightier discussions than could have been

understood the century before . In addition to a more general

education, the improved intercourse between the remotest parts

of the country and the metropolis made all acquainted with the

dissipation and manners, which, during the publication of the

Spectator, were hardly known beyond the circle where they ex

isted . The pages of that incomparable production were, there

fore, perused by general readers, as well for the gratification of

curiosity, as for the improvement of morals. The passing news

of the day, the tattle of the auction or the Mall, the amusing ex

travagancies of dress, and the idle fopperies of fashion , topics that

excited merriment rather than detestation , were those most judi

ciously selected to allure a nation to read. Addison and Steele,

therefore, in their age, acted wisely ; their contemporaries would

have been driven , “ by the sternness ofthe Rambler's philosophy,

to more cheerful and airy companions.” The pages of the Tatler

were enlivened by foreign and domestic politics, by the current

scandal of the town, and by easy critiques on the last new play ;

by advertisements of “ orangerie for beaux d , " and by prescrip

tions for the cure of love- sickness or the spleen. The Guardian

uttered forth his moral lessons from the wide and voracious mouth

of an imaginary lion , whose roarings were to have influence e « for

the purifying of behaviour and the bettering ofmanners.”

for Johnson was reserved a different task, and one for which his

powers and the natural bent of his mind were peculiarly fitted .

He disdained, as derogatory from the dignity of a teacher, to
Presente

d
Tatler, No. 94.c Rambler, No. 208 .

e Guardian, Nos. 98. 114. 124. 140.
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thus humour trifling minds, and to barter by idle conceits for

the reception of his precepts. His aim was not to amuse but

to instruct, not to ridicule the frivolities of fashion, but to lash

the enormities of guilt. He resolved to write a book in which

nothing should be flattered that men had agreed to flatter, and in

which no tenderness should be shown to public prejudice or to

private folly . In pursuance of this deep and solemn purpose we

accordingly find him imploring assistance in his labours from that

“ Giver of all good things, without whose help all labour is in

effectual, and without whose grace all wisdom is folly 8.”

The Rambler was published on Tuesday, March 20, 1749—50 ,

and appeared, without intermission , every Tuesday and Saturday

until March 14 , 1752, on which day it closed h. The author was

not exhausted nor weary ; his latter pages do not fall off; per

haps, without partiality, we may say , that he'evidently gathered

strength as he proceeded in his work . But prepared as the age

had been by preceding writers, it was not enlightened to an ex

tent adequate to the universal reception of truths so abstract and

so spoken out i ; it could not comprehend within its reach of sight

such bold and broad sketches of human nature. In the senten

tious and didactic papers of the Rambler, where truth appears

“ towering and majestic, unassisted and alone k ," lighter readers

missed with regret the sportive variety of his predecessors. We

can adduce, perhaps, no stronger proof of Johnson's elevation

above his times, than the fact that the meagre, common - place,

and jejune paper of Richardson, was the only one that obtained

an immediate popularity ? The sale of the Rambler seldom ex

f Chalmers’ Preface to the Idler, British Essayists, vol . xxxiii .

8 Prayer on the Rambler.

bo See Boswell's Life of Dr. Johnson, vol. i . and Chalmers' Preface to Rambler.

i Precepts of morality, besides the natural corruption of our tempers, are ab

stracted from ideas of sense .-Addison .

k Rambler, No. 96.

This fact was communicated, on the authority of Mr. Payne, (the original

publisher of the Rambler,) by Mr. Nichols to Mr. Chalmers.

See Dr. Drake's Literary Life of Dr. Johnson in his Essays on the Rambler,

&c .

His Rambler, which is almost all essence of thought, unalloyed by those

b 2
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ceeded five hundred ; while it is on record that twenty thousand

Spectators were sometimes sold in a day m. But Johnson

wrote not for his own generation alone, but for posterity, and

posterity will pay him his meed of immortality.

The Rambler, with some trivial exceptions, is the work of a

single and unaided author, who composed it during his per

formance of a task which had fatigued “ united academies

and long successions of learned compilers n." He wrote, as

he pathetically describes himself, “ under the pressure of dis

ease, obstructed by constitutional indolence, and when much

of his time was spent in provision for the day that was passing

over himº. ” The only contributions in aid of his work , all of

which he acknowledges in his concluding Rambler, were the fol

lowing papers.

In Number 10, the four billets were written by Miss Mulso,

daughter of Thomas Mulso, esq. who came of an ancient family

at Twywell, Northamptonshire . She is better known to the pub

lic as Mrs. Chapone . The above articles are said to have been

her first literary productions P.

For Number 30, Dr. Johnson was indebted to Miss Catherine

Talbot, only daughter of the reverend Edward Talbot, archdeacon

of Berks, and preacher at the Rolls. She was provided for by

the liberal bequest of archbishop Secker, with whom she had

chiefly resided ; and her composition in the Rambler, like all her

other works, breathes a spirit of piety characteristic of her ex

emplary patron and protector.

Numbers 44 and 100 were contributed by Mrs. Elizabeth

Carter, the justly celebrated translator of Epictetus, whose

eminence in literature was only surpassed by her amiable

baser ingredients which so commonly add to the quantity without adding to

the worth of human compositions, experienced at first a general coldness, dis

couragement, and even censure and ridicule . Censura Literaria, vol . viii . p .

361 , first edition .

m Addisoniana, 12mo. vol . ii . p . 52 .

n Plan of an English Dictionary.

• Preface to the English Dictionary.

p Chalmers' Prefaces to Rambler and Adventurer.
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deportment in the milder duties of domestic life 9. Rich

ardson, the author of Clarissa , Pamela, &c. wrote Number

97, to which allusion has already been made. The second

letter, signed Amicus, in Number 107, was from an unknown

correspondent.

The rest of the Rambler was produced by one mind, whose

resources were developed, but not exhausted , by the work . To

give a history of its progress ; to record the praises with which it

was at once greeted by the philosophic reader "; the empty cla

mour which the light, the ignorant, and the envious raised against

it ; the editions through which it has passed ; the countries through

which it has been circulated, and the effects which it has pro

duced on our national style, would be among the most interest

ing of researches, but the detail would be incompatible with the

limits of a preface. Every little particular connected with it has

been again and again canvassed with that admiration or hostility

which only great works can call forth. The
very

title has af

forded ground for censure, for licentious imitations, and for acri

monious abuse. “ The Rambler, ” says the sprightly lady

Montague, “ is certainly a strong misnomert : he always plods in

the beaten road of his predecessors, following the Spectator ( with

the same pace a packhorse would do a hunter) in the style that

is proper to lengthen a paper .” A formal refutation of so flip

pant a charge would equal, in ludicrous absurdity, the attack it

self. The passage is merely quoted in evidence of the literature

of the times. For if so lively and acute a writer could so far

overlook the design and plan of the Rambler, what could be

expected from his less cultivated readers ? The Italians have

9 Boswell, vol . i. iii . and iv.

r Student, vol . ii . Number entitled Clio , 1750. Gentleman's Magazine of

the day. Mrs. Barbauld's Correspondence of Richardson . Dr. Young

was among the first and warmest admirers of the Rambler. See Boswell ,

vol . i .

s We allude to the infamous Rambler's Mag ine, which , little to the credit

of the morality of the times , has lately been allowed to spread anew its pesti

lential influence.

+ Works, 8vo. vol . iv . p . 259. See also the Edinburgh Review for July , 1803 .
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rendered it by Il Genio errante, and most unhappily by Il Vaga

bondo 4. Its adoption was an instance of our author's lofty

contempt of the class who could not understand his meaning.

“ I sat down at night,” he observed to sir Joshua Reynolds,

upon my bed-side, and resolved that I would not sleep till I

had fixed its title . The Rambler seemed the best that occurred,

and I took it . ” He was then in no trifling mode of mind. He

felt himself “ a solitary Wanderer in the wild of life, without

any direction or fixed point of view ; a gloomy gazer on a world

to which he bore little relation *.” This description of himself

he gave under the oppressive remembrance of a particular pri

vation : but he long before most deeply felt the “ bitterness of

being.” He felt his own misery, and, thoroughly convinced that

man was miserable, he boldly announced his conviction .

A belief has circulated, almost as widely as Johnson's writings,

of his hurried and slovenly manner of composition. He has been

represented by Boswell himself, as sending his papers to the

press, and never afterwards even perusing them . With regard

to the Rambler, this opinion is directly opposed to fact. The

labour which he bestowed on its revision , betokened the most

anxious zeal for its utility y . He almost re-wrote it. A com

parison of the original folio Rambler, with the copies now in

circulation , would prove the nearly literal accuracy of this asser

tion. Mr. Chalmers, in his British Essayists, and Dr. Drake, in

his Essays on the Rambler, have given specimens ”. It may,

perhaps, be equally satisfactory to state, that the alterations

exceeded six thousand. Wherever Johnson laboured, amend

ment and excellence must have ensued. And on the Rambler

u Boswell's Life, vol. iii . and Chalmers on Rambler. Essayists, vol . xix .

See also Idler, No. 1 , at the commencement.

* In a letter to Mr. Thomas Warton, speaking of the death of Dodsley's

wife, and in allusion to the loss of his own, he concludes with a quotation

where pathos and resignation are blended :

Ožuoi ti d'oipov; Ovntà yèp metóvdauev. Boswell, vol . i .

y Chalmers, as above, and Dr. Drake.

z Mr. Chalmers gives No. 180, of the Rambler, and Dr. Drake some pa

ragraphs from No. 185.
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no labour was misapplied ; for its usefulness is universal. There

is scarcely a situation in life for the regulation of which some

right rule may not thence be drawn. It does not glitter to the

vulgar eye, but it is a deep mine, where, if we must labour, yet

our labours are rewarded with the richest ore.

A varied knowledge of character is the first requisite for a

teacher of moral prudence a. This was among Johnson's most

early attainments, for his was not that mere “ lip -wisdom which

wants experience b . ” He was not the recluse scholar, unac

quainted with the world and its ways, but he could from actual

survey describe, with equal fidelity, those who sparkled in the

highest order of society, and those who struggled with distress

in the lower walks of life. His study was peculiarly man : and

his comprehensive and generalizing mind led him to analyze the

primary elements of human nature, rather than nicely to por

tray the shades of mixed character.

Mrs. Piozzi's assignments have, perhaps, little better foun

dation in fact than the sage conjectures of the Rumford club,

who fondly imagined themselves to be the only Ridicules in the

world. “ Not only every man ,” observes the Rambler, “ has

in the mighty mass of the world great numbers in the same

condition with himself, to whom his mistakes and miscarriages,

escapes and expedients, would be of immediate and apparent

use ; but there is such an uniformity in the state of man, con

sidered apart from adventitious and separable decorations and

disguises, that there is scarce any possibility of good or ill but

is common to human kind .”

Whether his view of our condition on earth was too gloomy

or not, may be agitated as a question without any impeachment

of his sincere desire to correct our faults, and to sooth our sor

For although other philosophers have deplored human

weaknesses and errors , and other satirists have derided human

follies, yet few have sympathized with the wretched and the

rows .

a This opinion is maintained in the Rambler, No. 129, and in Boswell's

Life, vol, iii .

c See her Anecdotes and Rambler, No. 188, note.
b Sidney
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1

guilty with the same warm - hearted benevolence as Johnson .

He was indeed himself, as he has described another,

Officious, innocent, sincere ,

Of ev'ry friendless name the friend d.

His own temperament was morbidly melancholy, but his writings

contain the best antidotes against that pitiable affection . He

ridicules it when indulged on occasion of each chance and trivial

annoyance ; he scorns it as “ hypocrisy of misery, ” when as

sumed by those little -minded beings who complain for the luxury

of pity : and he proposes the most salutary remedies for it, when

a real and deeply -seated malady, in active and in honourable en

terprise . Above all, he ever presses upon his readers, from a

view of the transitory nature of mortal enjoyment, the wisdom of

resting their hopes on the fixed prospects of futurity.

Rousseau has been termed “ the apostle of affliction.” But

his conviction of the emptiness of honours and of fame, and his

contempt of the accidental distinctions of riches and of rank, led

him to place all man's possible enjoyment, and to look for the

only solace of his inevitable wretchedness, in the instant in

dulgence of appetite ; while his genius unhappily enabled him

to throw a seductive halo around the merest gratifications of

sense :

Here the self-torturing sophist, wild Rousseau,

The apostle of affliction, he who threw

Enchantment over passion, and from woe

Wrung overwhelming eloquence, first drew

The breath that made him wretched ; yet he knew

How to make madness beautiful, and cast

O’er erring deeds and words a heavenly hue

Of words, like sunbeams, dazzling as they past

The eyes which o'er them shed tears feelingly and fast .

Childe Harold , Canto 3, Stanza 77 .

This description was drawn by a bard who, not prejudiced

against the lover of the New Heloise, still keenly saw the prac

tical effects which his philosophy wrought in the mass of society,

d Stanzas on the death of Mr. Levet.

e See his many letters on the subject to Mr. Boswell , who had the mis

fortune to be hypochondriacal. See also Rambler, No. 186, Introduction.
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and how it tended to debase our moral and intellectual natures f.

Byron well knew , and needed not to be told , that Rousseau's

sentimentality was but a highly polished instinct ; though, like

the scornful and unpitying Democritus , he would bitterly smile

amidst the tombs, where man's pride and pleasures were alike

laid desolate. But Johnson sought to alleviate the woes over

which he wept ; and no one ever sunk in sensuality from a de

spondency produced by his lamentations over human misery. In

none of his varied writings has he lured others from the paths

of virtue, or smoothed the road of perdition, or covered with

flowers the thorns of guilt, or taught temptation sweeter notes,

softer blandishments, or stronger allurements h. He neversmiles,

like Boileau, at vice, as if half pleased with the ludicrous

images it impresses on his fancy ; nor , with Swift, does he

mangle human nature, and then scowl with a tyrant's exulta

tion on the wounds he has inflicted '. He bemoans our miseries

with the tender pity of a Cowper, who, in warning us of life's

grovelling pursuits and empty joys, seeks, by withdrawing us

from their delusive dominion , to prepare us for, “ another and a

better world . ”

Rousseau's utter sensuality is ever a theme for Mary Woolstonecraft's

declamation in her Rights of Woman . - Fas est et ab hoste doceri.

& Salvator Rosa has made Democritus among the tombs the subject of one

of his solemn and heart-striking pictures. For an eloquent description of it,

see Lady Morgan's Life and Times of Il famoso pittore di cose morale, vol . ii .

h Rambler, No. 77. i Ita feri ut se sentiat emori.
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ADVERTISEMENT.

It may be asserted , without a partial panegyric of the object of

our praise, that the works of no single author in the wide range

of British literature, not excepting, perhaps, even Addison , con

tain a richer and more varied fund of rational entertainment and

sound instruction than those of Dr. Johnson. A correct edition

of his works must, therefore, be an acceptable contribution to

the mass of national literature. That the present edition has,

perhaps, fairer claims on public approbation than most preceding

ones, we feel ourselves justified in asserting, without envious

detraction of those who have gone before us. It has been our

wish and diligent endeavour to give as accurate a text as pos

sible, to which we have subjoined notes, where ` elucidation

seemed to be required. They have been collected with care ,

and will prove our impartiality by their occasional censures of

the faults and failings of the writer whose works it is our office

to illustrate, and our more common and more grateful task to

praise. Though, being diffused over a wide space, they appear

less numerous than they really are, it has been our incessant

care to abstain from that method of redundant annotation,

which tends to display the ingenuity or mental resources of an

editor, much more than to illustrate the original writer. Notes

have been chiefly introduced for the purpose of guarding our

readers against some political sophisms, or to correct some hasty

But happily, in the writings to which we have devoted

our time and attention , the chaff and dross lie so open to view ,

and are so easily separated from purer matter, that a hint is

sufficient to protect the most incautious from harm. Accord

error.
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ingly, in our notes and prefaces we have confined ourselves to

simple and succinct histories of the respective works under

consideration, and have avoided, as much as might be, a bur

densome repetition of criticisms or anecdotes, in almost every

person's possession, or an idle pointing out of beauties which

none could fail to recognise. The length of time that has

elapsed since the writings of Johnson were first published, has

amply developed their intrinsic merits, and destroyed the per

sonal and party prejudices which assail a living author : but the

years have been too few to render the customs and manners

alluded to so obsolete as to require much illustrative research a.

It may be satisfactory to subjoin, that care has been exercised

in every thing that we have advanced, and that when we have

erred, it has been on the side of caution.

All the usually received works of Dr. Johnson, together with

Murphy's Essay on his Life and Genius, are comprised in this

edition . In pursuance of our plan of brevity, we shall not here

give a list of his minor and unacknowledged productions, but

refer our readers to Boswell ; a new , amended , and enlarged

edition of whose interesting and picturesque Memoirs we pur

pose speedily to present to the public, after the style and manner

of the present work.

One very important addition , however, we conceive that we

have made, in publishing the whole of his sermons. It has

been hitherto the practice to give one or two, with a cursory

notice, that Johnson's theological knowledge was scanty , or un

worthy of his general fame. We have acted under a very dif

ferent impression ; for though Johnson was not, nor pretended

to be, a polemical or controversial divine, he well knew how to

apply to the right regulation of our moral conduct the lessons

of that christianity which was not promulged for a sect, but

for mankind ; which sought not a distinctive garb in the phi

a See a remark on this subject made by Johnson, with reference to the

Speetator , and all other works of the same class, which describe manners .

Boswell , ii . 218 , and Prefatory Notice to Rambler, vol . i .
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losopher's grove , nor secluded itself in the hermit's cell, but

entered without reserve every walk of life, and sympathized

with all the instinctive feelings of our common nature . This

high privilege of our religion Johnson felt, and to the diffusion

of its practical, not of its theoretical advantages, he applied the

energies of his heart and mind ; and with what success, we leave

to every candid reader to pronounce.

In conclusion, we would express a hope that we shall not

inaptly commence a series of Oxford ENGLISH Classics with

the works of one whose writings have so enlarged and em

bellished the science of moral evidence, which has long consti

tuted a characteristic feature in the literary discipline of this

university. The science of mind and its progress, as recorded

by history, or unfolded by biography, was Johnson's favourite

study, and is still the main object of pursuit in the place whose

system and institutions he so warmly praised , and to which he

ever professed himself so deeply indebted. If the terseness of

attic simplicity has been desiderated by some in the pages of

Johnson, they undeniably display the depth of thought, the

weight of argument, the insight into mind and morals, which

are to be found in their native dignity only in the composi

tions of those older writers with whose spirit he was so richly

imbued. In this place, then, where those models which Johnson

admired and imitated are still upheld as the only sure guides

to sound learning, his writings can never be laid aside unread

and neglected.

OXFORD, JUNE 23, 1825 .
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A

JOURNEY

TO THE

WESTERN ISLANDS OF SCOTLAND.

I HAD desired to visit the Hebrides, or Western Islands

of Scotland, so long, that I scarcely remember how the

wish was originally excited ; and was, in the autumn of

the year 1773, induced to undertake the journey, by

finding in Mr. Boswell a companion, whose acuteness

would help my inquiry, and whose gaiety of conversation

and civility of manners are sufficient to counteract the in

conveniencies of travel, in countries less hospitable than

we have passed.

On the eighteenth of August, we left Edinburgh, a cítý

too well known to admit description , and directed our

course northward, along the eastern coast of Scotland,

accompanied the first day by another gentleman, who

could stay with us only long enough to show us how

much we lost at separation.

As we crossed the frith of Forth, our curiosity was at

tracted by Inch Keith , a small island, which neither of

my companions had ever visited , though, lying within

their view , it had all their lives solicited their notice.

Here, by climbing, with some difficulty, over shattered

crags , we made the first experiment of unfrequented

coasts. Inch Keith is nothing more than a rock covered

with a thin layer of earth , not wholly bare of grass, and

very
fertile of thistles. A small herd of cows grazes an

nually upon it in the summer . It seems never to have

afforded to man or beast a permanent habitation .

VOL . IX B
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We found only the ruins of a small fort, not so injured

by time but that it might be easily restored to its former

state. It seems never to have been intended as a place

of strength, nor was built to endure a siege, but merely

to afford cover to a few soldiers, who, perhaps, had the

charge of a battery, or were stationed to give signals of

approaching danger. There is, therefore, no provision of

water within the walls, though the spring is so near, that

it might have been easily enclosed. One of the stones

had this inscription : “ Maria Reg. 1564.” It has probably

been neglected from the time that the whole island had

the same king

We left this little island, with our thoughts employed

awhile on the different appearance that it would have

made, if it had been placed at the same distance from

London, with the same facility of approach ; with what

emulation of price a few rocky acres would have been

purchased , and with what expensive industry they would

have been cultivated and adorned .

When we landed, we found our chaise ready, and passed

through Kinghorn , Kirkaldy, and Cowpar, places not un

like the small or straggling market -towns in those parts

of England where commerce and manufactures have not

yet produced opulence.

Though we were yet in the most populous part of Scot

land, and at so small a distance from the capital, we met

few passengers
.

The roads are neither rough nor dirty ; and it affords a

southern stranger a new kind of pleasure to travel so com

modiously without the interruption of tollgates. Where

the bottom is rocky, as it seems commonly to be in Scot

land, a smooth way is made, indeed, with great labour, but

it never wants repairs ; and in those parts where adven

titious materials are necessary , the ground, once consoli

dated , is rarely broken ; for the inland commerce is not

great, nor are heavy commodities often transported other

wise than by water . The carriages in common use are

small carts , drawn each by one little horse ; and a man
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seems to derive some degree of dignity and importance

from the reputation of possessing a two - horse cart.

At an hour somewhat late wecame to St. Andrews, a

city once archiepiscopal; where that university still sub

sists in which philosophy was formerly taught by Bucha

nan , whose name has as fair a claim to immortality as can

be conferred by modern latinity, and perhaps a fairer than

the instability of vernacular languages admits.

We found that, by the interposition of some invisible

friend, lodgings had been provided for us at the house of

one of the professors, whose easy civility quickly made us

forget that we were strangers ; and in the whole time of

our stay we were gratified by every mode of kindness,

and entertained with all the elegance of lettered hospi

tality.

In the morning, we rose to perambulate a city, which

only history shows to have once flourished , and surveyed

the ruins of ancient magnificence, of which even the

ruins cannot long be visible , unless some care be taken

to preserve them ; and where is the pleasure of preserving

such mournful memorials ? They have been, till very lately,

so , much neglected, that every man carried away the

stones who fancied that he wanted them .

The cathedral, of which the foundations may be still

traced , and a small part of the wall is standing, appears

to have been a spacious and majestick building, not un

suitable to the primacy of the kingdom . Of the archi

tecture, the poor remains can hardly exhibit, even to an

artist, a sufficient specimen. It was demolished, as is

well known, in the tumult and violence of Knox's re

formation .

Not far from the cathedral, on the margin of the water,

stands a fragment of the castle, in which the archbishop

anciently resided . It was never very large, and was built

with more attention to security than pleasure. Cardinal

Beatoun is said to have had workmen employed in im

proving its fortifications, at the time when he was mur

dered by the ruffians of reformation, in the manner of

B 2
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which Knox has given what he himself calls a merry

narrative.

The change of religion in Scotland, eager and vehe

ment as it was, raised an epidemical enthusiasm , com

pounded of sullen scrupulousness and warlike ferocity ,

which , in a people whom idleness resigned to their own

thoughts, and who, conversing only with each other,

suffered no dilution of their zeal from the gradual influx

ofnew opinions, was long transmitted, in its full strength ,

from the old to the young, but, by trade and intercourse

with England, is now visibly abating , and giving way

too fast to that laxity of practice, and indifference of opi

nion, in which men, not sufficiently instructed to find the

middle point, too easily shelter themselves from rigour

and constraint.

The city of St. Andrews, when it had lost - its archi

episcopal preeminence, gradually decayed. One of its

streets is now lost ; and in those that remain , there is the

silence and solitude of inactive indigence and gloomy de

population.

The university, within a few years, consisted of three

colleges, but is now reduced to two ; the college of St.

Leonard being lately dissolved by the sale of its buildings,

and the appropriation of its revenues to the professors of

the two others. The chapel of the alienated college is yet

standing, a fabriek not inelegant of external structure ; but

I was always, by some civil excuse, hindered from enter

ing it. A decent attempt, as I was since told, hasbeen

made to convert it into a kind of greenhouse, by planting

its area with shrubs. This new method of gardening is

unsuccessful ; the plants do not hitherto prosper. " To

what use it will next be put, I have no pleasure in con

jecturing. It is something, that its present state is, at

least, not ostentatiously displayed. Where there is yet

shame, there may in time be virtue.

The dissolution of St. Leonard's college was, doubtless,

necessary ; but of that necessity there is reason to com

plain. It is surely not without just reproach, that a
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nation, of which the commerce is hourly extending, and

the wealth increasing, denies any participation of its pros

perity to its literary societies ; and, while its merchants or

its nobles are raising palaces, suffers its universities to

moulder into dust.

Of the two colleges yet standing, one is, by the institu

tion of its founder, appropriated to divinity. It is said

to be capable of containing fifty students ; but more than

one must occupy a chamber. The library, which is

of late erection, is not very spacious, but elegant and

luminous.

The doctor, by whom it was shown, hoped to irritate or

subdue my English vanity, by telling me, that we hąd no

such repository of books in England.

St. Andrews seems to be a place eminently adapted to

study and education , being situated in a populous, yet a

cheap country, and exposing the minds and manners of

young men neither to the levity and dissoluteness of a

capital city, nor to the gross luxury of a town of com

merce , places naturally unpropitious to learning ; in one,

the desire of knowledge easily gives way to the love of

pleasure, and in the other, is in danger of yielding to the

love of money .

The students, however, are represented as, at this time,

not exceeding a hundred. Perhaps it may be some ob .

struction to their increase that there is no episcopal chapel

in the place. I saw no reason for imputing their paucity

to the present professors ; nor can the expense of an aca-.

demical education be very reasonably objected. A student

of the highest class may keep his annual session , or, as

the English call it, his term , which lasts seven months, for

about fifteen pounds, and one of lower rank for less

than ten ; in which , board , lodging, and instruction are all

included .

The chief magistrate resident in the university, answer

ing to our vicechancellor, and to the rector magnificus

on the continent, had commonly the title of lord rector ;

but, being addressed only as Mr. rector, in an inauguratory
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speech, by the present chancellor, he has fallen from his

former dignity of style. Lordship was very liberally an

nexed by our ancestors to any station or character of

dignity. They said, the lord general, and lord ambassadour ;

so we still say, my lord , to the judge upon the circuit,

and yet retain in our liturgy, the lords of the council.

In walking among the ruins of religious buildings, we

came to two vaults, over which had formerly stood the

house of the sub - prior. One of the vaults was inhabited

by an old woman , who claimed the right of abode there,

as the widow of a man whose ancestors had possessed

the same gloomy mansion for no less than four genera

tions. The right, however it began , was considered as es

tablished by legal prescription, and the old woman lives

undisturbed. She thinks, however, that she has a claim

to something more than sufferance ; for, as her husband's

name was Bruce, she is allied to royalty, and told Mr.

Boswell, that when there were persons of quality in the

place, she was distinguished by some notice ; that, indeed ,

she is now neglected , but she spins a thread , has the com

pany of a cat , and is troublesome to nobody.

Having now seen whatever this ancient city offered to

our curiosity, we left it with good wishes, having reason

to be highly pleased with the attention that was paid us.

But whoever surveys the world must see many things

that give him pain . The kindness of the professors did

not contribute to abate the uneasy remembrance of an

university declining, a college alienated, and a church pro

faned and hastening to the ground.

St. Andrews, indeed, has formerly suffered more atro

cious ravages and more extensive destruction ; but recent

evils affect with greater force. We were reconciled to

the sight of archiepiscopal ruins. The distance of a cala

mity from the present time seems to preclude the mind

from contact or sympathy. Events long past are barely

known ; they are not considered. We read with as little

emotion the violence of Knox and his followers, as the

irruptions of Alaric and the Goths. Had the university
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been destroyed two centuries ago, we should not have

regretted it ; but to see it pining in decay, and struggling

for life, fills the mind with mournful images and ineffec

tual wishes.

As we knew sorrow and wishes to be vain, it was now

our business to mind our way. The roads of Scotland af

ford little diversion to the traveller, who seldom sees

himself either encountered or overtaken , and who has no

thing to contemplate but grounds that have no visible

boundaries, or are separated by walls of loose stone. From

the bank of the Tweed to St. Andrews I had never seen

a single tree, which I did not believe to have grown up

far within the present century. Now and then about a

gentleman's house stands a small plantation, which , in

Scoteh, is called a policy, but of these there are few , and

those few all very young. The variety of sun and shade

is here utterly unknown. There is no tree for either shelter

or timber. The oak and the thorn is equally a stranger,

and the whole country is extended in uniform nakedness,

except that in the road between Kirkaldy and Cowpar, I

passed for a few yards between two hedges. A tree might

be a show in Scotland, as a horse in Venice . At St. An

drews Mr. Boswell found only one, and recommended it

to my notice ; I told him that it was rough and low, or

looked as if I thought so . “ This,” said he , “ is nothing to

another a few miles off.” I was still less delighted to hear

that another tree was not to be seen nearer . “ Nay, ” said

a gentleman that stood by, “ I know but of this and that

tree in the county .”

The lowlands of Scotland had once , undoubtedly, an

equal portion of woods with other countries. Forests are

every where gradually diminished, as architecture and

cultivation prevail, by the increase of people and the in

troduction of arts. But, I believe, few regions have been

denuded like this, where many centuries must have passed

in waste , without the least thought of future supply.

Davies observes in his account of Ireland , that no Irish

man had ever planted an orchard . For that negligence
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some excuse might be drawn from an unsettled state of

life, and the instability of property ; but, in Scotland ,

possession has long been secure, and inheritance regu

lar, yet it may be doubted whether, before the union, any

man between Edinburgh and England had ever set a tree .

Of this improvidence no other account can be given

than that it, probably, began in times of tumult, and con

tinued, because it had begun. Established custom is not

easily broken, till some great event shakes the whole sys

tem of things, and life seems to recommence upon new

principles. That, before the union, the Scots had little

trade and little money, is no valid apology ; for plantation

is the least expensive of all methods of improvement. To

drop a seed into the ground, can cost nothing, and the

trouble is not great of protecting the young plant, till it is

out of danger ; though it must be allowed to have some

difficulty in places like these, where they have neither

wood for palisades, nor thorns for hedges.

Our way was over the firth of Tay, where, though the

water was not wide, we paid four shillings for ferrying

the chaise. In Scotland the necessaries of life are easily

procured, but superfluities and elegancies are of the same

price, at least, as in England, and , therefore, may be con

sidered as much dearer.

We stopped awhile at Dundee, where I remember noi

thing remarkable, and mounting our chaise again, came

about the close of the day to Aberbrothick .

The monastery of Aberbrothick is of great renown in

the history of Scotland. Its ruins afford ample testimony

of its ancient magnificence. Its extent might, I suppose,

easily be found by following the walls among the grass

and weeds, and its height is known by some parts yet

standing. The arch of one of the gates is entire, and of

another only so far dilapidated as to diversify the appear

A square apartment of great loftiness is yet stand

ing ; its use I could not conjecture, as its elevation was

very disproportionate to its area . Two corner towers par

ticularly attracted our attention . Mr. Boswell, whose in.

ance .
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quisitiveness is seconded by great activity, scrambled in at

a high window , but found the stairs within broken, and

could not reach the top . Of the other tower we were told

that the inhabitants sometimes climbed it, but we did not

immediately discern the entrance , and, as the night was

gathering upon us, thought proper to desist. Men skilled

in architecture might do whatwe did not attempt; they

might probably form an exact ground -plot of this vene

rable edifice. They may, from some parts yet standing,

conjecture its general form , and, perhaps, by comparing it

with other buildings of the same kind and the same age,

attain an idea very near to truth . I should scarcely have

regretted my journey, had it afforded nothing more than

the sight of Aberbrothick .

Leaving these fragments of magnificence, we travelled

on to Montrose, which we surveyed in the morning,

and found it well built, airy, and clean . The town

house is a handsome fabrick with a portico. We then

went to view the English chapel, and found a small

church, clean to a degree unknown in any other part of

Scotland, with commodious galleries, and, what was yet

less expected , with an organ.

At our inn we did not find a reception such as we

thought proportionate to the commercial opulence of the

place ; but Mr. Boswell desired me to observe that the

innkeeper was an Englishman, and I then defended him,

as well as I could .

When I had proceeded thus far, I had opportunities of

observing what I had never heard, that there were many

beggars in Scotland. In Edinburgh the proportion is, I

think, not less than in London, and in the smaller places

it is far greater than in English towns of the same extent.

It must, however, be allowed, that they are not importu

nate, nor clamorous. They solicit silently, or very mo

destly, and, therefore, though their behaviour may strike

with more force the heart of a stranger , they are certainly

in danger of missing the attention of their countrymen .

Novelty has always some power : an unaccustomedmode
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outcry and

of begging excites an unaccustomed degree of pity. But

the force of novelty is, by its own nature , soon at an end ;

the efficacy of perseverance is permanent and

certain .

The road from Montrose exhibited a continuation of

the same appearances. The country is still naked , the

hedges are of stone, and the fields so generally ploughed ,

that it is hard to imagine where grass is found for the

horses that till them . The harvest, which was almost

ripe, appeared very plentiful.

Early in the afternoon, Mr. Boswell observed , that we

were at no great distance from the house of lord Mon

boddo. The magnetism of his conversation easily drew

us out of our way, and the entertainment which we re

ceived would have been a sufficient recompense for a

much greater deviation .

The roads beyond Edinburgh, as they are less fre

quented, must be expected to grow gradually rougher ;

but they were hitherto by no means incommodious. We

travelled on with the gentle pace of a Scotch driver, who,

having no rivals in expedition, neither gives himself nor

his horses unnecessary trouble. We did not affect the im

patience we did not feel, but were satisfied with the com

pany of each other, as well riding in the chaise, as sitting

at an inn . The night and the day are equally solitary

and equally safe ; for where there are so few travellers,

why should there be robbers ?

We came somewhat late to Aberdeen, and found the

inn so full, that we had some difficulty in obtaining ad

mission , till Mr. Boswell made himself known . His name

overpowered all objection, and we found a very good house

and civil treatment.

I received the next day a very kind letter from sir

Alexander Gordon, whom I had formerly known in Lon

don, and, after a cessation of all intercourse for near

twenty years, met here professor of physick in the King's

college. Such unexpected renewals of acquaintance may

be numbered among the most pleasing incidents of life,

!
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The knowledge of one professor soon procured me the

notice of the rest, and I did not want any token of regard ,

being conducted wherever there was any thing which I

desired to see, and entertained , at once, with the novelty of

the place, and the kindness of communication.

To write of the cities of our own island with the solem

nity of geographical description , as if we had been cast

upon .a newly discovered coast, has the appearance of a

very frivolous ostentation ; yet, as Scotland is little known

to the greater part of those who may read these observa

tions, it is not superfluous to relate , that under the name

of Aberdeen are comprised two towns, standing about a

mile distant from each other, but governed, I think, by

the same magistrates.

Old Aberdeen is the ancient episcopal city, in which

are still to be seen the remains of the cathedral. It has

the appearance of a town in decay, having been situated ,

in times when commerce was yet unstudied, with very

little attention to the commodiousness of the harbour.

· New Aberdeen has all the bustle of prosperous trade,

and all the show of increasing opulence. It is built by the

waterside. The houses are large and lofty , and the streets

spacious and clean. They build almost wholly with the

granite used in the new pavement of the streets of Lon

don, which is well known not to want hardness, yet they

shape it easily. It is beautiful, and must be very lasting.

What particular parts of commerce are chiefly exercised

by the merchants of Aberdeen , I have not inquired. The

manufacture which forces itself upon a stranger's eye is

that of knit-stockings, on which the women of the lower

class are visibly employed.

In each of these towns there is a college, or in stricter

language an university ; for in both there are professors

of the same parts of learning, and the colleges hold their

sessions and confer degrees separately, with total inde

pendence of one on the other.

In Old Aberdeen stands the King's college, of which

the first president was Hector Boece, or Boethius, who
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may be justly reverenced as one of the revivers of elegant

learning. When he studied at Paris, he was acquainted

with Erasmus, who afterwards gave him a publick testi

mony of his esteem , by inscribing to him a catalogue of

his works. The style of Boethius, though , perhaps, not

always rigorously pure , is formed with great diligence

upon ancient models, and wholly uninfected with monas

tick barbarity. His history is written with elegance and

vigour, but his fabulousness and credulity are justly blamed .

His fabulousness, if he was the author of the fictions, is a

fault for which no apology can be made ; but his credulity

may be excused in an age, when all men were credu

lous. Learning was then rising on the world ; but ages

so long accustomed to darkness, were too much dazzled

with its light to see any thing distinctly. The first race of

scholars in the fifteenth century, and some time after,

were, for the most part, learning to speak, rather than to

think, and were , therefore, more studious of elegance than

of truth. The contemporaries of Boethius thought it suf

ficient to know what the ancients had delivered. The ex

amination of tenets and of facts was reserved for another

generation.

Boethius, as president of the university, enjoyed a re

venue of forty Scottish marks, about two pounds four shil

lings and sixpence of sterling money. In the present age

of trade and taxes, it is difficult even for the imagination

50 to raise the value of money, or so to diminish the de

mands of life, as to suppose four-and -forty shillings a year

an honourable stipend ; yet it was, probably, equal, not

only to the needs, but to the rank of Boethius. The

wealth of England was, undoubtedly, to that of Scotland

more than five to one, and it is known that Henry the

eighth , among whose faults avarice was never reckoned ,

granted to Roger Ascham , as a reward of his learning, a

pension of ten pounds a year .

The other, called the Marischal college, is in the new

town . The hall is large and well lighted. One of its or

naments is the picture of Arthur Johnston, who was prin
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cipal of the college, and who holds, among the Latin poets

of Scotland, the next place to the elegant Buchanan.

In the library I was shown some curiosities ; a Hebrew

manuscript of exquisite penmanship, and a Latin transla

tion of Aristotle's Politicks by Leonardus Aretinus, writ

ten in the Roman character with nicety and beauty, which ,

as the art of printing has made them no longer necessary ,

are not now to be found. This was one of the latest per

formances of the transcribers, for Aretinus died but about

twenty years before typography was invented . This ver

sion has been printed , and may be found in libraries, but

is little read ; for the same books have been since trans

lated both by Victorius and Lambinus, who lived in an

age more cultivated , but, perhaps, owed in part to Aretinus

that they were able to excel him. Much is due to those

who first broke the way to knowledge, and left only to

their successoursthe task of smoothing it.

In both these colleges the methods of instruction are

nearly the same ; the lectures differing only by the acci

dental difference of diligence, or ability in the professors.

The students wear scarlet gowns, and the professors black,

which is, I believe, the academical dress in all the Scottish

universities, except that of Edinburgh, where the scho

lars are not distinguished by any particular habit. In the

King's college there is kept a publick table, but the scho

lars of the Marischal college are boarded in the town .

The expense of living is here, according to the informa

tion that I could obtain , somewhat more than at St.

Andrews.

The course of education is extended to four years, at

the end of which those who take a degree, who are not

many, become masters of arts ; and whoever is a master

may, if he pleases, immediately commence doctor. The

title of doctor, however, was, for a considerable time, be

stowed only on physicians. The advocates are examined,

and approved by their own body ; the ministers were not

ambitious of titles, or were afraid of being censured for am

bition ; and the doctorate in every faculty was commonly
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given or sold into other countries. The ministers are noi

reconciled to distinction , and, as it must always happen

that some will excel others, have thought graduation a

proper testimony of uncommon abilities or acquisitions.

The indiscriminate collation of degrees has justly taken

away that respect which they originally claimed, as stamps

by which the literary value of men so distinguished was

authoritatively denoted . That academical honours, or any

others, should be conferred with exact proportion to merit,

is more than human judgment or human integrity have

given reason to expect. Perhaps degrees in universities

cannot be better 'adjusted by any general rule than by the

length of time passed in the publick profession of learn

ing. An English or Irish doctorate cannot be obtained

by a very young man , and it is reasonable to suppose ,

what is likewise by experience commonly found true, that

he who is by age qualified to be a doctor, has in so much

time gained learning sufficient not to disgrace the title, or

wit sufficient not to desire it.

The Scotch universities hold but one term or session in

the year. That of St. Andrews continues eight months,

that of Aberdeen only five, from the first of November te

the first of April.

In Aberdeen there is an English chapel, in which the

congregation was numerous and splendid . The form of

publick worship used by the church of England, is in

Scotland legally practised in licensed chapels, served by

clergymen of English or Irish ordination, and, by tacit

connivance, quietly permitted in separate congregations,

supplied with ministers by the successours of the bishops

who were deprived at the revolution,

We came to Aberdeen on Saturday, August 21. On

Monday we were invited into the town-hall, where I had

the freedom of the city given me by the lord provost. The

honour conferred had all the decorations that politeness

could add, and, what, I am afraid , I should not have had

to say of any city south of the Tweed, I found no petty

officer bowing for a fee.
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The parchment containing the record of admission is,

with the seal appending, fastened to a riband, and worn

for one day by the new citizen in his hat.

By a lady who saw us at the chapel, the earl of Errol

was informed of our arrival, and we had the honour of an

invitation to his seat, called Slanes castle, as I am told ,

improperly , from the castle of that name, which once

stood at a place not far distant.

The road beyond Aberdeen grew more stony, and con

tinued equally naked of all vegetable decoration . We

travelled over a tract of ground near the sea, which , not

long ago, suffered a very uncommon and unexpected ca

lamity. The sand of the shore was raised by a tempest in

such quantities, and carried to such a distance, that an

estate was overwhelmed and lost. Such and so hopeless

was the barrenness superinduced, that the owner, when

he was required to pay the usual tax , desired rather to re

sign the ground.

We came, in the afternoon , to Slanes castle, built upon

the margin of the sea, so that the walls of one of the

towers seem only a continuation of a perpendicular rock ,

the foot of which is beaten by the waves. To walk round

the house seemed impracticable. From thewindows the

eye wanders over the sea that separates Scotland from

Norway, and , when the winds beat with violence, must

enjoy all the terrifick grandeur of the tempestuous ocean.

I would not, for my amusement, wish for a storm ; but, as

storms, whether wished or not, will sometimes happen, I

may say, without violation of humanity, that I should

willingly look out upon them from Slanes castle.

When we were about to take our leave , our departure

was prohibited by the countess, till we should have seen

two places upon the coast, which she rightly considered

as worthy of curiosity, Dun Buy, and the Buller of Bu

chan, to which Mr. Boyd very kindly conducted us.

Dun Buy, which in Erse is said to signify the yellow

rock, is a double protuberance of stone, open to the main

sea on one side, and parted from the land by a very
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narrow channel on the other. It has its name and its

colour from the dung of innumerable seafowls, which , in

the spring, choose this place, as convenient for incubation ,

and have their eggs and their young taken in great

abundance. One of the birds that frequent this rock has,

as we were told, its body not larger than a duck's, and yet

lays eggs as large as those of a goose. This bird is by the

inhabitants named a coot. That which is called coot in

England is here a cooter.

Upon these rocks there was nothing that could long de

tain attention , and we soon turned our eyes to the Buller,

or Bouilloir of Buchan, which no man can see with indif

ference, who has either sense of danger, or delight in

rarity. It is a rock perpendicularly tubulated, united on

one side with a high shore, and on the other rising steep

to a great height above the mainsea. The top is open ,

from which may be seen a dark gulf of water which flows

into the cavity, through a breach made in the lower part

of the enclosing rock . It has the appearance of a vast

well bordered with a wall. The edge of the Buller is not

wide, and to those that walk round, appears very narrow .

He that ventures to look downward sees, that if his foot

should slip, he must fall from his dreadful elevation upon

stones on one side, or into the water on the other. We,

however, went round, and were glad when the circuit was

completed.

When we came down to the sea, we saw some boats,

and rowers, and resolved to explore the Buller, at the bot

tom . We entered the arch , which the water had made,

and found ourselves in a place, which, though we could

not think ourselves in danger, we could scarcely survey

without some recoil of the mind. The basin , in which we

floated, was nearly circular, perhaps, thirty yards in diame

ter. We were enclosed by a natural wall, rising steep on

every side to a height which produced the idea of insur

mountable confinement. The interception of all lateral

light caused a dismal gloom . Round us was a perpendi

cular rock, above us the distant sky, and below an un
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known profundity of water. If I had any malice against

a walking spirit, instead of laying him in the Red sea ,

I would condemn him to reside in the Buller of Bu

chan.

But terrour without danger is only one of the sports of

fancy, a voluntary agitation of the mind that is permitted

no longer than it pleases. We were soon at leisure to

examine the place with minute inspection, and found

many cavities which, as the watermen told us, went back

ward to a depth which they had never explored. Their

extent we had not time to try ; they are said to serve dif

ferent purposes. Ladies come hither sometimes, in the

summer, with collations, and smugglers make them store

houses for clandestine merchandise. It is hardly to be

doubted but the pirates of ancient times often used them

as magazines of arms, or repositories of plunder.

To the little vessels used by the northern rowers, the

Buller may have served as a shelter from storms, and

perhaps as a retreat from enemies ; the entrance might

have been stopped , or guarded with little difficulty, and

though the vessels, that were stationed within , would

have been battered with stones showered on them

from above, yet the crews would have lain safe in the

caverns .

Next morning we continued our journey, pleased with

our reception at Slanes castle , of which we had now

leisure to recount the grandeur and the elegance ; for our

way afforded us few topicks of conversation . The ground

was neither uncultivated nor unfruitful ; but it was still

all arable . Of flocks or herds there was no appearance.

I had now travelled two hundred miles in Scotland, and

seen only one tree not younger than myself.

We dined this day at the house of Mr. Frazer of

Streichton, who showed us in his grounds some stones

yet standing of a druidical circle, and, what I began to

think more worthy of notice, some forest -trees of full

growth .

At night we came to Bamff, where I remember nothing

VOL. IX.
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that particularly claimed my attention. The ancient

towns of Scotland have generally an appearance unusual

to Englishmen . The houses, whether great or small, are

for the most part built of stones. Their ends are now

and then next the streets, and the entrance into them is

very often by a flight of steps, which reaches up to the

second story ; the floor which is level with the ground

being entered only by stairs descending within the

house.

The art of joining squares of glass with lead is little

used in Scotland, and in some places is totally forgotten.

The frames of their windows are all of wood . They are

more frugal of their glass than the English, and will often ,

in houses not otherwise mean , compose a square of two

pieces, not joining like cracked glass, but with one edge

laid, perhaps, half an inch over the other. Their windows

do not move upon hinges, but are pushed up and drawn

down in grooves, yet they are seldom accommodated

with weights and pulleys. He that would have his win

dow open must hold it with his hand, unless, what may

be sometimes found among good contrivers, there be

a nail, which he may stick into a hole, to keep it from

falling

What cannot be done without some uncommon trouble

or particular expedient, will not often be done at all. The

incommodiousness of the Scotch windows keeps them

very closely shut. The necessity of ventilating human

habitations has not yet been found by our northern neigh

bours; and, even in houses well built and elegantly fur

nished, a stranger may be sometimes forgiven, if he allows

himself to wish for fresher air.

These diminutive observations seem to take away some

thing from the dignity of writing, and , therefore, are

never communicated but with hesitation, and a little fear

of abasement and contempt. But it must be remembered ,

that life consists not of a series of illustrious actions, or

elegant enjoyments ; the greater part of our time passes

in compliance with necessities, in the performance of

X
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daily duties, in the removal of small inconveniencies, in

the procurement of petty pleasures ; and weare well or ill

at ease, as the main stream of life glides on smoothly, or

is ruffled by small obstacles and frequent interruption .

The true state of every nation, is the state of common life.

The manners of a people are not to be found in the

schools of learning , or the palaces of greatness, where the

national character is obscured or obliterated by travel or

instruction, by philosophy or vanity ; nor is publick hap

piness to be estimated by the assemblies of the gay , or

the banquets of the rich . The great mass of nations is

neither rich nor gay : they whose aggregate constitutes

the people, are found in the streets and the villages, in

the shops and farms; and from them , collectively consi

dered, must the measure of general prosperity be taken .

As they approach to delicacy, a nation is refined ; as their

conveniencies are multiplied, a nation , at least a com

mercial nation, must be denominated wealthy.

Finding nothing to detain us at Bamff, we set out in

the morning, and, having breakfasted at Cullen , about

noon came to Elgin , where, in the inn that we supposed

the best, a dinner was set before us, which we could not

eat. This was the first time, and, except one, the last,

that I found any reason to complain of a Scottish table ;

and such disappointments, I suppose, must be expected in

every country, where there is no great frequency of tra

vellers.

The ruins of the cathedral of Elgin afforded us another

proof of the waste of reformation . There is enough yet

remaining to show , that it was once magnificent. Its

whole plot is easily traced. On the north side of the

choir, the chapter-house, which is roofed with an arch of

stone, remains entire ; and, on the south side, another

mass of building, which we could not enter, is preserved

by the care of the family of Gordon ; but the body of the

church is a mass of fragments.

A paper was here put into our hands, which deduced

from sufficient authorities the history of this venerable

.

C 2
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ruin. The church of Elgin had, in the intestine tumults

of the barbarous ages, been laid waste by the irruption of

a Highland chief, whom the bishop had offended ; but,

it was gradually restored to the state of which the traces

may be now discerned , and was at last, not destroyed by

the tumultuous violence of Knox, but more shamefully suf

fered to dilapidate by deliberate robbery and frigid indif

ference. There is still extant, in the books of the coun

cil, an order, of which I cannot remember the date, but

which was doubtless issued after the reformation, directing

that the lead , which covers the two cathedrals of Elgin

and Aberdeen, shall be taken away, and converted into

money for the support of the army. A Scotch army was

in those times very cheaply kept ; yet the lead of two

churches must have borne so small a proportion to any

military expense, that it is hard not to believe the reason

alleged to be merely popular, and the money intended for

some private purse. The order, however, was obeyed ;

the two churches were stripped, and the lead was shipped

to be sold in Holland. I hope every reader will rejoice that

this cargo of sacrilege was lost at sea .

Let us not, however, make too much haste to despise

our neighbours. Our own cathedrals are mouldering by

unregarded dilapidation. It seems to be part of the des .

picable philosophy of the time to despise monuments of

sacred magnificence, and we are in danger of doing that

deliberately, which the Scots did not do, but in the un,

settled state of an imperfect constitution .

Those who had once uncovered the cathedrals never

wished to cover them again ; and, being thus made useless ,

they were first neglected, and, perhaps, as the stone was

wanted, afterwards demolished .

Elgin seems a place of little trade, and thinly inhabited.

The episcopal cities of Scotland, I believe, generally fell

with their churches, though some of them have since re

covered by a situation convenient for commerce. Thus

Glasgow , though it has no longer an archbishop, has

risen beyond its original state by the opulence of its traders ;
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and Aberdeen , though its ancient stock had decayed ,

flourishes by a new shoot in another place.

In the chief street of Elgin , the houses jut over the

lowest story, like the old buildings of timber in London,

but with greater prominence; so that there is sometimes a

walk for a considerable length under a cloister, or portico,

which is now indeed frequently broken, because the new

houses have another form , but seems to have been uni

formly continued in the old city.

We went forwards the same day to Fores, the town to

which Macbeth was travelling, when he met the weird

sisters in his way. This to an Englishman is classick

ground. Our imaginations were heated, and our thoughts

recalled to their old amusements.

We had now a prelude to the Highlands. We began

to leave fertility and culture behind us, and saw for a great

length of road nothing but heath ; yet at Fochabars, a

seat belonging to the duke of Gordon , there is an orchard ,

which in Scotland I had never seen before, with some

timber -trees, and a plantation of oaks.

At Fores we found good accommodation , but nothing

worthy of particular remark , and next morning entered

upon the road , on which Macbeth heard the fatal predic

tion ; but we travelled on not interrupted by promises of

kingdoms, and came to Nairn , a royal burgh, which, if

once it flourished, is now in a state of miserable decay; but

I know not whether its chief annual magistrate has not

still the title of lord provost.

· At Nairn we may fix the verge of the Highlands ; for

here I first saw peat fires, and first heard the Erse lan

guage. We had no motive to stay longer than to break

fast, and went forward to the house of Mr. Macaulay, the

minister who published an account of St. Kilda, and by his

direction visited Calder castle, from which Macbeth drew

his second title. It has been formerly a place of strength.

The drawbridge is still to be seen , but the moat is now dry.

The tower is very ancient. Its walls are of great thickness,

arched on the top with stone, and surrounded with battle
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ments. The rest of the house is later, though far from

modern .

We were favoured by a gentleman , who lives in the cas

tle, with a letter to one of the officers at Fort George,

which, being the most regular fortification in the island ,

well deserves the notice of a traveller, who has never tra

velled before. We went thither next day, found a very

kind reception, were led round the works by a gentleman ,

who explained the use of every part, and entertained by

sir Eyre Coote, the governour, with such elegance of con

versation , as left us no attention to the delicacies of his

table.

Of Fort George, I shall not attemptto give any account.

I cannot delineate it scientifically, and a loose and po

pular description is of use only when the imagination is

to be amused . There was every where an appearance

of the utmost neatness and regularity. But my suffrage

is of little value, because this and Fort Augustus are the

only garrisons that I ever saw .

We did not regret the time spent at the fort, though in

consequence of our delay, we came somewhat late to In

verness, the town which may properly be called the capi

tal of the Highlands. Hither the inhabitants of the

inland parts come to be supplied with what they can

not make for themselves. Hither the young nymphs of

the mountains and valleys are sent for education , and,

as far as my observation has reached, are not sent in

vain .

Inverness was the last place which had a regular com

munication by high roads with the southern counties .

All the ways beyond it have, I believe, been made by the

soldiers in this century. At Inverness, therefore, Crom

well, when he subdued Scotland, stationed a garrison , as

at the boundary of the Highlands. The soldiers seem to

have incorporated afterwards with the inhabitants, and to

have peopled the place with an English race ; for the lan

guage of this town has been long considered as peculiarly

elegant.
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Here is a castle, called the castle of Macbeth , the walls

of which are yet standing. It was no very capacious

edifice, but stands upon a rock, so high and steep, that I

think it was once not accessible, but by the help of ladders,

or a bridge. Over against it, on another hill, was a fort

built by Cromwell, now totally demolished ; for no fac

tion of Scotland loved the name of Cromwell, or had any

desire to continue his memory .

Yet what the Romans did to other nations, was in a

great degree done by Cromwell to the Scots; he civilized

them by conquest, and introduced , by useful violence, the

arts of peace. I was told at Aberdeen , that the people

learned from Cromwell's soldiers to make shoes, and to

plant kail.

How they lived without kail, it is not easy to guess :

they cultivate hardly any other plant for common tables,

and when they had not kail, they, probably, had nothing.

The numbers that go barefoot are still sufficient to show

that shoes may be spared : they are not yet considered as

necessaries of life ; for tall boys, not otherwise meanly

dressed , run without them in the streets ; and in the

islands the sons of gentlemen pass several of their first

years with naked feet.

I know not whether it be rot peculiar to the Scots to

have attained the liberal, without the manual arts, to

have excelled in ornamental knowledge, and to have

wanted, not only the elegancies, but the conveniencies of

common life. Literature, soon after its revival, found its

way to Scotland, and from the middle of the sixteenth

century , almost to the middle of the seventeenth , the po

liter studies were very diligently pursued. The Latin

poetry of Deliciæ Poetarum Scotorum would have done

honour to any nation ; at least till the publication of

May's Supplement, the English had very little to op

pose .

Yet men thus ingenious and inquisitive were content

to live in total ignorance of the trades by which hu

man wants are supplied, and to supply them by the
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grossest means. Till the union made them acquainted

with English manners, the culture of their lands was un,

skilful, and their domestick life unformed ; their tables

were coarse as the feasts of Eskimeaux, and their houses

filthy as the cottages of Hottentots.

Since they have known that their condition was capable

of improvement, their progress in useful knowledge has

been rapid and uniform . What remains to be done they

will quickly do, and then wonder, like me, why that

which was so necessary and so easy was so long delayed.

But they must be for ever content to owe to the English

that elegance and culture, which, if they had been vigi

lant and active, perhaps the English might have owed to

them .

Here the appearance of life began to alter. I had seen

a few women with plaids at Aberdeen ; but at Inverness

the Highland manners are common . There is, I think,

a kirk , in which only the Erse language is used. There is

likewise an English chapel, but meanly built, where on

Sunday we saw a very decent congregation.

We were now to bid farewell to the luxury of travel

ling, and to enter a country upon which, perhaps, no

wheel has ever rolled . We could, indeed, have used our

postchaise one day longer, along the military road to Fort

Augustus, but we could have hired no horses beyond In

verness, and we were not so sparing of ourselves, as to lead

them , merely that we might have one day longer the in

dulgence of a carriage.

At Inverness, therefore, we procured three horses for our

selves and a servant, and one more for our baggage,

which was no very heavy load . We found in the course

of our journey the convenience of having disencumbered

ourselves, by laying aside whatever we could spare ; for it

is not to be imagined without experience, how in climb

ing crags, and treading bogs, and winding through narrow

and obstructed passages , a little bulk will hinder, and a

little weight will burden ; or how often a man that has

pleased himself at home with his own resolution, will, in

1

+
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verness .

the hour of darknessand fatigue, be content to leave be

hind him every thing but himself.

We took two Highlanders to run beside us, partly to

show us the way , and partly to take back from the sea

side the horses, of which they were the owners. One of

them was a man of great liveliness and activity, of whom

his companion said , that he would tire any horse in In

Both of them were civil and ready-handed,

Civility seems part of the national character of High

landers. Every chieftain is a monarch, and politeness,

the natural product of royal government, is diffused from

the laird through the whole clan . But they are not

commonly dexterous: their narrowness of life confines

them to a few operations, and they are accustomed to en

dure little wants, more than to remove them .

We mounted our steeds on the thirteenth of August,

and directed our guides to conduct us to Fort Augustus.

It is built at the head of Lough Ness, of which Inverness

stands at the outlet. The way between them has been

cut by the soldiers, and the greater part of it runs along a

rock , levelled with great labour and exactness, near the

waterside .

Most of this day's journey was very pleasant. The

day, though bright, was not hot ; and the appearance of

the country , if I had not seen the Peak , would have been

wholly new. We went upon a surface so hard and level,

that we had little care to hold the bridle, and were, there

fore, at full leisure for contemplation. On the left were

high and steep rocks, shaded with birch , the hardy native

of the north , and covered with fern or heath . On the

right the limpid waters of Lough Ness were beating

their bank, and waving their surface by a gentle agita,

tion . Beyond them were rocks sometimes covered with

verdure, and sometimes towering in horrid nakedness;

Now -and then we espied a little corn - field , which

served to impress more strongly the general barren ,

ness .

Lough Ness is about twenty-four miles long, and from
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one mile to two miles broad. It is remarkable that Boe

thius, in his description of Scotland, gives it twelve miles

of breadth .
When historians or geographers exhibit

false accounts of places far distant, they may be forgiven ,

because they can tell but what they are told ; and that

their accounts exceed the truth may be justly supposed,

because most men exaggerate to others, if not to them

selves ; but Boethius lived at no great distance ; if he

never saw the lake, he must have been very incurious, and

if he had seen it, his veracity yielded to very slight tempt

ations.

Lough Ness, though not twelve miles broad, is a very

remarkable diffusion of water, without islands. It fills a

large hollow between two ridges of high rocks, being sup

plied , partly by the torrents, which fall into it on either

side, and partly, as is supposed, by springs at the bottom .

Its water is remarkably clear and pleasant, and is ima

gined by the natives to be medicinal. We were told, that

it is in some places a hundred and forty fathoms deep, a

profundity scarcely credible, and which probably those

that relate it have never sounded. Its fish are salmon ,

trout, and pike.

It was said at Fort Augustus, that Lough Ness is open in

the hardest winters, though a lake not far from it is covered

with ice. In discussing these exceptions from the course

of nature, the first question is, whether the fact be justly

stated . That which is strange is delightful, and a pleasing

errour is not willingly detected. Accuracy of narration

is not very common , and there are few so rigidly philoso

phical, as not to represent as perpetual, what is only fre

quent, or as constant, what is really casual. If it be true

that Lough Ness never freezes, it is either sheltered by its

high banks from the cold blasts, and exposed only to

those winds, which have more power to agitate than con

geal, or it is kept in perpetual motion by the rush of

streams from the rocks that enclose it. Its profundity,

though it should be such as is represented, can have little

part in this exemption ; for though deep wells are not
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frozen , because their water is secluded from the external

air, yet, where a wide surface is exposed to the full influ

ence of a freezing atmosphere, I know not why the depth

should keep it open . Natural philosophy is now one of

the favourite studies of the Scottish nation , and Lough

Ness well deserves to be diligently examined .

The road on which we travelled, and which was itself a

source ofentertainment, is made along the rock, in the direc

tion of the lough, sometimes by breakingoff protuberances,

and sometimes by cutting the great mass of stone to a con

siderable depth. The fragments are piled in a loose wall

on either side, with apertures left at very short spaces, to

give a passage to the wintry currents. Part of it is

bordered with low trees, from which our guides gathered

nuts, and would have had the appearance of an English

lane, except that an English lane is almost always dirty.

It has been made with great labour, but has this advan

tage, that it cannot, without equal labour, be broken

up .

Within our sight, there were goats feeding or playing.

The mountains have red deer, but they came not within

view ; and if what is said of their vigilance and subtlety

be true, they have some claim to that palm of wisdom ,

which the eastern philosopher, whom Alexander inter

rogated, gave to those beasts which live furthest from

men.

Near the way , by the waterside, we espied a cottage.

This was the first Highland hut that I had seen ; and, as

our business was with life and manners, we were willing

to visit it. To enter a habitation without leave, seems to

be not considered here as rudeness or intrusion . The

old laws of hospitality still give this license to a stranger.

A hut is constructed with loose stones, ranged for the

most part with some tendency to circularity. It must be

placed where the wind cannot act upon it with violence,

because it has no cement ; and where the water will run

easily away, because it has no floor but the naked

ground. The wall, which is commonly about six feet
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high, declínes from the perpendicular a little inward .

Such rafters as can be procured are then raised for a

roof, and covered with heath, which makes astrong and

warm thatch , kept from flying off by, ropes of twisted

heath, of which the ends, reaching from the centre of the

thatch to the top of the wall, are held firm by the weight

of a large stone. No light is admitted but at the entrance ,

and through a hole in the thatch , which gives vent to the

smoke. This hole is not directly over the fire, lest the

rain should extinguish it ; and the smoke, therefore, natu

rally fills the place before it escapes. Such is the general

structure of the houses, in which one of the nations of

this opulent and powerful island has been hitherto con.

tent to live. Huts, however, are not more uniform than

palaces; and this, which we were inspecting, was very

far from one of the meanest, for it was divided into seve

ral apartments ; and its inhabitants possessed such pro

perty as a pastoral poet might exalt into riches.

When we entered, we found an old woman boiling

goat's flesh in a kettle. She spoke little English, but we

had interpreters at hand, and she was willing enough to

display her whole system of economy. She has five chil

dren, of which none are yet gone from her. The eldest, a

boy of thirteen, and her husband, who is eighty years

old , were at work in the wood. Her two next sons were

gone to Inverness, to buy meal, by which oatmeal is al.

ways meant. Meal she considered as expensive food,

and told us, that in spring, when the goats gave milk ,

the children could live without it. She is mistress of

sixty goats, and I saw many kids in an enclosure at the

end of her house. She had also some poultry. : By the

lake, we saw a potatoe-garden, and a small spot of ground,

on which stood four shocks, containing each twelve

sheaves of barley. She has all this from the labour of

their own hànds, and, for what is necessary to be bought,

her kids and her chickens are sent to market.

; . With the true pastoral hospitality, she asked us to sit

down and driņk whisky. She is religions, and though
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the kirk is four miles off, probably eight English miles,

she goes thither every Sunday. We gave her a shilling ,

and she begged snuff ; for snuff is the luxury of a High

land cottage .

Soon afterwards we came to the General's hut, so

called because it was the temporary abode of Wade,

while he superintended the works upon the road. It is

now a house of entertainment for passengers, and we

found it not ill stocked with provisions.

Towards evening we crossed , by a bridge, the river

which makes the celebrated fall of Fiers. The country ,

at the bridge, strikes the imagination with all the gloom

and grandeur of Siberian solitude . The way makes a

flexure , and the mountains, covered with trees , rise at

once on the left hand and in the front. We desired our

guides to show us the fall, and, dismounting, clambered

over very rugged crags, till I began to wish that our cu

riosity might have been gratified with less trouble and

danger. We came, at last, to a place where we could

overlook the river, and saw a channel toin , as it seems;

through black piles of stone, by which the stream is ob

structed and broken , till it comes to a very steep descent,

of such dreadful depth, that we were naturally inclined

to turn aside our eyes.

But we visited the place at an unseasonable time, and

found it diveşted of its dignity and terrour. Nature never

gives every thing at once. A long continuance of dry

weather, which made the rest of the way easy and de

lightful, deprived us of the pleasure expected from the

fall of Fiers. The river, having now no water but what the

springs supply, showed us only a swift current, clear and

shallow , fretting over the asperities of the rocky bottom ;

and we were left to exercise our thoughts, by endeavour

ing to conceive the effect of a thousand streams, poured

from the mountains into one channel, struggling for ex

pansion in a narrow passage, exasperated by rocks rising

in their way, and, at last, discharging all their violence of

waters, by a sudden fall through the horrid chasm .
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The way now grew less easy , descending by an uneven

declivity, but without either dirt or danger. We did not

arrive at Fort Augustus till it was late. Mr. Boswell,

who, between his father's merit and his own, is sure

of reception wherever he comes, sent a servant before to

beg admission and entertainment for that night. Mr.

Trapaud, the governour, treated us with that courtesy

which is so closely connected with the military character.

He came out to meet us beyond the gates, and apolo

gized that, at so late an hour, the rules of a garrison suf

fered him to give us entrance only at the postern .

In themorning we viewed the fort, which is much less

than that of St. George, and is said to be commandedby

the neighbouring hills. It was not long ago taken by the

Highlanders. But its situation seems well chosen for

pleasure, if not for strength ; it stands at the head of

the lake, and, by a sloop of sixty tuns, is supplied from

Inverness with great convenience.

We were now to cross the Highlands, towards the

western coast, and to content ourselves with such accom

modations, as a way so little frequented could afford . The

journey was not formidable, for it was but of two days,

very unequally divided, because the only house, where

we could be entertained , was not further off than a third of

the way. We soon came to a high hill, which we mounted

by a military road, cut in traverses, so that, as we went

upon a higher stage, we saw the baggage following us

below in a contrary direction . To make this way, the

rock has been hewn to a level, with labour that might

have broken the perseverance of a Roman legion.

The country is totally denuded of its wood, but the

stumps, both of oaks and firs, which are still found, show

that it has been once a forest of large timber. I do not

remember that we saw any animals, but we were told

that, in the mountains, there are stags, roebucks, goats,

and rabbits.

We did not perceive that this tract was possessed by

human beings, except that once we saw a corn - field, in
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which a lady was walking with some gentlemen. Their

house was certainly at no great distance, but so situated

that we could not descry it.

Passing on through the dreariness of solitude, we found

a party of soldiers from the fort, working on the road, un

der the superintendence of a sergeant. We told them

how kindly we had been treated at the garrison, and, as

we were enjoying the benefit of their labours, begged

leave to show our gratitude by a small present.

Early in the afternoon we came to Anoch, a village in

Glenmollison of three huts, one of which is distinguished

by a chimney. Here we were to dine and lodge, and

were conducted through the first room , that had the

chimney, into another lighted by a small glass window .

The landlord attended us with great civility, and told us

what he could give us to eat and drink. I found some

books on a shelf, among which were a volume or more

of Prideaux's Connexion .

This I mentioned as something unexpected, and per

ceived that I did not please him. I praised the propriety

of his language, and was answered that I need not won

der, for he had learned it by grammar.

By subsequent opportunities of observation, I found

that my host's diction had nothing peculiar. Those High

landers that can speak English , commonly speak it well,

with few of the words, and little of the tone, by which a

Scotchman is distinguished. Their language seems to

have been learned in the army or the navy , or by some

communication with those, who could give them good ex

amples of accent and pronunciation. By their Lowland

neighbours they would not willingly be taught; for they

have long considered them as a mean and degenerate

These prejudices are wearing fast away ; but so

much of them still remains, that, when I asked a very

learned minister in the islands, which they considered as

their most savage clans : “ Those, ” said he, “ that live

next the Lowlands."

As we came hither early in the day, we had time suf

race .
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ficient to survey the place. The house was built, like

other huts, of loose stones ; but the part in which we

dined and slept, was lined with turf, and wattled with

twigs, which kept the earth from falling. Near it was a

garden of turnips, and a field of potatoes. It stands in

a glen, or valley, pleasantly watered by a winding river.

But this country, however it may delight the gazer, or

amuse the naturalist, is of no great advantage to its

owners. Our landlord told us of a gentleman who pos

sesses lands, eighteen Scotch miles in length , and three

in breadth ; a space containing, at least, a hundred

square English miles. He has raised his rents, to the

danger of depopulating his farms, and he fells his timber,

and, by exerting every art of augmentation, has obtained

a yearly revenue four hundred pounds, which, for a

hundred square miles, is three halfpence an acre .

Some time after dinner we were surprised by the en

trance of a young woman, not inelegant either in mien

or dress, who asked us whether we would have tea . We

found that she was the daughter of our host, and desired

her to make it. Her conversation , like her appearance,

was gentle and pleasing. We knew that the girls of the

Highlands are all gentlewomen, and treated her with

great respect, which she received as customary and due,

and was neither elated by it, nor confused, but repaid my

civilities without embarrassment, and told me how much

I honoured her country, by coming to survey it.

She had been at Inverness to gain the common female

qualifications, and had, like her father, the English pro

nunciation. I presented her with a book, which I hap

pened to have about me, and should not be pleased to

think that she forgets me.

In the evening the soldiers, whom we had passed on the

road, came to spend at our inn the little money that we

had given them . They had the true military impatience

of coin in their pockets, and had marched at least six

miles to find the first place where liquor could be bought.

Having never been before in a place so wild and unfre

.
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quented, I was glad of their arrival, because I knew that

we had made them friends; and to gain still more of their

goodwill, we went to them , where they were carousing

in the barn, and added something to our former gift. All

that we gave was not much, but it detained them in the

barn , either merry or quarrelling, the whole night, and in

the morning they went back to their work , with great in

dignation at the bad qualities of whisky.

We had gained so much the favour of our host, that,

when we left his house in the morning, he walked by us

a great way, and entertained us with conversation, both

on his own condition, and that of the country: His life

seemed to be merely pastoral, except that he differed

from some of the ancient Nomades in having a settled

dwelling. His wealth consists of one hundred sheep , as

many goats, twelve milk-cows, andtwenty -eight beeves

ready for the drover.

From him we first heard of the general dissatisfaction ,

which is now driving the Highlanders into the other

hemisphere; and when I asked him whether they would

stay at home, if they were well treated , he answered with

indignation, that no man willingly left his native country,

Of the farm , which he himself occupied, the rent had, in

twenty -five years, been advanced from five to twenty

pounds, which he found himself so little able to pay, that

he would be glad to try his fortune in some other place.

Yet, he owned the reasonableness of raising the Highland

rents in a certain degree, and declared himself willing to

pay ten pounds for the ground which he had formerly

had for five.

Our host having amused us for a time, resigned us

to our guides. The journey of this day was long, not that

the distance was great, but that the way was difficult.

We were now in the bosom of the Highlands, with full

leisure to contemplate the appearance and properties of

mountainous regions, such as have been, in many coun

tries, the last shelters of national distress, and are every

VOL. IX. D
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where the scenes of adventures, stratagems, surprises, and

escapes.

Mountainous countries are not passed but with diffi

culty, not merely from the labour of climbing ; for to

climb is not always necessary : but because, that which is

not mountain is commonly bog, through which the way

must be picked with caution . Where there are hills , there

is much rain , and the torrents, pouring down into the in

termediate spaces , seldom find so ready an outlet, as not

to stagnate, till they have broken the texture of the

ground.

Of the hills, which our journey offered to the view on

either side, we did not take the height, nor did we see

any that astonished us with their loftiness. Towards the

summit of one, there was a white spot, which I should

have called a naked rock, but the guides, who had better

eyes, and were acquainted with the phænomena of the

country, declared it to be snow . It had already lasted to

the end of August, and was likely to maintain its contest

with the sun , till it should be reinforced by winter.

The height of mountains, philosophically considered, is

properly computed from the surface of thenext sea ; but, as

it 'affects the eye or imagination of the passenger, as it

makes either a spectacle or an obstruction , it must be

reckoned from the place where the rise begins to make a

considerable angle with the plain . In extensive conti

nents the land may, by gradual elevation, attain great

height, without any other appearance than that of a plain

gently inclined , and if a hill, placed upon such raised

ground, be described , as having its altitude equal to the

whole space above the sea , the representation will be falla

cious.

These mountains may be properly enough measured

from the inland base ; for it is not much above the sea .

As we advanced at evening towards the western coast, I

did not observe the declivity to be greater than is neces

sary for the discharge of the inland waters .
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We passed many rivers and rivulets, which commonly

ran , with a clear shallow stream , over a hard pebbly bot

tom . These channels, which seem so much wider than

the water that they convey would naturally require, are

formed by the violence of wintry floods, produced by the

accumulation of innumerable streams that fall in rainy

weather from the hills, and, bursting away with resistless

impetuosity, make themselves a passage proportionate to

their mass.

Such capricious and temporary waters cannot be ex

pected to produce many fish. The rapidity of the wintry

deluge sweeps them away , and the scantiness of the sum

mer stream would hardly sustain them above the ground.

This is the reason why, in fording the northern rivers,

no fishes are seen , as in England, wandering in the

water.

Of the hills many may be called, with Homer's Ida,

abundant in springs ; but few can deserve the epithet

which he bestows upon Pelion by waving their leaves.

They exhibit very little variety ; being almost wholly co

vered with dark heath , and even that seems to be checked

in its growth. What is not heath is nakedness, a little

diversified by now and then a stream rushing down the

steep. An eye, accustomed to flowery pastures and wav

ing harvests, is astonished and repelled by this wide ex

tent of hopeless sterility. The appearance is that of mat

ter incapable of form or usefulness, dismissed by nature

from her care, and disinherited of her favours, left in its

original elemental state, or quickened only with one sullen

power of useless vegetation .

It will very readily occur, that this uniformity of bar

renness can afford very little amusement to the traveller ;

that it is easy to sit at home and conceive rocks, and

heath, and waterfalls ; and that these journeys are useless

labours, which neither impregnate the imagination, nor

enlarge the understanding. It is true, that of far the

greater part of things, we must content ourselves with such

knowledge as description may exhibit, or analogy supply ;

F
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but it is true , likewise, that these ideas are always incom

plete, and that, at least, till we have compared them with

realities, we do not know them to be just. As we see

more , we become possessed of more certainties, and, con

sequently, gain more principles of reasoning, and found a

wider basis of analogy.

Regions, mountainous and wild , thinly inhabited, and

little cultivated, make a great part of the earth, and he

that has never seen them , must live unacquainted with

much of the face of nature , and with one of the great

scenes of human existence,

As the day advanced towards noon , we entered a nar

row valley, not very flowery, but sufficiently verdant. Our

guides told us, that the horses could not travel all day

without rest or meat, and entreated us to stop here, because

no grass would be found in any other place. The request

was reasonable, and the argument cogent. We, therefore ,

willingly dismounted, and diverted ourselves as the place

gave us opportunity.

I sat down on a bank , such as a writer of romance

might have delighted to feign. I had, indeed, no trees

to whisper over my head, but a clear rivulet streamed at

my feet. The day was calm , the air was soft, and all was

rudenéss, silence , and solitude. Before me, and on either

side, were high hills, which, by hindering the eye from

ranging, forced the mind to find entertainment for itself.

Whether I spent the hour well I know not ; for here I

first conceived the thought of this narration .

We were in this place at ease and by choice, and had

no evils to suffer or to fear ; yet the imaginations excited

by the view of an unknown and untravelled wilderness

are not such as arise in the artificial solitude of parks and

gardens, a flattering notion of self-sufficiency, a placid in

dulgence of voluntary delusions, a secure expansion of the

fancy, or a cool concentration of the mental powers. The

phantoms which haunt a desert are want , and misery,

and danger ; the evils of dereliction rush upon the

thoughts ; man is made unwillingly acquainted with his

1
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own weakness, and meditation shows him only how little

he can sustain , and how little he can perform . There

were no traces of inhabitants , except, perhaps, a rude

pile of clods, called a summer hut, in which a herdsman

had rest in the favourable seasons. Whoever had been in

the place where I then sat, unprovided with provisions,

and ignorant of the country, might, at least before the

roads were made, have wandered among the rocks, till

he had perished with hardship, before he could have found

either food or shelter. Yet what are these hillocks to the

ridges of Taurus, or these spots of wildness to the de

serts of America ?

It was not long before we were invited to mount, and

continued our journey along the side of a lough, kept full

by many streams, which , with more or less rapidity and

noise, crossed the road from the hills on the other hand .

These currents, in their diminished state, after several dry

months, afford, to one who has always lived in level coun

tries, an unusual and delightful spectacle ; but in the

rainy season , such as every winter may be expected to

bring, must precipitate an impetuous and tremendous

food. I suppose the way by which we went, is, at that

time, impassable.

The tough at last ended in a river, broad and shallow ,

like the rest, but, that it may be passed when it is deeper,

there is a bridge over it. Beyond it is a valley, called

Glensheals, inhabited by the clan of Macrae. Here we

found a village, called Auknasheals, consisting of many

huts, perhaps twenty , built all of dry-stone, that is, stones

piled up without mortar.

We had , by the direction of the officers at Fort Augus

tus, taken bread for ourselves, and tobacco for those High

landers who might show us any kindness. We were now

at a place where we could obtain milk, but, must have

wanted bread, if we had not brought it. The people of

this valley did not appear to know any English , and our

guides now became doubly necessary as interpreters. A

woman, whose hut was distinguished by greater spacious
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ness, and better architecture, brought out some pails of

milk . The villagers gathered about us in considerable

numbers, I believe without any evil intention , but with a

very savage wildness of aspect and manner. When our meal

was over, Mr. Boswell sliced the bread, and divided it

amongst them , as he supposed them never to have tasted

a wheaten loaf before. He then gave them little pieces

of twisted tobacco , and, among the children, we distri

buted a small handful of halfpence, which they received

with great eagerness. Yet, I have been since told, that

the people of that valley are not indigent; and when we

mentioned them afterwards, as needy and pitiable, a

Highland lady let us know , that we might spare our com

miseration ; for the dame, whose milk we drank, had pro

bably more than a dozen milk -cows. She seemed unwilling

to take any price, but, being pressed to make a demand,

at last named a shilling. Honesty is not greater where

elegance is less. One of the by -standers, as we were told

afterwards, advised her to ask more, but she said a shilling

was enough. We gave her half -a-crown, and I hope got

some credit by our behaviour ; for the company said, if our

interpreters did not flatter us, that they had not seen such

a day, since the old laird of Macleod passed through their

country.

The Macraes, as we heard afterwards in the Hebrides,

were originally an indigent and subordinate clan, and

having no farms nor stock , were in great numbers ser

vants to the Maclellans, who, in the war of Charles the

first, took arms at the call of the heroick Montrose, and

were, in one of his battles, almost all destroyed. The

women, that were left at home, being thus deprived of

their husbands, like the Scythian ladies of old, married

their servants, and the Macraes became a considerable

race . 1

As we continued our journey, we were at leisure to ex

tend our speculations, and to investigate the reason of

those peculiarities, by which such rugged regions, as these

before us, are generally distinguished.
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Mountainous countries commonly contain the original, at

least the oldest race of inhabitants, for they are not easily

conquered, because they must be entered by narrow ways ,

exposed to every power of mischief from those that oc

cupy the heights; and every new ridge is a new fortress,

where the defendants have again the same advantages.

If the assailants either force the strait, or storm the sum

mit, they gain only so much ground ; their enemies are

fled to take possession of the next rock, and the pursuers

stand at gaze, knowing neither where the ways of escape

wind among the steeps, nor where the bog has firmnessto

sustain them : besides that, mountaineers have an agility

in climbing and descending, distinct from strength or

courage, and attainable only by use .

If the war be not soon concluded , the invaders are dis

lodged by hunger ; for in those anxious and toilsome

marches, provisions cannot easily be carried, and are never

to be found. The wealth of mountains is cattle, which ,

while the men stand in the passes, the women drive away.

Such lands, at last, cannot repay the expense of conquest,

and, therefore, perhaps, have not been so often invaded by

the mere ambition of dominion , as by resentment of rob

beries and insults, or the desire of enjoying in security the

more fruitful provinces.

As mountaineers àre long before they are conquered,

they are likewise long before they are civilized. Men are

softened by intercourse mutually profitable, and instructed

by comparing their own notions with those of others .

Thus Cæsar found the maritime parts of Britain made less

barbarous by their commerce with the Gauls. Into a bar

ren and rough tract no stranger is brought, either by the

hope of gain or of pleasure. The inhabitants, having

neither commodities for sale, nor money for purchase, sel

dom visit more polished places, or, if they do visit them ,

seldom return .

It sometimes happens that by conquest, intermixture,

or gradual refinement, the cultivated parts of a country

ehange their language. The mountaineers then become a
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distinct nation , cut off, by dissimilitude of speech , from

conversation with their neighbours. Thus, in Biscay, the

original Cantabrian, and in Dalecarlia , the old Swedish

still subsists . Thus Wales and the Highlands speak

the tongue of the first inhabitants of Britain , while the

other parts have received first the Saxon, and in some de

gree afterwards the French , and then formed a third lan

guage between them.

That the primitive manners are continued where the

primitive language is spoken, no nation will desire me to

suppose , for the manners of mountaineers are commonly

savage, but they are rather produced by their situation

than derived from their ancestors.

Such seems to be the disposition of man , that whatever

makes a distinction produces rivalry. England, before

other causes of enmity were found, was disturbed, for some

centuries, by the contests of the northern and southern

counties ; so that at Oxford, the peace of study could for a

long time be preserved, only by choosing annually one of

the proctors from each side of the Trent. A tract, inter

sected by many ridges of mountains, naturally divides its

inhabitants into petty nations, which are made, by a thou

sand causes , enemies to cach other. Each will exalt its

own chiefs, each will boast the valour of its men , or the

beauty of its women , and every claim of superiority irri

tates competition ; injuries will sometimes be done, and be

more injuriously defended ; retaliation will sometimes

be attempted, and the debt exacted with too much in

terest.

In the Highlands it was a law , that if a robber was

sheltered from justice , any man of the same clan might be

taken in his place. This was a kind of irregular justice,

which , though necessary in savage times, could hardly

fail to end in a feud ; and a feud once kindled among an

idle people, with no variety of pursuits to divert their

thoughts, burnt on for ages, either sullenly glowing in

secret mischief, or openly blazing into public violence.

Of the effects of this violent judiçature, there are not
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mies ;

wanting memorials. The cave is now to be seen to which

one of the Campbells, who had injured the Macdonalds,

retired with a body of his own clan. The Macdonalds re

quired the offender, and being refused, made a fire at the

mouth of the cave by which he and his adherents were

suffocated together,

Mountaineers are warlike, because by their feuds and

competitions they consider themselves as surrounded with

enemies, and are always prepared to repel incursions, or to

make them . Like the Greeks in their unpolished state ,

described by Thucydides, the Highlanders, till lately, went

always armed , and carried their weapons to visits, and to

church .

Mountaineers are thievish, because they are poor, and

having neither manufactures nor commerce , can grow

richer only by robbery. They regularly plunder their

neighbours, for their neighbours are commonly their ene

and having lost that reverence for property, by

which the order of civil life is preserved, soon consider all

as enemies whom they do not reckon as friends, and think

themselves licensed to invade whatever they are not

obliged to protect.

By a strict administration of the laws, since the laws

have been introduced into the Highlands, this disposition

to thievery is very much repressed . Thirty years ago , no

herd had ever been conducted through the mountains

without paying tribute in the night to some of the clans ;

but cattle are now driven, and passengers travel, without

danger, fear, or molestation .

Among a warlike people, the quality of highest esteem

is personal courage, and with the ostentatious display of

courage are closely connected promptitude of offence, and

quickness of resentment. The Highlanders, before they

were disarmed , were so addicted to quarrels, that the boys

used to follow any publick procession or ceremony, how

ever festive, or however solemn, in expectation of the

battle, which was sure to happen before the company dis

persed .
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Mountainous regions are sometimes so remote from the

seat of government, and so difficult of access, that they are

very little under the influence of the sovereign, or within

the reach of national justice. Law is nothing without

power ;
and the sentence of a distant court could not be

easily executed, nor perhaps very safely promulgated ,

among men, ignorantly proud and habitually violent, un

connected with the general system , and accustomed to

reverence only their own lords. It has, therefore, been

necessary to erect many particular jurisdictions, and com

mit the punishment of crimes , and the decision of right,

to the proprietors of the country who could enforce their

own decrees. It immediately appears that such judges

will be often ignorant, and often partial ; but in the im

maturity of political establishments no better expedient

could be found. As government advances towards perfec

tion , provincial judicature is perhaps in every empire gra

dually abolished.

Those who had thus the dispensation of law , were, by

consequence, themselves lawless. Their vassals had no

shelter from outrages and oppressions ; but were condemn

ed to endure, without resistance, the caprices of wanton

ness and the rage of cruelty.

In the Highlands, some great lords had an hereditary

jurisdiction over counties ; and some chieftains over their

own lands; till the final conquest of the Highlands af

forded an opportunity of crushing all the local courts, and

of extending the general benefits of equal law to the low

and the high , in the deepest recesses and obscurest

corners .

While the chiefs had this resemblance of royalty, they

had little inclination to appeal, on any question, to supe

riour judicatures. A claim of lands between two powerful

lairds was decided like a contest for dominion between

sovereign powers. They drew their forces into the field,

and right attended on the strongest. This was, in ruder

times, the common practice, which the kings of Scotland

could seldom control,
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Even so lately as in the last years of king William , a

battle was fought at Mull Roy, on a plain a few miles to

the south of Inverness, between the clans of Mackintosh

and Macdonald of Keppoch. Colonel Macdonald , the

head of a small clan , refused to pay the dues demanded

from him by Mackintosh , as his superiour lord . They dis

dained the interposition of judges and laws, and calling

each his followers to maintain the dignity of the clan ,

fought a formal battle, in which several considerable men

fell on the side of Mackintosh , without a complete victory

to either. This is said to have been the last open war

made between the clans by their own authority.

The Highland lords made treaties, and formed alliances,

of which some traces may still be found, and some conse

quences still remain as lasting evidences of petty regality.

The terms of one of these confederacies were, that each

should support the other in the right, or in the wrong,

except against the king.

The inhabitants of mountains form distinct races, and

are careful to preserve their genealogies. Men in a small

district, necessarily mingle blood by intermarriages, and

combine at last into one family, with a common interest

in the honour and disgrace of every individual. Then be

gins that union of affections, and cooperation of endea

vours, that constitute a clan . They who consider them

selves as ennobled by their family, will think highly of

their progenitors, and they who, through successive gene

rations, live always together in the same place, will

preserve local stories and hereditary prejudices. Thus,

every Highlander can talk of his ancestors, and recount the

outrages which they suffered from the wicked inhabitants

of the next valley.

Such are the effects of habitation among mountains, and

such were the qualities of the Highlanders, while their

rocks secluded them from the rest of mankind, and kept

them an unaltered and discriminated race. They are now

losing their distinction , and hastening to mingle with the

general community.
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Ous.

We left Auknasheals and the Macraes in the afternoon ,

and in the evening came to Ratiken , a high hill on which

a road is cut, but so steep and narrow that it is very
diffi

cult. There is now a design of making another way
round

the bottom . Upon one of the precipices, my horse , weary

with the steepness of the rise , staggered a little, and I

called in haste to the Highlander to hold him. This was

the only moment of my journey, in which I thought my

self endanger
ed

.

Having surmounted the hill at last, we were told, that

at Glenelg, on the seaside, we should come to a house of

lime and slate and glass. This image of magnificence

raised our expectation . At last we came to our inn, weary

and peevish, and began to enquire for meat and beds .

Of the provisions the negative catalogue was very copi

Here was no meat, no milk, no bread, no eggs, no

wine. We did not express much satisfaction . Here,

however, we were to stay. Whisky we might have, and

I believe at last they caught a fowl and killed it. We had

some bread, and with that we prepared ourselves to be

contented, when we had a very eminent proof of Highland

hospitality. Along some miles of the way , in the evening,

a gentleman's servant had kept us company on foot with

very little notice on our part. He left us near Glenelg,

and we thought on him no more till he came to us again ,

in about two hours, with a present from his master of rum

and sugar. The man had mentioned his company , and

the gentleman, whose name, I think , is Gordon , well know

ing the penury of the place, had this attention to two men,

whose names perhaps he had not heard , by whom his kind

ness was not likely to be ever repaid, and who could be

recommended to him only by their necessities .

We were now to examine our lodging. Out of one of

the beds, on which we were to repose , started up, at our

entrance, a man black as a Cyclops from the forge. Other

circumstances of no elegant recital, concurred to disgust

us. We had been frighted by a lady at Edinburgh, with

discouraging representations of Highland lodgings. Sleep,
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however, was necessary. " Our Highlanders had at last found

some hay, with which the inn could not supply them . I

directed them to bring a bundle into the room , and slept

upon it in my riding coat . Mr. Boswell, being more deli

cate, laid himself sheets with hay over and under him , and

lay in linen like a gentleman.

In the morning, September the twentieth, we found our

selves on the edge of the sea . Having procured a boat, we

dismissed our Highlanders, whom I would recommend to

the service of any future travellers, and were ferried over

to the isle of Sky. We landed at Armidel, where we were

met on the sands by sir Alexander Macdonald, who was

at that time there with his lady, preparing to leave the

island, and reside at Edinburgh.

Armidel is a neat house, built where the Macdonalds

had once a seat, which was burnt in the commotions that

followed the revolution . The walled orchard, which be

longed to the former house, still remains. It is well shaded

by tall ash -trees, of a species, as Mr. Janes the fossilist

informed me, uncommonly valuable. This plantation is

very properly mentioned by Dr. Campbell, in his new ac

count of the state of Britain , and deserves attention ; be

cause it proves that the present nakedness of the Hebrides

is not wholly the fault of nature.

As we sat at sir Alexander's table, we were entertained,

according to the ancient usage of the north, with the

melody of the bagpipe. Every thing in those countries

has its history. As the bagpiper was playing, an elderly

gentleman informed us, that in some remote time, the

Macdonalds of Glengary having been injured, or offended

by the inhabitants of Culloden , and resolving to have jus

tice or vengeance, came to Culloden on a Sunday, where,

finding their enemies at worship, they shut them up in the

church , which they set on fire : “and this,” said he, “ is

the tune which the piper played while they were burning. ”

Narrations like this, however uncertain , deserve the no

tice of a traveller, because they are the only records of a

nation that has nohistorians, and afford the most genuine
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representation of the life and character of the ancient

Highlanders.

Under the denomination of Highlander are compre

hended, in Scotland all that now speak the Erse language,

or retain the primitive manners, whether they live among

the mountains, or in the islands ; and in that sense I use

the name, when there is not some apparent reason for

making a distinction .

In Sky I first observed the use of brogues, a kind of

artless shoes, stitched with thongs so loosely, that though

they defend the foot from stones, they do not exclude

water. Brogues were formerly made of raw hides, with

the hair inwards, and such are, perhaps, still used in rude

and remote parts ; but they are said not to last above two

days. Where life is somewhat improved, they are now

made of leather, tanned with oak -bark , as in other places,

or with the bark of birch , or roots of tormentil, a substance

recommended in defect of bark, about forty years ago, to

the Irish tanners, by one to whom the parliament of that

kingdom voted a reward. The leather of Sky is not com

pletely penetrated by vegetable matter, and therefore can

not be very durable.

My inquiries about brogues gave me an early specimen

of Highland information . One day I was told, that to

make brogues was a domestick art, which everyman prac

tised for himself, and that a pair of brogues was the work

of an hour. I supposed that the husband made brogues

as the wife made an apron, till nextday it was told me,

that a brogue-maker was a trade , and that a pair would

cost half - a -crown. It will easily occur that these repre

sentations may both be true, and that, in some places, men

may buy them , and in others make them for themselves;

but I had both the accounts in the same house within two

days.

Many of my subsequent inquiries upon more interesting

topicks ended in the like uncertainty. He that travels in

the Highlands may easily saturate his soul with intelli

gence, if he will acquiesce in the first account. The High
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lander gives to every question an answer so prompt and

peremptory, that skepticism itself is dared into silence, and

the mind sinks before the bold reporter in unresisting cre

dulity ; but if a second question be ventured, it breaks the

enchantment; for it is immediately discovered, that what

was told so confidently was told at hazard, and that such

fearlessness of assertion was either the sport of negligence,

or the refuge of ignorance.

If individuals are thus at variance with themselves, it

can be no wonder that the accounts of different men are

contradictory. The traditions of an ignorant and savage

people have been for ages negligently heard , and unskil

fully related . Distant events must have been mingled

together, and the actions of one man given to another.

These, however, are deficiencies in story , for which no man

is now to be censured. It were enough, if what there is

yet opportunity of examining were accurately inspected

and justly represented ; but such is the laxity of Highland

conversation , that the inquirer is kept in continual sus

pense , and, by a kind of intellectual retrogradation , knows

less as he hears more .

In the islands the plaid is rarely worn . The law by

which the Highlanders have been obliged to change the

form of their dress, has, in all the places that we have

visited, been universally obeyed. I have seen only one

gentleman completely clothed in the ancient habit, and by

him it was worn only occasionally and wantonly.
The

common people do not think themselves under any legal

necessity of having coats ; for they say, that the law against

plaids was made by lord Hardwicke, and was in force only

for his life : but the same poverty that made it then diffi

cult for them to change their clothing, hinders them now

from changing it again .

The fillibeg, or lower garment, is still very common ,

and the bonnet almost universal ; but their attire is such

as produces, in a sufficient degree, the effect intended by

the law , of abolishing the dissimilitude of appearance be

tween the Highlanders and the other inhabitants of Bri
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tain ; and, if dress be supposed to have much influence,

facilitates their coalition with their fellow -subjects.

What we have long used we naturally like ; and there

fore the Highlanders were unwilling to lay aside their

plaid, which yet to an unprejudiced spectator must appear

an incommodious and cumbersome dress ; for hanging loose

upon the body, it must flutter in a quick motion, or require

one of the hands to keep it close. The Romans always

laid aside the gown when they had any thing to do. It

was a dress so unsuitable to war, that the same word

which signified a gown signified peace. The chief use of

a plaid seems to be this, that they could commodiously

wrap themselves in it when they were obliged to sleep

without a better cover.

In our passage from Scotland to Sky, we were wet, for

the first time, with a shower. This was the beginning of

the Highland winter, after which we were told that a suc

cession of three dry days was not to be expected for many

months. The winter of the Hebrides consists of little

more than rain and wind. As they are surrounded by an

ocean never frozen , the blasts that come to them over the

water are too much softened to have the power of congela

tion . The salt loughs, or inlets of the sea, which shoot

very far into the island, never have any ice upon them ,

and the pools of fresh water will never bear the walker.

The snow that sometimes falls, is soon dissolved by the

air, or the rain .

This is not the description of a cruel climate, yet the

dark months are here a time of great distress ; because the

summer can do little more than feed itself, and winter

comes with its cold and its scarcity upon families very

slenderly provided.

The third or fourth day after our arrival at Armidel,

brought us an invitation to the isle of Raasay, which lies

east of Sky. It is incredible how soon the account of any

event is propagated in these narrow countries by the love

of talk ,which much leisure produces, andthe relief given

to the mind in the penury of insular conversation by a
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new topick. The arrival of strangers at a place so rarely

visited, excites rumour, and quickens curiosity. I know

not whether we touched at any corner , where fame had

not already prepared us a reception.

To gain a commodious passage to Raasay, it was ne

cessary to pass over a large part of Sky. We were fur

nished , therefore, with horses and a guide. In the islands

there are no roads, nor any marks by which a stranger

may find his way. The horseman has always at his side

a native of the place, who, by pursuing game, or tending

cattle, or being often employed in messages or conduct,

has learned where the ridge of the hill has breadth suffi

cient to allow a horse and his rider a passage, and where

the moss or bog is hard enough to bear them . The bogs

are avoided as toilsome at least, if not unsafe, and, there

fore, the journey is made generally from precipice to pre

cipice ; from which if the eye ventures to look down, it

sees below a gloomy cavity, whence the rush of water is

sometimes heard .

But there seems to be in all this more alarm than dan

ger. The Highlander walks carefully before, and the

horse, accustomed to the ground , follows him with little

deviation. Sometimes the hill is too steep for the horse

man to keep his seat, and sometimes the moss is too tre

mulous to bear the double weight of horse and man .

The rider then dismounts, and all shift as they can .

Journeys made in this manner are rather tedious, than

long. A very few milesrequire several hours . From Armidel

we came at night to Coriatachan, a house very pleasantly

situated between two brooks, with one of the highest hills

of the island behind it. It is the residence of Mr. Mackin

non , by whom we were treated with very liberal hos

pitality, among a more numerous and elegant company

than it couldhave been supposed easy to collect.

The hill behind the house we did not climb. The

weather was rough, and the height and steepness dis

couraged us. We were told that there is a cairne upon it.

A cairne is a heap of stones thrown upon the grave of one

VOL. IX .

1
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eminent for dignity of birth , or splendour of achievements .

It is said, that by digging, an urn is always found under

these cairnes ; they must, therefore, have been thus piled

by a people whose custom was to burn the dead. To

· pile stones is, I believe, a northern custom, and to burn

the body was the Roman practice ; nor do I know

when it was that these two acts of sepulture were

united.

The weather was next day too violent for the continua

tion of our journey ; but we had no reason to complain of

the interruption. We saw in every place , what we chiefly

desired to know, the manners of the people . We had

company, and if we had chosen retirement, we might

have had books.

I never was in any house of the islands, where I did

not find books in more languages than one, if I staid long

enough to want them , except one from which the family

was removed . Literature is not neglected by the higher

rank of the Hebridians.

It need not, I suppose, be mentioned , that in countries

so little frequented as the islands, there are no houses

where travellers are entertained for money. He that

wanders about these wilds, either procures recommenda

tions to those whose habitations lie near his way, or, when

night and weariness come upon him, takes the chance of

general hospitality. If he finds only a cottage, he can ex

pect little more than shelter ; for the cottagers have little

more for themselves : but if his good fortune brings him

to the residence of a gentleman , he will be glad of a

storm to prolong his stay . There is, however, one inn

by the seaside at Sconsor, in Sky, where the post-office

is kept

At the tables, where a stranger is received , neither

plenty nor delicacy is wanting. A tract of land so thinly

inhabited must have much wild fowl ; and I scarcely re

member to have seen a dinner without them . The moor

game is every where to be had . That the sea abounds

with fish , needs not to be told, for it supplies a great part
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of Europe. The isle of Sky has stags and roebucks, but

no hares. They send very numerous droves of oxen yearly

to England, and, therefore, cannot be supposed to want

beef at home. Sheep and goats are in great numbers,

and they have the common domestick fowls.

But as here is nothing to be bought, every family must

kill its own meat, and roast part of it . somewhat sooner

than Apicius would prescribe. Every kind of flesh is un

doubtedly excelled by the variety' and emulation of English

markets ; but that which is not best may be yet very far

from bad , and he that shall complain of his fare in the He

brides, has improved his delicacy more than his manhood .

Their fowls are not like those plumped for sale by the

poulterers. of London , but they are as good as other places

commonly afford, except that the geese, by feeding in the

sea , have universally a fishy rankness.

These geese seem to be of a middle race, between the

wild and domestick kinds. They are so tame as to own a

home, and so wild as sometimes to fly quite away.

Their native bread is made of oats, or barley. Of oat

meal they spread very thin cakes, coarse and hard, to

which unaccustomed palates are not easily reconciled.

The barley cakes are thicker and softer ; I began to eat

them without unwillingness ; the blackness of their co

lour raises some dislike, but the taste is not disagreeable.

In most houses there is wheat flower, with which we were

sure to be treated, if we staid long enough to have it

kneaded and baked. As neither yeast nor leaven are used

among them , their bread of every kind is unfermented .

They make only cakes, and never mould a loaf.

A man of the Hebrides, for of the women's diet I can

give no account, as soon as he appears in the morning,

swallows a glass of whisky ; yet they are not a drunken

race, at least I never was present at much intemperance;

but no man is so abstemious as to refuse the morning

dram , which they call a skalk .

The word whisky signifies water, and is applied by way

of eminence to strong water, or distilled liquor. The spirit

E 2
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drunk in the north is drawn from barley. I never tasted

it, except once for experiment at the inn in Inverary,

when I thought it preferable to any English malt brandy.

It was strong but not pungent, and was free from the em

pyreumatick taste or smell. What was the process I had

no opportunity of inquiring, nor do I wish to improve the

art of making poison pleasant.

Not long after the dram, may be expected the break

fast, a meal in which the Scots, whether of the lowlands

or mountains, must be confessed to excel us. The tea

and coffee are accompanied not only with butter, but

with honey, conserves, and marmalades. If an epicure

could remove by a wish, in quest of sensual gratifica

tions, wherever he had supped he would breakfast in

Scotland.

In the islands, however, they do what I found it not

very easy to endure. They pollute the tea -table by

plates piled with large slices of Cheshire cheese, which

mingles its less grateful odours with the fragrance of the

tea .

Where many questions are to be asked , some will be

omitted. I forgot to inquire how they were supplied with

so much exotick luxury. Perhaps the French may bring

them wine for wool, and the Dutch give them tea and

coffee at the fishing season , in exchange for fresh provi

sion. Their trade is unconstrained ; they pay no customs,

for there is no officer to demand them ; whatever, there

fore, is made dear only by impost, is obtained here at an

easy rate.

A dinner in the Western Islands differs very little from

a dinner in England, except that, in the place of tarts,

there are always set different preparations of milk . This

part of their diet will admit some improvement. Though

they have milk , and eggs, and sugar, few of them know

how to compound them in a custard . Their gardensaf

ford them no great variety , but they have always some

vegetables on the table. Potatoes, at least, are never want

ing, which, though they have not known them long, are
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now one of the principal parts of their food. They are not

of the mealy, but the viscous kind.

Their more elaborate cookery, or made dishes, an Eng

lishman, at the first taste , is not likely to approve, but the

culinary compositions of every country, are often such as

become grateful to other nations only by degrees ; though

I have read a French author, who, in the elation of his

heart, says, that French cookery pleases all foreigners, but

foreign cookery never satisfies a Frenchman .

Their suppers are like their dinners, various, and plen

tiful. The table is always covered with elegant linen .

Their plates for common use are often of that kind of

manufacture, which is called cream - coloured, or queen's

ware. They use silver on all occasions where it is com

mon in England, nor did I ever find a spoon of horn but

in one house .

The knives are not often either very bright, or very

sharp. They are, indeed , instruments of which the High

landers have not been long acquainted with the general

use . They were not regularly laid on the table, before

the prohibition of arms, and the change of dress. Thirty

years ago the Highlander wore his knife as a companion

to his dirk or dagger, and when the company sat down to

meat, the men , who had knives, cut the flesh into small

pieces for the women , who with their fingers conveyed it

to their mouths.

There was, perhaps, never any change of national man

ners so quick , so great, and so general, as that which has

operated in the Highlands by the last conquest, and the

subsequent laws. We came thither too late to see what

we expected, a people of peculiar appearance, and a sys

tem of antiquated life. The clans retain little now of their

original character ; their ferocity of temper is softened,

their military ardour is extinguished , their dignity of in

dependence is depressed, their contempt of government

subdued , and their reverence for their hiefs abated . Of

what they had before the late conquest of their country,

there remain only their language andtheir poverty. Their
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language is attacked on every side. Schools are erected, in

which English only is taught, and there were lately some

who thought it reasonableto refuse them a version of the

holy scriptures, that they might have no monument of

their mother- tongue.

That their poverty is gradually abated, cannot be men

tioned among the unpleasing consequences of subjection .

They are now acquainted with money, and the possibility

of gain will , by degrees, make them industrious. Such is

the effect of the late regulations, that a longer journey

than to the Highlands must be taken by him whose curi

osity pants for savage virtues and barbarous grandeur,

At the first intermission of the stormy weather we were

informed, that the boat, which was to convey us to Raa

say , attended us on the coast. We had, from this time,

our intelligence facilitated , and our conversation enlarged,

by the company of Mr. Macqueen , minister of a parish in

Sky, whose knowledge and politeness give him a title

equally to kindness and respect, and who, from this time,

never forsook us till we were preparing to leave Sky, and

the adjacent places.

The boat was under the direction of Mr. Malcolm Mac

leod, a gentleman of Raasay. The water was calm , and

the rowers were vigorous ; so that our passage was quick

and pleasant. When we came near the island, we saw

the laird's house, a neat modern fabrick, and found Mr.

Macleod , the proprietor of the island, with many gentle

men, expecting us on the beach . We had , as at all other

places, some difficulty in landing. The crags were irregu

larly broken , and a false step would have been very mis

chievous.

It seemed that the rocks might, with no great labour,

have been hewn almost into a regular flight of steps ;

and, as there are no other landing places, I considered

this rugged ascent as the consequence of a form of life

inured to hardships, and, therefore, not studious of nice ac

commodations. But I know not whether, for many ages ,

it was not considered as a part of military policy, to keep

1
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1
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one, that it was a lovesono. O

the country not easily accessible. The rocks are natural

fortifications, and an enemy, climbing with difficulty,

was easily destroyed by those who stood high above him .

Our reception exceeded our expectations. We found

nothing but civility, elegance, and plenty. After the usual

refreshments, and the usual conversation, the evening

came upon us. The carpet was then rolled off the floor;

the musician was called , and the whole company was in

vited to dance, nor did ever fairies trip with greater ala

crity. The general air of festivity, which predominated in

this place, so far remote from all those regions which the

mind has been used to contemplate as the mansions of

pleasure, struck the imagination with a delightful surprise,

analogous to that which is felt at an unexpected emersion

from darkness into light.

When it was time to sup, the dance ceased , and sis and

thirty persons sat down to two tables in the same room .

After supper the ladies sung Erse songs, to which I

listened, as an English audience to an Italian opera,

delighted with the sound of words which I did not under

stand.

I inquired the subjects of the songs, and was told of

farewell, composed by one of the islanders that was going,

in this epidemical fury of emigration, to seek his fortune

in America. What sentiments would rise, on such an oc

casion , in the heart of one who had not been taught to la

ment by precedent, I should gladly have known ; but the

lady, by whom I sat, thought herself not equal to the

work of translating.

Mr. Macleod is the proprietor of the islands ofRaasay,

Rona, and Fladda, and possesses an extensive district in

Sky. The estate has not, during four hundred years,

gained or lost a single acre .

One of the old Highland alliances has continued for

two hundred years, and is still subsisting between Mac

leod of Raasay, and Macdonald of Sky, in consequence of

which, the survivor always inherits the arms of the de

1
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ceased ; a natural memorial of military friendship. At

the death of the late sir James Macdonald, his sword was

delivered to the present laird of Raasay.

The family of Raasay consists of the laird, the lady,

three sons, and ten daughters. For the sons there is a

tutor in the house, and the lady is said to be very skilful

and diligent in the education of the girls. More gentle

ness of manners, or a more pleasing appearance of do

mestick society, is not found in the most polished coun

tries .

Raasay is the only inhabited island in Mr. Macleod's

possession. Rona and Fladda afford only pasture for cat

tle, of which one hundred and sixty winter in Rona, un

der the superintendence of a solitary herdsman .

The length of Raasay is, by computation, fifteen miles,

and the breadth two. These countries have never been

measured , and the computation by miles is negligent and

arbitrary. We observed, in travelling, that the nominal

and real distance of places had very little relation to each

other. Raasay, probably, contains near a hundred square

miles. It affords not much ground, notwithstanding its

extent, either for tillage or pasture ; for it is rough , rocky,

and barren . The cattle often perish by falling from the

precipices. It is, like the other islands, I think, generally

naked of shade, but it is naked by neglect ; for the laird

has an orchard, and very large forest-trees grow about his

house. Like other hilly countries it has many rivulets.

One of the brooks turns a corn -mill, and at least one pro

duces trout.

In the streams or fresh lakes of the islands, I have

never heard of any other fish than trouts and eels. The

trouts which I have seen are not large ; the colour of

their flesh is tinged as in England. Of their eels I can

give no account, having never tasted them ; for, I believe,

they are not considered as wholesome food.

It is not very easy to fix the principles upon which

mankind have agreed to eat some animals, and reject

others ; and as the principle is not evident, it is not uni

!
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form . That which is selected as delicate in one country,

is, by its neighbours, abhorred as loathsome. The Neapo

litans lately refused to eat potatoes in a famine. An Eng

lishman is not easily persuaded to dine on snails with an

Italian, on frogs with a Frenchman , or on horse - flesh

with a Tartar. The vulgar inhabitants of Sky, I know

not whether of the other islands, have not only eels, but

pork and bacon in abhorrence, and, accordingly, I never

saw a hog in the Hebrides, except one at Dunvegan .

Raasay has wild fowl in abundance, but neither deer,

hares, nor rabbits. Why it has them not, might be asked,

but that of such questions there is no end. Why does

any nation want what it might have ? Why are not spices

transplanted to America ? Why does tea continue to be

brought from China ? Life improves but by slow degrees,

and much in every place is yet to do. Attempts have

been made to raise roebucks in Raasay, but without effect :

the young ones it is extremely difficult to rear, and the

old can very seldom be taken alive.

Hares and rabbits might be more easily obtained. That

they have few or none of either in Sky, they impute to

the ravage of the foxes, and have, therefore, set, for some

years past, a price upon their heads, which , as the num

ber was diminished, has been gradually raised , from three

shillings and sixpence to a guinea, a sum so great in this

part of the world, that, in a short time, Sky may be as

free from foxes, as England from wolves. The fund for

these rewards is a tax of sixpence in the pound, imposed

by the farmers on themselves, and said to be paid with

great willingness.

The beasts of prey in the islands are foxes, otters,

and weasels. The foxes are bigger than those of Eng

land ; but the otters exceed ours in a far greater propor

tion . I saw one at Armidel, of a size much beyond that

which I supposed them ever to attain ; and Mr. Maclean,

the heir of Col, a man of middle stature, informed me

that he once shot an otter, of which the tail reached the

ground, when he held up the head to a level with his own .
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I expected the otter to have a foot particularly formed for

the art of swimming ; but, upon examination , I did not

find it differing much from that of a spaniel. As he

preys in the sea, he does little visible mischief, and is

killed only for his fur. White otters are sometimes seen .

In Raasay they might have hares and rabbits, for they

have no foxes. Some depredations, such as were never

made before, have caused a suspicion that a fox has been

lately landed in the island by spite or wantonness. This

imaginary stranger has never yet been seen, and, there

fore, perhaps, the mischief was done by some other ani

mal. It is not likely that a creature so ungentle, whose

head could have been sold in Sky for a guinea , should be

kept alive only to gratify the malice of sending him to

prey upon a neighbour : and the passage from Sky is

wider than a fox would venture to swim, unless he were

chased by dogs into the sea, 'and, perhaps, than his

strength would enable him to cross.
How beasts of prey

came into any islands is not easy to guess . In cold coun

tries they take advantage of hard winters, and travel over

the ice ; but this is a very scanty solution ; for they are

found where they have no discoverable means of coming.

The corn of this island is but little. I saw the harvest

of a small field. The women reaped the corn , and the

men bound up the sheaves. The strokes of the sickle

were timed by the modulation of the harvest-song, in

which all their voices were united. They accompany in the

Highlands every action , which can be done in equal time,

with an appropriated strain , which has, they say , not much

meaning ; but its effects are regularity and cheerfulness.

The ancient proceleusmatick song, by which the rowers of

galleys wereanimated, may be supposed to have been of

this kind. There is now an oar-song used by the Hebri

dians.

The ground of Raasay seems fitter for cattle than for

corn , and of black cattle I suppose the number is very

great. The laird himself keeps a herd of four hundred ,

one hundred of which are annually sold . Of an extensive

1
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domain , which he holds in his own hands, he considers

the sale of cattle as repaying him the rent, and supports

the plenty of a very liberal table with the remaining pro

duct.

Raasay is supposed to have been very long inhabited.

On one side of it, they show caves into which the rude

nations of the first ages retreated from the weather.

These dreary vaults might have had other uses. There is

still a cavity near the house called the oar - cave, in which

the seamen , after one of those piratical expeditions which

in rougher times were very frequent, used , as tradition

tells, to hide their oars . This hollow was near the sea,

that nothing so necessary might be far to be fetched ; and

it was secret, that enemies, if they landed , could find no

thing . Yet it is not very evident of what use it was to

hide their oars from those, who, if they were masters of

the coast, could take away their boats.

A proof much stronger of the distance at which the

first possessours of this island lived from the present time,

is afforded by the stone heads of arrows, which are very

frequently picked up. The people call them elf -bolts, and

believe that the fairies shoot them at the cattle . They

nearly resemble those which Mr. Banks has lately brought

from the savage countries in the Pacifick Ocean , and must

have been made by a nation , to which the use of metals

was unknown.

The number of this little community has never been

counted by its ruler, nor have I obtained any positive ac

.count, consistent with the result of political computation.

Not many years ago, the late laird led out one hundred

men upon a military expedition. The sixth part of a peo

ple is supposed capable of bearing arms : Raasay had,

therefore, six hundred inhabitants. But, because it is not

likely that every man able to serve in the field would fol

low the summons, or that the chief would leave his lands

totally defenceless, or take away all the hands qualified

for labour, let it be supposed , that half as many might be

permitted to stay at home. The whole number will then
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be nine hundred, or nine to a square mile ; a degree of

populousness greater than those tracts of desolation can

often show . They are content with their country , and

faithful to their chiefs, and yet uninfected with the fever

of migration.

Near the house at Raasay is a chapel unroofed and

ruinous, which has long been used only as a place of bu

rial. About the churches in the islands are small squares

enclosed with stone, which belong to particular families,

as repositories for the dead . At Raasay there is one, I

think, for the proprietor, and one for some collateral

house.

It is told by Martin, that at the death of the lady of the

island , it has been here the custom to erect a cross . This

we found not to be true. The stones that stand about the

chapel at a small distance, some of which, perhaps, have

crosses cut upon them , are believed to have been not fu

neral monuments, but the ancient boundaries of the sanc

tuary or consecrated ground.

Martin was a man not illiterate ; he was an inhabitant

of Sky, and, therefore, was within reach of intelligence

and with no great difficulty might have visited the places

which he undertakes to describe ; yet, with all his op

portunities, he has often suffered himself to be deceived.

He lived in the last century , when the chiefs of the clans

had lost little of their original influence. The mountains

were yet unpenetrated, no inlet was opened to foreign no

velties, and the feudal institutions operated upon life with

their full force. He might, therefore, have displayed a

series of subordination and a form of government, which

in more luminous and improved regions, have been long

forgotten, and have delighted his readers with many un

couth customis that are now disused , and wild opinions .

that prevail no longer. But he probably had not know

ledge of the world sufficient to qualify him for judging

what would deserve or gain the attention of mankind. The

mode of life which was familiar to himself, he did not

suppose unknown to others, nor imagined that he could

I
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X

givé pleasure by telling thạt, of which it was, in his little

country, impossible to be ignorant.

What he has neglected cannot now be performed. In

nations, where there is hardly the use of letters, what is

once out of sight is lost for ever. They think but little,

and of their few thoughts, none are wasted on the past, in

which they are neither interested by fear nor hope. Their

only registers are stated observances and practical repre

sentations. For this reason , an age of ignorance is an age

of ceremony Pageants and processions, and commemo

rations, gradually shrink away, as better methods come

into use of recording events, and preserving rights,

It is not only in Raasay that the chapel is unroofed and

useless ; through the few islands which we visited, we

neither saw nor heard of any house of prayer, except in

Sky, that was not in ruins. The malignant influence of

calvinism has blasted ceremony and decency together;

and if the remembrance of papal superstition is obliterated,

the monuments of papal piety are likewise effaced.

It has been, for many years, popular to talk of the lazy

devotion of the Romish clergy ; over the sleepy laziness of

men that erected churches, we may indulge our superio

rity with a new triumph , by comparing it with the fervid

activity of those who suffer them to fall.

Of the destruction of churches, the decay of religion

must in time be the consequence ; for while the publick

acts of the ministry are now performed in houses, a very

small number can be present ; and as the greater part of

the islanders make no use of books, all must necessarily

live in total ignorance, who want the opportunity of vocal

instruction .

From these remains of ancient sanctity, which are every

where to be found, it has been conjectured that, for the

last two centuries, the inhabitants of the islands have de

creased in number. This argument, which supposes that

the churches have been suffered to fall, only because they

were no longer necessary , would have some force, if the
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houses of worship still remaining were sufficient for the

people. But since they have now no churches at all, these

venerable fragments do not prove the people of former times

to have been more numerous, but to have been more de

vout. If the inhabitants were doubled, with their present

principles, it appears not that any provision for publick

worship would be made. Where the religion of a country

enforces consecrated buildings, the number of those build

ings may be supposed to afford some indication, however

uncertain , of the populousness of the place ; but where,

by a change of manners, a nation is contented to live

without them , their decay implies no diminution of inha

bitants.

Some of these dilapidations are said to be found in

islands now uninhabited ; but I doubt whether we can

thence infer that they were ever peopled. The religion of

the middle age is well known to have placed too much

hope in lonely austerities. Voluntary solitude was the

great art of propitiation, by which crimes were effaced, and

conscience was appeased ; it is , therefore, notunlikely,that

oratories were often built in places where retirement was

sure to have no disturbance.

Raasay has little that can detain a traveller, except the

laird and his family ; but their power wants no auxiliaries.

Such a seat of hospitality, amidst the winds and waters,

fills the imagination with a delightful contrariety of images.

Withoutis the rough ocean , and the rocky land, the beat

ing billows, and the howling storm : within is plenty and

elegance, beauty and gaiety, the song and the dance. In

Raasay, if I could have found an Ulysses, I had fancied a

Phæacia.

At Raasay, by good fortune, Macleod, so the chief of

the clan is called , was paying a visit, and by him we were

invited to his seat at Dunvegan. Raasay has a stout boat,

built in Norway, in which, with six oars, he conveyed us

bạck to Sky. We landed at Port Re, so called, because

James the fifth of Scotland, who had curiosity to visit the
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islands, came into it. The port is made by an inlet of the

sea, deep and narrow , where a ship lay waiting to dis

people Sky, by carrying the natives away to America.

In coasting Sky, we passed by the cavern in which it

was the custom , as Martin relates, to catch birds in the

night, by making a fire at the entrance . This practice is

disused ; for the birds, as is known often to happen , have

changed their haunts.

Here we dined at a publick house, I believe the only

inn of the island, and having mounted our horses, travelled

in the manner already described, till we came to Kings

borough, a place distinguished by that name, because the

king lodged here when he landed at Port Re. We were

entertained with the usual hospitality by Mr. Macdonald,

and his lady Flora Macdonald , a name that will be men

tioned in history, and, if courage and fidelity be virtues,

mentioned with honour. She is a woman of middle sta

ture, soft features, gentle manners, and elegant presence .

In the morning we sent our horses round a promontory

to meet us, and spared ourselves part of the day's fatigue,

by crossing an arm of the sea . We had at last some diffi

culty in coming to Dunvegan ; for our way led over an

extensive moor, where every step was to be taken with

caution, and we were often obliged to alight, because the

ground could not be trusted. In travelling this watery

flat, I perceived that it had a visible declivity, and might,

without much expense or difficulty, be drained . But diffi

culty and expense are relative terms, which have different

meanings in different places.

To Dunvegan we came, very willing to be at rest , and

found our fatigue amply recompensed by our reception.

Lady Macleod, who had lived many years in England,

was newly come hither with her son and four daughters,

who knew all the arts of southern elegance, and all the

modes of English economy. Here, therefore, we settled,

and did not spoil the present hour with thoughts of depar.

ture .

Dunvegan is a rocky prominence, that juts out into a
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bay, on the west side of Sky. The house, which is the

principal seat of Macleod, is partly old and partly modern ;

it is built upon the rock , and looks upon the water. It

forms two sides of a small square : on the third side is the

skeleton of a castle ofunknown antiquity, supposed to have

been a Norwegian fortress, when the Danes were masters

of the islands. It is so nearly entire, that it might have

qasily been made habitable, were there not an ominous

tradition in the family, that the owner shall not long out

live the reparation. The grandfather of the present laird,

in defiance of prediction, began the work, but desisted in

a little time, and applied his money to worse uses.

As the inhabitants of the Hebrides lived, for many ages,

in continual expectation of hostilities, the chief of every

clan resided in a fortress. This house was accessible only

from the water, till the last possessour opened an entrance

by stairs upon the land.

They had formerly reason to be afraid, not only of de

clared wars, and authorized invaders, or of roving pirates,

which, in the northern seas, must have been very common ;

but of inroads and insults from rival clans, who, in the

plenitude of feudal independence, asked no leave of their

sovereign to make war on one another. Sky has been ra

vaged by a feud between the two mighty powers of Mac

donald and Macleod . Macdonald having married a Mac

leod, upon some discontent dismissed her, perhaps because

she had brought him no children . Before the reign of

James the fifth , a Highland laird made a trial of his wife

for a certain time, and if shedid not please him , he was

then at liberty to send her away. This, however, must

always have offended, and Macleod, resenting the injury,

whatever were its circumstances, declared, that the wed

ding had been solemnized without a bonfire, but that

the separation should be better illuminated ; and raising a

little army, set fire to the territories of Macdonald, who

returned the visit, and prevailed.

Another story may show the disorderly state of insular

neighbourhood. The inhabitants of the isle of -Egg,
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meeting a boat manned by. Macleods, tied the crew hand

and foot, and set them adrift. Macleod landed upon Egg,

and demanded the offenders ; but the inhabitants, refusing

to surrender them , retreated to a cavern , into which they

thought their enemies unlikely to follow them . Macleod

choked them with smoke, and left thein lying dead by

families as they stood .

Here the violence of the weather confined us for some

time, not at all to our discontent or inconvenience . We

would , indeed, very willingly have visited the islands, which

might be seen from the house scattered in the sea , and I

was particularly desirous to have viewed Isay ; but the

storms did not permit us to launch a boat, and we were

condemned to listen in idleness to the wind, except when

we were better engaged by listening to the ladies.

We had here more wind than waves, and suffered the

severity of a tempest, without enjoying its magnificence.

The sea being broken by the multitude of islands, does

not roar with so much noise, nor beat the storm with such

foamy violence, as I have remarked on the coast of Sussex.

Though, while I was in the Hebrides, the wind was ex

tremely turbulent, I never saw very high billows.

The country about Dunvegan is rough and barren.

There are no trees, except in the orchard , which is a low

sheltered spot, surrounded with a wall.

When this house was intended to sustain a siege, a well

was made in thecourt, byboring the rock downwards, till

water was found, which, though so near to the sea , I have

not heard mentioned as brackish , though it has some hard

ness, or other qualities, which make it less fit for use ; and

the family is now better supplied from a stream , which

runs by the rock, from two pleasing waterfals.

Here we saw some traces of former manners , and heard

some standing traditions. In the house is kept an ox's

horn , hollowed so as to hold perhaps two quarts, which

the heir of Macleod was expected to swallow at one

draught, as a test of his manhood , before he was per

mitted to bear arms, or could claim a seat among the

VOL. IX. F
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men. It is held, that the return of the laird to Dunvegan ,

after any considerable absence, produces a plentiful cap

ture of herrings; and that, if any woman crosses the water

to the opposite island , the herrings will desert the coast.

Boethiustells the same of some other place. This tradition

is not uniform . Some hold that no woman may pass, and

others that none may pass but a Macleod.

Among other guests, which the hospitality of Dunvegan

brought to the table, a visit was paid by the laird and lady

of a small island south of Sky, of which the proper name

is Muack, which signifies swine. It is commonly called

Muck, which the proprietor not liking, has endeavoured ,

without effect, to change to Monk. It is usual to call

gentlemen in Scotland by the name of their possessions,

as Raasay, Bernera, Loch Buy, a practice necessary in

countries inhabited by clans , where all that live in the

same territory have one name, and must be therefore dis

criminated by some addition . This gentleman, whose

name, I think, is, Maclean, should be regularly called

Muck ; but the appellation, which he thinks too coarse

for his island , he would like still less for himself, and he

is, therefore, addressed by the title of, Isle of Muck .

This little island, however it be named, is of considerable

value. It is two English miles long, and three quarters

of a mile broad, and consequently contains only nine

hundred and sixty English acres . It is chiefly arable.

Half of this little dominion the laird retains in his own

hand, and on the other half, live one hundred and sixty

persons, whopay their rent by exported corn . What rent

they pay, we were not told, and could not decently inquire.

The proportion of the people to the land is such, as the

most fertile.countries do not commonly maintain .

The laird , having all his people under his immediate

view , seems to be very attentive to their happiness. The

devastation of the smallpox , when it visits places where it

comes seldom , is well known. He has disarmed it of its

terrour at Muack, by inoculating eighty of his people.

The expense was two shillings and sixpence a head.

1
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Many trades they cannot have among them , but upon

occasion, he fetches a smith from the isle of Egg, and has

a tailor from the mainland , six times a year. This island

well deserved to be seen , but the laird's absence left us no

opportunity

Every inhabited island has its appendant and subordi

nate islets. Muck, however small, has yet others smaller

about it, one of which has only ground sufficient to afford

pasture for three wethers.

At Dunvegan I had tasted lotus, and was in danger of

forgetting that I was ever to depart, till Mr. Boswell sagely

reproached me with my sluggishness and softness. I had

no very forcible defence to make; and we agreed to pur

sue our journey. Macleod accompanied us to Ulinish ,

where we were entertained by the sheriff of the island.

Mr. Macqueen travelled with us, and directed our atten

tion to all that was worthy of observation. With him we

went to see an ancient building, called a dun or borough.

It was a circular enclosure, about forty-two feet in dia

meter, walled round with loose stones , perhaps to the

height of nine feet. The walls are very thick, diminish

ing a little towards the top, and, though in these countries

stone is not brought far, must have been raised with much

labour. Within the great circle were several smaller

rounds of wall, which formed distinct apartments. Its

date and its use are unknown.' Some suppose it the ori

ginal seat of the chiefs of the Macleods. Mr. Macqueen

thought it a Danish fort.

The entrance is covered with flat stones, and is narrow ,

because it was necessary that the stones which lie over it,

should reach from one wall to the other ; yet, strait as the

passage is, they seem heavier than could have been placed

where they now lie, by the naked strength of as many

men as might stand about them . They were probably

raised by putting long pieces of wood under them , to

which the action of a long line of lifters might be applied .

Savages, in all countries, have patience proportionate to

I 2
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their unskilfulness, and are content to attain their end by

very tedious methods.

If it was ever roofed, it might once have been a dwell

ing, but as there is no provision for water, it could not

have been a fortress. In Sky, as in every other place,

there is an ambition of exalting whatever has survived

memory , to some important use, and referring it to very

remote ages. I am inclined to suspect, that in lawless

times, when the inhabitants of every mountain stole the

cattle of their neighbour, these enclosures were used to

secure the herds and flocks in the night. When they were

driven within the wall, they might be easily watched , and

defended as long as could be needful ; for the robbers

durst not wait till the injured clan should find them in

the morning.

The interiour enclosures, if the whole building were

once a house , were the chambers of the chief inhabitants.

If it was a place of security for cattle, they were probably

the shelters of the keepers.

From the Dun we were conducted to another place of

security, a cave carried a great way under ground , which

had been discovered by digging after a fox . These caves ,

of which many have been found , and many, probably, re

main concealed , are formed , I believe, commonly by tak

ing advantage of a hollow , where banks or rocks rise on

either side. If no such place can be found, the ground

must be cut away. The walls are made by piling stones

against the earth , on either side. It is then roofed by

large stones laid across the cavern , which therefore cannot

be wide. Over the roof, turfs were placed , and grass was

suffered to grow ; and the mouth was concealed by bushes,

or some other cover.

These caves were represented to us as the cabins of the

first 'rude inhabitants, of which, however, I am by no

means persuaded. This was so low , that no man could

stand upright in it. By their construction they are all so

narrow , that two can never pass along them together,

1
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and being subterraneous, they must be always damp:

They are not the work of an age much ruder than the

present ; for they are formed with as much art as the con

struction of a common hut requires. I imagine them to

have been places only of occasional use, in which the

islander, upon a sudden alarm , hid his utensils or his

clothes, and perhaps sometimes his wife and children.

This cave we entered , but could not proceed the whole

length, and went away without knowing how far it was

carried. For this omission we shall be blamed, as we per

haps have blamed other travellers ; but the day was rainy,

and the ground was damp. We had with us neither spades

nor pickaxes, and if love of ease surmounted our de

sire of knowledge, the offence has not the invidiousness of

singularity.

Edifices, either standing or ruined , are the chief records

of an illiterate nation . In some part of this journey, at

no great distance from our way , stood a shattered fortress,

of which the learned minister, to whose communication

we are much indebted, gave us an account.

“ Those," said he, " are the walls of a place of refuge,

built in the time of James the sixth , by Hugh Macdonald ,

who was next heir to the dignity and fortune of his chief.

Hugh, being so near his wish , was impatient of delay;

andhad art and influence sufficient to engage several gen

tlemen in a plot against the laird's life. Something must

be stipulated on both sides; for they would not dip their

hands in blood merely for Hugh's advancement. The

compact was formally written, signed by the conspirators,

and placed in the hands of one Macleod .

“ It happened that Macleod had sold some cattle to a

drover, who, not having ready money , gave him a bond

for payment. The debt .was discharged , and the bond

redemanded ; which Macleod, who could not read, intend

ing to put into his hands, gave him the conspiracy. The

drover,when he had read the paper, delivered itprivately

to Macdonald , who, being thus informed of his danger,

called his friends together, and provided for his safety. He
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made a publick feast, and inviting Hugh Macdonald and

his confederates, placed each of them at the table, between

two men of known fidelity. The compact of conspiracy

was then shown, and every man confronted with his own

name. Macdonald acted with great moderation. He up

braided Hugh both with disloyalty and ingratitude ; but

told the rest, that he considered them as men deluded and

misinformed. Hugh was sworn to fidelity, and dismissed

with his companions ; but he was not generous enough to

be reclaimed by lenity ; and finding no longer any coun

tenance among the gentlemen , endeavoured to execute

the same design by meaner hands. In this practice he

was detected, taken to Macdonald's castle, and imprisoned

in the dungeon. When he was hungry, they let down a

plentiful meal of salted meat ; and when, after his repast,

he called for drink , conveyed to him a covered cup, which ,

when he lifted the lid, he found empty. From that time

they visited him no more , but left him to perish in solitude

and darkness. "

We were then told of a cavern by the seaside, remark

able for the powerful reverberation of sounds. After din

ner we took a boat, to explore this curious cavity. The

boatmen , who seemed to be of a rank above that of com

mon drudges, inquired who the strangers were, and being

told we came one from Scotland, and the other from Eng

land, asked if the Englishman could recount a long ge

nealogy. What answer was given them , the conversation

being in Erse, I was not much inclined to examine.

They expected no good event of the voyage ; for one of

them declared that he heard the cry of an English ghost.

This omen I was not told till after our return , and, there

fore, cannot claim the dignity of despising it.

The sea was smooth . We never left the shore, and

came without any disaster to the cavern , which we found

rugged and misshapen , about one hundred and eighty

feet long; thirty wide in the broadest part, and in the

loftiest, as we guessed, about thirty high. It was now

dry, but at high water the sea rises in it near six feet.

4
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Here I saw what I had never seen before, limpets and

muscles in their natural state . But as a new testimony

to the veracity of common fame, here was no echo to be

heard .

We then walked through a natural arch in the rock ,

which might have pleased us by its novelty, had the

stones, which encumbered our feet, given us leisure to

consider it. We were shown the gummy seed of the kelp,

that fastens itself to a stone, from which it grows into a

strong stalk .

In our return , we found a little boy upon the point of

a rock , catching with his angle a supper for the family.

We rowed up to him, and borrowed his rod, with which

Mr. Boswell caught a cuddy.

The cuddy is a fish of which I know not the philo

sophical name. It is not much bigger than a gudgeon ,

but it is of great use in these islands, as it affords the

lower people both food , and oil for their lamps. Cuddies

are so abundant, at some times of the year, that they are

caught like white bait in the Thames, only by dipping a

basket and drawing it back.

If it were always practicable to fish , these islands could

never be in much danger from famine ; but unhappily, in

the winter, when other provision fails, the seas are com

monly too rough for nets, or boats.

From Ulinish our next stage was to Talisker, the house

of colonel Macleod,an officer in the Dutch service, who in

this time of universal peace, has for several years been

permitted to be absent from his regiment. Having been

bred to physiek, he is consequently a scholar, and his

lady, by accompanying him in his different places of resi

dence, is become skilful in several languages. Talisker is

the place, beyond all that I have seen , from which the

gay and the jovial seem utterly excluded ; and where the

hermit might expect to grow old in meditation , without

possibility of disturbance or interruption . It• iş situated

very near the sea, but upon a coast where no vessel lands,

but when it is driven by a tempest on the rocks. To
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1

.

wards the land are lofty hills streaming with waterfals.

The garden is sheltered by firs, or pines, which grow

there so prosperously, that some which the present inha

bitant planted , are very high and thick.

At this place we very happily met with Mr. Donald

Maclean, a young gentleman, the eldest son of the laird

of Col, heir to a very great extent of land, and so desirous

of improving his inheritance, that he spent a considerable

time among the farmers of Hertfordshire and Hampshire,

to learn their practice. He worked with his own hands at

the principal operations of agriculture, that he might not

deceive himself by a false opinion of skill, which , if he

should find it deficient at home, he had no means of com

pleting. If theworld has agreed to praise the travels and

manual labours of the czar of Muscovy, let Col have his

share of the like applause, in the proportion of his do

minions to the empire of Russia.

This young gentleman was sporting in the mountains ,

of Sky, and when he was weary with following his game,

repaired for lodging to Talisker. At night he missed one

of his dogs, and, when he went to seek him in the mom

ing, found two eagles'feeding on his carcass .

Col, for he must be named by his possessions, hearing

that our intention was to visit Iona, offered to conduct us

to his chief, sir Allan Maclean , who lived in the isle of

Inch Kenneth, and would readily find us a convenient

passage. From this time was formed an acquaintance,

which, being begun by kindness, was accidentally con

tinued by constraint; we derived much pleasure from it,

and I hope have given him no reason to repent it.

The weather was now almost one continued storm ,and

we were to snatch some happy intermission to be con

veyed to Mull, the third island of the Hebrides, lying

about a degree south of Sky, whence we might easily find

our way to Inch Kenneth, where sir Allan Maclean re

sided , and afterward to Iona.

For this purpose , the most commodious station that we

could take was Armidel; which sir Alexander Macdonald

1

.

1
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had now left to a gentleman , who lived there as his factor

or steward .

In our way to Armidel was Coriatachan, where we had

already been, and to which , therefore, we were very will .

ing to return . We staid , however, so long at Talisker,

that a great part of our journey was performed in the

gloom of the evening. In travelling even thus almost

without light through naked solitude, when there is a

guide whose conduct may be trusted, a mind not natu

rally too much disposedto fear, may preserve some degree

of cheerfulness; but what must be the solicitude of him

who should be wandering, among the crags and hollows,

benighted, ignorant, and alone ?

The fictions of the Gothick romances were not so

remote from credibility as they are now thought. In

the full prevalence of the feudal institution , when vio

lence desolated the world, and every baron lived in a

fortress, forests and castles were regularly succeeded by

each other, and the adventurer might very suddenly pass

from the gloom of woods, or the ruggedness of moors, to

seats of plenty, gaiety, and magnificence. Whatever is

imagined in the wildest tale, if giants, dragons, and en

chantment be excepted, would be felt by him , who, wan

dering in the mountains without a guide, or upon the sea

without a pilot, should be carried amidst his terrour and

uncertainty, to the hospitality and elegance of Raasay or

Dunvegan.

To Coriatachan at last we came, and found ourselves

welcomed as before. Here we staid two days, and made

such inquiries as curiosity suggested. The house was

filled with company, among whom Mr. Macpherson and

his sister distinguished themselves by their politeness and

accomplishments. By him we were invited to Ostig, a

house not far from Armidel, where we might easily hear

of a boat, when the weather would suffer us to leave the

island.

· At Ostig, of which Mr. Macpherson is minister, we

were entertained for some days, then removed to Armi.
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del, where we finished our observations on the island of

Sky.

: As this island lies in the fifty -seventh degree, the air

cannot be supposed to have much warmth . The long con

tinuance of the sun above the horizon, does, indeed, some

times produce great heat in northern latitudes ; but this

can only happen in sheltered places, where the atmo

sphere is to a certain degree stagnant, and the same mass

of air continues to receive for many hours the rays of the

sun , and the vapours of the earth. Sky lies open on the

west and north to a vast extent of ocean , and is cooled ,

in the summer , by a perpetual ventilation , but by the

same blast is kept warm in winter. Their weather is not

pleasing. Half the year is deluged with rain . From the

autumnal to the vernal equinox, a dry day is hardly

known, except when the showers are suspended by a

tempest. Under such skies can be expected no great

exuberance of vegetation. Their winter overtakes their

summer, and their harvest lies upon the ground drenched

with rain. The autumn struggles hard to produce some

of our early fruits. I gathered gooseberries in September ;

but they were small, and the husk was thick.

The winter is seldom such as puts a full stop to the

growth of plants, or reduces the cattle to live wholly on

the surplusage of the summer . In the year seventy -one

they had a severe season, remembered by the name of the

Black Spring, from which the island has not yet re

covered. The snow lay long upon the ground, a calamity

hardly known before. Part of their cattle died for want,

part were unseasonably sold to buy sustenance for the

owners ; and, what I have not read or heard of before,

the kine that survived were so emaciated and dispirited ,

that they did not require the male at the usual time.

Many of the roebucks perished .

The soil, as in other countries, has its diversities. In

some parts there is only a thin layer of earth spread upon

a rock, which bears nothing, but short brown heath , and

perhaps is not generally capable of any better product.
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There are many bogs or mosses of greater or less extent,

where the soil cannot be supposed to want depth , though

it is too wet for the plough. But we did not observe in

these any aquatick plants. The valleys and the moun

tains are alike darkened with heath . Some grass, how

ever, grows here and there, and some happier spots of

earth are capable of tillage.

Their agriculture is laborious, and, perhaps, rather

feeble than unskilful. Their chief manure is sea -weed,

which , when they lay it to rot upon the field, gives them

a better crop than those of the Highlands. They heap

sea shells upon the dunghill, which in time moulder into

a fertilizing substance. When they find a vein of earth

where they cannot use it, they dig it up, and add it to the

mould of a more commodious place.

Their corn grounds often lie in such intricacies among

the crags, that there is no room for the action of a team

and plough . The soil is then turned up by manual la

bour, with an instrument called a crooked spade, of a

form and weight which, to me, appeared very incommodi

ous, and would, perhaps, be soon improved in a country

where workmen could be easily found, and easily paid.

It has a narrow blade of iron fixed to a long and heavy

piece of wood, which must have, about a foot and a half

above the iron , a knee or flexure with the angle down

wards. When the farmer encounters a stone, which is

the great impediment of his operations, he drives the

blade under it, and bringing the knee or angle to the

ground, has in the long handle a very forcible lever.

According to the different mode of tillage, farms are

distinguished into long land and short land. Long land

is that which affords room for a plough, and short land is

turned up by the spade.

The grain which they commit to the furrows thus tedi

ously formed, is either oats or barley. They do not sow

barley without very copious manure , and then they ex

pect from it ten for one, an increase equal to that of bet

ter countries ; but the culture is so operose, that they con

>
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tent themselves commonly with oats ; and who can relate

without compassion , that after all their diligence they

are to expect only a triple increase ? It is in vain to hope

for plenty, when a third part of the harvest must be re

served for seed .

When their grain is arrived at the state which they

must consider as ripeness, they do not cut, but pull the

barley: to the oats they apply the sickle. Wheel carriages

they have none, but make a frame of timber, which is

drawn by one horse, with the two points behind pressing

on the ground. On this they sometimes drag hometheir

sheaves, but often convey them home in a kind of open

pannier, or frame of sticks, upon the horse's back.

Of that which is obtained with so much difficulty, no

thing surely ought to be wasted ; yet their method of

clearing their oats from the husk, is by parching them in

the straw . Thus, with the genuine improvidence of sa

vages, they destroy that fodder, for want of which their

cattle may perish . From this practice they have two

petty conveniencies ; they dry the grain so that it is easily

reduced to meal, and they escape the theft of the thresher.

The taste contracted from the fire by the oats, as by every

other scorched substance, use must long ago have made

grateful. The oats that are not parched , must be dried in

a kiln .

The barns of Sky I never saw . That which Macleod,

of Raasay, had erected near his house was so contrived,

because the harvest is seldom brought home dry, as, by

perpetual perflation, to prevent the mow from heating.

Of their gardens I can judge only from their tables.

I did not observe that the common greens were wanting,

and suppose, that by choosing an advantageous exposition,

they can raise all the more hardy esculent plants. Of ve

getable fragrance, or beauty, they are not yet studious.

Few vows are made to Flora in the Hebrides.

They gather a little hay, but the grass is mown late ;

and is so often almost dry and again very wet, before it is

housed, that it becomes a collection of withered stalks
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without taste or fragrance ; it must be eaten by cattle that

have nothing else, but by most English farmers would be

thrown away .

In the islands I have not heard that any subterraneous

treasures have been discovered, though where there are

mountains, there are commonly minerals. One of the

rocks in Col has a black vein, imagined to consist of the

ore of lead ; but it was never yet opened or essayed. In

Sky a black mass was accidentally picked up , and brought

into the house of the owner of the land , who found him

self strongly inclined to think it a coal, but unhappily, it

did not burn in the chimney. Common ores would be

here of no great value; for what requires to be separated

by fire, must, if it were found, be carried away in its mi

neral state, here being no fewel for the smelting house or

forge. Perhaps by diligent search in this world of stone,

some valuable pieces of marble might be discovered . But

neither philosophical curiosity, nor commercial industry,

have yet fixed their abode here, where the importunity of

immediate want, supplied but for the day, and craving on

the morrow , has left little room for excursive knowledge,

or the pleasing fancies of distant profit.

They have lately found a manufacture considerably lu

crative. Their rocks abound with kelp, a sea plant, of

which the ashes are melted into glass. They burn kelp

in great quantities, and then send it away in ships, which

come regularly to purchase them . This new source of

riches has raised the rents of many maritime farms ; but

the tenants pay, like all other tenants, the additional rent

with great unwillingness ; because they consider the

profits of the kelp as the mere product of personal labour,

to which the landlord contributes nothing. However, as

any man may be said to give what he gives the power of

gaining, he has certainly as much right to profit from the

price of kelp , as of any thing else found or raised upon

his ground.

This new trade has excited a long and eager litigation

between Macdonald and Macleod, for a ledge of rocks,
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which , till the value of kelp was known, neither of them

desired the reputation of possessing.

The cattle of Sky are not so small as is commonly be

lieved. Since they have sent their beeves in great num

bers to southern marts, they have, probably, taken more

care of their breed. At stated times the annual growth of

cattle is driven to a fair, by a general drover, and with

the money, which he returns to the farmer, the rents are

paid.

The price regularly expected, is from two to three

pounds a head ; there was once one sold for five pounds.

They go from the islands very lean , and are not offered

to the butcher till they have been long fatted in English

pastures.

Of their black cattle some are without horns, called by

the Scots, humble cows, as we call a bee, an humble bee,

that wants a sting. Whether this difference be specifick ,

or accidental, though we inquired with great diligence,

we could not be informed . We are not very sure that the

bull is ever without horns, though we have been told,

that such bulls there are . What is produced by putting a

horned and unhorned male and female together, no man

has ever tried , that thought the result worthy of observa

tion.

Their horses are , like their cows, of a moderate size. I

had no difficulty to mount myself commodiously by the

favour of the gentlemen. I heard of very little cows in

Barra, and very little horses in Rum , where, perhaps, no

care is taken to prevent that diminution of size, which

must always happen, where the greater and the less copu

late promiscuously, and the young animal is restrained

from growth by penury of sustenance .

The goat is the general inhabitant of the earth ,

complying with every difference of climate and of

soil. The goats of the Hebrides are like others : nor did

I hear any thing of their sheep to be particularly re

marked .

In the penury of these malignant regions, nothing is left
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that can be converted to food . The goats and the sheep are

milked like the cows. A single meal of a goat is a quart,

and of a sheep a pint. Such , at least, was the account,

which I could extract from those of whom I am not sure

that they ever had inquired .

The milk of goats is much thinner than that of cows,

and that of sheep is much thicker. Sheep's milk is never

eaten before it is boiled ; as it is thick, it must be very

liberal of curd, and the people. of St. Kilda form it into

small cheeses.

The stags of the mountains are less than those of our

parks or forests, perhaps not bigger than our fallow deer.

Their flesh has no rankness, nor is inferiour in flavour to

our common venison . The roebuck I neither saw nor

tasted . These are not countries for a regular chase. The

deer are not driven with horns and hounds. A sportsman ,

with his gun in his hand, watches the animal, and when

he has wounded him , traces him by the blood .

They have a race of brinded greyhounds, larger and

stronger than those with which we course hares, and those

are the only dogs used by them for the chase.

Man is, by the use of firearms, made so much an

overmatch for other animals, that in all countries, where

they are in use , the wild part of the creation sensibly di

minishes. There will, probably, not be long either stags

or roebucks in the islands. All the beasts of chase would

have been lost long ago in countries well inhabited, had

they not been preserved by laws for the pleasure of the

rich .

There are in Sky neither rats nor mice, but the weasel

is so frequent, that he is heard in houses rattling behind

chests or beds, as rats in England. They, probably, owe

to his predominance, that they have no other vermin ; for

since the great rat took possession of this part of the

world, scarce a ship can touch at anyport, but some of his

race are left behind. They have within these few years

begun to infest the isle of Col, where, being left by some
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trading vessel, they have increased for want of weasels to

oppose them .

The inhabitants of Sky, and of the other islands, which

I have seen , are commonly of the middle stature, with

fewer among them very tall or very short, than are seen in

England ; or perhaps, as their numbers are small, the

chances of any
deviation from the common measure are

necessarily few . The tallest men that I saw are among

those of higher rank. In regions of barrenness and

scarcity, the human race is hindered in its growth by the

same causes as other animals.

The ladies have as much beauty here as in other places,

but bloom and softness are not to be expected among the

lower classes, whose faces are exposed to the rudeness of

the climate, and whose features are sometimes contracted

by want, and sometimes hardened by the blasts. Su

preme beauty is seldom found in cottages or workshops,

even where no real hardships are suffered . To expand

the human face to its full perfection, it seems necessary

that the mind should cooperate by placidness of content,

or consciousness of superiority.

Their strength is proportionate to their size, but they

are accustomed to run upon rough ground, and, therefore,

can with great agility skip over the bog, or clamber the

mountain . For a campaign in the wastes of America ,

soldiers better qualified could not have beenfound. Hav

ing little work to do, they are not willing, nor perhaps

able, to endure a long continuance of manual labour, and

are, therefore, considered as habitually idle.

Having never been supplied with those accommoda

tions, which life extensively diversified with trades affords,

they supply their wants by very insufficient shifts, and en

duremany inconveniencies, which a little attention would

easily relieve. I have seen a horse carrying home the

harvest on a crate . Under his tail was a stick for a crup

per, held at the two endsby twists of straw . Hemp will

grow in their islands, and, therefore, ropes may be had.
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If they wanted hemp, they might make better cordage of

rushes, or perhaps of nettles, than of straw .

Their method of life neither secures them perpetual

health, nor exposes them to any particular diseases.

There are physicians in the islands, who, I believe, all

practise chirurgery, and all compound their own medi

cines.

It is generally supposed, that life is longer in places where

there are few opportunities of luxury ; but I found no in

stance here of extraordinary longevity. A cottager grows

old over his oaten cakes, like a citizen at a turtle feast. He

is, indeed, seldom incommoded by corpulence. Poverty

preserves him from sinking under the burden of himself,

but he escapes no other injury of time. Instances of long

life are often related, which those who hear them are

more willing to credit than examine. To be told that any

mán has attained a hundred years, gives hope and com

fort to him who stands trembling on the brink of his own

climacterick .

Length of life is distributed impartially, to very differ

ent modes of life in very different climates ; and the

mountains have no greater examples of age and health

than the low lands, where I was introduced to two ladies

of high quality ; one of whom , in her ninety -fourth year,

presided at her table with the full exercise of all her pow

ers ; and the other has attained her eighty-fourth, without

any diminution of her vivacity, and with little reason

to accuse time of depredations on her beauty.

In the islands, as in most other places, the inhabitants

are of different rank, and one does not encroach here upon

another. Where there is no commerce nor manufacture,

he that is born poor can scarcely become rich ; and if

none are able to buy estates, he that is born to land, can

not annihilate his family by selling it. This was once the

state of these countries. Perhaps there is no example, till

within a century and a half, of any family whose estate

was alienated, otherwise than by violence or forfeiture.

Since money has been brought amongst them , they have

VOL . IX . G
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found, like others, the art of spending more than they

receive ; and I saw with grief the chief of a very ancient

clan , whose island was condemned by law to be sold for

the satisfaction of his creditors.

The name of highest dignity is laird, of which there are

in the extensive isle of Sky only three, Macdonald , Mac

cleod, and Mackinnon . The laird is the original owner of

the land, whose natural power must be very great, where

no man lives but by agriculture ; and where the produce of

the land is not conveyed through the labyrinths of traffick ,

but passes directly, from the hand that gathers it, to the

mouth that eats it. The laird has all those in his power

that live upon his farms. Kings can , for the most part,

only exalt or degrade. The laird , at pleasure, can feed or

starve, can give bread, or withhold it. This inherent

power was yet strengthened by the kindness of consanguin

ity, and the reverence of patriarchal authority. The laird

was the father of the clan , and his tenants commonly

bore his name. And to these principles of original com

mand was added, for many ages, an exclusive right of .

legal jurisdiction.

This multifarious and extensive obligation operated

with force scarcely credible. Every duty, moral or poli

tical, was absorbed in affection and adherence to the chief.

Not many years have passed since the clans knew no law

but the laird's will. He told them to whom they should

be friends or enemies, what king they should obey, and

what religion they should profess.

When the Scots first rose in arms against the succes

sion of the house of Hanover, Lovat, the chief of the

Frasers, was in exile for a rape. The Frasers were very

numerous, and very zealous against the government. A

pardon was sent to Lovat. He came to the English

camp, and the clan immediately deserted to him .

Next in dignity to the laird is the tacksman ; a large

taker or leaseholder of land, of which he keeps part as a

domain in his own hand, and lets part to under -tenants.

The tacksman is necessarily a man capable of securing to
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the laird the whole rent, and is commonly a collateral re

lation. These tacks, or subordinate possessions, were

long considered as hereditary, and the occupant was dis

tinguished by the name of the place at which he resided .

He held a middle station, by which the highest and the

lowest orders were connected. He paid rent and reve

rence to the laird, and received them from the tenants.

This tenure still subsists, with its original operation, but

not with the primitive stability. Since the islanders, no

longer content to live, have learned the desire of growing

rich , an ancient dependant is in danger of giving way to

a higher bidder, at the expense of domestick dignity, and

hereditary power. The stranger, whose money buys him

preference, considers himself as paying for all that he

has, and is indifferent about the laird's honour or safety.

The commodiousness ofmoney is indeed great ; but there

are someadvantages which money cannot buy, and which ,

therefore, no wise man will, by the love of money, be .

tempted to forego.

I have found in the hither parts of Scotland, men , not

defective in judgment or general experience, who consider

the tacksman as a useless burden of the ground, as a

drone who lives upon the product of an estate, without

the right of property , or the merit of labour, and who im

poverishes at once the landlord and the tenant. The land,

say they, is let to the tacksman at sixpence an acre, and

by him to the tenant at tenpence. Let the owner be the

immediate landlord to all the tenants ; if he sets the

ground at eightpence, he will increase his revenue by a

fourth part, and the tenants' burden will be diminished by

a fifth .

Those who pursue this train of reasoning, seem not suf

ficiently to inquire whither it will lead them , nor to know

that it will equally show the propriety of suppressing all

wholesale trade, of shutting up the shops of every man

who sells what he does not make, and of extruding all

whose agency and profit intervene between the manufac

turer and the consumer. They may, by stretching their

G 2
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understandings a little wider, comprehend, that all those

who, by undertaking large quantities of manufacture, and

affording employment to many labourers, make themselvės

considered as benefactors to the publick, have only been

robbing their workmen with one hand, and their custom

ers with the other. If Crowley had sold only what he

could make, and all his smiths had wroughttheir own iron

with their own hammers, he would have lived on less , and

they would have sold their work for more. The salaries

of superintendents and clerks would have been partly

saved, and partly shared, and nails been sometimes cheaper

by a farthing in a hundred But then if the smith could

not have found an immediate purchaser, he must have

deserted his anvil ; if there had, by accident, at any time,

been more sellers than buyers, the workmen must have

reduced their profit to nothing, by underselling one an

other ; and, as no great stock could have been in any hand ,

.no sudden demand of large quantities could have been

answered, and the builder must have stood still till the

nailer could supply him.

According to these schemes, universal plenty is to begin

and end in universal misery. Hope and emulation will

be utterly extinguished ; and as all must obey the call of

immediate necessity, nothing that requires extensive views,

or provides for distant consequences, will ever be per

formed.

To the southern inhabitants of Scotland, the state of

the mountains, and the islands, is equally unknown with

that of Borneo or Sumatra ; of both they have only heard

a little, and guess the rest. They are strangers to the

language and the manners , to the advantages and the

wants of the people, whose life they would model, and

whose evils they would remedy.

Nothing is less difficult, than to procure one conveni

ence by the forfeiture of another. A soldier may expedite

his march by throwing away his arms. To banish the

tacksman is easy, to make a country plentiful by dimi

nishing the people, is an expeditious mode of husbandry ;
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but that abundance, which there is nobody to enjoy, con

tributes little to human happiness.

As the mind must govern the hands, so , in every so

ciety , the man of intelligence must direct the man of

labour. If the tacksman be taken away , the Hebrides

must, in their present state, be given up to grossness and

ignorance ; the tenant, for want of instruction, will be

unskilful, and for the want of admonition, will be negli

gent. The laird, in these wide estates, which often con

sist of islands remote from one another, cannot extend his

personal influence to all his tenants ; and the steward

having no dignity annexed to his character, can have

little authority among men taught to pay reverence only

to birth , and who regard the tacksman as their hereditary

superiour ; nor can the steward have equal zeal for the

prosperity of an estate profitable only to the laird , with

the tacksman , who has the laird's income involved in his

own .

The only gentlemen in the islands are the lairds, the

tacksmen , and the ministers, who frequently improve

their livings by becoming farmers. If the tacksmen be

banished , who will be left to impart knowledge, or im

press civility ? The laird must always be at a distance

from the greater part of his lands; and if he resides at all

upon them , must drag his days in solitude, having no

longer either a friend or a companion ; he will, therefore,

depart to some more comfortable residence, and leave the

tenants to the wisdom and mercy
of a factor.

Of tenants there are different orders, as they have

greater or less stock . Land is sometimes leased to a small

fellowship, who live in a cluster of huts, called a Tenants

Town, and are bound jointly and separately for the pay

ment of their rent. These, I believe, employ in the care

of their cattle and the labour of tillage, a kind of tenants

yet lower ; who, having a hut, with grass for a certain

number of cows and sheep, pay their rent by a stipulated

quantity of labour.

The condition of domestick servants, or the price of
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ocdasional labour, I do not know with certainty. I was

told that the maids have sheep , and are allowed to spin

for their own clothing ; perhaps they have no pecuniary

wages, or none but in very wealthy families. The state of

life, which has hitherto been purely pastoral, begins now

to be a little variegated with commerce ; but novelties en

ter by degrees, and till one mode has fully prevailed over

the other, no settled notion can be formed .

Such is the system of insular subordination, which ,

having little variety, cannot afford much delight in the

view , nor long detain the mind in contemplation. The

inhabitants were for a long time perhaps not unhappy ;

but their content was a muddy mixture of pride and ig

norance, an indifference for pleasures which they did not

know , a blind veneration for their chiefs, and a strong

conviction of their own importance.

Their pride has been crushed by the heavy hand of a

vindictive conqueror, whose severities have been followed

by laws, which , though they cannot be called cruel, have

produced much discontent, because they operate upon the

surface of life, and make every eye bear witness to subjec

tion. To be compelled to a new dress has always been

found painful.

Their chiefs, being now deprived of their jurisdiction,

have already lost much of their influence ; and as they

gradually degenerate from patriarchal rulers to rapacious

landlords, they will divest themselves of the little that re

mains.

That dignity which they derived from an opinion of their

military importance, the law , which disarmed them , has

abated . . An old gentleman, delighting himself with the

recollection of better days, related , that forty years ago, a

chieftain walked out attended by ten or twelve followers,

with their arms rattling. That animating rabble has now

ceased. The chief has lost his formidable retinue; and

the Highlander walks his heath unarmed and defenceless,

with the peaceful submission of a French peasant, or

English cottager.
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Their ignorance grows every day less, but their know

ledge is yet of little other use than to show them their

wants . They are now in the period of education , and feel

the uneasiness of discipline, without yet perceiving the

benefit of instruction .

The last law , by which the Highlanders are deprived

of their arms, has operated with efficacy beyond ex

pectation . Of former statutes made with the same de

sign, the execution had been feeble, andthe effect incon

siderable. Concealment"was undoubtedly practised, and

perhaps often with connivance. There was tenderness or

partiality on one side, and obstinacy on the other. But

the law , which followed the victory of Culloden , found

the whole nation dejected and intimidated ; informations

were given without danger and without fear, and the

arms were collected with such rigour, that every house was

despoiled of its defence.

To disarm part of the Highlands, could give no reason

able occasion of complaint. Every government must be

allowed the power of taking away the weapon that is

lifted against it. But the loyal clans murmured, with

some appearance of justice, that, after having defended

the king, they were forbidden for the future to defend

themselves; and that the sword should be forfeited ,which

had been legally employed. Their case is undoubtedly

hard, but in political regulations good cannot be com

plete, it can only be predominant.

Whether by disarming a people thus broken into several

tribes, and thus remote from the seat ofpower, more good

than evil has been produced, may deserve inquiry. The

supreme power, in every community, has the right of de

barring every individual, and every subordinate society,

from self-defence, only because the supreme power is able

to defend them ; and, therefore, where the governour can

not act, he must trust the subject to act for himself.

These islands might be wasted with fire and sword before

their sovereign would know their distress. A gang of

robbers, such as has been lately found confederating
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themselves in the Highlands, might lay a wide region un

der contribution . The crew of a petty privateer might

land on the largest and most wealthy of the islands, and

riot without control in cruelty and waste . It was ob

served by one of the chiefs of Sky, that fifty armed men

might, without resistance, ravage the country. Laws

that place the subjects in such a state, contravene the first

principles of the compact of authority : they exactobedi

ence, and yield no protection.

It affords 'a generous and manly pleasure, to conceive a

little nation gathering its fruits and tending its herds

with fearless confidence , though it lies open on every side

to invasion , where, in contempt of walls and trenches,

every man sleeps securely with his sword beside him ;

where all, on the first approach of hostility, came together

at the call to battle, as at a summons to a festal show ;

and, committing their cattle to the care of those whom

age or nature has disabled, engaged the enemy with that

competition for hazard and for glory, which operate in

men that fight under the eye of those whose dislike or

kindness they have always considered as the greatest evil

or the greatest good.

This was, in the beginning of the present century, the

state of the Highlands. Every man was a soldier, who

partook of national confidence, and interested himself in

national honour. To lose this spirit, is to lose what no

small advantage will compensate.

It may , likewise, deserve to be inquired , whether a

great nation ought to be totally commercial ? whether,

amidst the uncertainty of human affairs, too much atten

tion to one mode of happiness, may not endanger others ?

whether the pride of riches must not sometimes have re

course to the protection of courage ? and whether, if it be

necessary to preserve in some part of the empire the mili

tary spirit, it can subsist more commodiously in any place,

than in remote and unprofitable provinces, where it can

commonly do little harm , and whence it may be called

forth at any sudden exigence ?
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It must, however, be confessed, that a man who places

honour only in successful violence, is a very troublesome

and pernicious animal in time of peace ; and that the

martial character cannot prevail in a whole people, but by

the diminution of all other virtues. He that is accustomed

to resolve all right into conquest, will have very little ten

derness or equity. All the friendship in such a life can

be only a confederacy of invasion, or aliance of defence.

The strong must flourish by force, and the weak subsist

by stratagem .

Till the Highlanders lost their ferocity with their arms,

they suffered from each other all that malignity could dic

tate , or precipitance could act. Every provocation was

revenged with blood, and no man that ventured into a

numerous company, by whatever occasion brought toge

ther, was sure of returning without a wound. If they are

now exposed to foreign hostilities, they may talk of the

danger, but can seldom feel it. If they are no longer mar

tial, they are no longer quarrelsome. (Misery is caused,

for the most part, not by a heavy crush of disaster, but by

the corrosion of less visible evils, which canker enjoy

ment, and undermine security. The visit of an invader

is necessarily rare, but domestick animosities allow no

cessation ,

The abolition of the local jurisdictions, which had for

so many ages been exercised by the chiefs, has likewise

its evil and its good. The feudal constitution naturally

diffused itself into long ramifications of subordinate autho

rity. To this general temper of the government was

added the peculiar form of the country , broken by moun

tains into many subdivisions, scarcely accessible but to the

natives, and guarded by passes, or perplexed with intri

cacies, through which national justice could not find its

way .

The power of deciding controversies, and of punishing

offences, as some such power there must always be, was

entrusted to the lairds of the country, to those whom the

people considered as their natural judges. It cannot be

C
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supposed that arugged proprietor of the rocks, unprinci

pled and unenlightened, was a nice resolver of entangled

claims, or very exact in proportioning punishment to of

fences. But the more he indulged his own will, the more

he held his vassals in dependance. Prudence and inno

cence , without the favour of the chief, conferred no secu

rity ; and crimes involved no danger, when the judge was

resolute to acquit.

When the chiefs were men of knowledge and virtue,

the convenience of a domestick judicature was great. No

long journeys were necessary, nor artificial delays could be

practised ; the character, the alliances, and interests of

the litigants were known to the court, and all false pre

tences were easily detected. The sentence, when it was

past, could not be evaded ; the power of the laird super

seded formalities, and justice could not be defeated by in

terest or stratagem .

I doubt not but that since the regular judges have

made their circuits through the whole country, right has

been every where more wisely and more equally distri

buted ; the complaint is, that litigation is grown trouble

some, and that the magistrates are too few , and therefore

often too remote for general convenience.

Many of the smaller islands have no legal officer within

them . I once asked, if a crime should be committed, by

what authority the offender could be seized ? , and was

told , that the laird would exert his right ; a right which

he must now usurp , but which surely necessity must vin

dicate, and which is, therefore, yet exercised in lower de

grees, by some of the proprietors, when legal processes

cannot be obtained .

In all greater questions, however, there is now happily

an end to all fear or hope from malice or from favour.

The roads are secure in those places through which, forty

years ago , no traveller could pass without a convoy. All

trials of right by the sword are forgotten, and the mean

are in as little danger from the powerful as in other

places. No scheme of policy has, in any country, yet
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brought the rich and poor on . equal terms into courts of

judicature. Perhaps experience, improving on experience,

may in time effect it.

Those who have long enjoyed dignity and power, ought

not to lose it without some equivalent. There was paid

to the chiefs by the publick, in exchange for their privi.

leges, perhaps a sum greater than most of them had ever

possessed, which excited a thirst for riches, of which it

showed them the use . When the power of birth and sta

tion ceases, no hope remains but from the prevalence of

money. Power and wealth supply the place of each other.

Power confers the ability of gratifying our desire without

the consent of others. Wealth enables us to obtain the

consent of others to our gratification . Power, simply con

sidered, whatever it confers on one , must take from an

other. Wealth enables its owner to give to others, by

taking only from himself. Power pleases the violent and

proud : wealth delights the placid and the timorous.

Youth, therefore, flies at power, and age grovels after

riches .

The chiefs, divested of their prerogatives, necessarily

turned their thoughts to the improvement of their reve

nues, and expect more rent, as they have less homage.

The tenant, who is far from perceiving that his condition

is made better in the same proportion as that of his land

lord is made worse , does not immediately see why his in

dustry is to be taxed more heavily than before. He re

fuses to pay the demand , and is ejected ; the ground is

then let to a stranger, who, perhaps, brings a larger stock ,

but who, taking the land at its full price, treats with the

laird upon equal terms, and considers him not as a chief

but as a trafficker in land. Thus the estate, perhaps, is

improved , but the clan is broken .

It seems to be the general opinion , that the rents have

been raised with too much eagerness. Some regard must

be paid to prejudice. Those who have hitherto paid but

little, will not suddenly be persuaded to pay much ,

though they can afford it . As ground is gradually im

1
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proved, and the value of money decreases, the "rent may

be raised without any diminution ofthe farmer's profits; yet

it is necessary in these countries, where the ejection of a

tenant is a greater evil than in more populous places, to

consider, not merely what the land will produce, but with

what ability the inhabitant can cultivate it. A certain

stock can allow but a certain payment; for if the land bé

doubled , and the stock remains the same, the tenant be

comes no richer. The proprietors of the Highlands might;

perhaps, often increase their income, by subdividing the

farms, and allotting to every occupier only so many acres

as he can profitably employ, but that they want people.

There seems now , whatever be the cause , to be through

a great part of the Highlands a general discontent. That

adherence which was lately professed by every man to the

chief of his name, has now little prevalence ; and he that

cannot live as he desires at home, listens to the tale of for

tunate islands, and happy regions, where every man may

have land of his own , and eat the product of his labour

without a superiour.

Those who have obtained grants of American lands,

have, as is well known, invited settlers from all quarters of

the globe ; and among other places, where oppression

might produce a wish for new habitations, their emissa

ries would not fail to try their persuasions in the isles

of Scotland, where, at the time when the clans were

newly disunited from their chiefs, and exasperated by

unprecedented exactions, it is no wonder that they pre

vailed .

Whether the mischiefs of emigration were immediately

perceived, may be justly questioned. They who went

first, were probably such as could best be spared ; but the

accounts sent by the earliest adventurers, whether true or

false, inclined many to follow them ; and whole neigh

bourhoods formed parties for removal ; so that departure

from their native country is no longer exile. He that

goes thus accompanied , carries with him all that makes

life pleasant. He sits down in a better climaté, sur

1
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rounded by his kindred and his friends : they carry with

them their language, their opinions, their popular songs,

and hereditary merriment ; they change nothing but the

place of their abode ; and of that change they perceive

the benefit.

This is the real effect of emigration , if those that go

away together, settle on the same spot, and preserve their

ancient union. But some relate that these adventurous

visitants of unknown regions, after a voyage passed in

dreams of plenty and felicity, are dispersed at last upon a

sylvan wilderness, where their first years must be spent in

toil to clear the ground which is afterwards to be tilled

and that the whole effect of their undertaking is only

more fatigue and equal scarcity.

Both accounts may be suspected. Those who are gone

will endeavour, by every art, to draw others after them ;

for as their numbers are greater, they will provide better

for themselves. When Nova Scotia was first peopled, I

remember a letter, published under the character of a

New Planter, who related howmuch the climate put himin

mind of Italy. Such intelligence the Hebridians probably

receive from their transmarine correspondents. But with

equal temptations of interest, and, perhaps, with no

greater niceness of veracity, the owners of the islands

spread stories of American hardships, to keep their people

content at home.

Some method to stop this epidemick desire of wander

ing, which spreads its contagion from valley to valley, de

serves to be sought with great diligence. In more fruit

ful countries, the removal of one, only makes room for the

succession of another : but in the Hebrides, the loss of an

inhabitant leaves a lasting vacuity ; for nobody bom in

any other parts of the world will choose this country for

his residence ; and an island once depopulated, will remain

a desert, as long as the present facility of travel gives

every one, who is discontented and unsettled, the choice

of his abode.

Let it be inquired , whether the first intention of those
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who are fluttering on the wing, and collecting a flock that

they may take their flight, be to attain good, or to avoid

evil ? If they are dissatisfied with that part of the globe

which their birth has allotted them , and resolve not to

live without the pleasures of happier climates ; if they

long for bright suns, and calm skies , and flowery fields,

and fragrant gardens, I know not by what eloquence they

can be persuaded, or by what offers they can be hired to

stay.

But if they are driven from their native country by

positive evils, and disgusted by ill -treatment, real or ima

ginary, it were fit to remove their grievances, and quiet

their resentment ; since, if they have been hitherto un

dutiful subjects, they will not much mend their principles

by American conversation .

To allure them into the army, it was thought proper to

indulge them in the continuance of their national dress.

If this concession could have any effect, it might easily be

made. That dissimilitude of appearance, which was sup

posed to keep them distinct from the rest of the nation,

might disincline them from coalescing with the Pennsylva

nians or people of Connecticut. If the restitution of their

arms will reconcile them to their country, let them have

again those weapons, which will not be more mischievous

at home than in the colonies. That they may not fly from

the increase of rent, I know not whether the general good

does not require that the landlords be, for a time, restrained

in their demands, and kept quiet by pensions proportion

ate to their loss .

To hinder insurrection by driving away the people, and

to govern peaceably, by having no subjects, is an expe

dient that argues no great profundity of politicks. To

soften the obdurate, to convince the mistaken , to mollify

the resentful, are worthy of a statesman ; but it affords a

legislator little self-applause to consider, that where there

was formerly an insurrection, there is now a wilderness.

It has been a question often agitated , without solution ,

why those northern regions are now so thinly peopled,
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which formerly overwhelmed , with their armies, the Roc

man empire ? The question supposes, what I believe is

not true, that they had once more inhabitants than they

could maintain , and overflowed only because they were

full.

This is to estirnate the manners of all countries and ages

by our own. Migration , while the state of life was un

settled, and there was little communication of intelligence

between distant places, was, among the wilder nations of

Europe, capricious and casual. An adventurous projector

heard of a fertile coast unoccupied , and led out a colony ;

a chief of renown for bravery, called the young men toge

ther, and led them out to try what fortune would present.

When Cæsar was in Gaul, he found the Helvetians
pre

paring to go they knew not whither, and put a stop to

their motions. They settled again in their own country ,

where they were so far from wanting room , that they had

accumulatedthree years' provision for their march.

The religion of the north was military ; if they could

not find enemies, it was their duty to make them : they

travelled in quest of danger, and willingly took the chance

of empire or death . If their troops were numerous, the

countries from which they were collected are of vast extent,

and, without much exuberance of people, great armies

may be raised where every man is a soldier. But their

true numbers were never known . Those whowere con

quered by them , are their historians, and shame may have

excited them to say, that they were overwhelmed with

multitudes. To count is a modern practice, the ancient

method was to guess ; and when numbers are guessed , they

are always magnified.

Thus England has, for several years, been filled with

the achievements of seventy thousand Highlanders em

ployed in America . I have heard from an English officer,

not much inclined to favour them , that their behaviour

deserved a very high degree of military praise ; but their

number has been much exaggerated. One of the ministers

told me, that seventy thousand men could not have been
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found in all the Highlands, and that more than twelve

thousand never took the field . Those that went to the

American war , went to destruction. Of the old Highland

regiment, consisting of twelve hundred , only seventy -six

survived to see their country again .

The Gothick swarms have at least been multiplied with

equal liberality. That they bore no great proportion to

the inhabitants in whose countries they settled , is plain

from the paucity of northern words now found in the

provincial languages. Their country was not deserted for

want of room , because it was covered with forests of vast

extent; and the first effect of plenitude of inhabitants is

the destruction of wood. As the Europeans spread over

America, the lands are gradually laid naked.

I would not be understood to say, that necessity had

never any part in their expeditions. A nation, whose

agriculture is scanty or unskilful, may be driven out by

famine. A nation of hunters may have exhausted their

game. I only affirm , that the northern regions were not,

when their irruptions subdued the Romans, overpeopled

with regard to their real extent of territory, and power of

fertility. In a country fully inhabited, however afterward

laid waste , evident marks will remain of its former popu

lousness. But of Scandinavia and Germany, nothing is

known but that, as we trace their state upwards into an

tiquity, their woods were greater, and their cultivated

ground was less.

That causes very different from want of room , may pro

duce a general disposition to seek another country, is

apparent from the present conduct of the Highlanders, who

are, in some places, ready to threaten a total secession .

The numbers which have already gone, though like other

numbers they may be magnified, are very great, and such

as , if they had gone together and agreed upon any certain

settlement, might have founded an independent govern

ment in the depths of the western continent. Nor are they

only the lowest and most indigent ; many men of consi

derable wealth have taken with them their train of
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labourers and dependants; and if they continue the feudal

scheme of polity, may establish new clans in the other

hemisphere.

That the immediate motives of their desertion must be

imputed to their landlords, may be reasonably concluded,

because some lairds, of more prudence and less rapacity,

have kept their vassals undiminished . From Raasay only

one man had been seduced , and at Col there was no wish

to go away

The traveller who comes hither from more opulent

countries, to speculate upon the remains of pastoral life,

will not much wonder that a common Highlander has no

strong adherence to his native soil; for of animal enjoy

ments, or of physical good, he leaves nothing that he may

not find again wheresoever he may be thrown .

The habitations of men in the Hebrides may be dis

tinguished into huts and houses. By a house, I mean a

building with one story over another ; by a hut, a dwelling

with only one floor. The laird, who formerly lived in a

castle, now lives in a house; sometimes sufficiently neat,

but seldom very spacious or splendid. The tacksmen and

the ministers have commonly houses. Wherever there is

a house, the stranger finds a welcome; and to the other

evils of exterminating tacksmen may be added the un

avoidable cessation of hospitality, or the devolution of too

heavy a burden on the ministers.

Of the houses little can be said. They are small, and

by the necessity of accumulating stores, where there are

so few opportunities ofpurchase, the rooms are very hete

rogeneously filled. With want of cleanliness it were in

gratitude to reproach them . The servants, having been

bred upon the naked earth , think every floor clean , and the

quick succession of guests, perhaps not always over -elegant,

does not allow much time for adjusting their apartments.

Huts are of many gradations ; from murky dens to com

modious dwellings.

The wall of a common hut is always built without

mortar, by a skilful adaptation of loose stones. Sometimes

VOL. IX. H
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perhaps a double wall of stones is raised, and the inter

mediate space filled with earth. The air is thus completely

excluded . Some walls are, I think, formed of turfs, held

together by a wattle, or texture of twigs. Of the meanest

huts the first room is lighted by the entrance , and the

second by the smoke-hole. The fire is usually made in the

middle. But there are huts or dwellings of only one story ,

inhabited by gentlemen, which have walls cemented with

mortar, glass windows, and boarded floors. Of these all

have chimneys, and some chimneys have grates. :

The house and the furniture are not always nicely

suited . We were driven once, by missing a passage, to

the hut of a gentleman , where, after a very liberal supper,

when I was conducted to my chamber, I found an elegant

bed of Indian cotton , spread with fine sheets. The accom

modation was flattering ; I undressed myself, and felt my

feet in the mire. The bed stood upon the bare earth ,

which a long course of rain had softened to a puddle.

In pastoral countries, the condition of the lowest rank

of people is sufficiently wretched. Among manufacturers,

men that have no property may have art and industry,

which make them necessary, and, therefore, valuable. But

where flocks and corn are the only wealth , there are always

more hands than work , and of that work there is little in

which skill and dexterity can be much distinguished. ' He,

therefore, who is born poor never can be rich. The son

merely occupies the place of the father, and life knows

nothing of progression or advancement.

The petty tenants, and labouring peasants, live in miser

able cabins, which afford them little more than shelter

from the storms. The boor of Norway is said to make all

his own utensils. In the Hebrides, whatever might be

their ingenuity, the wantof wood leaves them no materials.

They are probably content with such accommodations as

stones of different forms and sizes can afford them . :

Their food is not better than their lodging. They sel

dom taste the flesh of land-animals ; for here are no

markets. What each man eats is from his own stock .
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The great effect of money is to break property into small

parts. In towns, he that has a shilling may have a piece

ofmeat; but where there is no commerce, no man can eat

mutton but by killing a sheep.

Fish in fair weather they need not want ; but, I believe,

man never lives long on fish, but by constraint; he will

rather feed upon roots and berries.

The only fewel of the islands is peat. " Their wood is all

consumed , and coal they have not yet found. Peat is dug

out of the marshes, from the depth of one foot to that of

six . That is accounted the best which is nearest the sur

fáce. It appears to be amass of black earth held together

by vegetable fibres. I know not whether the earth be

bituminous, or whether the fibres be not the only com

bustible part; which, by heating the interposed earth red

hot, make a burning mass. The heat is not very strong or

lasting. The ashes are yellowish, and in a large quantity

When they dig peat, they cut it into square pieces, and

pile it up to dry beside the house. In some places it has

an offensive smell. It is likewood charked for the smith .

The common method of making peat fires is by heaping it

on the hearth ; but it burns well in grates, and in the best

houses is so used. The 'common opinion is, that peat

grows again where it has been cut ; which , as it seems to

be chiefly a vegetable substance, is not unlikely to be true,

whether known or not to those who relate it.

There are watermills in Sky and Raasay ; but where

they are too far distant, the housewives grind their oats

with a quern , or handmill, which consists of two stones,

about a foot and a half in diameter ; the lower is a little

convex , to which the concavity of the upper must be fitted .

In the middle of the upper stone is a round hole, and on

one side is a long handle. The grinder sheds the corn

gradually into the hole with one hand, and works the

handle round with the other. The corn slides down the

convexity of the lower stone, and by the motion of the

upper is ground in its passage. These stones are found in

Lochabar.

H 2
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The islands afford few pleasures, except to the hardy

sportsman , who can tread the moor and climb the moun

tain . The distance of one family, from another, in a

country where travelling has so much difficulty, makes

frequent intercourse impracticable. Visits last several days,

and are commonly paid by water ; yet I never saw a boat

furnished with benches, or made commodious by any addi

tion to the first fabrick . Conveniencies are not missed

where they never were enjoyed.

The solace which the bagpipe can give, they have long

enjoyed ; but among other changes, which the last revolu

tion introduced , the use of the bagpipe begins to be for

gotten . Some of the chief families still entertain a piper,

whose office was anciently hereditary. Macrimmon was

piper to Macleod, and Rankin to Maclean of Col.

The tunes of the bagpipe are traditional. There has

been in Sky, beyond all time ofmemory,a college of pipers,

under the direction of Macrimmon , which is not quite

extinct. There was another in Mull, superintended by

Rankin, which expired about sixteen years ago. To these

colleges, while the pipe retained its honour, the students

of musick repaired for education . I have had my dinner

exhilarated by the bagpipe, at Armidale, at Dunvegan,

and in Col.

The general conversation of the islanders has nothing

particular. I did not meet with the inquisitiveness of

which I have read , and suspect the judgment to have

been rashly made. A stranger of curiosity comes into a

place where a stranger is seldom seen : he importunes the

people with questions, of which they cannot guess the

motive, and gazes with surprise on things which they,

having had them always before their eyes, do not suspect

of any thing wonderful. He appears to them like some

being of another world , and then thinks it peculiar that

they take their turn to inquire whence he comes, and

whither he is going.

The islands were long unfurnished with instruction for

youth, and none but the sons of gentlemen could haveany
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literature. There are now parochial schools, to which the

lord of every manor pays a certain stipend. Here the

children are taught to read ; but by the rule of their insti

tution , they téach only English, so that the natives read a

language which they may never use or understand. If a

parish , which often happens, contains several islands, the

school being but in one, cannot assist the rest. · This is

the state of Col, which, however, is more enlightened than

some other places ; for the deficiency is supplied by a young

gentleman , who, for his own improvement, travels every

year on foot over the Highlands to the session at Aberdeen ;

and at his return , duringthe vacation, teaches to read and

write in his native island.

In. Sky there are two grammar-schools, where boarders

are taken to be regularly educated. The prioe of board is

from three pounds, to four pounds ten shillings a year, and

that of instruction is half a crown a quarter. But the

scholars are birds of passage, who live at school only in

the summer ; for in winter, provisions cannot be made for

any considerable number in one place. This periodical

dispersion impresses strongly the scarcity of these countries.

Having heard of no boarding school for ladies nearer

than Inverness, I suppose their education is generally

domestick. The elder daughters of the higher families are

sent into the world, and may contribute, hy their acquisi

tions, to the improvement of the rest.

Women must here study to be either pleasing or useful.

Their deficiencies are seldom supplied by very liberal for

tunes . A hundred pounds is a portion beyond the hope

of any but the laird's daughter. They do not indeed often

give money with their daughters: the question is, How

many cows a young lady will bring her husband. A rich

maiden has from ten to forty ; but two cows are a decent

fortune for one who pretends to no distinction.

The religion of the islands is that ofthe kirk of Scot

land. The gentlemen with whom I conversed are all in

clined to the English liturgy ; but they are obliged to

maintain the established minister, and the country is too
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poor to affordʻpayment to another, who must live wholly

on the contribution of his audience ,

They, therefore, all attend the worship of the kirk , as

often as a visit from their minister, or the practicability of

travelling, gives them opportunity ; nor have they any

reason to complain of insufficient pastors ; for I saw not

one in the islands, whom I had reason to think either de

ficient in learning, or irregular in life ; but found several

with whom I could not , converse without wishing, as

my respect increased, that they had not been presby

terians.

The ancient rigour of puritanism is now very much re

laxed , though all are not yet . equally enlightened . I

sometimes, met with prejudices sufficiently malignant,

but they were prejudices of ignorance. The minis

ters in the islands had attained such knowledge as may

justly be admired in men, who have no motive to study,

but generous curiosity, or what is still better, desire of

usefulness ; with such politeness as so narrow a circle of

converse could not have supplied, but to minds naturally

disposed to elegance.

Reason and truth will prevail at last. The most

learned of the Scottish doctors would now gladly admit a

form of prayer, if the people would endure it. The zeal

or rage of congregations has its different degrees. In

some parishes the Lord's prayer is suffered : in others it is

still rejected as a form ; and he that should make it part of

his supplication would be suspected of heretical pravity.

The principle upon which extemporary prayer was origi

nally introduced, is no longer admitted ." The minister

formerly, in the effusion of his prayer, expectedimmediate

and, perhaps, perceptible inspiration , and, therefore ,

thought it his duty not to think before what he should say.

It is now universally confessed , that men pray as they

speak on other occasions, according to the general mea

sure of their abilities and attainments.

Whatever each may think of a form prescribed by

another, he cannot but believe that he can himself com .
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pose by study and meditation a better priyer than will

rise in his mind at a sudden call ; and if he has any hope

of supernatural help, why may he not as well receive it

when he writes as when he speaks ?

In the variety of mental powers, some must perform

extemporary prayer with much imperfection ; and in the

eagerness and rashness of contradictory opinions, if pub

lick liturgy be left to the private judgment of every minis

ter, the congregation may often be offended or misled.

There is in Scotland, as among ourselves, a restless sus

picion of popish machinations, and a.clamour of nume

rous converts to the Romish religion. The report is, I

believe, in both parts of the island equally false. The

Romish religion is professed only in Egg and Canna, two

small islands, into which the reformation never made its

way. If any missionaries are busy in the Highlands,

their zeal entitles them to respect, even from those who

cannot think favourably of their doctrine.

The political tenets of the islanders I was not curious

to investigate, and they were not eager to obtrude. Their

conversation is decent and inoffensive. They disdain to

drink for their principles, and there is no disaffection at

their tables. I never heard a health offered by a High

lander that might not have circulated with propriety

within the precincts of the king's palace.

Legal government has yet something of novelty to

which they cannot perfectly conform . : The ancient spirit

that appealed only to the sword, is yet among them . The

tenant of Scalpa, an island belonging to Macdonald, took

- no care to bring his rent ; when the landlord talked of

exacting payment, he declared his resolution to keep his

ground, and drive all intruders from the island, and con

tinued to feed his cattle, as on his own land, till it be

came necessary for the sheriff to dislodge him by vio

lence.

The various kinds of superstition which prevailed here,

as in all other regions of ignorance, are , by the diligence

of the ministers, almost extirpated.
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Of Browny, mentioned by Martin , nothing has been

heard for many years. Browny was a sturdy fairy ; who,

if he was fed , and kindly treated, would , as they said , do

a great deal of work. They now pay him no wages, and

are content to labour for themselves.

In Troda, within these three -and - thirty years, milk was

put every Saturday for Greogach , or the old man with the

long beard . Whether Greogach was courted as kind , or

dreaded as terrible, whether they meant, by giving him

the milk, to obtain good or avert evil, I was not informed .

The minister is now living by whom - the practice was

abolished .

They have still among them a great number of charms

for the cure of different diseases ; they are all invo

cations, perhaps transmitted to them from the times of

popery , which increasing knowledge will bring into

disuse.

They have opinions, which cannot be ranked with su

perstition, because they regard only natural effects. They

expect better crops of grain by sowing their seed in the

moon's increase. The moon has great influence in vulgar

philosophy. In my memory it was a precept annually

given in one of the English almanacks, “ to kill hogs

when the moon was increasing, and the bacon would prove

the better in boiling ."

We should have had little claim to the praise of curio

sity, if we had not endeavoured with particular attention

to examine the question of the second sight. Of an opi

nion received for centuries by a whole nation , and sup

posed to be confirmed , through its whole descent, bya

series of successive facts, it is desirable that the truth

should be established , or the fallacy detected .

The second sight is an impression made either by the

mind upon the eye, or by the eye upon the mind, by

which things distant or future are perceived, and seen as

if they were present. A man on a journey far from home

falls from a horse ; another, who is, perhaps, at work .

about the house , sees him bleeding on the ground, com

1

1
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monly with a landscape of the place where the accident

befalls him. Another seer, driving home his cattle, or

wandering in idleness, or musing in the sunshine, is sud

denly surprised by the appearance of a bridal ceremony ,

or funeral procession, and counts the mourners or attend

ants, of whom , if he knows them , he relates the names,

if he knows them not, he can describe the dresses. Things

distant are seen at the instant when they happen . Of

things future I know not that there is any rule for deter

mining the time between the sight and the event.

This receptive faculty, for power it cannot be called, is

neither voluntary nor constant. The appearances have no

dependance upon choice : they cannot be summoned, de

tained , or recalled . The impression is sudden , and the

effect often painful.

By the term second sight, seems to be meant a mode of

seeing, superadded to that which nature generally bestows.

In the Erse it is called Taisch ; which signifies likewise a

spectre , or a vision. I know not, nor is it likely that the

Highlanders ever examined , whether by Taisch, used for

second sight, they mean the power of seeing, or the thing

seen .

I do not find it to be true, as it is reported , that to the

second sight nothing is presented but phantoms of evil.

Good seems to have the same proportion in those visionary

scenes, as it obtains in real life : almost all remarkable

events have evil for their basis; and are either miseries

incurred , or miseries escaped. Our sense is so much

stronger of what we suffer, than of what we enjoy, that

the ideas of pain predominate in almost every mind. What

is recollection but a revival of vexations, or history but a

record of wars , treasons, and calamities ? Death , which is

considered as the greatest evil, happens to all. The great

est good , be it what it will, is the lot but of a part.

That they should often see death is to be expected; be

cause death is an event frequent and important. But

they see likewise more pleasing incidents. A gentleman

told me, that when he had once gone far from his own
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island, one of his labouring servants predicted his return ,

and described the livery of his attendant, which he had

neverworn at home ; and which had been , without any

previous design, occasionally given him.

Our desire of information was keen , and our inquiry

frequent. Mr. Boswell's frankness and gaiety made every

body communicative ; and we heard many tales of these

airy shows, with more or less evidence and distinct

ness.

It is the common talk of the Lowland Scots, that the

notion of the second sight, is wearing away with other

superstitions; and that its reality is no longer supposed ,

but by the grossest people. How far its prevalence ever

extended, or what ground it has lost, I know not. The

islanders of all degrees, whether of rank or understanding,

universally admit it, except the ministers, who univer

sally deny it, and are suspected to deny it, in consequence

of a system , against conviction . One of them honestly

told me, that he came to Sky with a resolution not to

believe it.

Strong reasons for incredulity will readily occur. This

faculty of seeing things out of sight is local, and com

monly useless. It is a breach of the common order of

things, without any visible reason or perceptible benefit.

It is ascribed only to a people very little enlightened ; and

among them , for the most part, to the mean and igno

rant.

To the confidence of these objections it may be replied,

that by presuming to determine what is fit, and what is

beneficial, they presuppose more knowledge of the uni

versal system than man has attained ; and, therefore, de

pend upon principles too complicated and extensive for

our comprehension ; and that there can be no security in

the consequence , when the premises are not understood ;

that the second sight is only wonderful because it is

rare , for, considered in itself, it involves no more difficulty

than dreams, or perhaps, than the regular exercise of the

cogitative faculty ; that a general opinion of communica
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tive impulses, or visionary representations, has prevailed

in all ages and all nations ; that particular instances have

been given, with such evidence as neither Bacon nor

Boyle has been able to resist ; that sudden impressions,

which the event has verified, have been felt by more than

own or publish them" ; that the second sight of the Hebri

des implies only the local frequency of a power which is

no where totally unknown; and that where we are unable

to decide by antecedent reason , we must be content to

yield to the force of testimony.

By pretensions to second sight, no profit was

sought or gained. It is an involuntary affection, in which

neither hope nor fear are known to have any part Those

who profess to feel it do not boast of it as a privilege,

nor are considered by others as advantageously distin

guished. They have no temptation to feign ; and their

hearers have no motive to encourage the imposture.

To talk with any of these seers is not easy . There is

one living in Sky, with whom we would have gladly con

versed ; but he was very gross and ignorant, and knew no

English . The proportion in these countries of the poor

to the rich is such , that if we suppose the quality to be

accidental, it can very rarely happen to a man of educa

tion ; and yet on such men it has sometimes fallen .

There is now a second-sighted gentlemen in the High

lands, who complains of the terrours, to which he is ex

posed.

The foresight of the seers is not always prescience :

they are impressed with images, of which the event only

shows them the meaning. They tell what they have

seen to others, who are, at that time, not more knowing

than themselves, but may become at last very adequate

witnesses, by comparing the narrative with its verification .

To collect sufficient testimonies for the satisfaction of

the publick, or of ourselves, would have required more

time than we could bestow . There is against it , the

seeming analogy of things confusedly seen , and little un

derstood ; and for it, the indistinct cry of national per
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suasion , which may be, perhaps, resolved at last into

prejudice and tradition. I never could advance my curi

osity to conviction ; but cameaway at last only willing to

believe.

As there subsists no longer in the islands much of that

peculiar and discriminative form of life, of which the idea

had delighted our imagination , wewere willing to listen

to such accounts of past times as would be given us. But

we soon found what memorials were to be expected from

an illiterate people , whose whole time is a series of dis

tress ; where every morning is labouring with expedients

for the evening ; and where all mental pains or pleasure

arose from the dread of winter, the expectation of spring ,

the caprices of their chiefs, and the motions of the neigh

bouring clans; where there was neither shame from igno

rance, nor pride in knowledge; neither curiosity to inquire,

nor vanity to communicate.

The chiefs, indeed, were exempt from urgent penury

and daily difficulties ; and in their houses were preserved

what accounts remained of past ages. But the chiefs

were sometimes ignorant and careless, and sometimes

kept busy by turbulence and contention ; and one genera

tion of ignorance effaces the whole series of unwritten his

toiy. Books are faithful repositories, which may be a

while neglected or forgotten ; but when they are opened

again, will again impart their instruction : memory, once

interrupted, is not to be recalled. Written learning is a

fixed luminary, which , after the cloud that had hidden it

has passed away, is again bright in its proper station .

Tradition is but a meteor, which , if once it falls, cannot

be rekindled .

It seems to be universally supposed , that much of the

local history was preserved by the bards, of whom one is

said to have been retained by every great family. After

these bards were some of my first inquiries ; and I re

ceived such answers as , for awhile, made me please my

self with my increase of knowledge ; for I had not then

learned how to estimate the narration of a Highlander.
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They said that a great family had a bard and a senachi,

who were the poet and historian of the house ; and an old

gentleman told me that he remembered one of each .

Here was a dawn of intelligence. Of men that had lived

within memory, some certain knowledge might be at

tained . Though the office had ceased, its effects might

continue ; the poems might be found, though there was

no poet.

Another conversation , indeed, informed me, that the

same man was both bard and senachi. This variation

discouraged me ; but as the practice might be different in

different times, or at the same time in different families,

there was yet no reason for supposing that I must neces

sarily sit down in total ignorance.

Soon after I was told by a gentleman, who is generally

acknowledged the greatest master of Hebridian antiqui

ties, that there had, indeed, once been both bards and se

nachies ; and that senachi signified the man of talk , or of

conversation ; but that neither bard nor senachi had ex

isted for some centuries. I have no reason to suppose it

exactly known at what time the custom ceased, nor did it

probably cease in all houses at once. But whenever the

practice of recitation was disused, the works, whether

poetical or historical, perished with the authors ; for in

those times nothing had been written in the Erse lan

guage.

Whether the man of talk was an historian, whose office

was to tell truth , or a story -teller, like those which were

in the last century, and, perhaps, are now among the

Irish, whose trade was only to amuse, it now would be

vain to inquire.

Most of the domestick offices were, I believe, heredi

tary ; and probably the laureaté of a clan was always the

son of the last laureate. The history of the race could no

otherwise be communicated or retained ; but what genius

could be expected in a poet by inheritance ?

The nation was wholly illiterate. Neither bards nor

senachies could write or read ; but if they were ignorant,
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there was no danger of detection ; they were believed by

those whose vanity they flattered .

The recital of genealogies, which has been considered

as very efficacious to the preservation of a true series of

åncestry, was anciently made when the heir of the family

came to manly age. This practice has never subsisted

within time of memory, nor was much credit due to such

vehearsers, who might obtrude fictitious pedigrees, either

to please their master, or to hide the deficiency of their

own memories.

Where the chiefs of the Highlands have found the his

tories of their descent, is difficult to tell ; for no Erse ge

nealogy was ever written . In general this only is evident,

that the principal house of a clan must be very ancient,

and that those must have lived long in a place, of whom

it is not known when they came thither.

Thus hopeless are all attempts to find any traces of

Highland learning. Nor are their primitive customs and

ancient manner of life otherwise than very faintly and un

certainly remembered by the present race .

The peculiarities which strike the native of a commer

cial country, proceeded, in a great measure, from the want

of money. To the servants and dependants that were not

domesticks, and, if an estimate be made from the capacity

of any of their old houses which I have seen , their domes

ticks could have been but few , were appropriated certain

portions of land for their support. Macdonald has a piece

of ground yet called the bards' or senachies’ field . Whena

beef was killed for the house, particular parts were claim

ed as fees by the several officers, or workmen . What was

the right of each I have not learned. The head belonged

to the smith , and the udder of a cow to the piper ; the

weaver had likewise his particular part ; and so many

pieces followed these prescriptive claims, that the laird's

was at last but little.

The payment of rent in kind has been so long disused

in England, that it is totally forgotten. It was practised

very lately in the Hebrides, and probably still continues,
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not only in St. Kilda, where money is not yet known, but

in others of the smaller and remoter islands. It were,

perhaps, to be desired , that no change in this particular

should have been made. When the laird could only eat

the produce of his lands, he was under the necessity of

residing upon them ; and when the tenant could not con

vert his stock into more profitable riches, he could never be

tempted away from his farm , from the only place where

he could be wealthy. Money confounds subordination, by

overpowering the distinctions of rank and birth , and

weakens authority, by, supplying power of resistance, or

expedients for escape. The feudal system is formed for a

nation employed in agriculture, and has never long kept

its hold where gold and silver have become common.

Their arms were anciently the glaymore, or great two

handed sword, and afterwards the two-edged sword and

target, or buckler, which was sustained on the left arm.

In the midst of the target, which was made of wood, co

vered with leather, and studded with nails, a slender

lance, about two feet long, was sometimes fixed ; it was

heavy and cumbrous, and accordingly has for some time

past been gradually laid aside. Very few targets were

at Culloden . The dirk, or broad dagger, I am afraid ,

was of more use in private quarrels than in battles. The

Lochaber axe is only a slight alteration of the old Eng

lish bill.

After all that has been said of the force and terrour of

the Highland sword , I could not find that the art of de

fence was any part of common education. The gentlemen

were , perhaps, sometimes skilful gladiators, but the com

mon'men had no other powers than those of violence and

courage. Yet it is well known, that the onset of the

Highlanders was very formidable. As an army cannot

consist of philosophers, a panick is easily excited by any

unwonted mode of annoyance. New dangers are natu

rally,magnified ; and men accustomed only to exchange

bullets at a distance, and rather to hear their enemies

than , see them , are discouraged and amazed when they
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find themselves encountered hand to hand, and catch the

gleam of steel flashing in their faces,

The Highland weapons gave opportunity for many ex

ertions of personal courage, and sometimes for single com

bats in the field ; like those which occur so frequently in

fabulous wars. At Falkirk , a gentleman now living, was,

I suppose after the retreat of the king's troops, engaged

at adistance from the rest with an Irish dragoon. They

were both skilful swordsmen , and the contest was not

easily decided : the dragoon at last had the advantage,

and the Highlander called for quarter ; but quarter was

refused him, and the fight continued till he was reduced

to defend himself upon his knee : at that instant one of

the Macleods came to his rescue ; who, as it is said, of

fered quarter to the dragoon, but he thought himself

obliged to reject what he had before refused , and, as

battle gives little time to deliberate, was immediately

killed .

Funerals were formerly solemnized by calling multi

tudes together, and entertaining them at a great expense .

This emulation of useless cost has been for some time dis

couraged, and at last, in the isle of Sky, is almost sup

pressed.

Of the Erse language, as I understand nothing, I can

not say more than I have been told. It is the rude speech

of a barbarous people, who had few thoughts to express,

and were content, as they conceived grossly, to be grossly

understood. After what has been lately talked of High

land bards, and Highland genius, many will startle when

they are told, that the Erse never was a written language ;

that there is not in the world an Erse manuscript a hun

dred years old ; and that the sounds of the Highlanders

were never expressed by letters, till some little books of

piety were translated, and a metrical version of the Psalms

was made by the synod of Argyle. Whoever, therefore,

now writes in this language, spells according to his own

perception of the sound , and his own idea of the power

the letters. The Welsh and the Irish are cultivated
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tongues. The Welsh, two hundred years ago, insulted

their English neighbours for the instability of their or

thography , while the Erse merely floated in the breath

of the people, and could, therefore, receive little improve

ment.

When a language begins to teem with books, it is tend

ing to refinement; as those who undertake to teach

others must have undergone some labour in improving

themselves, they set a proportionate value on their own

thoughts, and wish to enforce them by efficacious expres

sions; speech becomes embodied and permanent; different

modes and phrases are compared, and the best obtains an

establishment. By degrees, one age improves upon an .

other. Exactness is first obtained, and afterwards ele

gance. But diction , merely vocal, is always in its child

hood. As no man leaves his eloquence behind him , the

new generations have all to learn . There may possibly

be books without a polished language, but there can be

no polished language without books)

That the bards could not read more than the rest of

their countrymen , it is reasonable to suppose ; because, if

they had read , they could probably have written ; and

how high their compositions may reasonably be rated , an

inquirer may best judge by considering what stores of

imagery, what principles of ratiocination , what compre

hension of knowledge, and what delicacy of elocution he

has known any man attain who cannot read. The state

of the bards was yet more hopeless. He that cannot read ,

may now converse with those that can ; but the bard was

a barbarian among barbarians, who, knowing nothing

himself, lived with others that knew no more .

There has lately been in the islands one of these illite

rate poets, who , hearing the Bible read at church , is said

to have turned the sacred history into verse. I heard part

of a dialogue, composed by him , translated by a young

lady in Mull, and thought it had more meaning than I

expected from a man totally uneducated ; but he had

some opportunities of knowledge ; he lived among a

VOL. IX, I
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for ever.

learned people. After all that has been done for the

instruction of the Highlanders, the antipathy between

their language and literature still continues ; and no man

that has learned only Erse is, at this time, able to read.

The Erse has many dialects, and the words used in

some islands are not always known in others. In literate

nations, though the pronunciation , and sometimes the

words of common speech, may differ, as now in England,

compared with the south of Scotland, yet there is a writ

ten diction , which pervades all dialects, and is understood

in every province. But where the whole language is col

loquial, he that has only one part, never gets the rest, as

he cannot get it but by change of residence.

In an unwritten speech, nothing that is not very short

is transmitted from one generation to another. Few have

opportunities of hearing a long composition often enough

to learn it, or have inclination to repeat it so often as is

necessary to retain it ; and what is once forgotten is lost

I believe there cannot be recovered in the

whole Erse language five hundred lines, of which there

is any evidence, to prove them a hundred years old . Yet I

hear that the father of Ossian boasts of two chests more

of ancient poetry, which he suppresses , because they are

too good for the English .

He that goes into the Highlands with a mind naturally

acquiescent, and a credulity eager for wonders, may come

back with an opinion very different from mine ; for the

inhabitants, knowing the ignorance of all strangers in

their language and antiquities, perhaps are not very

scrupulous adherents to truth ; yet I do not say that they

deliberately speak studied falsehood, or have a settled

purpose to deceive. They have inquired and considered

little, and do not always feel their own ignorance. They

are not much accustomed to be interrogated by others ;

and seem never to have thought upon interrogating them

selves ; so that if they do not know what they tell to

be true, they likewise do not distinctly perceive it to be

false.
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Mr. Boswell was very diligent in his inquiries.; and the

result of his investigations was , that the answer to the

second question was commonly such as nullified the an

swer to the first.

We were awhile told , that they had an old translation

of the scriptures ; and told it till it would appear obsti

nacy to inquire again. Yet, by continued accumulation

of questions, we found, that the translation meant, if any

meaning there were, was nothing else than the Irish Bible.

We heard of manuscripts that were , or that had been

in the hands of somebody's father, or grandfather ; but at

last we had no reason to believe they were other than

Irish . Martin mentions Irish , but never any Erse ma

nuscripts, to be found in the islands in his time.

I suppose my opinion of the poems of Ossian is already

discovered . I believe they never existed in any other

form than that which we have seen . The editor, or au

thor, never could show the original; nor can it be shown

by any other. To revenge reasonable incredulity, by re

fusing evidence, is a degree of insolence, with which the

world is not yet acquainted ; and stubborn audacity is the

last refuge of guilt. It would be easy to show it if he

had it ; but whence could it be had ? It is too long to be

remembered, and the language formerly had nothing

written . He has doubtless inserted names that circulate

in popular stories, and may have translated somewander

ing ballads, if any can be found ; and the names, and

some of the images, being recollected, make an inaccurate

auditor imagine, by the help of Caledonian bigotry, that

he has formerly heard the whole.

I asked a very learned minister in Sky, who had used

all arts to make me believe the genuineness of the book ,

whether at last he believed it himself ? but he would not

He wished me to be deceived , for the honour of

his country ; but would not directly and formally deceive

Yet has this man's testimony been publickly pro

duced, as of one that held Fingal to be the work of Ossian .

It is said, that some men of integrity profess to have

answer.

me.

I 2
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heard parts of it, but they all heard them when they were

boys ; and it was never said that any of them could recite

six lines. They remember names, and, perhaps, some pro

verbial sentiments ; and, having no distinct ideas, coin a

resemblance without an original. The persuasion of the

Scots, however, is far from universal ; and in a question

80 capable of proof, why should doubt be suffered to con

tinue ? The editor has been heard to say , that part of the

poem was received by him , in the Saxon character. He

has then found, by some peculiar fortune, an unwritten

language, written in a character which the natives proba

bly never beheld.

I have yet supposed no imposture but in the publisher ;

yet I am far from certainty, that some translations have

not been lately made, that may now be obtruded as parts

of the original work. Credulity on one part is a strong

temptation to deceit on the other, especially to deceit of

which no personal injury is the consequence , and which

flatters the author with his own ingenuity. The Scots

have something to plead for their easy reception of an im

probable fiction : they are seduced by their fondness for

their supposed ancestors. A Scotchman must be a very

sturdy moralist, who does not love Scotland better than

truth : he will always love it better than inquiry : and if

falsehood flatters his vanity, will not be very diligent to

detect it. Neither ought the English to be much influ

enced by Scotch authority ; for of the past and present

state of the whole Erse nation , the Lowlanders are at

least as ignorant as ourselves. To be ignorant is painful;

but it is dangerous to quiet our uneasiness by the delusive

opiate of hasty persuasion.

But this is the age in which those who could not read,

have been supposed to write ; in which the giants of anti

quated romance have been exhibited as realities. If we

know little of the ancient Highlanders, let us not fill the

vacuity with Ossian. If we have not searched the Magel

lanick regions, let us, however, forbear to people them

with Patagons.
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1

Having waited some days at Armidel, we were flattered

at last with a wind that promised to convey us to Mull.

We went on board a boat that was taking in kelp , and

left the isle of Sky behind us. Wewere doomed to ex

perience, like others, the danger of trusting to the wind ,

which blew against us, in a short time, with such vio

lence, that we, being no seasoned sailors, were willing to

call it a tempest. I was sea -sick , and lay down. Mr.

Boswell kept the deck . The master knew not well whi

ther to go ; and our difficulties might, perhaps, have

filled a very pathetick page, had not Mr. Maclean of Col,

who, with every other qualification which insular life re

quires, is a very active and skilful mariner, piloted us safe

into his own harbour.

In the morning we found ourselves under the isle of

Col, where we landed ; and passed the first day and night

with captain Maclean, a gentleman who has lived some

time in the East Indies, but having dethroned no nabob ,

is not too rich to settle in his own country.

Next day the wind was fair, and we might have had an

easy passage to Mull ; but having, contrarily to our own

intention, landed upon a new island , we would not leave

it wholly unexamined . We, therefore , suffered the vessel

to depart without us, and trusted the skies for another

wind.

Mr. Maclean of Col, having a very numerous family ,

has, for some time past, resided at Aberdeen , that he may

superintend their education, and leaves the young gentle

man , our friend, to govern his dominions, with the full

power of a Highland chief. By the absence of the laird's

family, our entertainment was made more difficult, be

cause the house was, in a great degree, disfurnished ; but

young Col's kindness and activity supplied all defects,

and procured us more than sufficient accommodation .

Here I first mounted a little Highland steed ; and if

there had been many spectators, should have been some

what ashamed of my figure in the march. The horses of

the islands, as of other barren countries, are very low :
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they are , indeed, musculous and strong, beyond what their

size gives reason for expecting ; but a bulky man upon one

of their backs makes a very disproportionate appearance.

From the habitation of captain Maclean we went to

Grissipol, but called by the way on Mr. Hector Maclean ,

the minister of Col, whom we found in a hut, that is, a

house of only one floor, but with windows and chimney,

and not inelegantly furnished . Mr. Maclean has the re

putation of great learning: he is seventy -seven years old ,

but not infirm , with a look of venerable dignity, excelling

what I remember in any other man .

His conversation was not unsuitable to his appearance.

I lost some of his good will, by treating a heretical

writer with more regard than , in his opinion, a heretick

could deserve . I honoured his orthodoxy, and did not

much censure his asperity. A man who has settled his

opinions, does not love to have the tranquillity of his con

viction disturbed ; and at seventy -seven it is time to be in

earnest.

· Mention was made of the Erse translation of the New

Testament, whichhasbeen lately published, and of which

the learned Mr. Macqueen of Sky spoke with commenda

tion ; but Mr. Maclean said , he did not use it, because he

could make the text more intelligible to his auditors by

an extemporary version . From this I inferred, that the

language of the translation was not the language of the

isle of Col.

He has no publick edifice for the exercise of his minis

try ; and can officiate to no greater number than a room

can contain ; and the room of a hut is not very large.

This is all the opportunity of worship that is now granted

to the inhabitants of the islands, some of whom must tra

vel thither, perhaps, ten miles. Two chapels were erected

bytheir ancestors, of which I saw the skeletons, which

now stand faithful witnesses ofthe triumphof reformation .

- The want of churches is not the only impediment to

piety ; there is likewise a want of ministers. A parish

often contains more islands than one , and each island can
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have the minister only in its own turn . At Raasay they

had, I think , a right to service only every third Sunday.

All the provision made by the present ecclesiastical con

stitution , for the inhabitants of about a hundred square

miles, is a prayer and sermon in a little room, once in

three weeks: and even this parsimonious distribution is at

the
mercy

of the weather : and in those islands where the

minister does not reside, it is impossible to tell how many

weeks or months may pass, without any publick exercise

of religion.

After a short conversation with Mr. Maclean, we went

on to Grissipol, a house and farm tenanted by Mr. Mac

sweyn, where I saw more of the ancient life of a High

lander than I had yet found. Mrs. Macsweyn could speak

no English , and had never seen any other places than the

islands of Sky, Mull, and Col: but she was hospitable and

good -humoured, and spread her table with sufficient libe

rality. We found tea here, as in every other place, but

our spoons were of horn .

The house of Grissipol stands by a brook very clear, and

which is, I suppose, one of the most copious streams in the

island. This place was the scene of an action, much cele .

brated in the traditional history of Col, but which probably

no two relaters will tell alike.

Some time, in the obscure ages, Macneil of Barra mar

ried the lady Maclean, who had the isle of Col for her

jointure. Whether Macneil detained Col, when the widow

was dead, or whether she lived so long as to make her

heirs impatient, is perhaps not now known. The younger

son, called John Gerves or John the Giant, a man of great

strength , who was then in Ireland, either for safety or for

education , dreamed of recovering his inheritance ; and

getting some adventurers together, which in those unset

tled times was not hard to do, invaded Col. He was

driven away , but was not discouraged, and collecting new

followers, in three years came again with fifty men .
In

is way he stopped at Artorinish in Morvern , where his

uncle was prisoner to Macleod, and was then with his ene .
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mies in a tent. Maclean took with him only one servant,

whom he ordered to stay at the outside ; and where he

should see the tent press outwards, to strike with his dirk ;

it being the intention of Maclean , as any man provoked

him, to lay hands upon him, and push him back . He en

tered the tent alone, with his Lochabar axe in his hand ,

and struck such terrour into the whole assembly, that they

dismissed his uncle.

When he landed at Col, he saw the sentinel, who kept

watch towards the sea , running on to Grissipol, to give

Macneil, who was there with a hundred and twenty men ,

an account of the invasion . He told Macgill, one of his

followers, that ifhe intercepted that dangerous intelligence,

by catching the courier, he would give him certain lands

in Mull. Upon this promise, Macgill pursued the mes

senger, and either killed or stopped him ; and his posterity,

till very lately, held the lands in Mull.

The alarm being thus prevented, he came unexpectedly

upon Macneil. Chiefs were in those days never wholly

unprovided for an enemy. A fight ensued, in which one

of their followers is said to have given an extraordinary

proof of activity, by bounding backwards over the brook

of Grissipol. Macneil being killed, and many of his clan

destroyed, Maclean took possession of the island, which

the Macneils attempted to conquer by another invasion ,

but were defeated and repulsed .

Maclean , in his turn , invaded the estate of the Macneils,

took the castle of Brecacig, and conquered the isle ofBarra,

which he held for seven years, and then restored it to the

heirs.

From Grissipol Mr. Maclean conducted us to his father's

seat; a neat new house erected near the old castle, I think,

by the last proprietor. Here we were allowed to take our

station , and lived very commodiously while we waited for

moderate weather and a fair wind, which we did not so

soon obtain , but we had time to get some information of

the present state of Col, partly by inquiry, and partly by

occasional excursions.
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1

Col is computed to be thirteen miles in length , and

three in breadth. Both the ends are the property of the

duke of Argyle, but the middle belongs to Maclean , who

is called Col, as the only laird .

Col is not properly rocky; it is rather one continued

rock , of a surface much diversified with protuberances, and

covered with a thin layer of earth , which is often broken ,

and discovers the stone. Such a soil is not for plants that

strike deep roots ; and perhaps in the whole island nothing

has ever yet grown to the height of a table. The uncul.

tivated parts are clothed with heath, among which industry

has interspersed spots of grass and corn ; but no attempt

has been made to raise a tree. Young Col, who has a

very laudable desire of improving his patrimony, purposes

some time to plant an orchard ; which, if it be sheltered

by a wall, may perhaps succeed. He has introduced the

culture of turnips, of which he has a field , where the

whole work was performed by his own hand. His intention

is to provide food for his cattle in the winter. This inno

vation was considered by Mr. Macsweyn as the idle project

of a young head , heated with English fancies ; but he has

now found that turnips will really grow , and that hungry

sheep and cows will really eat them .

By such acquisitions as these , the Hebrides may in time

rise above their annual distress. Wherever heath will

grow , there is reason to think something better may draw

nourishment; and by trying the production of other places,

plants will be found suitable to every soil.

Col has many lochs, some of which have trouts and eels,

and others have never yet been stocked ; another proof of

the negligence of the islanders, who might take fish in the

inland waters, when they cannot go to sea .

Their quadrupeds are horses, cows, sheep , and goats.

They have neither deer, hares, nor rabbits . They have no

vermin except rats, which have been lately brought thither

by sea , as to other places; and are free from serpents, frogs,

and toads.

The harvest in Col, and in Lewis, is ripe sooner than in
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Sky, and the winter in Col is never cold, but very tem

pestuous. I know not that I ever heard the wind so loud

in any other place ; and Mr. Boswell observed that its

noise was all its own , for there were no trees to increase it.

Noise is not the worst effect of the tempests ; for they

have thrown the sand from the shore over a considerable

part of the land, and it is said still to encroach and destroy

more and more pasture ; but I am notof opinion, that by

any surveys or land -marks, its limits have been ever fixed ,

or its progression ascertained. If one man has confidence

enough to say , that it advances, nobody can bring any

proof to support him in denying it. The reason why it is

not spread to a greater extent, seems to be, that the wind

and rain come almost together, and that it is made close

and heavy by the wet before the storms can put it in mo

tion . So thick is the bed, and so small the particles, that

if a traveller should be caught by a sudden gust in dry

weather, he would find it very difficult to escape with life.

For natural curiosities I was shown only two great

masses of stone, which lie loose upon the ground ; one on

the top of a hill, and the other at a small distance from

the bottom . They certainly were never put into their pre

sent places by human strength or skill; and though an

earthquake might have broken off the lower stone, and

rolled it into the valley , no account can be given of the

other, which lies on the hill, unless, which I forgot to ex

amine, there be still near it some higher rock, from which

it might be torn . All nations have a tradition , that their

earliest ancestors were giants, and these stones are said to

have been thrown up and down by 'a giant and his mis

tress. There are so many important things ofwhich human

knowledge can give no account, that it may be forgiven

us, if we speculate no longer on two stones in Col.

This island is very populous. About nine-and -twenty

years ago , the fencible men of Col were reckoned one

hundred and forty , which is the sixth of eight hundred

and forty ; and probably some contrived to be left out of

the list. The minister told us, that a few years ago the
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inhabitants were eight hundred , between the ages of seven

and of seventy. Round numbers are seldom exact. But

in this case the authority is good, and the errour likely to

be little. If to the eight hundred be added what the laws

of computation require, they will be increased to at least

a thousand ; and if the dimensions of the country have

been accurately related, every mile maintains more than

twenty - five.

This proportion of habitation is greater than the appear

ance of the country seems to admit : for wherever the eye

wanders, it sees much waste and little cultivation . I am

more inclined to extend the land, of which no measure has

ever been taken , than to diminish the people, who have

been really numbered . Let it be supposed, that a com

puted mile contains a mile and a half, as was commonly

found true in the mensuration of the English roads, and

we shall then allot nearly twelve to a mile, which agrees

much better withocular observation .

Here, as in Sky, and other islands, are the laird, the

tackšmen , and the under-tenants.

Mr. Maclean , the laird , has very extensive possessions,

being proprietor, not only of far the greater part of Col,

but of the extensive island of Rum , and a very considerable

territory in Mull.

Rum is one of the larger islands, almost square , and

therefore of great capacity in proportion to its sides . By

the usual method ofestimating computed extent, it may

contain more than a hundred and twenty square miles.

It originally belonged to Clanronald , and was purchased

by Col ; who, in some dispute about the bargain , made

Clanronald prisoner, and kept him nine months in confine

ment. Its owner represents it as mountainous, rugged,

and barren . In the hills there are red deer. The horses

are very small, but of a breed eminent for beauty. Col,

not long ago, bought one of them from a tenant ; who told

him , that as he was of a shape uncommonly elegant, he

could not sell him but at a high price ; and that whoever

had him should pay a guinea and a half.
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There are said to be in Barra a race of horses yet smaller,

of which the highest is not above thirty -six inches.

The rent of Rum is not great. Mr. Maclean declared

that he should be very rich , if he could set his land at

two- pence halfpenny an acre. The inhabitants are fifty

eight families, who continued papists for some time after

the laird became a protestant. Their adherence to their

old religion was strengthened by the countenance of the

laird's sister, a zealous Romanist, till one Sunday, as they

were going to mass under the conduct of their patroness,

Maclean met them on the way , gave one of them a blow

on the head with a yellow stick, I suppose a cane, for

which the Erse had no name, and drove them to the kirk ,

from which they have never since departed. Since the

use of this method of conversion, the inhabitants of Egg

and Canna, who continue papists, call the protestantism

of Rum , the religion of the yellow stick.

The only popish islands are Egg and Canna. Egg is

the principal island of a parish , in which , though he has

no congregation, the protestant minister resides. I have

heard of nothing curious in it, but the cave in which a

former generation of the islanders were smothered by

Macleod .

If we had travelled with more leisure, it had not been

fit to have neglected the popish islands. Popery is favour

able to ceremony ; and, among ignorant nations, ceremony

is the only preservative of tradition . Since protestantism

was extended to the savage parts of Scotland , it has, per

haps, been one of the chief labours of the ministers to

abolish stated observances, because they continued the

remembrance of the former religion . We, therefore, who

came to hear old traditions, and see antiquated manners ,

should , probably, have found them amongst the papists.

Canna, the other popish island, belongs to Clanro

nald. It is said not to comprise more than twelve miles

of land , and yet maintains as many inhabitants as Rum .

We were at Col under the protection of the young laird,

without any of the distresses which Mr. Pennant, in a
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fit of simple credulity, seems to think almost worthy of

an elegy by Ossian . Wherever we roved, we were pleased

to see the reverence with which his subjects regarded

him . He did not endeavour to dazzle them by any mag

nificence of dress ; his only distinction was a feather in his

bonnet ; but as soon as he appeared, they forsook their

work and clustered about him : he took them by the

hand , and they seemed mutually delighted. He has the

proper disposition of a chieftain , and seems desirous to

continue the customs of his house. The bagpiper played

regularly, when dinner was served , whose person and

dress made a good appearance ; and he brought no dis

grace upon the family of Rankin , which has long sup ,

plied the lairds of Col with hereditary musick.

The tacksmen of Col seem to live with less dignity and

convenience than those of Sky ; where they had good

houses, and tables, not only plentiful, but delicate. In

Col only two houses pay the window tax ; for only two

have six windows, which , I suppose , are the laird's and

Mr. Macsweyn's.

The rents have, till within seven years, been paid in kind,

but the tenants finding that cattle and corn varied in

their price, desired for the future, to give their landlord

money ; which, not having yet arrived at the philosophy

of commerce , they consider as being every year of the

same value.

We were told of a particular mode of undertenure.

The tacksman admits some of his inferiour neighbours

to the cultivation of his grounds, on condition that, per

forming all the work, and giving a third part of the seed,

they shall keep a certain number of cows, sheep, and

goats, and reap a third part of the harvest. Thus by

less than the tillage of two acres they pay the rent of

one .

There are tenants below the rank of tacksmen , that

have got smaller tenants under them ; for in every place,

where money is not the general equivalent, there must be

some whose labour is immediately paid by daily food.
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A country that has no money , is by no means conve

nient for beggars, both because such countries are com

monly poor, and because charity requires some trouble

and some thought. A penny is easily given upon the

first impulse of compassion, or impatience of importunity ;

but few will deliberately search their cupboards or their

granaries to find out something to give. A penny is like

wise easily spent ; but victuals, if they are unprepared , re

quirehouse -room , and fire, and utensils, which the beggar

knows not where to find.

Yet beggars there sometimes are, who wander from

island to island. We had , in our passage to Mull, the

company of a woman and her child, who had exhausted

the charity of Col. The arrival of a beggar on an island

is accounted a sinistrous event. Every body considers

that he shall have the less for what he gives away. Their

alms, I believe, is generally oatmeal.

Near to Col is another island called Tireye, eminent

for its fertility. Though it has but half the extent of

Rum , it is so well peopled, that there have appeared , not

long ago, nine hundred and fourteen at a funeral. The

plenty of this island enticed beggars to it, who seemed so

burdensome to the inhabitants, that a formal compact

was drawn up, by which they obliged themselves to grant

no . more relief to casual wanderers, because they had

among them an indigent woman of high birth ,whom they

considered as entitled to all that they could spare. I

have read the stipulation, which was indited with juridi

cal formality, but was never made valid by regular sub

scription.

If the inhabitants of Col have nothing to give, it is

not that they are oppressed by their landlord : their leases

seem to be very profitable. One farmer, who pays only

seven pounds a year, has maintained seven daughters and

three sons, of whom the eldest is educated at Aberdeen

for the ministry ; and now , at every vacation, opens a

school in Col.

Life is here, in some respects, improved beyond the
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condition of some other islands. In Sky, wbat is wanted

can only be bought, as the arrival of some wandering

pedler may afford an opportunity ; but in Col there is a

standing shop, and in Mull there are two. A shop in the

islands, as in other places of little frequentation, is a re

pository of every thing requisite for common use. Mr.

Boswell's journal was filled , and he bought some paper in

Col. To a man that ranges the streets of London , where

he is tempted to contrive wants for the pleasure of supply

ing them , a shop affords no image worthy of attention ;

but in an island it turns the balance of existence between

good and evil. To live in perpetual want of little things,

is a state not, indeed, of torture , but of constant vexation .

I have in Sky had some difficulty to find ink for a letter ;

and if a woman breaks her needle, the work is at a stop.

As it is, the islanders are obliged to content themselves

with succedaneous means for many common purposes. I

have seen the chief man of a very wide district riding with

a halter for a bridle, and governing his hobby with a

wooden curb .

The people of Col, however, do not want dexterity to

supply some of their necessities. Several arts which make

trades, and demand apprenticeships in great cities, are here

the practices of daily economy. In every house candles

are made, both moulded and dipped. Their wicks are

small shreds of linen cloth . They all know how to ex

tract from the cuddy oil for their lamps. They all 'tan

skins, and make brogues.

As we travelled through Sky, we saw many cottages, but

they very frequently stood single on the naked ground.

In Col, where the hills, opened a place convenient for

habitation, we found a petty village, of which every hut

had a little garden adjoining ; thus they made an appear

ance of social commerce and mutual offices, and of some

attention to convenience and future supply. There is not

in the Western Islands any collection of buildings that can

make pretensions to be called a town , except in the isle of

Lewis, which I have not seen .
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If Lewis is distinguishedby a town , Col has also some

thing peculiar. The young laird has attempted whatno

islander perhaps ever thought on . He has begun a road

capable of a wheel-carriage. He has carried it about a

mile, and will continue it by annual elongation from his

house to the harbour.

Of taxes here is no reason for complaining ; they are

paid by a very easy composition. The malt -tax for Col is

twenty shillings. Whisky is very plentiful ; there are

several stills in the island, and more is made than the in

habitants consume.

The great business of insular policy is now to keep the

people in their own country. As the world has been let

in upon them , they have heard of happier climates and

less arbitrary government; and if they are disgusted, have

emissaries among them ready to offer them land and

houses, as a reward for deserting their chief and clan.

Many have departed both from the main of Scotland, and

from the islands ; and all that go may be considered as

subjects lost to the British crown ; for a nation scattered

in the boundless regions of America resembles rays di

verging from a focus. All the rays remain , but the heat

is gone. Their power consisted in their concentration :

when they are dispersed , they have no effect.

It may be thought that they are happier by the change ;

but they are not happy as a nation , for they are a nation

no longer. As they contribute not to the prosperity of any

community, they must want that security, that dignity,

that happiness, whatever it be, which a prosperous com

munity throws back upon individuals.

The inhabitants of Col have not yet learned to be weary

of their heath and rocks, but attend their agriculture

and their dairies, without listening to American seduce

ments .

There are some, however, who think that this emigra

tion has raised terrour disproportionate to its real evil;

and that it is only a new mode of doing what was always

done. The Highlands, they say, never maintained their
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natural inhabitants ; but the people, when they found

themselves too numerous, instead of extending cultivation ,

provided for themselves by a more compendious method ,

and sought better fortune in other countries. They did

not, indeed, go away in collective bodies, but withdrew

invisibly, a few at a time ; but the whole number of

fugitives was not less , and the difference between other

times and this, is only the same as between evaporation

and effusion .

This is plausible, but I am afraid it is not true. Those

who went before, ifthey were not sensibly missed, as the ar

gument supposes, must have gone either in less number,

or in a manner less detrimental, than at present ; because

formerly there was no complaint. Those who then left

the country were generally the idle dependants on over

burdened families, or men who had no property ; and,

therefore, carried away only themselves. In the present

eagerness of emigration, families, and almost communities,

go away together. Those who were considered as pros

perous and wealthy sell their stock , and carry away the

money. Once none went away but the useless'and poor ;

in some parts there is now reason to fear, that none will

stay but those who are too poor to remove themselves,

and too useless to be removed at the cost of others.

Of antiquity there is not more knowledge in Col than

in other places ; but every where something may be

gleaned .

How ladies were portioned , when there was no money ,

it would be difficult for an Englishman to guess. In 1649,

Maclean of Dronart in Mull married his sister Fingala to

Maclean of Col, with a hundred and eighty kine ; and

stipulated, that if she became a widow , her jointure should

be three hundred and sixty. I suppose some propor

tionate tract of land was appropriated to their pasturage.

The disposition to pompous and expensive funerals,

which has, at one time or other, prevailed in most parts of

the civilized world, is not yet suppressed in the islands,

though some of the ancient solemnities are worn away,

VOL . IX , K
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and singers are no longer hired to attend the procession.

Nineteen years ago, at the burial of the laird of Col, were

killed thirty cows, and about fifty sheep. The number of

the cows is positively told , and we must suppose other

victuals in like proportion.

Mr. Maclean informed us of an old game, of which he

did not tell the original, but which may , perhaps, be used

in other places, where the reason of it is not yet forgot.

At new -year's eve, in the hall or castle of the laird, where,

at festal seasons, there may be supposed a very numerous

company , one man dresses himself in a cow's hide, upon

which other men beat with sticks. He runs with all

this noise round the house, which all the company

quits in a counterfeited fright ; the door is then shut. At

new -year's eve there is no great pleasure to be had out of

doors in the Hebrides. They are sure soon to recover from

their terrour enough to solicit for readmission ; which,

for the honour of poetry , is not to be obtained but by re

peating a verse, with which those that are knowing and

provident take care to be furnished.

Very near the house of Maclean stands the castle of

Col, which was the mansion of the laird, till the house

was built. It is built upon a rock , as Mr. Boswell re

marked , that it might not be mined. It is very strong ,

and having been not long uninhabited, is yet in repair.

On the wall was, not long ago, a stone with an inscrip

tion, importing, that if any man of the clan of Maclonich

shall appear before this castle, though he come at mid

night, with a man's head in his hand, he shall there find

safety and protection against all but the king. ,

This is an old Highland treaty, made upon a very me

morable occasion. Maclean, the son of John Gerves, who

recovered Col, and conquered Barra, had obtained, it is

said, from James the second, a grant of the lands of

Lochiel, forfeited , I suppose , by some offence against the

state .

Forfeited estates were not in those days quietly re

signed ; Maclean, therefore, went with an armed force to
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seize his new possessions , and, I know not for what

reason , took his wife with him. The Camerons rose in

defence of their chief, and a battle was fought at Loch

Ness, near the place where Fort Augustus now stands, in

which Lochiel obtained the victory, and Maclean , with

his followers, was defeated and destroyed.

The lady fell into the hands of the conquerors , and

being found pregnant, was placed in the custody ofMac

lonich , one of a tribe or family branched from Cameron ,

with orders, if she brought a boy, to destroy him, if a girl,

to spare her.

Maclonich's wife, who was with child likewise, had a

girl about the same time at which lady Maclean brought

a boy ; and Maclonich, with more generosity to his cap

tive, than fidelity to his trust, contrived that the children

should be changed.

Maclean being thus preserved from death , in timere

covered his original patrimony ; and in gratitude to his

friend, made his castle a place of refuge to any of the clan

that should think himself in danger ; and as a proof of

reciprocal confidence, Maclean took upon himself and his

posterity the care of educating the heir of Maclonich .

This story, like all other traditions of the Highlands, is

variously related ; but though some circumstances are un

certain , the principal fact is true. Maclean undoubtedly

owed his preservation to Maclonich ; for the treaty be

tween the two families has been strictly observed : it did

not sink into disuse and oblivion , but continued in its full

force, while the chieftains retained their power. I have

read a demand of protection, made not more than thirty

seven years ago, for one of the Maclonichs, named Ewen

Cameron, who had been accessory to the death of Mac

martin , and had been banished by Lochiel, his lord , for a

certain term ; at the expiration of which he returned

married from France ; but the Macmartins, not satisfied

with the punishment, when he attempted to settle, still

threatened him with vengeance. He, therefore, asked ,

and obtained , shelter in the isle of Col.

K 2
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The power of protection subsists no longer; but what

the law permits is yet continued , and Maclean of Col now

educates the heir of Maclonich .

There still remains in the islands, though it is passing

fast away, the custom of fosterage. A laird, a man of

wealth and eminence, sends his child , either male or fe

male, to a tacksman, or tenant, to be fostered. It is not

always his own tenant, but some distant friend, that ob

tains this honour; for an honour such a trust is very

reasonably thought. The terms of fosterage seem to

vary in different islands. In Mull, the father sends with

his child a certain number of cows, to which the same

number is added by the fosterer. The father appropriates

a proportionable extent of ground , without rent, for

their pasturage. If every cow brings a calf, half belongs

to the fosterer, and half to the child ; but if there be only

one calf between two cows, it is the child's, and when

the child returns to the parents, it is accompanied by

all the cows given, both by the father and by the fosterer,

with half of the increase of the stock by propagation . These

beasts are considered as a portion, and called Macalive

cattle, of which the father has the produce, but is sup

posed not tohave the full property, but to owe the same

number to the child , as a portion to the daughter, or a

stock for the son .

Children continue with the fosterer, perhaps six years ,

and cannot, where this is the practice, be considered as

burdensome. The fosterer, if he gives four cows, receives

likewise four, and has, while the child continues with

him , grass for eight without rent, with half the calves,

and all the milk , for which he pays only four cows when

he dismisses his dalt, for that is the name for a fostered

child.

Fosterage is, I believe, sometimes performed uponmore

liberal terms. Our friend, the young laird of Col, was

fostered by Macsweyn of Grissipol. Macsweyn then lived

a tenant to sir James Macdonald in the isle of Sky ; and

therefore Col, whether he sent him cattle or not, could
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grant him no land . The dalt, however, at his return ,

brought back a considerable number of Macalive cattle,

and of the friendship so formed there have been good

effects. When Macdonald raised his rents , Macsweyn

was, like other tenants, discontented, and , resigning

his farm , removed from Sky to Col, and was established

at Grissipol.

These observations we made by favour of the contrary

wind that drove us to Col, an island not often visited ;

for there is not much to amuse curiosity, or to attract

avarice.

The ground has been hitherto, I believe, used chiefly

for pasturage. In a district, such as the eye can com

mand, there is a general herdsman , who knows all the

cattle of the neighbourhood , and whose station is upon a

hill from which he surveys the lower grounds ; and if one

man's cattle invade another's grass, drives them back to

their own borders. But other means of profit begin to be

found ; kelp is gathered and burnt, and sloops are loaded

with the concreted ashes. Cultivation is likely to be im

proved by the skill and encouragement of the present heir,

and the inhabitants of those obscure valleys will partake

of the general progress of life.

The rents of the parts which belong to the duke of

Argyle, have been raised from fifty - five to one hundred

and five pounds, whether from the land or the sea I can

not tell. The bounties of the sea have lately been so

great, that a farm in Southuist has risen in ten years

from a rent of thirty pounds to one hundred and

eighty.

He who lives in Col, and finds himself condemned to

solitary meals, and incommunicable reflection , will find

the usefulness of that middle order of tacksmen , which

some, who applaud their own wisdom , are wishing to de

stroy. Without intelligence, man is not social, he is only

gregarious ; and little intelligence will there be, where all

are constrained to daily labour, and every mind must wait

upon the hand.
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After having listened for some days to the tempest, and

wandered about the island till our curiosity was satisfied ,

we began to think about our departure. To leave Col in

October was not very easy. We, however, found a sloop

which lay on the coast to carry kelp ; and for a price

which we thought levied upon our necessities, the master

agreed to carry us to Mull, whence we might readily pass

back to Scotland.

As we were to catch the first favourable breath , we

spent the night not very elegantly nor pleasantly in the

vessel, and were landed next day at Tobor Morar, a port

in Mull, which appears, to an unexperienced eye , formed

for the security of ships ; for its mouth is closed by a

small island, which admits them through narrow channels

into a basin sufficiently capacious. They are, indeed , safe

from the sea, but there is a hollow between the moun

tains, through which the wind issues from the land with

very mischievous violence.

There was no danger while we were there, and we found

several other vessels at anchor ; so that the port had a very

commercial appearance.

The young laird of Col, who had determined not to

let us lose his company , while there was any difficulty re

maining, cameover with us. His influence soon ap

peared ; for he procured us horses, and conducted us to

the house of doctor Maclean , where we found very kind

entertainment and very pleasing conversation . Miss Ma

clean , who was born , and had been bred at Glasgow ,

having removed with her father to Mull, added to other

qualifications, a great knowledge of the Erse language,

which she had not learned in her childhood, but gained

by study, and was the only interpreter of Erse poetry that

I could ever find.

The isle of Mull is, perhaps, in extent the third of the

Hebrides. It is not broken by waters, nor shot into pro

montories, but is a solid and compact mass, of breadth

nearly equal to its length. Of the dimensions of the

larger islands, there is no knowledge approaching to exact
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ness . I am willing to estimate it as containing about

three hundred square miles.

Mull had suffered, like Sky, by the black winter of se

venty -one, in which, contrary to all experience, a con

tinued frost detained the snow eight weeks upon the

ground. Against a calamity never known, no provision

had been made, and the people could only pine in helpless

misery. One tenant was mentioned, whose cattle perished

to the value of three hundred pounds; a loss which pro

bably more than the life of man is necessary to repair. In

countries like these, the descriptions of faminebecome in

telligible. Where, by vigorous and artful cultivation of a

soil naturally fertile, there is commonly a superfluous

growth both of grain and grass ; where the fields are

crowded with cattle ; and where every hand is able to at

tract wealth from a distance, by making something that

promotes ease, or gratifies vanity, a dear year produces

only a comparative want, which is rather seen than felt,

and which terminates commonly in no worse effect, than

that of condemning the lower orders of the community to

sacrifice a little luxury to convenience, or at most a little

convenience to necessity.

But where the climate is unkind , and the ground penu

rious, so that the most fruitful years produce only enough

to maintain themselves; where life unimproved, and un

adorned, fades into something little more than naked ex

istence, and everyone is busy for himself, without

any arts by which the pleasure of others may be in

creased ; if to the daily burden of distress any ad

ditional weight be added, nothing remains but to de

spair and die. In Mull the disappointmentof aharvest,

or a murrain among the cattle, cuts off the regular pro

vision ; and they who have no manufactures can purchase

no part of the superfluities of other countries. The con

sequence of a bad season is here not scarcity, but empti

ness ; and they whose plenty was barely a supply of na

tural and present need, when that slender stock fails, must

perish with hunger.
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All travel has its advantages. If the passenger

better countries, he may learn to improve his own ; and if

fortune carrries him to worse, he may learn to enjoy it.

Mr. Boswell's curiosity strongly impelled him to survey

Iona, or Icolmkill, which was, to the early ages, the great

school of theology, and is supposed to have been the place.

of sepulture for the ancient kings. I, though less eager,

did not oppose him.

That we might perform this expedition , it was neces

sary to traverse a great part of Mull. We passed a day

at Dr. Maclean's, and could have been well contented to

stay longer. But Col provided us horses, and we pursued

our journey. This was a day of inconvenience, for the

country is very rough, and my horse was but little.. We

travelled many hours through a tract , black and barren ,

in which , however, there were the relicks of humanity ;

for we found a ruined chapel in our way.

It is natural, in traversing this gloom of desolation, to

inquire, whether something may not be done to give na

ture a more cheerful face ; and whether those hills and

moors that afford heath , cannot, with a little care and la

bour, bear something better ? The first thought that oc

curs is to cover them with trees , for that in many of these

naked regions trees will grow , is evident, because stumps

and roots are yet remaining ; and the speculatist hastily

proceeds to censure that negligence and laziness that has

omitted, for so long a time, so easy an improvement.

To drop seeds into the ground, and attend their growth ,

requires little labour and no skill. He who remembers

that all the woods, by which the wants of man have been

supplied from the deluge till now , were self-sown, will

not easily be persuaded to think all the art and prepara

tion necessary, which the georgick writers prescribe to

planters. Trees certainly have covered the earth with

very little culture. They wave their tops among the rocks

of Norway, and might thrive as well in the Highlands and

Hebrides.

But there is a frightful interval between the seed and
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timber. He that calculates the growth of trees, has the

unwelcome remembrance of the shortness of life driven

hard upon him . He knows that he is doing what will

never benefit himself; and when he rejoices to see the stem

rise, is disposed to repine that another shall cut it down.

Plantation is naturally the employment of a mind un

burdened with care , and vacant to futurity, saturated with

present good , and at leisure to derive gratification from

the prospect of posterity. He that pines with hunger, is

in little care how others shall be fed. The poor man is

seldom studious to make his grandson rich . It may be

soon discovered , why in a place, which hardly supplies

the cravings of necessity, there has been little attention

to the delights of fancy, and why distant convenience is

unregarded, where the thoughts are turned with incessant

solicitude upon every possibility of immediate advantage.

Neither is it quite so easy to raise large woods as may

be conceived . Trees intended to produce timber must be

sown where they are to grow ; and ground sown with

trees must be kept useless for a long time, enclosed at an

expense from which many will be discouraged by the re

moteness of the profit, and watched with that attention ,

which , in places where it is most needed , will neither be

given nor bought. That it cannot be ploughed is evident:

and if cattle be allowed to graze upon it, they will devour

the plants as fast as they rise . Even in coarser countries,

where herds and flocks are not fed, not only the deer and

the wild goats will browse upon them , but the hare and

rabbit will nibble them . It is, therefore, reasonable to be

lieve, what I do not remember any naturalist to have re

marked, that there was a time when the world was very

thinly inhabited by beasts, as well as men, and that the

woods had leisure to rise high before animals had bred

numbers sufficient to intercept them .

Sir James Macdonald , in part of the wastes of his terri

tory, set or sowed trees , to the number, as I have been

told, of several millions, expecting, doubtless, that they

would grow up into future navies and cities ; but for want.
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of enclosure, and of that care which is always necessary,

and will hardly ever be taken, all his cost and labour have

been lost, and the ground is likely to continue an useless

heath .

Having not any experience of a journey in Mull, we

had no doubt of reaching the sea by daylight, and, there

fore, had not left Dr. Maclean's very early. We travelled

diligently enough, but found the country, for road there

was none, very difficult to pass. . We were always strug

gling with some obstruction or other, and our vexation

was not balanced by any gratification of the eye or mind.

We were now long enough acquainted with hills and

heath to have lost the emotion that they once raised, whe

ther pleasing or painful, and had our mind employed only

on our own fatigue. We were, however, sure, under

Col's protection, of escaping all real evils. There was no

house in Mull to which he could not introduce us. He

had intended to lodge us , for that night, with a gentle

man that lived upon the coast, but discovered on the way,

that he then lay in bed without hope of life .

We resolved not to embarrass a family, in a time of so

much sorrow , if any other expedient could be found ; and

as the island of Ulva was over -against us, it was de

termined that we should pass the strait, and have re

course to the laird, who, like the other gentlemen of the

islands, was known to Col. We expected to find a ferry

boat, but when at last we came to the water, the boat

was gone.

We were now again at a stop. It was the sixteenth

of October, a time when it is not convenient to sleep in

the Hebrides without a cover, and there was no house

within our reach , but that which we had already declined .

While we stood deliberating, we were happily espied

from an Irish ship, that lay at anchor in the strait. The

master saw that we wanted a passage, and with great

civility sent us his boat, which quickly conveyed us to

Ulva, where we were very liberally entertained by Mr.

Macquarry.
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To Ulva we came in the dark , and left it before noon

the next day. A very exact description, therefore, will

not be expected. We were told, that it is an island of no

great extent, rough and barren, inhabited by the Mac

quarrys ; a clan not powerful nor numerous, but of anti

quity, which most other families are content to reverence.

The name is supposed to be a depravation of some other ;

for the Erse language does not afford it any etymology.

Macquarry is proprietor both of Ulva and some adjacent

islands, among which is Staffa, so lately raised to renown

by Mr. Banks.

When the islanders were reproached with their igno

rance, or insensibility of the wonders of Staffa , they had

not much to reply. They had, indeed, considered it little ,

because they had always seen it ; and none but philoso

phers, nor they always, are struck with wonder, otherwise

than by novelty. How would it surprise an unenlightened

ploughman , to hear a company of sober men, inquiring by

what power the hand tosses a stone, or why the stone,

when it is tossed, falls to the ground !

Of the ancestors of Macquarry, who thus lies hid in his

unfrequented island, I have found memorials in all places

where they could be expected .

Inquiring after the relicks of former manners, I found

that in Ulva, and, I think , no where else , is continued the

payment of the mercheta mulierum ; a fine, in old times,

due to the laird at the marriage of a virgin. The original

of this claim , as of our tenure of borough English , is vari

ously delivered . It is pleasant to find ancient customs in

old families. This payment, like others , was, for want of

money, made anciently in the produce of the land. Mac

quarry was used to demand a sheep, for which he now

takes a crown , by that inattention to the uncertain pro

portion between the value and the denomination of mo

ney , which has brought much disorder into Europe. A

sheep has always the same power of supplying human

wants, but a crown will bring at one time more, at

ther less.
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1

Ulva was not neglected by the piety of ancient times :

it has still to show what was once a church .

In the morning we went again into the boat, and were

landed on Inch Kenneth , an island about a mile long,

and perhaps half a mile broad, remarkable for pleasantness

and fertility. It is verdant and grassy, and fit both for

pasture and tillage ; but it has no trees. Its only inhabi

tants were sir Allan Maclean, and two young ladies, his

daughters, with their servants.

Romance does not often exhibit a scene that strikes the

imagination more than this little desert in these depths of

western obscurity, occupied not by a gross herdsman, or

amphibious fisherman, but by a gentleman and two ladies,

of high birth, polished manners, and elegant conversation,

who, in a habitation raised not very far above the ground,

but furnished with unexpected neatness and convenience,

practised all the kindness of hospitality, and refinement of

courtesy

Sir Allan is the chieftain of the great clan of Maclean,

which is said to claim the second place among the High

land families, yielding only to Macdonald. Though, by

the misconduct of his ancestors, most of the extensive ter

ritory, which would have descended to him, has been

alienated, he still retains much of the dignity and autho

rity of his birth . When soldiers were lately wanting for

the American war, application was made to sir Allan , and

he nominated a hundred men for the service, who obeyed

the summons, and bore arms under his command.

He had then , for some time, resided with the young

ladies in Inch Kenneth , where he lives, not only with

plenty, but with elegance, having conveyed to his cottage

a collection of books, and what else is necessary to make

his hours pleasant.

When we landed, we were met by sir Allan and the

ladies, accompanied by Miss Macquarry, who had passed

some time with them , and now returned to Ulva with her

father.

We all walked together to the mansion, where we found
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one cottage for sir Allan , and, I think , two more for the

domesticks and the offices. We entered , and wanted little

that palaces afford. Our room was neatly floored, and well

lighted ; and our dinner, which was dressed in one of the

other huts, was plentiful and delicate .

In the afternoon sir Allan reminded us, that the day

was Sunday, which he never suffered to pass without some

religious distinction , and invited us to partake in his acts

of domestick worship ; which I hope neither Mr. Boswell

nor myself will be suspected of a disposition to refuse.

The elder of the ladies read the English service .

Inch Kenneth was once a seminary of ecclesiasticks,

subordinate, I suppose , to Icolmkill. Sir Allan had a mind

to trace the foundations of the college, but neither I nor

Mr. Boswell, who bends a keener eye on vacancy, were

able to perceive them .

Our attention , however, was sufficiently engaged by a

venerable chapel, which stands yet entire, except that the

roof is gone. It is about sixty feet in length, and thirty

in breadth . On one side of the altar is a bas -relief of the

blessed virgin , and by it lies a little bell; which , though

cracked, and without a clapper, has remained there for

ages, guarded only by the venerableness of the place. The

ground round the chapel is covered with grave-stones of

chiefs and ladies; and still continues to be a place of

sepulture.

Inch Kenneth is a proper prelude to Icolmkill. It was

not without some mournful emotion that we contemplated

the ruins of religious structures, and the monuments of

the dead.

On the next day we took a more distinct view of the

place, and went with the boat to see oysters in the bed,

out of which the boatmen forced up as many as were

wanted . Even Inch Kenneth has a subordinate island,

named Sandiland, I suppose, in contempt, where we landed ,

and found a rock, with a surface of perhaps four acres , of

which one is naked stone, another spread with sand and

shells, some of which I picked up for their glossy beauty,
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and two covered with a little earth and grass , on which

sir Allan has a few sheep . I doubt not but when there

was a college at Inch Kenneth , there was a hermitage

upon Sandiland.

Having wandered over those extensive plains, we com

mitted ourselves again to the winds and waters ; and after

a voyage of about ten minutes, in which we met with

nothing veryobservable, were again safe upon dry ground.

We told sir Allan our desire of visiting Icolmkill, and

entreated him to give us his protection , and his company.

He thought' proper to hesitate a little ; but the ladies

hinted, that as they knew he would not finally refuse, he

would do better if he preserved the grace of ready compli

ance . He took their advice, and promised to carry us on

the morrow in his boat.

We passed the remaining part of the day in such amuse

ments as were in our power. Sir Allan related the Ameri

can campaign, and at evening one of the ladies played on

her harpsichord , while Col and Mr. Boswell danced a Scot

tish reel with the other.

We could have been easily persuaded to a longer stay

upon Inch Kenneth , but life will not be all passed in de

light. The session at Edinburgh was approaching, from

which Mr. Boswell could not be absent.

In the morning our boat was ready ; it was high and

strong. Sir Allan victualled it for the day, and provided

able rowers. We now parted from the young laird of Col,

who had treated us with so much kindness, and concluded

his favours by consigning us to sir Allan. Here we had

the last embrace of this amiable man , who, while these

pages were preparing to attest his virtues, perished in the

passage between Ulva and Inch Kenneth .

Sir Allan , to whom the whole region was well known,

told us of a very remarkable cave, to which he would show

us the way. We had been disappointed already by one

cave , and were not much elevated by the expectation of

another.

It was yet better to see it, and we stopped at some rocks
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on the coast of Mull. The mouth is fortified by vast frag

ments of stone, over which we made our way, neither very

nimbly, nor very securely. The place, however, well re

paid our trouble. The bottom , as far as the flood rushes

in , was encumbered with large pebbles, but as we advanced

was spread over with smooth sand. The breadth is about

forty - five feet ; the roof rises in an arch , almost regular, to

a height which we could notmeasure ; but I think it about

thirty feet .

This part of our curiosity was nearly frustrated ; for

though we went to see a cave, and knew that caves are

dark, we forgot to carry tapers, and did not discover our

omission till we were awakened by our wants . Sir Allan

then sent one of the boatmen into the country, who soon

returned with one little candle. We were thus enabled to

go forward, but could not venture far. Having passed in

ward from the sea to a great depth, we found on the right

hand a narrow passage, perhaps not more than six feet

wide, obstructed by great stones, over which we climbed ,

and came into a second cave, in breadth twenty -five feet.

The air in this apartment was very warm , but not oppres

sive , nor loaded with vapours. Our light showed no tokens

of a féculent or corrupted atmosphere. Here was a square

stone, called, as we are told, Fingal's table.

If we had been provided with torches, we should have

proceeded in our search , though we had already gone as

far as any former adventurer, except some who are reported

never to have returned ; and measuring our way back, we

found it more than a hundred and sixty yards, the eleventh

part of a mile.

Our measures were not critically exact, having been

made with a walking pole, such as it is convenient to carry

in these rocky countries, of which I guessed the length by

standing against it. In this there could be no great errour,

nor do I much doubt but the Highlander, whom we em- .

ployed , reported the numberright. More nicety, however,

is better, and no man should travel unprovided with instru

ments for taking heights and distances.
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There is yet another cause of errour not always easily

surmounted , though more dangerous to the veracity of

itinerary narratives, than imperfect mensuration . An ob

server deeply impressed by any remarkable spectacle, does

not suppose that the traces will soon vanish from his

mind, and having commonly no great convenience for

writing, defers the description to a time of more leisure

and better accommodation .

He who has not made the experiment, or who is not

accustomed to require rigorous accuracy from himself, will

scarcely believe how much a few hours take from certainty

of knowledge, and distinctness of imagery ; how the suc

cession of objects will be broken , how separate parts will

be confused, and how many particular features and discri

minations will be compressed and conglobated into one

gross and general idea.

To this dilatory notation must be imputed the false rela

tions of travellers, where there is no imaginable motive to

deceive. They trusted to memory, what cannot be trusted

safely but to the eye, and told by guess what a few hours

before they had known with certainty. Thus it was that

Wheeler and Spon described with irreconcilable 'contra

riety things which they surveyed together, and which both

undoubtedly designed to show as they saw them .

When we had satisfied our curiosity in the cave, so far

as our penury of light permitted us, we clambered again

to our boats, and proceeded along the coast of Mull to a

headland, called Atun , remarkable for the columnar form

of the rocks, which rise in a series of pilasters, with a de

gree of regularity, which sir Allan thinks not less worthy

of curiosity, than the shore of Staffa.

Not long after we came to another range of black rocks,

which had the appearance of broken pilasters, set one be

hind another to a great depth. This place was chosen by

sir Allan for our dinner. We were easily accommodated

with seats , for the stones were of all heights, and refreshed

ourselves and our boatmen , who could have no other rest

till we were at Icolmkill.
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The evening was now approaching, and we were yet at

a considerable distance from the end of our expedition.

We could , therefore, stop no more to make remarks in the

way , but set forward with some degree of eagerness. The

day soon failed us, and the moon presented a very solemn

and pleasing scene. The sky was clear, so that the eye

commanded a wide circle : the sea was neither still nor

turbulent; the wind neither silent nor loud. We were

never far from one coast or another, on which , if the wea

ther had become violent, we could have found shelter, and ,

therefore, contemplated at ease the region through which

we glideà in the tranquillity of the night, and saw now

a rock, and now an island , grow gradually conspicuous,

and gradually obscure. I committed the fault which I

have just been censuring, in neglecting, as we passed, to

note the series of this placid navigation.

We were very near an island, called Nun's Island, per

haps from an ancient convent. Here is said to have been

dug the stone which was used in the buildings of Icolmkill.

Whether it is now inhabited , we could not stay to inquire.

At last we came to Icolmkill, but found no convenience

for landing. Our boat could not be forced very near the

dry ground, and our Highlanders carried us over the

water.

We were now treading that illustrious island, which

was once the luminary of the Caledonian regions, whence

savage clans and roving barbarians derived the benefits of

knowledge, and the blessings of religion. To abstract the

mind from all local emotion would be impossible, if it were

endeavoured , and would be foolish , if it were possible.

Whatever withdraws us from the power of our senses ;

whatever makes the past, the distant, or the future, pre

dominate over the present, advances us in the dignity of

thinking beings. Far from me, and from my friends, be

such frigid philosophy, aš may conduct us indifferent and

unmoved over any ground which has been dignified by

wisdom , bravery, or virtue. That man is little to be en

vied , whose patriotism would not gain force upon the plain

VOL, IX. L
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of Marathon , or whose piety would not grow warmer

among the ruins of Iona.

We came too late to visit monuments ; some care was

necessary for ourselves. Whatever was in the island, sir

Allan could demand, for the inhabitants were Macleans;

but having little, they could not give us much. He went

to the headman of the island, whom fame, but fame de

lights in amplifying, represents as worth no less than fifty

pounds. He was, perhaps,proud enough of his guests, but

ill prepared for our entertainment; however, he soon pro

duced more provision than men not luxurious require.

Our lodging was next to be provided. We found a barn

well stocked with hay, and made our beds as soft as we

could .

In the morning we rose and surveyed the place. The

churches of the two convents are both standing, though

unroofed. They were built of unhewn stone, but solid, and

not inelegant. I brought away rude measures of the

buildings, such as I cannot much trust myself, inaccu

rately taken , and obscurely noted. Mr. Pennant's deline

ations, which are doubtless exact, have made my unskilful

description less necessary .

The episcopal church consists of two parts, separated by

the belfry, and built at different times. The original

church had, like others, the altar at one end, and the tower

at the other ; but as it grew too small, another building of

equal dimension was added , and the tower then was ne

cessarily in the middle.

That these edifices are of different ages seems evident.

The arch of the first church is Roman , being part of a

circle ; that of the additional building is pointed , and

therefore Gothick or Saracenical; the tower is firm , and

wants only to be floored and covered.

Of the chambers or cells belonging to the monks, there

are some walls remaining, but nothing approaching to a

complete apartment.

The bottom of the church is so encumbered with mud

and rubbish , that we could make no discoveries of curious

1
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inscriptions, and what there are have been already pub

lished. The place is said to be known where the black

stones lie concealed, on which the old Highland chiefs,

when they made contracts and alliances, used to take the

oath , which was considered as more sacred than any other

obligation, and which could not be violated without the

blackest infamy. In those days of violence and rapine, it

was of great importance to impress upon savage minds the

sanctity of an oath, by some particular and extraordinary

circumstances. They would not have recourse to the black

stones, upon small or common occasions, and when they

had established their faith by this tremendous sanction, in

constancy and treachery were no longer feared .

The chapel of the nụnnery is now used by the inhabi

tants as a kind of general cowhouse, and the bottom is

consequently too miry for examination. Some of the

stones which covered the later abbesses have inscriptions,

which might yet be read, if the chapel were cleansed .

The roof of this, as of all the other buildings, is totally

destroyed, not only because timber quickly decays when

it is neglected, but because in an island utterly destitute

of wood, it was wanted for use, and was consequently the

first plunder of needy rapacity.

The chancel of the nuns' chapel is covered with an arch

of stone, to which time has done no injury ; and a small

apartment communicating with the choir, on the north

side, like the chapter-house in cathedrals, roofed with stone

in the same manner, is likewise entire.

In one of the churches was à marble altar, which the

superstition of the inhabitants has destroyed. Their opinion

was, that a fragment of this stone was a defence against

shipwrecks, fire, and miscarriages. In ' one corner of the

church the basin for holy water is yet unbroken .

The cemetery of the nunnery was, till very lately, re

garded with such reverence , that only women were buried

in it. These relicks of veneration always produce some

mournful pleasure. I could have forgiven a great injury

more easily than the violation of this imaginary sanctity.

L 2
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South of the chapel stand the walls of a large room ,

which was probably the hall, or refectory of the nunnery .

This apartment is capable of repair. Of the rest of the

convent there are only fragments.

Besides the two principal churches, there are, I think,

five chapels yet standing, and three more remembered .

There are also crosses, of which two bear the names of

St. John and St. Matthew .

A large space of ground about these consecrated edifices

is covered with grave -stones, few of which have any in

scription. He that surveys it, attended by an insular an

tiquary, may be told where the kings of many nations are

buried , and if he loves to sooth his imagination with the

thoughts that naturally rise in places where the great and

the powerful lie mingled with the dust, let him listen in

submissive silence ; for if he asks any questions, his delight

is at an end.

Iona has long enjoyed , without any very credible attes

tation , the honour of being reputed the cemetery of the

Scottish kings. It is not unlikely, that, when the opinion

of local sanctity was prevalent, the chieftains of the isles,

and, perhaps, some of the Norwegian or Irish princes, were

reposited in this venerable enclosure. But by whom the

subterraneous vaults are peopled, is now utterly unknown.

The graves are very numerous, and some of them un

doubtedly contain the remains of men, who did not expect

to be so soon forgotten.

Not far from this awful ground may be traced the gar

den of the monastery: the fishponds are yet discernible,

and the aqueduct, which supplied them , is still in use .

There remains a broken building, which is called the

Bishop's house, I know not by what authority. It was

once the residence of some man above the common rank,

for it has two stories and a chimney. We were shown a

chimney at the other end, which was only a niche, with

out perforation ; but so much does antiquarian credulity ,

or patriotick vanity prevail, that it was not much more

safe to trust the eye of our instructer than the memory.
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There is in the island one house more, and only one,

that has a chimney ; we entered it, and found it neither

wanting repair nor inhabitants ; but to the farmers, who

now possess it, the chimney is of no great value ; for their

fire was made on the floor, in the middle of the room , and

notwithstanding the dignity of their mansion, they re

joiced, like their neighbours, in the comforts of smoke.

It is observed, that ecclesiastical colleges are always in

the most pleasant and fruitful places. While the world

allowed the monks their choice, it is surely no dishonour

that they chose well. This island is remarkably fruitful.

The village near the churches is said to contain seventy

families, which , at five in a family, is more than a hundred

inhabitants to a mile. There are perhaps other villages ;

yet both corn and cattle are annually exported.

But the fruitfulness of Iona is now its whole prospe

rity. The inhabitants are remarkably gross, and remark

ably neglected : I know not if they are visited by any

minister. The island, which was once the metropolis of

learning and piety, has now no school for education, nor

temple for worship , only two inhabitants that can speak

English, and notone that can write or read.

The people are of the clan of Maclean ; and though sir

Allan had not been in the place for many years, he was

received with all the reverence due to their chieftain .

One of them , being sharply reprehended by him , for

not sending him some rum , declared after his departure,

in Mr. Boswell's presence, that he had no design of disap

pointing him , “ for,” said he, “ I would cut my bones

for him ; and if he had sent his dog for it, he should have

had it.”

When we were to depart, our boat was left by the ebb

at a great distance from the water, but no sooner did

wish it afloat, than the islanders gathered round it, and,

by the union of many hands, pushed it down the beach ;

every man who could contribute his help seemed to think

himself happy in the opportunity of being , for a moment,

useful to his chief,

we
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We now left those illustrious ruins , by which Mr. Bos

well was much affected, nor would I willingly be thought

to have looked upon them without some emotion. Per

haps, in the revolutions of the world , Iona may be some

time again the instructress of the western regions.

It was no long voyage to Mull, where, under sir Allan's

protection, we landed in the evening, and were enter

tained for the night by Mr. Maclean, a minister that lives

upon the coast, whose elegance of conversation , and

strength of judgment, would make him conspicuous in

places of greater celebrity. Next day we dined with

Dr. Maclean , another physician, and then travelled on to

the house of a very powerful laird , Maclean of Lochbuy ;

for in this country every man's name is Maclean.

Where races are thus numerous, and thus combined ,

none but the chief of a clan is addressed by his name. The

laird of Dunvegan is called Macleod, but other gentle

men of the same family are denominated by the places

where they reside, as Raasay, or Talisker. The distinc

tion of the meaner people is made by their christian

In consequence of this practice, the laird of Mac

farlane, an eminent genealogist, considered himself as dis

respectfully treated, if the common addition was ap

plied to him . “ Mr. Macfarlane, ” said he, “may with equal

propriety be said to many ; but I, and I only, am Mac

farlane."

Our afternoon journey was through a country of such

gloomy desolation, that Mr. Boswell thought no part of

the Highlands equally terrifick , yet we came without any

difficulty, at evening, to Lochbuy, where we found a true

Highland laird, rough and haughty , and tenacious of his

dignity : who, hearing my name, inquired whether I

was of the Johnstons of Glencoe, or of Ardnamurchan .

Lochbuy has, like the other insular chieftains, quitted

the castle that sheltered his ancestors , and lives near it,

in a mansion not very spacious or splendid. I have seen

no houses in the islands much to be envied for conve

nience or magnificence, yet they bear testimony to the

names .
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progress of arts and civility, as they show that rapine and

surprise are no longer dreaded , and are much more com

modious than the ancient fortresses.

The castles of the Hebrides, many of which are stand

ing, and many ruined, were always built upon points of

land, on the margin of the sea . For the choice of this

situation there must have been some general reason , which

the change of manners has left in obscurity. They were

of no use in the days of piracy, as defences of the coast ;

for it was equally accessible in other places. Had they

been seamarks or lighthouses, they would have been of

more use to the invader than the natives, who could want

no such directions on their own waters : for a watch

tower, a cottage on a hill would have been better, as it

would have commanded a wider view.

If they be considered merely as places of retreat, the

situation seems not well chosen ; for the laird of an island

is safest from foreign enemies in the centre : on the coast

he might be more suddenly surprised than in the inland

parts ; and the invaders, if their enterprise miscarried ,

might more easily retreat. Some convenience, however,

whatever it was, their position on the shore afforded ; for

uniformity of practice seldom continues long without good

reason .

A castle in the islands is only a single tower of three or

four stories, of which the walls are sometimes eight or

nine feet thick, with narrow windows, and close winding

stairs of stone . The top rises in a cone, or pyramid of

stone, encompassed by battlements . The intermediate

floors are sometimes frames of timber, as in common

houses, and sometimes arches of stone, or alternately stone

and timber ; so that there was very little danger from fire,

In the centre of every floor, from top to bottom , is the chief

room , of no great extent, round which there are narrow

cavities, or recesses formed by small vacuities, or by a

double wall. I know not whether there be ever more

than one fireplace. They had no capacity to contain

many people, or much provision ; but their enemies could
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seldom stay to blockade them ; for if they failed in their

first attack , their next care was to escape.

The walls were always too strong to be shaken by such

desultory hostilities ; the windows were too narrow to

be entered, and the battlements too high to be scaled .

The only danger was at the gates, over which the wall

was built with a square cavity not unlike a chimney, con

tinued to the top. Through this hollow the defendants

let fall stones upon those who attempted to break the

gate, and poured down water, perhaps scalding water, if

the attack was made with fire. The castle of Lochbuy

was secured by double doors, of which the outer was an

iron grate.

In every castle is a well and a dungeon . The use of

the well is evident. The dungeon is a deep subterraneous

cavity, walled on the sides, and arched on the top , into

which the descent is through a narrow door, by a ladder

or a rope, so that it seems impossible to escape when the

rope or ladder is drawn up. The dungeon was, I suppose , in

war, a prison for such captives as were treated with seve

rity ; and in peace, for such delinquents as had committed

crimes within the laird's jurisdiction ; for the mansions of

many lairds were, till the late privation of their privi

leges, the halls of justice to their own tenants.

As these fortifications were the productions of mere ne

cessity, they are built only for safety, with little regard to

convenience, and with none to elegance or pleasure. It

was sufficient for a laird of the Hebrides, if he had a

strong house, in which he could hide his wife and child

ren from the next clan . That they are not large nor

splendid is no wonder. It is not easy to find how they

were raised , such as they are, by men who had no money,

in countries where the labourers and artificers could

scarcely be fed . The buildings in different parts of the

islands show their degrees of wealth and power. I be

lieve that for all the castles which I have seen beyond the

Tweed, the ruins yet remaining of some one of those

which the English built in Wales, would supply materials.
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These castles afford another evidence that the fictions

of romantick chivalry had for their basis the real manners

of the feudal times, when every lord of a seignory lived in

his hold, lawless and unaccountable, with all the licen

tiousness and insolence of uncontested superiority and

unprincipled power. The traveller, whoever he might be,

coming to the fortified habitation of a chieftain, would,

probably, have been interrogated from the battlements,

admitted with caution at the gate, introduced to a petty

monarch , fierce with habitual hostility, and vigilant with

ignorant suspicion ; who, according to his general temper,

or accidental humour, would have seated a stranger as

his guest at the table, or as a spy confined him in the

dungeon.

Lochbuy means the yellow lake, which is the name

given to an inlet of the sea, upon which the castle of Mr.

Maclean stands. The reason of the appellation we did

not learn .

We were now to leave the Hebrides, where we had

spent some weeks with sufficient amusement, and where

we had amplified our thoughts with new scenes of nature,

and new modes of life . More time would have given us a

more distinct view, but it was necessary that Mr. Boswell

should return , before the courts of justice were opened ;

and it was not proper to live too long upon hospitality,

however liberally imparted.

Of these islands it must be confessed, that they have

not many allurements, but to the mere lover of naked na

ture. The inhabitants are thin, provisions are scarce, and

desolation and penury give little pleasure.

The people collectively considered are not few , though

their numbers are small in proportion to the space which

they occupy. Mull is said to contain six thousand, and

Sky fifteen thousand. Of the computation respecting

Mull, I can give no account ; but when I doubted the

truth of the numbers attributed to Sky, one of the

ministers exhibited such facts as conquered my incre

dulity.
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Of the proportion which the product of any region

bears to the people, an estimate is commonly made ac

cording to the pecuniary price of the necessaries of life ;

a principle of judgment which is never certain, because it

supposes, what is far from truth , that the value of money

is always the same, and so measures an unknown quantity

by an uncertain standard . It is competent enough when

the markets of the same country , at different times, and

those times not too distant, are to be compared ; but of

very little use for the purpose of making one nation ac

quainted with the state of another. Provisions, though

plentiful, are sold in places of great pecuniary opulence

for nominal prices, to which, however scarce, where gold

and silver are yet scarcer , they can never be raised .

In the Western Islands, there is so little internal com

merce, that hardly any thing has a known or settled rate .

The price of things brought in , or carried out, is to be

considered as that of a foreign market ; and even this

there is some difficulty in discovering, because their deno

minations of quantity are different from ours ; and when

there is ignorance on both sides, no appeal can be made

to a common measure.

This, however, is not the only impediment. The Scots,

with a vigilance of jealousy which never goes to sleep,

always suspect than an Englishman despises them for

their poverty, and to convince him that they are not less

rich than their neighbours, are sure to tell him a price

higher than the true. When Lesley, two hundred years

ago , related so punctiliously, that a hundred hen eggs,

new laid , were sold in the islands for a penny, he sup

posed that no inference could possibly follow , but that

eggs were in great abundance. Posterity has since grown

wiser ; and having learned, that nominal and real value

may differ, they now téll no such stories, lest the foreigner

should happen to collect, not that eggs are many, but

that pence are few .

Money and wealth have, by the use of commercial lan

guage, been so long confounded , that they are commonly
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supposed to be the same; and this prejudice has spread

so widely in Scotland, that I know not whether I found

man or woman , whom I interrogated concerning pay

ments of money , that could surmount the illiberal desire

of deceiving me, by representing every thing as dearer

than it is.

From Lochbuy we rode a very few miles to the side of

Mull, which faces Scotland, where , having taken leave of

our kind protector, sir Allan, we embarked in a boat, in

which the seat provided for our accommodation was a

heap of rough brushwood ; and on the twenty -second of

October reposed at a tolerable inn on the mainland.

On the next day we began our journey southwards.

The weather was tempestuous. For half the day the

ground was rough, and our horses were still small. Had

they required much restraint, we might have been reduced

to difficulties ; for, I think, we had amongst us but one

bridle. We fed the poor animals liberally, and they per

formed their journey well . In the latter part of the day

we came to a firm and smooth road , made by the soldiers,

on which we travelled with great security, busied with

contemplating the scene about us. The night came on

while we had yet a great part of the way to go, though

not so dark but that we could discern the cataracts which

poured down the hills on one side, and fell into one ge

neral channel, that ran with great violence on the other,

The wind was loud, the rain was heavy , and the whistling

of the blast, the fall of the shower, the rush of the cata

racts, and the roar of the torrent, made a nobler chorus of

thé rough musick of nature than it had ever been my

chance to hear before. The streams, which ran across the

way from the hills to the main current, were so frequent,

that after a while I began to count them ; and, in ten

miles , reckoned fifty -five, probably missing some, and

having let some pass before they forced themselves upon

my notice . At last we came to Inverary, where we found

an inn, not only commodious, but magnificent.

The difficulties of peregrination were now at an end ,
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Mr. Boswell had the honour of being known to the duke

Argyle, by whom we were very kindly entertained at.his

splendid seat, and supplied with conveniencies for sur

veying his spacious park and rising forests.

After two days' stay at Inverary we proceeded south

ward over Glencroe, a black and dreary region, now made

easily passable by a military road , which rises from either

end of the glen by an acclivity not dangerously steep, but

sufficiently laborious. In the middle, at the top of the

hill, is a seat with this inscription, “ Rest and be thank

ful.” Stones were placed to mark the distances, which

the inhabitants have taken away, resolved, they said , “ to

have no new miles.”

In this rainy season the hills streamed with water

fals, which, crossing the way , formed currents on the

other side, that ran in contrary directions as they fell to

the north or south of the summit. Being, by the favour

of the duke, well mounted, I went up and down the hill

with great convenience .

From Glencroe we passed through a pleasant country to

the banks of Loch Lomond, and were received at the ,

house of sir James Colquhoun, who is owner of almost all

the thirty islands of the loch, which we went in a boat

next morning to survey. The heaviness of the rain short

ened our voyage, but we landed on one island planted

with yew, and stocked with deer, and on another contain

ing, perhaps, not more than half an acre, remarkable for

the ruins of an old castle, on which the osprey builds her

annual nest. Had Loch Lomond been in a happier

climate, it would have been the boast of wealth and vanity

to own one of the little spots which it encloses, and to

have employed upon it all the arts of embellishment.

But as it is, the islets, which court the gazer at a distance,

disgust him at his approach , when he finds, instead of

soft lawns and shady thickets, nothing more than unculti

vated ruggedness.

Where the loch discharges itself into a river called the

Leven , we passed a night with Mr. Smollet, a relation of
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doctor Smollet, to whose memory he has raised an obelisk

on the bank near the house in which he was born . The

civility and respect which we found at every place, it is

ungrateful to omit, and tedious to repeat. Here we were

met by a post-chaise, that conveyed us to Glasgow.

To describe a city so much frequented as Glasgow , is

unnecessary. The prosperity of its commerce appears by

the greatness of many private houses, and a general ap

pearance of wealth . It is the only episcopal city whose

cathedral was left standing in the rage of reformation. It

is now divided into many separate places of Worship,

which , taken all together, compose a great pile, that had

been some centuries in building, but was never finished ;

for the change of religion intercepted its progress, before

the cross aisle was added , which seems essential to å

Gothick cathedral.

The college has not had a sufficient share of the in

creasing magnificence of the place. The session was be

gun ; for it commences on the tenth of October, and

continues to the tenth of June, but the students appeared

not numerous, being, I suppose, not yet returned from

their several houses. The division of the academical year

into one session , and one recess, seems to me better ac

commodated to the present state of life, than that variega

tion of time by terms and vacations, derived from distant

centuries, in which it was probably convenient, and still

continued in the English universities. So many solid

months as the Scotch scheme of education joins together,

allow and encourage a plan for each part of the year ; but

with us, he that has settled himself to study in the college

is soon tempted into the country , and he that has ad

justed his life in the country is summoned back to his

college.

Yet when I have allowed to the universities of Scot

land a more rational distribution of time, I have given

them , so far as my inquiries have informed me, all that

they can claim . The students, for the most part, go thi

ther boys, and depart before they are men ; they carry
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with them little fundamental knowledge, and, therefore,

the superstructure cannot be lofty. The grammar schools

are not generally well supplied ; for the character of a

schoolmaster being there less honourable than in England,

is seldom accepted by men who are capable to adorn it,

and where the school has been deficient, the college can

effect little .

Men bred in the universities of Scotland cannot be ex

pected to be often decorated with the splendours of oma

mental erudition, but they obtain a mediocrity of know

ledge, between learning and ignorance, not inadequate

to the purposes of common life, which is, I believe,

very widely diffused among them, and which, counte

nanced in general by a national combination, so invidious,

that their friends cannot defend it, and actuated in par

ticulars by a spirit of enterprise, so vigorous, that their

enemies are constrained to praise it, enables them to

find, or to make their way to employment, riches, and

distinction.

From Glasgow we directed our course to Auchinleck ,

an estate devolved , through a long series of ancestors , to

Mr. Boswell's father, the present possessour. In our way

we found several places remarkable enough in themselves,

but already described by those who viewed them at more

leisure, or with much more skill ; and stopped two days

at Mr. Campbell's, a gentleman married to Mr. Boswell's

sister.

Auchinleck, which signifies a stony field , seems not

now to have any particular claim to its denomination. It

is a district generally level, and sufficiently fertile, but,

like all the western side of Scotland, incommoded by very

frequent rain . It was , with the rest of the country, gene

rally naked , till the present possessour finding, by the

growth of some stately trees near his old castle, that the

ground was favourable enough to timber, adorned it very

diligently with annual plantations.

Lord Auchinleck, who is one of the judges of Scotland,

and, therefore, not wholly at leisure for domestick busi
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ness or pleasure, has yet found time to make improve

ments in his patrimony. He has built a house of hewn

stone, very stately and durable, and has advanced the

value of his lands with great tenderness to his tenants.

I was , however, less delighted with the elegance of the

modern mansion , than with the sullen dignity of the old

castle. I clambered with Mr. Boswell among the ruins,

which afford striking images of ancient life. It is, like

other castles, built upon a point of rock , and was, I be

lieve, anciently surrounded with a moat. There is ano

ther rock near it, to which the drawbridge, when it was

let down, is said to have reached . Here, in the ages of

tumult and rapine, the laird was surprised and killed

by the neighbouring chief, who , perhaps, might have ex

tinguished the family, had he not, in a few days, been

seized and hanged , together with his sons, by Douglas,

who came with his forces to the relief of Auchinleck.

At no great distance from the house runs a pleasing

brook, by a red rock , out of which has been hewn a very

agreeable and commodious summer -house, at less ex

pense , as lord Auchinleck told me, than would have been

required to build a room of the same dimensions. The

rock seems to have no more dampness than any other wall.

Such opportunities of variety it is judicious not to neglect.

We now returned to Edinburgh, where I passed some

days with men of learning, whose names want no advance

ment from my commemoration , or with women of ele

gance, which , perhaps, disclaims a pedant's praise.

The conversation of the Scots grows every day less un

pleasing to the English ; their peculiarities wear fast

away ; their dialect is likely to become, in half a century,

provincial and rustick , even to themselves. The great,

the learned, the ambitious, and the vain, all cultivate the

English phrase, and the English pronunciation , and in

splendid companies Scotch is not much heard , except now

and then from an old lady.

There is one subject of philosophical curiosity to be

found in Edinburgh, which no other city has to show ;
a
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college of the deaf and dumb, who are taught to speak, to

read , to write , and to practise arithmetick, by a gentleman,

whose name is Braidwood . The number which attends

him is, I think , about twelve, which he brings together

into a little school, and instructs according to their several

degrees of proficiency.

I do not mean to mention the instruction of the deaf

as new . Having been first practised upon the son of a

constable of Spain , it was afterwards cultivated with

much emulation in England, by Wallis and Holder, and

was lately professed by Mr. Baker, who once flattered me

with hopes of seeing his method published. How far any

former teachers have succeeded, it is not easy to know ;

the improvement of Mr. Braidwood's pupils is wonderful.

They not only speak, write , and understand what is writ

ten , but if he that speaks looks towards them , and modi

fies his organs by distinct and full utterance, they know

so well what is spoken , that it is an expression scarcely

figurative to say they hear with the eye. That any have

attained to the power mentioned by Burnet, of feeling

sounds, by laying a hand on the speaker's mouth, I know

not ; but I have seen so much , that I can believe more ;

a single word, or a short sentence , I think, may possibly

be so distinguished.

It will be readily supposed by those that consider this

subject, that Mr. Braidwood's scholars spell accurately.

Orthography is vitiated among such as learn first to speak,

and then to write, by imperfect notions of the relation

between letters and vocal utterance ; but to those stu

dents every character is of equal importance ; for letters

are to them not symbols of names, but of things ; when

they write, they do not represent a sound, but delineate a

form .

This school I visited , and found some of the scholars

waiting for their master, whom they are said to receive, at

his entrance, with smiling countenances and sparkling

eyes, delighted with the hope of new ideas. One of the

young ladies had her slate before her, on which I wrote
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a question consisting of three figures, to be multiplied by

two figures. She looked upon it, and quivering her fingers

in a manner which I thought very pretty, but of which I

kņew not whether it was art or play, multiplied the sum

regularly in two lines, observing the decimal place ; but

did not add the two lines together, probably disdaining so

easy an operation. I pointed at the place where the sum

total should stand, and she noted it with such expedition

as seemed to show that she had it only to write.

It was pleasing to see one of the most desperate of hu

man calamities capable of so much help : whatever en

larges hope, will exalt courage ; after having seen the

deaf taught arithmetick, who would be afraid to cultivate

the Hebrides ?

Such are the things which this journey has given me

an opportunity of seeing, and such are the reflections

which that sight has raised. Having passed my time al

most wholly in cities, I may have been surprised by

modes of life and appearances of nature, that are familiar

to men of wider survey and more varied conversation .

Novelty and ignorance must always be reciprocal, and I

cannot but be conscious that my thoughts on national

manners, are the thoughts of one who has seen but little.

VOL. IX . M



THE

VISION OF THEODORE,

THE HERMIT OF TENERIFFE :

FOUND IN HIS CELL.*

Son of Perseverance, whoever thou art , whose curiosity

has led thee hither, read and be wise . He that now calls

upon thee is Theodore, the Hermit of Teneriffe, who, in

the fifty -seventh year of his retreat, left this instruction

to mankind, lest his solitary hours should be spent in

vain .

I was once what thou art now, a groveller on the earth ,

and a gazer at the sky ; I trafficked and heaped wealth

together; I love and was favoured , I wore the robe of

honour and heard the musick of adulation ; I was ambi

tious, and rose to greatness ; I was unhappy, and retired .

I sought for some time what I at length found here , a

place where all real wants might be easily supplied, and

where I might not be under the necessity of purchasing

the assistance of men, by the toleration of their follies.

Here I saw fruits, and herbs, and water, and here deter

termined to wait the hand of death , which I hope, when

at last it comes, will fall lightly upon me.

Forty-eight years had Inow passed in forgetfulness of

allmortal cares , and without any inclination to wander

farther than the necessity of procuring sustenance re

* Printed in the Preceptor, 1748,
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quired ; but as I stood one day beholding the rock that

overhangs my cell, I found in myself a desire to climb it ;

and when I was on its top, was, in the same manner , de

termined to scale the next, till, by degrees, I conceived a

wish to view the summit of the mountain , at the foot of

which I had so long resided . This motion of my thoughts

I endeavoured to suppress, not because it appeared crimi

nal, but because it was new ; and all change not evidently

for the better, alarms a mind taught by experience to dis

trust itself. I was often afraid that my heart was de

ceiving me, that my impatience of confinement arose from

some earthly passion, and that my ardour to survey the

works of nature, was only a hidden longing to mingle

once again in the scenes of life. I, therefore, endeavoured

to settle my thoughts into their former state, but found their

distraction every day greater. I was always reproaching

myself with the want of happiness within my reach, and

at last began to question whether it was not laziness ra

ther than caution that restrained me from climbing to the

summit of Teneriffe,

I rose , therefore, before the day, and began my journey

up the steep of the mountain ; but I had not advanced

far, old as I was and burdened with provisions, when

the day began to shine upon me ; the declivities grew

more precipitous, and the sand slided from beneath my

feet : at last, fainting with labour, I arrived at a small

plain almost enclosed by rocks, and open only to the east.

I sat down to rest awhile, in full persuasion, that, when I

had recovered my strength , I should proceed on my de

sign ; but when once I had tasted ease, I found many

reasons against disturbing it. The branches spread a

shade over my head, and the gales of spring wafted odours

to my bosom .

As I sat thus, forming alternately excuses for delay,

and resolutions to go forward, an irresistible heaviness

suddenly surprised me ; I laid my head upon the bank,

and resigned myself to sleep ; when methought I heard the

sound as of the flight of eagles, and a being of more than

M 2
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human dignity stood before me. While I was deliberating

how to address him, he took me by the hand with an air

of kindness, and asked me solemnly, but without severity,

“ Theodore, whither art thou going ?” “ I am climbing ,”

answered I, “ to the top of the mountain , to enjoy a more

extensive prospect of the works of nature.”
“ Attend

first, ” said he, “ to the prospect which this place affords,

and what thou dost not understand I will explain. I am

one of the benevolent beings who watch over the chil.

dren of the dust, to preserve them from those evils which

will not ultimately terminate in good, and which they do

not, (by their own faults, þring upon themselves. Look

round, therefore, without fear: observe, contemplate, and

be instructed."

Encouraged by this assurance, I looked and beheld a

mountain higher than Teneriffe, to the summit of which

the human eye could never reach : when I had tired my

self with gazing upon its height, I turned my eyes to

wards its foot, which I could easily discover, but was

amazed to find it without foundation , and placed incon

ceivably in emptiness and darkness . Thus I stood terrified

and confused ; above were tracts inscrutable , and below

was total vacuity. But my protector, with a voice of ad

monition , cried out, “ Theodore, be not affrighted, but

raise thy eyes again ; the mountain of Existence is before

thee, survey it and be wise .”

I then looked with more deliberate attention , and ob

served the bottom of the mountain to be of gentle rise,

and overspread with flowers ; the middle to be more steep ,

embarrassed with crags, and interrupted by precipices,

over which hung branches loaded with fruits, and among

which were scattered palaces and bowers. The tracts

which my eye could reach nearest the top were gene

rally barren ; but there were among the clefts of the rocks

a few hardy evergreens, which , though they did not give

much pleasure to the sight or smell, yet seemed to cheer

the labour, and facilitate the steps of those who were

clambering among them.
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Then , beginning to examine more minutely the differ

ent parts, I observed , at a great distance, a multitude of

both sexes issuing into view from the bottom of the moun

tain . Their first actions I could not accurately discern ;

but, as they every moment approached nearer, I found

that they amused themselves with gathering flowers un

der the superintendence of a modest virgin in a white

robe, who seemed not over solicitous to confine them

to any settled pace or certain track ; for she knew

that the whole ground was smooth and solid, and that

they could not easily be hurt or bewildered. When,

as it often happened, they plucked a thistle for a flower,

Innocence, so was she called , would smile at the mistake.

Happy, said I , are they who are under so gentle a go

vernment, and yet are safe. But I had no opportunity to

dwell long on the consideration of their felicity ; for I

found that Innocence continued her attendance but a

little way, and seemed to consider only the flowery bot

tom of the mountain as her proper province . Those

whom she abandoned scarcely knew that they were left,

before they perceived themselves in the hands of Educa

tion, a nymph more severe in her aspect, and imperious

in her commands, who confined them to certain paths, in

their opinion too narrow and too rough. These they were

continually solicited to leave by Appetite, whom Educa

tion could never fright away, thoughshe sometimes awed

her to such timidity, that the effects of her presence were

scarcely perceptible. Some went back to the first part of

the mountain , and seemed desirous of continuing busied

in plucking flowers, but were no longer guarded by Inno

cence ; and such as Education could not force back , pro

ceeded up the mountain by some miry road, in which they

were seldom seen , and scarcely ever regarded.

As Education led her troop up the mountain , nothing

was more observable than that she was frequently giving

them cautions to beware of Habits ; and was calling out

to one or another, at every step , that a Habit was ensnar

ing them ; that they would be under the dominion of
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Habit before they perceived their danger ; and that those

whom Habit should once subdue, had little hope of re

gaining their liberty.

Of this caution , so frequently repeated, I was very so

licitous to know the reason, whenmy protector directed

my regard to a troop of pygmies, which appeared to walk

silently before those that where climbing the mountain ,

and each to smooth the way before her follower. I

found that I had missed the notice of them before, both

because they were so minute as not easily to be discerned ,

and because they grew every moment nearer in their co

lour to the objects, with which they were surrounded. As

the followersof Education did not appear w be sensible

of the presence of these dangerous associates, or, ridicul

ing their diminutive size , did not think it possible that

human beings should ever be brought into subjection by

such feeble enemies, they generally heard her precepts of

vigilance with wonder : and, when they thought her eye

withdrawn, treated them with contempt. Nor could I

myself think her cautions so necessary as her frequent in

culcations seemed to suppose, till I observed that each of

these petty beings held secretly a chain in her hand,

with which she prepared to bind those whom she found

within her power. Yet these Habits under the eye of

Education went quietly forward , and seemed very little to

increase in bulk or strength ; for though they were al

ways willing to join with Appetite, yet when Education

kept them apart from her, they would very punctually

obey command, and make the narrow roads in which they

were confined easier and smoother.

It was observable, that their stature was never at a

stand , but continually growing or decreasing, yet not al

ways in the same proportions: nor could I forbear to ex

press my admiration , when I saw in how much less time

they generally gained than lost bulk. Though they grew

slowly in the road of Education , it might, however, be

perceived that they grew ; but if they once deviated at the

call of Appetite, their stature soon became gigantick ;
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and their strength was such, that Education pointed out

to her tribe many that were led in chains by them , whom

she could never more rescue from their slavery. She

pointed them out, but with little effect; for all her pupils

appeared confident of their own superiority to the strongest

Habit, and some seemed in secret to regret, that they were

hindered from following the triumph of Appetite.

It was the peculiar artifice of Habit, not to suffer her

power to be felt at first. Those whom she led , she had the

address of appearing only to attend, but was continually

doubling her chains upon her companions ; which were so

sleuder in themselves, and so silently fastened , that while

the attention was engaged by other objects, they were not

easily perceived. Each link grew tighter as it had been

longer worn ; and when, by continual additions, they be

came so heavy as to be felt, they were very frequently too

strong to be broken .

When Education had proceeded in this manner to the

part of the mountain where the declivity began to grow

craggy, she resigned her charge to two powers of superiour

aspect. The meaner of them appeared capable of pre

siding in senates, or governing nations, and yet watched

the steps of the other with the most anxious attention , and

was visibly confounded and perplexed ,if ever she suffered

her regard to be drawn away. The other seemed to ap

prove her submission as pleasing, but with such a con

descension as plainly showed that she claimed it as due ;

and indeed, so great was her dignity and sweetness, that

he who would not reverence, must not behold her.

“ Theodore," said my protector, “ be fearless, and be

wise ; approach these powers, whose dominion extends to

all the remaining part of the mountain of Existence . " I

trembled, and ventured to address the inferiour nymph,

whose eyes, though piercing and awful, I was not able to

sustain . “ Bright power,” said I, “by whatever name it

is lawful to address thee , tell me, thou who presidest here,

on what condition thy protection will be granted ? ” “ It

will be granted,” said she, “ only to obedience. I am
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Reason , of all subordinate beings the noblest and the

greatest; who, if thou wilt receive my laws, will reward

thee, like the rest of my votaries, by conducting thee to

Religion ." Charmed by her voice and aspect, I professed

my readiness to follow her. She then presented me to

her mistress, who looked upon me with tenderness. I

bowed before her, and she smiled .

When Education delivered up those for whose happiness

she had been so long solicitous, she seemed to expect that

they should express some gratitude for her care, or some

regret at the loss of that protection which she had hitherto

afforded them . But it was easy to discover, by the alacrity

which broke out at her departure, that her presence had

been long displeasing, and that she had been teaching

those, who felt in themselves no want of instruction .

They all agreed in rejoicing that they should no longer be

subject to her caprices, or disturbed by her documents,

but should be now under the direction only of Reason, to

whom they made no doubt of being able to recommend

themselves, by a steady adherence to all her precepts. Rea

son counselled them , at their first entrance upon her pro

vince, to enlist themselves among the votaries of Religion ;

and informed them , that if they trusted to her alone, they

would find the same fate with her other admirers, whom

she had not been able to secure against Appetites and

Passions, and who, having been seized by Habits in the

regions of Desire, had been dragged away to the caverns

of Despair. Her admonition was vain, the greater number

declared against any other direction, and doubted not, but

by her superintendency, they should climb with safety up

the mountain of Existence. My power," said Reason ,

" is to advise , not to compel ; I have already told you the

danger of your choice. The path seems.now plain and

eyen, but there are asperities and pitfals, over which

Religion only can conduct you . Look upwards, and you

perceive a mist before you, settled upon the highest visible

part of the mountain ; a mist by which my prospect is

terminated and which is pierced only by the eyes of Re
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ligion . Beyond it are the temples of Happiness, in which

those who climb the precipice by her direction, after the

toil of their pilgrimage, repose for ever . I know not the

way , and, therefore, can only conduct you to a better guide.

Pride has sometimes reproached me with the narrowness

of my view , but, when she endeavoured to extend it, could

only show me, below the mist, the bowers of Content;

even they vanished, as I fixed my eyes upon them ; and

those whom she persuaded to travel towards them , were

enchained by Habits, and ingulfed by Despair, a cruel

tyrant, whose caverns are beyond the darkness on the

right side and on the left, from whose prisons none can

escape, and whom I cannot teach you to avoid . "

Such was the declaration of Reason to those who de

manded her protection . Some that recollected the dictates

of Education , finding them now seconded by another

authority, submitted with reluctance to the strict decree,

and engaged themselves among the followers of Religion,

who were distinguished by the uniformity of their march ,

though many of them were women , and by their continual

endeavours to move upwards, without appearing to regard

the prospects which , at every step , courted their attention.

All those who determined to follow either Reason or

Religion, were continually importuned to forsake the road ,

sometimes by Passions, and sometimes by Appetites, of

whom both had reason to boast the success of their artifices;

for so many were drawn into by -paths, that any way was

more populous than the right. The attacks of the Appe

tites were more impetuous ; those of the Passions longer

continued . The Appetites turned their followers directly

from the true way ; but the Passions marched at first in a

path nearly in the same direction with that of Reason and

Religion, but deviated by slow degrees, till at last they

entirely changed their course. Appetite drew aside the

dull, and Passion the sprightly. Of the Appetites, Lust

was the strongest; and of the Passions, Vanity. The most

powerful assault was to be feared , when a Passion and an

Appetite joined their enticements ; and the path of Reason .
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was best followed, when a Passion called to one side, and

an Appetite to the other .

These seducers had the greatest success upon the fol

lowers of Reason , over whom they scarcely ever failed to

prevail, except when they counteracted one another. They

had not the same triumphs over the votaries of Religion ;

for though they were often led aside for a time, Religion

commonly recalled them by her emissaryConscience, before

Habit had time to enchain them . But they that professed

to obey Reason, if once they forsook her, seldom returned ;

for she had no messenger to summon them but Pride, who

generally betrayed her confidence, and employed all her

skill to support Passion ; and if ever she did her duty, was

found unable to prevail, if Habit had interposed.

I soon found that the great danger to the followers of

Religion was only from Habit ; every other power was

easily resisted , nor did they find any difficulty, when they

inadvertently quitted her, to find her again by the direc

tion of Conscience, unless they had given time to Habit to

draw her chain behind them , and bar up the way by

which they had wandered. Of some of those, the con

dition was justly to be pitied , who turned at every call of

Conscience, and tried , but without effect, to burst the

chains of Habit; saw Religion walking forward at a dis

tance, saw her with reverence, and longed to join her ;

but were, whenever they approached her, withheld by

Habit, and languished in sordid bondage, which they

could not escape, though they scored and hated it.

It was evident, that the Habits were so far from grow

ing weaker by these repeated contests, that, if they were

not totally overcome, every struggle enlarged their bulk ,

and increased their strength ; and a Habit opposed and

victorious, was more than twice as strong as before the

contest. The manner in which those who were weary of

their tyranny, endeavoured to escape from them , appeared

by the event, to be generally wrong ; they tried to loose

their chains one by one, and to retreat by the same degrees

as they advanced ; but before the deliverance was com
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pleted, Habit always threw new chains upon her fugitive ;

nor did any escape her but those, who, by an effort sudden

and violent, burst their shackles at once, and left her at a

distance ; and even of these, many rushing too precipi .

tately forward , and hindered by their terrours from stop

ping where they were safe, were fatigued with their own

vehemence, and resigned themselves again to that power

from whom an escape must be so dearly bought, and

whose tyranny was little felt, except when it was resisted.

Some, however, there always were , who, when they

found Habit prevailing over them , called upon Reason or

Religion for assistance ; each of them willingly came to

the succour of her suppliant, but neither with the same

strength , nor the same success. Habit, insolent with her

power, would often presume to parley with Reason , and

offer to loose some of her chains, if the rest might remain .

To this, Reason, who was never certain of victory, fre

quently consented , but always found her concession des

tructive, and saw the captive led away by Habit to his

former slavery. Religion never submitted to treaty , but

held out her hand with certainty of conquest ; and if the

captive to whom she gave it did not quit his hold , always

led him away in triumph, and placed him in the direct

path to the Temple of Happiness, where Reason never

failed to congratulate his deliverance, and encourage his

adherence to that power to whose timely succour he was

indebted for it.

When the traveller was again placed in the road of

Happiness, I saw Habit again gliding before him, but

reduced to the stature of a dwarf, without strength and

without activity; but when the Passions or Appetites,

which had before seduced him, made their approach ,

Habit would on a sudden start into size, and with unex

pected violence push him towards them . The wretch ,

thus impelled on one side, and allured on the other, too

frequently quitted the road of Happiness, to which, after

his second deviation from it, he rarely returned : but, by a

timely call upon Religion, the force of Habit was eluded,
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her attacks grew fainter, and at last her correspondence

with the enemy was entirely destroyed. She then began to

employ those restless faculties in compliance with the

power which she could not overcome ; and as she grew

again in stature and in strength , cleared away the aspe

rities of the road to Happiness.

From this road I could not easily withdraw my atten

tion , because all who travelled it appeared cheerful and

satisfied ; and the farther they proceeded, the greater ap

peared their alacrity, and the stronger their conviction of

the wisdom of their guide. Some who had never deviated

but by short excursions, had Habit in the middle of their

passage vigorously supporting them , and driving off their

Appetites and Passions which attempted to interrupt their

progress. Others, who had entered this road late, or had

long forsaken it, were toiling on without her help at least,

and commonly against her endeavours. But I observed ,

when they approached to the barren top , that few were

able to proceed without some support from Habit : and

that they, whose Habits were strong, advanced towards

the mists with little émotion , and entered them at last

with calmness and confidence ; after which, they were

seen only by the eye of Religion ; and though Reason

looked after them with the most earnest curiosity, she

could only obtain a faint glimpse, when her mistress, to

enlarge her prospect, raised her from the ground. Reason ,

however, discerned that they were safe, but Religion saw

that they were happy .

“ Now , Theodore, ” said my protector, “ withdraw thy

view from the regions of obscurity, and see the fate of

those who, when they were dismissed by Education , would

admit no direction but that of Reason. Survey their wan

derings, and be wise . ”

I looked then upon the road of Reason , which was, in

deed, so far as it reached , the same with that of Religion ,

nor had Reason discovered it but by her instruction . Yet

when she had once been taught it, she clearly saw that it

was right; and Pride had sometimes incited her to declare
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that she discovered it herself, and persuaded her to offer her

self as a guide to Religion, whom , after many vain experi

ments , she found it her highest privilege to follow . Reason

was, however, at last well instructed in part of the way,

and appeared to teach it with some success, when her pre

cepts were not misrepresented by Passion , or her influence

overborne by Appetite. But neither of these enemies was

she able to resist. When Passion seized upon her votaries,

she seldom attempted opposition : she seemed , indeed, to

contend with more vigour against Appetite, but was gene

rally overwearied in the contest ; and if either of her op

ponents had confederated with Habit, her authority was

wholly at an end. When Habit endeavoured to captivate the

votaries of Religion, she grew by slow degrees, and gave

time to escape ; but in seizing the unhappy followers of

Reason , she proceeded as one that had nothing to fear, and

enlarged her size, and doubled her chains without inter

mission , and without reserve .

Of those who forsook the directions of Reason, some

were led aside by the whispers of Ambition, who was

perpetually pointing to stately palaces, situated on emi

nences on either side, recounting the delights of affluence,

and boasting the security of power. They were easily

persuaded to follow her, and Habit quickly threw her

chains upon them ; they were soon convinced of the folly

of their choice, but few of them attempted to return .

Ambition led them forward from precipice to precipice,

where many fell and were seen no more. Those that

escaped were, aftera long series of hazards, generally de

livered over to Avarice, and enlisted by her into the service

of Tyranny, where they continued to heap up gold till

their patrons or their heirs pushed them headlong at last

into the caverns of Despair.

Others were enticed by Intemperance to ramble in search

of those fruits which hung over the rocks, and filled the

air with their fragrance. I observed, that the Habits

which hovered about these soon grew to an enormous size,

nor were there any who less attempted to return to Rea
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son , or sooner sunk into the gulfs that lay before them .

When these first quitted the road , Reason looked after

them with a frown of contempt, but had little expectations

of being able to reclaim them ; for the bowl of intoxica

tion was of such qualities as to make them lose all regard

but for the present moment ; neither Hope nor Fear could

enter their retreats ; and Habit had so absolute a power,

that even Conscience, if Religion had employed her in

their favour, would not have been able to force an en

trance.

There were others whose crime it was rather to neglect

Reason than to disobey her ; and who retreated from the

heat and tumult of the way, not to the bowers of Intem

perance, but to the maze of Indolence. They had this pe

culiarity in their condition, that they were always in sight

of the road of Reason , always wishing for her presence ,

and always resolving to return to -morrow .
In these was

most eminently conspicuous the subtlety of Habit, who

hung imperceptible shackles upon them , and was every

moment leading them farther from the road , which they

always imagined that they had the power of reaching.

They wandered on from one double of the labyrinth , to

another with the chains of Habit hanging secretly upon

them, till, as they advanced , the flowers grew paler, and

the scents fainter; they proceeded in their dreary march

without pleasure in their progress, yet without power to

return ; and had this aggravation above all others, that

they were criminal but not delighted. The drunkard for

a time laughed over his wine ; the ambitious man tri

umphed in the miscarriage of his rival ; but the captives

of Indolence had neither superiority nor merriment. Dis

content lowered in their looks, and sadness hovered round

their shades ; yet they crawled on reluctant and gloomy,

till they arrived at the depth of the recess, varied only

with poppies and nightshade, where the dominion of In

dolence terminates, and the hopeless wanderer is de

livered up to Melancholy ; the chains of Habit are ri

vetted for ever ; and Melancholy, having tortured her
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prisoner for a time, consigns him at last to the cruelty of

Despair.

While I was musing on this miserable scene, my pro

tector called out to me, “ Remember, Theodore, and be

se, and let not Habit prevail against thee . ” I started

and beheld myself surrounded by the rocks of Teneriffe :

the birds of light were singing in the trees, and the

glances of the morning darted upon me.



THE FOUNTAINS :

A FAIRY TALE. *

Felix qui potuit boni

Fontem visere lucidum . BOETHỊUS .

As Floretta was wandering in a meadow at the foot

of Plinlimmon, she heard a little bird cry in such a note

as she had never observed before, and looking round her,

saw a lovely goldfinch entangled by a lime-twig , and a

hawk hovering over him, as at the point of seizing him

in his talons.

Floretta longed to rescue the little bird, but was afraid

to encounter the hawk, who looked fiercely upon her with

out any apparent dread of her approach, and as she ad

vanced seemed to increase in bulk , and clapped his wings

in token of defiance. Floretta stood deliberating a few

moments, but, seeing her mother at no great distance,

took courage, and snatched the twig with the little bird

upon it. When she had disengaged him, she put him in

her bosom , and the hawk flew away .

Floretta, showing her bird to her mother, told her from

what danger she had rescued him ; her mother, after ad

miring his beauty, said, that he would be a very proper

inhabitant of the little gilded cage, which had hung empty,

* From Miscellanies in Prose and Verse . By Anna Williams. 1766, 4to.
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since the starling died for want of water, and that he

should be placed at the chamber window , for it would be

wonderfully pleasant to hear him in the morning.

Floretta, with tears in her eyes, replied that he had

better have been devoured by the hawk than die for want

of water, and that she would not save him from a less

evil to put him in danger of a greater : she, therefore,

took him into her hand, cleaned his feathers from the

birdlime, looked upon him with great tenderness, and ,

having put his bill to her lips, dismissed him into the

air.

He few in circles round her as she went home, and,

perching on a tree before the door, delighted them awhile

with such sweetness of song, that her mother reproved her

for not putting him in the cage. Floretta endeavoured to

look grave, but silently approved her own act, and wished

her mother more generosity. Her mother guessed her

thoughts, and told her , that when she was older she

would be wiser,

Floretta , however, did not repent, but hoped to hear her

little bird the next morning singing, at liberty.
She

waked early and listened , but no goldfinch could she hear.

She rose, and walking again in the same meadow , went

to view the bush where she had seen the lime twig the day

before.

When she entered the thicket, and was near the place

for which she was looking, from behind a blossoming

hawthorn advanced a female form of very low stature, but

of elegant proportion and majestick air, arrayed in all the

colours of the meadow , and sparkling as she moved like a

dew -drop in the sun .

Floretta was too much disordered to speak or fly, and

stood motionless between fear and pleasure, when the little

lady took her by the hand.

“ I am ," said she, “ one of that order of beings which

some call Fairies, and some Piskies : we have always been

known to inhabit the crags and caverns of Plinlimmon .

The maids and shepherds when they wander by moonlight,

VOL. ix . N
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have often heard our musick , and sometimes seen our

dances.

“ I am the chief of the fairies of this region, and am

known among them by the name of lady Lilinet of the

Blue Rock. As I lived always in my own mountain , I had

very little knowledge of human manners, and thought

better of mankind than other fairies found them to de

serve ; I, therefore, often opposed the mischievous prac

tices of my sisters, without always inquiring whether they

were just I extinguished the light that was kindled to

lead a traveller into a marsh, and found afterwards that he

was hasting to corrupt a virgin : I dissipated a mist

which assumed the form of a town, and was raised to

decoy a monopolizer of corn from his way to the next

market : I removed a thorn , artfully planted to prick the

foot of a churl, that was going to hinder thehinder the poor from

following his reapers ; and defeated so many schemes of

obstruction and punishment, that I was cited before the

queen as one who favoured wickedness, and opposed the

execution of fairy justice.

“ Having never been accustomed to suffer control, and

thinking myself disgraced by the necessity of defence, I so

much irritated the queen by my sullenness and petulance,

that in her anger she transformed me into a goldfinch.

' In this form ,' says she, “ I doom thee to remain till some

human being shall show thee kindness without any pros

pect of interest.'

" I flew out of her presence not much dejected ; for I

did not doubt but every reasonable being must love that

which , having never offended , could not be hated, and

having no power to hurt, could not be feared .

“ I, therefore, fluttered about the villages, and endea

voured to force myself into notice.

“ Having heard that nature was least corrupted among

those who had no acquaintance with elegance and splen

dour, I employed inyself for five years in hopping before

the doors of cottages, and often sat singingon the thatched

roof: my motions were seldom seen , or my notes heard ,
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no kindness was ever excited, and all the reward of

officiousness was to be aimed at with a stone when I stood

within a throw .

“The stones never hurt me, for I had still the power
of

a fairy

“ I then betook myself to spacious and magnificent ha

bitations, and sung in bowers by the walks or on the

banks of fountains.

“ In these places, where novelty was recommended by

satiety, and curiosity excited by leisure, my form and my

voice were soon distinguished, and I was known by the

name of the pretty goldfinch ; the inhabitants would

walk out to listen to my musick, and at last it was their

practice to court my visits by scattering meat in my com

mon haunts.

“ This was repeated till I went about pecking in full

security, and expected to regain my original form , when I

observed two of my most liberal benefactors silently ad

vancing with a net behind me. I few off, and fluttering

beside them pricked the leg of each , and left them halting

and groaning with the cramp.

“ I then wentto another house, where, for two springs and

summers I entertained a splendid family with such melody

as they had never heard in the woods before . The winter

that followed the second summer was remarkably cold,

and many little birds perished in the field . I laid myself

in the way of one of the ladies, as benumbed with cold

and faint with hunger ; she picked me up with great joy,

telling her companions that she had found the goldfinch

that sung so finely all the summer in the myrtle hedge, that

she would lay him where he should die, for she could not

bear to kill him, and would then pick his fine feathers

very carefully, and stick them in her muff.

Finding that her fondness and her gratitude could

give way to so slight an interest, I chilled her fingers that

she could not hold me, then flew at her face, and with

my beak gave her nose four pecks, that left four black

spots indelible behind them , and broke a match , by which

N 2
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she would have obtained the finest equipage in the coun

try.

“ At length the queen repented of her sentence, and

being unable to revoke it, assisted me to try experiments

upon man, to excite his tenderness, and attract his re

gard.

“ We made many attempts, in which we were always

disappointed. At last she placed me in your wayheld

by a lime-twig, and herself, in the shape of a hawk, made

the show of devouring me. You, my dear, have rescued

me from the seeming danger without desiring to detain

me in captivity, or seeking any other recompense than the

pleasure of benefiting a feeling creature .

“ The queen is so much pleased with your kindness,

that I am come by her permission, to reward you with a

greater favour than ever fairy bestowed before.

“ The former gifts of fairies, though bounties in design ,

have proved commonly mischiefs in the event. We have ,

granted mortals to wish according to their own discretion,

and their discretion being small, and their wishes irre

versible, they have rashly petitioned for their own destruc

tion . But you, my dearest Floretta, shall have, what

none have ever before obtained from US, the
power

of in

dulging your wish, and the liberty of retracting it . Be

bold, and follow me."

Floretta was easily persuaded to accompany the fairy,

who led her through a labyrinth of crags and shrubs, to

a cavern covered by a thicket on the side of the moun

tain.

“This cavern ,” said she, “ is the court of Lilinet your

friend ; in this place you shall find a certain remedy for

all real evils.” Lilinet then went before her through

a long subterraneous passage, where she saw many beau

tiful fairies, who came to gaze at the stranger, but who,

from reverence to their mistress, gave her no disturbance.

She heard from remote corners of the gloomy cavern the

roar of winds and the fall of waters, and more than once

entreated to return ; but Lilinet, assuring her that she
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was safe, persuaded her to proceed till they came to an

arch, into which the light found its way through a fissure

of the rock .

There Lilinet seated herself and her guest upon a bench

of agate, and pointing to two fountains that bubbled before

them , said : “ Now attend ,my dear Floretta, and enjoy the

gratitude of a fairy. Observe the two fountains that

spring up in the middle of the vault, one into a basin of

alabaster, and the other into a basin of dark flint. The

*one is called the spring of joy, the other of sorrow ; they

rise from distant veins in the rock , and burst out in two

places, but after a short course unite their streams, and

run ever after in one mingled current.

“ By drinking of these fountains, which , though shut

up from all other human beings, shall be always acces

sible to you, it will be in your power to regulate your fu

ture life .

“When you are drinking the water of joy from the

alabaster fountain, you may form your wish, and it shall

be granted. As you raise your wish higher, the water

will be sweeter and sweeter to the taste ; but beware that

you are not tempted by its increasing sweetness to repeat

your draughts, for the ill effects of your wish can only be

removed by drinking the spring of sorrow from the basin

of flint, which will be bitter, in the same proportion as the

water of joy was sweet. Now, my Floretta, make the

experiment, and give me the first proof of moderate

desires. Take the golden cup that stands on the margin

of the spring of joy, form your wish , and drink.”

Florettawanted no time to deliberate on the subject of

her wish her first desire was the increase of her beauty .

She had some disproportion of features. She took the cup,

and wished to be agreeable ; the water was sweet, and she

drank copiously ; and in the fountain, which was clearer

than crystal, she saw that her face was completely regular.

She then filled the cup again, and wished for a rosy

bloom upon her cheeks : the water was sweeter than be

fore, and the colour of her cheeks was heightened.

1
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She next wished for a sparkling eye : the water grew

yet more pleasant, and her glances were like the beams of

the sun .

She could not yet stop ; she drank again, desired to be

made a perfect beauty , and a perfect beauty she became.

She had now whatever her heart could wish ; and

making an humble reverence to Lilinet, requested to be

restored to her own habitation . They went back, and the

fairies in the way wondered at the change of Floretta's

form . She came home delighted to her mother, who,

on seeing the improvement, was yet more delighted than

herself.

Her mother from that time pushed her forward into

publick view : Floretta was at all the resorts of idleness

and assemblies of pleasure ; she was fatigued with balls,

she was cloyed with treats , she was exhausted by the ne

cessity of returning compliments. This life delighted her

awhile, but custom soon destroyed its pleasure. She

found that the men who courted her to day, resigned her

on the morrow to other flatterers, and that the women at

tacked her reputation by whispers and calumnies, till,

without knowing how she had offended , she was shunned

as infamous.

She knew that her reputation was destroyed by the

envy of her beauty, and resolved to degrade herself from

the dangerous preeminence. She went to the bush where

she rescued the bird , and called for lady Lilinet. Imme

diately Lilinet appeared, and discovered by Floretta's de

jected look, that she had drunk too much from the alabas

ter fountain .

“ Follow me," she cried, “my Floretta, and be wiser for

the future."

They went to the fountains, and Floretta began to

taste of the waters of sorrow , which were so bitter that

she withdrew more than once the cup from her mouth :

at last she resolutely drank away the perfection of beauty,

the sparkling eye, and rosy bloom , and left herself only

agreeable.
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X

She lived for some time with great content ; but con

tent is seldom lasting. She had a desire, in a short time,

again to taste the waters of joy : she called for the con

duct of Lilinet, and was led to the alabaster fountain ,

where she drank, and wished for a faithful lover.

After her return she was soon addressed by a young

man , whom she thought worthy of her affection. He

courted, and flattered , and promised ; till at last she

yielded up her heart. He then applied to her parents ;

and, finding her fortune less than he expected, contrived

a quarrel, and deserted her.

Exasperated by her disappointment, she went in quest

of Lilinet, and expostulated with her for the deceit which

she had practised. Lilinet asked her, with a smile, for

what she had been wishing ; and being told , made her

this reply. “ You are not, my dear, to wonder or com

plain : you may wish for yourself, but your wishes can

have no effect upon another. You may become lovely by

the efficacy of the fountain , but that you shall be loved is

by no means a certain consequence ; for you cannot con

fer upon another either discernment or fidelity ; that hap

piness which you must derive from others, it is not in my

power to regulate or bestow ."

Floretta was, for some time, so dejected by this limita

tion of the fountain's power, that she thought it unwor

thy of another visit ; but, being on some occasion

thwarted by her mother's authority, she went to Lilinet,

and drank at the alabaster fountain for a spirit to do her

own way.

Lilinet saw that she drank immoderately, and admo

nished her of her danger ; but spirit and her own way

gave such sweetness to the water, that she could not pre

vail upon herself to forbear, till Lilinet, in pure compassion ,

snatched the cup out of her hand .

When she came home every thought was contempt,

and every action was rebellion : she had drunk into her

self a spirit to resist, but could not give her mother a dis

position to yield ; the old lady asserted her right to
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govern ; and, though she was often foiled by the impetu

osity of her daughter, she supplied by pertinacity what

she wanted in violence ; so that the house was in a con

tinual tumult by the pranks of the daughter and opposi

tion of the mother.

In time, Floretta was convinced that spirit had only

made her a capricious termagant, and that her own ways

ended in errour, perplexity, and disgrace ; she perceived

that the vehemence of mind, which to a man may some

times procure awe and obedience, produce to a woman

nothing but detestation ; she, therefore, went back, and

by a large draught from the flinty fountain , though the

water was very bitter, replaced herself under her mother's

care, and quitted her spirit and her own way.

Floretta's fortune was moderate, and her desires were

not larger, till her mother took her to spend a summer at

one of the places which wealth and idleness frequent, un

der pretence of drinking the waters. She was now no

longer a perfect beauty, and, therefore, conversation in

her presence took its course as in other company, opinions

were freely told , and observations made without reserve .

Here Floretta first learned the importance of money.

When she saw a woman of mean air and empty talk

draw the attention of the place, she always discovered

upon inquiry that she had so many thousands to her

fortune.

She soon perceived that where these golden goddesses

appeared , neither birth nor elegance, nor civility had any

power of attraction , and every art of entertainment was

devoted to them , and that the great and the wise courted

their regard.

The desire after wealth was raised yet higher by her

mother, who was always telling her how much neglect

she suffered for want of fortune, and what distinctions, if

she had but a fortune, her good qualities would obtain .

Her narrative of the day was always, that Floretta walked

in the morning, but was not spoken to because she had

a small fortune, and that Floretta danced at the ball bet
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ter than any of them , but nobody minded her for want

of a fortune.

This want, in which all other wants appeared to be in

cluded, Floretta was resolved to endure no longer, and

came home flattering her imagination in secret with

the riches which she was now about to obtain .

On the day after her return she walked out alone to

meet lady Lilinet, and went with her to the fountain :

riches did not taste so sweet as either beauty or spirit,

and, therefore, she was not immoderate in her draught.

When they returned from the cavern , Lilinet gave her

wand to a fairy that attended her, with an order to con

duct Floretta to the Black Rock.

The way was not long, and they soon came to the

mouth of a mine in which there was a hidden treasure,

guarded by an earthy fairy deformed and shaggy, who

opposed the entrance of Floretta till he recognised the

wand of the lady of the mountain . Here Floretta saw vast

heaps of gold, and silver, and gems, gathered and repo

sited in former ages, and entrusted to the guard of the

fairies of the earth. The little fairy delivered the orders

of her mistress, and the surly sentinel promised to obey

them .

Floretta, wearied with her walk , and pleased with her

success, went home to rest, and when she waked in the

morning, first opened her eyes upon a cabinet of jewels,

and looking into her drawers and boxes, found them filled

with gold.

Floretta was now as fine as the finest. She was the

first to adopt any expensive fashion, to subscribe to any

pompous entertainment, to encourage any foreign artist,

or engage in
any

frolick of which the cost was to make

the pleasure.

She was, on a sudden, the favourite of every place. Re

port made her wealth thrice greater than it really was,

and wherever she came, all was attention, reverence and

obedience. The ladies who had formerly slighted her, or

by whom she had been formerly carassed, gratified her
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pride by open flattery and private murmurs. She some

times overheard them railing at upstarts, and wondering

whence some people came, or how their expenses were

supplied. This incited her to heighten the splendour of

her dress, to increase the number of her retinue, and to

make such propositions of costly schemes, that her rivals

were forced to desist from the contest.

But she now began to find that the tricks which can be

played with money will seldom bear to be repeated, that

admiration is a short-lived passion, and that the pleasure

of expense is gonewhen wonder and envy are no more ex

eited . She found that respect was an empty form , and

that all those who crowded round her were drawn to her

by vanity or interest.

It was, however, pleasant to be able, on any terms, to

elevate and to mortify , to raise hopes and fears: and she

would still have continued to be rich , had not the ambi

tion of her mother contrived to marry her to a lord, whom

she despised as ignorant, and abhorred as profligate. Her

mother persisted in her importunity ; and Floretta having

now lost the spirit of resistance, had no other refuge than

to divest herself of her fairy fortune.

She implored the assistance of Lilinet, who praised her

resolution . She drank cheerfully from the flinty fountain ,

and found the waters not extremely bitter. When she re

turned she went to bed, and in the morning perceived

that all her riches had been conveyed away she knew not

how, except a few ornamental jewels, which Lilinet had

ordered to be carried back , as a reward for her dignity of

mind.

She was now almost weary of visiting the fountain,

and solaced herself with such amusements as every day

happened to produce: at last there arose in her imagina

tion a strong desire to become a wit.

The pleasures with which this new character appeared

to teem were so numerous and so great, that she was im

patient to enjoy them , and, rising before the sun , hastened

the place where she knew that her fairy patroness was
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always to be found. Lilinet was willing to conduct her,

but could now scarcely restrain her from leading the way

but by telling her, that, if she went first, the fairies of the

cavern would refuse her passage.

They came in time to the fountain , and Floretta took

the golden cup into her hand , she filled it and drank, and

again she filled it, for wit was sweeter than riches, spirit ,

or beauty.

As she returned she felt new successions of imagery rise

in her mind, and whatever her memory offered to her

imagination , assumed a new form , and connected itself

with things to which it seemed before to have no relation,

All the appearances about her were changed , but the no

velties exhibited were commonly defects. She now saw

that almost every thing was wrong, without often seeing

how it could be better ; and frequently imputed to the im

perfection of art those failures which were caused by the

limitation of nature.

Wherever she went, she breathed nothing but censure

and reformation. If she visited her friends, she quarrelled

with the situation of their houses, the disposition of their

gardens, the direction of their walks, and the termination

of their views. It was vain to show her fine furniture, for

she was always ready to tell how it might be finer, or to

conduct her through spacious apartments, for her thoughts

were full of nobler fabricks, of airy palaces, and Hes

perian gardens. She admired nothing, and praised but

little.

Her conversation was generally thought uncivil. If

she received flatteries, she seldom repaid them : for she

set no value upon vulgar praise. She could not hear

a long story without hurrying the speaker on to the con

clusion ; and obstructed the mirth of her companions, for

she rarely took notice of a good jest, and never laughed

except when she was delighted.

This behaviour made her unwelcome wherever she went ;

nor did her speculation upon human manners much con

tribute to forward her reception. She now saw the dis
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proportions between language and sentiment, between

passion and exclamation ; she discovered the defects of

every action , and the uncertainty of every conclusion ; she

knew the malignity of friendship, the avarice of liberality,

the anxiety of content, and the cowardice of temerity.

To see all this was pleasant, but the greatest of all

pleasures was to show it. To laugh was something, but

it was much more to make others laugh. As every
de

formity of character made a strong impression upon her,

she could not always forbear to transmit it to others; as

she hated false appearances, she thought it her duty to

detect them , till, between wantonness and virtue, scarce

any that she knew escaped without some wounds by the

shafts of ridicule ; not that her merriment was always the

consequence of total contempt, for she often honoured

virtue, where she laughed at affectation.

For these practices, and who can wonder ? the cry was

raised against her from every quarter, and to hunt her

down, was generally determined . Every eye was watch

ing for a fault, and every tongue was busy to supply its

share of defamation. With the most unpolluted purity of

mind, she was censured as too free of favours, because

she was not afraid to talk with men : with generous sen

sibility of every human excellence, she was thought cold

or envious, because she could not scatter praise with un

distinguishing profusion : with tenderness, that agonized

at real misery , she was charged with delight in the pain of

others, when she would not condole with those whom she

knew to counterfeit affliction . She derided false appear

ances of kindness and of pity, and was, therefore, avoided

as an enemy to society. As she seldom commended or

censured , but with some limitations and exceptions, the

world condemned her as indifferent to the good and bad ;

and because she was often doubtful, where others were

confident, she was charged with laxity of principles, while

her days were distracted , and her rest broken , by niceties

of honour, and scruples of morality.

Report had now made her so formidable, that all flat
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tered , and all shunned her. If a lover gave a ball to his

mistress and her friends, it was stipulated, that Floretta

should not be invited . If she entered a publick room , the

ladies curtsied, and shrunk away, for there was no such

thing as speaking, but Floretta would find something to

criticise. If a girl was more sprightly than her aunt, she

was threatened , that in a little time she would be like

Floretta . Visits were very diligently paid, when Floretta

was known not to be at home ; and no mother trusted her

daughter to herself, without a caution , if she should meet

Floretta , to leave the company as soon as she could .

With all this Floretta made sport at first, but in time

grew weary of general hostility. She would have been

content with a few friends, but no friendship was durable ;

it was the fashion to desert her, and with the fashion what

fidelity will contend ? She could have easily amused her

self in solitude, but that she thought it mean to quit the

field to treachery and folly.

Persecution at length tired her constancy , and she im

plored Lilinet to rid her of her wit : Lilinet complied, and

walked up the mountain, but was often forced to stop,

and wait for her follower. When they came to the flinty

fountain , Floretta filled a small cup, and slowly brought it

to her lips, but the water was insupportably bitter. She

just tasted it, and dashed it to the ground, diluted the

bitterness at the fountain of alabaster, and resolved to

keep her wit, with all its consequences.

Being now a wit for life, she surveyed the various con

ditions of mankind with such superiority of sentiment,

that she found few distinctions to be envied or desired,

and, therefore, did not very soon make another visit to the

fountain . At length , being alarmed by sickness, she re

solved to drink length of life from the golden cup. She

returned , elated and secure, for though the longevity to

quired was indeterminate, she considered death as far

distant, and, therefore, suffered it not to intrude upon her

pleasures.

But length of life included not perpetual health . She
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felt herself continually decaying, and saw the world fading

about her. The delights of her early days would delight

no longer, and however widely she extended her view , no

new pleasure could be found; her friends, her enemies,

her admirers, her rivals, dropped one by one into the

grave, and with those who succeeded them , she had nei

ther community of joys, nor strife of competition.

By this time she began to doubt whether old age were

not dangerous to virtue; whether pain would not produce

peevishness, and peevishness impair benevolence. She

thought that the spectacle of life might be too long con

tinued, and the vices which were often seen , might raise

less abhorrence ; that resolution might be sapped by time,

and let that virtue sink, which in its firmest state it had

not, without difficulty, supported ; and that it was vain to

delay the hour which must come at last, and might come

at a time of less preparation , and greater imbecility.

These thoughts led her to Lilinet, whom she accom

panied to the flinty fountain ; where, after a short combat

with herself, she drank the bitter water . They walked

back to the favourite bush, pensive and silent: “ And

now ," said she, “ accept my thanks for the last benefit

that Floretta can receive.” Lady Lilinet dropped a tear,

impressed upon her lips the final kiss, and resigned her,

as she resigned herself, to the course of nature.
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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION IN 1785.

THESE posthumous devotions of Dr. Johnson will be, no

doubt, welcomed by the public, with distinction similar to

that which has been already paid to his other works:

During many years of his life, he statedly observed certain

days * with a religious solemnity ; on which, and other occa

sions, it was his custom to compose suitable prayers and medi

tations ; committing them to writing for his own use, and, as

he assured me, without any view to their publication. But

being last summer on a visit at Oxford to the reverend Dr.

Adams t , and that gentleman urging him repeatedly to engage

in some work of this kind, he then first conceived a design to

revise these pious effusions, and bequeathed them , with enlarge

ments, to the use and benefit of others .

Infirmities, however, now growing fast upon him, he at

* Viz. New Year's Day ; March 28, the day on which his wife, Mrs.

Elizabeth Johnson , died ; Good -Friday ; Easter -Day ; and September

the 18th , his own birth -day.

+ Master of Pembroke College, at which Dr. Johnson received part of

his education.
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length changed this design, and determined to give the manu

scripts, without revision, in charge to me, as I had long shared

his intimacy, and was at this time his daily attendant. Accord

ingly, one morning, on my visiting him by desire at an early

hour, he put these papers into my hands, with instructions for

committing them to the press , and with a promise to prepare

a sketch of his own life to accompany them . But the perform

ance of this promise also was prevented , partly by his hasty

destruction of some private memoirs, which he afterwards la

mented, and partly by that incurable sickness, which soon

ended in his dissolution.

As a biographer, he is allowed to have excelled without a

rival ; and we may justly regret that he who had so advanta

geously transmitted to posterity the memories of other eminent

men, should have been thus prevented doing equal honour to

his own. But the particulars of this venerable man's personal

history may still, in great measure, be preserved ; and the pub

lic are authorised to expect them from some of his many

friends, who are zealous to augment the monument of his fame

by the detail of his private virtues * .

That the authenticity of this work may never be called in

question , the original manuscript will be deposited in the

library of Pembroke College in Oxford . Dr. Bray's associates

are to receive the profits of the first edition, by the author's

appointment; and any further advantages that accrue, will be

distributed among his relations t .

* Since this Preface was written , the following publications have ap

peared, viz .

Anecdotes of the late Dr. Johnson, during the last Twenty Years of his

Life, by Hester Lynch Piozzi. 3rd edit. 1786 , small 8vo.

The Life of Samuel Johnson , LL. D. published with his Works, by sir

John Hawkins, 8vo . 1787.

The Life of Samuel Johnson, LL . D. by James Boswell, esq. first pub

lished in 2 vols. 4to . afterwards ( 1793) in three. A new edition, with

Notes, &c. is preparing by the editor of this edition of his Works, with

which it will be printed uniform .

An Essay on the Life and Genius of Samuel Johnson, LL.D. by Arthur

Murphy, esq. 8vo. 1792, prefixed to this edition .

+ The profits of the first edition were accordingly paid to Dr. Bray's

associates ; and those of the second have been distributed among Dr,
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3

I have now discharged the trust reposed in me by that

friend, whose labours entitle him to lasting gratitude and vene

ration from the literary , and still more from the christian

world. His Lives of the English Poets are written ," as he

justly hopes,** “ in such a manner as may tend to the promo

tion of piety." This merit may be ascribed, with equal truth,

to most of his other works ; and doubtless to his Sermons,

none of which indeed have yet been made public, nor is it

knowu where they are extant ; though it be certain , from his

own acknowledgement, both in conversation and writing, t

that he composed many. As he seems to have turned his

thoughts with peculiar earnestness to the study of religious

subjects, we may presume these remains would deserve to be

numbered among his happiest productions . It is, therefore,

hoped they have fallen into the hands of those, who will not

withhold them in obscurity, but consider them as deposits, the

seclusion of which, from general use, would be an injurious

diminution of their author's fame, and retrenchment from the

common stock of serious instruction . I

But the integrity of his mind was not only speculatively

shadowed in his writings, but substantially exemplified in his

life. His prayers and his alms, like those of the good Cor

nelius, went up for an incessant memorial ; and always, from

1

Johnson's poor relations and connexions, all of whom are since dead, ex

cept Humphrey Hely, who married Ford , sister to the Rev. Cor

nelius Ford, and first cousin to our author. This poor man , who has seen

better days is now a tenant of Whicher's Alms-houses, Chapel street,

Westminster . [It is now , April 1817, about twenty years sizce he died in

these Alms-houses, and was buried in the adjoining burial-ground belong

ing to St. Margaret's Chapel .] :

* See p. 265 .

* P. 264.

# In 1788 appeared one volume, and in 1789 a second, of Sermons on

different subjects, left for publication by John Taylor, LL.D. late Preben

dary of Westminster, &c. published by the Rev. Samuel Hayes, A. M.

Usher of Westminster School. To the second volume is added a Sermon

avowedly written by Dr. Johnson, for the funeral of his wife : and from

internal and other evidence, the whole contents of both volumes are now

generally ascribed to the same author. They are , for the first time, placed

among his collected works in this edition .

VOL. IX . 0
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a heart deeply impressed with piety, never insensible to the

calls of friendship or compassion , and prone to melt in effu

sions of tenderness on the slightest incitement .

When, among other articles in his Dictionary, Lichfield pre

sents itself to his notice, he salutes that place of his nativity in

these words of Virgil, Salve, magna parens. Norwas the salu

tation adopted without reason ; for well might he denominate

his parent city great, who, by the celebrity of his name, hath

for ever made it so

Salve, magna parens frugum , Staffordia tellus,

Magna virûm . VIRG , Georg. lib. ii. 1, 173.

More decisive testimonies of his affectionate sensibility are

exhibited in the following work, where he bewails the succes

sive depredations of death on his relations and friends ; whose

virtues, thus mournfully suggested to his recollection , he sel

dom omits to recite, with ardent wishes for their acquittal at

the throne of mercy. In praying, however, with restriction,*

for these regretted tenants of the grave, he indeed conformed

to a practice , which , though it has been retained by other

learned members of our church, her liturgy no longer admits,

and many, who adhere to her communion, avowedly disapprove.

That such prayers are, or may be, efficacious, they who sin

cerely offer them must believe. But may not a belief in

their efficacy, so far as it prevails, be attended with danger to

those who entertain it ? May it not incline them to careless

ness ; and promote a neglect of repentance by inducing a per

* Our author informs us, that his prayers for deceased friends were

offered up, on several occasions as far as might be lawful for him ; and

once (p. 244,) with Preface of Permission : whence it should seem that he

had some doubt concerning the lawfulness of such prayers, though it does

not appear that he ever discontinued the use of them . It is also observable,

that in his reflections on the death of his wife, (p. 262, ) and again of

Mr. Thrale, (p . 271, ) he wishes that the Almighty not may have, but may

have had , mercy on them ; evidently supposing their sentence to have

been already passed in the Divine Mind. This supposition, indeed, may

seem not very consistent with his recommending them to the Divine Mercy

afterwards. It proves, however, that he had no belief in a state of Pur

gatory, and consequently no reason for praying for the dead, that could

impeach the sincerity of his profession as a Protestant.
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suasion , that, without it, pardon may be obtained through these

vicarious intercessions ? Indeed the doctrine (I speak with

deference to the great names that have espoused it) seems in

consistent with some principles generally allowed among us .

If, “ where the tree falleth, there it shall be ;' if, as Protestants

maintain , our state at the close of life is to be the measure of

our final sentençe ; then prayers for the dead, being visibly

fruitless, can be regarded only as the vain oblations of super

stition . But of all superstitions, this, perhaps, is one of the

least unamiable, and most incident to a good mind. If our

sensations of kindness be intense, those whom we have revered

and loved during life, death, which removes them from sight,

cannot wholly exclude from our concern. The fondness,

kindled by intercourse, will still glow from memory, and

prompt us to wish, perhaps to pray, that the valued dead, to

whose felicity our friendship can no longer minister, may find

acceptance with Him , " who giveth us," and them, “richly all

things to enjoy.” It is true, for the reason just mentioned,

such evidences of our surviving affection may be thought ill

judged ; but surely they are generous ; and somenatural ten

derness is due even to a superstition , which thus originates in

piety and benevolence.

We see our author, in one place,* purposing with serious

ness to remember his brother's dream ; in another t owing

his embarrassment from needless stipulations ; and, on many

occasions, noting, with a circumstantial minuteness, the pro

cess of his religious fasts. But these peculiarities, if they

betray some tincture of the propensity already observed, prove,

for the most part, the pious tenour of his thoughts . They in

dicate a mind ardently zealous to please God, and anxious to

evince its alacrity in his service, by a scrupulous observance

of more than enjoined duties.

But however the soundness of his principles might, in gene

ral, be apparent, he seems to have lived with a perpetual con

viction that his conduct was defective; lamenting past neg

lects, forming purposes of future diligence, and constantly

* P. 216. + P. 260.

02
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acknowledging their failure in the event. It was natural for

him , who possessed such powers of usefulness, to consider the

waste of his time as a peculiar delinquency ; with which, how

ever, he appears to have been far less frequently, and less cul

pably chargeable, than his own tender sense of duty disposed

him to apprehend. That he meritoriously redeemed many

days and years from indolence, is evinced by the number and

excellence of his works; nor can we doubt that his literary

exertions would have been still more frequent, had not morbid

melancholy , which , as he informs us, * was the infirmity of his

life, repressed them. To the prevalence of this infirmity, we

may certainly ascribe that anxious fear, which seized him on

the approach of his dissolution, and which his friends, who

knew his integrity, observed with equal astonishment and con

But the strength of religion at length prevailed against

the frailty of nature ; and his foreboding dread of the Divine

Justice by degrees subsided into a pious trust and humble hope

in the Divine mercy.

He is now gone to await his eternal sentence ; and as his

life exhibited an illustrious example, so his death suggests an

in ting admonition. It concerns us to reflect, that how

ever many may find it impossible to ' rival his intellectual

excellence, yet to imitate his virtues is both possible and ne

cessary to all ; that the current of time now hastens to plunge

us in that gulf of death , where we have so lately seen him

absorbed , where there is no more place of repentance, and

whence, according to our innocence or guilt, we shall rise to

an immortality of bliss or torment.

cern.

GEORGE STRAHAN.

ISLINGTON ,

August 6, 1785 .

* P. 255 .
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To this Edition is added (at p. 208] a Prayer now in my

possession in Dr. Johnson's own handwriting, in which he

expressly supposes that Providence may permit him to enjoy

the good effects of his wife's attention and ministration by

appearance, impulses, or dreams. It is well known, that he

admitted the credibility of apparitions : and in his Rasselas,*

he maintains it, in the person of Imlac, by the following acute

train of reasoning :

“ That the dead are seen no more , " said Imlac, “ I will not

undertake to maintain , against the concurrent and unvaried

testimony of all ages and of all nations. There is no people,

rude or learned, among whom apparitions of the dead are not

related and believed . This opinion, which, perhaps, prevails as

far as buman nature is diffused , could become universal only

by its truth ; those that never heard of one another, would

not have agreed in a tale which nothing but experience can

make credible . That it is doubted by single cavillers, can very

little weaken the general evidence ; and some who deny it

with their tongues confess it by their fears."

Cavillers have indeed doubted the credibility of this tale, re

jecting it in every instance as the dream of delusion, or the

fiction of imposture.

That many tales of apparitions have originated in delusion,

and many in imposture, cannot be denied ; and the whole

question to be considered in this case is, how far we have

authority for believing that any are founded in truth or pro

bability.

Some have thought all such reported appearances liable to

suspicion, because in general they seem called forth by no exi

gency, and calculated to administer to no end or purpose. This

* Vol. I. Chap. xxxi.
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circumstance, so far as it may be observed, will authorize a

presumption that they are not the fabrications of imposture ;

which has always some end , commonly a discoverable end, to

promote by its illusions. At any rate, our ignorance of the

purpose or end can be no disproof of the fact : and the purposes

of Providence in the events most obvious to our notice , observa

bly often elude our scrutiny.

Still the acknowledged millions of the dead that are seen no

more induce a reluctance to believe in the reappearanceof any,

however attested . Common incidents, though often not less

inexplicable than those which are unusual, become familiar to

our observation, and soon cease to excite our wonder. But

rare and preternatural occurrences astonish and shock belief by

their novelty ; and apparitions are by many accounted things

so improbable in themselves, as not to be rendered credible by

any external testimony. The same charge of insuperable in

credibility has been urged against miracles ; and in both cases

proceeds upon a supposition , evidently erroneous, that the im

probable nature of any alleged event is a stronger evidence

of its falsity, than the best approved testimony can be of its

truth .

It is confessed that extraordinary events, when rumonoured,

are, till proved, less probable than those that are common ;

because their occurrence having been less frequent, their ex

istence has been verified in fewer instances by experience.

And, upon the same principle, the more remote any reported

phenomenon appears to be from what we ordinarily observe

in nature, the greater, antecedently to its authentication by evi

dence, is its improbability .

But improbability arising from rarity of occurrence, or sin

gularity of nature, amounts to no disproof ; it is a presumptive

reason of doubt, too feeble to withstand the conviction in

duced by positive and credible testimony, such as that which

has been borne to shadowy reappearances of the dead . These,

as our author intimates, have been uniformly attested in every

age and country, by persons who had no communication or

knowledge of each other, and whose concurrence of testimony
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in this case can be accounted for only by a supposition of its

truth. It is evidently a far greater improbability, that wit

nesses so numerous, so dispersed, and unconnected, should

concur in forging so extraordinary a relation , than that

such a relation, extraordinary as it is, should be true . For

though the several objects we meet in the world be in general

forined according to observably stated laws; yet anomalies in

nature may occur, and their occurrence has been occasionally

asserted and believed on less accumulated attestation. We now

at length have ceased to question the supernatural stature of the

Patagonians ; why, then, are we so unwilling to admit the more

amply witnessed existence of apparitions ? because the degree

of prodigiousness implied in the supposition of a visible spirit

strikes the imagination as too stupendous for belief. This is

the effect of measuring the credibility of the attested achieve

ments of nature by our own narrow experience, not by the

power of Him, who is the author of nature, and to whom all

things, even the investing spirits with visibility, are possible.

We have constant assurance of other natural processes not less

difficult to account for than this , which we contemplate with

such indignant mistrust. Nor can it on reflection appear

more surprising or incomprehensible, that a spirit should as-,

sume a visible shape, than that it should animate and move a

material body. The wonders we see may soften our incredu

lity to patience of those which we have not seen ,but which

all tradition attests. Nothing possible in itself, and proved by

sufficient evidence, can be too prodigious for rational belief.

But even the evidence of our own senses is disputed by some

reasoners, who pronounce every believed view of these unsub

stantial forms to be a mere illusion of the fancy, engendered by

disease, indigestion , and other bodily affections. Bodily affec

tions, it is certain, have been known to bewilder the views of

the mind ; and instances enough may be produced of men nut

generally supposed insane,who have been deluded and pos

sessed with the most extravagant conceptions , by the vapours

of distempered health . But by what token do these philoso

phers discover, that the witnesses of the fact in question , whom
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they never saw, and of whose mental or bodily state they can

have no knowledge, were so enfeebled and distracted in their

powers of perception ? Can it be proved , that apparitions of

the dead , however astonishing, are impossible ? Or, if not, upon

what principle is it maintained invariably, that they who think

they see such phantoms, see them only in imagination ? Ac

cording to this tenour of reasoning , all truth , not obvious to

common experience, might be sacrificed to prejudice, andevery

rarefact, which we were unwilling to admit, might be exploded,

by the short method of supposing, that the witnesses of it ‘at

the time must have been bereft of their senses. Writers, who

thus get rid of evidence by presuming it the effect of fascina

tion, betray some share of the infirmity they impute, and judge

with a reason palpably overpowered and distorted by the influ

ence of opinion .

Others, perceiving that few , if any, apparitions have been

authenticated in the present day, are thence induced to infer

too hastily that none were ever seen. These visible departed

shades are extraordinary exhibitions in nature, reported to

have been observed in all nations occasionally, but at no stated

times. During some periods they may occur with more fre

quency, in others with less ; and the proof of their former oc

currence, once established, is not to be weakened, much less

done away, by the protracted delay or discontinuance of their

renewal.

Nor can it generally reflect discredit on averred appearances

of the dead, that they are observed to abound most in igno

rant and dark ages. At such junctures, a fabulous increase of

these, and other strange casualties, we may expect, will be

supplied by the reveries of superstition, or the interested impo

sitions of craft upon credulity. But because in times of igno

rance, prodigies of this sort will seem to multiply by the more

than usual obtrusion of such as are false ; is it reasonable to

conclude, that none we hear of, either in those times, or at any

other, are true ? Does the utmost abundance of counter

feits, in this or in any case, disprove the existence of genuine

originals ? On the contrary, without the supposition of some
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such originals, might it not be difficult to conjecture, how even

the counterfeits of occurrences so strange should become so

universal ? And does not their experienced universality hence

strongly tend to prove, that at least the earliest of them were

imitations of some real models ; shadows devised after sub

stances ; forgeries of faney or fraud, which derived their

origin, and received their form , from the suggestion and ex

ample of fact ?

Possibly it may yet be objected that the belief in the exis

tence of the soul in a separate state, which has always obtained

extensively, might lead to the belief, without the experimental

witness, of its appearance.

It were easy to show , that disembodied souls have been be

lieved, not only to ' exist, but to be constantly présent, where

they were not imagined to be visible ; and consequently that

the supposition mentioned, which can be proved true in no

case, is ascertained to be groundless in some cases, and upon

the balance of its evidence not probable in any. -

But it is needless to contend against a supposition so mani

festly visionary. All men, in all times, must have perceived,

that the soul, however it might continue to exist after its se

paration from the body, did not ordinarily appear on earth ;

and, till it had appeared , they could have no reason for sup

posing, in opposition to their past experience, that it ever

would. The departed spirit, for 'aught they could foresee,

might always survive invisibly ; and their belief, if they after

wards entertained any, could be induced only by their sensible

perception of its appearance .

Accordingly , tradition informs us, that sensible evidence has

not been wanting in this case. In every age and country the

posthumous appearance of the soul has been believed , not on

the authority of conjecture, but on the attestations of persons

who severally declared themselves eye -witnesses of it in dis

tinct instances. If it be said , that these attestations might all

be founded, as many of them confessedly were, in delusion or

imposture ; still it will be difficult, if not impossible, to ac

count for so general a consent in so strange a fiction. One
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true report that a spirit has been seen, may give occasion and

birth to many false reports of similar incidents. But universal

and unconcerted testimony to a supernatural casualty cannot al

waysbe untrue ; nor is it conceivable, that theywholived in dis

tant ages and nations, who never heard of one another, should

agree, either in a delusion or imposture soremote from common

conception, and so unlike any thing observable in the ordinary

course of events . An appearing spirit is a prodigy too sin

gular in its nature to become a subject of general invention .

That this prodigy has been every where counterfeited, proves

only that it has every where in reality occurred to view . The

fable bears witness to the fact of its existence ; and, to a mind

not influenced by popular prejudice, it will be scarce possible to

believe, that apparitions of the dead could have been vouched

in all countries, had they never been seen in any.

• The opinion we have been considering, whether true or

false, may at last be thought of too trivial moment to require

or justify a discussion in this place. But to show the credibility

of this opinion, chiefly by our author's own arguments, to

which nothing of equal weight can be added, seemed not only

due to him on the present occasion, but requisite in another

important view . Appearances of departed spirits are occasion

ally recorded in Scripture ;* and as all indiscriminate objec

tions against the reality of such appearances hence evidently

impeach the testimony of Scripture, the above notice of the

fallacy of some currently urged objections of this sort was not

unseasonable, and may not, it is hoped, be altogether useless.

It was the superstition of the dark ages to believe in many

false miracles and apparitions; whence it seems often the in

sinuated wisdom of our enlightened times, to accept none,

however authenticated in any age, for true ; as if the folly of

baseless unbelief were less than that of credulity ; and it were

not the province of instructed judgment to decide in no case

capriciously or blindly , resist prejudice, and be determined by

evidence.

GEORGE STRAHAN .

Islington, May 2 , 1789.

* See 1 Sam. xxviii . 14. and Matt, xvii . 3.
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1738.

On my Birth Day.

September, 1

O God, the Creator and Preserver of all mankind, Father

of all mercies, I, thine unworthy servant, do give Thee

most humble thanks, for all thy goodness and loving

kindness to me. I bless Thee for my creation , preserva

tion, and redemption , for the knowledge of thy Son Jesus

Christ, for the means of grace and the hope of glory. In

the days of childhood and youth , in the midst of weakness,

blindness, and danger, Thou hast protected me ; amidst af

flictions of mind, body, and estate , Thou hast supported

me ; and amidst vanity and wickedness, Thou hast spared

me. Grant, O merciful Father, that I may have a lively

sense of thy mercies. Create in me a contrite heart, that

I may worthily lament my sins and acknowledge · my

wickedness, and obtain remission and forgiveness, through

the satisfaction of Jesus Christ. And, O Lord, enable

me, by thy grace, to redeem the time which I have spent

in sloth , vanity, and wickedness ; to make use of thy gifts

to the honour ofthy name; to lead a new life in thy faith ,

fear, and love; and finally to obtain everlasting life.
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Grant this, Almighty Lord, for the merits and through

the mediation of our most holy and blessed Saviour Jesus

Christ ; to whom , with Thee and the Holy Ghost, Three

Persons and One God, be all honour and glory, world

without end. Amen.

Transcribed , June 26, 1768.

This is the first solemn prayer, of which I have a copy.

Whether I composed any before this, I question .

1744-5.

January 1 .

ALMIGHTY and everlasting God , in whose hands are

life and death , by whose will all things were created, and

by whose providence they are sustained, I return Thee

thanks that Thou hast given me life, and that Thou hast

continued it to this time ; that Thou hast hitherto forborn

to snatch me away in the midst of sin and folly, and hast

permitted me still to enjoy the means of grace, and vouch

safed to call me yet again to repentance. Grant, О mer

ciful Lord , that thy call may not be vain ; that my life

may not be continued to increase my guilt, and that thy

gracious forbearance may not harden my heart in wicked

ness. Let me remember, O my God, that as days and

years pass over me, I approach nearer to the grave, where

there is no repentance ; and grant, that by the assistance

of thy Holy Spirit, I may so pass through this life, that I

may obtain life everlasting, for the sake of our Lord Jesus

Christ. Amen .

1747-8 .

ALMIGHTY and most merciful Father, who hast not

yet suffered me to fall into the grave ; grant that I may

so remember my past life, as' to repent of the days and

years which I have spent in forgetfulness of thy mercy ,
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and neglect of my own salvation ; and so use the time

which Thou shalt yet allow me, as that I may become

every day more diligent in the duties which , in thy provi

dence, shall be assignedme; and that, when at last I shall

be called to judgment, I may be received as a good and

faithful servant into everlasting happiness, for the sake of

Jesus Christ our Lord . Amen .

1749-50.

January 1 , after 3 in the morning.

ALMIGHTY God, by whose will I was created, and by

whose providence I have been sustained, by whose mercy

I have been called to the knowledge of my Redeemer,

and by whose grace whatever I have thought or acted ac

ceptable to Thee has been inspired and directed ; grant, O

Lord, that in reviewing my past life, I may recollect thy

mercies to my preservation, in whatever state Thou pre

parest for me ; that in affliction I may remember how of

ten I have been succoured ; and in prosperity may know

and confess from whose hand the blessing is received .

Let me, O Lord, so remember my sins, that I may abolish

them by true repentance, and so improve the year to

which Thou hast graciously extended my life, and all the

years which Thou shalt yet allow me, that I may hourly

become purer in thy sight; so that I may live in thy fear,

and die in thy favour, and find mercy at the last day, for

the sake of Jesus Christ. Amen .

Prayer on the RAMBLER.

ALMIGHTY God, the giver of all good things, without

whose help all labour is ineffectual, and without whose

grace all wisdom is folly ; grant, I beseech Thee, that in

this my undertaking, thy Holy Spirit may not be with

held from me, but that I may promote thy glory, and the

salvation both of myself and others ; grant this, O Lord ,

for the sake of Jesus Christ. Amen .
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1752.

PRAYERS a composed by me on the Death of my Wife, and

reposited among her Memorials, May 8, 1752 .

Deus exaudi. -Heu !

April 24, 1752.

ALMIGHTY and most merciful Father, who lovest

those whom thou punishest, and turnest away thy anger

from the penitent, look down with pity upon my sorrows,

and grant that the affliction which it has pleased Thee to

bring upon me, may awaken my conscience, enforce my

resolutions of a better life, and impress upon me such

conviction of thy power and goodness, that I may place

in Thee my only felicity, and endeavour to please Thee in

all my thoughts, words, and actions. Grant, O Lord ,

that I may not languish in fruitless and unavailing sor

row, but that I may consider from whose hand all good

and evil is received, and may remember that I am punish

ed for my sins, and hope for comfort only by repentance.

Grant, O merciful God, that by the assistance of thy Holy

Spirit I may repent, and be comforted, obtain that peace

which the world cannot give, pass the residue of my life

in humble resignation and cheerful obedience ; and when

it shall please Thee to call me from this mortal state, re

sign myself into thy hands with faith and confidence,

and finally obtain mercy and everlasting happiness, for

the sake of Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.

1
April 25, 1752.

( ) LORD, our heavenly Father, almighty and most

merciful God, in whose hands are life and death , who

givest and takest away, castest down and raisest up, look

with mercy on the affliction of thy unworthy servant, turn

away thine anger from me, and speak peace to my trou

bled soul. Grant me the assistance and comfort of thy

1

a Viz. TẠe four following prayers.
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Holy Spirit, that I may remember with thankfulness the

blessings so long enjoyed by me in the society of my de

parted wife ; make me so to think on her precepts and

example, that I may imitate whatever was in her life ac

ceptable in thy sight, and avoid all by which she offended

Thee. Forgive me, O merciful Lord, all my sins, and en

able me to begin and perfect that reformation which I

promised her, and to persevere in that resolution , which

she implored Thee to continue, in the purposes which I

recorded in thy sight, when she lay dead before me, in

obedience to thy laws, and faith in thy word . And now ,

O Lord, release me from my sorrow , fill me with just

hopes, true faith, and holy consolations, and enable me

to do my duty in that state of life to which Thou hast

been pleased to call me, without disturbance from fruitless

grief, or tumultuous imaginations; that in all my

thoughts, words, and actions, I may glorify thy Holy

Name, and finally obtain , what I hope Thou hast granted

to thy departed servant, everlasting joy and felicity,

through our Lord Jesus Christ. Amen .

May 6 , 1752.

O LORD, our heavenly Father, without whom all pur

poses are frustrate, all efforts are vain, grant me the as

sistance of thy Holy Spirit, that I may not sorrow as one

without hope, but may now return to the duties of my

present state with humble confidence in thy protection ,

and so govern my thoughts and actions, that neither bu

siness may withdraw my mind from Thee, nor idleness

lay me open to vain imagination ; that neither praise may

fill me with pride, nor censure with discontent; but that

in the changes of this life, I may fix my heart upon the

reward which Thou hast promised to them that serve

Thee, and that whatever things are true, whatever things

are honest, whatever things are just, whatever are pure,

whatever are lovely, whatever are of good report, wherein

there is virtue, wherein there is praise, I may think

upon and do, and obtain mercy and everlasting hap
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piness. Grant this, O Lord, for the sake of Jesus Christ.

Amen .

Our Father, & c . — The grace, &c.

May 6. I used this service, written April 24, 25, May 6,

as preparatory to my return to life to -morrow .

Μακάριοι οι νεκροί οι εν Κυρίω αποθνήσκοντες απάρτι. Αpoc. xiv. 13.

April 26, 1752, being after 12 at night of the 25th.

CoO LORD, Governour of heaven and earth , in whose

hands are embodied and departed spirits, if Thou hast or

dained the souls of the dead to minister to the living , and

appointed my departed wife to have care of me, grant

that I may enjoy the good effects of her attention and

ministration, whether exercised by appearance, impulses,

dreams, or in any other manner agreeable to thy govern

ment ; forgive my presumption, enlighten my ignorance,

and , however meaner agents are employed, grant me the

blessed influences of thy Holy Spirit, through Jesus

Christ our Lord . Amen.

Before any new Study.

November.

ALMIGHTY God, in whose hands are all the powers of

man ; who givest understanding, and takest it away ; who,

as it seemeth good unto Thee, enlightenest the thoughts

of the simple, and darkenest the meditations of the wise,

be present with me in my studies and inquiries.

Grant, O Lord, that I may not lavish away the life

which thou hast given me on useless trifles, nor waste it in

vain searches after things whichThou hast hidden from me.

Enable me, by thy Holy Spirit, so to shun sloth and

negligence, that every day may discharge part of the

task which Thou hast allotted me ; and so further with

thy help that labour which , without thy help, must be in

effectual, that I may obtain , in all my undertakings,

such success as will most promote thy glory, and the

salvation of my own soul, for the sake of Jesus Christ.

Amen .

+
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After Time negligently and unprofitably spent.

November 19.

O LORD, in whose hands are life and death , by whose

power I am sustained, and by whose mercy I am spared,

look down upon me with pity. Forgive me, that I have

this day neglected the duty which Thou hast assigned to

it, and suffered the hours, of which I must give account, to

pass away without any endeavour to accomplish thy will, or

to promote my own salvation . Make me to remember, O

God, that every day is thy gift, and ought to be used ac

cording to thy command. Grant me, therefore, so to re

pent of my negligence, that I may obtain mercy from

Thee, and pass the time which thou shalt yet allow me in

diligent performance of thy commands, through Jesus

Christ. Amen.

1753.

On Easter Day.

April 22 .

O LORD, who givest the grace of repentance , and hear

est the prayers of the penitent, grant, that, by true con

trition , I may obtain forgiveness of all the sins committed ,

and of all duties neglected, in my union with the wife

whom Thou hast taken from me ; for the neglect of joint

devotion, patient exhortation , and mild instruction . And,

O Lord, who canst change evil to good , grant that the

loss of my wife may so mortify all inordinate affections

in me, that I may henceforth please Thee by holiness of

life.

And, O Lord , so far as it may be lawful for me, I com

mend to thy fatherly goodness the soul of my departed

wife ; beseeching Thee to grant her whatever is best in

her present state, and finally to receive her to eternal

happiness. All this I beg for Jesus Christ's sake, whose

death I am now about to commemorate . To whom , & c .

Amen.

This I repeated sometimes at church .

VOL. IX . Р
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1754 .

Fl. Lacr . ( Flentibus lacrymis .]

March 28, in the morning.

O God , who on this day wert pleased to take from me

my dear wife, sanctify to me my sorrows and reflections.

Grant, that I may renew and practise the resolutions

which I made when thy afflicting hand was upon me.

Let the remembrance of thy judgments, by which my

wife is taken away, awaken me to repentance ; and the

sense of thy mercy, by which I am spared, strengthen my

hope and confidence in Thee, that, by the assistance and

comfort of thy Holy Spirit, I may so pass through things

temporal, as finally to gain everlasting happiness, and to

pass, by a holy and happy death , into the joy which Thou

hast prepared for those that love Thee. Grant this, O

Lord, for the sake of Jesus Christ. Amen.

The melancholy of this day hung long upon me.

Of the resolutions made this day, I , in some measure,

kept that of breaking from indolence.

March 28, 1754, at night.

ALMIGHTY God, vouchsafe to sanctify unto me the re

flections and resolutions of this day ; let not my sorrow be

unprofitable : let not my resolutions be vain . Grant that

my grief may produce true repentance, so that I may live

to please Thee ; and when the time shall come that I

must die like her whom Thou hast taken from me, grant

me eternal happiness in thy presence, through Jesus

Christ our Lord. Amen.

1

1

1755.

On the Study of Philosophy, as an instrument of Living.

July

O LORD, who hast ordained labour to be the lot of

man , and seest the necessities of all thy creatures, bless

my studies and endeavours ; feed me with food convenient

for me ; and if it shall be thy good pleasure to intrust me
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with plenty, give me a compassionate heart, that I may

be ready to relieve the wants of others ; let neither po

verty nor riches estrange my heart from Thee, but assist

me with thy grace so to live as that I may die in thy fa

vour, for the sake of Jesus Christ. Amen .

This study was not pursued.

Transcribed June 26, 1768.

1756.

January 1 , afternoon .

ALMIGHTY and everlasting God, in whom we live and

move, and have our being ; glory be to Thee for my re

covery from sickness, and the continuance of my life.

Grant, O my God, that I may improve the year which I am

now beginning, and all the days which Thou shalt add to

my life , by serious repentance and diligent obedience ;

that, by the help of thy Holy Spirit, I may use the means

of grace to my own salvation, and, at last, enjoy thy

presence in eternal happiness, for Jesus Christ's sake.

Amen.

HILL BOOTHBY's Death.

January, 1756 .

O LORD God, almighty disposer of all things, in

whose hands are life and death , who givest comforts and

takest them away, I return Thee thanks for the good ex

ample of Hill Boothby, whom Thou hast now taken away ,

and implore thy grace, that I may improve the opportu

nity of instruction which Thou hast afforded me, by the

knowledge of her life, and by the sense of her death ; that

I may consider the uncertainty of my present state, and

apply myself earnestly to the duties which Thou hast set

before me, that living in thy fear, I may die in thy favour,

through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen .

I commend, &c . W. and H. B.

Transcribed June 26, 1768.

P 2
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When my Eye was restored to its Use.

February 15, 1756.

ALMIGHTY God, who hast restored light to my eye,

and enabled me to pursue again the studies which Thou

hast set before me ; teach me, by the diminution of my

sight, to remember that whatever I possess is thy gift, and

by its recovery, to hope for thy mercy : and, O Lord, take

not thy Holy Spirit from me ; but grant that I may use

thy bounties according to thy will, through Jesus Christ

our Lord . Amen.

Introductory Prayer.

March 25 , 1756.

O GOD, who desirest not the death of a sinner , look

down with mercy upon me, now daring to call upon Thee .

Let thy Holy Spirit so purify my affections, and exalt my

desires, that my prayer may be acceptable in thy sight,

through Jesus Christ. Amen.

March 28, about 2 in the morning.

ALMIGHTY God, our heavenly Father, whose judg

ments terminate in mercy , grant, I bescech Thee, that the

remembrance of my wife, whom Thou hast taken from

me, may not load my soul with unprofitable sorrow, but

may excite in me true repentance of my sins and negli

gences ; and, by the cooperation of thy grace, may pro

duce in me a new life , pleasing to Thee. Grant, that the

loss of my wife may teach me the true use of the blessings

which are yet left me ; and that, however bereft of worldly

comforts, I may find peace and refuge in thy service,

through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen .

1757 .

January 1 , at 2 in the morning.

ALMIGHTY God, who hast brought me to the begin

ning of another year, and by prolonging my life invitest

to repentance, forgive me that I have mispent the time
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past ; enable me, from this instant, to amend my life ac

cording to thy holy word ; grant me thy Holy Spirit, that

I may so pass through things temporal, as not finally to

lose the things eternal. O God, hear my prayer for the

sake of Jesus Christ. Amen.

Easter Eve.

ALMIGHTY God, heavenly Father, who desirest not the

death of a sinner, look down with mercy upon me, depraved

with vain imaginations, and entangled in long habits of

sin. Grant me that grace , without which I can neither

will nor do what is acceptable to Thee. Pardon my sins ;

remove the impediments that hinder my obedience; en

able me to shake off sloth , and to redeem the time mis

pent in idleness and sin, by a diligent application of the

days yet remaining to the duties which thy providence

shall allot me. O God, grant me thy Holy Spirit, that I

may repent and amend my life ; grant me contrition ,

grant me resolution, for the sake of Jesus Christ, to

whose covenant I now implore admission ; of the benefits

of whose death I implore participation. For his sake

have mercy on me, O God ; for his sake, O God , pardon

and receive me. Amen.

September 18, 1757.

ALMIGHTY and most merciful Father, by whose pro

vidence my life has been prolonged, and who hast granted

me now to begin another year of probation, vouchsafe

me such assistance of thy Holy Spirit, that the continu

ance of
my

life
may not add to the measure of my guilt ;

but that I may so repent of the days and years passed in

neglect of the duties which Thou hast set before me, in

vain thoughts, in sloth, and in folly, that I may apply my

heart to true wisdom, by diligence redeem the time lost,

and by repentance obtain pardon, for the sake of Jesus

Christ. Amen .
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1758.

Easter Day.

March 26.

ALMIGHTY and most merciful Father, who hast cre

ated me to love and to serve Thee, enable me so to par

take of the sacrament in which the death of Jesus Christ

is commemorated, that I may, henceforward, lead a new

life in thy faith and fear. Thou, who knowest my frail

ties and infirmities, strengthen and support me ; grant me

thy Holy Spirit, that, after all my lapses, I may now con

tinue steadfast in obedience, that, after long habits of

negligence and sin, I may, at last, work out my salvation

with diligence and constancy ; purify my thoughts from

pollutions, and fix my affections on things eternal. Much

of my time past has been lost in sloth ; let not what re

mains, O Lord , be given me in vain ; but let me, from

this time, lead a better life, and serve Thee with a quiet

mind, through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.

March 28, 1758 .

ALMIGHTY and eternal God, who givest life and takest

it away, grant that, while Thou shalt prolong my conti

nuance on earth , I may live with a due sense of thy mercy

and forbearance, and let the remembrance of her whom

thy hand has separated from me, teach me to consider the

shortness and uncertainty of life, and to use all diligence

to obtain eternal happiness in thy presence. O God , en

able me to avoid sloth , and to attend heedfully and con

stantly to thy word and worship. Whatever was good in

the example of my departed wife, teach me to follow ; and

whatever was amiss give me grace to shun , that my afflic

tion may be sanctified , and that remembering how much

every day brings me nearer to the grave , I may every day

purify my mind, and amend my life, by the assistance of

thy Holy Spirit, till, at last, I shall be accepted by Thee,

for Jesus Christ's sake. Amen.
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Sept. 18, hora prima matutina.

ALMIGHTY and most merciful Father, who yet sparest

and yet supportest me, who supportest me in my weakness,

and sparest me in my sins, and hast now granted to me to

begin another year, enable me to improve the time which

is yet before me, to thy glory, and my own salvation.

Impress upon my soul such repentance of the days mispent

in idleness and folly, that I may, henceforward, diligently

attend to the business of my station in this world , and to

all the duties which thou hast commanded. Let thy Holy

Spirit comfort and guide me, that in my passage through

the pains or pleasures of the present state , I may never be

tempted to forgetfulness of Thee. Let my life be useful,

and my death be happy ; let me live according to thy

laws, and die with just confidence in thy mercy, for the

sake of Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen .

This year I hope to learn diligence.

1759.

Jan. 23 .

The day on which my dear mother was buried.

Repeated on my fast, with the addition .

ALMIGHTY God , merciful Father, in whose hands are

life and death , sanctify unto me the sorrow which I now

feel. Forgive me whatever I have done unkindly to my

mother, and whatever I have omitted to do kindly. Make

me to remember her good precepts and good example, and

to reform my life according to thy holy word , that I may

lose no more opportunities of good. I am sorrowful, O

Lord ; let not my sorrow be without fruit. Let it be fol

lowed by holy resolutions, and lasting amendment, that

when I shall die like my mother, I may be received to

everlasting life.

I commend, O Lord, so far as it may be lawful, into

thy hands, the soul of my departed mother, beseeching

thee to grant her whatever is most beneficial to her in her

present state .
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O Lord , grant me thy Holy Spirit, and have mercy

upon me for Jesus Christ's sake. Amen .

And, O Lord, grant unto me that am now about to re

turn to the common comforts and business of the world,

such moderation in all enjoyments, such diligence in

honest labour, and such purity of mind, that, amidst the

changes, miseries, or pleasures of life, I may keep my

mind fixed upon thee, and improve every day in grace,

till I shall be received into thy kingdom of eternal happi

ness .

I returned thanks for my mother's good example, and

imploredpardon for neglecting it.

I returned thanks for the alleviation of my sorrow .

The dream of my brother I shall remember.

Jej.

March 24 , 1759,

rather 25, after 12 at night.

ALMIGHTY God, heavenly Father, who hast graciously

prolonged my life to this time, and by the change of out

ward things which I am now to make, callest me to a

change of inward affections, and to a reformation of my

thoughts, words, and practices ; vouchsafe, merciful Lord,

that this call may notbe vain . Forgive me whatever has

been amiss in the state which I am now leaving, idleness,

and neglect of thy word and worship. Grant me the

grace of thy Holy Spirit, that the course which I am now

beginning may proceed according to thy laws, and end in

the enjoyment of thy favour. Give me, O Lord, pardon

and peace , that I may serve thee with humble confidence,

and after this life, enjoy thy presence in eternal happiness.

And, O Lord , so far as it may be lawful for me, I com

mend to thy Fatherly goodness, my father, my brother,

my wife, my mother. I beseech Thee to look mercifully

upon them , and grant them whatever may most promote

their present and eternal joy.

O Lord , hear my prayers for Jesus Christ's sake, to

whom , with Thee, andthe Holy Ghost, three persons and
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one God, be all honour and glory, world without end.

Amen .

O Lord, let the change which I am now making in

outward things, produce in me such a change of manners,

as may fit me for the great change through which my

wife has passed.

1760.

Sept. 18 .

RESOLVED, D [eo] j [uvante,]

To combat notions of obligation .

To apply to study.

To reclaim imagination
s
.

To consult the resolves on Tetty's coffin .

To rise early.

To study religion.

To go to church.

To drink less strong liquors.

To keep a journal.

To oppose laziness, by doing what is to be done to

morrow .

Rise as early as
I

Send for books for Hist. of War.

Put books in order.

Scheme of life .

can .

O ALMIGHTY God, merciful Father, who hast con

tinued my life to another year, grant that I may spend the

time which Thou shalt yet give me, in such obedience to

thy word and will, that, finally, I may obtain everlasting

life. Grant that I may repent and forsake my sins before

the miseries of age fall upon me ; and that while my

strength yet remains, I may use it to thy glory and my

own salvation, by the assistance of thy Holy Spirit, for

Jesus Christ's sake. Amen .

1761 .

Easter Eve.

SINCE the communion of last Easter, I have led a life so
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dissipated and useless, and my terrours and perplexities

have so much increased, that I am under great depres

sion and discouragement; yet I purpose to present my

self before God to -morrow , with humble hope that he

will not break the bruised reed.

Come unto me all ye that travail.

I have resolved, I hope not presumptuously, till I am

afraid to resolve again . Yet, hoping in God , I stead

fastly purpose to lead a new life. O God, enable me,

for Jesus Christ's sake.

My purpose is,

To avoid idleness.

To regulate my sleep as to length and choice of hours.

To set down every day what shall be done the day follow

ing

To keep a journal .

To worship God more diligently.

To go to church every Sunday.

To study the Scriptures.

To read a certain portion every week .

Easter Eve.

ALMIGHTY and most merciful Father, look down upon

my misery with pity : strengthen me that I may overcome

all sinful habits ; grant that I may, with effectual faith,

commemorate the death of thy Son Jesus Christ, so that

all corrupt desires may be extinguished , and all vain

thoughts may be dispelled. Enlighten me with true know

ledge, animate me with reasonable hope, comfort me with

a just sense of thy love, and assist me to the performance

of all holy purposes, that after the sins, errours, and mise

ries of this world, I may obtain everlasting happiness for

Jesus Christ's sake. To whom, &c. Amen .

I hope to attend on God in his ordinances to -morrow .

Trust in God , O my soul. O God, let me trust in Thee.

.
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1762.

March 28.

God grant that I may, from this day,

Return to my studies.

Labour diligently.

Rise early

Live temperately.

Read the Bible.

Go to church .

O God, giver and preserver of all life, by whose power

I was created, and by whose providence I am sustained ,

look down upon me with tenderness and mercy ; gran

that I may not have been created to be finally destroyed ;

that I may not be preserved to add wickedness to wicked

ness ; but may so repent me of my sins , and so order my

life to come, that when I shall be called hence, like the

wife whom Thou hast taken from me, I may die in peace,

and in thy favour, and be received into thine everlasting

kingdom , through the merits and mediation of Jesus

Christ thine only Son our Lord and Saviour. Amen .

1764 .

ALMIGHTY and most merciful Father, who by thy Son

Jesus Christ hast redeemed us from sin and death , grant

that the commemoration of his passion may quicken my

repentance, increase my hope, and strengthen my faith ;

that I may lament and forsake my sins ; and, for the time

which Thou shalt yet grant me, may avoid idleness, and

neglect of thy word and worship. Grant me strength to

be diligent in the lawful employments which shall be set

before me ; grant me purity of thoughts, words, and

actions. Grant me to love and study thy word, and to

frequent thy worship with pure affections. Deliver and

preserve me from vain terrours, and grant that by the

grace of the Holy Spirit I may so live, that after this life

is ended, I may be received to everlasting happiness, for

the sake of Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen .
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Good Friday.

April 20, 1764 .

I HAVE made no reformation ; I have lived totally use

less, more sensual in thought, and more addicted to

wine and meat. Grant me, O God, to amend my life,

for the sake of Jesus Christ. Amen.

I hope

To put my rooms in order. *

I fasted all day.

April 21 , 1764, 3 in the morning .

My indolence, since my last reception of the Sacrament,

has sunk into grosser sluggishness, and my dissipation

spread into wilder negligence. My thoughts have been

clouded with sensuality ; and, except that from the

beginning of this year, I have in some measure forborn

excess of strong drink, my appetites have predominated

over my reason . A kind of strange oblivion has over

spread me, so that I know not what has become of the

last year ; and perceive that incidents and intelligence

pass over me without leaving any impression.

This is not the life to which heaven is promised. I pur

pose to approach the altar again to -morrow . Grant, O

Lord, that Imay receive the Sacrament with such reso

lutions of a better life as may by thy grace be effectual,

for the sake of Jesus Christ. Amen.

APRIL 21. I read the whole gospel of St. John. Then

sat up till the 22nd.

My purpose is from this time,

To reject or expel sensual images, and idle thoughts.

To provide some useful amusement for leisure time.

To avoid idleness.

To rise early.

To study a proper portion of every day.

To worship God diligently.

To read the Scriptures.

To let no week pass without reading some part.

1

* Disorder I have found one great cause of idleness.
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To write down
my observations,

I will renew my resolutions made at Tetty's death .

I perceive an insensibility and heaviness upon me. I am

less than commonly oppressed with the sense of sin ,

and less affected with the shame of idleness. Yet I

will not despair. I will pray to God for resolution , and

will endeavour to strengthen my faith in Christ by

commemorating his death .

I prayed for Tett.

Easter Day.

April 22, 1761.

HAVING, before I went to bed, composed the foregoing

meditation, and the following prayer; I tried to com

pose myself, but slept unquietly. I rose, took tea, and

prayed for resolution and for perseverance. Thought

on Tetty, dear poor Tetty, with my eyes full.

I went to church ; came in at the first of the Psalms, and

endeavoured to attend the service, which I went through

without perturbation . After sermon, I recommended

Tetty in a prayer by herself ; and my father, mother,

brother, and Bathurst, in another. I did it only once,

so far as it might be lawſul for me.

I then prayed for resolution and perseverance to amend

my life. I received soon ; the communicants were many.

At the altar, it occurred to me that I ought to form some

resolutions. I resolved, in the presence of God, but with

out a vow, to repel sinful thoughts, to study eight hours

daily, and, I think, to go to church every Sunday, and

read the Scriptures. I gave a shilling ; and seeing a

poor girl at the sacrament in a bedgown, gave her pri

vately a crown , though I saw Hart's hymns in her

hand. I prayed earnestly for amendment, and repeated

my prayer at home. Dined with Miss W. , went to

prayers at church ; went to ~~~ , spent the evening

not pleasantly. Avoided wine, and tempered a very

few glasses with sherbet. Came home and prayed.
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I saw at the Sacrament a man meanly dressed, whom I

have always seen there at Easter.

Easter Day.

Against loose Thoughts and Idleness.

April 22, 1764, at 3 morning.

ALMIGHTY and most merciful Father, who hast created

and preserved me, have pity on my weakness and corrup

tion . Deliver me from habitual wickedness and idleness;

enable me to purify my thoughts, to use the faculties

which thou hast given me with honest diligence, and to re

gulate my life by thy holy word.

Grant me, O Lord, good purposes and steady resolution ,

that I may repent my sins , and amend my life. Deliver

me from the distresses of vain terrour, and enable me, by

thy grace , to will and to do what may please thee ; that

when I shall be called away from this present state , I may

obtain everlasting happiness, through Jesus Christ our

Lord. Amen.
4

Sept. 18, 1764, about 6 evening.

This is my fifty -sixth birth -day, the day on which I have

concluded fifty - five years.

I have outlived many friends . I have felt many sorrows.

I have made few improvements. Since my resolution

formed last Easter, I have made no advancement in

knowledge or in goodness ; nor do I recollect that I

have endeavoured it. I am dejected, but not hope

less.

O God, for Jesus Christ's sake, have mercy upon me.

7 in the evening

I went to church , prayed to be loosed from the chain of my

sins.

I have now spent fifty -five years in resolving ; having

from the earliest time almost that I can remember,

been forming schemes of a better life. I have done no

thing ; the need of doing, therefore, is pressing, since

the time of doing is short. () God, grant me to re
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solve aright, and to keep my resolutions, for Jesus

Christ's sake. Amen.

Hæc limina vitæ . STAT.

I resolve.

To study the Scriptures ; I hope, in the originallanguages.

Six hundred and forty verses every Sunday, will nearly

comprise the Scriptures in a year.

To read good books ; to study theology.

To treasure in my
mind passages for recollection .

To rise early ; not later than six, if I can ; I hope sooner ,

but as soon as I can .

To keep a journal, both of employment and of expenses.

To keep accounts .

To take care of my health, by such means as I have de

signed.

To set down at night some plan for the morrow .

Last year I prayed on my birth-day , by accommodating

the morning Collect for grace, putting year for day.

This I did this day.

Sept. 18, 1764.

O God, heavenly Father, who desirest not the death of

a sinner, grant that I may turn from my wickedness and

live. Enable me to shake off all impediments of lawful

action , and so to order my life, that increase of days may

produce increase of grace, of tranquillity of thought, and

vigour in duty. Grant that my resolves may be effectual

to a holy life, and a happy death, for Jesus Christ's sake.

Amen .

To -morrow I purpose to regulate my room.

1765 ,

Easter Day.

April 7, about 3 in the morning .

I PURPOSE again to partake of the blessed Sacrament ;

yet when I consider how vainly I have hitherto resolved

at this annual commemoration of my Saviour's death ,

to regulate my life by his laws, I am almost afraid to
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renew my resolutions. Since the last Easter I have re

formed no evil babit, my time has been unprofitably

spent, and seems as a dream that has left nothing behind.

My memory grows confused, and I know nothow the

days pass over me.

Good Lord, deliver me.

I will call upon God to -morrow for repentance and amend

ment. O heavenly Father, let not my call be vain , but

grant me to desire what may please thee ; and fulfil

those desires for Jesus Christ's sake. Amen .

My resolutions, which God perfect, are,

1. To avoid loose thoughts.

2. To rise at eight every morning.

I hope to extend these purposes to other duties ; but it is

necessary to combat evil habits singly. I purpose to

rise at eight, because , though I shall not yet rise early,

it will be much earlier than I now rise, for I often lie

till two, and will gain me much time, and tend to a con

quest over idleness, and give time for other duties. I

hope to rise yet earlier.

ALMIGHTY and most merciful Father, who hatest no

thing that thou hast made, nor desirest the death of a

sinner, look down with mercy upon me, and grant that I

may turn from my wickedness and live. Forgive the days

and years which I have passed in folly , idleness, and sin .

Fill me with such sorrow for the time mispent, that I

may amend my life according to thy holy word ; strengthen

me against habitual idleness, and enable me to direct my

thoughts to the performance of every duty ; that while I

live I may serve thee in the state to which thou shalt call

me, and at last by a holy and happy death be delivered

from the struggles and sorrows of this life, and obtain

eternal happiness by thy mercy, for the sake of Jesus

Christ our Lord . Amen.

O God, have mercy on me.

At church I purpose ,
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Before I leave the pew , to pray the occasional prayer, and

read my resolutions.

To pray for Tetty and the rest.”

The like after communion.

At intervals to use the Collects of fourth after Trinity,

and first and fourth after Epiphany, and to meditate.

This was done, as I purposed, but with some distraction .

I came in at the Psalms, and could not well hear. I

renewed my resolutions at the altar. God perfect

them ! Then I came home. I prayed, and have hope ;

grant, O Lord, for the sake of Jesus Christ , that my

hope may not be vain .

I invited home with me the man whose pious behaviour I

had for several years observed on this day, and found

him a kind of Methodist, full of texts , but ill -instructed .

I talked to him with temper, and offered him twice wine,

which he refused. I suffered him to go without the

dinner which I had purposed to give him . I thought

this day that there was something irregular and parti

cular in his look and gesture ; but having intended to

invite him to acquaintance, and having a fit opportunity

by finding him near my own seat after I had missed

him, I did what I at first designed , and am sorry to

have been so much disappointed. Let me not be pre

judiced hereafter against the appearance of piety in

mean persons, who, with indeterminate notions, and

perverse or inelegant conversation, perhaps, are doing

all they can .

At night I used the occasional prayer, with proper

Collects.

Before the Study of Law .

September 26 , 1765 .

ALMIGHTY God, the giver of wisdom, without whose

help resolutions are vain, without whose blessing study is

ineffectual, enable me, if it be thy will, to attain such

knowledge as may qualify me to direct the doubtful, and

instruct the ignorant, to prevent wrongs , and terminate

VOL. IX . Q
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contentions; and grant that I may use that knowledge

which I shall attain , to thy glory and my own salvation ,

for Jesus Christ's sake. Amen .

Engaging in Politicks with H - n .

November, 1765.

ALMIGHTY God, who art the giver of all wisdom , en

lighten my understanding with knowledge of right, and

govern my will by thy laws, that no deceit may mislead

me, nor temptation corrupt me ; that I may always en

deavour to do good, and to hinder evil. Amidst all the

hopes and fears of this world , take not thy Holy Spirit

from me ; but grant that my thoughts may be fixed on

Thee, and that I may finally attain everlasting happiness,

for Jesus Christ's sake. Amen.

1766.

January 1, after 2 in the morning.

ALMIGHTY and most merciful Father, I again appear

in thy presence the wretched mispender of another year,

which thy mercy has allowed me. () Lord, let me not

sink into total depravity, look down upon me, and rescue

me at last from the captivity of sin . Impart to me good

resolutions, and give me strength and perseverance to per

form them . Take not from me thy Holy Spirit, but grant

that I may redeem the time lost, and that by temperance

and diligence, by sincere repentance and faithful obe

dience, I may finally obtain everlasting happiness, for the

sake of Jesus Christ our Lord . Amen.

Study.

Entering Novum Museum .

March 7.

ALMIGHTY and most merciful Father, who hast gra

ciously supplied me with new conveniencies for study,

grant that I may use thy gifts to thy glory. Forgive me
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the time mispent, relieve my perplexities, strengthen my

resolution , and enable me to do my duty with vigour and

constancy ; and when the fears and hopes, the pains and

pleasures of this life shall have an end, receive me to ever

lasting happiness, for the sake of Jesus Christ our Lord.

Amen.

Transcribed, June 26, -68.

September 18, 1766, at Streatham .

I have this day completed my fifty -seventh year. O Lord,

for Jesus Christ's sake have mercy upon me.

ALMIGHTY and most merciful Father, who hast granted

me to prolong my life to another year, look down upon

me with pity. Let not my manifold sins andnegligences

avert from me thy fatherly regard. Enlighten my mind

that I may know my duty ; that I may perform it,

strengthen my resolution . Let not another year be lost

in vain deliberations ; let me remember, that of the short

life of man , a great part is already past in sinfulness and

sloth. Deliver me, gracious Lord, from the bondage of

evil customs, and take not from me thy Holy Spirit; but

enable me so to spend my remaining days, that, by per

forming thy will, I may promote thy glory : and grant

that after the troubles and disappointments of this mortal

state, I may obtain everlasting happiness, for the sake of

Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen .

Added ,

The fourteenth S. after Tr.

The morning Collect.

The beginning of this (day) year.

· Purposes.

To keep a journal. To begin this day.

To spend four hours every day in study, and as much

I

To read a portion of the Scriptures in Greek, every

Sunday.

To rise at eight.

more as can .

Q 2
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Oct. 3, -66 . Of all this I have done nothing.

I returned from Streatham , Oct. 1 -66 , having lived

there more than three months.

1767.

January 1 , Ima mane scripsi.

ALMIGHTY and most merciful Father, in whose hand

are life and death, as Thou hast suffered me to see the be

ginning of another year, grant, I beseech Thee, that another

year may not be lost in idleness, or squandered in unpro

fitable employment. Let not sin prevail on the remaining

part of life, and take not from me thy Holy Spirit; but

as every day brings me nearer to my end, let every day

contribute to make my end holy and happy. Enable

me, O Lord , to use all enjoyments with due temperance,

preserve me from unseasonable and immoderaté sleep, and

enable me to run with diligence the race that is set before

me, that, after the troubles of this life, I may obtain

everlasting happiness, through Jesus Christ our Lord.

Amen.

August 2 , 1767.

I HAVE been disturbed and unsettled for a long time, and

have been without resolution to apply to study or to bu

siness, being hindered by sudden snatches .

I have for some days forborn wine and suppers. Absti

nencies not easily practised in another's house ; but I

think it fit to try.

I was extremely perturbed in the night, but have had

this day more ease than I expected. D. gr. Perhaps

this may be such a sudden relief as I once once had by

a good night's rest in Fetter lane.

The shortness of the time which the common order of

nature allows me to expect, is very frequently upon my

mind. God grant that it may profit me.

August 17, 1767.

FROM that time , by abstinence, I have had more

ease. I have read five books of Homer, and hope to
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a
end the sixth to -night. I have given Mrs.

guinea .

By abstinence from wine and suppers, I obtained sud

den and great relief, and had freedom of mind restored

to me, which I have wanted for all this year, without

being able to find any means of obtaining it.

I am now about to receive, with my old friend Kitty

Chambers, the sacrament, preparatory to her death .

Grant, O God, that it may fit me. I purpose temper

ance for my resolution . O God, enable me to keep my

purpose to thy glory.

5. 32. P. M.

I have communicated with Kitty, and kissed her. I was

for some time distracted, but at last more composed. I

commended my friends and Kitty. Lucy and I

were much affected . Kitty is, I think going to

heaven .

August 17, 1767.

O God , grant that I may practise such temperance in

meat, drink, and sleep, and all bodily enjoyments, as may

fit me for the duties to which Thou shalt call me, and by

thy blessing procure me freedom of thought and quietness

of mind, that I may so șerve Thee in this short and frail

life, that I may be received by Thee at my death to ever

lasting happiness. Take not, O Lord, thy Holy Spirit

from me ; deliver me not up to vain fears ; but have

mercy on me, for the sake of Jesus Christ our Lord .

Amen .

O God, who desirest not the death , &c.

O Lord , grant us increase -

O God, pardon and peace -

O God, who knowest our necessities

Our Father

Sunday, Oct. 18, 1767.

YESTERDAY, Oct. 17 , at about ten in the morning, I

took leave for ever of my dear old friend Catherine

Chambers, who came to live with my mother about

.
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1724, and has been but little parted from us since . She

buried my father, my brother, and my mother . She is

now fifty -eight years old .

I desired all to withdraw , then told her that we were to part

for ever ; that as Christians, we should part with prayer;

and that I would , if she was willing, say a short prayer

beside her. She expressed great desire to hear me ;

and held up her poor hands, as she lay in bed, with

great fervour, while I prayed kneeling by her, nearly in

the following words :

ALMIGHTY and most merciful Father, whose loving

kindness is over all thy works, behold , visit, and relieve

this thy servant, who is grieved with sickness . Grant

that the sense of her weakness may add strength to her

faith, and seriousness to her repentance. And grant that

by the help of thy Holy Spirit, after the pains and labours

of this short life, we may all obtain everlasting happiness,

throughJesus Christ our Lord : for whose sake hear our

prayers. Amen . Our Father, & c.

I then kissed her. She told me that to part was the

greatest pain that she had ever felt, and that she hoped

we should meet again in a better place. I expressed,

with swelled eyes, and great emotion of tenderness, the

same hopes. We kissed, and parted. I humbly hope

to meet again , and to part no more .

1768 .

Bed -time.

Lent 2.

ALMIGHTY God, who seest that I have no power of

myself to help myself; keep me both outwardly in my

body, and inwardly in my soul, that I may be defended

from all adversities that may happen to the body, and

from all evil thoughts which may assault and hurt the

soul, through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen .

This prayer may be said before or after the entrance

into bed, as a preparative for sleep.
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When I transcribed this prayer, it was my purpose to

have made this book * a collection .

Study of Tongues.

ALMIGHTY God , giver of all knowledge, enable me so

to pursue the study of tongues, that I may promote thy

glory and my own salvation .

Bless my endeavours as shall seem best unto Thee ;

and if it shall please Thee to grant me the attainment of

my purpose , preserve me from sinful pride; take not thy

Holy Spirit from me, but give me a pure heart and hum

ble mind, through Jesus Christ. Amen.

Of this prayer there is no date, nor can I tell when it

was written ; but I think it was in Gough square,

after the Dictionary was ended . I did not study what

I then intended .

Transcribed June 26, 1768 .

1

Townmalling, in Kent,

September 18 , 1768, at night.

I HAVE now begun the sixtieth year of my life. How

the last year has past, I am unwilling to terrify myself

with thinking. This day has been past in great per

turbation ; I was distracted at church in an uncommon

degree, and my distress has had very little intermission .

I have found myself somewhat relieved by · reading,

which I, therefore, intend to practise when I am able.

This day it came into my mind to write the history of my

melancholy. On this I purpose to deliberate ; I know

- not whether it may not too much disturb me.

I this day read a great part of Pascal's life.

O Lord, who hast safely brought me, & c .

ALMIGHTY and most merciful Father, Creator and Pre

server of mankind, look down with pity upon my troubles

* A parchment-book containing such of these prayers as are marked

transcribed .
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and maladies. Heal my body, strengthen my mind, com

pose my distraction , calm my inquietude, and relieve my

terrours ; that, if it please Thee, I may run the race that is

set before me with peace, patience, constancy, and con

fidence. Grant this, ( ) Lord , and take not from me thy

Holy Spirit, but pardon and bless me, for the sake of Je

sus Christ our Lord .

1769.

January 1 .

I am now about to begin another year : how the last has

past, it would be in my state of weakness, perhaps not

prudent too solicitously to recollect. God will, I hope,

turn my sufferings to my benefit, forgive me whatever

I have done amiss, and having vouchsafed me great re

lief, will, by degrees, heal and restore both my mind

and body ; and permit me, when the last year of my

life shall come, to leave the world in holiness and tran

quillity.

I am not yet in a state to form many resolutions ; I
pur

pose, and hope to rise early in the morning, at eight,

and by degrees at six ; eight being the latest hour to

which bed-time can be properly extended ; and six the

earliest that the present system of life requires.

ALMIGHTY and most merciful Father, who hast con

tinued my life from year to year, grant that by longer life

I may become less desirous of sinful pleasures, and more

careful of eternal happiness. As age comes upon me, let

my mind be more withdrawn from vanity and folly, more

enlightened with the knowledge of thy will, and more in

vigorated with resolution to obey it. O Lord , calm my

thoughts, direct my desires, and fortify my purposes. If it

shall please Thee, give quiet to my latter days, and so

support me with thy grace, that I may die in thy favour,

for the sake of Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.

Safely brought us to the beginning of this year, &c ..
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September 18, 1769.

This day completes the sixtieth year of my age. What

I have done, and what I have left undone, the un

settled state of my mind makes all endeavours to think

improper. I hope to survey my life with more tran

quillity, in some part of the time which God shall grant

me.

The last year has been wholly spent in a slow progress of -

recovery. My days are easier, but the perturbation of

my nights is very distressful. I think to try a lower

diet. I have grown fat too fast. My lungs seem en

cumbered, and my breath fails me, if my strength is in

any unusual degree exerted , or my motion accelerated.

I seem to myself to bear exercise with more difficulty

than in the last winter. But though I feel all those

decays of body, I have made no preparation for the

grave.
What shall I do to be saved ?

ALMIGHTY and most merciful Father, I now appear

in thy presence, laden with the sins , and accountable for

the mercies of another year. Glory be to Thee, O God,

for the mitigation of my troubles, and for the hope of

health both of mind and body which Thou hast vouch

safed me. Most merciful Lord , if it seem good unto Thee,

compose my mind , and relieve my diseases ; enable me to

perform the duties of my station , and so to serve Thee, as

that, when my hour of departure from this painful life

shall be delayed no longer, I may be received to ever

lasting happiness, for the sake of Jesus Christ our Lord.

Amen .

O LORD, without whose help all the purposes of man

are vain , enable me to use such temperance as may heal

my body, and strengthen my mind, and enable me to

serve Thee. Grant this, O Lord, for the sake of Jesus

Christ our Saviour. Amen.

Who hast safely brought me, & c .
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September 19, 1769 .

YESTERDAY, having risen from a disturbed and weari

some night, I wasnot much at rest the whole day. I

prayed with the collect, to the beginning, in the night

and in the morning. At night I composed myprayer,

and wrote my reflection. Reviewing them , I found

them both weakly conceived and imperfectly expressed,

and corrected the prayer this morning. I am glad that

I have not omitted my annual practice. I hope that

by rigid temperance, and moderate exercise, I may yet

recover. I used the prayer again at night, and am

110w to begin, by the permission of God, my sixty -first

year.

November 5, 1769.

ALMIGHTY God, merciful Father, whose providence is

over all thy works, look down with pity upon the diseases

of my body, and the perturbations of my mind. Give thy

blessing, O Lord, to the means which I shall use for my

relief, and restore ease to my body, and quiet to my

thoughts. Let not my remaining life be made useless by

infirmities ; neither let health, if Thou shalt grant it, be

employed by me in disobedience to thy laws; but give me

such a sense of my pains as may humble me before Thee ;

and such remembrance of thy mercy as may produce ho

nest industry, and holy confidence. And, O Lord, whe

ther Thou ordainest my days to be past in ease or anguish ,

take not from me thy Holy Spirit ; but grant that I may

attain everlasting life, for the sake of Jesus Christ our

Lord. Amen.

This I found January 11 , 1772 ; and believe it written

when I began to live on milk. I grew worse with

forbearance of solid food .

1770.

January 1 , prima mane.

ALMIGHTY God, by whose mercy I am permitted to

behold the beginning of another year, succour with thy
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help, and bless with thy favour, the creature whom Thou

vouchsafest to preserve. Mitigate, if it shall seem best

unto Thee, the diseases of my body, and compose the dis

orders of my mind. Dispel my terrours ; and grant, that

the time which Thou shalt yet allow me, may not pass

unprofitably away. Let not pleasure seduce me, idleness

lull me, or misery depress me. Let me perform to thy

glory, and the good of my fellow creatures, the work

which thou shalt yet appoint me ; and grant, that as I

draw nearer to my dissolution , I may, by the help of thy

Holy Spirit, feel my knowledge of Thee increased, my

hope exalted, and my faith strengthened ; that, when the

hour which is coming shall come, I may pass by a holy

death to everlasting happiness, for the sake of Jesus Christ

our Lord . Amen .

Wednesday, March 28, 1770.

This is the day on which, in 1752, I was deprived of

poor dear Tetty. Having left off the practice of think

ing on her with some particular combinations, I have

recalled her to my mind of late less frequently ; but

when I recollect the time in which we lived together,

my grief for her departure is not abated ; and I have

less pleasure in any good that befalls me, because she

does not partake it. On many occasions, I think what

she would have said or done. When I saw the sea

at Brighthelmstone, I wished for her to have seen it

with me. But with respect to her, no rational wish is

now left, but that we may meet at last where the

mercy of God shall make us happy, and perhaps make

us instrumental to the happiness of each other. It is

now eighteen years.

April 14 , 1770 .

THIS week is Passion Week.

I have for some weeks past been much afflicted with the

lumbago, or rheumatism in the loins, which often passes

to the muscles of the belly, where it causes equal, if

not greater pain . In the day the sunshine mitigates it ;
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and in cold or cloudyweather, such as has for some time

past remarkably prevailed, the heat of a strong fire sus

pends it . In the night it is so troublesome, as not very

easily to be borne. I lie wrapped in flannel, with a

very great fire near my bed ; but whether it be that a

recumbent posture increases the pain , or that expansion

by moderate warmth excites what a great heat dissi

pates, I can seldom remain in bed two hours at a time

without the necessity of rising to heat the parts affected

at the fire .

One night, between the pain and the spasms in my

stomach, I was insupportably distressed . On the next

night, I think, I laid a blister to my back, and took

opium ; my night was tolerable, and, from that time,

the spasms in my stomach , which disturbed me for

many years, and for two past harassed me almost to

distraction, have nearly ceased ; I suppose the breast is

relaxed by the opium .

Having passed Thursday in Passion Week at Mr Thrale's ,

I came home on Friday morning, that I might pass the

day unobserved ; I had nothing but water, once in the

morning, and once at bed-time . I refused tea, after

some deliberation , in the afternoon . They did not press

it. I came home late, and was unwilling to carry my

rheumatism to the cold church in the morning, unless

that were rather an excuse made to myself. In the

afternoon I went to church , but came late, I think at

the Creed. I read Clarke's Sermon on the death of

Christ, and the Second Epistle to Timothy in Greek ,

but rather hastily. I then went to Thrale's, and had a

very tedious and painful night. But the spasms in my

throat are gone; and, if either the pain, or the opiate

which the pain enforced, has stopped them , the relief is

very cheaply purchased . The pain harasses me much ;

yet many have the disease, perhaps, in a much higher

degree, with want of food, fire, and covering, which I

find thus grievous, with all the succours that riches and

kindness can buy and give .

1
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On Saturday I was not hungry, and did not eat much

breakfast. There was a dinner and company, at which

I was persuaded or tempted to stay. At night I came

home, sat up, and composed the Prayer ; and having

ordered the maid to make the fire in my chamber, at

eight went to rest, and had a tolerable night .

Easter Day.

April 15, 1770 , in the morning.

ALMIGHTY and everlasting God, who hast preserved

me, by thy fatherly care , through all the years of my past

life , and now permittest me again to commemorate the

sufferings and merits of our Lord and Saviour Jesus

Christ ; grant me so to partake of this Holy Rite, that the

disquiet of my
mind

may be appeased , that my faith may

be increased, my hope strengthened, and my life regulated

by thy will. Make me truly thankful for that portion of

health which thy mercy has restored, and enable me to

use the remains of life to thy glory and my own salvation .

Take not from me, O Lord, thy Holy Spirit ; extinguish

in my mind all sinful and inordinate desires ; let me

resolve to do that which is right; and let me, by thy help,

keep my resolutions. Let me, if it be best for me, at last

know peace and comfort; but whatever state of life Thou

shalt appoint me, let me end it by a happy death , and

enjoy eternal happiness in thy presence, for the sake of

Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.

Easter Day.

1 in the afternoon.

I am just returned from the communion, having been very

little interrupted in my duty by bodily pain.

I was very early at church, and used this Prayer, I think,

before service, with proper Collects. I was composed

during the service. I went to the table to hear the pre

fatory part of the office, then returned to my pew, and

tried to settle some resolutions.
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I resolved to form , this day, some plan for reading the

Scriptures.

To rise by eight, or earlier.

To form a plan for the regulation of my daily life.

To excite in myself such a fervent desire of pleasing God,

as should suppress all other passions .

I prayed through all the collects of meditation , with some

extemporary prayers ; recommended my friends, living

and dead. When I returned to the table, I staid till

most had communicated , and in the mean time tried to

settle my mind ; prayed against bad and troublesome

thoughts ; resolved to oppose sudden incursionsof them ;

and, I think, had thrown into my mind at the

general confession . When I went first to the table, the

particular series of my thoughts I cannot recollect.

When I came home, I returned thanks, by accommodating

the General Thanksgiving ; and used this Prayer again ,

with the Collects, after receiving. I hope God has

heard me.

Shall I ever receive the Sacrament with tranquillity ?

Surely the time will come.

Some vain thoughts stole upon me while I stood near the

table : I hope I ejected them effectually, so as not to be

hurt by them .

I went to prayers at seven , having fasted ; read the two

Morning Lessons in Greek . At night I read Clarke's

Sermon of the Humiliation of our Saviour.

1 Sunday after Easter.

I HAVE been recovering from my rheumatism slowly, yet

sensibly ; but the last week has produced little good.

Uneasy nights have tempted me to lie long in the

morning. But when I wake in the night, the release

which still continues from the spasms in my throat,

gives me great comfort.

The plan which I formed for reading the Scriptures, was

to read 600 verses in the Old Testament, and 200 in the

New, every week .
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The Old Testament in any language, the New in Greek .

This day I began to read the Septuagint, but read only

230 verses, the nine first chapters of Genesis.

On this evening I repeated the Prayer for Easter Day,

changing the future tense for the past.

June 1, 1770 .

EVERY man naturally persuades himself that he can keep

his resolutions, nor is he convinced of his imbecility but

by length of time, and frequency of experiment. This

opinion of our own constancy is so prevalent, that we

always despise him who suffers his general and settled

purpose to be overpowered by an occasional desire.

They, therefore, whom frequent failures have made

desperate, cease to form resolutions ; and they who

are becoming cunning, do not tell them . Those who

do not make them are very few , but of their effect

little is perceived ; for scarcely any man persists in a

course of life planned by choice, but as he is restrained

from deviation by some external power. He who may

live as he will, seldom lives long in the observation of

his own rules. I never yet saw a regular family, unless

it were that of Mrs. Harriot's, nor a regular man , ex

whose exactness I know only by his

own report, and Psalmanazar, whose life was, I think,

uniform .

-
cept Mr.

1771 . 1

Easter Day.

March 31 .

ALMIGHTY and most merciful Father, I am now about

to commemorate once more, in thy presence, the redemp

tion of the world by our Lord and Saviour, thy Son Jesus

Christ. Grant, О most merciful God , that the benefit of

his sufferings may be extended to me. Grant me faith ,

grant me repentance. Illuminate me with thy Holy

Spirit, enable me to form good purposes, and to bring
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these purposes to good effect. Let me só dispose my

time, that I may discharge the duties to which Thou shalt

vouchsafe to call me ; and let that degree of health, to

which thy mercy has restored me, be employed to thy

glory. O God, invigorate my understanding, compose

my perturbations, recall my wanderings, and calm my

thoughts ; that having lived while Thou shalt grant me

life, to do good and to praise Thee, I may, when thy call

shall summon me to another state, receive mercy from

Thee, for Jesus Christ's sake. Amen.

Sept. 18, 1771 , 9 at night.

I AM now come to my sixty -third year. For the last year

I have been slowly recovering both from the violence of

my last illness, and, I think, from the general disease

of my life. My breath is less obstructed , and I am

more capable of motion and exercise. My mind is less

encumbered, and I am less interrupted in mental em

ployment. Some advances, I hope, have been made

towards regularity. I have missed church since Easter

only two Sundays, both which, I hope, I have endea

voured to supply by attendance on divine worship in

the following week . Since Easter, my evening devo

tions have been lengthened. But indolence and indif

ference has been neither conquered or opposed. No

plan of study has been pursued or formed , except that

I have commonly read every week, if not on Sunday, a

stated portion of the New Testament in Greek . But

what is most to be considered, I have neither attempted

nor formed any scheme of life by which I may do good ,

and please God.

One great hindrance is want of rest ; my nocturnal com

plaints grow less troublesome towards morning ; and

I am tempted to repair the deficiencies of the night.

I think, however, to try to rise every day by eight , and

to combat indolence as I shall obtain strength . Per

haps Providence has yet some use for the remnant of

my life.
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ALMIGHTY and everlasting God , whose mercy is over

all thy works, and who hast no pleasure in the death of a

sinner, look with pity upon me, succour and preserve me ;

enable me to conquer evil habits, and surmount tempta

tions. Give me grace so to use the degree of health which

Thou hast restored to my mind and body, that I may per

form the task Thou shalt yet appoint me. Look down , O

gracious Lord, upon my remaining part of life ; grant, if

it please Thee, that the days, few or many, which Thou

shalt yet allow me, may pass in reasonable confidence,

and holy tranquillity. Withhold not thy Holy Spirit from

me, but strengthen all good purposes, till they shall pro

duce a life pleasing to Thee. And when Thou shalt call

me to another state , forgive me my sins, and receive me to

happiness, for the sake of Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen .

Safely brought us, & c.

Sept. 23, 1771.

On the 18th , in the morning, before I went to bed, I

used the general prayer [ “ beginning of this year” ] and

when I rose . I came home from Mr. Thrale's that I

might be more master of my hours. I went to church

in the morning, but came in to the Litany. I have

gone voluntarily to church on the week days. but few

times in my life . I think to mend.

At night I composed and used the prayer, which I have

used since in my devotions one morning. Having been

somewhat disturbed, I have not yet settled in any plan,

except that yesterday I began to learn some verses in

the Greek Testament for a Sunday's recital. I hope, by

trust in God, to amend my life.

1772.

Jan. 1 , 2 in the morning.

ALMIGHTY God, who hast permitted me to see the

beginning of another year, enable me so to receive thy

mercy , as that it may raise in me stronger desires of

VOL. IX. R
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pleasing Thee by purity of mind and holiness of life .

Strengthen me, O Lord, in good purposes, and reasonable

meditations. Look with pity upon all my disorders of

mind, and infirmities of body.' Grant that the residue of

my life may enjoy such degrees of health as may permit

me to be useful, and that I may live to thy glory ; and, O

merciful Lord, when it shall please Thee to call me from

the present state, enable me to die in confidence of thy

mercy, and receive me to everlasting happiness, for the

sake of Jesus Christ our Lord . Amen.

To rise in the morning.

Easter. Eve.

April 18, 1772 .

I am now again preparing, by divine mercy, to comme

morate the death of my gracious Redeemer, and to form ,

as God shall enable me, resolutions and purposes of a

better life.

When I review the last year, I am able to recollect so

little done, that shame and sorrow , though perhaps too

; weakly, come upon me ; yet I have been generally free

from local pain, and my strength has seemed gradually

to increase. But my sleep has generally been unquiet,

and I have not been able to rise early. My mind is

unsettled, and my memory confused. I have of late

turned my thoughts, with a very useless earnestness,

upon past incidents. I have yet got no command over

my thoughts ; an unpleasing incident is almost certain

to hinder my rest ; this is the remainder of my last

illness. By sleepless or unquiet nights, and short days,

made short by late rising, the time passes away un

counted and unheeded . Life so spent is useless.

I hope to cast my time into some stated method .

To let no hour pass unemployed .

To rise by degrees more early in the morning.

To keep a journal.

I have, I think, been less guilty of neglecting publick wor

ship than formerly. I have commonly on Sunday gone
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once to church , and if I have missed , have reproached

myself.

I have exerted rather more activity of body. These dis

positions I desire to improve.

I resolved, last Easter, to read within the year, the whole

Bible, a very great part of which I had never looked

upon . I read the Greek Testament without construing ,

and this day concluded the Apocalypse. I think that

no part was missed.

My purpose of reading the rest of the Bible was forgotten ,

till I took by chance the resolutions of last Easter in my

hand.

I began it the first day of Lent ; and, for a - time, read

with some regularity. I was then disturbed or seduced ,

but finished the Old Testament last Thursday.

I hope to read the whole Bible once a year, as longas I

live.

Yesterday I fasted, as I have always or commonly done

since the death of Tetty. The fast was more painful

than it has formerly been, which I imputed to some

medicinal 'evacuations in the beginning of the week,

and to a meal of cakes on the foregoing day. I cannot

now fast as formerly.

I devoted this week to the perusal of the Bible, and have

done little secular business. I am this night easier than

is customary on this anniversary, but am not sensibly

enlightened.

Easter Day.

After 12 at night.

The day is now begun, on which I hope to begin a new

course ώσπερ αφ' υσπλήγγων.

My hopes are from this time,

To rise early.

To waste less time.

To appropriate something to charity.

R 2
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Easter.

ALMIGHTY God, merciful Father, who hatest nothing

that Thou hast made, look down with pity upon my sinful

ness and weakness. Strengthen, O Lord, my mind ;

deliver me from needless terrours ; enable me to correct

all inordinate desires, to eject all evil thoughts, to reform

all sinful habits, and so to amend my life, that when at

the end of my days Thou shalt call me hence , I may de

part in peace, and be received into everlasting happiness,

for the sake of Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen .

9 in the morning .

GLORY be to Thee, O Lord God, for the deliverance

which Thou hast granted me from diseases of mind and

body. Grant, () gracious God, that I may employ the

powers which Thou vouchsafest me to thy glory, and the

salvation of my soul, for the sake of Jesus Christ. Amen.

April 26, 1772.

I was some way hindered from continuing this contem

plation in the usual manner, and therefore try , at the

distance of a week , to review the last Sunday. I went

to church early, having first, I think, used my prayer.

When I was there, I had very little perturbation of

mind. During the usual time of meditation, I con

sidered the Christian duties under the three principles

of soberness, righteousness, and godliness; and pur

posed to forward godliness by the annual perusal of the

Bible ; righteousness by settling something for charity ,

and soberness by early hours. I commended as usual,

with preface of permission, and , I think, mentioned

Bathurst. I came home, and found Paoli and Boswell

waiting for me. What devotions I used after my return

home, I do not distinctly remember. I went to prayers

in the evening ; and, I think, entered late.

I have this week endeavoured every day but one, to rise
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early, and have tried to be diligent; but have not per

formed what I required from myself.

On Good Friday, I paid Peyton without requiring work.

Since Easter 1771 , I have added a Collect to my evening

devotion .

I have been less indulgent to corporeal inactivity. But

have done little with my mind.

It is a comfort to me, that at last, in my sixty -third year,

I have attained to know, even thus hastily , confusedly,

and imperfectly, what my Bible contains.

May the good God increase and sanctify my knowledge.

I have never yet read the Apocrypha. When I was a boy,

I have read or heard of Bel and the Dragon , Susanna,

some of Tobit, perhaps all; some at least of Judith, and

some of Ecclesiasticus; and, I suppose, the Benedicite.

I have some time looked into the Maccabees, and read

a chapter containing the question, which is the

strongest ? . I think in Esdras.

In the afternoon of Easter Day, I read Pococke's Com

mentary.

I have this last week scarcely tried to read, nor have I

read any thing this day..

I have had my mind weak and disturbed for some weeks

past.

Having missed church in the morning, I went this even

ing, and afterwards sat with Southwell.

Having not used the prayer, except on the day of com

munion ; I will offer it this night, and hope to find

mercy. On this day little has been done, and this is

now the last hour. In life little has been done, and life

is
very

far advanced. Lord have mercy upon me.

1773.

January 1 , mane lh. 33 .

ALMIGHTY God , by whose mercy my life has been yet

prolonged to another year, grant that thy mercy may not

a 1 Esdras, chap. iii. ver. 10, &c .
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be vain . Let not my years be multiplied to increase my

guilt; but as age advances, let me become more pure in

my thoughts, more regular in my desires, and more obe

dient to thy laws. Let not the cares of the world distract

me, nor the evils of age overwhelm me. But continue

and increase thy loving kindness towards me; and when

Thou shalt call me hence, receive me to everlasting happi

ness, for the sake of Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.

with me .

Good Friday.

April 9.

On this day I went twice to church , and Boswell was

I had forborn to attend divine service for some

time in the winter, having a cough which would have

interrupted both my own attention and that of others;

and when the cough grew less troublesome I did not

regain the habit of going to church, though I did not

wholly omit it. I found the service not burdensome

nor tedious, though I could not hear the lessons. I

hope in time to take pleasure in publick worship.

On this whole day I took nothing of nourishment but one

cup of tea without milk ; but the fast was very inconve

nient. Towards night I grew fretful and impatient,

unable to fix my mind, or govern my thoughts ; and

felt a very uneasy sensation both in my stomach and

head, compounded, as it seemed, of laxity and pains.

From this uneasiness, of which when I was not asleep

I was sensible all night, I was relieved in the morning

by drinking tea, and eating the soft part of a penny

loaf.

This I have set down for future observation .

Saturday, April 10. I dined on cakes, and found myself

filled and satisfied .

Saturday, 10. Having offered my prayers to God, I will

now review the last year.

Of the spring and summer , I remember that I was able in

those seasons to examine and improve my Dictionary,

and was seldom withheld from the work but by my
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own unwillingness. Of my nights I have no distinct

remembrance, but believe that, as in many foregoing

years, they were painful and restless.

O God, grant that I may not mispend or lose the time which

Thou shalt yet allow me. For Jesus Christ's sake have

mercy upon me.

My purpose is to attain , in the remaining part of the year,

as much knowledge as can easily be had of the Gospels

and Pentateuch . Concerning the Hebrew I am in

doubt. I hope likewise to enlarge my knowledge of

divinity, by reading, at least once a week, some sermon ,

or small theological tract, or some portion of a larger

work .

To this important and extensive study, my purpose is to

appropriate (libere) part of every Sunday, holiday,

Wednesday, and Friday, and to begin with the Gospels.

Perhaps I may not be able to study the Pentateuch be

fore next year.

My general resolution
, to which I humbly implore the

help of God, is to methodize my life, to resist sloth . I

hope from this time to keep a journal.

N. B. On Friday I read the first of Mark, and Clarke's

Sermon on Faith .

On Saturday I read little, but wrote the foregoing account,

and the following prayer.

April 10, near midnight.

ALMIGHTY God, by whose mercy I am now about to

commemorate the death of my Redeemer, grant that from

this time I may so live, as that his death may be effica

cious to my eternal happiness ; enable me to conquer all

evil customs ; deliver me from evil and vexatious

thoughts ; grant me light to discover my duty, and grace

to perform it . As my life advances , let me become more

pure, and more holy. Take not from me thy Holy Spirit,

but grant that I may serve Thee with diligence and confi

dence ; and when Thou shalt call me hence, receive me to
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everlasting happiness, for the sake of Jesus Christ our

Lord . Amen .

Easter Sunday.

April 11, 1773.

I HAD more disturbance in the night than has been cus

tomary for some weeks past. I rose before nine in the

morning, and prayed and drank tea . I came, I think,

to church in the beginning of the prayers. I did not

distinctly hear the Psalms, and found that I had been

reading the Psalms for Good Friday. I went through

the Litany, after a short disturbance, with tolerable at

· tention .

After sermon , I perused my Prayer in the pew , then went

nearer the altar, and being introduced into another pew ,

used my Prayer again , and recommended my relations,

with Bathurst and Boothby, then my wife again by

herself. Then I went nearer the altar, and read the

Collects chosen for meditation . I prayed for Salisbury ,

and, I think, for the Thrales. I then communicated

with calmness, used the Collect for Easter Day, and

returning to the first pew , prayed my Prayer the third

time. I came home; again used my Prayer and the

Easter Collect. Then went into the study to Boswell,

and read the Greek Testament. Then dined, and when

Boswell went away , ended the four first chapters of St.

Matthew , and the Beatitudes of the fifth.

I then went to Evening Prayers, and was composed.

I gave the pew -keepers each five shillings and three

pence.

April 12, near one in the morning. I used my Prayer,

with my ordinary devotions, and hope to lead hencefor

ward a better life .

Friday, June 18 , 1773.

This day, after dinner, died Mrs. Salisbury ; she had for

some days almost lost the power of speaking. Yester

day, as I touched her hand, and kissed it, she pressed
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my hand between her two hands, which she probably in

tended as the parting caress . At night her speech re

turned a little ; and she said , among other things, to

her daughter, I have had much time, and, I hope, I

have used it. This morning being called about nine to

feel her pulse, I said, at parting, God bless you , for

Jesus Christ's sake. She smiled, as pleased . She had

her senses perhaps to the dying moment.

July 22, -73 .

This day I found this book, with the resolutions; some

of which I had forgotten , but remembered my design

of reading the Pentateuch and Gospels, though I have

not pursued it.

Of the time past since these resolutions were made, I can

give no very laudable account. Between Easter and

Whitsuntide, having always considered that time as pro

pitious to study, I attempted to learn the low Dutch

language ; my application was very slight, and my me

mory very fallacious, though whether more than in my

earlier years, I am not very certain . My progress was

interrupted by a fever, which, by the imprudent use of

a small print, left an inflammation in my useful eye ,

which was not removed but by two copious bleedings,

and the daily use of catharticks for a long time. The

effect yet remains.

My memory has been for a long time very much confused.

Names, and persons, and events, slide away strangely

from me. But I grow easier .

The other day looking over old papers, I perceived a reso

lution to rise early always occurring. I think I was

ashamed, or grieved, to find how long and how often I

had resolved, what yet, except for about one half year,

I have never done . Mynights are now such as give

me no quiet rest ; whether I have not lived resolving

b A Book, in which this, and the preceding Meditations onGood Fri

day and Easter Sunday are written .
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till the possibility of performance is past, I know not.

God help me, I will yet try.

Talisker in Sky,

Sept. 24, 1773.

On last Saturday was my sixty -fourth birthday. I might

perhaps have forgotten it, had not Boswell told me of

it ; and, what pleased me less, told the family at Dun

vegan .

The last year is added to those of which little use has been

made. I tried in the summer to learn Dutch , and was

interrupted by an inflammation in my eye. I set out in

August on this journey to Sky. I find my memory

uncertain , but hope it is only by a life immethodical

and scattered. Of my body, I do not perceive that ex

ercise, or change of air, has yet either increased the

strength or activity. My nights are still disturbed by

flatulencies.

My hope is, for resolution I dare no longer call it, to di

vide my time regularly, and to keep such a journal of

my time, as may give me comfort in reviewing it. But,

when I consider my age, and the broken state of my

body, I have great reason to fear lest death should lay

hold upon me, while I am yet only designing to live.

But I have yet hope.

ALMIGHTY God, most merciful Father, look down upon

me with pity. Thou hast protected me in childhood

and youth ; support me, Lord , in my declining years.

Preserve me from the dangers of sinful presumption.

Give me, if it be best for me, stability of purposes, and

tranquillity of mind. Let the year which I have now

begun be spent to thy glory, and to the furtherance of

my salvation. Take not from me thy Holy Spirit, but

as death approaches, prepare me to appear joyfully in

thy presence, for the sake of Jesus Christ our Lord.

Amen.
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1774 .

January 1 , near 2 in the morning.

ALMIGHTY God, merciful Father, who hatest nothing

that Thou hast made, but wouldest that all should be saved,

have mercy upon me. As Thou hast extended my life, in

crease my strength , direct my purposes, and confirm my

resolution, that I may truly serve Thee, and perform the

duties which Thou shalt allot me.

Relieve, O gracious Lord, according to thy mercy, the

pains and distempers of my body, and appease the tu

mults of my mind . Let my faith and obedience increase

as my life advances; and let the approach of death incite

my desire to please Thee, and invigorate my diligence in

good works, till at last, when thou shalt call me to ano

ther state , I shall lie down in humble hope, supported by

thy Holy Spirit, and be received to everlasting happiness,

through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.

The beginning, &c .

I hope,

To read the Gospels before. Easter.

To rise at eight.

To be temperate in food .

This year has passed with so little improvement, that I

doubt whether I have not rather impaired than increased

my learning. To this omission , some external causes

have contributed. In the winter I was distressed by

a cough ; in the summer an inflammation fell upon my

useful eye , from which it has not yet, I fear, recovered ;

in the autumn I took a journey to the Hebrides, but

my mind was not free from perturbation : yet the

chief cause of my deficiency has been a life immetho

dical and unsettled , which breaks all purposes, con

founds and suppresses memory, and, perhaps, leaves

too much leisure to imagination. O Lord have mercy

upon me.

January 9, 1774.
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1775.

Maunday Thursday, April 13.

Of the use of time, or of my commendation of myself,

I thought no more ; but lost life in restless nights

and broken days, till this week awakened my atten

tion.

This year has passed with very little improvement, per

haps with diminution of knowledge. Much time I have

not left ; infirmities oppress me. But much remains to

be done. I hope to rise at eight, or sooner in the

morning.

Good Friday, April 14, 1775.

BosWELL came in before I was up . We breakfasted ; I

only drank tea , without milk or bread. We went to

church, saw Dr. Wetherel in the pew, and, by his de

sire, took him home with us. He did not go very soon ,

and Boswell staid. Boswell and I went to church , but

came very late. We then took tea , by Boswell's de

sire ; and I eat one bunn , I think, that I might not seem

to fast ostentatiously. Boswell sat with me till night;

we had some serious talk . When he went, I gave

Francis some directions for preparation to communi

cate. Thus has passed, hitherto, this awful day.

100 30' . P. M.

WHEN I look back upon resolutions of improvement

and amendment, which have year after year been made

and broken, either by negligence, forgetfulness, vitious

idleness, casual interruption, or morbid infirmity ; when

I find that so much of my life has stolen unprofitably

away, and that I can descry by retrospection scarcely a

few single days properly and vigorously employed ; why

do I yet try to resolve again ? I try, because reforma

tion is necessary, and despair is criminal ; I try, in

humble hope of the help of God .

As my life has, from my earliest years, been wasted in a
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morning bed, my purpose is from Easter day to rise

early, not later than eight.

110 15 '. P. M. D. J.

Easter Eve, April 15 , 1775.

I ROSE more early than is common, after a night disturb

ed by flatulencies, though I had taken so little. I

prayed, but my mind was unsettled , and I did not fix

upon the book. After the bread and tea I trifled, and

about three ordered coffee and bunns for my dinner. I

find more faintness and uneasiness in fasting than I did

formerly.

While coffee was preparing , Collier came in, a man

whom I had not seen for more than twenty years, but

whom I consulted about Macky's books. We talked of

old friends and past occurrences, and eat and drank to

gether.

I then read a little in the Testament, and tried Fiddes's

Body of Divinity, but did not settle.

I then went to 'evening prayer, and was tolerably com

posed. At my return I sat awhile, then retired, but

found reading uneasy .

11 P.M.

These two days in which I fasted, I have not been sleepy,

though I rested ill.

Easter Day.

April 16, 1775.

ALMIGHTY God, heavenly Father, whose mercy is over

all thy works, look with pity on my miseries and sins.

Suffer me to commemorate, in thy présence , my redemp

tion by thy Son Jesus Christ. Enable me so to repent of

my mispent time, that I may pass the residue of my life

in thy fear, and to thy glory. Relieve, O Lord, as seem

eth best unto Thee, the infirmities of my body, and the

perturbation of my mind. Fill my thoughts with awful

love of thy goodness, with just fear of thine anger, and

with humble confidence in thy mercy. Let me study th
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laws, and labour in the duties which Thou shalt set be

fore me. Take not from me thy Holy Spirit, but incite in

me such good desires, as may produce diligent endeavours

after thy glory and my own salvation ; and when, after

hopes and fears, and joys and sorrows, Thou shalt call me

hence, receive me to eternal happiness, for the sake of

Jesus Christ our Lord . Amen.

Collier is dead. April 7, 1776.

Transcribed from a former book , with a slight emendation

or two. With that book I parted, perhaps unnecessa

rily, by a càtch .

:

September 18 , 1775.

O God, by whom all things were created and are sus

tained , who givest and takest away, in whose hands are

life and death , accept my imperfect thanks for the length

of days which Thou hast vouchsafed to grant me ; impress

upon my mind such repentance of the time mispent in

sinfulness and negligence, that I may obtain forgiveness

of all my offences ; and so calm my mind, and strengthen

my resolutions, that I may live the remaining part of my

life in thy fear, and with thy favour. Take not thy Holy

Spirit from me ; but let me so love thy laws, and so obey

them , that I may finally be received to eternal happiness,

through Jesus Christ our Lord . Amen .

Composed at Calais, in a sleepless night, and used before

the morn at Notre Dame. Written at St. Omer's.

1776.

January 1.

ALMIGHTY God, merciful Father, who hast permitted

me to see the beginning of another year, grant that the

time which Thou shalt yet afford me, may be spent in thy

glory, and the salvation of my own soul. Strengthen all

good resolutions, and take not from me thy Holy Spirit,

but have mercy upon me, and shed thy blessing both on

my soul and body, for the sake of Jesus Christ our Lord.

Amen .
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Easter Day.

April 7.

The time is again at which, since the death of my poor

dear Tetty, on whom God have mercy , I have annually

commemorated the mystery of redemption, and annu

ally purposed to amend my life. My reigning sin, to

which perhaps many others are dependent, is waste of

time, and general sluggishness, to which I was always

inclined , and, in part of my life, have been almost com

pelled by morbid melancholy and disturbance of mind .

Melancholy has had in me its paroxysms and remis

sions, but I have not improved the intervals, nor suffi

ciently resisted my natural inclination, or sickly habits,

I will resolve, henceforth , to rise at eight in the

morning, so far as resolution is proper, and will pray

that God will strengthen me. I have begun. this

morning .

Though for the past week I have had an anxious design

of communicating to day, I performed no particular act

of devotion, till on Friday I went to church . My de

sign was to pass part of the day in exercises of piety,

but Mr. Boswell interrupted me ; of him, however, I

could have rid myself, but poor Thrale, orbus et exspes,

camefor comfort, and sat till seven , when we all went

to church .

In the morning I had at church some radiations of com

fort.

I fasted , though less rigorously than at other times. I , by

negligence, poured milk into the tea, and, in the after

noon, drank one dish of coffee with Thrale'; yet at

night, after a fit of drowsiness, I felt myself very much

disordered by emptiness, and called for tea, with peevish

and impatient eagerness. My distress was very great.

Yesterday, I do not recollect that to go to church came

into my thoughts ; but I sat in my chamber, preparing

for preparation : interrupted I know not how . I was

near two hours at dinner.

I go now with hope,
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To rise in the morning at eight.

To use my remaining time with diligence.

To study more accurately the Christian religion .

ALMIGHTY and most merciful Father, who hast pre

served me, by thy tender forbearance, once more to com

memorate thy love in the redemption of the world ; grant

that I may so live the residue of my days, as to obtain

thy mercy when Thou shalt call me from the present

state. Illuminate my thoughts with knowledge, and in

flame my heart with holy desires. Grant me to resolve

well, and keep my resolutions ; take not from me thy

Holy Spirit, but in life and in death have mercy on me,

for Jesus Christ's sake. Amen .

Acts of forgiveness.

P. M. In the pew I read my prayer, and commended

my friends, and those that died this year. At the altar

I was generally attentive ; some thoughts of vanity

came into my mind, while others were communicating ;

but I found, when I considered them , that they did not

tend to irreverence of God. At the altar I renewed my

resolutions. When I received , some tender images

struck me. I was so mollified by the concluding ad

dress to our Saviour, that I could not utter it. The

communicants were mostly women. At intervals I read

collects , and recollected , as I could, my prayer. Since

my return , I have said it. 2 P. M.

May 21 , 1776 .

These resolutions I have not practised nor recollected .

O God, grant me to begin now , for Jesus Christ's sake.

Amen .

July 25, 1776 .

O God, who hast ordained that whatever is to be de

sired, should be sought by labour, and who, by thy bless

ing bringest honest labour to good effect ; tlookwith mercy

upon my studies and endeavours. Grant me, O Lord, to

design only what is lawful and right; and afford me
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calmness of mind, and steadiness of purpose, that I may

so do thy will in this short life, as to obtain happiness in

the world to come, for the sake of Jesus Christ our Lord .

Amen .

When I purposed to apply vigorously to study, particu

larly of the Greek and Italian tongues.

1777.

January 1 , 2 P. M.

ALMIGHTY Lord, merciful Father, vouchsafe to accept

the thanks which I now presume to offer Thee, for the

prolongation of my life. Grant, O Lord, that as my days

are multiplied, my good resolutions may be strengthened,

my power of resisting temptations increased, and my

struggles with snares and obstructions invigorated. Relieve

the infirmities both of my mind and body. Grant me

such strength as my duties may require, and such dili

gence as may improve those opportunities of good that

shall be offered me. Deliver me from the intrusion of

evil thoughts. Grant me true repentance of my past life ;

and as I draw nearer and nearer to the grave, strengthen

my faith , enliven my hopé, extend my charity , and purify

my desires ; and so help me by thy Holy Spirit, that when

it shall be thy pleasure to call me hence, I may be received

to everlasting happiness, for the sake of thy Son Jesus

Christ our Lord. Amen.

Our Father

March 28.

This day is Good Friday. It is likewise the day on

which my poor Tetty was taken from me.

My thoughts were disturbed in bed . I remembered that

it was my wife's dying day, and begged pardon for all

our sins, and commended her ; but resolved to mix

little of my own sorrows or cares with the great solem

nity. Having taken only tea without milk, I went to

church ; had time, before service, to commend my wife,

and wished to join quietly in the service, but I did not

VOL, IX. S
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hear well, and my mind grew unsettled and perplexed.

Having rested ill in the night, I slumbered at the ser

mon, which , I think, I could not, as I sat, perfectly

hear,

returned home, but could not settle my mind. At last

I read a chapter. Then went down, about six or seven,

and eat two cross -bunns, and drank tea . Fasting for

some time has been uneasy, and I have taken but little.

At night I had some ease. L. D. I had prayed for par

i

I slept in the afternoon .

don and peace .

29, Easter Eve.

I ROSE, and again prayed , with reference to my departed

wife. I neither read nor went to church , yet can

scarcely tell how I have been hindered. I treated with

booksellers on a bargain , but the time was not long.

30, Easter Day, Ima mane.

TAE day is now come again , in which by a custom which

i since the death of my wife I have by the divine assistance

always observed, I am to renew the great covenant with

my Maker and my Judge. I humbly hope to perform

it better. I hope more efficacy of resolution , and more

diligence of endeavour.of endeavour. When I survey my past life ,

I discover nothing but a barren waste of time, with

some disorders of body, and disturbances of the mind

very near to madness, which I hope He that made me,

will suffer to extenuate many faults, and excuse many

deficiencies. Yet much remains to be repented and re

formed . I hope that I refer more to God than in

former times, and consider more what submission is

due to his dispensations. But I have very little re

formed my practical life ; and the time in which I can

struggle with habits cannot be now expected to be

long. Grant, O God , that I may no longer resolve in

vain , or dream away the life which thy indulgence gives

me, in vacancy and uselessness.
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9na mane .

I went to bed about two, had a disturbed night, though

not so distressful as at some other times.

ALMIGHTY and most merciful Father, who seest all

our miseries, and knowest all our necessities, look down

upon me, and pity me. Defend me from the violent in

cursions of evil thoughts, and enable me to form and

keep such resolutions as may conduce to the discharge of

the duties which thy providence shall appoint me ; and

so help me by thy Holy Spirit, that my heart may surely

there be fixed where true joys are to be found, and that I

may serve Thee with pure affection and a cheerful mind.

Have mercy upon me, O God , have mercy upon me ;

years and infirmities oppress me, terrour and anxiety be

set me. Have mercy upon me, my Creator and my

Judge. In all dangers protect me, in all perplexities re

lieve and free me, and so help me by thy Holy Spirit,

that I may now
so commemorate the death of thy Son

our Saviour Jesus Christ, as that when this short and

painful life shall have an end, I may, for his sake, be re

ceived to everlasting happiness. Amen.

April 6 , 1777.

By one strange hindrance or another, I have been with

held from the continuation of my thoughts to this day,

the Sunday following Easter-day.

On Easter-day I was at church early, and there prayed

over my prayer, and commended Tetty and my other

friends. I was for some time much distressed, but at last

obtained, I hope, from the God of peace, more quiet

than I have enjoyed for a long time. I had made no

resolution , but as my heart grew lighter, my hopes re

vived, and my courage increased ; and I wrote with

my pencil in my Common Prayer Book,

Vita ordinanda.

Biblia legenda.

ร

$ 2
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Theologiæ opera danda.

Serviendum et lætandum .

I then went to the altar, having, I believe, again read my

prayer. I then went to the table and communicated,

praying for some time afterwards ; but the particular

matter of my prayer I do not remember.

I dined, by an appointment, with Mrs. Gardiner, and

passed the afternoon with such calm gladness of mind

as it is very long since I felt before. I came home, and

began to read the Bible. I passed the night in such

sweet uninterrupted sleep, as I have not known since I

slept at Fort Augustus.

On Monday I dined with Sheward, on Tuesday with Pa

radise. The mornings have been devoured by company,

and one intrusion has, through the whole week, suc

ceeded to another.

At the beginning of the year. I proposed to myself a

scheme of life, and a plan of study ; but neither life has

been rectified , nor study followed . Days and months

pass in a dream ; and I am afraid that my memory

grows less tenacious, and my observation less attentive.

If I am decaying, it is time to make haste . My nights

are restless and tedious, and my days drowsy. The

flatulence which torments me, has sometimes so ob

structed my breath , that the act of respiration became

not only voluntary but laborious in a decumbent pos

ture. By copious bleeding I was relieved, but not

cured.

I have this year omitted church on most Sundays, intend

ing to supply the deficience in the week. So that I

owe twelve attendances on worship. I will make no

more such superstitious stipulations, which entangle

the mind with unbidden obligations.

My purpose once more, O Thou merciful Creator, that

governest all our hearts and actions, Boothsounka kußeprav,

let not my purpose be vain :

My purpose once more is,

To rise at eight.
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To keep a journal.

To read the whole Bible, in some language, before Easter.

To gather the arguments for Christianity.

To worship God more frequently in public.

Ashbourn , September 18, 1777.

ALMIGHTY and most merciful Father, who hast brought

me to the beginning of another year, grant me so to re

member thy gifts, and so to acknowledge thy goodness, as

that every year and day which Thou shalt yet grant me,

may be employed in the amendment of my life, and in the

diligent discharge of such duties as thy providence shall

allot me. Grant me, by thy grace , to know and to do

what Thou requirest. Give me good desires, and remove

those impediments which may hinder them from effect.

Forgive me my sins, negligences, and ignorances ; and

when at last Thou shalt call me to another life, receive me

to everlasting happiness, for the sake of Jesus Christ our

Lord. Amen.

1778.

Good Friday.

April 17.

It has happened this week, as it never happened in Pas

sion Week before , that I have never dined at home,

and I have, therefore, neither practised abstinence nor

peculiar devotion.

This morning before I went to bed I enlarged my prayers,

by adding some Collects with reference to the day. I

rested moderately, and rose about nine, which is more

early than is usual. I think I added something to my

morning prayers. Boswell came in to go to church ;

we had tea, but I did not eat. Talk lost our time, and

we came to church late, at the second lesson . My

mind has been for some time feeble and impressible,

and some trouble it gave me in the morning ; but I

went with some confidence and calmness through the

prayers.
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In my return from church , I was accosted by Edwards,

an old fellow -collegian , (who had not seen me since

1729. He knew me, and asked if I remembered one

Edwards; I did not at first recollect the name, but

gradually, as we walked along, recovered it, and told

him a conversation that had passed at an alehouse

between us . My purpose is to continue our acquaint

ance .

We sat till the time of worship in the afternoon, and

then came again late, at the Psalms. Not easily,

I think , hearing the sermon , or not being attentive, I

fell asleep. When we came home we had tea, and I

eat two bunns, being somewhat uneasy with fasting, and

not being alone. If I had not been observed , I should

probably have fasted .

Easter Day.

April 19, after 12 at night.

O LORD, have mercy upon me.

Yesterday (18) I rose late, having not slept ill. Having

promised a dedication , I thought it necessary to write :

but for some time neither wrote nor read. Langton

came in and talked . After dinner I wrote . At tea

Boswell came in. He staid till near twelve.

I purposed to have gone in the evening to church , but

missed the hour.

Edwards observed how many we have outlived . I hope,

yet hope, that my future life shall be better than my

past.

From the year 1752 , the year in which my poor dear Tetty

died, upon whose soul may God have had mercy for the

sake of Jesus Christ, I have received the sacrament

every year at Easter. My purpose is to receive it now .

O Lord God, for the sake of Jesus Christ, make it ef

fectual to my salvation .

My purposes are,

To study divinity, particularly the evidences of Chris

tianity.
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To read the New Testament over in the year, with more

use than hitherto of commentators.

To be diligent in my undertakings.

To serve and trust God, and be cheerful.

ALMIGHTY and most merciful Father, suffer me once

more to commemorate the death of thy Son Jesus Christ,

my Saviour and Redeemer, and make the memorial of his

death profitable to my salvation , by strengthening my

faith in his merits, and quickening my obedience to his

laws. Remove from me, O God, all inordinate desires,

all corrupt passions, and all vain terrours , and fill me with

zeal for thy glory, and with confidence in thy mercy.

Make me to love all men, and enable me to use thy gifts,

whatever Thou shalt bestow , to the benefit of my fellow

creatures. So lighten the weight of years, and so mitigate

the afflictions of disease, that I may continue fit for thy

service, and useful in my station . And so let me pass

through this life, by the guidance of thy Holy Spirit, that

at last I may enter into eternal joy, through Jesus Christ

our Lord . Amen.

HAVING gone to bed about two, I rose about nine, and,

having prayed, went to church . I came early and used

this prayer. After sermon I again used my prayer ;

the Collect for the day I repeated several times, at least

the petitions. I recommended my friends. At the altar

I prayed earnestly, and when I came home, prayed for

pardon and peace ; repeated my own prayer, and added

the petitions of the Collect.

O God, have mercy upon me, for the sake of Jesus Christ.

Amen.

At my return home, I returned thanks for the opportunity

of communion .

I was called down to Mrs. Nollikens. Boswell came in ;

then dinner. After dinner, which I believe was late , I

read the First Epistle to Thessalonians; then went to
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Evening Prayers ; then came to tea, and afterwards

tried Vossius de Baptismo. I was sleepy.

Monday, April 20, 1778.

AFTER a good night, as I am forced to reckon , I rose

seasonably, and prayed , using the Collect for yesterday.

In reviewing my time from Easter 1777, I found a very

melancholy and shameful blank. So little has been

done, that days and months are without any trace.

My health has, indeed, been very much interrupted.

My nights have been commonly, not only restless, but

painful and fatiguing. My respiration was once so dif

ficult, that an asthma was suspected. I could not walk,

but with great difficulty, from Stowhill to Greenhill.

Some relaxation of my breast has been procured , I

think , by opium , which , though it never gives me sleep,

frees my breast from spasms.

I have written a little of the Lives of the Poets. I think

with all my usual vigour. I have made sermons, per

haps as readily as formerly. My memory is less faithful

in retaining names, and, I am afraid, in retaining occur

Of this vacillation and vagrancy of mind, I

impute a great part to a fortuitous and unsettled life,

and therefore purpose to spend my time with more

method.

This year, the 28th of March passed away without memo

rial. Poor Tetty, whatever were our faults and failings,

we loved each other. I did not forget thee yesterday.

Couldest thou have lived !--

Iam now, with the help of God, to begin a new life.

rences ,

1779.

Jan. 1 , before 1 in the morning.

ALMIGHTY God, merciful Father, who hast granted to

me the beginning of another year, grant that I may

employ thy gifts to thy glory, and my own salvation .

Excite me to amend my life ; give me good resolutions,

and enable me to perform them . As I approach the grave,
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let my faith be invigorated, my hope exalted, and my

charity enlarged . Take not from me thy Holy Spirit ;

but in the course of my life protect me, in the hour of

death sustain me, and finally receive me to everlasting

happiness, for the sake of Jesus Christ. Amen.

Good Friday.

April 2.

AFTER a night restless and oppressive , I rose this morn

ing somewhat earlier than is usual; and having taken

tea, which was very necessary to compose the disorder

in my breast, having eaten nothing, I went to church

with Boswell. We came late ; I was able to attend the

Litany with little perturbation. When we came home,

I began the First to the Thessalonians, having prayed

by the Collect for the right use of the Scriptures. I

gave Boswell Les Pensées de Pascal, that he might not

interrupt me. I did not, I believe, read very diligently;

and before I had read far, we went to church again ; I

was again attentive. At home I read again , then drank

tea, with a bunn and an half, thinking myself less able

to fast than at former times ; and then concluded the

Epistle. Being much oppressed with drowsiness, I

slept about an hour by the fire.

II P. M.

I AM now to review the last year, and find little but dis

mal vacuity, neither business nor pleasure; much in

tended, and little done. My health is much broken ;

my nights afford me little rest. I have tried opium ,

but its help is counterbalanced with great disturbance ;

it prevents the spasms, but it hinders sleep. O God,

have mercy on me.

Last week I published [ the first part of] the Lives of the

Poets, written, I hope, in such a manner as may tend

to the promotion of piety.

In this last year I have made little acquisition ; I have

scarcely read any thing. I maintain Mrs. and
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her daughter. Other good of myself I know not where

to find, except a little charity.

But I am now in my seventieth year ; what can be done,

ght not to be delayed.

Easter Eve.

April 3, 1779, 11 P. M.

This is the time of my annual review , and annual resolu

tion . The review is comfortless, little done. Part of

the Life of Dryden and the Life of Milton have been

written ; but my mind has neither been improved nor

enlarged. I have read little, almost nothing. And I

am not conscious that I have gained any good, or quitted

any evil habits..

Of resolutions I have made so many, with so little effect,

that I am almost weary , but by the help of God, am

not yet hopeless. Good resolutions must be made and

kept. I am almost seventy years old , and have no time

to lose . The distressful restlessness of my nights,

makes it difficult to settle the course of my days.

Something, however, let me do.

Easter Day.

April 4, 1779.

I ROSE about half an hour after nine, transcribed the

prayer written last night; and by neglecting to count

time, sat too long at breakfast, so that I came to church

at the First Lesson . I attended the Litany pretty well ;

but in the pew could not hear the communion service,

and missed the prayer for the church militant. Before

I went to the altar, I prayed the occasional prayer. At

the altar I commended my @ 0, and again prayed the

prayer ; I then prayed the Collects, and again my own

prayer by memory . I left out a clause. I then received ,

I hope with earnestness; and while others received sat

down ; but thinking that posture, though usual, im

proper,
I rose and stood. I prayed again, in the pew,

but with what prayer I have forgotten,
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When I used the occasional prayer at the altar, I added a

general purpose ,

To avoid idleness.

I gave two shillings to the plate.

Before I went I used, I think, my prayer, and endeavoured

to calm my mind. After my return I used it again , and

the Collect for the day. Lord have mercy upon me.

I have for some nights called Francis to prayers, and last

night discoursed with him on the sacrament.

Easter Day.

April 4, 1779.

Purposes.

To rise at eight, or as soon as I can .

To read the Scriptures.

To study religion.

ALMIGHTY God, by thy merciful continuance of my

life, I come once more to commemorate the sufferings and

death of thy Son Jesus Christ, and to implore that mercy

which, for his sake, Thou shewest to sinners. Forgive me

my sins, O Lord, and enable me to forsake them . Ease,

if it shall please Thee, the anxieties of my mind, and re

lieve the infirmities of my body. Let me not be disturbed

by unnecessary terrours, and let not the weakness of age

make me unable to amend my life. O Lord, take not

from me thy Holy Spirit, but receive my petitions, succour

and comfort me, and let me so pass the remainder of my

days, that when Thou shalt call me hence, I may enter

into eternal happiness, through Jesus Christ our Lord .

Amen .

Sept. 18, 1779, H. P. M. 12ma.

ALMIGHTY God, Creator of all things, in whose hands

are life and death , glory be to Thee for all thy mercies,

and for the prolongation of my life to the common age of

man . Pardon me, O gracious God, all the offences which

in the course of seventy years I have committed against
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thy holylaws, and all negligences of those duties which

Thou hast required. Look with pity upon me, take not

from me thy Holy Spirit, but enable me to pass the days

which Thou shalt yet vouchsafe to grant me, in thy fear,

and to thy glory ; and accept, O Lord , the remains of a

mispent life, that when Thou shalt call me to another

state, I may be received to everlasting happiness, for the

sake of Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.

Epsom.6 :19

My purpose is to communicate at least thrice a year.

To study the Scriptures.

To be diligent.

1780.

Jan 1 , H. 1, A. M. ,

ALMIGHTY God, my Creator and Preserver, by whose

mercy my life has been continued to the beginning of

another year, grant me, with increase of days increase of

holiness ; that as I live longer, I may be better prepared

to appear before Thee, when Thou shalt call me from my

present state.

Make me, O Lord, truly thankful for the mercy which

Thou hast vouchsafed to shew me through my whole life ;

make me thankful for the health which Thou hast restored

in the last year, and let the remains of my strength and

life be employed to thy glory and my own salvation .

Take not, O Lord, thy Holy Spirit from me ; enable me

to avoid or overcome all that may hinder my advancement

in godliness ; let me be no longer idle, no longer sinful;

but give me rectitude of thought and constancy of action,

and bring me at last to everlasting happiness, for the sake

of Jesus Christ our Lord and Saviour. Amen.

Sunday, June 18.

In the morning of this day last year, I perceived the

remission of those convulsions in my breast, which had

distressed me for more than twenty years. I returned
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thanks at church for the mercy granted me, which has

now continued a year.

Thanksgiving

ALMIGHTY God, our Creator and Preserver, from whom

proceedeth all good, enable me to receive with humble ac

knowledgment of thy unbounded benignity, and with due

consciousness of my own unworthiness, that recovery and

continuance of health which Thou hast granted me, and

vouchsafe to accept the thanks which I now offer. Glory

be to Thee , O Lord, for this and all thy mercies. Grant,

I beseech Thee, that the health and life which Thou shalt

yet allow me, may conduce to my eternal happiness. Take

not from me thy Holy Spirit ; but so help and bless me,

that when Thou shalt call me hence, I may obtain pardon

and salvation, for the sake of Jesus Christ our Lord .

Amen,

September 18, 1780 .

I am now beginning the seventy - second year of my life,

with more strength of body and greater vigour of mind

than I think is common at that age. But though the

convulsions in my breast are relieved , my sleep is sel

dom long. My nights are wakeful, and, therefore, I

am sometimes sleepy in the day. I have been attentive

to my diet, and have diminished the bulk of my body.

I have not at all studied, nor written diligently. I

have Swift and Pope yet to write ; Swift is just

: begun.

I have forgotten or neglected my resolutions or purposes,

which I now humbly and timorously renew. Surely I

shall not spend my whole life with my own total disap

probation. Perhaps God may grant me now to begin a

wiser and a better life .

ALMIGHTY God, my Creator and Preserver, who hast

permitted me tobegin another year, look with mercy upon

my wretchedness and frailty . Rectify my thoughts, relieve
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my perplexities, strengthen my purposes, and reform my

doings. Let increase of years bring increase of faith , hope,

and charity. Grant me diligence in whatever work thy pro

vidence shall appoint me. Take notfrom me thy Holy Spi

rit, but let me pass the remainder of the days which Thou

shalt yet allow me, in thy fear and to thy glory ; and

when it shall be thy good pleasure to call me hence, grant

me, O Lord, forgiveness of my sins , and receive me to ever

lasting happiness, for the sake of Jesus Christ our Lord.

Amen .

1781 .

January 2.

I was yesterday hindered by my old disease of mind, and

therefore begin to -day.

January 1 .

HAVING sat in my chamber till the year began , I used my

accommodation of the Morning Prayer to the beginning

of this year, and slept remarkably well, though I had

supped liberally. In the morning I went to church.

Then I wrote letters for Mrs. Desmoulins; then went

to Streatham , and had many stops. At night I took

wine, and did not sleep well.

January 2, 1781 .

I ROSE according to my resolution , and am now to

begin another year ; I hope with amendment of life.

I will not despair. Help me, help me, O my God . My

hope is,

To rise at eight, or sooner.

To read the Bible through this year, in some language.

To keep a journal.

To study religion.

To avoid idleness.

ALMIGHTY God, merciful Father, who hast granted me

şuch continuance of life, that I now see the beginning of
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another year, look with mercy upon me ; as Thou grantest

increase of years, grant increase of grace. Let me live to

repent what I have done amiss, and by thy help so to re

gulate my future life, that I may obtain mercy when I

appear before Thee through the merits of Jesus Christ.

Enable me, O Lord, to do my duty with a quiet mind ;

and take not from me thy Holy Spirit, but protect and

bless me, for the sake of Jesus Christ. Amen .

Good Friday.

April 13, 1781 .

I FORGOT my prayer and resolutions, till two days ago I

found this paper.

Some time in March I finished the Lives of the Poets,

which I wrote in my usual way , dilatorily and hastily,

unwilling to work , and working with vigour and

haste .

On Wednesday 11 , was buried my dear friend Thrale, who

died on Wednesday 4 ; and with him were buried many

of my hopes and pleasures. About five, I think, on

Wednesday morning he expired ; I felt almost the last

flutter of his pulse, and looked for the last time upon

the face that for fifteen years had never been turned

upon me but with respect or benignity. Farewell.

May God, that delighteth in mercy, have had mercy on

thee.

I had constantly prayed for him some time before his

death .

The decease of him, from whose friendship I had obtained

many opportunities of amusement, and to whom I

turned my thoughts as to a refuge from misfortunes, has

left me heavy. But my business is with myself.

September 18.

My first knowledge of Thrale was in 1765. I enjoyed his

favour for almost a fourth part of my life .
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Easter Eve.

April 14, 1781 .

On Good Friday I took , in the afternoon , some coffee and

buttered cake ; and to-day, I had a little bread at break

fast, and potatoes and apples in the afternoon, the tea

with a little toast ; but I find myself feeble and unsus

tained, and suspect that I cannot bear to fast so long as

formerly.

This day I read some of Clarke's Sermons. I hope that

since my last communion I have advanced, by pious re

flections, in my submission to God and my benevolence

to man ; but I have corrected no external habits, nor

have kept any of the resolutions made in the beginning

of the year ; yet I hope still to be reformed, and not

to lose my whole life in idle purposes. Many years

are already gone, irrevocably past, in useless misery ;

that what remains may be spent better, grant, O

God.

By this awful festival is particularly recommended new

ness of life : and a new life I will now endeavour to

begin, by more diligent application to useful employ

ment, and more frequent attendance on public wor

ship.

I again, with hope of help from the God of mercy, re

solve,

To avoid idleness .

To read the Bible.

To study religion .

ALMIGHTY God, merciful Father, by whose protection

I have been preserved, and by whose clemency I have

been spared, grant that the life which Thou hast so long

continued may be no longer wasted in idleness, or cor

rupted by wickedness. Let my future purposes be good,

and let not my good purposes be vain . Free me, O Lord,

from vain terrours, and strengthen me in diligent obedi

ence to thy laws. Take not from me thy Holy Spirit, but
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enable me so to commemorate thedeath of
my Saviour

Jesus Christ, that I may be made partaker of his merits ;

and may finally, for his sake, obtain everlasting happiness.

Amen.

Easter Sunday

1781 .

I ROSE after eight, and breakfasted ; then went early to

church, and before service read the prayer for the Church

Militant. I commended my friends, as I have for

merly done. I was one of the last that communicated.

When I came home I was hindered by visitants, but

found time to pray before dinner. God, send thy

blessing upon me.

Monday, April 16.

At night I had some mental vellications, or revulsions.

I prayed in my chamber with Frank, and read the first

Sunday in the Duty of Man, in which I had , till then ,

only looked by compulsion or by chance.

This day I repeated my prayer, and hope to be heard .

I have, I thank God, received the Sacrament every year

at Easter since the death of my poor dear Tetty. I

once felt some temptation to omit it, but I was pre

served from compliance. This was the thirtieth

Easter.

June 22, 1781 .

ALMIGHTY God, who art the giver of all good, enable

me to remember with due thankfulness the comforts and

advantages, which I have enjoyed by the friendship of

Henry Thrale, for whom , so far as is lawful, I humbly

implore thy mercy in his present state. O Lord, since

Thou hast been pleased to call him from this world, look

with mercy on those whom he has left ; continue to

succour me hy.such means as are best for me, and repay

« Sic MS. [My deceased friends.]

VOL. IX . T
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to his relations the kindness which I have received from

him ; protect them in this world from temptations and

calamities, and grant them happiness in the world to come

for Jesus Christ's sake. Amen.

September 2, 1781 .

WHEN Thrale's health was broken , for many months, I

think, before his death, which happened April 4, I

constantly mentioned him in my prayer : and after his

death, have made particular supplication for his surviv

ing family to this day.

September 18 .

This is my seventy -third birthday, an awful day. I said

a preparatory prayer last night, and waking early,

made use , in the dark , as I sat up in bed , of the prayer

[ beginning of this year.] I rose, breakfasted, and gave

thanks at church for my creation, preservation, and re

demption. As I came home, I thought I had never

begun any period of life so placidly. Iread the Second

Epistle to the Thessalonians,and looked into Hammond's

notes . I have always been accustomed to let this day

pass unnoticed, but it came this time into my mind that

some little festivity was not improper. I had a dinner,

and invited Allen and Levet.

What has passed in my thoughts on this anniversary, is

in stitched book K.

My purposes are the same as on the first day of this year,

to which I add hope of

More frequent attendance on public worship.

Participation of the Sacrament at least three times a year.

September 18 , Vesp . 10° 40 ', circ .

ALMIGHTY and most merciful Father, who hast added

another year to my life, and yet permittest me to call upon

Thee, grant that the remaining days which Thou shalt

d This book is not in the Ed r's possession.
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yet allow me, may be past in thy fear and to thy glory.

Grant me good resolutions and steady perseverance. Re

lieve the diseases of my body, and compose the disquiet of

my mind. Let me at last repent and amend my life ;

and, O Lord, take not from me thy Holy Spirit, but assist

my amendment, and accept my repentance, for the sake of

Jesus Christ. Amen.

Sunday, October 14, 1781 .

( Properly Monday morning .)

I am this day about to go by Oxford and Birmingham to

Lichfield and Ashbourne. The motives of my journey

I hardly know. I omitted it last year, and am not

willing to miss it again . Mrs. Aston will be glad , I

think, to see me. We are both old, and if I put off

my visit, I may see her no more ; perhaps she wishes

for another interview . She is a very good woman .

Hector is likewise an old friend, the only companion

of
my childhood that passed through the school with

We have always loved one another. Perhaps

we may be made better by some serious conversation,

of which , however, I have no distinct hope.

At Lichfield, my native place, I hope to show a good

example, by frequent attendance on public worship .

At Ashbourne, I hope to talk seriously with

me,

1782.

March 18.

HAVING been, from the middle of January, distressed by

a cold which made my resmy respiratio
nion very laborious, and

from which I was but little relieved by being blooded

three times ; having tried to ease the oppression of my

breast by frequent opiates, which kept me waking in

the night , and drowsy the next day, and subjected me

to the tyranny of vain imaginations ; having to all this

added frequent catharticks, sometimes with mercury,

I at last persuaded Dr. Laurence, on Thursday, March

14, to let me bleed more copiously. Sixteen ounces

S
S

T 2
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were taken away, and from that time my breath has

been free, and my breast easy. On that day I took

little food, and no flesh . On Thursday night I slept with

great tranquillity. On the next night (15) I took dia

codium , and had a most restless night. Of the next

day I remember nothing, but that I rose in the after

noon, and saw Mrs. Lennox and Sheward .

Sunday 17. I lay late, and had only Palfrey to dinner.

I read part of Waller's Directory, a pious rational

book ; but in any , except a very regular, life difficult to

practise.

It occurred to me, that though my time might pass un

employed, no more should pass uncounted , and this

has been written to- day, in consequence of that thought.

I read a Greek chapter, prayed with Francis, which I

now do commonly, and explained to him the Lord's

Prayer, in which I find connexion not observed, I think,

by the expositors. I made punch for myself and my ser

vants, by which, in the night, I thought both my

breast and imagination disordered.

March 18. I rose late , looked a little into books. Saw

Miss Reynolds and Miss Thrale and Nicolaida ; after

wards Dr. Hunter came for his catalogue. I then dined

on tea , &c.; then read over part of Dr. Laurence's

book, “ De Temperamentis, ” which seems to have been

written with a troubled mind.

My mind has been for some time much disturbed. The

peace of God be with me.

I hope to -morrow to finish Laurence, and to write to Mrs.

Aston and to Lucy.

19. I rose late . I was visited by Mrs. Thrale, Mr. Cot

ton , and Mr. Crofts. I took Laurence's paper in my

band , but was chill : having fasted yesterday, I was

hungry, and dined freely, then slept a little , and drank

tea ; then took candles, and wrote to Aston and Lucy,

then went on with Laurence, of which little remains.

I prayed with Francis.

Mens sedatior, laus Deo.
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To -morrow Shaw comes . I think to finish Laurence , and

write to Langton .

Poor Laurence has almost lost the sense of hearing ; and

I have lost the conversation of a learned , intelligent,

and communicative companion, and a friend whom long

familiarity has much endeared. Laurence is one of the

best men whom I have known.

Nostrum omnium miserere Deus.

22.

20. Shaw came ; I finished reading Laurence. I dined

liberally . Wrote a long letter to Langton , and designed

to read, but was hindered by Strahan . The ministry

is dissolved . I prayed with Francis, and gave
thanks.

To -morrow - To Mrs. Thrale - To write to Hector -- To

Dr. Taylor.

21 . I went to Mrs. Thrale. Mr. Cox and Paradise met

me at the door, and went with me in the coach . Para

dise's Loss. In the evening wrote to Hector. At night

there were eleven visitants. Conversation with Mr.

Cox . When I waked I saw the penthouses covered

with snow.

I spent the time idly. Mens turbata . In the after

noon it snowed . At night I wrote to Taylor about the

pot, and to Hamilton about the Federa.

23. I came home, and found that Desmoulins had , while

· I was away, been in bed. Letters from Langton and

Boswell. I promised L--- six guineas.

24. Sunday. I rose not early. Visiters, Allen , Davis,

Windham , Dr. Horsley. Dinner at Strahan's. Came

home and chatted with Williams, and read Romans ix.

in Greek

To -morrow begin again to read the Bible ; put rooms in

order ; copy L- 's letter. At night I read 11 p .
and

something more; of the Bible, in fifty - five minutes .

26. Tu. I copied L-~'s letter. Then wrote to Mrs.

Thrale. ' Cox visited me . I sent home Dr. Laurence's

papers, with notes. I gave D-- a guinea, and found

her a gown .
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27. W .-- At Harley -street. Bad nights in the evening

Dr. Bromfield and his family - Merlin's steelyard given

me.

28. Th . I came home. Sold Rymer for Davies; wrote

to Boswell. Visiters, Dr. Percy, Mr. Crofts . I have

in ten days, written to Aston, Lucy, Hector, Langton,

Boswell ; perhaps to all by whom my letters are de

sired.

The weather, which now begins to be warm , gives me

great help. I have hardly been at church this year ;

certainly not since the 15th of January. My cough

and difficulty of breath would not permit it.

This is the day on which, in 1752, dear Tetty died. I

have now uttered a prayer of repentance and contrition ;

perhaps Tetty knows that I prayed for her. Perhaps

* Tetty is now praying for me. God help me. Thou,

God, art merciful, hear my prayers, and enable me to

trust in Thee.

We were married almost seventeen years, and have now

been parted thirty.

I then read 11 p. from Ex. 36 to Lev. 7. I prayed with

Fr. and used the prayer for Good Friday.

29. Good Friday. After a night of great disturbance and

solicitude, such as I do not remember, I rose , drank tea,

but without eating , and went to church . I was very

composed, and coming home, read Hammond on one of

the Psalms for the day. I then read Leviticus . Scott

came in . A kind letter from Gastrel. I read on, then

went to evening prayers, and afterwards drank tea, with

bunns; then read till I finished Leviticus 24 pages et

sup .

To write to Gastrel to -morrow .

To look again into Hammond.

30. Sat. Visiters, Paradise , and I think Horsley. Read

11 pages of the Bible . I was faint; dined on herrings

and potatoes. At prayers, I think, in the evening. I

wrote to Gastrel, and received a kind letter from Hec

tor. At night Lowe. Pr. with Francis.
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31. Easter Day. Read 15 pages of the Bible . Cætera

alibi.

At the Table.

ALMIGHTY God, by whose mercy I am now permitted

to commemorate my redemption by our Lord Jesus

Christ; grant that this awful remembrance may strength

en my faith , enliven my hope, and increase my charity ;

that I may trust in Thee with my whole heart, and do

good according to my power. Grant me the help of thy

Holy Spirit, that I may do thy will with diligence, and

suffer it with humble patience ; so that when Thoushalt

call me to judgment, I may obtain forgiveness and ac

ceptance, for the sake of Jesus our Lord and Saviour.

Amen.

At Departure, or at Home.

GRANT, I beseech Thee, merciful Lord, that the de

signs of a new and better life, which by thy grace I have

now formed , may not pass away without effect. Incite

and enable me, by thy Holy Spirit, to improve the time

which Thou shalt grant me ; to avoid all evil thoughts,

words, and actions ; and to do all the duties which Thou

shalt set before me. Hear my prayer, O Lord , for the

sake of Jesus Christ. Amen .

These prayers I wrote for Mrs. Lucy Porter , in the latter

end of the year 1782, and transcribed them October 9,

1784 .

On leaving Mr. Thrale's Family.

October 6 , 1782.

ALMIGHTY God , Father of all mercy , help me by thy

grace, that I may with humble and sincere thankfulness

remember the comforts and conveniencies which I have

enjoyed at this place, and that I may resign them with

holy submission, equally trusting in thy protection when

e
Daughter-in-law to Dr. Johnson, she died at Lichfield , in 1786 .
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Have mercyThou givest and when Thou takest away .

upon me, O Lord, have mercy upon me.

To thy fatherly protection, O Lord, I commend this fa

mily. Bless, guide, and defend them , that they may so

pass through this world , as finally to enjoy in thy pre

sence everlasting happiness, for Jesus Christ's sake.

Amen .

O Lord, so far as, & c . — Thrale.

October 7.

I was called early. I packed up my bundles, and used

the foregoing prayer, with my morning devotions some

what, I think , enlarged. Being earlier than the family,

I read St. Paul's farewell in the Acts, and then read

fortuitously in the Gospels, which was my parting use

of the library

1776.

September 6.

I had just heard of Williams' death .

ALMIGHTY and most merciful Father, who art the

Lord of life and death, who givest and who takest away,

teach me to adore thy providence, whatever Thou shalt al

lot me ; make me to remember, with due thankfulness,

the comforts which I have received from my friendship

with Anna Williams.' Look upon her, O Lord, with

mercy , and prepare me, by thy grace, to die with hope,

and to pass by death to eternal happiness, through Jesus

Christ our Lord. Amen.

1784.

Easter Day.

April 11 .

ALMIGHTY God, my Creator and my Judge, who givest

life and takest it away , enable me to return sincere and

f This lady, who was afflicted with blindness, lived many years with

Dr. Johnson , and died in his house. She wrote several poems, which

were published in one volume 4to . 1766.
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humble thanks for my late deliverance from imminent

death ; so govern my future life by thy Holy Spirit, that

every day which Thou shalt permit to pass over me, may

be spent in thy service, and leave me less tainted with

wickedness, and more submissive to thy will.

Enable me, O Lord, to glorify Thee for that knowledge

of my corruption, and that sense of thy wrath , which my

disease, andweakness, and danger awakened in my mind..

Give me such sorrow as may purify my heart, such indig

nation as may quench all confidence in myself, and such

repentance as may, by the intercession of my Redeemer,

obtain pardon. Let the commemoration of the sufferings

and death of thy Son, which I am now by thy favour once

more permitted to make, fill me with faith , hope, and

charity. Let my purposes be good, and my resolutions

unshaken ; and let me not be hindered or distracted by

vain and useless fears, but through the time which yet re

mains, guide me by thy Holy Spirit, and finally receive

me to everlasting life, for the sake of Jesus Christ our

Lord and Saviour. Amen.

Against inquisitive and perplexing Thoughts.

August 12, 1784.

O LORD, my Maker and Protector, who hast graciously

sent me into this world to work out my salvation , enable

me to drive from me all such unquiet and perplexing

thoughts as may mislead or hinder me in the practice of

those duties which Thou hast required. When I behold

the works of thy hands, and consider the course of thy

providence, give me grace always to remember that thy

thoughts are not'my thoughts, nor thy ways my ways .

And while it shall please Thee to continue me in this

world , where much is to be done, and little to be known,

teach me, by thy Holy Spirit, to withdraw my mind from

unprofitable and dangerous inquiries, from difficulties

vainly curious, and doubts impossible to be solved . Let

merejoice in the light which Thou hast imparted, let me

serve Thee with active zeal and humble confidence, and
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wait with patient expectation for the time in which the

soul which Thou receivest shall be satisfied with know

ledge. Grant this, O Lord, for Jesus Christ's sake.

Amen.

Ashbourne, August 28, 1784.

ALMIGHTY and most merciful Father, who afflictest

not willingly the children of men, and by whose holy will

now languishes in sickness and pain, make, I be

seech Thee, this punishment effectual to those gracious

purposes for which Thou sendest it ; let it, if I may pre

sume to ask , end not in death , but in repentance ; let him

live to promote thy kingdom on earth , by the useful ex

ample of a better life ; but if thy will be to call him hence ,

let his thoughts be so purified by his sufferings, that he

may be admitted to eternal happiness. And, O Lord, by

praying for him, let me be admonished to consider my

own sins, and my own danger, to remember the shortness

of life, and to use the time which thy mercy grants me to

thy glory and my own salvation, for the sake of Jesus

Christ our Lord . Amen .

[ The following prayer was composed and used by Doctor

Johnson previous to his receiving the Sacrament of

the Lord's Supper, on Sunday, December 5, 1784.]

ALMIGHTY and most merciful Father, I am now, as to

human eyes it seems, about to commemorate , for the last

time, the death of thy Son Jesus Christ our Saviour and

Redeemer. Grant, O Lord, that my whole hope and con

fidence may be in his merits, and thy mercy ; enforce and

accept my imperfect repentance ; make this commemora

tion available to the confirmation of my faith , the esta

blishment of my hope, and the enlargementof my charity ;

and make the death of thy Son Jesus Christ effectual to

my redemption. Have mercy upon me, and pardon the

He died the 13th following.
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multitude ofmy offences. Bless my friends ; have mercy

upon all men. Support me, by thy Holy Spirit, in the

days of weakness, and at the hour of death ; and receive

me, at my death , to everlasting happiness, for the sake of

Jesus Christ. Amen .

[ The following meditations and prayers have no dates in

the MS.]

I DID not, this week, labour my preparation so much as

I have sometimes done. My mind was not very quiet ;

and an anxious preparation makes the duty of the day

formidable and burdensome. Different methods suit

different states of mind, body, and affairs. I rose this

day, and prayed, then went to tea, and afterwards

composed the prayer, which I formed with great fluency.

I went to church ; came in at the Psalms; could not

hear the reader in the lessons, but attended the prayers

with tranquillity.

To read the New Testament once a year in Greck.

Receiving the Sacrament,

I profess my faith in Jesus.

I declare my resolution to obey him .

I implore, in the highest act of worship , grace to keep

these resolutions.

I hope to rise to a new life this day.

On the 17th, Mr. Chamier took me away with him from

Streatham . I left the servants a guinea for my healthi,

and was content enough to escape into a house where

my birthday, not being known, could not be mentioned .

I sat up till midnight was past, and the day of a new

year, a very awful day, began . I prayed to God, who

had [ safely brought me to the beginning of another

year, ] but could not perfectly recollect the prayer, and

supplied it. Such desertions of memory I have always

had.
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When I rose on the 18th, I think I prayed again, then

walked with my friend into his grounds. When I came

back , after some time passed in the library, finding my

self oppressed by sleepiness, I retired to my chamber,

where by lying down, and a short imperfect slumber, I

was refreshed , and prayed as the night before.

I then dined , and trifled in the parlour and library, and

was freed from a scruple about Horace. At last I went

to bed, having first composed a prayer.

19, Sunday. I went to church, and attended the service.

I found at church a time to use my prayer, O Lord ,

have mercy

July 30.

ALMIGHTY God, Creator and Governor of the world ,

who sendest sickness and restorest health , enable me to

consider, with a just sense of thy mercy, the deliverance

which Thou hast lately granted me, and assist by thy bless

ing, as is best for me, the means which I shall use for the

cure of the disease with which I am now afflicted . Increase

my patience, teach me submission to thy will, and so rule

my thoughts and direct my actions, that I may be finally

received to everlasting happiness, through Jesus Christ

our Lord. Amen .

On the Study of Religion .

ALMIGHTY God, our heavenly Father, without whose

help labour is useless, without whose light search is vain ,

invigorate my studies, and direct my inquiries, that I may,

by due diligence and right discernment, establish myself

and others in thy Holy Faith . Take not, O Lord , thy

Holy Spirit from me ; let not evil thoughts have dominion

in my mind. Let me not linger in ignorance, but en

lighten and support me, for the sake of Jesus Christ our

Lord . Amen .

O LORD God, in whose hand are the wills and affec

tions of men, kindle in my mind holy desires, and repress
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sinful and corrupt imaginations; enable' me to love thy

commandments, and to desire thy promises : let me, by

thy protection and influence, so pass through things tem

poral, as finally not to lose the things eternal ; and among

the hopes and fears, the pleasures and sorrows, the dan

gers and deliverances, and all the changes of this life, let

my heart be surely fixed, by the help of thy Holy Spirit,

on the everlasting fruition of thy presence, where true

joys are to be found. Grant, O Lord, these petitions.

Forgive, O merciful Lord, whatever I have done contrary

to thy laws. Give me such a sense of my
wickedness as

may produce true contrition and effectual repentance, so

that when I shall be called into another state , I may be

received among the sinners to whom sorrow and re

formation have obtained pardon , for Jesus Christ's sake.

Amen.

ALMIGHTY and most merciful Father, whose clemency

I now presume to implore, after a long life of carelessness

and wickedness, have mercy upon me . I have committed

many trespasses ; I have neglected many duties. I have

done what Thou hast forbidden , and left undone what

Thou hast commanded . Forgive, merciful Lord, my sins,

negligences, and ignorances, and enable me, by thy Holy

Spirit, to amend my life, according to thy Holy Word, for

Jesus Christ's sake. Amen .

O MERCIFUL God, full of compassion, long -suffering,

and of great pity, who sparest when we deserve pur

ment, and in thy wrath thinkest upon mercy ; make me

earnestly to repent, and heartily to be sorry for all my

misdoings ; make the remembrance so burdensome and

painful, that I may flee to Thee with a troubled spirit and

a contrite heart ; and, O merciful Lord , visit, comfort,

and relieve me ; cast me not out from thy presence, and

take not thy Holy Spirit from me, but excite in me true

repentance ; give me in this world knowledge of thy truth ,

and confidence in thy mercy , and in the world to come,
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life everlasting, for the sake of our Lord and Saviour, thy

Son Jesus Christ. Amen .

Ejaculation .

Imploring Diligence .

O God, make me to remember that the night cometh

when no man can work .
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SERMON I.

“ Therefore shall a man leave his father, and his mother, and shall eleave

unto his wife. ”—Gen. ii. 24, first part.

That society is necessary to the happiness of human

nature, that the gloom of solitude, and the stillness of

retirement, however they may flatter at a distance, with

pleasing views of independence and serenity, neither ex

X tinguish the passions, nor enlighten the understanding,

that discontent will intrude upon privacy, and temptations

follow us to the desert, every one may be easily convinced ,

either by his own experience, or that of others. That

knowledge is advanced by an intercourse of sentiments,

and an exchange of observations, and that the bosom is

disburdened by a communication of its cares, is too well

known for proof or illustration . In solitude, perplexity

swells into distraction, and grief settles into melancholy ;

even the satisfactions and pleasures, that may by chance

be found, are but imperfectly enjoyed, when they are en

joyed without participation.

How high this disposition may extend, and how far

society may contribute to the felicity of more exalted

natures, it is not easy to determine, nor necessary to in

quire. It seems, however, probable, that this inclination

is allotted to all rational beings of limited excellence, and

that it is the privilege only of the infinite Creator to derive

all his happiness from himself.

It is a proof of the regard of God for the happiness of

mankind, that the means by which it must be attained are

X obvious and evident ; that we are not left to discover

them , by difficult speculations, intricate disquisitions, or

long experience, but are led to them, equally by our pas

XХ
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sions and our reason , in prosperity and distress. Every

man perceives his own insufficiency to supply himself

with what either necessity or convenience require, and

applies to others for assistance. Every one feels his satis

faction impaired by the suppression of pleasing emotions,

and consequently endeavours to find an opportunity of

diffusing his satisfaction .

As a general relation to the rest of the species, is not

sufficient to procure gratifications for the private desires

of particular persons ; as closer ties of union are necessary

to promote the separate interests of individuals, the great

society of the world is divided into different communities,

which are again subdivided into smaller bodies, and more

contracted associations, which pursue, or ought to pursue,

a particular interest, in subordination to the publick good,

and consistently with the general happiness of mankind.

Each of these subdivisions produces new dependencies

and relations, and every particular relation gives rise to a

particular scheme of duties. Duties which are of the ut

most importance, and of the most sacred obligation, as the

neglect of them would defeat all the blessings of society,

and cut off even the hope of happiness ; as it would poison

the fountain whence it must be drawn , and make those

institutions, which have been formed as necessary to peace

and satisfaction , the means of disquiet and misery.

The lowest subdivision of society is that by which it is

broken into private families ; nor do any duties demand

more to be explained and enforced than those which this

relation produces ; because none is more universally obli

gatory, and perhaps very few are more frequently neglected.

The universality of these duties requires no other proof

than may be received from the most cursory and superficial

observation of human life. Very few men have it in their

power to injure society in a large extent; the general

happiness of the world can be very little interrupted by

the wickedness of any single man , and the number is not

large of those by whom the peace of any particular nation

can be disturbed ; but every man may injure a family,
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and produce domestick disorders and distresses; almost

every one has opportunities, and perhaps sometimes tempt

ations, to rebel as a wife, or tyrannize as a husband ; and,

therefore, to almost every one are those admonitions ne

cessary, that may assist in regulating the conduct, and

impress just notions of the behaviour, which these relations

exact.

(Nor are these obligations more evident than the neglect

of them ; a neglect of which daily examples may be found,

and from which daily calamities arise. Almost all the

miseries of life, almost all the wickedness that infects, and

all the distresses that afflict mankind, are the consequences

of some defects in these duties. It is, therefore, no objec

tion to the propriety of discoursing upon them , that they

are well known and generally acknowledged ; for a very

small part of the disorders of the world proceed from igno

rance of the laws by which life ought to be regulated ;

nor do many, even of those whose hands are polluted with

the foulest crimes, deny the reasonableness of virtue, or

attempt to justify their own actions. Men are not blindly

betrayed into corruption, but abandon themselves to their

passions with their eyes open ; and lose the direction of

truth , because they do not attend to her voice, not because

they do not hear, or do not understand it. It is, therefore,

no less useful to rouse the thoughtless than instruct the

ignorant; to awaken the attention than enlighten the

understanding

There is another reason , for which it may be proper to

dwell long upon these duties, and return frequently to

them ; that deep impressions of them may be formed and

renewed , as often as time or temptation shall begin to

erase them . Offences against society, in its greater extent,

are cognisable by human laws. No man can invade the

property, or disturb the quiet of his neighbour, without

subjecting himself to penalties, and suffering in proportion

to the injuries he has offered . But cruelty and pride,

oppression and partiality, may tyrannize in private families

without control; meekness may be trampled on , and

U 2
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piety insulted, without any appeal, but to conscience and

to heaven. A thousand methods of torture may be in.

vented, a thousand acts of unkindness, or disregard, may

be committed , a thousand innocent gratifications may be

denied, and a thousand hardships imposed, without any

violation of national laws. Life may be imbittered with

hourly vexation ; and weeks, months, and years, be lingered

out in misery, without any legal cause of separation, or

possibility of judicial redress . Perhaps no sharper anguish

is felt, than that which cannot be complained of, nor any

greater cruelties inflicted , than some which no human

authority can relieve.

That marriage itself, an institution designed only for

the promotion of happiness, and for the relief of the dis

appointments, anxieties, and distresses, to which we are

subject in our present state , does not always produce the

effects for which it was appointed ; that it sometimes con

denses the gloom , which it was intended to dispel, and

increases the weight, which was expected to be made

lighter by it, must, however unwillingly, be yet acknow

ledged.) .

It is to be considered to what causes, effects so unex

pected and unpleasing, so contrary to the end of the insti

tution, and so unlikely to arise from it, are to be attributed ;

it is necessary to inquire, whether those that are thus

unhappy are to impute their misery to any other cause

than their own folly, and to the neglect of those duties,

which prudence and religion equally require.

This inquiry may not only be of use in stating and ex

plaining the duties of the marriage-state, but may con

tribute to free it from licentious misrepresentations and

weak objections; which , indeed , can have little force upon

minds not already adapted to receive impressions from

them by habits of debauchery ; but which , when they co

operate with lewdness, intemperance, and vanity ; when

they are proposed to an understanding naturally weak ,

and made yet weaker, by luxury and sloth, by an implicit

resignation to reigning follies, and an habitual compliance
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with every appetite ; may at least add strength to pre

judices, to support an opinion already favoured , and per

haps hinder conviction , or at least retard it.

It may, indeed , be asserted to the honour of marriage ,

that it has few adversaries among men either distinguished

for their abilities, or eminent for their virtue. Thosewho

have assumed the province of attacking it, of overturning

the constitution of the world, of encountering the autho

rity of the wisest legislators, from whom it has received the

highest sanction of human wisdom ; and subverting the

maxims of the most flourishing states, in which it has

been dignified with honours, and promoted with immu

nities; those who have undertaken the task of contending

with reason and experience, with earth and with heaven,

are men who seem generally not selected by nature for

great attempts, or difficult undertakings. They are, for

the most part, such as owe not their determinations to

their arguments, but their arguments to their determina

tions. Disputants animated not by a consciousness of

truth , but by the number of their adherents ; and heated

not with zeal for the right, but with the rage of licentious

ness and impatience of restraint. And, perhaps, to the

sober, the understanding, and the pious, it may be suffi

cient to remark, that religion and marriage have the same

enemies.

There are , indeed, some in other communions of the

Christian church , who censure marriage upon different

motives, and prefer celibacy to a state more immediately

devoted to the honour of God, and the regular and assidu

ous practice of the duties of religion ; and have recom

mended vows of abstinence, no where commanded in

Scripture, and imposed restraints upon lawful desires; of

which it is easy to judge how well they are adapted to the

present state of human nature, by the frequent violation

of them , even in those societies where they are voluntarily

incurred, and where no vigilance is omitted to secure the

observation of them .

But the authors of these rigorous and unnatural schemes
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of life, though certainly misled by false notions of holiness,

and perverted conceptions of the duties of our religion ;

have at least the merit of mistaken endeavours to promote

virtue, and must be allowed to have reasoned at least with

some degree of probability, in vindication of their conduct.

They were generally persons of piety, and sometimes of

knowledge, and are, therefore, not to be confounded with

the fool, the drunkard , and the libertine. They who de

cline marriage, for the sake of a more severe and mortified

life, are surely to be distinguished from those who con

demn it as too rigorous a confinement, and wish the abo

lition of it in favour of boundless voluptuousness and

licensed debauchery.

Perhaps even the errours of mistaken goodness may be

rectified , and the prejudices surmounted by deliberate at

tention to the nature of the institution ; and certainly the

calumnies of wickedness may be, by the same means, con

futed, though its clamours may not be silenced ; since com

monly, in debates like this, confutation and conviction are

very distant from each other. For that nothing but vice

or folly obstructs the happiness of a married life may be

made evident by examining,

FIRST : The nature and end of marriage.

SECONDLY : The means by which that end is to be

attained .

FIRST : The nature and end of marriage.

The vow of marriage which the wisdom of most civilized

nations has enjoined , and which the rules of the Christian

church enjoin, may be properly considered as a vow of

perpetual and indissoluble friendship ; friendship which

no change of fortune, nor any alteration of external cir

cumstances, can be allowed to interrupt or weaken. After

the commencement of this state, there remain no longer

any separate interests ; the two individuals become united,

and are, therefore, to enjoy the same felicity, and suffer the

same misfortunes; to have the same friends and the same

enemies, the same success and the same disappointments.

It is easy, by pursuing the parallel between friendship and
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marriage, to show how exact a conformity there is between

them , to prove that all the precepts laid down with respect

to the contraction , and the maxims advanced with regard

to the effects, of friendship, are true of marriage in a more

literal sense and a stricter acceptation.

It has long been observed that friendship is to be con

fined to one ; or that, to use the words of the axiom , He

that hath friends, has no friend ." That ardour of kind

ness, that unbounded confidence, that unsuspecting secu

rity which friendship requires, cannot be extended beyond

a single object. A divided affection may be termed bene

volence, but can hardly rise to friendship ; for the narrow

limits of the human mind allow it not intensely to con

template more than one idea . As we love one more , we

must love another less ; and, however impartially we

may, for a very short time, distribute our regards, the

balance of affection will quickly incline, perhaps against

our consent, to one side or the other. Besides, though we

should love our friends equally, which is perhaps not pos

sible ; and each according to their merit, which is very

difficult; what shall secure them from jealousy of each

other ? Will not each think highly of his own value, and

imagine himself rated below his worth ? Or what shall

preserve their common friend from the same jealousy with

regard to them ? As he divides his affection and esteem

between them , he can in return claim no more than a

dividend of theirs ; and as he regards them equally, they

may justly rank some other in equality with him : and

what then shall hinder an endless communication of con .

fidence, which must certainly end in treachery at last ?

Let these reflections be applied to marriage, and perhaps

polygamy may lose its vindicators.

It is remarked, that Friendship amongst equals is the inost

lasting, and perhaps there are few causes to which more

X unhappy marriages are to beascribed ,than adisproportion

between the original condition of the two persons. Dif

και φίλοι ου φίλος.

b Amicitia inter pares firmissima.

a
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ference of condition makes difference of education , and

difference of education produces differences of habits, sen

timents, and inclinations. Thence arise contrary views,

and opposite schemes, of which the frequent, though not

necessary, consequences, are debates, disgust, alienation,

and settled hatred .

Strict friendship is to have the same desires and the same

aversions. Whoever is to choose a friend, is to consider

first the resemblance or the dissimilitude of tempers. How

necessary this caution is to be urged as preparatory to

marriage, the misery of those who neglect it sufficiently

evinces. To enumerate all the varieties of disposition, to

which it may, on this occasion, be convenient to attend,

would be a tedious task, but it is at least proper to enforce

one precept on this head, a precept which was never yet

broken without fatal consequences, Let the religion of the

man and woman be the same. The rancour and hatred,

the rage and persecution, with which religious disputes

have filled the world , need not to be related ; every history

can inform us, that no malice is so fierce, so cruel, and

implacable, as that which is excited by religious discord .

It is to no purpose' that they stipulate for the free enjoy

ment of their own opinion ; for how can he be happy, who

sees the person most dear to him in a state of dangerous

errour, and ignorant of those sacred truths, which are ne

cessary to the approbation of God, and to future felicity ?

How can he engage not to endeavour to propagate truth ,

and promote the salvation of those he loves ; or if he has

been betrayed into such engagements by an ungoverned

passion, how can he vindicate himself in the observation

of them ? The education of children will soon make it

necessary to determine, which of the two opinions shall

be transmitted to their posterity ; and how can either con

sent to train up in errour and delusion, those from whom

they expect the highest satisfactions, and the only com

forts of declining life ?

An observation of Catiline in Sallust.
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On account of this conformity of notions it is, that

equality of condition is chiefly eligible; for as friendship ,

so marriage either finds or makes an equality. No dis

advantage of birth or fortune ought to impede the exalta

tion of virtue and of wisdom ; for with marriage begins

union, and union obliterates all distinctions. It may, in

deed , become the person who received the benefit, to re

member it, that gratitude may heighten affection ; but the

person that conferred it ought to forget it, because, if it

was deserved , it cannot be mentioned without injustice,

nor, if undeserved , without imprudence. All reproaches

of this kind must be either retractions of a good action, or

proclamations of our own weakness.

Friends, says the proverbial observation, have every

thing in common . This is likewise implied in the marriage

covenant. Matrimony admits of no separate possessions,

no incommunicable interests. This rule, like all others,

has been often broken by low views and sordid stipulations;

but, like all other precepts, founded on reason and in

truth , it has received a new confirmation from almost

every branch of it ; and those parents, whose age has had

no better effects upon their understanding, than to fill

them with avarice and stratagem , have brought misery

and ruin upon their children , by the means which they

weakly imagined conducive to their happiness.

There is yet another precept equally relating to friend

ship and to marriage, a precept which, in either case , can

never be too strongly inculcated, or too scrupulously ob

served ; Contract friendship only with the good. Virtue is

the first quality to be considered in the choice of a friend,

and yet more in a fixed and irrevocable choice. This

maxim surely requires no comment, nor any vindication ;

it is equally clear and certain , obvious to the superficial,

and incontestable by the most accurate examiner. To

dwell upon it is , therefore, superfluous; for, though often

neglected, it never was denied. Every man will, without

hesitation , confess, that it is absurd to trust a known de

ceiver, or voluntarily to depend for quiet and for happiness
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upon insolence, cruelty, and oppression. Thus marriage

appears to differ from friendship chiefly in the degree of

its efficacy, and the authority of its institution . It was

appointed by God himself, as necessary to happiness, even

in a state of innocence ; and the relation produced by it

was declared more powerful than that of birth , “ There

fore shall a man leave his father and his mother, and shall

cleave unto his wife .” But as, notwithstanding its con

formity to human nature, it sometimes fails to produce the

effects intended, it is necessary to inquire,

SECONDLY : By what means the end of marriage is to

be attained .

As it appears, by examining the natural system of the

universe , that the greatest and smallest bodies are invested

with the same properties, and moved by the same laws;

so a survey of the moral world will inform us, that greater

or less societies are to be made happy by the same means ,

and that, however relations may be varied, or circum

stances changed, virtue, and virtue alone, is the parent of

felicity. We can only , in whatsoever state we may be

placed , secure ourselves from disquiet and from misery, by

a resolute attention to truth and reason . Without this, it

is in vain that a man chooses a friend, or cleaves to a wife.

If passion be suffered to prevail over right, and the duties

of our state be broken through, or neglected, for the sake

of gratifying our anger, our pride, or our revenge ; the

union of hearts will quickly be dissolved , and kindness

will give way to resentment and aversion .

The duties, by the practice of which a married life is to

be made happy, are the same with those of friendship, but

exalted to higher perfection. Love must be more ardent,

and confidence without limits. It is , therefore, necessary

on each part to deserve that confidence by the most un

shaken fidelity, and to preserve their love unextinguished

by continual acts of tenderness ; not only to detest all real,

but seeming offences; and to avoid suspicion and guilt,

with almost equal solicitude.

But since the frailty of our nature is such, that we can
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not hope from each other an unvaried rectitude of con

duct, or an uninterrupted course of wisdom or virtue ; as

folly will sometimes intrude upon an unguarded hour ;

and temptations, by frequent attacks, will sometimes pre

vail; one of the chief acts of love is readily to forgive

errours, and overlook defects. Neglect is to be reclaimed

by kindness, and perverseness softened by complaisance.

Sudden starts of passion are patiently to be borne, and

the calm moments of recollection silently expected. For,

if one offence be made a plea for another ; if anger be to

be opposed with anger, and reproach retorted for reproach ;

either the contest must be continued for ever, or one must

at last be obliged by violence to do what might have been

at first done, not only more gracefully, but with more

advantage.

Marriage, however in general it resembles friendship,

differs from it in this , that all its duties are not reciprocal.

Friends are equal in every respect, but the relation of mar

riage produces authority on one side, and exacts obedience

on the other ; obedience, an unpleasing duty ; which yet

the nature of the state makes indispensable ; for friends

may separate when they can no longer reconcile the sen

timents, or approve the schemes of each other ; but as

marriage is indissoluble, either one must be content to sub

mit, when conviction cannot be obtained ; or life must be

wasted in perpetual disputes.

But though obedience may be justly required, servility

is not to be exacted , and though itmay be lawful to ex

ert authority, it must be remembered, that to govern and

to tyrannize are very different, and that oppression will

naturally provoke rebellion .

The great rule both of authority and obedience is the

law of God ; a law which is not to be broken for the pro

motion of any ends, or in compliance with any commands;

and which , indeed, never can be violated without destroying

that confidence, which is the great source of mutual hap

piness ; for how can that person be trusted , whom no

principle obliges to fidelity ?
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( Thus religion appears, in every state of life, to be the

basis of happiness, and the operating power which makes

every good institution valid and efficacious. And he that

shall attempt to attain happiness by the means which

God has ordained ; and “shall leave his father and his

mother, and shall cleave unto his wife ,” shall surely find

the highest degree of satisfaction that our present state

allows; if, in his choice, he pays the first regard to vir

tue, and regulates his conduct by the precepts of reli

gion .)

SERMON II.

“ Let the wicked forsake his way, and the unrighteous man his thoughts,

and let him return unto the Lord, and he will have mercy upon him,

and to our God, for he will abundantly pardon .” Isa. lv. 7 .

That God is a being of infinite mercy ; that he desires

not the death of a sinner, nor takes any pleasure in the

misery of his creatures ; may not only be deduced from

the consideration of his nature , and his attributes; but,

for the sake of those that are incapable of philosophical

inquiries, who make far the greatest part of mankind, it

is evidently revealed to us in the Scriptures, in which the

supreme Being , the Source of life, the Author of existence,

who spake the word, and the world was made, who com

manded, and it was created, is described as looking down

from the height of infinite felicity, with tenderness and

pity, upon the sons of men ; inciting them by soft im

pulses, to perseverance in virtue, and recalling them, by

instruction and punishment, from errour and from vice.

He is represented as not more formidable for his power,

than amiable for his mercy ; and is introduced as expos

tulating with mankind upon their obstinacy in wicked

ness ; and warning them , with the highest affection , to
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avoid those punishments, which the laws of his govern

ment make it necessary to inflict upon the inflexible and

disobedient. “ Return unto me, and I will return unto

you, saith the Lord of hosts.” Mal. iii . 7. “Make you a new

heart, and a new spirit, for why will ye die, O house of

Israel ?” Ezek. xviii. 31. His mercy is ever made the

chief motive of obedience to him ; and with the highest

reason inculcated, as the attribute which may
animate us

most powerfully to an attention to our duty. “ If thou ,

O Lord, wert extreme to mark what is done amiss, O

Lord , who shall abide it ? But there is mercy with thee,

therefore shalt thou be feared .” If God were a power un

merciful and severe , a rigid exactor of unvaried regularity

and unfailing virtue ; if he were not to be pleased but

with perfection, nor to be pacified after transgressions and

offences ; in vain would the best men endeavour to re

commend themselves to his favour ; in vain would the

most circumspect watch the motions of his own heart, and

the most diligent apply himself to the exercise of virtue.

They would only destroy their ease by ineffectual solici

tude, confine their hearts with unnecessary restraints, and

weary out their lives in unavailing labours. God would

not be to be served , because all service would be rejected ;

it would be much more reasonable to abstract the mind

from the contemplation of him, than to have him only

before us, as an object of terrour, as a Being too mighty

to be resisted, and too cruel to be implored ; a Being that

created men, only to be miserable, and revealed himself

to them , only to interrupt even the transient and imper

fect enjoyments of this life, to astonish them with terrour,

and to overwhelm them with despair.

But there is mercy with him, therefore shall he be feared .

It is reasonable, that we should endeavour to please him,

because we know that every sincere endeavour will be re

warded by him ; that we should use all the means in our

power, to enlighten our minds, and regulate our lives, be

cause our errours, if involuntary, will not be imputed to

us ; and our conduct, though not exactly agreeable to the
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divine ideas of rectitude, yet if approved, after honest and

diligent inquiries, by our own consciences, will not be

condemned by that God, who judges of the heart, weighs

every circumstance of our lives, and admits every real ex

tenuation of our failings and transgressions.

Were there not mercy with him, were he not to be re

conciled after the commission of a crime, what must be

the state of those, who are conscious of having once of

fended him ? A state of gloomymelancholy , or outrageous

desperation ; a dismal weariness of life, and inexpressible

agonies at the thought of death ; for what affright or af

fliction could equal the horrours of that mind, which

expected every moment to fall into the hands of implaca

ble Omnipotence ?

But the mercy of God extends not only to those who

have made his will, in some degree, the rule of their ac

tions, and have only deviated from it by inadvertency,

surprise, inattention, or negligence, but even to those that

have polluted themselves with studied and premeditated

wickedness ; that have violated his commands in opposi

tion to conviction , and gone on, from crime to crime, under

a sense of the divine disapprobation.

Even these are not for ever excluded from his favour,

but have in their hands means, appointed by himself, of

reconciliation to him ; means by which pardon may be

obtained , and by which they may be restored to those

hopes of happiness, from which they have fallen by their

own fault.

The great duty to the performance of which these be

nefits are promised, is repentance ; a duty, which is of the

utmost importance to every man to understand and prac

tise, and which it, therefore, may be necessary to explain

and enforce, by showing,

FIRST : What is the true nature of repentance.

SECONDLY : What are the obligations to an early re

pentance.

FIRST : What is the true nature of repentance.

The duty of repentance, like most other parts of reli
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gion , has been misrepresented by the weakness of super

stition , or the artifices of interest. The clearest precepts

have been obscured by false interpretations, and one errour

added to another, till the understanding of men has been

bewildered , and their morals depraved, by a false appear

ance of religion.

Repentance has been made, by some, to consist in the

outward expressions of sorrow for sin , in tears and sighs,

in dejection and lamentation.

It must be owned that where the crime is publick, and

where others may be in danger of corruption from the

example, some publick and open declarations of repent

ance may be proper, if made with decency and propriety,

which are necessary to preserve the best actions from con

tempt and ridicule ; but they are necessary only, for the

sake of destroying the influence of a bad example, and

are no otherwise essential to this duty. No man is obliged

to accuse himself of crimes, which are known to God

alone ; even the fear of hurting others ought often to re

strain him from it, since to confess crimes may be, in some.

measure, to teach them , and those may imitate him in

wickedness, who will not follow him in his repentance.

It seems here not impertinent to mention the practice

of private confession to the priest, indispensably enjoined

by the Roman church, as absolutely necessary to true

repentance ; but which is no where commanded in Scrip

ture, or recommended otherwise, than as a method of dis

burdening the conscience, for the sake of receiving comfort

or instruction ,and as such is directed by our own liturgy.

Thus much, and no more , seems to be implied in the

apostle's precept, “of confessing our faults one to an

other , ” a precept expressed with such latitude, that it ap

pears only to be one of those which it may be often

convenient to observe, but which is to be observed no far

ther than as it may be convenient. For we are left entirely

at liberty, what terms, whether general or particular, we

shall use in our confessions. The precept, in a literal and

rational sense , can be said to direct no more, than general
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acts of humiliation, and acknowledgements of our own

depravity

No man ought to judge of the efficacy of his own re

pentance , or the sincerity of another's, by such variable

and uncertain tokens, as proceed more from the corstitu

tion of the body than the disposition of the mind, or more

from sudden passions and violent emotions, than from a

fixed temper, or settled resolutions. Tears are often to

be found , where there is little sorrow , and the deepest sor

row without any tears. Even sorrow itself is no other

than an accidental, or a secondary, part of repentance,

which may, and, indeed, ought to arise from the con

sciousness of our own guilt ; but which is merely a natu .

ral and necessary effect, in which choice has very little

part, and which , therefore, is no virtue. He that feels no

sorrow for sin has, indeed, great reason to doubt of the

sincerity of his own repentance, since he seems not to be

truly sensible of his danger and his misery ; but he that

feels it in the highest degree is not to put confidence in it.

He is only to expect mercy upon his reformation .

For reformation is the chief part of repentance ; not he

that only bewails and confesses, but he that forsakes his

sins, repents acceptably to God, that God who will have

mercy, and not sacrifice ;" who will only accept a pure

heart and real virtue, not outward forms of grief, or pomp

ous solemnities of devotion . To conceive that any thing

can be substituted in the place of reformation is a danger

ous and fatal, though perhaps no uncommon errour ; nor

is it less erroneous, though less destructive, to suppose,

that any thing can be added to the efficacy of a good life

by a conformity to any extraordinary ceremonies or par

ticular institutions.

To false notions of repentance many nations owe the

custom , which prevails amongst them , of retiring, in the

decline of life, to solitudes and cloisters, to atone for wick

edness by penance and mortifications. It must, indeed,

be confessed , that it may be prudent in a man , long ac

customed to yield to particular temptations, to remove
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himself from them as far as he can , because every passion

is more strong or violent, as its particular object is more

near. Thus it would be madness in a man , long enslaved

by intemperance, to frequent revels and banquets with an

intent to reform ; nor can it be expected that cruelty and

tyranny should be corrected by continuance in high au

thority.

That particular state which contributes most to excite

and stimulate our inordinate passions, may be changed

with very good effect ; but any retirement from the world

does not necessarily precede or follow repentance, because

it is not requisite to reformation . A man, whose con

science accuses him of having perverted others, seems un

der some obligations to continue in the world , and to

practise virtue in publick, that those who have been se

duced by his example, may by his example be reclaimed.

For reformation includes, not only the forbearance of

those crimes of which we have been guilty, and the prac

tice of those duties which we have hitherto neglected, but

a reparation , as far as we are able to make it, of all the

injuries that we have done, either to mankind in general,

or to particular persons. If we have been guilty of the

open propagation of errour, or the promulgation of false

hood, we must make our recantation no less openly ; we

must endeavour, without regard to the shame and reproach

to which we may be exposed, to undeceive those whom

we have formerly misled. If we have deprived any man

of his right, we must restore it to him ; if we have as

persed his reputation, we must retract our calumny.

Whatever can be done to obviate the ill consequences of

our past misconduct, must be diligently and steadily

practised. Whoever has been made vitious or unhappy

by our fault, must be restored to virtue and happiness, so

far as our counsel or fortune can contribute to it.

Let no man imagine that he may indulge his malice,

his avarice, or his ambition , at the expense of others ;

that he may raise himself to wealth and honour by the

breach of every law of heaven and earth , then retire, laden

VOL. IX . X
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with the plunder of the miserable, spend his life in fan

tastick penances, or false devotion , and by his compliance

with the external duties of religion, atone for withhold

ing what he has torn away from the lawful possessour by

rapine and extortion : let him not flatter himself with

false persuasions that prayer and mortification can alter

the great and invariable rules of reason and justice : let

him not think that he can acquire a right to keep what

he had no right to take away, or that frequent prostra

tions before God will justify his perseverance in oppress

ing men : let him be assured that his presence profanes

the temple, and that his prayer will be turned into sin .

A frequent and serious reflection upon the necessity of

reparation and restitution, may be very effectual to re

strain men from injustice and defamation, from cruelty

and extortion ; for nothing is more certain , than that most

propose themselves to die the death of the righteous,

and intend, however they may offend God in the pur

suit of their interest, or the gratification of their pas

sions, to reconcile themselves to him by repentance.

Would men, therefore, deeply imprint upon their minds

the true notions of repentance in its whole extent, many

temptations would lose their force ; for who would utter a

falsehood , which he must shamefully retract, or take away,

at the expense of his reputation and his innocence, what,

if he hopes for eternal happiness, he must afterwards re

store ? Who would commit a crime, of which he must

retain the guilt, but lose the advantage ?

There is, indeed, a partial restitution, with which many

have attempted to quiet their consciences, and have be

trayed their own souls. When they are sufficiently en

riched by wicked practices, and leave off to rob from

satiety of wealth , or are awakened to reflection upon their

own lives by danger, adversity, or sickness, they then be

come desirous to be at peace with God , and hope to obtain ,

by refunding part of their acquisitions, a permission to en

joy the rest. In pursuance of this view churches are built,

schools endowed, the poor clothed, and the ignorant edu
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cated ; works, indeed, highly pleasing to God, when per

formed in concurrence with the other duties of religion,

but which will never atone for the violation of justice . To

plunder one man for the sake of relieving another, is not

charity ; to build temples with the gains of wickedness, is

to endeavour to bribe the Divinity. This ought ye to

have done, and not left the other undone. Ye ought,

doubtless to be charitable, but ye ought first to be just.

There are others who consider God as a Judge still

more easily reconciled to crimes, and, therefore, perform

their acts of atonement after death , and destine their es

tates to charity, when they can serve the end of luxury or

vanity no longer. But whoever he be that has loaded

his soul with the spoils of the unhappy, and riots in afflu

ence by cruelty and injustice, let him not be deceived !

God is not mocked. Restitution must be made to those

who have been wronged, and whatever he withholds

from them , he withholds at the hazard of eternal happi.

ness.

An amendment of life is the chief and essential part of

repentance. He that has performed that great work needs

not disturb his conscience with subtile scruples, or nice

distinctions. He needs not recollect, whether he was

awakened from the lethargy of sin by the love of God, or

the fear of punishment. The Scripture applies to all our

passions : and eternal punishments had been threatened

to no purpose, if these menaces were not intended to pro

mote virtue.

But as this reformation is not to be accomplished by

our own natural power, unassisted by God, we must,

when we form our first resolutions of a new life, apply

ourselves , with fervour and constancy, to those means

which God has prescribed for obtaining his assistance.

We must implore a blessing by frequent prayer, and con

firm our faith by the holy sacrament. We must use all

those institutions that contribute to the increase of piety ,

and omit nothing that may either promote our progress

in virtue, or prevent a lapse into vice. It may be in

x 2
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quired whether a repentance begun in sickness, and pre

vented by death from exerting its influence upon the con

duct, will avail in the sight of God. To this question

it may be answered in general, that as all reformation is

begun by a change of the temper and inclinations, which,

when altered to a certain degree, necessarily produces an

alteration in the life and manners ; if God , who sees the

heart, sees it rectified in such a manner as would conse

quently produce a good life, he will accept that repent

ance .

But it is of the highest importance to those who have

so long delayed to secure their salvation , that they lose

none of the moments which yet remain ; that they omit

no act of justice or mercy now in their power ; that they

summon all their diligence to improve the remains of life,

and exert every virtue which they have opportunities to

practise. And when they have done all that can possi

bly be done by them , they cannot yet be certain of ac

ceptance, because they cannot know , whether a repent

ance, proceeding wholly from the fear of death , would not

languish and cease to operate , if that fear was taken

away.

Since, therefore, such is the hazard and uncertain effi

cacy of repentance long delayed, let us seriously reflect,

SECONDLY : Upon the obligations to an early repent

ance .

He is esteemed by the prudent and the diligent to be

no good regulator of his private affairs, who defers till to

morrow what is necessary to be done, and what it is in his

power to do to -day. The obligation would still be strong

er, if we suppose that the present is the only day in which

he knows it will be in his power. This is the case of every

man, who delays to reform his life, and lulls himself in

the supineness of iniquity. He knows not that the oppor

tunities he now rejects will ever be again offered him, or

that they will not be denied him, because he has rejected

them . This he certainly knows, that life is continually

stealing from him , and that every day cuts off som
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part of that time which is already, perhaps, almost at an

end .

But the time not only grows every day shorter, but the

work to be performed in it more difficult ; every hour, in

which repentance is delayed, produces something new to

be repented of. Habits grow stronger by long continu

ance, and passions more violent by indulgence. Vice, by

repeated acts, becomes almost natural; and pleasures, by

frequent enjoyment, captivate the mind almost beyond re

sistance .

If avarice has been the predominant passion , and

wealth has been accumulated by extortion and rapacity,

repentance is not to be postponed. Acquisitions, long

enjoyed, are with great difficulty quitted ; with so great

difficulty, that we seldom , very seldom , meet with true re

pentance in those whom the desire of riches has betrayed

to wickedness. Men who could willingly resign the luxu

ries and sensual pleasures of a large fortune, cannot con

sent to live without the grandeur and the homage. And

they who would leave all, cannot bear the reproach which

they apprehend from such an acknowledgement of wrong.

Thus are men withheld from repentance, and, conse

quently, debarred from eternal felicity ; but these reasons,

being founded in temporal interests, acquire every day

greater strength to mislead us, though not greater efficacy

to justify us. A man may, by fondly indulging a false

notion, voluntarily forget that it is false, but can never

make it true. We must banishWe must banish every false argument,,

every known delusion from our minds, before our passions

can operate in its favour ; and forsake what we know

must be forsaken , before we have endeared it to ourselves

by long possession. Repentance is always difficult, and

the difficulty grows still greater by delay. But let those

who have hitherto neglected this great duty, remember,

that it is yet in their power , and that they cannot perish

everlastingly but by their own choice ! Let them , there

fore endeavour to redeem the time lost, and repair their

negligence by vigilance and ardor ! 6 Let the wicked
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forsake his way, and the unrighteous man his thoughts ;

and let him return unto the Lord , and he will have mercy

upon him, and to our God, for he will abundantly par

don .”

SERMON III .

Happy is the man that feareth alway : but he that hardeneth his

heart shall fall into mischief.” Prov . xxviii. 14 .

The great purpose of revealed religion is to afford man

a clear representation of his dependence on the Supreme

Being, by teaching him to consider God as his Creator

and Governour, his Father and his Judge. Those, to

whom providence has granted the knowledge of the Holy

Scriptures, have no need to perplex themselves with dif

ficult speculations, to deduce their duty from remote prin

ciples, or to enforce it by doubtful motives. The Bible

tells us , in plain and authoritative terms, that there is a

way to life, and a way to death ; that there are acts which

God will reward, and acts that he will punish. That with

soberness, righteousness, and godliness, God will be

pleased ; and that with intemperance, iniquity, and im

piety, God will be offended ; and that, of those who are

careful to please him, the reward will be such as eye hath

not seen, nor ear heard, and of those who, having offend

ed him, die without repentance, the punishment will be

inconceivably severe, and dreadful.

In consequence of this general doctrine, the whole sys

tem of moral religious duty is expressed, in the language

of Scripture, by the “ fear of God .” A good man is cha

racterised, as a man that feareth God ; and the fear of

the Lord is said to be the beginning of wisdom ; and

the text affirms, that happy is the man that feareth al

ways.

On the distinction of this fear, into servile and filial, or
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fear of punishment, or fear of offence, on which much has

been superstructed by the casuistical theology of the Ro

mish church, it is not necessary to dwell . It is sufficient

to observe, that the religion which makes fear the great

principle of action, implicitly condemns all self -confidence,

all presumptuous security ; and enjoins a constant state of

vigilance and caution, a perpetual distrust of our own

hearts, a full conviction of our natural weakness, and an

earnest solicitude for Divine assistance .

The philosophers of the heathen world seemed to hope,

that man might be flattered into virtue, and therefore told

him much of his rank, and of the meanness of degeneracy;

they asserted, indeed with truth , that all greatness was in

the practice of virtue ; but of virtue their notions were

narrow ; and pride, which their doctrine made its chief

support, was not of power sufficient to struggle with sense

or passion.

Of that religion , which has been taught from God, the

basis is humility ; a holy fear which attends good men,

through the whole course of their lives ; and keeps them

always attentive to the motives and consequences of every

action ; if always unsatisfied with their progress in holi

ness, always wishing to advance , and always afraid of

falling away.

This fear is of such efficacy to the great purpose of our

being, that the wise man has pronounced him happy that

fears always ; and declares, that he, who hardens his

heart, shall fall into mischief. Let us, therefore, carefully

consider,

FIRST : What he is to fear, whose fear will make him

happy.

SECONDLY : What is that hardness of heart which ends

in mischief.

THIRDLY : How the heart is hardened. And,

FOURTHLY : What is the consequence of hardness of

heart.

FIRST : We must inquire, what he is to fear, whose

fear will make him happy.
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The great and primary object of a good man's fear is

sin ; and, in proportion to the atrociousness of the crime,

he will shrink from it with more horrour. When he me

ditates on the infinite perfection of his Maker and his

Judge; when he considers, that the heavens are not pure

in the sight of God, and yet remembers, that he must in

a short time appear before him ; he dreads the contami

nation of evil , and endeavours to pass through his ap

pointed time, with such cautions, as may keep him

unspotted from the world.

The dread of sin necessarily produces the dread of

temptation : he, that wishes to escape the effect, flies like

wise from the cause . The humility of a man truly reli

gious, seldom suffers him to think himself able to resist

those incitements to evil, which, by the approach of im

mediate gratifications, may be presented to sense or fancy ;

his care is not for victory, but safety'; and, when he can

escape assaults, he does not willingly encounter them .

The continual occurrence of temptation , and that im

becility of nature, which every man sees in others, and

has experienced in himself, seems to have made many

doubtful of the possibility of salvation . In the common

modes of life, they find that business ensnares, and that

pleasure seduces ; that success produces pride, and mis

carriage envy ; that conversation consists too often of

censure or of flattery ; and, that even care for the interests

of friends, or attention to the establishment of a family,

generates contest and competition, enmity and malevo

lence, and at last fills the mind with secular solicitude.

Under the terrours which this prospect of the world has

impressed upon them , many have endeavoured to secure

their innocence, by excluding the possibility of crimes ;

and have fled for refuge, from vanity and sin , to the soli

tude of deserts ; where they have passed their time in

woods and caverns; and, after a life of labourand macera

tion , prayer and penitence, died at last in secrecy and

silence.

Many more, of both sexes, have withdrawn, and still

X
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X

withdraw themselves, from crowds and glitter, and plea

sure , to monasteries and convents ; where they engage

themselves, by irrevocable vows, in certain modes of life ,

more or less austere, according to the several institutions;

but all of them comprising many positive hardships, and

all prohibiting almost all sensual gratifications. The fun

damental and general principle of all monastick commu

nities, is celibacy, poverty, and obedience to the superiour.

In some, there is a perpetual abstinence from all food that

may join delight with nourishment; to which , in others,

is added an obligation to silence and solitude ;-to suffer,

to watch , and to pray, is their whole employment.

Of these, it must be confessed, that they fear always,

and that they escape many temptations, to which all are

exposed , and by which many fall, who venture themselves

into the whirl of human affairs ; they are exempt from

avarice, and all its concomitants, and; by allowing them

selves to possess nothing, they are free from those contests

for honour and power, which fill the open world with

stratagems and violence. But surely it cannot be said

that they have reached the perfection of a religious life ;

it cannot be allowed, that flight is victory ; or that he fills

his place in the creation laudably, who does no ill, only

because he does nothing. Those who live upon that which

is produced by the labour of others, could not live, if there

were none to labour; and, if celibacy could be universal,

the race of man must soon have an end.

Of these recluses, it may, without uncharitable censure ,

be affirmed ; that they have secured their innocence, by

the loss of their virtue ; that, to avoid the commission of

some faults, they have made many duties impracticable ;

and that, lest they should do what they ought not to do,

they leave much undone, which they ought to do. They

must, however, be allowed to express a just sense of the

dangers with which we are surrounded ; and a strong con

viction of the vigilance necessary to obtain salvation ; and

it is our business to avoid their errours, and imitate their

piety.
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X

He is happy that carries about with him in the world

the temper of the cloister; and preserves the fear of doing

evil, while he suffers himself to be impelled by the zeal of

doing good ; who uses the comforts and the conveniencies

of his condition as though he used them not, with that

constant desire of a better state, which sinks the value of

earthly things ; who can be rich or poor, without pride in

riches, or discontent in poverty ; who can manage the

business of this life with such indifference as may shut

out from his heart all incitements to fraud or injustice ;

who can partake the pleasures of sense with temperance,

and enjoy the distinctions of honour with moderation ;

who can pass undefiled through a polluted world ; and ,

among all the vicissitudes of good and evil, have his heart

fixed only where true joys are to be found.

This can only be done, by fearing always, by preserving

in the mind a constant apprehension of the Divine pre

sence , and a constant dread of the Divine displeasure ;

impressions which the converse of mankind, and the soli

citations of sense and fancy, are continually labouring to

efface, and which we must, therefore, renew by all such

practices as religion prescribes ; and which maybelearned

from the lives of them , who have been distinguished, as

examples of piety, by the general approbation of the

Christian world .

The great efficient of union, between the soul and its

Creator, is prayer ; of which the necessity is such , that

St. Paul directs us, to pray without ceasing ; that is, to

preserve in the mind such a constant dependence upon

God , and such a constant desire of his assistance, as may

be equivalent to constant prayer.

No man can pray with ardour of devotion, but he must

excite in himself a reverential idea of that Power, to whom

he addresses his petitions ; nor can he suddenly reconcile

himself to an action, by which he shall displease him, to

whom he has been returning thanks for his creation and

preservation, and by whom he hopes to be still preserved.

He therefore, who prays often, fortifies himself by a natu

8
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may be

ral effect, and may hope to be preserved in safety, by the

stronger aid of Divine protection.

Besides the returns of daily and regular prayer, it will

be necessary for most men to assist themselves, from time

to time, by some particular and unaccustomed acts of

devotion . For this purpose, intervals of retirement may

be properly recommended ; in which the dust of life may

be shaken off, and in which the course of life pro

perly reviewed , and its future possibilities estimated . At

such times secular temptations are removed, and earthly

cares are dismissed ; a vain transitory world may be con

templated in its true state ; past offences may obtain par

don by repentance ; new resolutions may be formed, upon

new convictions; the past may supply instruction to the

present and to the future ; and such preparation may be

made for those events, which threaten spiritual danger,

that temptation cannot easily come unexpected ; and in

terest and pleasure, whenever they renew their attacks,

will find the soul upon its guard , with either caution to

avoid, or vigour to repel them .

In these seasons of retreat and recollection , what exter

nal helps shall be added , must by every one be discretely

and soberly considered . Fasts and other austerities, how

ever they have been brought into disrepute by wild en

thusiasm , have been always recommended, and always

practised by the sincere believers of revealed religion ; and,

as they have a natural tendency to disengage the mind

from sensuality, they may be of great use , as awakeners

of holy fear ; and they may assist our progress in a good

life, while they are considered only as expressions of our

love of God , and are not substituted for the love of our

neighbours.

As all those duties are to be practised , lest the heart

should be hardened , we are to consider,

SECONDLY : What is meant by hardness of heart.

It is apparent from the text, that the hardness of heart,

which betrays to mischief, is contrary to the fear which

secures happiness. The fear of God, is a certain tender
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ness of spirit, which shrinks from evil, and the causes of

evil ; such a sense of God's presence, and such persuasion

of his justice, as gives sin the appearance of evil, and

therefore excites every effort to combat and escape it.

Hardness of heart, therefore, is a thoughtless neglect of

the Divine law : such an acquiescence in the pleasures of

sense, and such delight in the pride of life, as leaves no

place in the mind for meditation on higher things; such

an indifference about the last event of human actions, as

never looks forward to a future state , but suffers the pas

sions to operate with their full force, without any other

end, than the gratification of the present world .

To men of hearts thus hardened, providence is seldom

wholly inattentive ; they are often called to the remem

brance of their Creator, both by blessings and afflictions ;

by recoveries from sickness, by deliverances from danger,

by loss of friends, and by miscarriage of transactions. As

these calls are neglected, the hardness is increased , and

there is danger, lest he whom they have refused to hear,

should call them no more.

This state of dereliction is the highest degree of misery ; .

and , since it is so much to be dreaded, all approaches to

it are diligently to be avoided. It is, therefore, necessary

to inquire,

THIRDLY : How, or by what causes, the heart is har

dened.

The most dangerous hardness of heart is that which

proceeds from some enormous wickedness, of which the

criminal dreads the recollection , because he cannot prevail

upon himself to repair the injury ; or because he dreads

the irruption of those images, by which guilt must always

be accompanied ; and , finding a temporal ease in negli

gence and forgetfulness, by degrees confirms himself in

stubborn impenitence.

This is the most dreadful and deplorable state of the

heart; but this I hope is not very common. That which

frequently occurs, though very dangerous, is not desperate ;

since it consists, not in the perversion of the will, but in
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the alienation of the thoughts ; bysuch hearts God is not

defied, he is only forgotten. Of this forgetfulness, the

general causes are worldly cares and sensual pleasures.

If there is a man , of whose soul avarice or ambition have

complete possession, and who places his hope in riches or

advancement, he will be employed in bargains, or in

schemes, and make no excursion into remote futurity,

nor consider the time , in which the rich and the poor

shall lie down together; when all temporal advantages

shall forsake him , and he shall appear before the supreme

tribunal of eternal justice. The slave of pleasure soon

sinks into a kind of voluptuous dotage ; intoxicated with

present delights, and careless of every thing else ; his days

and his nights glide away in luxury or in vice, and he has

no cure, but to keep thought away ; for thought is always

troublesome to him, who lives without his own appro

bation .

That such men are not roused to the knowledge and the

consideration of their real state , will appear less strange,

when it is observed, that they are almost always either

stupidly, or profanely, negligent of those external duties

of religion , which are instituted to excite and preserve the

fear of God . By perpetual absence from publick worship,

they miss all opportunities, which the pious wisdom of

Christianity has afforded them , of comparing their lives

with the rules which the Scripture contains ; and awaken

ing their attention to the presence of God, by hearing

him invoked, and joining their own voices in the common

supplication. That carelessness of the world to come ,

which first suffered them to omit the duties of devotion , is

by that omission, hourly increased ; and, having first ne

glected the means of holiness, they in time do not remem

ber them .

A great part of them whose hearts are thus hardened,

may justly impute that insensibility to the violation of the

Sabbath . He that keeps one day in the week holy, has

not time to become profligate, before the returning day of

recollection reinstates his principles, and renews his cau
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tion . This is the benefit of periodical worship. But he,

to whom all days are alike, will find no day for prayer and

repentance.

Many enjoyments, innocent in themselves, may become

dangerous by too much frequency ; publick spectacles,

convivial entertainments, domestick games , sports of the

field , or gay or ludicrous conversation , all of them harm

less, and some of them useful, while they are regulated by

religious prudence, may yet become pernicious, when they

pass their bounds, and usurp too much of that time which

is given us, that we may work out our salvation .

And surely, whatever may diminish the fear of God, or

abate the tenderness of conscience, must be diligently

avoided by those who remember what is to be explained,

FOURTHLY : The consequence of hardness of heart.

He that hardeneth his heart shall fall into mischief.

Whether mischief be considered , as immediately signify

ing wickedness, or misery, the sense is eventually the

same. Misery is the effect of wickedness, and wickedness is

the cause of misery ; and he that hardeneth his heart shall

be both wicked and miserable . Wicked he will doubtless

be, for he that has lost the fear of God, has nothing by

which he can oppose temptation . He has a breast open

and exposed, of which interest or voluptuousness take

easy possession. He is the slave of his own desires, and

the sport of his own passions. He acts without a rule of

action, and he determines without any true principle of

judgment. If he who fears always, who preserves in his

mind a constant sense of the danger of sin , is yet often

assaulted, and sometimes overpowered by temptation ;

what can be hoped for him , that has the same temptation ,

without the same defence ? He who hardens his heart will

certainly be wicked, and it necessarily follows, that he

will certainly be miserable. The doom of the obstinate

and impenitent sinner is plainly declared ; it is a fearful

thing to fall into the hands of the living God.

Let us all, therefore, watch our thoughts and actions ;

and that we may not, by hardness of heart fall into mis
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chief, let us endeavour and pray, that we may be among

them that feared always, andbythat fear may be prepared

for everlasting happiness.

!

SERMON IV.

“ Is it not to deal thy bread to the hungry, and that thou bring the poor

that are cast out to thy house ? when thou seest the naked, that thou

cover him ; and that thou hide not thyself from thine own flesh ? Then

shall thy light break forth as the morning, and thine health shall spring

forth speedily : and thy righteousness shall go before thee ; the glory of

the Lord shall be thy rereward.” Isa. lviii. 7, 8.

If the necessity of every duty is to be estimated by the

frequency with which it is inculcated, and the sanc

tions by which it is enforced ; if the great Lawgiver of the

universe, whose will is immutable, and whose decrees are

established for ever, may be supposed to regard, in a par

ticular manner, the observation of those commands, which

seem to be repeated only that they may be strongly im

pressed, and secured, by an habitual submission, from

violation and neglect, there is scarcely any virtue, that we

ought more diligently to exercise than that of compassion

to the needy and distressed.

If we look into the state of mankind, and endeavour to

deduce the will of God from the visible disposition of

things, we find no duty more necessary to the support of

order, and the happiness of society, nor any, of which we

are more often reminded, by opportunities of practising it,

or which is more strongly urged upon us, by importunate

solicitations, and affecting objects.

If we inquire into the opinions of those men, on whom

God conferred superiour wisdom, in the heathen world, all

their suffrages will be found united in this great point.

Amidst all their wild opinions, and chimerical systems,

the sallies of unguided imagination, and the errours of be

:
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wildered reason ; they have all endeavoured to evince the

necessity of beneficence, and agreed to assign the first

rank of excellence to him, who most contributes to im

prove the happiness, and to soften the miseries of life.

But we, who are blessed with clearer light, and taught

to know the will of our Maker, not from long deductions

from variable appearances , or intricate disquisitions of fal

lible reason, but by messengers inspired by himself, and

enabled to prove their mission by works above the power

of created beings, may spare ourselves the labour of te

dious inquiries. The Holy Scriptures are in our hands ;

the Scriptures, which are able to make us wise unto sal

vation, and by them we may be sufficiently informed of

the extent and importance of this great duty ; a duty en

joined, explained, and enforced, by Moses and the Pro

phets, by the Evangelists and Apostles, by the precepts of

Solomon , and the example of Christ.

From those, to whom large possessions have been

transmitted by their ancestors , or whose industry has been

blessed with success, God always requires the tribute of

charity : he commands, that what he has given be enjoyed

in imitating his bounty, in dispensing happiness, and

cheering poverty, in easing the pains of disease, and

lightening the burden of oppression ; he commands that

the superfluity of bread be dealt to the hungry ; and the

raiment, which the possessour cannot use, be bestowed up

on the naked, and that no man turn away from his own

flesh .

This is a tribute, which it is difficult to imagine that

any man can be unwilling to pay, as an acknowledgement

of his dependence upon the universal Benefactor, and an

humble testimony of his confidence in that protection ,

without which, the strongest foundations of human power

must fail, at the first shock of adversity, and the highest

fabricks of earthly greatness sink into ruin ; without

which, wealth is only a floating vapour, and policy an

!

empty sound.

But such is the prevalence of temptations, not early
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resisted ; such the depravity of minds, by which unlaw

ful desires have been long indulged, and false appearances

of happiness pursued with ardour and pertinaciousness ;

so much are we influenced by example, and so diligently

do we labour to deceive ourselves, that it is not uncommon

to find the sentiments of benevolence almost extinguished,

and all regard to the welfare of others overborn by a per

petual attention to immediate advantage and contracted

views of present interest.

When any man has sunk into a state of insensibility

like this, when he has learned to act only by the impulse

of apparent profit, when he can look upon distress, with

out partaking it, and hear the cries of poverty and sick

ness, without a wish to relieve them ; when he has so far

disordered his ideas as to 'value wealth without regard to

its end, and to amass with eagerness what is of no use in

his hands ; he is, indeed, not easily to be reclaimed ; his

reason, as well as his passions; is in combination against

his soul, and there is little hope, that either persuasion

will soften, or arguments convince him. A man, once

hardened in cruelty by inveterate avarice, is scarcely to be

considered as anylonger human ; nor is it to be hoped, that

any impression can be made upon him , by methods appli

cable only to reasonable beings. Beneficence and compas

sion can be awakened in such hearts only by the operation

of Divine grace, and must be the effect of a miracle, like

that which turned the dry rock into a springing well.

Let every one, that considers this state of obdurate

wickedness, that is struck with horrour at the mention of

a man void of pity , that feels resentment at the name of

oppression, and melts with sorrow at the voice of misery ,

remember that those, who have now lost all these senti

ments, were originally formed with passions, and instincts,

and reason , like his own : let him reflect, that he, who now

stands most firmly, may fall by negligence, and that ne

gligence arises from security. Let him , therefore, observe,

by what gradations men sink into perdition, by what in

sensible deviations they wander from the ways of virtue,

VOL . IX , Y
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till they are at length scarce able to retur ; and let him

be warned by their example, to avoid the original causes

ofdepravity, and repel the first attacks of unreasonable

self-love ; let him meditate on the excellence of charity,

and improve those seeds of benevolence , which are im

planted in every mind, but which will not produce fruit,

without care and cultivation .

Such meditations are always necessary for the promo

tion of virtue ; for a careless and inattentive mind easily

forgets its importance, and it will be practised only with

a degree of ardour, proportioned to the sense of our obli

gations to it.

To assist such reflections, to confirm the benevolence of

theliberal, and to show those who have lived withoutregard

to the necessities of others, the absurdity of their conduct,

I shall inquire,

FIRST : Into the nature of charity ; and,

SECONDLY : Into the advantages arising from the exer

cise of it.

FIRST : I shall inquire into the nature of charity.

By charity, is to be understood, every assistance of

weakness, or supply of wants, produced by a desire of be

nefiting others, and of pleasing God. Not every act of libe

rality, every increase of the wealth of another, not every

flow of negligent profusion , or thoughtless start of sudden

munificence, is to be dignified with this venerable name.

There are many motives to the appearance of bounty,

very different from those of true charity, and which ,

with whatever success they may be imposed upon man

kind, will be distinguished at the last day by him to whom

all hearts are open . It is not impossible, thatmen whose

chief desire is esteem and applause, who court the favour

of the multitude, and think fame the great end of action ,

may squander their wealth in such a manner , that some

part of it may benefit the virtuous or the miserable ; but

as the guilt, so the virtue, of every action, arises from de

sign ; and those blessings which are bestowed by chance,

will be of very little advantage to him that scattered them
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but usury ,

with no other prospect than that of hearing his own

praises ; praises, of which he will not be often disappointed ,

but of which our Lord has determined, that they shall be

his reward . If any man, in the distribution of his favours,

finds the desire of engaging gratitude, or gaining affec

tion , to predominate in his mind ; if he findshis benevo

lence weakened , by observing that his favours are forgotten ,

and that those whom he has most studiously benefited ,

are often least zealous for his service, he ought to re

member, that he is not acting upon the proper motives of

charity. For true charity arises from faith in the promises

of God, and expects rewards only in a future state. To

hope for our recompense in this life, is not beneficence,

.

Cand surely charity may easily subsist, without temporal

motives, when it is considered, that it is by the exercise

of charity alone that we are enabled to receive any solid

advantage from present prosperity, and to appropriate to

ourselves any possession beyond the possibility of losing

it. Of the uncertainty of success, and the instability of

greatness, we have examples every day before us. Scarcely

can any man turn his eyes upon the world , without ob

serving the sudden rotations of affairs, the ruin of the af

fluent,and the downfal of the high ; and it may reasona

bly be hoped, that no man , to whom opportunities of such

observations oceur, can forbear applying them to his own

condition, and reflecting, that what he now contemplates

in another, he may, in a few days, experience himself.

By thesereflections, he must be naturally led to inquire,

how he may fix such fugitive advantages ; how he shall

hinder his wealth from flying away, and leaving him no

thing but melancholy, disappointment, and remorse . This

he can effect only by the practice of charity, by dealing

his bread to the hungry, and bringing the poor that is cast

out to his house. By these means only he can lay up for

himself treasures in heaven , “ where neither rust nor moth

doth corrupt, and where thieves do not break through and

steal.” By a liberal distribution of his riches, he can

X

1
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place them above the reach of the spoiler, and exempt

them from accident and danger ; can purchase to himself

that satisfaction which no power on earth can take away ;

and make them the means of happiness, when they are no

longer in his hands. He may procure, by this means of

his wealth , what he will find to be obtained by no other

method of applying it, an alleviation of the sorrows of

age, of the pains of sickness, and of the agonies of death.

To enforce the duty of charity, it is so far from being

necessary to produce any arguments drawn from a narrow

view of our condition , a view restrained to this world , that

the chief reason for which it is to be practised is the

shortness and uncertainty oflife. To a man who considers

for what purpose he was created, and why he was placed

in his present state , how short a time, at most, is allotted

to his earthly duration, and how much of that time may

be cut off ; how can any thing give real satisfaction that

terminates in this life ? How can he imagine that any ac

quisition can deserve his labour, which has no tendency to

the perfection of his mind ? Or how can any enjoyment

engage his desires, but that of a pure conscience, and rea

sonable expectations of a more happy and permanent

existence ? Whatever superiority may distinguish us, and

whatever plenty may surround us, we know that they can

be possessed but a short time, and that the manner in

which we employ them must determine our eternal state ;

and what need can there be of any other argument for

the use of them , agreeable to the command of him that

bestowed them ? What stronger incitement can any man '

require to a due consideration of the poor and needy, than

that the Lord will deliver him in the day of trouble ; in

that day when the shadow of death shall compass him

about, and all the vanities of the world shall fade away ,

when all the comforts of this life shall forsake him, when

pleasure shall no longer delight, nor power protect him ?

In that dreadful hour, shall the man , whose care has been

extended to the general happiness of mankind, whose

charity has rescued sickness from the grave, and poverty

4

4
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from the dungeon ; who has heard the groans of the aged

struggling with misfortunes, and the cries of infants, lan

guishing with hunger, find favour in the sight of the great

Author of society, and his recompense shall flow upon him

from the fountain of mercy ; he shall stand without fear,

on the brink of life, and pass into eternity, with an

humble confidence of finding that mercy which he has

never denied. His righteousness shall go before him , and

the glory of the Lord shall be his rereward .

These blessings, and these rewards, are to be gained by

the due use of riches ; but they are not confined to the

rich , or unattainable by those whom providence has placed

in lower stations. Charity is an universal duty, which it

is in every man's power sometimes to practise ; since every

degree of assistance given to another, upon proper mo

tives, is an act of charity ; and there is scarcely any man ,

in such a state of imbecility, as that he may not, on some

occasions, benefit his neighbour. He that cannot relieve

the poor may instruct the ignorant; and he that cannot

attend the sick may reclaim the vitious. He that can

give little assistance himself, may yet perform the duty of

charity, by inflaming the ardour of others, and recom

mending the petitions, which he cannot grant, to those

who have more to bestow . The widow that shall give

her mite to the treasury, the poor man who shall bring

to the thirsty a cup of cold water, shall not lose their

reward.

And that this reward is not without reason decreed to

the beneficent, and that the duty of charity is not exalted

above its natural dignity and importance, will appear, by

considering,

SECONDLY : The benefits arising from the exercise of

charity.

The chief advantage which is received by mankind

from the practice of charity, is the promotion of virtue

amongst those who are most exposed to such temptations

as it is not easy to surmount; temptations, of which no

man can say that he should be able to resist them , and of
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which it is not easy for any one that has not known them ,

to estimate the force, and represent the danger.

We see , every day, men blessed with abundance, and

reveling indelight, yet overborn by ungovernable desires

of increasing their acquisitions ; and breaking through

the boundaries of religion, to pile heaps on heaps, and

add one superfluity to another, to obtain only nominal ad

vantages and imaginary pleasures.

For these we see friendships broken, justice violated ,

and nature forgotten ; we see crimes committed, without

the prospect of obtaining any positive pleasure, or remov .

ing any real pain. We see men toiling through meanness

and guilt, to obtain that which they can enjoy only in

idea, and which will supply them with nothing real which

they do not already abundantly possess.

If men formed by education and enlightened by experi,

ence, men whose observations of the world cannot but

have shown them the necessity of virtue, and who are able

to discover the enormity of wickedness, by tracing its ori

ginal, and pursuing its consequences, can fall before such

temptations, and, in opposition to knowledge and convic

tion , prefer to the happiness of pleasing God the flatteries

of dependents, or the smiles of power ; whatmay not be

expected from him who is pushed forward into sin by the

impulse of poverty, who lives in continual want of what

he sees wasted by thousands in negligent extravagance ,

and whose pain is every moment aggravated by the con

tempt of those whom nature has subjected to the same ne

cessities with himself, and who are only his superiour by

that wealth which they know not how to possess with mo

deration or decency ?

How strongly may such a man be tempted to declare

war upon the prosperous and the great ! With what ob

stinacy and fury may he rush on from one outrage to an

other, impelled on one part by the pressure of necessity,

and attracted on the other by the prospect of happiness ;

of happiness, which he sees sufficient to elevate those that

possess it above the consideration of their own nature,
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and to turn them away from their own flesh ; that happi

ness, which appears greater by being compared with his

own misery , and which he admires the more because he

cannot approach it. He that finds in himself every na

tural power of enjoyment, will envy the tables of the luxu

rious, and the splendour of the proud ; he who feels the

cold of nakedness, and the faintness of hunger, cannot

but be provoked to snatch that bread which is devoured

by excess, and that raiment which is only worn as the

decoration of vanity. Resentment may easily combine with

want, and incite him to return neglect with violence .

Such are the temptations of poverty ; and who is there

that can say, that he has not sometimes forsaken virtue

upon weaker motives ? Let any man reflect upon the

snares to which poverty exposes virtue, and remember

how certainly one crime makes way for another, till at

last all distinction of good and evil is obliterated ; and he

will easily discover the necessity of charity to preserve a

great part of mankind from the most atrocious wicked

ness.

The great rule of action, by which we are directed to do

to others whatever we would that others should do to us,

may be extended to God himself ; whatever we ask of

God, we ought to be ready to bestow on our neighbour;

if we pray to be forgiven , we must forgive those that

trespass against us ; and is it not equally reasonable,

when we implore from Providence our daily bread, that

we deal our bread to the hungry ? and that we rescue

others from being betrayed by want into sin, when we

pray that we may not ourselves be led into temptation ?

Poverty, for the greatest part, produces ignorance ; and

ignorance facilitates the attack of temptation. For how

should any man resist the solicitations of appetite, or the

influence of passion, without any sense of their guilt, or

dread of the punishment ? How should he avoid the

paths of vice , who never was directed to the way of

virtue ?

For this reason , no method of charity is more efficacious
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than that which at once enlightens ignorance and relieves

poverty, that implants virtue in the mind, and wards off

the blasts of indigence that might destroy it in the bloom .

Such is the charity of which an opportunity is now offer

ed ; charity by which those who would probably, without

assistance, be the burdens or terrours of the community,

by growing up in idleness and vice , are enabled to sup

port themselves by useful employments, and glorify God

by reasonable service.

Such are the general motives which the religion of

Jesus affords to the general exercise of charity, and such

are the particular motives for our laying hold of the op

portunity which providence has this day put into our

power for the practice of it ; motives, no less than the

hope of everlasting happiness, and the fear of punishment

which shall never end. Such incitements are surely suf

ficient to quicken the slowest, and animate the coldest ;

and if there can be imagined any place in which they

must be more eminently prevalent, it must be the place a

where we now reside. The numerous frequenters of this

place constitute a mixed assemblage of the happy and the

miserable . Part of this audience has resorted hither to

alleviate the miseries of sickness, and part to divert the

satiety of pleasure ; part because they are disabled , by

diseases, to prosecute the employment of their station,

and part because their station has allotted them , in their

own opinion , no other business than to pursue their plea

sures. Part have exhausted the medicines, and part have

worn out the delights of every other place ; and these con

trary conditions are so mingled together, that in few

places are the miseries of life so severely felt, or its plea

sures more luxuriously enjoyed.

To each of these states of life may the precepts of cha

rity be enforced with eminent propriety, and unanswera

ble arguments. Those whose only complaint is a surfeit

of felicity, and whose fearless and confident gaiety brings

d Bath.
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them hither, rather to waste health than to repair it, can

not surely be so intent upon the constant succession of

amusements which vanity and affluence have provided, as

not sometimes to turn their thoughts upon those whom

poverty and ignorance have cut off from enjoyment, and

consigned a prey to wickedness, to misery, and to want.

( If their amusements afford them the satisfaction which

the eager repetition of them seems to declare they must

certainly pity those who live in sight of so much happi

ness, which they can only view from a distance, but can

never reach ; and those whom they pity, they cannot

surely hear the promises made to charity without endea

vouring to relieve. But if, as the wisest among the vota

ries of pleasure have confessed, they feel themselves un

satisfied and deluded ; if, as they own, their ardour is

kept up by dissimulation, and they lay aside their appear

ance of felicity, when they retire from the eyes of those

among whom they desire to propagate the deceit ; if they

feel that they have wasted life without possessing it ; and

know that they shall rise to -morrow to chase an empty

good which they have often grasped at, but could never

hold ; they may surely spare something for the purchase

of solid satisfaction, and cut off part of that expense by

which nothing is procured , for the sake of giving to others

those necessaries which the common wants of our being

demand, and by the distribution of which they may lay

up some treasures of happiness against that day which is

stealing upon them , the day of age, of sickness, and of

death , in which they shall be able to reflect with pleasure

on no other part of their time past here, but that which

was spent in the duties of charity. But, if these shall

harden their dispositions, if these shall withhold their

hands, let them not amuse themselves with the general

excuses , or dream that any plea of inability will be ac

cepted from those who squander wealth upon trifles, and

trust sums that might relieve the wants of multitudes, to

the skill of play, and the uncertainties of chance.

CIo those to whom languishment and sickness have

XХ
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shown the instability of all human happiness, I hope it

will not be requisite to enforce the necessity of securing

to themselves a state of unshaken security, and unchange

able enjoyment. To inculcate the shortness of life to

those who feel hourly decays, or to expatiate on the mi

series of disease and poverty to them whom pain perhaps,

at this instant, is dragging to the grave, would be need

less waste of that time which their condition admonishes

them to spend, not in hearing, but in practising their

duty. And of sickness, charity seems the peculiar em

ployment, because it is an act of piety which can be prac

tised with such slight and transient attention as pain and

faintness may allow .) To the sick, therefore, I may be al

lowed to pronounce the last summons to this mighty

work , which , perhaps, the Divine providence will allow

them to hear. Remember thou ! that now faintest under

the weight of long -continued maladies, that to thee, more

emphatically, the night cometh in which no man can

work ; and, therefore, say not to him that asketh thee,

“ Go away now , and to -morrow I will give." To-morrow !

To -morrow is to all uncertain , to thee almost hopeless ;

to -day, if thou wilt hear the voice of God calling thee to

repentance, and by repentance to charity, harden not thy

heart ; but what thou knowest that in thy last moment

thou shalt wish done, make haste to do, lest thy last mo

ment be now upon thee.

And let us all, at all times, and in all places, remember,

that they who have given food to the hungry, raiment to

the naked, and instruction to the ignorant, shall be num

bered by the Son of God amongst the blessed of the

Father.

1
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“ Howbeit thou art just in all that is brought upon us, for thou hast

done right, but we have done wickedly.” Nen . ix, 33.

life ;

THERE is nothing upon which more writers, in all

ages, have laid out their abilities, than the miseries of

and it affords no pleasing reflection to discover that

a subject so little agreeable is not yet exhausted .

Some have endeavoured to engage us in the contempla

tion of the evils of life for a very wise and good end.

They have proposed, by laying before us the uncertainty

of prosperity, the vanity of pleasure, and the inquietudes

of power, the difficult attainment of most earthly bless

Xings, and the short duration of themall, to divert our

thoughts from the glittering follies and tempting delu

sions that surround us, to an inquiry after more certain

and permanent felicity not subject to be interrupted by

sudden vicissitudes, or impaired by the malice of the re

vengeful, the caprice of the inconstant, or the envy of the

ambitious. They have endeavoured to demonstrate, and

have in reality demonstrated to all those who will steal a

XХ

few moments from noise and show , and luxury , to at

tend to reason and to truth , that nothing is worthy of our

ardent wishes, or intense solicitude , that terminates in this

state of existence, and that those only make the true use

of life that employ it in obtaining the favour of God, and

securing everlasting happiness .

Others have taken occasion, from the dangers that sur

round , and the troubles that perplex us, to dispute the

wisdom or justice of the Governour of the world, or to

murmur at the laws of Divine providence ; as the present

state of the world , the disorder and confusion of every

thing about us, the casual and certain evils to which they

are exposed, and the disquiet and disgust which either

accompany or follow those few pleasures that are within
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our reach , seem , in their opinion, to carry no marks of in

finite benignity. This has been the reasoning by which

the wicked and profligate, in all ages, have attempted to

harden their hearts against the reproaches of conscience,

and delude others into a participation of their crime. By

this argument weak minds have been betrayed into doubts

and distrust, and decoyed by degrees into a dangerous

state of suspense, though, perhaps, never betrayed to abso

lute infidelity. For few men have been made infidels by

argument and reflection ; their actions are not generally

the result of their reasonings, but their reasonings of their

actions. Yet these reasonings, though they are not strong

enough to pervert a good mind , may yet, when they

coincide with interest, and are assisted by prejudice, con

tribute to confirm a man, already corrupted, in his im

pieties, and at least retard his reformation , if not entirely

obstruct it.

Besides, notions thus derogatory from the providence of

God tend, even in the best men , if not timely eradicated ,

to weaken those impressions of reverence and gratitude,

which are necessary to add warmth to his devotions, and

vigour to his virtue; for, as the force of corporeal motion

is weakened by every obstruction , though it may not be

entirely overcome by it, so the operations of the mind are

by every false notion impeded and embarrassed, and though

they are not wholly diverted or suppressed, proceed at least

with less regularity, and with less celerity.

But these doubts may easily be removed, and these ar

guments confuted , by a calm and impartial attention to

religion and to reason ; it will appear upon examination,

that though the world be full of misery and disorder, yet

God is not to be charged with disregard to his creation ;

that if we suffer, we suffer by our own fault, and that “ he

has done right, but we have done wickedly .”

We are informed by the Scriptures, that God is not the

author of our present state ; that when he created man ,

he created him for happiness ; happiness indeed depend

ent upon his own choice, and to be preserved by his own

X
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conduct : for such must necessarily be the happiness of

every reasonable being ; that this happiness was forfeited

by a breach of the conditions to which it was annexed ;

and that the posterity of him that broke the covenant

were involved in the consequences of his fault. Thus

x religion shows us, that physical and moral evil entered the

world together; and reason and experience assure us, that

they continue for the most part so closely united , that, to

avoid misery, we must avoid sin, and that, while it is in

our power to be virtuous, it is in our power to be happy,

at least, to be happy to such a degree, as may leave little

room for murmur and complaints.

Complaints are doubtless irrational in themselves, and

unjust with respect to God , if the remedies of the evils we

lament are in our hands; for what more can be expected

from the beneficence of our Creator, than that he should

place good and evil before us, and then direct us in our

choice ?

That God has not been sparing of his bounties to man

kind, or left them , even since the original transgression of

his command, in a state so calamitous as discontent and

melancholy have represented it, will evidently appear,
if

we reflect,

FIRST : How few of the evils of life can justly be

ascribed to God .

SECONDLY : How far a general piety might exempt

any community from those evils.

THIRDLY : How much, in the present corrupt state of

the world, particular men may, by the practice of the

duties of religion, promotetheir own happiness.

FIRST : How few of the evils of life can justly be

ascribed to God.

In examining what part of our present misery is to be

imputed to God, we must carefully distinguish that which

is actually appointed by him, from that which is only

permitted, or that which is the consequence of something

done to ourselves, and could not be prevented, but by the

interruption of those general and settled laws, which we
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term the course of nature, or the established order of the

universe. Thus it is decreed by God, that all men should

die ; and, therefore, the death of each man may justly be

ascribed to God , but the circumstances and time of his

death are very much in his own power, or in the power of

others. When a good man falls by the hand of an as

sassin , or is condemned by the testimony of false wit

nesses, or the sentence of a corrupt judge, his death may

in some measure be called the work of God, but his

murder is the action of men. That he was mortal, is the

effect of the Divine decree; but that he was deprived of

life unjustly, is the crime ofhis enemies.

If we examine all the afflictions of mind, body, and

estate , by this rule, we shall find God not otherwise ac

cessory to them , than as he works no miracles to prevent

them , as he suffers men to be masters of themselves, and

restrains them only by coercions applied to their reason .

If God should , by a particular exertion of his omnipotence,

hinder murder or oppression , no man could then be a

murderer or an oppressor, because he would be withheld

from it by an irresistible power ; but then that power

which prevented crimes would destroy virtue ; for virtue

is the consequence of choice. Men would be no longer

rational, or would be rational to no purpose, because their

actions would not be the result of free -will, determined by

moral motives ; but the settled and predestined motions

of a machine impelled by necessity.

Thus it appears, that God would not act as the Gover

nour of rational and moral agents, if he should lay any

other restraints upon them than the hope of rewards or

fear of punishments; and that to destroy or obviate the

consequences of human actions, would be to destroy the

présent constitution of the world.

When , therefore, any man suffers pain from an injury

offered him , that pain is not the act of God, but the effect

of a crime, to which his enemy was determined by his

own choice. He was created susceptible of pain, but not

necessarily subjected to that particular injury which he
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now feels, and he is, therefore, not to charge God with his

afflictions. The materials for building are naturally com

bustible ; but when a city is fired by incendiaries, God is

not the author of their destruction .

God may, indeed, by special acts of providence, some

times hinder the designs of bad men from being success

fully executed , or the execution of them from producing

such consequences as it naturally tends to ; but this, when

ever it is done, is a real, though not always a visible

miracle, and is not to be expected in the ordinary occur

rences of life, or the common transactions of the world.

In making an estimate, therefore, of the miseries that

arise from the disorders of the body, we must consider how

many diseases proceed from our own laziness, intempe

rance , or negligence ; how many the vices or follies of our

ancestors have transmitted to us ; and beware of imputing

to God the consequences of luxury, riot, and debauchery.

There are , indeed, distempers which no caution can

şecure us from , and which appear to be more immediately

the strokes of heaven ; butthese are not of the most pain

ful or lingering kind ; they are for the most part acute

and violent, and quickly terminate, either in recovery or

death ; and it is always to be remembered , that nothing

but wickedness makes death an evil.

Nor are the disquietudes of the mind less frequently

excited by ourselves. Pride is the general source of our

infelicity. A man that has a high opinion of his own

merits, of the extent of his capacity, of the depth of his

penetration , and the force of his eloquence, naturally forms

schemes of employment and promotion, adequate to those

abilities he conceives himself possessed of ; he exacts from

others the same esteem which he pays to himself, and

imagines his deserts disregarded, if they are not rewarded

to the extent of his wishes. He claims no more than he

has a right to hope for, finds his exorbitant demands re

jected, retires to obscurity. and melancholy, and charges

Heaven with his disappointments.

Men are very seldom disappointed , except when their

Xх
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desires are immoderate, or when they suffer their passions

to overpower their reason, and dwell upon delightful

scenes of future honou's, power, or riches, till they mistake

probabilities for certainties , or wild wishes for rational

expectations. If such men , when they awake from these

voluntary dreams, find the pleasing phantom vanish away,

what can they blame but their own folly ?

With no greater reason can we impute to providence

the fears and anxieties that harass and distract us ; for

they arise from too close an adherence to those things

from which we are commanded to disengage our affections.

We fail of being happy, because we determine to obtain

felicity by means different from those which God hath

appointed. We are forbidden to be too solicitous about

future events ; and is the author of that prohibition to be

accused, because men make themselves miserable by dis

regarding it ?

Poverty, indeed, is not always the effect of wickedness,

it may often be the consequence of virtue; but it is not

certain that poverty is an evil. If we exempt the poor

man from all the miseries to which his condition exposes

him from the wickedness of others, if we secure him from

the cruelty of oppression , and the contumelies of pride ;

if we suppose him to rate no enjoyment of this life, beyond

its real and intrinsick value; and to indulge no desire more

than reason and religion allow ; the inferiority of his sta

tion will very little diminish his happiness; and, therefore,

the poverty of the virtuous reflects no reproach upon pro

vidence. But poverty, like many other miseries of life, is

often little morethan an imaginary calamity. Men often

call themselves poor, not because they want necessaries,

but because they have not more than they want. This,

indeed, is not always the case , nor ought we ever to harden

our hearts against the cries of those who implore our

assistance, by supposing that they feel less than they ex

press ; but let us all relieve the necessitous according to

our abilities, and real poverty will soon be banished out

of the world .
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To these general heads, may be reduced almost all the

calamities that imbitter the life of man . To enumerate

particular evils would be of little use. It is evident that

most of our miseries are , either imaginary, or the conse

quences, either of our own faults, or the faults of others ;

and that it is, therefore, worthy of inquiry,

SECONDLY : How far a general piety might exempt

any community from those evils.

It is an observation, very frequently made, that there is

more tranquillity and satisfaction diffused through the

inhabitantsof uncultivated and savage countries, than is

to be met with in nations filled with wealth and plenty,

polished with civility, and governed by laws. It is found

happy to be free from contention, though -that exemption

be obtained , by having nothing to contend for ; and an

equality of condition, though that condition be far from

eligible, conduces more to the peace of society, than an

y established and legal subordination, in whichevery man

is perpetually endeavouring to exalt himself to the rank

above him , though by degrading others, already in pos

session of it, and every man exerting his efforts, to hinder

his inferiours from rising to the level with himself. It ap

pears, that it is better to have no property, than to be in

perpetual apprehensions of fraudulent artifices, or open

invasions; and that the security arising from a regular

administration of government, is not equal to that which

is produced by the absence of ambition, envy, or discon

tent.

Thus pleasing is the prospect of savage countries, merely

from the ignorance of vice, even without the knowledge

of virtue ; thus happy are they, amidst all the hardships

X and distresses that attend a state of nature , because they

are in a great measure free from those, which men bring

upon one another.

But a community, in which virtue should generally

prevail, of which every member should fear God with his

X whole heart, and love his neighbour' as himself, where

every man should labour to make himself “ perfect, even

VOL. IX. Z
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as his Father which is in heaven is perfect,” and endea

vour, with his utmost diligence, to imitate the divine

justice, and benevolence, would have no reason to
envy

those nations, whose quiet is the effect of their ignorance .

If weconsider it with regard to publick happiness, it

would be opulent without luxury, and powerful without

faction : itscounsels would be steady, because they would

be just ; and its efforts vigorous, because they would be

united. The governours would have nothing to fear from

the turbulence of the people, nor the people any thing to

apprehend from the ambition of their governours. The

encroachments of foreign enemies, they could not always

avoid , but would certainly repulse ; for scarce any civilized

nation has been ever enslaved, till it was first corrupted .

With regard to private men, not only that happiness,

which necessarily descends to particulars from the publick

prosperity, would be enjoyed ; but even those blessings,

which constitute the felicity of domestick life, and are less

closely connected with the general good. Every man

would be industrious to improve his property, because he

would be in no danger of seeing his improvements torn

from him . Every man would assist his neighbour, be

cause he would be certain of receiving assistance, if he

should himself be attacked by necessity. Every man

would endeavour after merit, because merit would always

be rewarded . Every tie of friendship and relation would

add to happiness, because it would not be subject to be

broken by envy , rivalship, or suspicion. Children would

honour their parents, because all parents would be vir

tuous ; all parents would love their children , because all

children would be obedient. The grief which we naturally

feel at the death of those that are dear to us, could not

perhaps be wholly prevented, but would be much more

moderate, than in the present state of things, because no

man could ever want a friend, and his loss would, there

fore, be less, because his grief, like his other passions,

would be regulated by his duty. Even the relations of

subjection would produce no uneasiness, because insolence

:
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would be separated from power, and discontent from in

feriority. Difference of opinions would never disturb this

community, because every man would dispute for truth

alone, look upon the ignorance of others with compassion,

and reclaim them from their errours with tenderness and

modesty. Persecution would not be heard of among

them , because there would be no pride on one side, nor

obstinacy on the other. Disputes about property would

seldom happen, because no man would grow rich by in

juring another ; and when they did happen, they would

be quickly terminated, because each party would be

equally desirous of a just sentence. All care and solicitude

would be almost banished from this happy region , be

cause no man would either have false friends, or publick

enemies. The immoderate desire of riches would be ex

tinguished where there was no vanity to be gratified. The

fear of poverty would be dispelled, where there was no

man suffered to want what was necessary to his support,

or proportioned to his deserts. Such would be the state

of a community generally virtuous, and this happiness

would probably be derived to future generations ; since

the earliest impressions would be in favour of virtue, since

those, to whom the care of education should be committed,

would make themselves venerable by the observation of

their own precepts , and the minds of the young and un

experienced would not be tainted with false notions, nor

their conduct influenced by bad examples.

Such is the state at which any community may arrive

by the general practice of the duties of religion . And can

Providence be accused of cruelty or negligence, when

such happiness as this is within our power ? Can man

be said to have received his existence as a punishment, or

a curse, when he may attain such a state as this ; when

even this is only preparatory to greater happiness, and the

same course of life will secure him from misery, both in

this world and in a future state ?

Let no man charge this prospect of things, with being

a train of airy phantoms; a visionary scene, with which a

2 2
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gay imagination may be amused in solitude and ease, but

which the first survey of the world will show him to be no

thing more than a pleasing delusion. Nothing has been

mentioned which would not certainly be produced in any

nation by a general piety. To effect all this, no miracle

is required ; men need only unite their endeavours, and

exert those abilities which God has conferred upon them ,

in conformity to the laws of religion.

general happiness, indeed , is required a general.con

currence in virtue; but we are not to delay the amend

ment of our own lives, in expectation of this favourable

juncture. An universal reformation must be begun some

where , and every man ought to be ambitious of being the

first. He that does not promote it, retards it ; for every

one must, by his conversation , do either good or hurt.

Let every man , therefore, endeavour to make the world

happy, by a strict performance of his duty to God and

man , and the mighty work will soon be accomplished .

Governours have yet a harder task ; they have not only

their own actions, but those of others, to regulate, and

are not only chargeable with their own faults, but with

all those which they neglect to prevent or punish . As

they are intrusted with the government for the sake of the

people, they are under the strongest obligations to advance

their happiness, which they can only do by the encou

ragement of virtue .

But since the care of governours may be frustrated,

since publick happiness, which must be the result of pub

lick virtue, seems to be at a great distance from us, let

us consider,

THIRDLY : How much, in the present corrupt state of

the world , particular men may, by the practice of the

duties of religion, promote their own happiness.

He is very ignorant of the nature of happiness, who

imagines it to consist wholly in the outward circumstances

of life, which , being in themselves transient and variable,

and generally dependent upon the will of others, can

never be the true basis of a solid satisfaction . To be

Х

X
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wealthy, to be honoured , to be loved , or to be feared , is

not always to be happy. The man who considers himself

as a being accountable to God, as a being sent into the

world only to secure immortal happiness by his obedience

to those laws which he has received from its Creator, will

not be very solicitous about his present condition, which

X will soon give way to a state permanent and unchange

able , in which nothing will avail him but his innocence,

or disturb him but his crimes. While this reflection is

predominant in the mind, all the good and evil of life

sinks into nothing. While he presses forward towards

eternal felicity, honours and reproaches are equally con

temptible. If he be injured , he will soon cease to feel the

wrong ; if he be calumniated , the day is coming in which

all the nations of the earth , and all the host of heaven ,

shall be witnesses of his justification . If his friends for

sake, or betray him, he alleviates his concern , by con

sidering, that the Divine promises are never broken , and

that the favour of God can only be forfeited by his own

fault. In all his calamities he remembers, that it is in his

own power to make them subservient to his own ad

vantage, and that patience is one of those virtues which

he is commanded to practise, and which God has de

termined to reward. That man can never be miserable to

whom persecution is a blessing ; nor can his tranquillity

be interrupted , who places all his happiness in his pros

pect of eternity ."

Thus it appears, that by the practice of our duty, even

our present state may be made pleasing and desirable ;

X. and that if we languish under calamities,they are brought

upon us, not by the immediate hand of Providence, but

by our own folly and disobedience ; that happiness will be

diffused , as virtue prevails; and “ that God has done

right, butwe have done wickedly ."

XХ
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“ When pride cometh, then cometh shame: but with the lowly is wisdom .”

Prov. xi . 2 .

THE writings of Solomon are filled with such observa

tions upon the nature and life of man , as were the result

of long experience assisted with every advantage of mind

and fortune ; an experience that had made him acquainted

with the actions, passions, virtues, and vices of all ranks,

ages, and denominations of mankind, and enabled him,

with the Divine assistance, to leave to succeeding ages, a

collection of precepts that, if diligently attended to, will

conduct us safe in the paths of life.

Of the ancient sages of the heathen world, so often

talked of, and so loudly applauded, there is recorded little

more than single maxims, which they comprised in few

words, and often inculcated ; for these they were honoured

by their contemporaries, and still continue reverenced

and admired ; nor would it either be justice or gratitude

to depreciate their characters, since every discoverer or

propagator of truth , is undoubtedly a benefactor to the

world . But surely, if single sentences could procure them

the epithet of wise, Solomon may, for this collection of

important counsels, justly claim the title of the “ wisest

amongst the sons of men .”

Amongst all the vices against which he has cautioned

us, (and he has scarce left one untouched ,) there is none

upon which he animadverts with more severity, or to

which he more frequently recalls our attention , by re

iterated reflections, than the vice of pride ; for which

there may be many reasons assigned , but more particu

larly, two seem to deserve our consideration ; the first

drawn from the extensiveness of the sin ; the other from

the circumstance of the preacher.

The first is the extensiveness of the sin.

Pride is a corruption that seems almost originally in
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grafted in our nature ; it exerts itself in our first years,

and, without continual endeavours to suppress it, influ

ences our last. Other vices tyrannize over particular ages,

and triumph in particular countries. Rage is the failing

of youth , and avarice of age ; revenge is the predominant

passion of one country, and inconstancy the characteristick

of another ; but pride is the native of every country, in

fects every climate, and corrupts every nation. It ranges

equally through the gardens of the east, and the deserts of

the south , and reigns no less in the cavern of the savage,

than in the palace of the epicure. It mingles with all our

other vices, and without the most constant and anxious

care , will mingle also with our virtues. It is no wonder,

therefore, that Solomon so frequently directs us to avoid

this fault, to which we are all so liable, since nothing is

more agreeable to reason , than that precepts of the most

general use should be most frequently inculcated .

The second reason may be drawn from the circum

stances of the preacher.

Pride was probably a crime to which Solomon himself

was most violently tempted ; and indeed it might have

been much more easily imagined, that he would have

fallen into this sin, than into some others of which he was

guilty ; since he was placed in every circumstance that

could expose him to it.him to it. He was a king absolute and in

dependent, and by consequence surrounded with syco

phants ready to second the first motions of self -love, and

blow the sparks of vanity ; to echo all the applauses,

and suppress all the murmurs of the people; to comply

with every proposal, and flatter every failing. These are

the tempters to which kings have been always exposed,

and whose snares few kings have been able to overcome.

But Solomon had not only the pride of royalty to sup

press, but the pride of prosperity, of knowledge, and of

wealth ; each of them able to subdue the virtue of most

men, to intoxicate their minds, and hold their reason in

captivity. Well might Solomon more diligently warn us

against a sin which had assaulted him in so many dif
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ferent forms. Could any superiority to the rest of the

world make pride excusable, it might have been par

doned in Solomon ; but he has been so far from allowing

it either in himself or others, that he has left a perpetual

attestation in favour of humility, that “ where pride

cometh , there cometh shame; but with the lowly is wis

dom .”

This assertion I shall endeavour to explain and confirm ,

FIRST : By considering the nature of pride in general,

with its attendants and consequences.

SECONDLY : By examining some of the usual motives

to pride; and showing how little can be pleaded in excuse

of it.

THIRDLY : By showing the amiableness and excellence

of humility.

FIRST : By considering in general the nature of pride,

with its attendants and consequences.

Pride, simply considered, is an immoderate degree of

self -esteem , or an over -value set upon a man by himself,

and , like most other vices, is founded originally on an in

tellectual falsehood . But this definition sets this vice in

the fairest light, and separates it from all its consequences,

by considering man without relation to society, and inde

pendent of all outward circumstances. Pride, thus defined ,

is only the seed of that complicated sin against which we

are cautioned in the text. It is the pride of a solitary

being, and the subject of scholastick disquisitions, not of

a practical discourse.

In speculation, pride may be considered as ending

where it began , and exerting no influences beyond the

bosom in which it dwells; but in real life, and the course

of affairs, pride will always be attended with kindred

passions, and produce effects equally injurious to others,

and destructive to itself.

He that overvalues himself will undervalue others, and

he that undervalues others will oppress them . To this

fancied superiority it is owing , that tyrants have squan

dered the lives of millions, and looked unconcerned on the
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miseries of war. It is, indeed, scarcely credible, it would ,

without experience, be absolutely incredible, that a man

should carry destruction and slaughter round the world ,

lay cities in ashes, and put nations to the sword, without

one pang or one tear ; that we should feel no reluctance

at seizing the possessions of another, at robbing parents

of their children , and shortening or imbittering innumera

ble lives . Yet this fatal, this dreadful effect, has pride

been able to produce. Pride has been able to harden the

heart against compassion, and stop the ears against the

cries of misery .

In this manner does pride operate, when unhappily

united with power and dominion ; and has, in the lower

ranks of mankind, similar, though not equal, effects. It

makes masters cruel and imperious, and magistrates inso

lent and partial. It produces contempt and injuries, and

dissolves the bond of society .

Nor is this species of pride more hurtful to the world,

than destructive to itself. The oppressour unites heaven

and earth against him ; if a private man, he, at length, -

becomes the object of universal hatred and reproach ; and

if a prince, the neighbouring monarchs combine to his

ruin. So that “when pride cometh, then cometh shame :

but with the lowly is wisdom .”

He that sets too high a value upon his own merits,

will, of course, think them ill rewarded with his present

condition . He will endeavour to exalt his fortune and his

rank above others, in proportion as his deserts are supe

riour to theirs. He will conceive his virtues obscured by

his fortune, lament that his great abilities lie useless and

unobserved for want of a sphere of action, in which he

might exert them in their full extent. Once fired with

these notions, he will attempt to increase his fortune, and

enlarge his sphere ; and how few there are that prosecute

such attempts with innocence, a very transient observation

will sufficiently inform us.

Every man has remarked the indirect methods made use

of in the pursuit of wealth ; a pursuit, for the most part,
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prompted by pride ; for to what end is an ample fortune

generally coveted ? Not that the possessour may have it in

his power to relieve distress, or recompense virtue ; but

that he may distinguish himself from the herd of man

kind by expensive vices, foreign luxuries, and a pompous

equipage. To pride, therefore, must be ascribed most of

the fraud , injustice, violence , and extortion , by which

wealth is frequently acquired.

Another concomitant of pride is envy , or the desire of

debasing others. A proud man is uneasy and dissatisfied,

while any of those applauses are bestowed on another,

which he is desirous of himself. On this account he never

fails of exerting all his art to destroy, or obstruct, a rising

character. His inferiours he endeavours to depress, lest

they should become his equals ; and his equals, not only

because they are so , but lest they should in time become

his superiours. For this end he circulates the whisper of

malevolence, aggravates the tale of calumny, and assists

the clamour of defamation ; opposes in publick the justest

designs, and in private depreciates the most uncontested

virtues.

Another consequence of immoderate self -esteem is an

insatiable desire of propagating in others the favourable

opinion he entertains of himself. No proud man is satis

fied with being singly his own admirer ; his excellencies

must receive the honour of publick suffrage. He, there

fore, tortures his invention for means to make himself

conspicuous, and to draw the eyes of the world upon him.

It is impossible, and would be here improper, to enume

rate all the fictitious qualities, all the petty emulations,

and laborious trifles, to which this appetite, this eager

ness of distinction, has given birth in men of narrow

views and mean attainments. But who can without hor

rour think on those wretches who can attempt to raise a

character by superiority of guilt ? Who endeavour to ex

cel in vice and outvie each other in debauchery ? Yet

thus far can pride infatuate the mind, and extinguish the

light of reason .
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But for the most part it is ordered by Providence, that

the schemes of the ambitious are disappointed, the calum

nies of the envious detected, and false pretences to reputa

tion ridiculed and exposed, so that still “ when pride

cometh , then cometh shame, but with the lowly is wis

dom .”

I am now to consider, in the second place, some of the

usual motives to pride, and show how little they can be

pleaded in excuse of it.

A superiour being that should look down upon the dis

order, confusion, and corruption of our world, that

should observe the shortness of our lives, the weakness of

our bodies, the continual accidents, or injuries, to which

we are subject; the violence of our passions, the irregu

larity of our conduct, and the transitory state of every

thing about us, would hardly believe there could be

among us such a vice as pride, or that any human being

should need to be cautioned against being too much

elated with his present state . Yet so it is, that, however

weak or wicked we may be, we fix our eyes on some

other that is represented by our self - love to be weaker, or

more wicked, than ourselves, and grow proud upon the

comparison. Thus, in the midst of danger and uncertainty,

we see many intoxicated with the pride of prosperity ; a

prosperity that is hourly exposed to be disturbed, a pros

perity that lies often at the mercy of a treacherous friend,

or unfaithful servant, a prosperity which certainly cannot

last long, but must soon be ended by the hand of death.

To consider this motive to pride more attentively, letus

examine what it is to be prosperous. To be prosperous,

in the common acceptation, is to have a large, or an in

creasing, fortune, great numbers of friends and depen

dents, and to be high in the esteem of the world in gene

ral. But do these things constitute the happiness of a

man ? of a being accountable to his Creator for his con

duct, and, according to the account he shall give, de

signed to exist eternally in a future state of happiness, or

misery ! What is the prosperity of such a state, but the
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approbation of that God, on whose sentence futurity de

pends ? But neither wealth, friendships, or honours, are

proofs of that approbation, or means necessary to procure

it. They often endanger, but seldom promote, the future

happiness of those that possess them . And can pride be

inspired by such prosperity as this ?

Even with regard to the present life, pride is a very

dangerous associate to greatness. A proud man is op

posed in his rise, hated in his elevation, and insulted in

his fall. He may have dependents, but can have no

friends ; and parasites, but no ingenuous companions.

Another common motive to pride is knowledge, a mo

tive equally weak , vain , and idle, with the former. Learn

ing, indeed , imperfect as it is, may contribute to many

great and noble ends, and may be called in to the assist

ance of religion ; as it is too often perversely employed

against it ; it is of use to display the greatness, and vindi

cate the justice, of the Almighty ; to explain the difficul

ties, and enforce the proofs, of religion. And the small

advances that may be made in science, are of themselves

some proof of a future state , since they show that God,

who can be supposed to make nothing in vain , has given

us faculties evidently superiour to the business of this

present world. And this is, perhaps, one reason , why our

intellectual powers are, in this life, of so great extent as

they are .
But how little reason have we to boast of our

knowledge, when we only gaze and wonder at the surfaces

of things ? when the wisest and most arrogant philosopher

knows not how a grain of corn is generated, or why a

stone falls to the ground ? But, were our knowledge far

greater than it is, let us yet remember that goodness, not

knowledge, is the happiness of man ! The day will come,

it will come quickly, when it shall profit us more to have

subdued one proud thought, than to have numbered the

host of heaven .

There is another more dangerous species of pride ,

arisingfrom a consciousness of virtue ; so watchful is the

enemy
of our souls, and so deceitful are our own hearts,

X
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that too often a victory over one sinful inclination exposes

us to be conquered by another. Spiritual pride represents

a man to himself beloved by his Creator in a particular

degree, and, of consequence, inclines him to think others

not so high in his favour as himself. This is an errour,

into which weak minds are sometimes apt to fall, not so

much from the assurance that they have been steady in

the practice of justice, righteousness, and mercy, as that

they have been punctually observant of some external

acts of devotion . This kind of pride is generally accom

panied with great uncharitableness, and severe censures

of others, and may obstruct the great duty of repentance.

But it may be hoped that a sufficient remedy against this

sin may be easily found, by reminding those who are in

fected with it, that the blood of Christ was poured out

upon the cross to make their best endeavours acceptable to

God ; and that they, whose sins require such an expia

tion , have little reason to boast of their virtue.

Having thus proved the unreasonableness, folly, and

odious nature of pride, I am, in the last place, to show

the amiableness and excellence of humility.

Upon this head I need not be long, since every argu

ment against any vice is equally an argument in favour of

the contrary virtue ; and whoever proves the folly of being

proud, shows, at the same time, “ that with the lowly.

there is wisdom .” But to evince beyond opposition the ex

cellence of this virtue, we may in few words observe, that

the life of our Lord was one continued exercise of humi

lity. The Son of God condescended to take our nature

upon him, to become subject to pain , to bear, from his

birth, the inconveniencies of poverty, and to wander from

city to city, amidst opposition, reproach , and calumny.

He disdained not to converse with publicans and sinners,

to minister to his own disciples, and to weep at the mise

ries of his own creatures. He submitted to insults and

revilings, and, being led like a lamb to the slaughter,

opened not his mouth . At length , having borne all the

cruel treatment that malice could suggest, or power inflict,
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he suffered the most lingering and ignominious death.—

God of his infinite mercy grant, that by imitating his hu

mility, we may be made partakers of his merits ! To

whom , with the Father and the Holy Ghost, be ascribed,

as is most due, all honour, adoration , and praise, now and

ever ! Amen .

SERMON VII.

“ Thus saith the Lord , Stand ye in the ways, and see , and ask for the

old paths, where is the good way, and walk therein, and ye shall find

rest for your souls . But they said, We will not walk therein ."

JER . vi . 16.

That almost every age, from the beginning of the world,

has been eminently marked out, and distinguished from

the rest, by some peculiar character, by particular modes

of thinking, or methods of acting, then almost universally

prevalent, is evident from the histories of all nations. At

one time the whole world has bowed, without repining, to

despotick power, and absolute dominion ; at another, not

only the licentious and oppressive tyranny of governours

has been restrained , but just and lawful authority tram

pled upon , and insulted ; at one time, all regard for pri

vate interest has been absorbed and lost, in the concern

for the welfare of the publick, to which virtue itself has

been made a sacrifice; at another, every heart has been

engrossed by low views, and every sentiment of the mind

has been contracted into the narrow compass of self -love.

Thus have vice and virtue, wisdom and folly, or, perhaps,

only different follies and opposite vices, alternately pre

vailed : thus have mankind rushed from one errour to

another, and suffered equally by both extremes.

These changes of conduct or opinion may be considered

as the revolutions of human nature, often necessary , but

always dangerous. Necessary, when some favourite vice
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has generally infected the world, or some errour, long es

tablished , begins to tyrannize, to demand implicit faith ,

and refuse examination . But dangerous, lest the mind,

incensed by oppression, heated by contest, and elated by

victory, should be too far transported to attend to truth ,

and, out of zeal to secure her conquest, set up one errour

to depress another.

That no change in religion has been made with that

calmness, caution, and moderation, which religion itself

requires, and which common prudence shows to be ne

cessary in the transaction of any important affair , every

nation of the earth can sufficiently attest. Rage has been

called in to the assistance of zeal, and destruction joined

with reformation . Resolved not to stop short , men have

generally gone too far, and, in lopping superfluities, have

wounded essentials.

This conduct, when we consider the weakness of human

nature, and the circumstances of most of those by whom

such changes have been effected , is entitled at least to

compassion, if not to excuse ; nor can it be doubted , that

our great Creator looks down with tenderness and com

passion upon the irregular starts and tempestuous agita

tions of a mind, moved by a zeal for his honour, and a

love of truth . Had all errour and misconduct such a plea

as this, they might, indeed, be lamented, and prayed

against as weaknesses, but could hardly be censured, or

condemned, as crimes .

But more slow and silent transitions from one extreme

to another are very frequent. Men , not impelled by the

vehemence of opposition, but seduced by inclinations less

violent, too often deviate from the paths of truth , and per

suade others to follow them . The pride of singularity in

fluences the teacher, and a love of novelty corrupts the

follower, till the delusion , extending itself by degrees, be

comes at length general, and overspreads a people.

The prevailing spirit of the present age seems to be the

spirit of skepticism and captiousness, of suspicion and dis

trust, a contempt of all authority, and a presumptuous
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confidence in private judgment; a dislikeof all established

forms, merely because they are established, and of old

paths, because they are old .

Into this temper have men been insensibly led by a

warm assertion of the right of judging for themselves, a

right not to be called in question, since God himself gave

us a claim to it, in making us reasonable beings; and the

apostle doubtless admits it, when he directs us to give the

reason of our faith to any that shall demand it.

But this privilege, ill understood, has been, and always .

may be, the occasion of very dangerous and pernicious

mistakes ; it may be exercised without knowledge or dis

cretion , till errour be entangled with errour, till divisions

be multiplied by endless subdivisions, till the bond of

peace be entirely broken , and the church become a scene

of confusion, a chaos of discordant forms of worship, and

inconsistent systems of faith .

There are some men, we now find, to whom separation

and disagreement appear not such formidable evils as

they are generally represented ; who can look with the

utmost calmness and unconcern at'a risis schism, and

survey, without any perturbation, the speedy progress of

an increasing heresy. Let every man , say they, enjoy

his opinions, since he only is answerable for them .

There are men , who, for the most part, value them

selves, and are sometimes valued by others, for their en

larged views and generous sentiments ; who pretend to

look with uncommon penetration into the causes ofhuman

actions, and the secret motions of the mind ; but, perhaps,

this opinion is no proof that their pretensions are well

grounded , or that they are better acquainted with human

nature than those whom they affect to ridicule and insult.

If it be granted that it is the duty of every man to pub

lish, profess, and defend any important truth, and the

truths of religion be allowed important, it will follow , that

diversity of sentiments must naturally produce controver

sies and altercations. And how few there are capable of

managing debates without unbecoming heat, or dishonest
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artifices ; how soon zeal is kindled into fury, and how soon

a concern for reputation mingles with a concern for truth ;

how readily the antagonists deviate into personal invec

tives, and instead of confuting the arguments, defame the

lives of those whose doctrine they disapprove ; and how

often disputes terminate in uproar, riot, and persecution ,

every one is convinced , and too many have experienced.

That diversity of opinions, which is the original source of

such evils as these , cannot, therefore, be too diligently ob

viated ; nor can too many endeavours be used to check

the growth of new doctrines, and reclaim those that pro

pagate them , before sects are formed, or schisms esta

blished .

This is not to be done by denying, or disputing, the

right of private judgment, but by exhorting all men to

exercise it in a proper manner, according to each man's

measure of knowledge, abilities, and opportunities ; and

by endeavouring to remove all those difficulties which

may obstruct the discovery of truth , and exposing the un

reasonableness of such prejudices as may perplex or misi

lead the inquirer.

The prejudice, to which many of the disorders of the

present age, in which infidelity, superstition, and enthu

siasm , seem contending for empire over us, may be justly

ascribed , is an overfondness of novelty , a desire of striking

out new paths to peace and happiness, and a neglect of

following the precept in the text of asking for the old

paths, where is the good way, and walking therein . A

precept I shall, therefore, endeavour to illustrate,

FIRST : By laying before you the dangers of judging

of religion , without long and diligent examination .

SECONDLY : By evincing the reasonableness of search

ing into antiquity, or of asking for the old paths. And

THIRDLY : By shewing the happiness which attends

a well-grounded belief, and steady practice of religion.

FIRST: ' I propose to lay before you the dangers of

judging of religion , without a long and diligent examina

tion .

VOL. IX. A a
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There is no topick more the favourite of the present

age, than the innocence of errour accompanied with sin

cerity. This doctrine has been cultivated with the ut

most diligence, enforced with all the arts of argument,

and embellished with all the ornaments of eloquence, but

perhaps not bounded with equal care, by proper limita

tions, nor preserved by just explication, from being a snare

to pride, and a stumbling block to weakness.

That the Judge of all the earth will do right, that he

will require in proportion to what he has given, and pu

nish men for the misapplication or neglect of talents, not

for the want of them ; that he condemns no man for not

seeing what he has hid from him , or for not attending to

what he could never hear ; seems to be the necessary, the

inevitable consequence of his own attributes.

That errour, therefore, may be innocent will not be de

nied , because it undoubtedly may be sincere ; but this

concession will give very little countenance to the security

and supineness, the coldness and indifference of the pre

sent generation , if we consider deliberately, how much is

required to constitute that sincerity, which shall avert the

wrath of God , and reconcile him to errour .

Sincerity is not barely a full persuasion of the truth of

our assertions, a persuasion too often grounded upon a

high opinionof our own sagacity, and confirmed, perhaps,

by frequent triumphs over weak opponents, continually

gaining new strength by a neglect of reexamination,

which, perhaps, we decline, by industriously diverting our

attention from any objections that arise in our thoughts,

and suppressing any suspicion of a fallacy, before the

mind has time to connect its ideas, to form arguments ,

and draw conclusions. Sincerity is not a heat of the

heart, kept up by eager contentions or warm professions,

nor a tranquillity produced by confidence, and continued

by indolence. There may be zeal without sincerity, and se

curity without innocence. Ifwe forbear to inquire through

laziness or pride, or inquire with partiality, passion, preci

pitancy ; if wedo not watch over the most hidden motions
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of our hearts, and endeavour, with our utmost efforts, to

banish all those secret tendencies, and all those lurking

inclinations, which operate very frequently without being

attended to even by ourselves ; if we do not carry on our

search without regard to the reputation of our teachers,

our followers, or ourselves, and labour after truth with

equal industry and caution ; let us not presume to put

any trust in our sincerity.

Such is the present weakness and corruption of human

nature, that sincerity, real sincerity, is rarely to be found ;

but, till it be found, it is the last degree of folly to repre

sent errour as innocent. By a God infinitely mérciful,

and propitiated by the death of our blessed Saviour, it

may, indeed , be pardoned , but it cannot be justified.

But the greatest part of those that declaim with most

vehemence in defence of their darling notions, seem to

have
very little claim even to pardon on account of their

sincerity. It is difficult to conceive what time is allotted

to religious questions and controversies by a man whose

life is engrossed by the hurries of business, and whose

thoughts are continually upon the stretch, to form plans

for the improvement of his fortune, or the gratification of

his ambition . Nor is it very probable, that such sub

jects are more seriously considered bymen abandoned to

pleasure, men who sit down to eat, and rise up to play,

whose life is a circle of successive amusements, and whose

hours are distinguished only by vicissitudes of pleasure.

And yet the questions which these frequently decide, and

decide without the least suspicion of their own qualifica

tions, are often of a very intricate and complicated kind ,

which must be disentangled by a long and continued at

tention, and resolved with many restrictions and great

caution . Not only knowledge, judgment, and experi

ence, but uninterrupted leisure and retirement are neces

sary , that the chain of reasoning may be preserved un

broken, and the mind perform its operations, without any

hindrance from foreign objects.

To this end men have -formerly retreated to solitudes

A a 2
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and cloisters, and excluded all the cares and pleasures of

the world , and when they have spent a great part of their

lives in study and meditation , at last, perhaps, deliver

their opinions, as learned men will generally do, with dif

fiuence and fear.

Happy would it be for the present age if men were now

thus distrustful of their own abilities. They would not

then adopt opinions, merely because they wish them to be

true, then defend what they have once adopted , warm

themselves into confidence, and then rest satisfied with

the pleasing consciousness of their own sincerity. We

should not then see men, not eminent for any superiour

gifts of nature , or extraordinary attainments, endeavour

ing to form new sects, and to draw the world after them .

They may, indeed , act with an honest intention , and so far

with sincerity, but certainly without that caution which

their inexperience ought to suggest, and that reverence for

their superiours, which reason , as well as the laws of so

ciety, requires. They seem , even when considered with

the utmost candour, to have rather consulted their own

imaginátions, than to have asked for the old paths, where

is the good way. It is , therefore, proper in this place that

I should endeavour,

SECONDLY : To evince the reasonableness of searching

into antiquity, or of asking for the “ old paths.”

A contempt of the monuments and the wisdom of an

tiquity, may justly be reckoned one of the reigning follies

of these days, to which pride and idleness have equally

contributed . The study of antiquity is laborious; and to

despise what we cannot, or will not understand, is a much

more expeditious way to reputation. Part of the disesteem

into which their writings are now fallen , may indeed be

ascribed to that exorbitant degree of veneration , in which

they were once held by blindness and superstition . But

there is a mean betwixt idolatry and insult, between weak

credulity and total disbelief. The ancients are not infal

lible, nor are their decisions to be received without ex

amination , but they are at least the determinations of

22
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men equally desirous with ourselves of discovering truth ,

and who had, in some cases , better opportunities than we

now have.

With regard to the order and government of the pri

mitive church , we may doubtless follow their authority

with perfect security ; they could not possibly be ignorant

of laws executed, and customs practised, by themselves ;

nor would they, even supposing them corrupt, serve any

interests of their own, by handing down false accounts to

posterity. We are, therefore, to inquire from them , the

different orders established in the ministry from the apos

tolick ages ; the different employments of each, and their

several ranks, subordinations, and degrees of authority.

From their writings we are to vindicate the establishment

of our church, and by the same writings are those who

differ from us, in these particulars, to defend their con

duct.

Nor is this the only, though perhaps the chief use of

these writers : for, in matters of faith , and points of doc

trine, those, at least, who lived in the ages nearest to the

times of the apostles, undoubtedly deserve to be con

sulted . The oral doctrines, and occasional explications

of the apostles, would not be immediately forgotten, in

the churches to which they had preached , and which had

attended to them , with the diligence and reverence which

their mission and character demanded . Their solutions of

difficulties, and determinations of doubtful questions,

must have been treasured up in the memory of their au

diences, and transmitted for some time from father to son .

Every thing, at least, that was declared by the inspired

teachers to be necessary to salvation , must have been care

fully recorded ; and, therefore, what we find no traces of

in the Scripture, or the early fathers, as most of the pecu

liar tenets of the Romish church , must certainly be con

cluded to be not necessary . Thus, by consulting first the

Holy Scriptures, and next the writers of the primitive

church , we shall make ourselves acquainted with the will

of God ; thus shall we discover the good way , and find
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that rest for our souls, which will amply recompense our

studies and inquiries, as I shall attempt to prove,

THIRDLY : By showing the happiness which attends a

well -grounded belief, and steady practice of religion.

The serenity and satisfaction at which we arrive by a

firm and settled persuasion of the fundamental articles of

our religion, is very justly represented by the expression

of finding rest for the soul. A mind restless and unde

termined, continually fluctuating betwixt various opinions,

always in pursuit of some better scheme of duties, and

more eligible system of faith , eager to embrace every new

doctrine, and adopt the notions of every pretender to ex

traordinary light, can never be sufficiently calm and un

ruffled , to attend to those duties which procure that peace

of God which passeth all understanding.

Suspense and uncertainty distract the soul, disturb its

motions, and retard its operations: while we doubt in what

'manner to worship God, there is great danger lest we

should neglect to worship him at all. A man , conscious

of having long neglected to worship God , can scarcely

place any confidence in his mercy, or hope, in the most

pressing exigencies, for his protection. And how misera

ble is that man, who, on the bed of sickness, or in the

hour of death , is without trust in the goodness of his Cre

ator! This state , dreadful as it appears, may be justly

apprehended by those who spend their lives in roving from

one new way to another, and are so far from asking for

“the old paths,” where is the “ good way,” that when

they are shown it, they say , “ We will not walk therein . "

There is a much closer connexion between practice

and speculation than is generally imagined. A man dis

quieted with scruples concerning any important article

of religion , will, for the most part, find himself indifferent

and cold, even to those duties whạch he practised before

with the most active diligence and ardent satisfaction ,

Let him then ask for the old paths, where is the good way ,

and he shall find rest for his soul. His mind, once set at

ease from perplexity, and perpetual agitation, will return
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with more vigour to the exercises of piety. An uniform

perseverance in these holy practices, will produce a steady

confidence in the Divine favour, and that confidence will

complete his happiness. To which that we may all at

tain , God of his infinite mercy grant, for the merits of

Jesus Christ, our Saviour; to whom , with the Father and

the Holy Ghost, be ascribed , as is most due, all honour,

adoration, and praise, now and ever ! Amen .

SERMON VIII .

“ Be not wise in your own conceits.” Rom . xii. 16, last part.

It has been observed by those who have employed them

selves in considering the methods of Providence, and the

government of the world , that good and evil are distri

buted, through all states of life, if not in equal proportions,

yet in such degrees as leave very little room for those

murmurs and complaints, which are frequently produced

by superficial inquiries, negligent surveys, and impatient

comparisons.

Every condition has, with regard to this life, its incon

veniencies, and every condition has likewise its advantages;

though its position to the eye of the beholder may be so

varied , as that at some times the misery may be concealed ,

and at other times the happiness ; but to judge only by

the eye is not the way to discover truth . We may pass

by men , without being able to distinguish whether they

are to be numbered among those whose felicities, or whose

sorrows, preponderate ; as we may walk over the ground,

without knowing whether its entrails contain mines of

gold , or beds of sand .

Nor is it less certain , that, with respect to the more

important prospects of a future state , the same impar

tiality of distribution may be generally remarked ; every
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condition of humanity being exposed on one side, and

guarded on the other ; so that every man is burdened ,

though none are overwhelmed ; every man is -obliged to

vigilance, but none are harassed beyond their strength,

The great business, therefore, of every man is to look dili

gently round him, that he may note the approaches of an

enemy ; and to bar the avenues of temptation , which the

particular circumstances of his life are most likely to lay

open ; and to keep his heart in perpetual alarm against

those sins which constantly besiege him . If he be rich ,

let him beware, lest when he is “ full, he deny God, ” and

say, “ Who is the Lord ? " If he be poor, let him cau

tiously avoid to “steal,” and “ take the name” of his

“ God in vain . ”

There are some conditions of humanity, which are made

particularly dangerous by an uncommon degree of seeming

security; conditions, in which we appear so completely

fortified, that we have little to dread, and, therefore, give

ourselves up too readily to negligence and supineness ;

and are destroyed without precaution, because we flattered

ourselves, that destruction could not approach us. This

fatal slumber of treacherous tranquillity may be produced

and prolonged by many causes , by causes as various as

the situations of life. Our condition may be such , as may

place us out of the reach of those general admonitions, by

which the rest of mankind are reminded of their errours ,

and awakened to their duty; it may remove us to a great

distance from the common incitements to common wicked

ness, and, therefore, may superinduce a forgetfulness of our

natural frailties, and suppress all suspicions of the en

croachments of sin . And the sin to which we are parti

cularly tempted , may be of that insidious and seductive

kind, as that, without alarming us by the horrours of its

appearance, and shocking us with the enormity of any

single acts, may, by slow advances, possess the soul, and

in destroying us differ only from the atrociousness of more

apparent wickedness, as a lingering poison differs from the

sword ; more difficultly avoided, and more certainly fatal,
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X

To temptations of this subtle insinuating kind, the life

of men of learning seems above all others to be exposed .

As they are themselves appointed the teachers of others,

they very rarely have the dangers of their own state set

before them ; as they are, by their abstraction and retire

ment, secluded from the gaieties, the luxuries, and the

pageantries of life, they are willingly persuaded to believe,

that because they are at a great distance from the rocks

on which conscience is most frequently wrecked , that,

therefore, they sail with safety, and may give themselves

to the wind, without a compass. The crimes, from which

they are in danger, are not those from which the mind

has been taught to shrink away with horrour, or against

which the invectives of moral or theological writers have

generally been directed ; and, therefore, they are suffered

to approach unregarded, to gain ground imperceptibly

upon minds directed to different views, and to fix them

selves at leisure in the heart, where perhaps they are

scarcely discovered till they are past eradication .

To these causes, or to some of these , it must surely be

imputed, that learning is found so frequently to fail in the

direction of life ; and to operate so faintly and uncertainly

in the regulation of their conduct, who are most celebrated

for their application and proficiency. They have been

betrayed by some false security, to withhold their atten

tion from their own lives ; they have grown knowing with

out growing virtuous ; and have failed of the wisdom

which is the gift of the Father of lights, because they have

thought it unnecessary to seek it with that anxiety and im

portunity, to which only it is granted ; they have trusted to

their own powers, and were
“ wise in their own conceits."

There is perhaps no class of men , to whom the precept

given by the apostle to his converts, against too great con

fidence in their understandings, may be more properly

inculcated , than those who are dedicated to the profession

of literature; and are, therefore, necessarily advanced to

degrees of knowledge above them who are dispersed

among manual occupations, and the vulgar parts of life ;

1
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whose attention is confined within the narrow limits of

their own employments, and who have not often leisure

to think of more than the means of relieving their own

wants, by supplying the demands of others.

With these, and such as these, placed sometimes, by

whatever means, in much higher stations, a man of learn

ing has such frequent opportunities of comparing himself;

and is so strongly incited, by that comparison , to indulge

the contemplation of his own superiority, that it is not to

be considered as wonderful, that vanity creeps in upon

him ; that he does not willingly withdraw his imagination

from objects that so much flatter his passions ; that he pur

sues the train of thought from one reflection to another,

places himself and others in every situation in which he

can appear with advantage in his own eyes, rises to com

parisons with still higher characters, and still retains the

habit of giving himself the preference ; and in all dis

putable cases, turns the balance in his own favour, by

superadding, from his own conceit, that wisdom which

by nature he does not possess, or by industry he has not

acquired.

This wisdom in his own conceit is very easily at first

mistaken for qualities, not in themselves criminal, nor in

themselves dangerous ; nor is it easy to fix the limits, in

speculation , between a resolute adherence to that which

appears truth , and an obstinate obtrusion of peculiar no

tions upon the understanding of others ; between the plea

sure that naturally arises from the enlargement of the

mind, and increase of knowledge, and that which proceeds

from a contempt of others, and the insulent triumphs of

intellectual superiority. Yet, though the confines of these

qualities are nearly alike, their extremes are widely dif

ferent ; and it will soon be discovered, how much evil is

avoided by repressing that opinion of ourselves, which

vanity suggests ; and that confidence, which is gained

only by measuring ourselves by ourselves, dwelling on

our own excellence, and flattering ourselves with secret

panegyricks.
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As this false claim to wisdom is the source of many

faults, as well as miseries, to men of learning, it seems of

the utmost importance, to obviate it in the young , who

may be imagined to be very little tainted, and suppress it

in others, whose greater advances, and more extensive

reputation, have more endangered them ; nor can any man

think himself so innocent of this fault, or . so secure from

it, as that it should be unnecessary for him to consider,

FIRST : The dangers which men of learning incur, by

being wise in their own conceits.

SECONDLY : The proper means by which that pernicious

conceit of wisdom may be avoided or suppressed.

In order to state with more accuracy the dangers which

men dedicated to learning may be reasonably imagined to

incur, by being wise in their own conceits ; it is necessary

to distinguish the different periods of their lives ; and to

examine, whether this disposition is not in its tendency

equally opposite to our duty, and, by inevitable conse

quence , in its effects, equally destructive of our happiness,

in every state .

The business of the life of a scholar is to accumulate ,

and to diffuse knowledge; to learn , in order that he may

teach . The first part of his time is assigned to study,

and the acquisition of learning ; the latter, to the practice

of those arts which he has acquired, and to the instruc

tion of others, who have had less time, or opportunities,

or abilities for improvement. In the state, therefore, of

a learner, or of a teacher, the man of letters is always to

be considered ; and if it shall appear, that, on whatever

part ofhis task he is employed, a false opinion of his own

excellence will naturally and certainly defeat his endea

vours ; it may be hoped, that there will be found suffi

cient reason, why no man should “ be wise in his own

conceit .”

Since no mau can teach what he has never learned,

the value and usefulness of the latter part of life must de

pend in a great measure upon the proper application

of the earlier years ; and he that neglects the improve
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ment of his own mind, will never be enabled to instruct

others. Light must strike on the body, by which light

can be reflected. The disposition, therefore, which best

befits a young man, about to engage in a life of study, is

patience in inquiry ; eagerness of knowledge ; and wil

lingness to be instructed ; a due submission to greater

abilities and longer experience ; and a ready obedience to

those from whom he is to expect the removal of his igno

rance , and the resolution of his doubts.

How unlike any one, wise in his own conceit, is to ex

cite , or promote in himself, such inclinations, may be

casily determined . It is well known that study is not di.

ligently prosecuted, but at the expense of many pleasures

and amusements ; which no young man will be persuaded

to forbear, but upon the most cogent motives, and the

strongest conviction . He that is to draw truth from the

depths of obscurity, must be fully informed of its value,

and the necessity of finding it ; he that engages in a state

opposite to the pleasures of sense , and the gratification of

every higher passion, must have some principle within ,

strongly implanted, which may enforce industry, and repel

temptation. But how shall he, who is already “ wise in

his own conceit," submit to such tedious and laborious

methods of instruction ? Why should he toil for that ,

which, in his own opinion, he possesses ; and drudge for

the supply of wants, which he does not feel ? He has al

ready such degrees of knowledge, as, magnified by his own

imagination, exalt him above the rest of mankind ;

and to climb higher, would be to labour without advan

tage.

He already has a wide extent of science within his

view, and his willingness to be pleased with himself does

not suffer him to think, or to dwell on the thought of any

thing beyond; and who that sees all would wish to see

further ? That submission to authority, and that reverence

for instruction, which so well becomes every man at his

first entrance upon new regions of learning, where all is

novelty, confusion, and darkness, and no way is to be
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found through the intricacies of opposite systems, but by

tracing the steps of those that have gone before ; that wil

lingness to receive implicitly what further advances only

can enable him to prove, which initiation always sup

poses , are very little to be expected from him , who looks

down with scorn upon his teacher, and is more ready to

censure the obscurity of precepts, than to suspect the

force of his own understanding. Knowledge is to be at

tained by slow and gradual acquisitions, by a careful re

view of our ideas, and a regular superstructure of one

proposition on another ; and is, therefore, the reward only

of diligence and patience . But patience is the effect of

modesty ; pride grasps at the whole ; and what it cannot

hold, it affects to despise ; it is rather solicitous to display,

than increase its acquisitions ; and rather endeavours by

fame to supply the want of knowledge, than by know

ledge to arrive at fame.

That these are not imaginary representations, but true

copies of real life, most of those to whom the instruction

of young men is intrusted will be ready to confess ; since

they have often the dissatisfaction of finding, that, in pro

portion as greater advances have been made in the first

period of life, there is less diligence in the second. And

that, as it was said of the ancient Gauls, that they were

more than men in the onset, and less than women in the

shock ; it may be said in our literary contentions, that

many, who were men at school, are boys at the col

lege.

Their ardour remits, their diligence relaxes, and they

give themselves to a lazy contemplation of comparative

excellence, without considering that the comparison is

hourly growing less advantageous, and that the acquisi

tions which they boast are mouldering away .

Such is the danger to a learner, of too early an opinion

of his own importance : but if we suppose him to have

escaped in his first years this fatal confidence, and to be

betrayed into it by a longer series of successful application,

its effects will then be equally dangerous; and as it hin
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ders a young man from receiving instruction , it will ob

struct an older student in conveying it.

There is no employment in which men are more easily

betrayed to indecency and impatience, than in that of

teaching ; in which they necessarily converse with those

who are their inferiours in the relation by which they

are connected, and whom it may be sometimes proper to

treat with that dignity which too often swells into arro

gance ; and to restrain with such authority as not every

man has learned to separate from tyranny. In this

state of temporary honour, a proud man is too willing to

exert his prerogative ; and too ready to forget that he is

dictating to those, who may one day dictate to him. He

is inclined to wonder that what he comprehends himself

is not equally clear to others ; and often reproaches the

intellects of his auditors, when he ought to blame the

confusion of his own ideas, and the improprieties of his

own language. He reiterates, therefore, his positions

without elucidation , and enforces his assertions by his

frown, when he finds arguments less easy to be supplied .

Thus forgetting that he had to do with men, whose pas

sions are perhaps equally turbulent with his own , he

transfers by degrees to his instruction the prejudices

which are first raised by his behaviour; and having forced

upon his pupils an hatred of their teacher, he sees it

quickly terminate in a contempt of the precept.

But instruction extends further than to seminaries of

students, or the narrow auditories of sequestered litera

ture. The end of learning is, to teach the publick, to

superintend the conduct, watch over the morals, and re

gulate the opinions of parishes, dioceses, and provinces ;

to check vices in their first eruption , and suppress heresies

in the whispers of their rise. And surely this awful, this

arduous task , requires qualities, which a man “ wise in

his own conceit, ” cannot easily attain ; that mildness of

address, that patience of attention, that calmness of dispu

tation , that selection of times, and places, and circum

stances , which the vehemence of pride will not regard.
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And, in reality, it will generally be found, that the first

objection and the last to an unacceptable pastor, is, that he

is proud, that he is toowise for familiarity, and will not de

scend to the level with common understandings.

Such is the consequence of too high an esteem of our

own powers and knowledge; it makes us in youth negli

gent, and in age useless ; it teaches us too soon to be sa

tisfied with our attainments ; or it makes our attainments

unpleasing, unpopular, and ineffectual ;' it neither suffers

us to learn , nor to teach ; but withholds us from those by

whom we might be instructed, and drives those from us

whom we might instruct . It is, therefore, necessary to

obviate these evils, by inquiring,

SECONDLY : By what means this pernicious conceit of

wisdom may be avoided or suppressed.

It might be imagined, if daily experience did not show

us how vainly judgments are formed of real life, from

speculative principles, that it might be easy
for any man

to extirpate a high conceit of human learning from his

own heart, or that of another ; since one great purpose of

knowledg
e is to show us our own defects, follies, and mi

series ; yet, whateve
r be the reason , we find none more

subject to this fault, than those whose course of life ought

more particular
ly to exempt them from it.

For the suppression of this vain conceit, so injurious to

the professors of learning, many considerations might be

added to those which have already been drawn from its

effects. The reasons, indeed, why every man should be

humble, are inseparably connected with human nature ;

for what can any man see, either within or without him

self, that does not afford him some reason to remark his

own ignorance, imbecility, and meanness ? But on these

reflections it is less proper to insist, because they have

been explained already by almost every writer upon moral

and religious duties, and because, in reality, the pride

which requires our chief caution is not so much absolute ,

as comparative. No man so much values himself upon

the general prerogatives of human nature, as upon his
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own peculiar superiority to other men ; nor will he,

therefore, be humbled, by being told of the ignorance, the

weakness, and wickedness of humanity ; for he is satisfied

with being accounted one of the most knowing, among

the ignorant ; the most able, among the weak ; and the

most virtuous, among the wicked .

The pride of the learned, therefore ,.can only be re

pressed by showing, what indeed , might easily be shown,

that it is not justifiable, even upon comparison with the

rest of men ; for, without urging any thing, in derogation

from the dignity and importance of learning in general,

which must always, either immediately, or by the interven

tion of others, govern the world, it will be found , that

they who are most disposed to be swelled to haughtiness

by their own attainments, are generally so far from having

any just claim to the superiority which they exert, that

they are betrayed to vanity by ignorance : and are pleased

with themselves, as a hind with his cottage , not because,

upon inquiry, they are convinced of the reasonableness of

the preference ; but because they overvalue the little they

possess, for want of knowing its littleness, and are con

tented with their own state, as a blind man feels no loss

from the absence of beauty. Nor needs there any other

proof of the origin of literary pride, than that it is chiefly

to be found amongst those who have secluded them

selves from the world, in pursuit of petty inquiries, and

trivial studies.

To such men it should be recommended , that, before

they suffer themselves to fix the rule of their own accom

plishments, and look down on others with contempt, they

should enjoin themselves to spend some time in inquiring

into their own pretensions ; and consider who they are

whom they despise, and for what reason they suffer them

selves to indulge the arrogance of contempt. Such an

examination will soon drive back the pedant to his college,

with juster conceptions, and with humbler sentiments ;

for he will find that those whom he imagined so much

below his own exaltation, often flourish in the esteem of
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the world, while he himself is unknown ; and teaching

those arts, by which society is supported, and on which

the happiness of the world depends; while he is pleasing

himself with idle amusements , and wasting his life upon

questions, of which very few desire the solution.

But if this method of obtaining humility. be ineffectual,

he may, however, establish it upon more strong and last

ing principles, by applying himself to the duties of reli

gion, and the word of God : that sacred and inscrutable

word , which will show him the inefficacy of all other

knowledge, and those duties which will imprint upon

his mind, that the best understands the sacred writings

who most carefully obeys them . Thus will humility, fix

a firm and · lasting basis, by annihilation of all empty

distinctions and petty competitions, by showing, that

one thing only is necessary," and that “ God is all

in all. ” .

SERMON IX:

« But let a man examine himself, and so let him eat of that bread, and

drink of that cup.” I Cor. xi . 28 .

Nothing is more frequently injurious to religion, or

more dangerous to mankind, than the practice of adding

to the Divine institutions, and of teaching for doctrines

the commandments of men , Thedoctrines of the blessed

sacrament, which , as they are expressed in the Holy

Scriptures, do not seem to be very dark or difficult, yet

have been so perverted and misrepresented, as to occasion

many disputes among men of learning, and many divi

sions in the Christian world . In our own church , many

religious minds have been filled with groundless appre

hensions, and distracted with unnecessary inquietudes, by

mistaken notions of the Lord's supper . Many have for

born to partake of it, because they have not, in their own

VOL, IX. Bb
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opinion , arrived at that degree of holiness, required to it ;

which they erroneously conceive to be such, as indeed no

mere man ever can attain ; a holiness, which consists in

little less than a complete exemption from sin , and an ·

uniform and uninterrupted observance of every precept of

religion. They find themselves unable to perform this

duty without imperfections, and, therefore, they entirely

neglect it ; not considering, that the same reason is of

equal force for the neglect of every duty ; since none can

be performed by us, in this frail state, without lapses,

negligencies, and failings ; and that God will accept un

feigned repentance, sincere intentions, and earnest endea

vours, though entangled with many frailties. They do

not consider that the participation of the sacrament is a

duty enjoined upon all Christians, though all do not rise

to equal degrees of virtue, and by consequence, that many

must be admitted to the holy table, who have not reached

the utmost heights of religious excellence. Heaven itself

will be accessible to many who died in their struggles

with sin ; in their endeavours after virtue, and the begin

ning of a new life. And surely they are not to be ex

cluded from commemorating the sufferings of our Saviour,

in a Christian congregation , who would not be shut

from heaven , from the assemblies of saints, and the choirs

of angels.

There are some who neglect this duty, as they omit

others, not from scruples of melancholy piety, or mis

taken severity , but from supineness and carelessness, or

an opinion that this precept is less necessary to be ob

served, than some others delivered by the same authority.

Many other notions, not well grounded, or capable of

proof, are entertained of this institution ; which I shall

endeavour, without giving a particular account of them ,

to obviate and suppress, by shewing,

FIRST : What is the nature and end of this institution ,

according to the Scriptures.

SECONDLY : What are the obligations which enforce

the duty of communion. And,
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THIRDLY : What things are required of them that come

to the Lord's supper.

FIRST : I propose to lay before you the nature and end

of this institution , according to the Scriptures.

The account of the first institution of this sacrament is

thus delivered by the Evangelist; Luke xxii . 19.
6 And

he took bread , and gave thanks, and brake it, and gave it

unto them , saying, This is my body which is given for

you ; this do in remembrance
of me. Likewise also the

cup after supper, saying, This cup is the New Testa

ment in my blood, which is shed for you.” This narra

tion is repeated in the epistle to the Corinthians
, with

this comment
or explanation

, “ As often as ye eat this

bread, and drink this cup , ye do show the Lord's death

till he come," From these passages
compared then , it ap

pears, that this sacrament
is a representation

of the death

of our Saviour, appointed
by himself, to be celebrated

by

all his followers, in all ages ; to the end that by comme

morating
his sufferings

in a solemn and public manner,

they might declare their confidence
in his merits, their

belief of his mission , and their adherence
to his reli

gion .

It has likewise a tendency to increase this confidence,

confirm this belief, and establish this adherence, not only

by the new strength which every idea acquires by a new

impression ; and which every persuasion attains by new

recollection, approbation, and meditation , but likewise by

the supernatural and extraordinary influences of grace ,

and those blessings which God has annexed to the due

use of means appointed by himself.

By commemorating the death of Christ, as the Re

deemer of the world, we confess our belief in him ; for

why else should we perform so solemn a rite in commemo

ration of him ? To confess our belief in him, is to declare

ourselves his followers. We enter into an obligation to

perform those conditions upon which he has admitted us

to follow him, and to practise all the duties of that reli

gion which he has taught us.

B b 2
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This is implied in the word sacrament, which , being

originally used to signify an oath of fidelity taken by the

soldiers to their leaders, is now made use of by the church ,

to import a solemn vow, of unshaken adherence to the

faith of Christ.

Thus the sacrament is a kind of repetition of baptism ,

the means whereby we are readmitted into the commu

nion of the church of Christ, when we have, by sin , been

separated from it ; for every sin , and much more any

habit or course of sin long continued , is, according to the

different degrees of guilt, an apostasy or defection from

our Saviour; as it is a breach of those conditions upon

which we became his followers ; and he that breaks the

condition of a covenant, dissolves it on his side. Having,

therefore , broken the covenant between us and our Re

deemer, we lose the benefits of his death ; nor can we

have any hopes of obtaining them, while we remain in

this state of separation from him.

But vain had been the suffering of our Saviour, had

there not been left means of reconciliation to him ; since

every man falls away from him occasionally, by sins of

negligence at least, and perhaps, by known, deliberate,

premeditated offences. So that some method of renewing

the covenant between God and man was necessary; and

for this purpose this sacrament was instituted ; which is,

therefore, a renewal of our broken vows, a reentrance into

the society of the church, and the act, by which we are

restored to the benefits of our Saviour's death , upon per

formance of the terms prescribed by him.

So that this sacrament is a solemn ratification of a co

venant renewed : by which, after having alienated our

selves from Christ by sin , we are restored , upon our re

pentance and reformation , to pardon and favour, and the

certain hopes of everlasting life.

When we thus enter upon a new life by a solemn, de

liberate, and serious dedication of ourselves to a more ex

act and vigilant service of God, and oblige ourselves to

the duties of piety by this sacrament, we may hope to
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obtain, by fervent and humble prayer, such assistances

from God as may enable us to perform those engagements,

which we have entered into by his command, and in the

manner appointed by him ; always remembering, that we

must use our own endeavours, and exert our utmost natu

ral powers, for God only cooperates with the diligent and

the watchful. We must avoid sin, by avoiding those oc

casions which betray us to it ; and as we pray that we

may not be led, we must be cautious of leading ourselves,

into temptation,

All sin that is committed by Christiáns, is committed

either through an absolute forgetfulness of God, for the

time in which the inordinate passion, of whatever kind it

be, predominates and prevails ; or because, if the ideas of

God and religion were present to our minds, they were

not strong enough to overcome and suppress the desires

excited by some pleasing, or the apprehensions raised by

some terrible object. So that either the love or fear of

temporal good or evil, were more powerful than the love

or fear of God.

All ideas influence our conduct with more or less force,

as they are more or less strongly impressed upon the

mind ; and they are impressed more strongly, as they are

more frequently recollected or renewed. For every idea,

whether of love, fear, grief, or any other passion , loses its

force by time; and unless revived by accident or voluntary

meditation, will at last vanish . But by dwelling upon ,

and indulging any idea, we may increase its efficacy and

force, make it by degrees predominant in the soul, and

raise it to an ascendant over our passions, so that it shall

easily overrule those affections or appetites which formerly

tyrannized within us .

Thus, by a neglect of God's worship and sacra

ments, a man may lose almost all distinction what

soever of good and evil, and having no awe of the Divine

power to oppose his inclinations to wickedness, may go

forward from crime to crime without remorse . And he

that struggles against vice, and is often overcome by
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powerful temptations, if, instead of giving way to idleness

and despair, he continues his resistance, and , by a dili

gent attendance upon the service and sacraments of the

church, together with a regular practice of private devo

tion, endeavours to strengthen his faith, and imprint upon

himself an habitual attention to the laws of God, and a

constant sense of his presence, he will soon find himself

able to avoid the snares of sin ; or, if he fall into them by

inadvertency, to break them . He will find the fear of

God grow superiour to the desires of wealth, or the love

of pleasure ; and, by persisting to frequent the church

and sacraments, and thereby to preserve those notions of

piety from being effaced or weakened, he will be able to

persevere in a steady practice of virtue, and enjoy the un

speakable pleasures of a quiet conscience .

Thus it appears, that the blessed sacrament is a comme

moration of the death of our Lord ; consequently, a decla

ration of our faith ; and both naturally, and by the co

operation of God, the means of inereasing that faith .

And it appears also that it is a renewal of our baptismal

vow , after we have broken it by sin ; and a renovation of

that covenant by which we are adopted the followers of

Jesus, and made partakers of his merits, and the benefits

of his death.

This account has almost anticipated what I professed to

treat of,

SECONDLY : The obligations which enforce the duty of

communion .

For the obligations to any duty must bear proportion to

the importance of it ; and the importance of a duty must

be rated by the effect which it produces or promotes ; and ,

therefore, as the benefits which we receive from this sa

crament have been already shown, the necessity of it is

sufficiently apparent.

But we may farther enforce this practice upon ourselves

and others, by considering first, that it is a positive in

junction of our blessed Saviour, which, therefore, all

those who believe in him are bound to obey. That to
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dispute the usefulness, or call in question the necessity of

it, is to reform his religion , and to set up our own wisdom

in opposition to his commands; and that to refuse the

means of grace, is to place our confidence in our own

strength, and to neglect the assistance of that Comforter,

who came down from heaven according to the most true

promise of our blessed Saviour, to lead the apostles out of

darkness and errour, and to guide them and us into the

clear light and certain knowledge of God, and of his Son

Jesus Christ.

If we consider this sacrament as a renewal of the vow

of baptism , and the means of reconciling us to God, and

restoring us to a participation of the merits of our Sa

viour, which we had forfeited by sin, we shall need no per,

suasions to a frequent communion. For certainly nothing

can be more dreadful than to live under the displeasure of

God, in constant danger of appearing before him while

he is yet unappeased , and of losing the benefits of our re

demption. Whoever he be, whom sin has deluded and

led away, let him not delay to return to his duty, lest

some sudden disease seize upon him, and the hand of

death cut him off for ever from any possibilityof reforma

tion, while he is indolent and voluptuous, irreligious, and

profane. It will be too late to bewail his supineness, and

lament his folly, when the dreadful and irrevocable sen

tence is past, and the gates of hell are closed upon him ,

“ Seek ye the Lord while he may be found ; call ye on him

while he is near ! Let the wicked forsake his way, and

the unrighteous man his thoughts ; and let him return .

unto the Lord, and he will have mercy on him, and to our

God, for he will abundantly pardon."

But lest, instead of obtaining pardon , we aggravate

our sins, by coming unprepared to the holy table, let us

consider,

THIRDLY : What is required of them that come to the

Lord's Supper.

With respect to the preparatory duties requisite to a

worthy reception of the sacrament, Saint Paul has left
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this precept ; “ Let a man examine himself, and so let

him eat of that bread .” Which will be easily explained ,

hy recurring to what has been already said of the nature

of the sacrament.

By partaking of the communion, we declare, in the

most solemn manner, in the presence of God and man ,

that we hold the faith of Jesus, that we are his followers,

who expect eternal salvation from his merits ; and, there

fore, that we engage ourselves to that obedience to his

commands, and that strictness and regularity of life,

which he requires from those who place their confidence

in his mediation. We profess, likewise, that we sincerely

and humbly repent of those offences by which we have

separated ourselves from him ; and that, in consequence

of this profession , we unite ourselves again to the commu

nion of the church .

Nothing can be more reasonable , before this solemn

profession, than that a man examine himself, whether it

be true ; whether he really and unfeignedly resolves to

accept the conditions of salvation offered to him , and to

perform his part of the covenant which he comes to ra

tify; or, whether he is not about to mock God ; to profess

a faith which he does not hold , and a purity which he

does not intend to aim at. '

The terms, upon which we are to hope for any benefits

from the merits of Christ, are faith, repentance , and sub

sequent obedience. These are , therefore, the three chief

and generalheads of exomination . We cannot receive the

sacrament, unless we believe in Christ, because by re

ceiving it we declare our belief in him, and a lying

tongue is an abomination to the Lord . We cannot re

ceive it without repentance, because repentance is the

means by which, after sin, we are reconciled to God ; and

we cannot, without dreadful wickedness, by partaking of

the outward tokens of reconciliation , declare that we be

lieve God at peace with our souls, when we know that,

by the omission of repentance, we are yet in a state of vo

luntary alienation from him . We cannot receive it, without
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a sincere intention of obedience ; because, by declaring

ourselves his followers, we enter into obligations to obey

his commandments. We are, therefore, not transiently

and carelessly, but frequently and seriously, to ask our

selves, whether we firmly believe the promises of our Sa

viour - whether we repent of our sins and resolve, for

the future, to avoid all those things which God has for

bidden , and practise all those which he has commanded .

And when any man is convinced that he has formed real

resolutions of a new life, let him pray for strength and

constancy to persevere in them ; and let him come joyfully

to the holy table, in sure confidence of pardon, reconcilia

tion, and life everlasting.

Which that we may all obtain, God of his infinite mer

cy grant, for the merits of Jesus Christ, our Saviour ! to

whom , with the Father and the Holy Spirit, three Per

sons and one God, be ascribed all honour, adoration, and

praise, now and for ever ! Amen .

SERMON X.

“ Be not deceived, God is not mocked ; for whatsoever a man soweth ,

that shall he reap.” Gal. vi. 7 .

One of the mighty blessings bestowed upon us by the

Christian revelation, is, that we have now a certain know

ledge of a future state , and of the rewards and punish

ments that await us after death , and will be adjusted ac

cording to our conduct in this world. We, on whom the

light of the gospel shines, walk no longer in darkness,

doubtful of the benefit of good, or the danger of bad ac

tions ; we know , that we live and act under the eye of

our Father and our Judge, by whom nothing is over

looked or forgotten, and who, though to try our obedience

he suffers, in the present state of things, the same events
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io happen to the good and to the evil, will, at last, cer

tainly distinguish them , by allotting them different condi

tions beyond the grave ; when it will appear, in the sight

of men and of angels, how amiable is godliness, and how

odious is sin ; by the final sentence, which shall bring

upon man the consequences of his own actions, so as, that

whatsoever a man shall sow, that shall he reap .”

The ancient heathens, with whose notions we are ac

quainted, how far soever they might have carried their

speculations of moral or civil wisdom, had no conception

of a future state , except idle fictions, which those who

considered them treated as ridiculous; or dark conjec

tures, formed by men of deep thoughts and great inquiry,

but neither, in themselves, capable of compelling convic

tion, nor brought at all to the knowledge of the gross
of

mankind, of those who lived in pleasure and idleness, or

in solitude and labour ; they were confined to the closet of

the student, or the school of the lecturer, and were very

little diffused among the busy or the vulgar.

There is no reason to wonder, that many enormities

should prevail where there was nothing to oppose them .

When we consider the various and perpetual temptations

of appetite within , and interest without; when we see,

that on every side there is something that solicits the de

sires, and which cannot be innocently obtained ; what

can we then expect, but that, notwithstanding all the

securities of the law, and all the vigilance of magistrates,

those that know of no other world will eagerly make the

most of this, and please themselves whenever they can ,

with very little regard to the right of others ?

As the state of the heathens was a state of darkness, it

must have been a state , likewise, of disorder ; a state of

perpetual contest for the goods of this life, and by conse

quence of perpetual danger to those who abounded, and

of temptation to those that were in want.

The Jews enjoyed a very ample communication of the

Divine will, and had a religion which an inspired legis

lator had prescribed. But even to this nation, the only
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nation free from idolatry, and acquainted with the per

fections of the true God, was the doctrine of a future state

so obscurely revealed , that it was not necessarily conse

quential to the reception, or observation, of their practical

religion. The Sadducees who acknowledged the autho

rity of the Mosaical law , yet denied the separate existence

of the soul - had no expectation of a future state. They

held that there was no resurrection, neither angel nor

spirit.

This was not in those times the general state of theJewish

nation ; the Pharisees held the resurrection , and with them

probably far the greater part of the people ; but that any

man could be a Jew, and yet deny a future state, is a suf

ficient proof that it had not yet been clearly revealed , and

that it was reserved for the preachers of Christianity to

bring life and immortality to light. In such a degree of

light they are now placed , that they can be denied or

doubted no longer, but as the gospel, that shows them , is

doubted or denied. It is now certain that we are here,

not in our total, nor in our ultimate existence, but in a state

of exercise and probation , commanded to qualify ourselves,

by pure hearts and virtuous actions, for the enjoyment

of future felicity in the presence of God ; and prohibited

to break the laws which his wisdom has given us, under

the penal sanction of banishment from heaven into re

gions of misery.

Yet, notwithstanding the express declaration of our

Saviour, and the constant reference of our actions and

duties to a future state , throughout the whole volume of

the New Testament; there are yet, as in the apostles?

time, men who are deceived, who act as if they thought

God would be mocked or deluded, and who appear to for ,

get, that " whatsoever à man sows, that shall he reap.'

From this important caution , given by the apostle im

mediately to those whom he was then directing, and con

sequently to all professors of the religion of Christ, occa

sion may be taken to consider,

FIRST : How sinners are “ deceived."
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SECONDLY : How certain it is, that “ God is not

·mocked .”

THIRDLY : In what sense it is to be understood, that,

6 whatsoever a man sows, that shall he reap. ”

In examining, first, how sinners are deceived, it will

immediately occur to us, that no man is deceived ' to his

damnation but by the devil himself. The subtleties of

the devil are undoubtedly many ; he has probably the

power of presenting opportunities of sin , and at the same

time of inflaming the passions, of suggesting evil desires,

and interrupting holy meditations; but his power is so

limited by the Governour of the universe, that he cannot

hurt us without our own consent ; his
power

is but like

that of a wicked companion, who may solicit us to crimes

or follies, but with whom we feel no necessity of com

plying ; he, therefore, that yields to temptation, has

the greater 'part in his own destruction ; he has been

warned of his danger, he has been taught his duty ; and

if these warnings and instructions have had no effect, he

may be said voluntarily to desert the right way , and not

so much to be deceived by another, as to deceive him .

self.

Of self -deceit, in the great business of our lives, there

are various modes. The far greater part of mankind de

ceive themselves, by willing negligence, by refusing to

think on their real state, lest such thoughts should trouble

their quiet, or interrupt their pursuits. To live religiously,

is to walk, not by sight, but by faith ; to act in confidence

of things unseen, in hope of future recompense, and in fear

of future punishment. To abstract the thoughts from

things spiritual is not difficult; things future do not ob

trude themselves upon the senses, and therefore easily

give way to external objects. He that is willing to forget

religion may quickly lose it ; and that most men are will

ing to forget it, experience informs us. If we look into

the gay or the busy world, we see every eye directed to

wards pleasure or advantage, and every hour filled with

expectation, or occupied by employment, and day passed

1
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after day in the enjoyment of success, or the vexation of

disappointment.

· Nor is it true only of men who are engaged in enter

prises of hazard, which restrain the faculties to the ut

most, and keep attention always upon the stretch . Reli

gion is not only neglected by theprojector and adventurer,

by men who suspend their happiness on the slender thread

of artifice, or stand tottering upon the point of chance.

For, if we visit the most cool and regular parts of the com

munity, if we turn our eye to the farm , or to the shop,

where one year glides uniformly afteranother, and no

thing new or important is either expected or dreaded ; yet

still the same indifference about eternity will be found .

There is no interest so small, nor engagement so slight,

but that, if it be followed and expanded, it may be suf

ficient to keep religion out of the thoughts. Many men

may be observed , not agitated by very violent passions, nor

overborn by any powerful habits, nor depraved by any

great degrees of wickedness; men who are honest dealers,

faithful friends, and inoffensive neighbours; who yet have

no vital principle of religion ; who live wholly without

self -examination : and indulge any desire that happens to

arise, with very little resistance or compunction ; who

hardly know what it is to combat a temptation ; or to re

pent of a fault; but go on , neither self-approved, nor self

condemned ; not endeavouring after any excellence , nor

reforming any vitious practice, or irregular desire. They

have no care of futurity ; neither is God in all their

thoughts ; they direct none of their actions to his glory,

they do nothing with the hope of pleasing, they avoid

nothing for the fear of offending him. Those men want

not much of being religious ; they have nothing more than

casual views to reform , and, from being peaceable and

temperate heathens, might, if they would once awaken to

their eternal interest, become pious and exemplary Chris

tians. But let them not be deceived ; they cannot suppose

that God will accept him who never wished to be ac

cepted by him , or made his will the rule of action .
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Others there are , who, without attending to the written

revelation of God's will, form to themselves a scheme of

conduct in which vice is mingled with virtue, and who

cover from themselves, and hope to cover from God, the

indulgence of some criminal desire, or the continuance of

some vicious habit, by a few splendid instances of public

spirit, or some few effusions of occasional bounty. But to

these men it may, with emphatical propriety, be urged,

that “ God is not mocked ; " he will notbe worshipped nor

obeyed but according to his own laws.

The mode of self-deception which prevails most in the

world, and by which the greatest number of souls is at last

betrayed to destruction, is the art which we are all too

apt to practise, of putting far from us the evil day, of set

ting the hour of death , and the day of account, at a great

distance.

That death is certain , every one knows ; nor is it less

known, that life is destroyed, at all ages, by a thousand

causes ; that the strong and the vigorous are liable to dis

eases, and that caution and temperance afford no security

against the final stroke. Yet, as the thought of dissolu

tion is dreadful, we do not willingly admit it ; the desire

of life is connected with animation ; every living being

shrinks from his destruction ; to wish , and to hope, are

never far asunder ; as we wish for long life, we hope that

our wishes will be granted; and what we hope, we either

believe, or do not examine. ) So tenaciously does our cre

dulity lay hold of life, that it is rare to find any man so

old as not to expect an addition to his years, or so far

wasted and enfeebled with disease , as not to flatter himself

with hopes of recovery .

To those who procrastinate amendment in hopes of

better opportunities in future time, it is too often vainly

urged by the preacher, and vainly suggested by a thou

sand examples, that the hour of death is uncertain . This,

which ought to be the cause of their terrour, is the ground

of their hope; that, as death is uncertain , it may be dis

tant. This uncertainty is, in effect, the great support of

3
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the whole system of life. The man who died yesterday

had purchased an estate , to which he intended some time

to retire ; or built a house, which he was hereafter to in

habit ; and planted gardens and groves, that, in a certain

number of years, were to supply delicacies to his feasts,

and shades to his meditations. He is snatched away, and

has left his designs and his labours to others.

As men please themselves with felicities to be enjoyed

in the days of leisure and retreat ; so among these felici

ties, it is not uncommon to design a reformation of life,

and a course of piety. Among the more enlightened and

judicious part of mankind, there are many who live in a

continual disapprobation of their own conduct, who know ,

that they do every day what they ought to leave undone,

and every day leave undone what they ought to do ; and

who, therefore, consider themselves as living under the

Divine displeasure, in a state in which it would be very

dangerous to die. Such men answer the reproaches of

conscience with sincerity and intention of performance,

but which they consider as debts to be discharged at some

remote time. They neither sin with stupid negligence,

nor with impious defiance of the Divine laws; they fear

the punishments denounced against sin , but pacify their

anxiety with possibilities of repentance, and with a plan

of life to be led according to the strict precepts of religion,

and to be closed at last by a death softened by holy con

solations. Projects of future piety are perhaps not less

common than of future pleasure, and are, as there is rea

son to fear, not less commonly interrupted ; with this

dreadful difference, that he who misses his intended plea

sure , escapes a disappointment; but he who is cut off

before the season of repentance, is exposed to the ven

geance of an angry God .

Whoever has been deluded by this infatuation, and has

hitherto neglected those duties which he intends some

time to perform , is admonished , by all the principles of

prudence, and all the course of nature, to consider, how

much he ventures, and with how little probability in his
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favour. The continuance of life, though, like all other

things, adjusted by providence, maybe properly considered

by us casual; and wisdom always directs us, not to leave

that to chance which may be made certain , and not to

venture any thing upon chance which it will much hurt

us to lose.

He who, accused by his conscience of habitual disobe

dience, defers his reformation , apparently leaves his soul

in the power of chance. We are in full possession of the

present moment ; let the present moment be improved;

let that which must necessarily be done some time, be no

longer neglected. Let us remember, that if our lot should

fall otherwise than we suppose ; if we are of the number

of them to whom length of life is not granted ; we lose

what can never be recovered, and what will never be re

compensed , -the mercy of God, and the joys of futurity.

That long life is not commonly granted , is sufficiently

apparent; for life'is called long, not as being, in its great

est length , of much duration, but as being longer than

common. Since, therefore, the common condition ofman

is not to live long, we have no reason to conclude, that

what happens to few will happen to us.

But, to abate our confidence in our own resolutions, it

is to be remembered , that though we should arrive at the

great year, destined for the change of life, it is by no

means certain that we shall effect what we have purposed.

Age is shackled with infirmity and diseases. Immediate

pain and present vexation will then do what amusement

and gaiety did before, will enchain the attention, and oc

cupy the thoughts, and leave little vacancy for the past or

future. Whoever suffers great pain, has no other care

than to obtain ease ; and if ease is for a time obtained , he

values it too much , to lessen it by painful reflection.

Neither is an efficacious repentance so easy a work, as

that we may be sure of performing it, at the time ap

pointed by ourselves. The longer habits have been in

dulged , the more imperious they become ; it is not by

bidding them to be gone, that we can at once dismiss
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them ; they may be suppressed and lie dormant for a time,

and resume their force, at an unexpected moment, by

some sudden temptation ; they can be subdued only by

continued caution and repeated conflicts.

The longer sin has been indulged, the more irksome

will be the retrospect of life. So much uneasiness will be

suffered , at the review of years spent in vicious enjoyment,

that there is reason to fear, lest that delay, which began

in the love of pleasure, will be continued for fear ofpain.

Neither is it certain , that the grace, without which no

man can correct his own corruption, when it has been

offered and refused , will be offered again ; or that he who

stopped his ears against the first call, will be vouchsafed

a second. He cannot expect to be received among the

servants of God, who will obey him only at his own time;

for sueh presumption is, in some degree, a mockery of

God ; and we are to consider, secondly, how certain it is,

that “ God is not mocked . ”

God is not mocked in any sense. He will not be

mocked with counterfeit piety, he will not be mocked with

idle resolutions ; but the sense in which the text declares,

that “ God is not mocked," seems to be, that God will not

suffer his decrees to be invalidated ; he will not leave his

promises unfulfilled, nor his threats unexecuted.

this will easily appear, if we consider, that promises and

threats can only become ineffectual by change of mind, or

want of power. God cannot change his will; “ he is not

a man that he should repent;" what he has spoken will

surely come to pass. Neither can he want power to exe

cute his purposes ; he who spoke, and the world was made,

can speak again, and it will perish . God's “ arm is not

shortened, that he cannot save;" neither is it shortened ,

that he cannot punish ; and that he will do to every man

according to his works, will be shown, when we have con

sidered ,

THIRDLY : In what sense it is to be understood, that

" whatsoever a man sows, that shall he reap. "

To sow and to reap are figurative terms. To sow, sig

And

VOL . IX. сс
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nifies to act ; and to reap, is to receive the product of our

actions. As no man can sow one sort of grain, and reap

another, in the ordinary process of nature ; as no man

gathers grapes of thorns or figs of thistles, or when he

scatters tares in the furrows, gathers wheat into his gar

ners ; so, in the final dispensations of providence, the

same correspondence shall be found in the moral system ;

every action shall at last be followed by its due conse

quences ; we shall be treated according to our obedience

or transgressions; the good shall not miss their reward,

nor the wicked escape their punishment; but when men

shall give account of their own works, they that have done

good shall pass into everlasting life, and they that have

done evil into everlasting fire.

Let us, therefore, at this and at all times, most heartily

and fervently beseech almighty God to give us faithful

and sincere repentance , to pardon and forgive us all our

sins, to endue us with the grace of his Holy Spirit, and to

amend our lives according to his holy will and command

ments.

SERMON XI.

Finally, be ye all of one mind, having compassion one of another, love

as brethren , be pitiful, be courteous. ” 1 PETER iii. 8.

The apostle, directing this epistle to the new converts,

scattered over the provinces of Asia, having laid before

them the great advantage of the religion which they had

embraced , no less than the salvation of their souls, and

the high price for which they were redeemed , the precious

blood of Christ, proceeds to explain to them what is re

quired by their new profession. He reminds them , that

they live among the heathen , of whom it must necessarily

be supposed, that every one watched their conduct with

suspicious vigilance ; and that it is their duty to recom
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mend right belief, by virtuous practice ; that their exam

ple, as well as their arguments, may propagate the truth .

In this course of instruction , he first mentions the civil

relations of governours and subjects ; and enjoins them to

honour the supreme magistrate, and to respect all subor

dinate authority , which is established for the preservation

of order, and the administration of justice . He then de

scends to domestick connections, and recommends to ser

vants obedience and patience, and to husbands and wives

their relative and respective duties, to husbands tenderness,

and to wives obedience, modesty, and gentleness; that

the husband , who is not yet converted by the power of

exhortation, may be drawn to the religion of his wife, by

perceiving its good effects upon her conversation and

behaviour

He then extends his precepts to greater generality, and

lays down a short system of domestick virtue to be uni

versally adopted ; directing the new Christians,

FIRST : To be all of one mind.

By the union of minds which the apostle recommends,

it must be supposed that he means not speculative, but

practical union ; not similitude of opinions, but simi-

litude of virtues. In religious opinions, if there was

then any disagreement, they had then living authority

to which they might have recourse ; and their business

was probably, at that time, more to defend their com

mon faith against the heathen, than to debate any

subtilties of opinion among themselves. But there are

innumerable questions, in which vanity or interest en

gages mankind, which have little connection with their

eternal interest ; and yet often inflame the passions, and

produce dislike and malevolence. Sects in philosophy,

and factions in the state, easily excite mutual contempt,

or mutual hatred. He whose opinions are censured, feels

the reputation of his understanding injured ; he, whose

party is opposed, finds his influence resisted, and perhaps

his power, or his profit, in danger of diminution. It could

not be the intention of St. Peter, that all men should think

cc 2
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alike, either of the operations of nature, or the transac

tions of the state ; but that those who thought differently

should live in peace ; that contradiction should not exas

perate the disputants, or that the heat should end with

the controversy, and that the opposition of party, (for such

there must sometimes be,) should not canker the private

thoughts, or raise personal hatred or insidious enmity. He

required that they should be all of one moral mind, that

they should all wish and promote the happiness of each

other, that the danger of a Christian should be a common

cause, and that no one should wish for advantage by the

miscarriage of another.

To suppose that there should , in any community, be no

differenceof opinion , is to suppose all, of whom that com

munity consists, to be wise alike, which cannot happen ;

or that the understanding of one part is submitted to that

of another, which, however, would not produce uniformity

of opinion , but only of profession ; and is , in important

questions, contrary to that sincerity and integrity which

truth requires, and an infraction of that liberty which rea

son allows. But that men, of different opinions, should live

at peace, is the true effect of that humility, which makes

each esteem others better than himself, and of that mode

ration, which reason approves, and charity commands.

Be ye therefore all of one mind; let charity be the predo

minant and universal principle that pervades your lives,

and regulates your actions.

SECONDLY : They are directed by the apostle, to live as

men which have compassion one of another.

The word which is rendered having compassion , seems

to include a greater latitude of signification, than the word

compassion commonly obtains. Compassion is not used,

but in the sense of tender regard to the unhappiness of

another. But the term used by St. Peter may mean mu

tually feeling for each other, receiving the same impres

sions from the same things ; and this sense seems to be

given it by one of the translators. (Castalio.) The precept

will then be connected and consequential, “ Be ye all of
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one mind , ” each feeling, by sympathy, the affections of

another.

Sympathy, the quality recommended in the text, as it

has been now explained, is the great source of social hap

piness. To gain affection , and to preserve concord , it is

necessary not only to mourn with those that mourn , "

but to “ rejoice with them that rejoice. "

To feel sincere and honest joy at the success of another,

though it is necessary to true friendship, is perhaps neither

very common , nor very easy . There is in every mind,

implanted by nature, a desire of superiority, which coun

teracts the pleasure, which the sight of success and hap

piness ought always to impart. Between men of equal

condition, and therefore willingly consulting with each

other, any flow of fortune, which produces inequality,

makes him who is left behind look with less content on

his own condition, and with less kindness on him who has

reduced him to inferiority. The advancement of a supe

riour gives pain by increasing that distance, by difference

of station , which was thought already greater than could

be claimed by any difference : and the rise of an inferiour

excites jealousy, lest he that went before should be over

taken by his follower. As cruelty looks upon misery with

out partaking pain, so envy beholds increase of happiness

without partaking joy.

Envy and cruelty, the most hateful passions of the hu

man breast, are both counteracted by this precept, which

commanded the Christians of Asia, and now commands us ,

who succeed them in the profession of the same faith, and

the consciousness of the same frailties, to feel one for an

other. He whose mind is so harmonized to the interest

of his neighbour, that good and evil is common to them

both, will neither obstruct his rise, nor insult his fall ; but

will be willing to cooperate with him through all the

vicissitudes of life, and dispensations of providence ; to

honour him that is exalted , to help him that is depressed.

He will control all those emotions which comparison

produces ; he will not consider himself as made poorer by
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another's wealth, or richer by another's poverty : he

will look, without malignity, upon superiority; either

external or intellectual : he will be willing to learn of

those that excel in wisdom , and receive instruction with

thankfulness; he will be willing to impart his knowledge,

without fearing lest he should impair his own import

ance by the improvement of his hearer.

How much this generous sympathy would conduce to

the comfort and stability of life, a little consideration will

convince us. Whence are all the arts of slanders and de

preciation, but from our unwillingness to see others great

er, or wiser, or happier, than ourselves ? Whence is a

great part of the splendour, and all the ostentation of

high rank, butto receive pleasure from the contemplation

of those who cannot attain dignity and riches, or to give

pain to them who look with malignity on those acquisi

tions which they have desired in vain ? Whence is the

pain which vanity suffers from neglect, but that it ex.

acted painful homage, and honour ' which is received

with more delight, as it is more unwillingly conferred ?

The pleasures of comparative excellence have commonly

their source in the pain of others, and, therefore, are

such pleasures as the apostle warns the Christiansnot to

indulge.

THIRDLY : In pursuance of his injunctions to be of

one mind, and to sympathize one with another, he directs

them , to love as brethren , or to be lovers of the brethren .

(Hammond .) He endeavours to establish a species of frater

nity among Christians; that, as they have all one faith , they

may have all one interest, and consider themselves as afamily

that must prosper, or suffer all together, and share whatever

may befall, either of good or evil. The highest degree of

friendship is called brotherly love ; and the term by which

man is endeared to man , in the language of the gospel, is the

appellation of brother. We are all brethren by our common

relation to the universal Father , but that relation is often

forgotten amongst the contrariety of opinions, and oppo

sition of passions, which disturb the peace of the world.
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Ambition has effaced all natural consanguinity, by calling

nation to war against nation, and making the destruction

of one half of mankind the glory of the other. Christian

piety, as it revived and enforced all the original and

primæval duties of humanity, so it restored, in some de

gree, that brotherhood, or foundation of kindness, which

naturally arises from some common relation. We are

brothers as we are men ; we are again brothers as we are

Christians; as men, we are brothers by natural necessity;

but as Christians, we are brothers by voluntary choice,

and are, therefore, under an apparent obligation to fulfil

the relation ; first, as it is established by our Creator,

and, afterwards, as it is chosen by ourselves. To have

the same opinions naturally produces kindness, even when

these opinions have no consequence ; because we rejoice

to find our sentiments approved by the judgment of an

other. But those who concur in Christianity have, by

that agreement in principles, an opportunity of more than

speculative kindness; they may help forward the sal

vation of each other, by counsel or by reproof, by

exhortation, by example ; they may recall each other

from deviations, they may excite each other to good

works.

Charity, or universal love, is named by Saint Paul, as

the greatest and most illustrious of Christian virtues ; and

our Saviour himself has told us, that by this it shall be

known that we are his disciples, if we love one another.

Every affection of the soul exerts itself more strongly at

the approach of its proper object. Christians particularly

love one another, because they can confer and receive

spiritual benefits. They are indeed to love all men ; and

how much the primitive preachers of the gospel loved

those that differed from them , they sufficiently showed,

when they incurred death by their endeavours to make

them Christians. This is the extent of evangelical love,

to bring into the light of truth those who are in darkness,

and to keep those from falling back into darkness to

whom the light has been shown.
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Since life overflows with misery, and the world is filled

with evil, natural and moral, with temptation and danger,

with calamity and wickedness, there are very frequent

opportunities of showing our unanimity , our sympathy,

and our brotherly love, by attempts to remove pressures,

and mitigate misfortunes. St. Peter, therefore, par

ticularly presses the duty of commiseration , by calling

upon us,

FOURTHLY : To be pitiful; not to look negligently, or

scornfully, on the miseries of others ; but to apply such

consolation and assistance as providence puts into our

power.

To attempt an enumeration of all the opportunities

which may occur for the exercise of pity, would be to form

a catalogue of all the ills to which human nature is ex

posed, to count over all the possibilities of calamity, and

recount the depredations of time, the pains of disease, the

blasts ofcasualty, and the mischiefs of malevolence .

Wherever the eye is turned it sees much misery, and

there is much which it sees not ; many complaints are

heard , and there are many pangs without complaint. The

external acts of mercy, to feed the hungry, to clothe the na

ked, and to visit the sick and the prisoners, we see daily

opportunities of performing ; and it may be hoped, they

are not neglected by those that abound with what others

want.

But there are other calls upon charity. There are sick

minds as well as sick bodies ; there are understandings

perplexed with scruples, there are consciences tormented

with guilt ; nor can any greater benefit be conferred,

than that of settling doubts, or comforting despair,

and restoring a disquieted soul to hope and tranquil

lity.

The duty of commiseration is so strongly pressed by

the gospel, that none deny its obligation. But as the

measures of beneficence are left undefined, every man ne

cessarily determines for himself, whether he has contri

buted his share to the necessities of others ; and amidst
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the general depravity of the world , it can be no wonder

if there are found some who tax themselves very lightly,

and are satisfied with giving very little.

Some readily find out, that where there is distress there

is vice, and easily discover the crime of feeding the lazy,

or encouraging the dissolute. To promote vice is certainly

unlawful; but we do not always encourage vice when we

relieve the vicious . It is sufficient that our brother is in

want ; by which way he brought his want upon him , let

us not too curiously inquire. We likewise are sinners.

In cases undoubted and notorious, some caution may be

properly used, that charity be not perverted ; but no man

is so bad as to lose his title to Christian kindness. If

a bad man be suffered to perish, how shall he repent ?

Not more justifiable is the omission of duty, which

proceeds from an expectation of better opportunities, or

more pressing exigencies. Of such excuses, or of such

purposes, there can be no end. Delay not till to -morrow

what thou mayest do to -day ! A good work is now in thy

power, be quick and perform it ! By thy refusal, others

may be discouraged from asking ; or so near may be the

end of thy life, that thou mayest never do what is in thy

heart. Every call to charity is a gift of God, to be received

with thankfulness, and improved with diligence.

There are likewise many offices of kindness which can

not properly be classed under the duty of commiseration ,

as they do not presuppose either misery or necessity, and

yet are of great use for conciliating affection, and smooth

ing the paths of life ; and, as it is of great importance

that goodness should have the power of gaining the af

fections, the apostle has not neglected those subordinate

dụties, for he commands Christians,

FIFTHLY : To be courteous.

For courteous some substitute the word humble ; the

difference may not be considered as great, for pride is

a quality that obstructs courtesy.

That a precept of courtesy is by no means unworthy of

the gravity and dignity of an apostolical mandate, may be
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gathered from the pernicious effects which all must have

observed to have arisen from harsh strictness and sour

virtue ; such as refuses to mingle in harmless gaiety, or

give countenance to innocent amusements, or which trans

acts the petty business of the day with a gloomy ferocious

ness that clouds existence. Goodness of this character is

more formidable than lovely ; it may drive away vice

from its presence, but will never persuade it to stay to be

amended ; it may teach , it may remonstrate , but the

hearer will seek for more mild instruction . To those,

therefore, by whose conversation the heathens were to be

drawn away from errour and wickedness, it is the apos

tle's precept, that they be courteous, that they accommo

date themselves, as far as innocence allows, to the will of

others ; that they should practise all the established modes

of civility, seize all occasions of cultivating kindness, and

live with the rest of the world with an amicable recipro

cation of cursory civility, that Christianity might not be

accused of making men less cheerful as companions, less

sociable as neighbours, or less useful as friends.

Such is the system of domestick virtue which the

apostle recommends. His words are few , but their mean

ing is sufficient to fill the greater part of the circle of life.

Let us remember to be all of one mind, so as to grieve

and rejoice together ; to confirm , by constant benevolence,

that brotherhood which creation and redemption have

constituted ! Let us commiserate and relieve affliction , and

endear ourselves by general gentleness and affability :

it will from hence soon appear how much goodness is to

be loved, and how much human nature is meliorated by

religion.
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“ I have seen all the works that are done under the sun ; and behold, all

is vanity and vexation of spirit. ” Eccl. i. 14.

X

X

That all human actions terminate in vanity, and all hu

man hopes will end in vexation , is a position, from which

nature withholds our credulity, and which our fondness

for the present life, and worldly enjoyments, disposes us

to doubt, however forcibly it may be urged upon us, by

réason or experience.

Every man will readily enough confess, that his own

condition discontents him ; and that he has not yet been

able, with all his labour, to make happiness, or, with all

his inquiries, to find it. But he still thinks, it is some

where to be found, or by some means to be procured . His

envy sometimes persuades him to imagine, that others pos

sess it ; and his ambition points the way , by which he sup

poses that he shall reach , at last, the station to which it

is annexed. Every one wants something to happiness ;

and when he has gained what he first wanted , he wants

something else ; he wears out life in efforts and pursuits,

and perhaps dies, regretting that he must leave the world,

when he is about to enjoy it.

So great is our interest, or so great we think it, to be

lieve ourselves able to procure our own happiness, that

experience never convinces us of our impotence ; and,

indeed, our miscarriages might be reasonably enough im

puted by us, to our own unskilfulness, or ignorance ; if

we were able to derive intelligence from no experience

but our own. But surely we may be content to credit

the general voice of mankind, complaining incessantly of

general infelicity : and when we see the restlessness of the

young , and peevishness of the old ; when we find the

daring and the active combating misery, and the calm
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and humble lamenting it ; when the vigorous are ex

hausting themselves in struggles with their own condi

tion , and the old and the wise retiring from the contest,

in weariness and despondency ; we may be content, at

last, to conclude, that if happiness had been to be found ,

some would have found it, and that it is vain to search

longer for what all have missed.

But though our obstinacy should hold out, against

common experience and common authority, it might at

least give way to the declaration of Solomon, who has

left this testimony to succeeding ages, that all human

pursuits and labours are vanity. From the like conclu

sion made by other men , we may escape, by considering,

that their experience was small, and their power narrow ;

that they pronounced with confidence upon that which

they could not know ; and that many pleasures might be

above their reach , and many more beyond their observa

tion ; they may be considered , as uttering the dictates of

discontent, rather than persuasion ; and as speaking not

so much of the general state of things, as of their own

share, and their own situation .

But the character of Solomon leaves no room for sub

terfuge ; he did not judge of what he did not know . He

had in his possession, whatever power and riches, and,

what is still more, whatever wisdom and knowledge

could confer. As he understood the vegetable creation ,

from the cedar of Libanus, to the hysop on the wall ; , so

there is no doubt, but he had taken a survey of all the

gradations of human life, from the throne of the prince,

to the shepherd's cottage. He had in his hand all the in

struments of happiness, and in his mind the skill to ap

ply them . Every power of delight which others possess

ed, he had authority to summon , or wealth to purchase ;

all that royal prosperity could supply, was accumulated

upon him ; at home he had peace , and in foreign coun

tries he had honour ; what every nation could supply,

was poured down before him . If power be grateful, he

was a king ; if there be pleasure in knowledge, he was
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the wisest of mankind ; if wealth can purchase happiness,

he had so much gold , that silver was little regarded.

Over all these advantages, presided a mind, in the high

est degree disposed to magnificence and voluptuousness,

so eager in pursuit of gratification, that, alas ! after every

other price had been bid for happiness, religion and virtue

were brought to the sale. But,after the anxiety of his in

quiries, the weariness of his labours, and the loss of his

innocence, he obtained only this conclusion : “ I have

seen all the works that are done under the sun , and be

hold, all is vanity and vexation of spirit.”

That this result of Solomon's experience, thus solemnly

bequeathed by him to all generations, may not be trans

mitted to us without its proper use ; let us diligently con

sider,

FIRST : In what sense we are to understand, that all is

vanity.

SECONDLY : How far the conviction, that all is vanity,

ought to influence the conduct of life.

THIRDLY : What consequences the serious and re

ligious mind may deduce from the position, that all is

vanity.

When we examine, first, in what sense we are to un

derstand that all is vanity ; we must remember, that the

preacher is not speaking of religious practices, or of any

actions immediately commanded by God, or directly re

ferred to him ; butof such employments as we pursue by

choice, and such works as we perform in hopes of a re

compense in the present life ; such as flatter the imagina

tion with pleasing scenes, and probable increase of

temporal felicity ; of this he determines that all is vanity,

and every hour confirms his determination .

The event of all human endeavours is uncertain . He

that plants may gather no fruit ; he that sows may reap

no harvest. Even the most simple operations are liable

to miscarriage, from causes which we cannot foresee ; and

if we could foresee them , cannot prevent. What can be

more vain than the confidence of man , when the annual
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provision made for the support of life is not only exposed

to the uncertainty of weather, and the variation of the

sky, but lies at the mercy of the reptiles of the earth or

the insects of the air ? The rain and the wind he cannot

command ; the caterpillar he cannot destroy ; and the lo

cust he cannot drive away.

But these effects, which require only the concurrence

of natural causes, though they depend little upon human

power, are yet made. by providence regular and certain ,

in comparison with those extensive and complicated un

dertakings, which must be brought to pass by the agency

of man , and which require the union of many understand

ings, and the cooperations of many hands. The history

ofmankind is little else thana narrative of designs which

have failed , and hopes that have been disappointed. In

all matters of emulation and contest, the success of one

implies the defeat ofanother, and at least half the trans

action terminates in misery. And in designs not directly

contrary to the interest of another, and , therefore, not op

posed either by artifice or violence, it frequently happens,

that by negligence or mistake, or unseasonable officious

ness, a very hopeful project is brought to nothing.

To find examples of disappointment and uncertainty,

we need not raise our thoughts to the interests of nations,

nor follow the warrior to the field , or the statesman to

the council. The little transactions of private families

are entangled with perplexities ; and the hourly occur

rences of common life are filling the world with discon

tent and complaint. Every man hopes for kindness from

his friends, diligence from his servants, and obedience

from his children ; yet friends are often unfaithful, ser

vants negligent, and children rebellious. Human wisdom

has, indeed, exhausted its power in giving rules for the

conduct of life ; but those rules are themselves but va

nities. They are difficult to be observed , and, though ob

served , are uncertain in the effect.

The labours of man are not only uncertain , but imper

fect. If we perform what we design, we yet do not ob

1

x
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X

tain what we expected. What appeared great when we

desired it, seems little when it is attained ; the wish is

still unsatisfied , and something always remains behind,

without which the gratification is incomplete. He that

rises to greatness finds himself in danger; he that obtains

riches perceives that he cannot gain esteem . He that is

caressed, sees interest lurking under kindness ; and he

that hears his own praises, suspects that he is flattered .

Discontent and doubt are always pursuing us. Our en

deavours end without performance, and performance ends

without satisfaction .

But, since this uncertainty and imperfection is the lot

which our Creator has appointed for us, we are to in

quire,

SECONDLY : How far the conviction , that all is vanity,

ought to influence the conduct of life.

Human actions may be distinguished into various

classes. Some are actions of duty, which can never be

vain , because God will reward them . Yet these actions,

considered as terminating in this world, will often pro

duce vexation. It is our duty to admonish the vitious,

to instruct the ignorant, and relieve the poor ; and our

admonitions will, sometimes, produce anger , instead of

amendment ; our instructions will be sometimes bestowed

upon the perverse, the stupid, and the inattentive , and our

charity will be sometimes misapplied by those that re

ceive it ; and, instead of feeding the hungry, will pamper

the intemperate; but these disappointments do not make

good actions vain , though they show us how much all

success depends upon causes on which we have no in

fluence.

There are likewise actions of necessity ; these are often

vain and vexatious ; but such is the order of the world,

that they cannot be omitted. He that will eat bread,

must plough and sow ; though it is not certain that he

who ploughs and sows shall eat bread. It is appointed ,

that life should be sustained by labour , and we must not

sink down in sullen idleness, when our industry is per
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mitted to miscarry. We shall often have occasion to re

member the sentence denounced by the preacher upon all

that is done under the sun ; but we must still prosecute

our business, confess our imbecility, and turn our eyes

upon Him, whose mercy is over all his works, and who,

though he humbles our pride, will succour our ne

cessities.

Works of absolute necessity, are few and simple ; a very

great part of human diligence is laid out in accommoda

tions of ease , or refinements of pleasure ; and the farther

we pass beyond the boundaries of necessity, the more we

lose ourselves in the regions of vanity, and the more we

expose ourselves to vexation of spirit. As we extend our

pleasures, we multiply our wants. The pain of hunger is

easily appeased, but to surmount the disgust of appetite

vitiated by indulgence, all the arts of luxury are required,

and all are often vain . When to the enjoyments of sense ,

are superadded the delights of fancy, we form a scheme

of happiness that never can be complete, for we can al

ways imagine more than we possess. All social pleasures

put us more or less in the power of others, who sometimes

cannot, and sometimes will not, please us. Conversations

of argument often end in bitterness of controversy ; and

conversations of mirth , in petulance and folly. Friend

ship is violated by interest, or broken by passion, and be

nevolence finds its kindness bestowed on the worthless

and ungrateful

But most certain is the disappointment of him who

places his happiness in comparative good, and considers,

not what he himself wants, but what others have. The

delight of eminence must, by its own nature, be rare ;

because he that is eminent must have many below him ;

and, therefore, if we suppose such desires general, as very

general they are , the happiness of a few must arise from

the misery of many. He that places his delight in the

extent of his renown , is, in some degree, at the mercy of

every tongue ; not only malevolence, but indifference,

may disturb him ; and he may be pained, not only by

X
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those who speak ill, but by those likewise that say no

thing .

As every engine of artificial motion , as it consists of

more parts, is in more danger of deficience and disorder ;

so every effect, as it requires the agency of greater num

bers, is more likely to fail. Yet what pleasure is granted

to man , beyond the gross gratifications of sense , common

to him with other animals, that does not demand the help

of others, and the help of greater numbers, as the pleasure

is sublimated and enlarged ? And since such is the con

stitution of things, that whatever can give pleasure can

likewise cause uneasiness, there is little hope that uneasi

ness will be long escaped. Of them whose offices are ne

cessary to felicity, some will be perverse, and some will be

unskilful; some will negligently withhold their contribu

tions, and some will enviously withdraw them . The vari

ous and opposite directions of the human mind, which

divide men into so many different occupations, keep all

the inhabitants of the earth perpetually busy ; but when

it is considered, that the business of every man is to

counteract the purpose of some other man, it will appear,

that universal activity cannot contribute much to univer

sal happiness. Of those that contend, one must necessa

rily be overcome, and he that prevails never has his labour

rewarded to his wish ; but finds that he has been con

tending for that which cannot satisfy, and engaged in a

contest where even victory is vanity.

What then is the influence which the conviction of this

unwelcome truth ought to have upon our conduct ? It

ought to teach us humility, patience, and diffidence.

When we consider how little we know of the distant con

sequence of our own actions, how little the greatest per

sonal qualities can protect us from misfortune, how much

all our importance depends upon the favour of others,

how uncertainly that favour is bestowed , and how easily

it is lost ; we shall find that we have very little reason to

be proud. That which is most apt to elate the thoughts,

height of place, and greatness of power, is the gift of

VOL. IX . Dd
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others. No man can , by any natural or intrinsic faculties,

maintain himself in a state of superiority ; he is exalted

to his place, whatever it be, by the concurrence of those

who are, for a time, content to be counted his inferiours ;

he has no authority in himself ; he is only able to con

trol some, by the help of others. If dependence be a

state of humiliation, every man has reason to be humble,

for every man is dependent.

But however pleasing these considerations may be,

however unequal our condition is to all our wishes or con

ceptions, we are not to admit impatience into our bosoms,

or increase the evils of life, by vain throbs of discontent.

To live in a world where all is vanity, has been decreed

by our Creator to be the lot of mana lot which we can

not alter by murmuring, but may soften by submission .

The consideration of the vanity of all human purposes

and projects, deeply impressed upon the mind , necessarily

produces that diffidence in all worldly good , which is

necessary to the regulation of our passions, and the se

curity of our innocence. In a smooth course of prospe

rity, an unobstructed progression from wish to wish ,

while the success of one design facilitates another, and

the opening prospect of life shows pleasures at a distance ;

to conclude that the passage will be always clear, and

that the delights which solicit from far, will, when they

are attained, fill the soul with enjoyments, must necessa

rily produce violent desires, and eager pursuits, contempt

of those that are behind, and malignity to those that are

before. But the full persuasion that all earthly good is

uncertain in the attainment, and unstable in the posses

sion , and the frequent recollection of the slender supports

on which we rest, and the dangers which are always

hanging over us, will dictate inoffensive modesty, and

mild benevolence . He does not rashly treat another with

contempt, who doubts the duration of his own superiori

ty : he will not refuse assistance to the distressed, who

supposes that he may quickly need it himself. He that

considers how imperfectly human wisdom can judge of
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that which has not been tried , will seldom think any pos

sibilities of advantage worthy of vehement desire. As his

hopes are moderate, his endeavours will be calm . He

will not fix his fond hopes upon things which he

knows to be vanity, but will enjoy this world as one who

knows that he does not possess it, and that this is the

disposition which becomes our condition, will appear

when we consider,

THIRDLY : What consequences the serious and reli

gious mind may draw from the position , that all is vanity.

When the present state of man is considered, when an

estimate is made of his hopes, his pleasures, and his pos

sessions , when his hopes appear to be deceitful, his la

bours ineffectua
l
, his pleasures unsatisfac

tory
, and his

possession
s

fugitive, it is natural to wish for an abiding

city, for a state more constant and permanen
t
, of which

the objects may be more proportio
ned

to our wishes, and

the enjoyment
s

to our capacities ; and from this wish it is

reasonabl
e

to infer, that such a state is designed for us by

that infinite Wisdom, which, as it does nothing in vain ,

has not created minds with comprehen
sions

never to be

filled . When revelation is consulted, it appears that such

a state is really promised ; and that, by the contempt of

worldly pleasures, it is to be obtained. We then find,

that instead of lamenting the imperfect
ion

of earthly

things, we have reason to pour out thanks to Him who

orders all for our good ; that he has made the world , such

as often deceives, and often afflicts us ; that the charms of

interest are not such as our frailty is unable to resist ; but

that we have such interrupti
ons

of our pursuits, and such

langour in our enjoyment
s
, such pains of body and anx

iety of mind, as repress desire, and weaken temptatio
n ;

and happy will it be if we follow the gracious directions

of providenc
e
, and determine, that no degree of earthly

felicity shall be purchased with a crime ; if we resolve no

longer to bear the chains of sin , to employ all our endea

vours upon transitory and imperfect pleasures, or to divide

our thoughts between the world and heaven ; but to bid

dd 2
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farewell to sublunary vanities, to endure no longer an un

profitable vexation of spirit ; but with pure heart and

steady faith to " fear God and to keep his commandments ;"

and remember that “this is the whole of man .”

1

1

SERMON XIII.

“ Having a form of godliness, but denying the power thereof .” 2 Tim.

iii. 5, first part.

WHEN St. Paul, in the precepts given to Timothy for

his instruction how to regulate and purify the conver

sation of the first Christians, directed him to take care

that those men should be avoided, as dangerous and pes

tilent, who, having the form of godliness, denied the

power ; it is reasonable to believe, that he meant, in his

direct and immediate intention, to awaken his caution

against gross hypocrites; such as may easily be supposed

to have appeared too often in the most early seminaries of

Christianity ; who made an appearance of righteousness

subservient to worldly interest; and whose conversion ,

real or pretended , gave them an opportunity of preying

upon artless simplicity, by claiming that kindness which

the first believers showed to one another ; and obtaining

benefactions which they did not want, and eating bread

for which they did not labour.

To impostors of this kind, the peculiar state of the first

Christians would naturally expose them . As theAs they were

surrounded by enemies, they were glad to find, in any

man , the appearance of a friend ; as they were wearied

with importunate contradiction , they were desirous of an

interval of respite, by consorting with any one that pro

fessed the same opinions; and what was still more fa

vourable to such impostors, when they had, by embracing

an unpopular and persecuted religion, divested them
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selves, in a great degree, of secular interest, they were

likely often to want that vigilance and suspicion which is

forced, even upon honest minds, by much converse with

the world, and frequent transactions with various charac

ters ; and which our divine Master teaches us to practise,

when he commands us to join the wisdom of the ser

pent with the harmlessness of the dove. The first Chris

tians must have been, in the highest degree, zealous to

strengthen their faith in themselves, and propagate it in

others ; and zeal easily spreads the arms, and opens the

bosom to an adherent, or a proselyte, as to one, that adds

another suffrage to truth , and strengthens the sup

port of a good cause. Men of this disposition, and in this

state of life, would easily be enamoured of the form of

godliness, and not soon discover that the power was want

ing. Men naturally think others like themselves, and,

therefore, a good man is easily persuaded to credit the ap

pearance of virtue.

Hypocrisy, however, was not confined to the apostolick

ages. All times, and all places, have produced men,

that have endeavoured to gain credit by false pretensions

to excellence, and have recommended themselves to kind

ness or esteem , by specious professions, and ostentatious

displays of counterfeited virtues.It is, however, less ne

cessary now to obviate this kind of fraud, by exhortations

to caution ; for that simplicity, which lay open to its ope- ,

ration , is not now very frequently to be found. The hy

pocrite, in these times, seldom boasts of much success.

He is for the most part soon discovered ; and when he is

once known, the world will not wait for counsel to avoid

him , for the good detest, and the bad despise him . He

is hated for his attempts, and scorned for his miscar

riage.

It may, therefore, be proper to consider the danger of a ,

form of righteousness without the power, in a different

and secondary sense, and to examine whether, as there

are some who, by this form , deceive others , there are not

some, likewise ,that deceive themselves ; who pacify their
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consciences with an appearance of piety , and live and die

in dangerous tranquillity and delusive confidence.

In this inquiry it will be proper to consider,

FIRST : What may be understood by the form of god

liness, as distinct from the power.

SECONDLY : What is the power of godliness, without

which the form is defective and unavailing.

THIRDLY : How far it is necessary to the Christian

life, that the form and power should subsist together.

Let it, therefore, be first considered, what may be easily

and naturally understood by the form of godliness as dis

tinct from the power.

By the force of godliness, may be properly understood,

not only a specious practice of religious duties, exhibited

to public notice, but all external acts of worship, all rites

and ceremonies, all stated observances, and all compliance

with temporary and local injunctions and regularities.

The religion of the Jews, from the time of Moses, com

prised a great number of burdensome ceremonies, required

by God for reasons which perhaps human wisdom has

never fully discovered . Of these ceremonies, however,

some were typically representative of the Christian insti

tution , and some, by keeping them distinct, by dissimili

tude of customs from the nations that surrounded them ,

had a tendency to secure them from the influence of ill

example, and preserve them from the contagion of idolatry.

To the use of observances, thus important, they were

confined by the strongest obligations. They were, indeed,

external acts, but they were instituted by Divine autho

rity ; they were not to be considered merely as instru

mental and expedient, as means which might be omitted ,

if their ends were secured : they were positively enjoined

by the supreme Legislator, and were not left to choice, or

discretion, or secular laws ; to the will of the powerful, or

the judgment of the prudent.

Yet even these sacred rites might be punctually per

formed, without making the performer acceptable to God ;

the blood of bulls and of goats might be poured out in
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vain , if the desires were not regulated , or the passions

subdued . The sacrifices of the oppressour, or extortioner,

were not an atonement, but an abomination. Forgiveness

was obtained, not by incense, but by repentance ; the of

fender was required to rend his heart, and not his gar.

ment ; a contrite and a broken heart was the oblation

which the supreme Judge did not despise.

So much was the moral law exalted above all ceremo

nial institutions, even in that dispensation by which so

many ceremonies were commanded , that those two parts

of duty were distinguished by the appellations of body and

spirit. As the body, separated from the spirit, is a mass,

lifeless, motionless, and useless; so the external practice

of ritual observances was ineffectual and vain, án action

without a meaning, a labour by which nothing was pro

duced. As the spirit puts the limbs into motion, and di

rects their action to an end, so justice and mercy gave

energy to ceremonies, made the oblation grateful, and the

worshipper accepted.

The professors of Christianity have few ceremonies in

dispensably enjoined them . Their religion teaches them

to worship God, not with local or temporary ceremonies,

but in spirit and in truth ; that is, with internal purity,

and moral righteousness. For spirit, in this sense , seems

to be opposed to the body of external rites, and truth is

known to signify, in the biblical language, the sum of

those duties which we owe to one another.

Yet such are the temptations of interest, and pleasure,

and so prevalent is the desire of enjoying at once the plea

sures of sin for a season , and the hopes of happiness to

eternity ; that even the Christian religion has been de

praved by artificial modes of piety, and succedaneous prac

tices of reconciliation . Men have been ever persuaded ,

that by doing something, to which they think themselves

not obliged, they may purchase an exemption from such

duties as they find themselves inclined to violate : that

they may commute with heaven for a temporal fine, and

make rigour atone for relaxity.
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InIn ages and countries, in which ignorance has produced

and nourished superstition , many artifices have been in

vented, of practising piety without virtue, and repentance

without amendment. The devotion of our blind fore

fathers consisted, for a great part, in rigorous austerities,

laborious pilgrimages, and gloomy retirement; and that

which now prevails, in the darker provinces of the popish

world , exhausts its power in absurd veneration for some

particular saint, expressed too often by honours paid to his

image, or in a stated number of prayers, uttered with very

little attention , and very frequently with little under

standing

Someof these practices may be, perhaps, justly imputed

to the grossness of a people, scarcely capable of worship

purely intellectual; to the necessity of complying with the

weakness of men who must be taught their duty by ma

terial images, and sensible impressions. This plea , how

ever, will avail but little, in defence of abuses not only

permitted, but encouraged by pertinacious vindications,

and fictitious miracles.

It is apparent that the Romish clergy have attributed

too much efficacy to pious donations, and charitable esta

blishments; and that they have made liberality to the

church, and bounty to the poor, equivalent to the whole

system of our duty to God, and to our neighbour.

Yet nothing can be more repugnant to the general

tenour of the evangelical revelation , than an opinion that

pardon may be bought, and guilt effaced, by a stipulated

expiation . We naturally catch the pleasures of the present

hour, and gratify the calls of the reigning passion : and

what shall hinder the man of violence from outrage and

mischief, or restrain the pursuer of interest from fraud

and circumvention, when they are told, that after a life

passed in disturbing the peace of life, and violating the

security of possession, they may die at last in peace, by

founding an alms- house, without the agonies of deep con

trition ?

But errour and corruption are often to be found where
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there are neither Jews nor Papists. Let us not look upon

the depravity of others with triumph , nor censure it with

bitterness. Every sect may find, in its own followers,

those who have the form of godliness without the power ;

every man , if he examines his own conduct without inten-,

tion to be his own flatterer, may , to a certain degree, find

it in himself.

To give the heart to God, and to give the whole heart,

is very difficult ; the last, the great effort of long labour,

fervent prayer , and diligent meditation . Many resolutions

are made, and many relapses lamented, and many conflicts,

with our own desires, with the powers of the world, and

the powers of darkness, must be sustained, before the

will of man is made wholly obedient to the will of God.

In the mean time, we are willing to find some way to

heaven , less difficult and less obstructed , to keep our

hopes alive by faint endeavours, and to lull our consciences

by such expedients as we may easily practise. Not yet.

resolved to live wholly to God, and yet afraid to live wholly

to the world , we do something in recompense for that.

which we neglect, and resign something that we may

keep the rest.

To be strictly religious, is difficult ; but we may be zea

lously religious at little expense. ( By expressing on all

occasions our detestation of heresy and popery , and all.

other horrours, we erect ourselves into champions for

truth, without much hazard or trouble . The hopes of zeal

are not wholly groundless. Indifference in questions of

importance is no amiable quality. He that is warm for

truth, and fearless in its defence, performs one of the du

ties of a good man ; he strengthens his own conviction,

and guards others from delusion ; but steadiness of belief,

and boldness of profession , are yet only part of the form

of godliness, which may be attained by those who deny

the power.

As almost every map is, by nature or by accident, ex

posed to danger from particular temptations, and disposed

to some vices more than to others; so all are, either by
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disposition of mind, or the circumstances of life, inclined

or compelled to some laudable practices. Of this happy

tendency it is common to take advantage, by pushing the

favourite, or the convenient virtue, to its utmost extent,

and to lose all sense of deficiency in the perpetual con

templation of some single excellence.

Thus some please themselves with a constant regularity

of life, and decency of behaviour, —they hear themselves

commended, and superadd their own approbation. They

know, or might know, that they have secret faults; but,

as they are not open to accusation, they are not inquisitive

to their own disquiet; they are satisfied that they do not

corrupt others, and that the world will not be worse by

their example.

Some are punctual in the attendance on public wor

ship, and perhaps in the performance of private devotion .

These they know to be great duties, and resolve not to

neglect them . It is right they go so far ; and with so

much that is right they are satisfied . They are diligent

in adoration , but defective in obedience.

Such men are often not hypocrites ; the virtues which

they practise arise from their principles. The man of re

gularity really hopes that he shall recommend goodness to

those that know him. The frequenter of the church really

hopes to propitiate his Creator. Their religion is sincere ;

what is reprehensible is, that it is partial, that the heart

is yet not purified, and that yet many inordinate desires

remain, not only unsubdued, but unsuspected , under the

splendid cover of some specious practice, with which the

mind delights itself too much , to take a rigorous survey of

its own motions.

In condemnation of those who presume to hope that

the performance of one duty will obtain excuse for the

violation of others, it is affirmed by St. James, that he who

breaks one commandment is guilty of all ; and he defends

his position by observing, that they are all delivered by

the same authority .

His meaning is not, that all crimes are equal, or that in
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any one crime all others are involved ; but that the law of

God is to be obeyed with complete and unreserved sub

mission ; and that he who violates any of its ordinances,

will not be justified by his observation of all the rest ;

since, as the whole is of Divine authority , every breach ,

wilful and unrepented , is an act of rebellion against Om

nipotence.

One of the artifices, by which men, thus defectively re

ligious, deceive themselves, is that of comparing their own

behaviour with that of men openly vitious, and generally

negligent; and inferring that themselves are good, because

they suppose that they see others worse . The account of

the Pharisee and Publican may show us that, in rating

our own merit, we are in danger of mistake. But, though

the estimate should be right, it is still to be remembered ,

that he who is not worst, may yet fall far below what will

be required . Our rule of duty is not the virtue of men ,

but the law of God, from which alone we can learn what

will be required.

SECONDLY : What is that power of godliness without

which the form is defective and unavailing.

The power of godliness is contained in the love of God

and of our neighbour; in that sum of religion , in which,

as we are told by the Saviour of the world, the law and

the prophets are comprised. The love of God will engage

us to trust in his protection, to acquiesce in his dispensa

tions, to keep his laws, to meditate on his perfection , and

to declare our confidence and submission , by profound and

frequent adoration ; to impress his glory on our minds by

songs of praise, to inflame our gratitude by acts of thanks

giving, to strengthen our faith , and exalt our hope, by

pious meditations ; and to implore his protection of our

imbecility, and his assistance of our frailty, by humble

supplication : and when we love God with the whole

heart, the power of godliness will be shown by steadiness

in temptation , by patience in affliction , by faith in the

Divine promises, by perpetual dread of sin, by continual

aspirations after higher degrees of holiness, and contempt
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of the pains and pleasures of the world, when they obstruct

the progress of religious excellence.

The power of godliness, as it is exerted in the love of

our neighbour, appears in the exact and punctual dis

charge of all the relative and social duties. He whom

this power actuates and directs, will regulate his con

duct, so as neither to do injury, nor willingly to give

offence. He will neither be a tyrannical governour, nor

a seditious subject; neither a cruel parent, nor a disobe

dient son ; neither an oppressive master, nor an eye - ser

vant. But he will not stop at negative goodness, nor

rest in the mere forbearance of evil ; he will search

out occasions of beneficence, and extend his care to

those who have no other claim to his attention than the

great community of relation to the universal Father

of mankind. To enumerate the various modes of charity,

which true godliness may suggest, as it is difficult, would

be useless. Theyare as extensive as want, and as various

as misery.

We must, however, remember that where the form of

godliness appears, we must not always suppose the power

to be wanting, because its influence is not universal

and complete ; nor think every thing to be avoided , in

whom we discover either defective virtues, or actual

faults. The power subsists in him who is contending

with corruption, though he has not yet entirely subdued

it. He who falleth seven times a day may yet, by the

mercy of God, be numbered among the just ; the purest

human virtue has much feculence. The highest flights

of the soul soar not beyond the clouds and vapours of the

earth ; the greatest attainments are very imperfect ; and

he who is most advanced in excellence was once in a

lower state, and in that lower state was yet worthy of

love and reverence . One instance of the power of godli

ness is, readiness to help the weak, and comfort the

fallen , to look with compassion upon the frail, to rekindle

those whose ardour is cooling, and to recall those who, by

inadvertency, or under the influence of strong temptation,
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have wandered from the right way ; and to favour all

them who mean well, and wish to be better, though their

meaning and their wishes have not yet fully reformed their

lives.

There is likewise danger lest, in the pursuit of the

power of godliness, too little regard be paid to the

form , and lest the censure of hypocrisy be too hastily

passed, and a life apparently regular and serious be

considered as an artifice to conceal bad purposes and secret

views .

That this opinion , which some are very willing to in

dulge, may not prevail so as to discountenance the profes

sion of piety, we are to consider,

THIRDLY : How far it is necessary to the Christian

life, that the form and power of godliness should subsist

together.

It may be with great reason affirmed , that though there

may be the appearance of godliness without the reality,

there can hardly be the reality without the appearance .

Part of the duties of a Christian are necessarily publick.

We are to worship God in the congregation ; we are to

make open profession of our hope and faith. One of the

great duties of man , as a social being, is, to let his light

shine before men, to instruct by the prevalence of his ex

ample, and, as far as his influence extends, to propagate

goodness and enforce truth . No man is to boast of his

own excellence, for this reason among others ; the arro

gance will make excellence less amiable, and less attrac

tive of imitation . No man is to conceal the reverence of

religion, or his zeal for truth and right; because, by

shrinking from the notice of mankind, he betrays diffi

dence of the cause which he wishes to maintain . He,

whose piety begins and ends in zeal for opinions, and in

clamour against those who differ from him , is certainly yet

without the vital energy of religion ; but, if his opinions

regulate his conduct, he may with great justice show his

fervour, having already shown his sincerity. He that wor

ships God in publick, and offends him by secret vices, if
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he means to make the good part of his conduct balance

the bad, is to be censured and instructed ; if he means to

gain the applause of men , and to make outward sanctity

an instrument of mischief, he is to be detested and

avoided ; but he that really endeavours to obey God in

secret, neglects part of his duty, if he omits the solemni

ties of publick worship. The form of godliness, as it con

sists in the rites of religion, is the instrument given us by

God for the acquisition of the power ; the means as well

as the end are prescribed ; nor can he expect the help of

grace, or the Divine approbation, who seeks them by any

other method than that which infinite Wisdom has conde

scended to appoint,

SERMON XIV .

“ Thou wilt keep him in perfect peace, whose mind is stayed on thee, be

cause he trusteth in thee.” ISAIAH xxvi . 3.

In order to the explication of this text, or the enforce

meut of the precept implied in it, there seems to be no

necessity, either of proving, that all men are desirous of

happiness, or that their desire, for the most part, fails of

being gratified. Every man is conscious, that he neither

performs, nor forbears any thing upon any other motive

than the prospect, either of an immediate gratification, or

a distant reward ; that whether he complies with tempta

tion , or repels it, he is still influenced by the same general

regard to his own felicity ; but that when he yields to

the solicitation of his appetite, or the impulse of his pas

sions, he is uverborn by the prevalence of the object before

him ; and when he adheres to his duty, in opposition to

his present interest, he is influenced by the hopes of fu

ture happiness.

That almost every man is disappointed in his search

+
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after happiness, is apparent from the clamorous complaints

whith are always to be heard ; from the restless discon

tent, which is hourly to be observed ; and from the inces

sant pursuit of new objects, which employ almost every

moment of every man's life. For a desire of change is a

sufficient proof, that we are dissatisfied with our present

state ; and evidently shows, that we feel some pain which

we desire to avoid, or miss some enjoyment which we wish

to possess.

The true cause of this general disgust, an unprejudiced

and attentive survey of the world will not long fail of dis

covering. It will easily appear, that men fail to gain

what they so much desire, because they seek it where it

is not to be found, because they suffer themselves to be

dazzled by specious appearances, resign themselves up to

X the direction of their passions, and,when one pursuit has

failed of affording them that satisfaction which they ex

pected from it, apply themselves with the same ardour to

another equally unprofitable, and waste their lives in suc

cessive delusions, in idle schemes of imaginary enjoy

ment ; in the chase of shadows which fleet before them ,

and in attempts to grasp a bubble, which , however it may

attract the eye by the brightness of its colour, is neither

solid nor lasting, but owes its beauty only to its distance,

and is no sooner touched than it disappears.

As men differ in age or disposition, they are exposed

to different delusions in this important inquiry. The

young and the gay imagine happiness to consist in show ,

in merriment and noise, or in a constant succession of

amusements, or in the gratification of their appetites, and

the frequent repetition of sensual pleasures. Instead of

founding happiness on the solid basis of reason and reflec

tion , they raise an airy fabrick of momentary satisfaction,

which is perpetually decaying, and perpetually to be re

paired. They pleased themselves, not with thinking justly,

but with avoiding to think at all, with a suspense of all

the operations of their intellectual faculties, which de

fendsthem from remembrance of the past, or anticipa
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tion of the future. They lull themselves in an enervate

and cowardly dissipation, and, instead of being happy, are

only indolent.

That this state is not a state of happiness, that it af

fords no real satisfaction to a reasonable mind, those who

appear most engaged in it will, in their calmest moments,

readily confess. Those among them , on whom providence

has bestowed such abilities as are necessary to the disco

very of truth , and the distinction of appearance from reality

(for, among the negligent and voluptuous, men of this

character are sometimes to be found ,) have always owned ,

that their felicity is like that of a deep sleep , from which

they awake to care and sorrow ; or of a pleasing dream ,

that affords them short gratifications, of which the day

deprives them ; and that their pleasures only differ from

the phantoms of the nightin this, that they leave behind

them the pangs of guilt, with the vexation of disappoint

ment.

It may be imagined, that reasonable beings must

quickly discover how little such satisfactions are adapted

to their nature , and how necessary it is to change their

measures, in order to the attainment of that happiness

which they desire ; and in effect, it is generally found

that few , except the young and unexperienced, content

themselves with sensual gratifications ; and that men , as

they advance in years, and improve their judgment by

observation, always confess, by the alteration of their con

duct, that mere voluptuousness is not sufficient to fill the

desires of the human mind.

They, therefore, shake off the lethargy of sloth , for

sake diversion and amusements, and engage in the pursuits

of riches or of honours. They employ those hours, which

were frequently suffered to pass away unnumbered and

unheeded, with the most solicitous application, and the

most vigilant attention . They are no longer negligent of

all that passes about them , no more careless of the opi

nions of mankind, or unconcerned with regard to censure

or applause. They become anxious lest any opportunity

Xх

X
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should be lost of improving their fortunes, and lest they

should give any occasion to reports which may injure

their reputation, and obstruct their advancement. They

X

constrain their words, their actions, and their looks, to

obtain popularity, because they consider popularity as

necessary to grandeur, and grandeur as the foundation of

happiness.

But a very short experience teaches, what might indeed

have been without the trial discovered by reflection , that

perfect peace, that peace which is so much desired, is not

to be found in wealth and greatness. He that succeeds

in his first attempts is animated to new designs; new de

signs produce new anxieties and new opposition ; and,

though the second attempt should be equally happy, it

will be found, as soon as the transports of novelty have

X ceased, as soon as custom has madeelevation familiar,

that peace is yet to be sought, and that new measures

must be taken for the attainment of that tranquillity, for

which it is the nature of man to languish , and the want

of which is ill supplied by hurry and confusion, by pomp

and variety.

The same disposition which inclines any man to raise

himself to a superiority over others, will naturally excite

the same desires of greater elevation , while he sees any

superiour to himself. There is, therefore, no hope that,

by pursuing greatness, any man can be happy, or, at

least, this happiness must be confined to one, because only

one can be without a superiour ; and that one must surely

feel his enjoyments very frequently disturbed , when he

remembers by how many the station which he possesses

is envied and coveted ; when he reflects, how easily his

possessions may be taken from him, perhaps by the same

arts by which he attained them ; how quickly the affec

tions of the people may, by artful representations of his

conduct, be alienated from him ; or how easily he may

be destroyed by violence, and what numbers ambition or

revenge may invite to destroy him.

There is at least one consideration, which must imbitter

t
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the life of him, who places his happiness in his present

state ; a consideration that cannot be suppressed by any

artful sophistries, which the appetites or the senses are

always ready to suggest, and which it might be imagined

not always possible to avoid in the most rapid whirl of

pleasure, or the most incessant tumults of employment.

As it is impossible for any man not to know, it may be well

imagined difficult for him not to remember, that, however

surrounded by his dependents, however caressed by his

patrons, however applauded by his flatterers, or esteemed

by his friends, he must one day die ; that though he

should have reason to imagine himself secured from any

sudden diminution of his wealth, or any violent precipita

tion from his rank or power, yet they must soon be taken

away by a force, not to be resisted or escaped. He can

nut but sometimes think, when he surveys his acquisitions

or counts his followers, “ that this night his soul may be

required of him ," and that he had applauded himself for

the attainment of that which he cannot hope to keep long,

and which, if it could make him happy while he enjoys

it, is yet of very little value, because the enjoyment must

be very short.

The story of the great eastern monarch , who, when he

surveyed his innumerable army from an eminence, wept

at the reflection, that in less than a hundred years not

one of all that multitude would remain , has been often

mentioned ; because the particular circumstances, in

which that remark occurred , naturally claim the thought,

and strike the imagination ; but every man that places

his happiness in external objects, may every day, with

equal propriety, make the same observations. Though

he does not lead armies, or govern kingdoms, he may re

flect, whenever he finds his heart swelling with any pre

sent advantage, that he must, in a very short time, lose

what he so much esteems, that in a year, a month , a day,

or an hour, he may be struck out from the book of life,

and placed in a state, where wealth or honour shall have

no residence, and where all those distinctions shall be for
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ever obliterated , which now engross his thoughts, and

exalt his pride.

This reflection will surely be sufficient to hinder that

peace, which all terrestrial enjoyments can afford , from

being perfect. It surely will soon disperse those meteors

of happiness that glitter in the eyes only of the thought

less and the supine, and awaken him to a serious and ra

tional inquiry, where real happiness is to be found ; by

what means man , whom the great Creator cannot be sup

posed to have formed without the power of obtaining

happiness, may set himself free from the shackles of anx

iety with which he is encumbered, may throw off the

load of terrour which oppresses him , and liberate himself

from those horrours which the approach of death perpetu

ally excites.

This he will immediately find only to be accomplished

by securing to himself the protection of a Being mighty

to save ; a Being whose assistance may be extended

equally to all parts of his duration, who can equally de

fend him in the time of danger, and of security ; in the

tumults of the day, and the privacy of the night ; in the

time of tribulation, and in a time frequently more fatal,

the time of wealth ; and in the hour of death , and in the

day of judgment. And when he has found the necessity

of this sovereign Protector, and humbled himself with a

due conviction of his own impotence, he may at last find

the only comfort which this life can afford him, by remem

bering, that this great, this unbounded Being has informed

us of the terms on which perfect peace is to be obtained ,

and has promised it to those whose mind is stayed on

him .

Since, therefore, the pursuit of perfect peace is the

great, the necessary, the inevitable, business of human

life ; since this peace is to be attained by trust in God ,

and by that only ; since, without this, every státe is

miserable, and the voluptuous and the busy are equally

disappointed ; what can be more useful, than seriously to

inquire,

Xу
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FIRST : What is meant by this trust in God , to which

perfect peace is promised : and,

SECONDLY : By what means this trust in God is to be

attained .

FIRST : Therefore, let us examine what is meant

by this trust in God, to which perfect peace is pro

mised .

Trust, when it is used on common occasions, implies a

kind of resignation to the honesty, or abilities of another.

Thus we trust a physician, when we obey his directions

without knowing, or asking the particular reasons for the

methods which he enjoins. Thus we trust a friend, when

we commit our affairs to his management, without dis

turbing ourselves with any care concerning them . Thus

we trust a patron , when we serve him with diligence,

without any other certainty of a reward than what our

confidence in his generosity affords us.
These instances

may give us some idea of that trust which we ought to

repose in God ; but an idea, in the utmost degree, gross

and inadequate. Our trust in God ought to differ from

every other trust, as infinity differs from an atom . It

ought to transcend every other degree of confidence, as

its object is exalted above every degree of created excel

lence .

But, in our present state , it is impossible to practise

this, or any other duty, in perfection . Wecannot trust

God as we ought, because we cannot know him as we

ought. We know , however, that he is infinite in wisdom ,

in power, and in goodness ; that, therefore, he designs the

happiness of all his creatures , that he cannot but know

the proper means by which this end may be obtained ,

and that in the use of these means, as he cannot be mis

taken , because he is omniscient, so he cannot be defeated,

because he is almighty.

We know , therefore, that those whom he shall protect

cannot be in danger ; that neither the malice of wicked

men, noi of wicked angels, can really injure them , but

that persecution and danger shall only harass them for a
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time, and death set them free from disappointment and

from pain. He, therefore, that trusts in God will no

longer be distracted in his search after happiness, for he

will find it in a firm belief, that whatever evils are suf

fered to befall him will finally contribute to his felicity ;

and that by staying his mind upon the Lord, he will be

kept in peace.

But God has promised this protection, not indiscrimi

nately to all, but to those only who endeavour to obtain

it, by complying with the conditions which he has pre

scribed ; nor is the perfect peace, which the confidence of

Divine support confers, to be hoped for but by those who

have obtained a well -grounded trust in him ; and by the

practice of his precepts , have stayed their minds upon him .

It is , therefore , necessary to inquire,

SECONDLY : How this trust is to be attained .

That there is a fallacious and precipitate trust in God,

a trust which, as it is not founded upon God's promises,

will in the end be disappointed, we are informed by our

Saviour himself : “Many will say unto me, in that day,

Lord , Lord , have we not prophesied in thy name ? and in

thy name cast out devils ? and in thy name have done

many wonderful works ? and then I will profess unto

them , I never knew you. Depart from me, ye that work

iniquity. ”

Those who contented themselves with believing , and

professing Christianity, without obeying its precepts ;

those, who while they call the great Author of our faith

their Lord , their Master, and their God, yet neglect his

precepts and work iniquity, will be rejected by him at

the last day, as those whom he has never known ; those to

whom his regard was never extended, and, notwith

standing the confidence with which they may claim his

intercession, will not be distinguished, by any favour, from

other sinners.

Trust in God , that trust to which perfect peace is pro

mised, is to be obtained only by repentance, obedience ,

and supplication, not by nourishing in our own hearts a
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and reason ,

confused idea of the goodness of God, or a firm persuasion

that we are in a state of grace ; by which some have been

deceived, as it may be feared , to their own destruction .

We are not to imagine ourselves safe, only because we are

harassed with those anxieties about our future state with

which others are tormented , but which are so far from

being proofs of reprobation, that though they are often

mistaken by those that languish under them , they are

more frequently evidences of piety, and a sincere and fer

vent desire of pleasing God. We are not to imagine, that

God approves us because he does not afflict us, nor, on

the other hand, to persuade ourselves too hastily that he

afflicts us, because he loves us. We are , without expect

ing any extraordinary effusions of light, to examine our

actions by the great and unchangeable rules of revelation

to do to others as we would they should do

to us,” and to love God with all our heart, and express

that love by keeping his commandments.

He that hopes to find peace by trusting God, must

obey him ; and when he has at any time failed in his

obedience, which amongst the best of men will be very

frequent, he must endeavour to reconcile God to him by

repentance. He may then find another occasion of exer

cising his trust, by assuring himself, that “ when the

wicked forsakes his way, and the unrighteous man his

thoughts, and returns unto the Lord, he will have mercy

upon him , and abundantly pardon .”

This constant and devout practice is both the effect, and

cause , of confidence in God. He will naturally pour out

his supplications to the Supreme Being, who trusts in

him for assistance and protection ; and he, who, with proper

fervour and humility, prostrates himself before God, will

always rise with an increase of holy confidence. By me

ditating on his own weakness, he will hourly receive new

conviction of the necessity of soliciting the favour of his

Creator; and by recollecting his promises, will confirm

himself in the hope of obtaining what he desires, and if,

to secure these promises, he steadily practises the duties
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on which they depend, he will soon find his mind stayed

on God, and be kept in perfect peace, because he trusteth

in him.

SERMON XV .

“ Man that is born of a woman , is of few days, and full of trouble,"

Job xiv. 1 .

The position contained in this sentence, neither requires,

nor admits, proof or illustration ; being too evident to be

denied, and too clear to be mistaken . That life is of

short continuance, and is disquieted by many molesta

tions, every man knows, and every man feels ; and the

complaint, attributed to Job , in the history that is sup

posed to be the oldest book of which mankind is in pos

session , has been continued , and will be continued ,

through all human generations with endless repetitions.

But truth does not always operate in proportion to its

reception. What has been always known, and very often

said , as it impresses the mind with no new images, ex

cites no attention, and is suffered to lie unheeded in the

memory. Truth , possessed without labour of investigation,

like many of the general conveniencies of life, loses its

estimation by its easiness of access : nor is it always suf

ficiently remembered, that the most valuable things are

those which are most plentifully bestowed.

To consider the shortness, or misery , of life, is not an

employment to which the mind recurs for solace or di

version ; or to which it is invited by any hope of immedi

ate delight. It is one of those intellectual medicines, of

which the nauseous essence often obstructs the benefit,

and which the fastidiousness of nature prompts us to re

fuse. But we are told by Solomon , that there is “ a time

not only to laugh, but a time to weep ;" and that it is

good sometimes to enter into the house “ of mourning."
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Many things which are not pleasant may be salutary ;

and among them is the just estimate of human life, which

may be made by all with advantage, though by few , very

few , with delight. As it is the business of a traveller to

view the way before him, whatever dangers may threaten ,

or difficulties obstruct him, and however void may be the

prospect of elegance or pleasure ; it is our duty, in the

pilgrimage of life, to proceed with our eyes open , and to

see our state ; not as hope or fancy may delineate it, but

as it has been in reality appointed by Divine providence )

From errours, to which, after most diligent examination,

the frailty of our understandings may sometimes expose

us, we may reasonably hope, that he, who knows whereof

we are made, will suffer no irremediable evil to follow ;

but it would be unreasonable to expect, that the same in

dulgence shall be extended to voluntary ignorance ; or,

that we shall not suffer by those delusions to which we

resign ourselves by idleness or choice.

Nothing but daily experience could make it credible ,

that we should see the daily descent into the grave of

those whom we love or fear, admire or detest ; that we .

should see one generation passed, another passing, see pos

sessions daily changing their owners , and the world , at

very short intervals, altering its appearance , and yet

should want to be reminded that life is short; or that we

should, wherever we turn our eyes, find misfortune and

distress, and have our ears daily filled with lamentations of

misery ; that we should often feel pain and sickness, disap

pointments and privations, and yet, at every respiration

of momentary ease , or gleam of fugitive and uncertain joy,

be elated beyond the true sense of our condition, and need

the voice of salutary admonition , to make us remember

that life is miserable.

But since the mind is always of itself shrinking from

disagreeable images, it is sometimes necessary to recal

them ; and it may contribute to the repression of many

unreasonable desires, and the prevention of many faults

and follies, if we frequently, and attentively consider,
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man

XХ

FIRST : That “man born of a woman is of few days."

And,

SECONDLY : That “ born of a woman is full of

trouble."

As this changeable and uncertain life is only the pas

sage to an immutable state , and endless duration of hap

piness or misery ; it ought never to be absent from our

thoughts, that “ man born of a woman is of few days."

The business of life is to work out our salvation ; and

the days are few in which provision must be made for

eternity. We all stand upon the brink of the grave ; of

that state, in which there is no repentance. He, whose

life is extended to its utmost natural boundaries, can live

but a little while ; and that he shall be one of those, who

are comparatively said to live long, no man can tell. Our

days are not only few , but uncertain. The utmost that

can be hoped, is little ; and of that little, the greater part

is denied to the majority of mankind .

Our time is short, and our work is great ; it is, there

fore, with the kindest earnestness, enjoined by the apos

tle , that we use all diligence to make our “ calling and

election sure.” But to an impartial surveyor of the ways

of men , will it appear that the apostle's summons has

been heard or regarded ? Let the most candid and cha

ritable observer take cognisance of the general practice

of the world ; and what can be discovered but gay.

thoughtlessness, or sordid industry ? It seems that to se

cure their calling and election is the care of a few . Of

the greater part it may be said, that God is not in their

thoughts. One forgets him in his business, another in

his 'amusements ; one in eager enjoyment of to -day, an

other in solicitous contrivance for to -morrow . Some die

amidst the gratifications of luxury, and some in the tumults

of contests undecided, and purposes uncompleted. Warn

ings are multiplied , but without notice. “ Wisdom crieth

in the streets,” but is rarely heard.

Among those that live thus wholly occupied by present

things, there are some, in whom all sense of religion
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seems extinct or dormant ; who acquiesce in their own

modes of life, and never look forward into futurity, but

gratify themselves within their own accustomed circle of

amusements, or limit their thoughts by the attainment of

their present pursuit; and, without suffering themselves

to be interrupted by the unwelcome thoughts of death

and judgment, congratulate themselves on their prudence

or felicity, and rest satisfied with what the world can af.

ford them ; not that they doubt, but forget, a future

state ; not that they disbelieve their own immortality, but

that they never consider it.

To these men it is surely proper to represent the short

ness of life, and to remind them that human acquisitions

and enjoyments are of few days ; and that, whatever

value may be assigned them by perverted opinions, they

certainly want durability ; that the fabrick of terrestrial

happiness has no foundation that can long support it ;

that every hour, however enlivened by gaiety, or dignified

by splendour, is a part subducted from the sum of life;

that age advances alike upon the negligent and anxious ;

and that every moment of delight makes delight the

shorter.

If reason forbids us to fix our hearts upon things which

we are not certain of retaining, we violate a prohibition

still stronger, when we suffer ourselves to place our hap ,

piness in that which must certainly be lost ; yet such is

all that this world affords us. Pleasures and honours

must quickly perish , because life itself must soon be at an

end.

But if it be folly to delight in advantages of uncertain

tenure and short continuance, how great is the folly of

preferring them to permanent and perpetual good ! The

man whose whole attention converges to this world, even

if we suppose all his attempts prosperous, and all his

wishes granted, gains only empty pleasure, which he can

not keep, at the cost of eternal happiness, which, if now

neglected, he can never gain .

Let such men, therefore, seriously reflect, that “man

*

X
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born of a woman is of few days, that he cometh forth like

a flower, and is cut down ; he fleeth also as a shadow ,

and continueth not.”

Others there are on whom the interests of life have

very strong hold, who relax their thoughts by pleasure,

or enchain them by attention to wealth or power ; and

yet feel, with forcible conviction, the importance of futu

rity ; in whose breasts pious intentions are often budding ,

though they are quickly nipped by secular desires. Such

men suffer frequent disturbance from the remonstrances

of reason, and the reproaches of conscience, and do not

set reason and conscience at defiance, but endeavour to

pacify them with assuasive promises of repentance and

amendment. They know that their present state is dan

gerous, and, therefore, withdraw from it to a fancied fu

turity, in which whatever is crooked is to be made

straight ; in which temptations are to be rejected, and

passions to be conquered : in which wisdom and piety are

to regulate the day ; in which every hour shall have its

proper duty. The morning shall awake beneficence, and

the evening still the soul in gratitude and devotion.

Purposes like these are often formed, and often for

gotten . When remorse and solitude press hard upon the

mind, they afford a temporary refuge, which, like other

shelters from a storm , is forsaken, when the calm returns.

The design of amendment is never dismissed, but it rests

in the bosom without effect. The time convenient for so

great a change of conduct is not yet come.

hindrances which another year will remove ; there are

helps which some near event will supply. Day rises after

day, and one year follows another, and produces nothing,

but resolutions without effect, and self-reproach without

reformation . The time destined for a new life lapses in

silence ; another time is fixed, and another lapses ; but

the same train of delusion still continues . He that sees

his danger, doubts not his power of escaping it ; and

though he has deceived himself a thousand times, loses

little of his own confidence. The indignation excited by

There are
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the past will, he thinks, secure him from any future fail

ure . He retires to confirm his thoughts by meditation,

and feels sentiments of piety powerful within him . He

ventures again into the stream of life, and finds himself

again carried away by the current.

That to such men , the sense of their danger may not be

useless ; that they may no longer trifle with their own

conviction ; it is necessary to remind them , that "man is

of few days ;" that the life allotted to human beings is

short, and, while they stand still in idle suspense, is

growing always shorter ; that as this little time is spent

well or ill, their whole future existence will be happy, or

miserable ; that he who begins the great work of his sal

vation early, has employment adequate to all his powers ;

and that he who has delayed it, can hope to accomplish it

only by delaying it no longer.

To him who turns his thoughts late to the duties of

religion, the time is not only shorter, but the work is

greater. The more sin has prevailed , with the more diffi

culty is its dominion resisted . Habits are formed by repeated

acts, and therefore old habits are always strongest. The

mode of life to which we have been accustomed , and

which has entwined itself with all our thoughts and ac

tions, is not quitted but with much difficulty. The want

of those vanities which have hitherto filled the day, is not

easily supplied. Accustomed pleasures rush upon the

imagination ; the passions clamour for their usual grati

fications; and sin , though resolutely shaken off, will strug

gle to regain its former hold .

To overcome all these difficulties, and overcome they

must be, who can tell what time will be sufficient ! To

disburden the conscience, to reclaim the desires, to combat

sensuality, and repress vanity, is not the work of an hour,

or of a day. Many conflicts must be endured, many falls

recovered , and many temptations repelled. The arts of the

enemy must be counteracted, and the deceitfulness of our

own hearts detected, by steady and persevering vigilance.

But how much more dreadful does the danger of delay
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appear, when it is considered, that not only life is every

day shorter, and the work of reformation every day greater,

but that strength is every day less ! It is not only com

paratively lessened by the long continuance of bad habits,

but, if the greater part of our time be past, it is absolutely

less by natural decay. In the feebleness of declining life ,

resolution is apt to languish ; and the pains, the sickness,

and consequent infirmitics of age, too frequently demand

so much care for the body, that very little care is, or can

be, taken for the soul.

One consideration more ought to be deeply impressed

upon every sluggish and dilatory lingerer. The peniten

tial sense of sin , and the desire of a new life, when they

arise in the mind, are to be received as monitions excited

hy our merciful Father, as calls which it is our duty to

hear, and our interest to follow ; that to turn our thoughts

away from them , is a new sin ; a sin which , often repeated,

may at last be punished by dereliction. He that has been

called often in vain , may be called no more ; and when

death comes upon him, he will recollect his broken re

solves with unutterable anguish ; will wish for time to do

what he has hitherto neglected, and lament in vain that

his days are few .

The motives to religious vigilance, and diligence in our

duties, which are afforded by serious meditation on the

shortnessof life, will receive assistance from the view of

its misery ; and we are , therefore, to remember,

SECONDLY : That “ man born of a woman is full of

trouble ."

The immediate effect of the numerous calamities with

which human nature is threatened, or afflicted , is to direct

our desires to a better state. When we know, that we are

on every side beset with dangers; that our condition ad

mits many evils which cannot be remedied, but contains

no good which cannot be taken from us ; that pain lies in

ambush behind pleasure, and misfortune behind success ;

that we have bodies subject to innumerable maladies, and

minds liable to endless perturbations ; that our knowledge

97
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often gives us pain , by presenting to our wishes such feli

city as is beyond our reach , and our ignorance is such, that

we often pursue, with eagerness , what either we cannot

attain , or what, if we could attain it, disappoints our

hopes ; that in the dead calm of solitude we are insufficient

to our own contentment, and that, when weariness of our

selves impels us to society, we are often ill received ; when

we perceive that small offences may raise enemies, but

that great benefits will not always gain us friends; when

we find ourselves courted by interest, and forsaken by in

gratitude ; when those who love us fall daily into the

grave, and we see ourselves considered as aliens and

strangers by the rising generation ; it seems that we must

by necessity turn our thoughts to another life, where, to

those who are well prepared for their departure, there will

no longer be pain or sorrow .

Of the troubles incident to mankind, every one is best

acquainted with his own share. The miseries of others

may attract, but his own force his attention ; and as man

is not afflicted but for good purposes, that attention, if well

regulated, will contribute to purify his heart.

We are taught in the history of Adam's fall, that trou

ble was the consequence of sin , and that misery came into

the world by disobedience to the Divine law . Sin and

vexation are still so closely united, that he who traces his

troubles to their source will commonly find that his faults

have produced them ; and he is then to consider his suf

ferings as the mild admonitions of his heavenly Father, by

which he is summoned to timely penitence. He is so far

from having any reason to repine, that he may draw com

fortable hopes of pardon and acceptance, and may say,

with the highest reason , “ It is good for me that I have

been afflicted ."

It is, however, possible that trouble may, sometimes, be

the consequence of virtue. In times of persecution this

has often happened. Confessors of the truth have been

punished by exile, imprisonment, tortures, and death . The

faithful have been driven from place to place, and those
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“have wandered about in sheep skins and goat skins, of

whom the world was not worthy,” Heb. xi. 37.

Of such violence, providence has now removed us from

the danger ; but it is still possible, that integrity may

raise enemies, and that a resolute adherence to the right

may not always be without danger. But evils of this kind

bring their consolation with them ; and their natural ef

fect is to raise the eye and thoughts to Him who certainly

judges right; and to excite ardent desires of that state,

where innocence and happiness shall always be united .

When we have leisure from our own cares to cast our ·

eyes about us, and behold the whole creation groaning in

misery, we must be careful that our judgment is not pre

sumptuous, and that our charity is not regulated by exter

nal appearances. We are not to consider those on whom

evil falls, as the outcasts of providence ; for though tem

poral prosperity was promised to the Jews, as a reward of

faithful adherence to the worship of God, yet, under the

dispensation of the gospel we are no where taught, that

the good shall have any exemption from the common ac

cidents of life, or that natural and civil evil shall not be

equally shared by the righteous and the wicked .

The frequency of misfortunes, and universality of misery,

may properly repress any tendency to discontent or mur

mur. We suffer only what is suffered by others, andoften

by those who are better than ourselves.

But the chief reason why we should send out our in

quiries, to collect intelligence of misery, is, that we may

find opportunities of doing good. Many human troubles

are such as God has given man the power of alleviating.

The wants of poverty may evidently be removed by the

kindness of those who have more than their own use re

quires. Of such beneficence the time in which we live

does not want examples ; and surely that duty can never

be neglected , to which so great rewards are so explicitly

promised.

But the power of doing good is not confined to the

wealthy. He that has nothing else to give, may often give
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advice. Wisdom has likewise benefits in its power . A

wise man may reclaim the vitious, and instruct the igno

rant, may quiet the throbs of sorrow , or disentangle the

perplexities of conscience. He may compose the resent

ful, encourage the timorous, and animate the hopeless. In

the multifarious afflictions with which every state of hu

man life is acquainted, there is place for a thousand offices

of tenderness ; so that he, whose desire it is to do good,

can never be long without an opportunity ; and every op

portunity that providence presents, let us seize with eager

ness, and improve with diligence ; remembering that we

have no time to lose, for “ man that is born of a woman

is of few days."

SERMON XVI.

“ In all this Job sinned not, nor charged God foolishly . ” Job i. 22.

Such is the weakness of human nature, that every par

ticular state, or condition, lies open to particular tempta

tions. Different frames of constitution expose us to

different passions, of equal danger to our virtue ; and dif

ferent methods of life, whether we engage in them by

choice, or are forced upon them by necessity, have each of

them their inlets to sin, and their avenues to perdition .

The two opposite states of prosperity and adversity equally

require our vigilance and caution ; each of them is a state

of conflict, in which nothing but unwearied resistance can

preserve us from being overcome.

The vices of prosperity are well known, and generally

observed. The haughtiness of high rank, the luxury of

affluence, and the cruelty of power, every man remarks,

and no man palliates. So that they are the common sub

jects of invective.

But though compassion hinders men from being equally

severe upon the faults of the unhappy and distressed , yet,
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as there always has been, and always will be, at least an

equal number in this, as in the other state , it is proper

that they likewise should be warned of the crimes to which

the circumstances of their condition expose them , and fur

nished with such reflections as may enable them to avoid

them ; that one misery may not produce a greater, nor

misfortune be the cause of wickedness.

There is no crime more incident to those whose life is

imbittered with calamities, and whom afflictions have re

duced to gloom and melancholy, than that of repining at

the determinations of providence, or of " charging God

foolishly.” They are often tempted to unseemly inquiries

into the reasons of his dispensations, and to expostulations

about the justice of that sentence which condemns them

to their present sufferings. They consider the lives of

those whom they account happier than themselves, with

an eye of malice and suspicion, and if they find them no

better than their own, think themselves almost justified

in murmuring at their own state .

But how widely they err from their duty, by giving way

to discontent, and allowing themselves to dispute the rea

sonableness of those laws by which the great Creator

governs the world , will appear,

FIRST : By considering the attributes of God. And,

SECONDLY : By reflecting on the ignorance of man .

FIRST : By considering the attributes of God.

Many of the errours of mankind, both in opinion and

practice, seem to arise originally from mistaken notionsof

the Divine Being, or at least from want of attention to the

nature of those attributes which reason , as well as the

Holy Scriptures, teaches us to assign to him. A tempo

rary forgetfulness has , for the time, the same effect as real

ignorance, but has this advantage, that it is much more

easily remedied ; since it is much less difficult to recollect

our own ideas, than to obtain new ones. This is, I
sup

pose, the state of every man amongst us, who is betrayed

by his impatience under afflictions to murmur at Heaven .

He knows, when he reflects calmly, that the world is

VOL. IX .
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neither eternal, nor independent ; that we neither were

produced , nor are preserved by chance. But that heaven

and earth , and the whole system of things, were created

by an infinite and perfect Being, who still continues to

superintend and govern them . He knows that this great

Being is infinitely wise, and infinitely good ; so that the

end which he proposes must necessarily be the final hap

piness of those beings that depend upon him , and the

means, by which he promotes that end, must undoubtedly

be the wisest and the best. . All this he is sufficiently con

vinced of, when he is awakened to recollection ; but his

conviction is overborne by the sudden gusts of passion,

and his impatience hurries him to wicked exclamations,

before he can recall to his mind those reasonings, which , if

attended to , would stifle every rebellious thought, and

change his distrust and discontent into confidence and

tranquillity.

It very nearly concerns every man , since every man is

exposed, by the nature of human things, to trouble and

calamities, to provide against the days of adversity, by

making such ideas familiar to his mind as may defend him

against any temptations to the sin of “ charging God

foolishly. ”

It is frequently observed in common life, that some fa

vourite notion or inclination , long indulged, takes such an

entire possession of a man's mind, and so engrosses his

faculties, as to mingle thoughts perhaps he is not himself

conscious of with almost all his conceptions, and influence

his whole behaviour. It will often operate on occasions

with which it could scarcely be imagined to have any con

nexion , and will discover itself, however it may lie con

cealed, either in trifling incidents, or important occur

rences, when it is least expected or foreseen . It gives a

particular direction to every sentiment and action, and car

ries a man forward , as by a kind of resistless impulse, or

insuperable destiny.

As this unbounded dominion of ideas, long entertained

by the fancy, and naturalized to the mind, is a very strong
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argument against suffering ourselves to dwell too long

upon pleasing dreams, or delightful falsehoods, or admit

ting any inordinate passion to insinuate itself, and grow

domestick ; so it is a reason, of equal force, to engage us

in a frequent and intense meditation on those important

and eternal rules, which are to regulate our conduct, and

rectify our minds ; that the power of habit may be added

to that of truth , that the most useful ideas may be the

most familiar, and that every action of our lives may be

carried on under the superintendence of an overruling

piety.

The man who has accustomed himself to consider that

he is always in the presence of the Supreme Being, that

every work of his hands is carried on , and every imagina

tion of his heart formed , under the inspection of his Cre

ator, and his Judge, easily withstands those temptations

which find a ready passage into a mind not guarded and

secured by this awful sense of the Divine presence.

He is not enticed by ill examples, because the purity of

God always occurs to his imagination ; he is not betrayed

to security by solitude, because he never considers himself

as alone.

The two great attributes of our Sovereign Creator,

which seem most likely to influence our lives, and, by

consequence , most necessarily to claim our attention , are

his justice and his mercy. Each of these may suggest con

siderations, very efficacious for the suppression of wicked

and unreasonable murmurs.

The justice of God will not suffer him to afflict any man ,

without cause, or without retribution. Whenever we suf.

fer, therefore, we are certain , either that we have, by our

wickedness, procured our own miseries, or that they are

sent upon us as further trials of our virtue, in order to

prepare us for greater degrees of happiness. Whether we

suppose ourselves to suffer for the sake of punishment or

probation, it is not easy to discover with what right we

repine.

If our pains and labours be only preparatory to un

Ff 2
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bounded felicity ; ifwe are “ persecuted for righteousness

sake, ” or suffer by any consequences of a good life ; we

ought to “ rejoice and be exceeding glad,” and to glorify

the goodness of God, who, by uniting us in our sufferings

with saints and martyrs, will join us also in our reward.

But it is not uncharitable to believe of others, that this

is not always the reason of their sufferings, and certainly

no man ought to believe it of himself, without a very se

vere and cautious examination , long continued, and often

repeated ; for nothing is more dangerous than spiritual

pride. The man that esteems himself a saint will be in

danger of relaxing his circumspection, of stopping in his

progress of virtue, and, if once he stops, of falling back

into those infirmities from which his imaginary exemption

made him presumptuous and supine. Every man , there

fore, when the hand of God is heavy upon him, must

apply himself to an attentive, and exact retrospection of

his own life. He must inquire, if he has avoided all open

enormities, and scandalous degrees of guilt ; whether he

is not punished for some secret crime unknown to the

world, and, perhaps, almost forgotten by himself; whether,

in surveying himself, he does not overlook some favourite

sin, some criminal indulgence; or whether he has not

satisfied himself with increasing his devotions, instead of

reforming his morals, or whether, from too much confi

dence in his morality, he has not been too negligent of his

devotions ; and whether he has not contented himself

with an imperfect and partial satisfaction for some injury

done to his" neighbour, when an adequate and complete

reparation was in his power.

To this inquiry he will be incited by remembering that

God is just, that there is undoubtedly a reason for his

misery, which will probably be found in his own corrup

tion . He will , therefore, instead of murmuring at God ,

begin to examine himself ; and when he has found the

depravity of his own manners, it is more likely that he

will admire the mercy , than complain of the severity, of

his Judge.
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We have, indeed, so little right to complain of punish

ment, when it does not exceed the measure of the offence ,

that to bear it patiently hardly deserves the name of vir

tue ; but impatience under it is, in a high degree, foolish

and criminal.

It is well known how partial every man is in his own

cause, and therefore it is necessary to meditate much upon

the justice of God, lest we be tempted to think our punish

ments too great for our faults; and, in the midst of our

anguish and distress, “ charge God foolishly . ”

But we shall receive yet further satisfaction from a fre

quent reflection on the mercy of God. We shall learn to

consider him , not only as the Governour, but as the Father,

of the universe ; as a Being infinitely gracious, whose

punishments are not inflicted to gratify any passion of

anger, or revenge , but to awaken us from the lethargy of

sin , and to recall us from the paths of destruction .

Every man has observed, that the greatest part of those

who enjoy the pleasures of this life, without interruption

or restraint, are either entirely forgetful of any other state ,

or at least very little solicitous about it. Men are easily

intoxicated with pleasure, dazzled with magnificence, or

elated with power. The most pathetick or rational dis

course upon eternity has seldom any lasting effect upon

the gay, the young, the wealthy, and the prosperous.

Even the gospel itself was first received by the poor.

The reason of this is not, because religion is best adapted .

to a gloomy and melancholy state of mind. For the truths

of religion are attested by evidence, which must be yielded

to as soon as it is considered ; and confirmed by proofs,

which nothing but inattention can resist. But to consider,

and weigh this evidence seriously and impartially, the

mind must be abstracted , in some measure, from the ob

jects that surround us ; objects that strike us strongly, not

because they are great, but because they are near ; while

the views of futurity affect us but faintly, not because they

are unimportant, but because they are distant.

A constant conviction of the mercy of God, firmly im
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planted in our minds, will, upon the first attack of any

calamity, easily induce us to reflect, that it is permitted by

God to fall upon us, lest we should be too much ena

moured of our present state , and neglect to extend our

prospects into eternity .

Thus, by familiarizing to our minds the attributes of

God, shall we, in a great measure , secure ourselves against

any temptation to repine at his arrangements ; but shall

probably still more strengthen our resolution , and confirm

our piety, by reflecting,

SECONDLY : On the ignorance ofman .

One general method of judging, and determining upon

the value, or excellence of things, is by comparing one

with another. Thus it is, that we form a notion of wealth ,

greatness, or power. It is by comparing ourselves with

others, that we often make an estimate of our own hap

piness, and even sometimes of our virtue. They who

repine at the ways of providence, repine often, not be

cause they are miserable, but because they are not so

happy as others ; and imagine their afflictions dealt with

a partial hand, not that they can conceive themselves free

from guilt, but because they see, or think they see, others

equally criminal, that suffer less. Should they be sup

posed to judge rightly of themselves and others, should

it be conceived that, in rating their own excellencies, they

are not misled by their self-love, or that they are not hin

dered by envy from discerning the virtues of those whom

they look upon as rivals for happiness ; yet unless they

could prove, that the mercies which they have received

are below their merits, they have no reason to complain .)

He that has more than he deserves, is not to murmur

merely because he has less than another.

But when we judge thus confidently of others, we

deceive ourselves ; we admit conjectures for certainties,

and chimeras for realities. To determine the degrees of

virtue and wickedness in particular men , is the preroga

tive only of that Being that searches the secrets of the

heart, that knows what temptations each man has resisted ;

XУ
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how far the means of grace have been afforded him, and

how he has improved or neglected them ; that sees the

force of every passion, knows the power of every prejudice,

attends to every conflict of the mind, and marks all the

struggles of imperfect virtue. He only, who gave us our

faculties and abilities, knows when we err by insurmount

able ignorance, or when we deviate from the right by

negligence or presumption. He only, that knows every

circumstance of life , and every motion of the mind, can

tell how far the crimes, or virtues, of each man are to be

punished or rewarded. No man can say that he is better

than another, because no man can tell how far the other

was enabled to resist temptation , or what incidents might

concur to overthrow his virtue. Nor are we able to de

cide, with much greater certainty, upon the happiness of

others. We see only the superficies of men, without

knowing what passes within . Splendour, equipage, and

luxury, are not always accompanied by happiness ; but

are more frequently the wretched solaces of a mind dis

tracted with perplexities, and harassed with terrours.

Men are often driven , by reflection and remorse, into the

hurries of business, or of pleasure, and fly from the terri

fying suggestions of their own thoughts to banquets and

to courts .

Prosperity and happiness are very different, though by

those who undertake to judge of the state of others they

are always confounded . It is possible to know that an

other is prosperous, that his revenues increase, that his

dependents grow more numerous, that his schemes succeed ,

and his reputation advances. But we cannot tell how

much all these promote hịs happiness, because we cannot

judge how much they may engage his care, or inflame his

desires ; how much he may fear his enemies, or suspect

his friends. We know not how much this seeming felicity

may be impaired by his folly, or his guilt; and, therefore,

he that murmurs at the inequality of human happiness,or

accuses providence of partiality, forgets his own imperfec

tions, and determines rashly where he cannot judge.

XX
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Let every one then whom God shall visit with affliction,

humble himself before him , with steady confidence in his

mercy, and unfeigned submission to his justice ! Let him

remember that his sins are the cause of his miseries, that

his troubles are sent to awaken him to reflection, and that

the evils of this life may be improved to his eternal ad

vantage, if, instead of adding sin to sin, and charging God

foolishly, he applies himself seriously to the great work of

self-examination and repentance.

For surely the frailty of this life, and the uncertainty

of all human happiness, is proved by every view of the

world about us, and every reflection upon ourselves. Let

not death arrest us in a state of mind unfit to stand the

trial of eternal justice, or to obtain the privileges of infi

nite mercy ! Let it not surprise us engaged in schemes of

vanity, or wishes of empty pleasure ! Let death , which

may seize us now, which will seize us at some time,

equally terrible, find us, whenever it shall come, animated

with the love of God, submissive to his eternal will,

and diffused in universal charity and benevolence to our

brethren .

Let this instant begin a new life ! and every future

minute improve it ! Then , in exchange for riches, ho

nours, or sensual delights, we may obtain the tranquillity

of a good conscience, and that " peace of God which pas

seth all understanding."

care

SERMON XVII.

“ Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbour. ” Exodus

xx. 16.

NOTHING is more common than for men to make partial

and absurd distinctions between vices of equal enormity,
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and to observe some of the Divine commands with great

scrupulousness ; while they violate others equally impor

tant, without any concern , or the least apparent conscious

ness of guilt.

That to do our duty in part is better than entirely to disre

gard it, cannot be denied ; and he that avoids some crimes,

from the fear of displeasing God, is doubtless far more

innocent than he that has thrown off all restraint, has

forgotten the distinctions of good and evil, and complies

with every temptation. But it is a very dangerous mis

take, to conceive that any man, by obeying one law ,

acquires the liberty of breaking another ; or that all sins,

equally odious to God, or hurtful to men , are not, with

equal care, to be avoided .

We may frequently observe, that men , who would ab

hor the thought of violating the property of another, by

direct methods of oppression or rapine ; men, on all com

mon occasions, not only just, but kind and compassionate,

willing to relieve the necessitous, and active in the protection

of the injured ; will, nevertheless, invade the characters of

others with defamation and calumny, and destroy a repu

tation without remorse .

If every day did not convince us how little either good

or bad men are consistent with themselves, it might be

wondered , how men, who own their obligations to the

practice of some duties, can overlook in themselves the

omission of others equally important, and enjoined by the

same authority ; and that those who avoid theft, because

they are forbidden to steal, do not equally abstain from

calumny, since they are no less forbidden to “bear false

witness against their neighbour;" a prohibition , of which

I shall endeavour to explain the nature, and enforce the

necessity, by showing,

FIRST : What are the different senses, in which

a man may be said to “ bear false witness against his

neighbour.”

SECONDLY : The enormity of the sin of “ bearing false

witness . ”
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THIRDLY : What reflections may best enable us to

avoid it.

The highest degree of guilt forbidden by this law of

God, is false testimony in a literal sense , or deliberate and

solemn perjury in a court of justice, by which the life of

an innocent man is taken away, the rightful owner

stripped of his possessions, or an oppressour supported in

his usurpations. This is a crime that includes robbery

and murder , sublimed to the highest state of enormity,

and heightened with the most atrocious aggravations. He

that robs or murders by this method, not only does it, by

the nature of the action, with calmness and premedita

tion, but by making the name of God a sanction to his

wickedness. Upon this it is unnecessary to dwell long,

since men , arrived at this height of corruption, are scarcely

to be reformed by argument, or persuasion ; and indeed

seldom suffer themselves to be reasoned with or admo

nished . It may be, however, proper to observe, that he

who is ever so remotely the cause of any wickedness, if he

really designs , and willingly promotes it, is guilty of that

action in the same, or nearly the same, degree with the

immediate perpetrator ; and, therefore, he that suborns

a false witness, or procures such a one to be suborned,

whether in his own cause , or in that of another, is guilty

of the crime of perjury in its utmost extent.

Nor is that man only perjured , who delivers for truth

what he certainly knows to be false ; but he likewise

that asserts what he does not know to be true. For as an

oath taken implies, in the opinion of the magistrate who

administers it , a knowledge of the fact required to be

proved, he that, by offering himself an evidence, declares

himself acquainted with what he is ignorant of, is

guilty of bearing false witness, since, though what he

swears should happen to be true, it is not true that he

knew it.

Such remarks as these seem , at the first view, very tri

fling, because they are obvious, and yet are made neces

sary by the conduct of mankind . Every man almost has
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had opportunities of observing, with what gross and art

less delusions men impose upon themselves ; how readily

they distinguish between actions, in the eye of justice and

of reason equally criminal; how often they hope to elude

the vengeance of Heaven , by substituting others to perpe

trate the villanies they contrive ; how often they mock

God by groundless excuses ; and how often they volunta

rily shut their eyes, to leap into destruction.

There is another sense in which a man may be said to

“ bear false witness against his neighbour,” a lower de

gree of the crime forbidden in the text, a degree in which

multitudes are guilty of it ; or, rather, from which scarcely

any are entirely free. He that attacks the reputation

of another by calumny, is doubtless, according to the

malignity of the report, chargeable with the breach of

this commandment.

Yet this is so universal a practice, that it is scarcely

accounted criminal, or numbered among those sins which

require repentance. Defamation is become one of the

amusements of life , a cursory part of conversation and so

cial entertainment. Men sport away the reputation of

others, without the least reflection upon the injury which

they are doing, and applaud the happiness of their own

invention, if they can increase the mirth of a feast, or ani

mate conviviality, by slander and detraction.

How it comes to pass, that men do not perceive the ab

surdity of distinguishing in such a manner between them

selves and others, as to conceive that conduct innocent

in themselves, which , in others, they would make no diffi

culty of condemning, it is not easy to tell. Yet it is appa

rent, that every man is sufficiently sensible, when his own

character is attacked , of the cruelty and injustice of calum

ny ; and it is not less evident, that those will animadvert,

with all the wantonness of malice, upon the moral irregu

larities of others, whom the least reflection upon their

own lives kindles into fury, and exasperates to the ut

most severities of revenge.

To invent a defamatory falsehood , to rack the invention
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for the sake of disguising it with circumstances of proba

bility , and propagate it industriously , till it becomes popu

lar, and takes root in the minds of men, is such a continued

act of malice, as nothing can palliate.

Nor will it be a sufficient vindication to allege, that

the report, though not wholly, yet in part is true, and that

it was no unreasonable suspicion that suggested the rest.

For, if suspicion be admitted for certainty, every man's

happiness must be entirely in the power of those bad

men, whose consciousness of guilt makes them easilyjudge

ill of others, or whom a natural, or habitual jealousy in

clines to imagine frauds or villanies, where none is in

tended . And if small failings may be aggravated at the

pleasure of the relater, who may not, however cautious,

be made infamous and detestable ? A calumny, in which

falsehood is complicated with truth , and malice is assisted

with probability, is more dangerous, and, therefore, less

innocent, than unmixed forgery, and groundless invec

tives.

Neither is the first author only of a calumny a 66 false

witness against his neighbour,” but he , likewise, that dis

seminates and promotes it ; since, without his assistance,

it would perish as soon as it is produced, would evaporate

in the air without effect, and hurt none but him that ut

tered it. He that blows a fire for the destruction of a city,

is no less an incendiary than he that kindled it. And the

man that imagines he may, without a crime, circulate a

calumny which he has received from another, may, with

equal reason , conceive that though it be murder to pre

pare poisons, it may bebe innocent to disperse them .

Many are the pleas and excuses, with which those , who

cannot deny this practice, endeavour to palliate it. They

frequently assert, in their own justification , that they do

not know the relation, which they hand about, to be false .

But to those it may be justly replied, that before they

spread a report to the prejudice of others, they ought, if

not to know that it is true, at least to believe it upalities

some reasonable grounds. They ought not to assist a
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random whisper, or drive forward a flying tale ; they

ought not, eagerly to catch at an opportunity of hurting ,

or add weight to a blow which may, perhaps, be unde

served.

It may happen, indeed , that a calumny may be sup

ported by such testimony, and connected with such proba

bilities, as may deceive the circumspect and just ; and the

reporter, in such cases, is by no means tobe charged with

bearing false witness ; because to believe and disbelieve

is not in our power ; for there is a certain degree of evi

dence, to which a man cannot but yield. He, therefore, who

is deceived himself, cannot be accused of deceiving others,

and is only so far blamable, as he contributed to the disho

nour or prejudice of another, by spreading his faults with

out any just occasion , or lawful cause . For to relate

reproachful truths, only for the pleasure of depressing the

reputation of our neighbour, is far from being innocent.

The crime, indeed , doth not fall under the head of calum

ny, but only differs from it in the falsehood , not in the

malice.

There is another occasion made use of, by which, if

this fault should escape from censure, many others might

enjoy the same advantage. It is urged by some, that they

do not adopt the tale, till it is generally received , and

only promote what they cannot hinder. But how must

wickedness be controlled , if its prevalence be a reason for

compliance ? Is it equitable and just to coalesce with op

pressors, because they are already too powerful for the in

jured to resist ? Thuš any man might vindicate rebellion,

by affirming that he did not join with the rebels, till they

were already numerous enough to dethrone their prince.

Thus a man may exempt himself from blame, for betray

ing his trust, and selling his country, by alleging that

others had already sold it, and he only entered into the

combination , that he might share the reward of perfidy.

But it requires few arguments to show the folly of such

pleas as these. It is the duty of every man to regulate his

conduct, not by the example of others, or by his own sur
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mises, but by the invariable rules of equity and truth .

Wickedness must be opposed by some, or virtue would be

entirely driven out of the world . And who must oppose

it in extremities, if, as it increases more, it be less crimi.

nal to yield without resistance ? If this excuse will vin

dicate one man , it will vindicate another ; and no man

will be found, who is obliged to maintain a post, from

which others may fly without a crime, and to endeavour

to reform the world, by which it is no reproach to be vi

tiated. If this reasoning were just, there might be a

state of general depravity, in which wickedness might

lose its guilt, since every man might be led away by pre

dominant corruption, and the universality of vice become

its own defence.

In such a situation , indeed, there is a necessity of an

uncommon firmness and resolution to persist in the right,

without regard to ridicule on the one hand, or interest on

the other. But this resolution must be summoned ; we

must call up all our strength , and awaken all our caution ,

and in defiance of iniquity, however warranted by fashion,

or supported by power, maintain an unshaken integrity,

and reproach the world by a good example, if we cannot

amend it.

There is yetanother way, by which we may partake, in

some measure, of the sin of bearing false witness . That

he, who does not hinder the commission of a crime, in

volves himself in the guilt, cannot be denied ; and that

his guilt is yet more flagrant, if instead of obstructing, he

encourages it, is equally evident. He, therefore, that re

ceives a calumny with applause, or listens to it with a

silent approbation , must be at least chargeable with con

niving at wrong , which will be found no trivial accusa

tion , when we have considered ,

SECONDLY : The enormity of the sin of bearing false

witness.

The malignity of an offence arises, either from the

motives that prompted it, or the consequences produced

by it.
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If we examine the sin of calumny by this rule, we shall

find both the motives and consequences of the worst kind .

We shall find its causes and effects concurring to distin

guish it from common wickedness, and rank it with those

crimes that pollute the earth, and blacken human nature.

The most usual incitement to defamation is envy, or

impatience of the merit, or success of others ; a malice

raised not by any injury received , but merely by the sight

of that happiness which we cannot attain. This is a

passion, of all others most hurtful and contemptible ; it is

pride complicated with laziness ; pride which inclines us

to wish ourselves upon the level with others, and laziness

which hinders us from pursuing our inclinations with vi

gour and assiduity. Nothing then remains but that the

envious man endeavour to stop those, by some artifice ,

whom he will not strive to overtake, and reduce his supe

riours to his own meanness, since he cannot rise to their

elevation . To this end he examines their conduct with a

resolution to condemn it ; and, if he can find no remark

able defects, makes no scruple to aggravate smaller errours,

till by adding one vice to another, and detracting from

their virtues by degrees, he has divested them of that re

putation which obscured his own , and left them no quali

ties to be admitted or rewarded.

Calumnies are sometimes the offspring of resentment.

When a man is opposed in a design which he cannot

justify, and defeated in the prosecution of schemes of ty

ranny, extortion , or oppression, he seldom fails to revenge

his overthrow by blackening that integrity which effected

it. No rage is more fierce than that of a villain disap

pointed of those advantages which he has pursued by a

long train of wickedness. He has forfeited the esteem of

mankind, he has burdened his conscience, and hazarded

his future happiness, to no purpose, and has now nothing

to hope but the satisfaction of involving those, who have

broken his measures, in misfortunes and disgrace. Ву

wretches like these it is no wonder if the vilest arts of de

traction are practised without scruple, since both their re
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sentment and their interest direct them to depress those,

whose influence and authority will be employed against

them .

But what can be said of those who, without being im

pelled by any violence ofpassion, without having received

any injury or provocation , and without any motives of

interest, vilify the deserving and the worthless without

distinction ; and, merely to gratify the levity of temper

and incontinence of tongue, throw out aspersions equally

dangerous with those of virulence and enmity ?

These always reckon themselves, and are commonly

reckoned by those whose gaiety they promote, among the

benevolent, the candid , and the humane ; men without

gall or malignity, friends to good -humour, and lovers of a

jest. But, upon a more serious estimation, will they not

be, with far greater propriety, classed with the cruel

and the selfish wretches that feel no anguish at sacrificing

the happiness of mankind to the lowest views, to the poor

ambition of excelling in scurrility ? To deserve the ex

alted character of humanity and good nature, a man must

mean well; it is not sufficient to mean nothing. He

must act and think with generous views, not with a total

disregard of all the consequences of his behaviour. Other

wise, with all his wit and all his laughter, what character

can he deserve, but that of “ the fool, who scatters fire

brands, arrows, and death , and says, am I not in

sport.”

The consequences of this crime, whatever be the in

ducement to commit it, are equally pernicious. He that

attacks the reputation of another, invades the most valu

able part of his property, and, perhaps, the only part

which he can call his own. Calumny can take away

what is out of the reach of tyranny and usurpation, and

what may enable the sufferer to repair the injuries re

ceived from the hand of oppression. The persecutions of

power may injure the fortune of a good man ; but those

of calumny must complete his ruin .

Nothing can so much obstruct the progress of virtue, as
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the defamation of those that excel in it . For praise is

one motive, even in the best minds, to superiour and dis

tinguishing degrees of goodness; and, therefore, he that

reduces all men to the same state of infamy, at least de

prives them of one reward which is due to merit, and

takes away one incitement to it. But the effect does not

terminate here. Calumny destroys that influence, and

power of example, which operates much more forcibly

upon the minds of men, than the solemnity of laws, or the

fear of punishment. Our natural and real power is very

small ; and it is by the ascendant which he has gained ,

and the esteem in which he is held, that any man is able

to govern others, to maintain order in society, or to per

form any important service to mankind, to which the

united endeavours of numbers are required. This ascen

dant, which, when conferred upon bad men by supe

riority of riches, or hereditary honcur, is frequently made

use of to corrupt and deprave the world, to justify de

bauchery, and shelter villainy, might be employed, if it

were to be obtained only by desert, to the noblest pur

poses. It might discountenance vanity and folly ; it

might make the fashion cooperate with the laws, and

reform those upon whom reason and conviction have no

force .

Calumny differs from most other injuries in this dread

ful circumstance. He who commits it, never can repair it.

A false report may spread , where a recantation never

reaches ; and an accusation must certainly fly faster than

a defence, while the greater part of mankind are base and

wicked . The effects of a false report cannot be deter

mined, or circumscribed . It may check a hero in his at

tempts for the promotion of the happiness of his country,

or a saint in his endeavours for the propagation of truth .

Since, therefore, this sin is so destructive to mankind ,

and, by consequence, so detestable in the sight of God, it

is necessary that we inquire,

THIRDLY : What reflections may best enable us to

avoid it.

VOL. EX . GS
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The way to avoid effects is to avoid the causes . Who

ever, therefore, would not be tempted “ to bear false wit

ness," must endeavour to suppress those passions which

may incite him to it. Let the envious man consider,

that by detracting from the character of others, he in

reality adds nothing to his own ; and the malicious man ,

that nothing is more inconsistent with every law of

God, and institution of men, than implacability and re

venge.

If men would spend more time in examining their own

lives, and inspecting their own characters, they would

have less leisure, and less inclination , to remark with se

verity upon others. They would easily discover, that it

will not be for their advantage to exasperate their neigh

bour, and that a scandalous falsehood may be easily re

vènged by a reproachful truth .

It was determined by our blessed Saviour, in a case

of open and uncontested guilt, that “ he who was without

fault, ” should “ cast the first stone." This seemsintended

to teach us compassion even to the failings of bad men ;

and certainly that religion which extends so much in

dulgence to the bad, as to restrain us from the utmost

rigour of punishment, cannot be doubted to require

that the good should be exempted from calumny and re

proach .

Let it be always remembered, that charity is the height

of religious excellence ; and that it is one of the cha

racteristicks of this virtue, that it thinketh no evil of

others.
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(PREACHED AT ASHBOURN.]

“ Nay, you do wrong and defraud, and that your brethren.” I Cor. vi. 8.

To subdue passion, and regulate desire, is the great task

of man, as a moral agent; a task , for which natural rea

son, however assisted and enforced by human laws, has

been found insufficient, and which cannot be performed

but by the help of religion .

The passions are divided by moralists into irascible and

concupiscible ; the passions of resentment, and the pas

sions of desire. The danger of the irascible passions, the

mischiefs of anger, envy, and revenge, every man knows,

by evil which he has felt, or evil which he has perpe

trated . In their lower degrees, they produce brutality,

outrage, contumely, and calumny; and, when they are

inflamed to the utmost, have too often risen to violence

and bloodshed.

Of these passions, the mischief is sometimes great, but

not very frequent; for we are taught to watch and op

pose them , from our earliest years. Their malignity is

universally known, and as universally dreaded. The oc

casions that can raise them high , do not often occur ; and

when they are raised, if there be no immediate opportu

nity of gratifying them , they yield to reason and persua

sion, or subside by the soothing influence of time.

Of the irascible passions, the direct aim , and present

purpose, is the hurt, or misery of another ; of the concu

piscible passions, the proper motive is our own good. It

is, therefore, no reproach to human nature, that the con

cupiscible passions are more prevalent ; for as it is more

natural, it is more just, to desire our own good, than an

other's evil.

G g 2
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The desire of happiness is inseparable from a rational

being, acquainted, by experience, with the various grada

tions of pain and pleasure. The knowledge of different

degrees of happiness seems necessary to the excitement of

desire, and the stimulation of activity. He that had never

felt pain , would not fear it, nor use any precaution to pre

vent it. He who had been always equally at ease, would

not know that his condition admitted any improvement,

and, therefore, could have no end to pursue, or purpose to

prosecute. But man, in his present state, knowing of

how much good he is capable, and to how many evils he

is exposed, has his mind perpetually employed , in defence,

or in acquisition , in securing that which he has, or attain

ing that which, he believes, he either does, or shall, want.

He that desires happiness must necessarily desire the

means of happiness, must wish to appropriate, and accu

mulate, whatever may satisfy his desires. It is not suffi

cient to be without want. · He will try to place himself

beyond the fear of want; and endeavour to provide fu

ture gratifications for future wishes, and lay up in store

future provisions for future necessities.

It is by the effect of this care to provide against the

evils, and to attain the blessings of life, that human so

ciety, has its present form . For this purpose professions

are studied, and trades learned ; dangers are encountered,

and labour endured . For this reason every man educates

his son in some useful art, which , by making him neces

sary to others, may oblige others to repay him what is ne

cessary to himself. The general employment of mankind is

to increase pleasure, or remove the pressure of pain .

These are the vital principles of action, that fill ports with

ships, shops with manufactures, and fields with husband

men, that keep the statesman diligent in attendance, and

the trader active in his business.

It is apparently the opinion of the civilized world, that

he who would be happy must be rich. In riches the

goods of life are compendiously contained . They do not

enlarge our own personal powers ; but they enable us to
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employ the powers of others for our advantage. He who

cannot make what he wants, will, however, easily procure

it, if he can pay an artist. He who suffers any remediable

inconvenience, needs not to suffer it long, if he can re

ward the labour of those who are able to remove it.

Riches will make an ignorant man prudent by another's

wisdom, and a weak man vigorous by another's strength .

It can , therefore, be no wonder, that riches are generally

desired ; and that almost every man is busy, through his

whole life, in gaining, or in keeping them , for himself, or

his posterity.

As there is no desire so extensive, or so continual in its

exertions, that possesses so many minds, or operates with

such restless activity ; there is none that deviates into

greater irregularity, or more frequently corrupts the heart

of man , than the wish to enlarge possession and accumu

late wealth .

In a discourse, intended for popular instruction , it

would be of little utility to mention the ambition of kings,

and display, the cruelty of conquerors. To slaughter thou

sands in a day, to spread desolation over wide and fertile

regions, and to carry rapine and destruction indiscrimi

nately from one country to another, can be the crime only

of those few who have sceptres in their hands ; and , even

among them , the wantonness of war is not very common

in our days. But it is a sufficient evidence of the puwer
of

interest, that such acts should ever have been perpe

trated ; that there could ever be any man, willing to

augment his wealth, or extend his power, by slaughter

and devastation ; or able to persuade himself, that he

might purchase advantages, which he could enjoy only in

imagination, at the expense of the lives of thousands of

his subjects, as well as his adversaries ; of adversaries

that never had injured or offended him, and of subjects

whom it was his duty and his engagement to preserve and

to protect.

Nor is it necessary to mention crimes, which are

commonly found amongst the lowest of mankind, the
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crimes of robbery and theft. For, though they are too

common , their enormity is sufficiently understood by the

laws which are enacted against them , and sufficiently

menaced by the terrourswhich those laws hold out. They

are so apparently destructive of social security, their con

sequences are so easily perceived , and their perniciousness

so generally acknowledged, that to be suspected of them

is to be infamous; and to be detected in the commission

of them , is to be exposed to punishment, and often to

death .

But there is another mode of injuring the property of

others, and of gaining unjust advantages, which, though

not equally liable, at all times, to punishment, with theft

and robbery, is, in its own nature, equally criminal, and

perhaps more pernicious; therefore, equally open to the

censures of reason and religion . This species of guilt is

distinguished by the appellation of fraud ; a word which ,

when uttered , really excites à due degree of detestation,

and which those, who practise it, perhaps disguise to their

consciences by still softer terms.

But that such disguises may deceive the soul no longer ;

and that what is universally mischievous may be totally

abhorred ; I shall endeavour to show ,

FIRST : The nature of fraud, and the temptations to

practise it .

SECONDLY : How much it is contrary to the rules of

religion, and how much it obstructs the happiness of the

world .

The nature of fraud, as distinct from other violations of

right or property, seems to consist in this, that the man

injured is induced to concur in the act by which the in

jury is done. Thus, to take away any thing valuable,

without the owner's knowledge, is a theft ; to take it

away, against his consent, by threats or force, is a rob

bery ; to borrow it, without intention of returning it, is a

fraud, because the owner consents to the act, by which it

passed out of his own hands.

All fraud , therefore, supposes deceit, either in the affir
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mation of what is false, or the suppression of what is true;

for no man willingly wrongs himself. He must be de

ceived, either by false appearances of the present, or by

false promises of the future, by a display of fictitious ad

vantages, or an artful concealment of certain inconveni

encies.

As it often happens, that in committing a fraud, or per

suading a man to injure himself, a considerable degree of

skill and dexterity is required ; the fraudulent are often

considered, by themselves and others, as possessing un

common powers of understanding, so that, though the act

itself is blamed, the artifice is admired. Conscience is

overpowered by vanity, and the shame of guilt is lost in

the pride of subtilty and acuteness.

It is to be feared, that the science of overreaching is

too closely connected with lucrative commerce . There are

classes of men, who do little less than profess it, and who

are scarcely ashamed , when they are detected in imposture.

Such men live, indeed, without reputation. They are

considered as exercising dishonourable employments, but

they are still tolerated ; and, however they may be despised,,

are very rarely punished. The whole practice of buying

and selling is indeed replete with temptation, which even

a virtuous mind finds it difficult to resist. 66 A merchant

shall hardly keep himself from doing wrong, and an huck

ster shall not be freed from sin , ” Ecclesiasticus xxvi. 29.

Many have sinned for a small matter ; and he that seek

eth for abundance, will turn his eyes away. As a nail

sticketh fast between the joinings of the stones, so doth sin

stick close between buying and selling,” Eccl . xxvii. 1 , 2 .

Such is the censure of the Son of Sirach, which surely

cannot be heard without alarm and terrour.

It is, however, by no means to be admitted, that all

trade is necessarily fraudulent, or that all traders are dis

honest. Every kind of life has its peculiar dangers, which

the negligent incur, and the wise escape. The danger of

a trader, like that of others, may be avoided by resolution ,

vigilance, and prayer, by a constant reference of his actions
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to his eternal interest, and by the help of God diligently

implored.

That the necessity of this vigilance may be more strongly

recommended , it is fit that we consider,

SECONDLY : How much the practice of fraud is con

trary to religion, and low much it obstructs the happiness

of the world ,

The great rule, by which religion regulates all transac

tions between one man and another, is, that every man

“ should do to others what he would expect that others, "

in the same case , “ should do to him ." This rule is vio

lated in every act of fraud. For, however the “ children

of the world ” may forgive, or applaud, themselves, when

they practise fraud, they complain very loudly, when they

suffer it. They then can clearly discern its baseness, and

its mischief; and discover, that nothing deserves praise

but purity and goodness.

The crime of fraud has this aggravation, that it is gene

rally an abuse of confidence. Robberies of violence are

committed commonly upon those, to whom the robber is

unknown. The lurking thief takes indiscriminately what

comes by chance within his reach . But deceit cannot be

practised , unless by some previous treaty, and gradual

advance, by which distrust is dissipated, and an opinion

of candour and integrity excited. Fraud, therefore, neces

sarily disguises life with solitude and suspicion . He that

has been deceived, knows not afterwards whom he can

trust, but grows timorous, reserved, afraid alike of enemies

and friends ; and loses, at least, part of that benevolence

which is necessary to an amiable and virtuous character.

Fraud is the more to be suppressed by universal detest

ation , as its effects can scarcely be limited. A thief sel

dom takes away what can much impoverish the loser ; but

by fraud, the opulent may at once be reduced to indigence,

and the prosperous distressed ; the effects of a long course

of industry may be suddenly annihilated , the provision

made for age may be withdrawn, and the inheritance of

posterity intercepted.
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For the particular application of this doctrine, I am

sorry that my native place should afford an opportunity.

But since this society has called me to stand here before

them , I hope no man will be offended, that I do my duty

with fidelity and freedom . Truth requires, that I warn

you against a species of fraud, sometimes found amongst

you, and that of a very shameful and oppressive kind.

When any man , whose contributions have had their due

part in raising the fund for occasional relief, is reduced by

disease, or hurt, to want the support which he has, per

haps, for many years, supposed himself gradually accumu

lating against the day of distress, and for which he has

denied himself many gratifications ; at the time, when he

expects the beneficial effects of his prudence and parsi

mony ; at that very time, every artifice is used to defeat.

his claim , and elade his right. He declares himself, per

haps, unable to work , by which nothing more can reason

ably be meant, than that he is no longer capable of labour

equal to his livelihood . This man is found employing the

remains of his strength in some little office. For this

surely he deserves to be commended. But what has been

the consequence ? He has been considered as an impostor,

who claims the benefit of the fund by counterfeited inca

pacity ; and that feeble diligence, which , among reason

able and equitable men, gives him a title to esteem and

pity, is misapplied, and misrepresented into a pretence for

depriving him of his right, and this done by judges, who

vainly imagine they shall be benefited themselves by

their own wicked determination.

It is always to be remembered, that a demand of sup

port from your common fund is not a petition for charity,

but à claim to justice. The relief, thus demanded, is not

a gift, but a debt. He that receives it, has first purchased

it. The denial of it, therefore, is a fraud and a robbery ;

and fraud so much the more atrocious and detestable, as,

by its nature, it must always be practised on the poor.

When this succour is required, there is no place for favour,

or for resentment. What is due must be paid, because it
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is due. Other considerations have here no weight. The

amiable and the perverse, the good and the bad, have an

equal right to the performance of their contract. Hethat

has trusted the society with his money, cannot, without

breach of faith, be denied that payment, which , when he

payed his contribution, was solemnly stipulated.

It has been always observed by the wise, that it is every

man's real interest to be honest ; and he who practises

fraud, to the injury of others, shows, at the same time,

how fraud may be practised against himself. Those who

have been forward in watching the steps of others, and

have objected to payment when it was required , may live

to be themselves watched, and excluded by a precedent,

which their own fraudulence, or malice, has incited them

to establish . They will then feel the folly of wickedness,

and know the necessity of providing against the day of

calamity by innocence and integrity ; they will wish that

they could claim the kindness of others, as a recompense

for kindness formerly exhibited by themselves.

Fraud is the more hurtful, because the wrong is often

without redress. As he that is wronged by fraudulent

practices must always concur in the act that injured him,

it is not always easy to ascertain the exact limits of his

agency, so as to know precisely how far he was deceived.

This, at least, is seldom to be done without an inquiry and

discussion , liable to many legal delays, and eludible by

many artifices. The redress, therefore, is often more per

nicious than the injury ; and while the robber lurks in

secret, or flies for his life, the man of fraud holds up his

head with confidence, enjoys the fruits of his iniquity with

security, and bids defiance to detection and to punishment.

But this triumph, however he may escape human Judi

catures, must end with his life. The time will come, and

will come quickly, when he that has defrauded his neigh

bour, must stand before the Judge of all the earth,

Judge whom he cannot deceive ; and before whom, what

ever he has taken wrongfully, without restitution, and

without repentance , will lie heavy on his soul.

a
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“ Let him, therefore, that has stolen , steal no more ! "

let him that has gained by fraud, repent and restore, and

live and die in the exercise of honesty !

SERMON XIX .

“ Every man according as he purposeth in his heart, so let him give, not

grudgingly, or of necessity, forGod loveth a cheerful giver.” 2 Cor.

ix . 7.

The frequency with which the duty of alms-giving has of

late been recommended ; the perspicuity with which it

has, on many occasions, been explained ; the force of ar

gument by which its necessity has been proved to the

reason , and the ardour of zeal with which it has been im

pressed upon the passions; make it reasonable to believe,

that is now generally understood, and that very few of

those, who frequent the publick worship, and attend with

proper diligence to instruction, can receive much infor

mation, with regard to the excellence and importance of

this virtue.

But as most of the crimes and miseries of our lives

arise rather from negligence than ignorance; as those

obligations which are best known, are sometimes, from

the security to which the consciousness of our knowledge

naturally betrays us, most easily forgotten ; and as the im

pressions which are made upon the heart, however strong

or durable they may at first appear, are easily weakened

by time, and effaced by the perpetual succession of other

objects, which crowd the memory, and distract the atten

tion ; it is necessary that this great duty should be fre

quently explained, that our ardour should be rekindled by

new motion , our conviction awakened by new persuasions,

and our minds enlightened by frequent repetitions of the

instructions, which, if not recollected , must quickly lose

their effect.
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Every man , who has either applied himself to the exa

mination of his own conduct with care proportioned to the

importance of the inquiry, or indulged himself in the more

frequent employment of inspecting the behaviour of others,

has had many opportunities of observing, with how much

difficulty the precepts of religion are long preserved in

their full force ; how insensibly the ways of virtue are for

saken ; and into what depravity those, who trust too much

to their own strength , sometimes fall, by neglecting to

press forward, and to confirm their resolution by the same

methods as they at first excited it . Innumerable tempta

tions continually surround us, and innumerable obstruc

tions oppose us. We are lulled with indolence, we are

seduced by pleasure, we are perverted by bad exam

ples, and we are betrayed by our own hearts. No

sooner do we, in compliance either with the vanities,

or the business of life, relax our attention to the doctrines

of piety, than we grow cold and indifferent, dilatory and

negligent. When we are again called to our duty, we

find our minds entangled with a thousand objections ; we

are ready to plead every avocation, however trifling, as an

exemption from the necessity of holy practices ; and, be

cause we readily satisfy ourselves with our excuses, we

are willing to imagine that we shall satisfy God, the God

of infinite holiness and justice, who sees the most secret

motions of our minds, who penetrates through all our hy

pocrisy , and upon whom disinclination can be never im

posed for inability.

With regard to the duty of charity, it is too common

for men of avaricious and worldly dispositions, to imagine

that they may be saved without compliance with a com

mand so little agreeable to their inclinations ; ' and, there

fore, though perhaps they cannot always resist the force

of argument, or repel conviction at its first assault, yet, as

they do not willingly suffer their minds to dwell upon

reasonings which they scarcely wish to be true , or renew ,

by frequent recollection, that sense of their duty which

they have received, they quickly relapse into their former
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sordid insensibility, and, by indulging every consideration

which can be applied to the justification of parsimony,

harden their hearts, and withhold their hands ; and while

they see the anguish of misery, and hear the cries of want,

can pass by without pity, and without regard ; and with

out even feeling any reproaches from their hearts, pray to

God for that mercy which they have themselves denied to

their fellow -beings.

One of the pleas, which is alleged in justification of

the neglect of charity, is inability to practise it ; an excuse,

when real, to which no objection can be made ; for it can

not be expected, that any man should give to another

what he must himself want in the same degree. But this

excuse is too frequently offered by those who are poor only

in their own opinion, who have habituated themselves to

look on those that are above, rather thanon those that are be

low them , and cannot account themselves rich, while they

see any richer ; men who measure their revenues, not by

the wants of nature, but by the demands of vanity ! and

who have nothing to give, only because they will not di

minish any particle of their splendour, nor reduce the

pomp of their equipage ; who, while their tables are

heaped with delicacies, and their houses crowded with

festal assemblies, suffer the poor to languish in the streets

in miseries and in want, complain that their fortunes are

not equal to the generosity of their minds, and applaud

their own inclinations to charity and mercy ; inclinations

which are never exerted in beneficence, because they

cannot spare any thing from their appetites and their pride.

Others there are , who frequently delight to dwell upon

the excellency of charity, and profess themselves ready to

comply with its precepts, whenever proper objects shall

be proposed, and an opportunity of proper application

shall be found ; but they pretend that they are so well in

formed, with regard to the perversion of charity, and disco

ver so many ill effects of indistinguishing and careless libe

rality, that they are not easily satisfied with the occasions

which are offered them . They are sometimes afraid of en
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couraging idleness, and sometimes of countenancing impos

ture, and so readily find objections to everymethod of charity

that can be mentioned to them , that their good inclina

tions are of very little advantage to the rest of mankind ;

but, however, they congratulate themselves upon their

merit, and still applaud that generosity by which cala

mity was never softened, and by which want never was

relieved .

But that all these imaginary pleas may be once more

confuted , that the opportunity of charity, which provi

dence has this day put into our hands, may not be ne

glected, and that our alms may be given in such a

manner as may obtain acceptance with the great Judge

of all the earth , who has promised to show mercy to the

merciful, I shall endeavour to lay before you,

FIRST : The importance and necessity of the practice

of charity.

SECONDLY : The disposition of mind , which is neces

sary to make our alms acceptable to God.

THIRDLY : The reasonableness of laying hold on the

present opportunity for the exercise of our charity.

And, First : I shall endeavour to show the importance

and necessity of the practice of charity. The importance

and necessity of charity is so evident, that as it might be

hoped that no proof could be necessary, so it is difficult

to produce any arguments which do not occur of them

selves to every reasonable and attentive mind. For whi

ther can we turn our thoughts, or direct our eyes ,

where we shall not find some motive to the exercise of

charity ?

If we look up to heaven, which we have been taught

to consider as the particular residence of the Supreme

Being, we find there our Creator, our Preserver, and our

Judge ; our Creator, whose infinite power gave us our

existence, and who has taught us, by that gift, that

bounty is agreeable to his nature ; our Preserver, of whose

assistance and protection we are, every day and every mo

ment, in need , and whose favour we can hope to secure
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only by imitating his goodness, and endeavouring the

assistance and protection of each other ; and our Judge,

who has already declared that the merciful shall obtain

mercy, and that in the awful day, in which every man

shall be recompensed according to his works, he that sow

eth sparingly shall reap also sparingly.

If we cast our eyes over the earth , and extend our ob

servations through the system of human beings, what

shall we find but scenes of misery and innumerable va

rieties of calamity and distress, the pains of sickness, the

wounds of casualty, the gripings of hunger, and the cold

of nakedness ; wretches wandering without an habitation ,

exposed to the contempt of the proud, and the insults of

the cruel, goaded forward, by the stings of poverty, to

dishonest acts, which perhaps relieve their present misery,

only to draw some more dreadful distress upon them ? And

what are we taught, by all these different states of unhap

piness ? what, but the necessity of that virtue by which

they are relieved ; by which the orphan may be supplied

with a father, and the widow with a defender ; by which

nakedness may be clothed , sickness set free from adventi

tious pains; the stranger solaced in his wanderings, and

the hungry restored to vigour and to ease ?

If we turn from these melancholy prospects, and cast

our eyes upon ourselves, what shall we find, but a preca

rious and frail being , surrounded on every side with dan

ger, and besieged with miseries and with wants ? miseries,

which we cannot avert by our own power, and wants

which our own abilities cannot supply. We perceive our

selves wholly unable to stand alone, and compelled to soli

cit, every moment, the assistance of our fellow -creatures ;

whom , perhaps, our Maker enables us at present to repay

by mutual kindness, but whom we know not how soon we

may be necessitated to implore, without the capacity of

returning their beneficence .

This reflection surely ought immediately to convince us

of the necessity of charity; prudence, even without religion,

ought to admonish every one to assist the helpless, and
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relieve the wretched, that, when the day of distresa

shall come upon him, he may confidently ask that as

sistance which he himself, in his prosperity, never did

deny.

As it has pleased God to place us in a state, in which

we are surrounded with innumerable temptations ; so it

has pleased him, on many occasions, to afford us temporal

incitements to virtue, as a counterbalance to the allure

ments of sin ; and to set before us rewards which may be

obtained , andpunishments which may be suffered , before

the final determination of our future state . As charity is

one of our most important duties, we are pressed to its

practice by every principle of secular, as well as religious

wisdom ; and no man can suffer himself to be distinguished

for hardness of heart, without danger of feeling the conse

quence of his wickedness in his present state ; because no

man can secure to himself the continuance of riches, or of

power ; nor can prove, that he shall not himself want the

assistance which he now denies, and perhaps be compelled

to implore it from those whose petition he now rejects,

and whose miseries he now insults. Such is the instability

of human affairs, and so frequently does God assert his

government of the world, by exalting the low, and depress

ing the powerful.

If we endeavour to consult higher wisdom than our

own , with relation to this duty, and examine the opinions

of the rest of mankind, it will be found, that all the na

tions of the earth , however they may differ with regard to

every other tenet, yet agree in the celebration of benevo

lence, as the most amiable disposition of the heart, and

the foundation of all happiness. We shall find that, in

every place, men are loved and honoured in proportion to

the gifts which they have conferred upon mankind, and

that nothing but charity can recommend one man to the

affection of another.

But ifwe appeal, as is undoubtedly reasonable and just,

from human wisdom to Divine, and search the Holy Scrip

tures, to settle our notions of the importance of this duty,
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we shall need no further incitemeuts to its practice ; for

every part of that sacred volume is filled with precepts

that direct, or examples that inculcate it. The practice

of hospitality among the patriarchs, the confidenceof Job,

amidst his afflictions, arising from the remembrance of his

former charity.

The precepts of the prophets, and the conduct of the

holy men of all times ,.concur to enforce the duty of attend

ing to the cries of misery, and endeavouring to relieve the

calamities of life .

But surely all further proof will be superseded, when

the declaration of our blessed Redeemer is remembered ,

who has condescended to inform us that those who have

shown mercy shall find mercy from him , that the practice

of charity will be the great test by which we shall be

judged, and that those, and those only, who have given food

to the hungry, andraiment to the naked, shall, at the final

doom , be numbered by the Son of God amongst the blessed

of his Father,

There can nothing more be added to show the necessity

of the practice of charity ; for what can be expected to

move him, by whom everlasting felicity is disregarded ;

and who hears without emotion, never -ending miseries

threatened by Omnipotence ? It, therefore, now remains

that we inquire,

SECONDLY : How we may practise this duty, in a

manner pleasing to him who commanded it ; or what

disposition of mind is necessary to make our alms accept

able tu God.

Our Saviour, as he has informed us of the necessity of

charity, has not omitted to teach us likewise how our acts

of charity are to be performed . And from his own precepts ,

and those of his apostles, may be learned all the

cautions necessary to obviate the deceit of our own hearts,

and to preserve us from falling into follies dangerous to

our souls, while we imagine ourselves advancing in the

favour of God .

We are commanded by Jesus Christ, when we give our

VOL. IX. hh
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ven .

alms, to divest ourselves of prides vain -glory, and desire

of applause : we are forbidden to give, that we may be

seen of men , and instructed so to conduct our charity, that

it may be known to our Father which seeth in secret. By

this precept it is not to be understood, that we are forbid

den to give alms in publick , or where we may be seen of

men ; for our Saviour has also commanded, that our

“ light should so shine before men , that they may see

our good works, and glorify our Father which is in hea

The meaning, therefore, of this text is not that we

should forbear to give alms in the sight of men , but that

we should not suffer the presence of men to act as the

motive to our charity, nor regard their praise as any object

to our wishes ; a precept surely reasonable ; for how can

that act be virtuous, which depends not upon our own

choice, but upon that of others, and which we should not

have performed, if we had not expected that they would

have applauded it ?

Of the same kind , though somewhat different in its

immediate and literal acceptation, is the instruction con

tained in the text, in which we are taught by St. Paul,

that every man ought to give according to the purpose of

his own heart, not grudgingly, or of necessity ; by which

it is commanded , that we should, as our Saviour had al

ready taught us, lay aside, in the distribution of our alms,

all regard to human authority ; that we should give ac

cording to the purpose of our own hearts, without respect

to solicitation or influence ; that we should give, because

God has commanded, and give cheerfully, as a proof of

ready and uncompelled obedience ; obedience uncompelled

by any other motive than a due sense of our depend

ence upon the universal Lord, and the reasonableness

of observing the law of him by whom we were created.

There are likewise other rules to be observed in the

practice of charity, which may be gathered, at least con

sequentially, from theHoly Scriptures; and which the com

mon prudence of mankind at the same time evidently pre

scribes. It is necessary that, in bestowing our alms, we
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should endeavour to promote the service of God, and the

general happiness of society, and, therefore, we ought not

to give them without inquiry into the ends for which they

are desired ; we ought not to suffer our beneficence to be

made instrumental to the encouragement of vice, or the

support of idleness ; because what is thus squandered may

be wanted by others, who would use our kindness to

better purposes, and who, without our assistance, would

perhaps perish.

Another precept, too often neglected, which yet a ge

nerous and elevated mind would naturally think highly

necessary to be observed, is, that alms should be given in

such a manner as may be most pleasing to the person who

receives them ; that our charity should not be accompanied

with insults, nor followed by reproaches ; that we should,

whenever it is possible, spare the wretched the unneces

sary , the mortifying pain of recounting their calamities,

and representing their distress ; and when we have re

lieved them we should never upbraid them with our kind

ness, nor recall their afflictions to their minds by cruel and

unseasonable admonitions to gratitude or industry. He

only confers favours generously, who appears, when they

are once conferred, to remember them no more .

Poverty is in itself sufficiently afflictive, and to most

minds the pain of wanting assistance is scarcely balanced

by the pleasure of receiving it. The end of charity is to

mitigate calamities ; and he has little title to the reward

of
mercy, who afflicts with one hand, while he succours

with the other. But this fault, like many others, arises

from pride, and from the desire of temporal rewards.

Men either forget the common nature of humanity, and,

therefore, reproach others with those misfortunes to which

they are themselves equally subject; or they expect, from

the gratitude, or applause, of those whom they benefit,

that reward which they are commanded to hope only from

their Father which is in heaven .

Such are the rules of charity, and such the cautions re

quired , to make our alms pleasing to him, in whose name

H h 2
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they ought to be given ; and, that they may be now given

not grudgingly, or of necessity, but with that' cheerful

ness which the apostle recommends as necessary to draw

down the love of God upon those by whom they are be

stowed , let us consider,

THIRDLY : The reasonableness of laying hold on

the present opportunity for the exercise of our charity.

It is just that we should consider every opportunity of

performing a good action as the gift of God, one of the

chief gifts which God bestows upon man, in his present

state, and endeavour to improve the blessing, that it may

not be withdrawn from us, as a talent unemployed ; for it

is not certain , that he, who neglects this call to his duty,

will be permitted to live till he hears another. It is

likewise reasonable to seize this opportunity, because per

haps none can be afforded of more useful or beneficial

charity, none in which all the various purposes of charity

are more compendiously united.

It cannot be said, that, by this charity, idleness is

encouraged ; for those who are to be benefitedby it are at

present incapable of labour, but hereafter designed for it.

Ņor can it be said , that vice is countenanced by it, for

many of them cannot yet be vitious. Those who now

give cannot bestow their alms for the pleasure of hearing

their charity acknowledged , for they who shall receive it

will not know their benefactors.

The immediate effect of alms given on this occasion ,

is not only food to the hungry, and clothes to the

naked, and an habitation to the destitute , but, what

is of more lasting advantage, instruction to the ignorant.

He that supports an infant, enables him to live here ;

but he that educates him , assists him in his passage to

a happier state, and prevents that wickedness which is,

if not the necessary, yet the frequent consequence of un

enlightened infancy and vagrant poverty .

Nor does this charity terminate in the persons upon

whom it is conferred, but extends its influence through

the whole state , which has very frequently experienced,
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how much is to be dreaded from men , bred up without

principles, and without employment. He who begs in

the street in his infancy, learns only how to rob there in

his manhood ; and it is certainly very apparent, with

how much less difficulty evils are prevented than re

medied .

But though we should suppose , what reason and ex

perience sufficiently disprove, that poverty and ignorance

were calamities to those only on whom they fall, yet surely

the sense of their misery might be sufficient to awaken us

to compassion. For who can hear the cries of a naked in

fant, without remembering thathe was himself once equally

naked , equally helpless ? Who can see the disorders of the

ignorant, without remembering that he was born as igno

rant as they ? And who can forbear to reflect, that he

ought to bestow on others those benefits which he re

ceived himself ? Who, that shall see piety and wisdom

promoted by his beneficence, can wish, that what he gives

for such uses had been employed in any other manner ?

As the apostle exhorts to hospitality by observing that

some have entertained angels unawares, let us animate

ourselves to this charity by the hopes of educating saints.

Let us endeavour to reclaim vice, and to improve inno

cence to holiness ; and remember that the day is not far

distant, in which our Saviour has promised to consider

our gifts to these little ones as given to himself; and that

“ they who have turned many to righteousness shall shine

forth as the sun, for ever and ever.

SERMON XX.

• Knowing this first, that there shall come in the last days scoffers, walk

ing after their own lasts. ” 2 PETER iii. 3.

A VERY little acquaintance with human nature will inform

us, that there are few men who can ' patiently bear the
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imputation of being in the wrong ; and that there is no

action, how unreasonable or wicked soever it be, which

those, who are guilty of it, will not attempt to vindicate,

though, perhaps, by such a defence as aggravates the

crime.

It is, indeed, common for men to conceal their faults,

and gratify their passions in secret, and especially, when

they are first initiated in vice, to make use rather of arti

fice and dissimulation , than audaciousness and effrontery.

But the arts of hypocrisy, are, in time, exhausted , and

some unhappy circumstance defeats those measures which

they had laid for preventing a discovery. They are at

length suspected, and, by that curiosity which suspicion

always excites, closely pursued, and openly detected. It

is then too late to think of deceiving mankind by false

appearances, nor does any thing remain , but to avow

boldly what can be no longer denied. Impudence is

called in to the assistance of immorality ; and the cen

sures which cannot be escaped must be openly defied.

Wickedness is in itself timorous, and naturally skulks in

coverts and in darkness, but grows furious by despair,

and, when it can fly no further, turns upon the pursuer.

Such is the state of a man abandoned to the indulgence

of vitious inclinations. He justifies one crime by another ;

invents wicked principles to support wicked practices ; en

deavours rather to corrupt others, than own himself cor

rupted , and , to avoid that shame which a confession of his

crimes would bring upon him , calls “ evil good, and good

evil, puts darkness for light, and light for darkness.” He

endeavours to trample upon those laws which he is known

not to observe, to scoff at those truths which , if admitted ,

have an evident tendency to convict his whole behaviour

of folly and absurdity, and, from having long neglected to

obey God, rises at length into rebellion against him.

That no man ever became abandoned at once, is an old

and common observation , which, like other assertions

founded on experience, receives new confirmation by

length of time. A man ventures upon wickedness, as
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upon waters with which he is unacquainted. He looks

upon them with horrour, and shudders at the thought of

quitting the shore, and committing his life to the incon

stancy of the weather ; but, by degrees, the scene grows

familiar, his aversion abates, and is succeeded by curi

osity. He launches out with fear and caution , always

anxious and apprehensive, lest his vessel should be

dashed against a rock , sucked in by a quicksand, or hur

ried by the currents beyond sight of shore. But his fears

are daily lessening, and the deep becomes less formidable.

In time he loses all sense of danger, ventures out with

full security, and roves without inclination to return , till

he is driven into the boundless ocean , tossed about by

the tempests, and at last swallowed by the waves .

Most men have, or once had , an esteem and reverence

for virtue, and a contempt and abhorrence of vice ; of

which , whether they were impressed by nature, implanted

by education, or deduced and settled by reason , it is, at

present, of very little importance to inquire. Such these

notions are, however they were originally received, as

reason cannot but adopt and strengthen , and every man

will freely confess that reason ought to be the rule of his

conduet. Whoever, therefore, recedes, in his practice,

from rules of which he allows obligation , and suffers his

passions to prevail over his opinions, feels at first a secret

reluctance, is conscious of some sort of violence done to

his intellectual powers ; and though he will not deny

himself that pleasure which is present before him, or that

single gratification of his passions, he determines, or

thinks he determines, that he will yield to no future

temptation, that he will hereafter reject all the solicitation

of his appetites, and live in such a manner as he should

applaud in others, and as his own conscience should ap

prove in himself.

Perhaps every man may recollect, that this was the

temper of his mind, when he first permitted himself to

deviate from the known paths of his duty, and that he

never forsook them , in the early part of his life, without a
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design to return to them , and persevere in them ; and

that, when he was tempted another time, he complied,

always with a tacit intention to add but this one more to

his offences, and to spend the rest of his life in penitence

and obedience. Perhaps there are very many among the

most profligate, who frequently still their consciences, and

animate their hopes, with views of reformation to be sin

cerely entered upon in some distant period of their lives,

who propose to dedicate, at least, their last years to piety,

and at some moments give way to wishes, that they may

some time taste the satisfaction of a good life, and “ die

the death of the righteous. "

But these, however given up to their desires and pas

sions, however ignorant of their own weakness, and pre

sumptuously confident of their natural powers, have not

yet arrived at the summit of impiety, till they have

learned , not only to neglect, but to insult religion, not

only to be vitious, but to scoff at virtue.

This seems to be the last effect of a long continued

habit of sin , the strongest evidence of a mind corrupted

almost beyond hope of a recovery. Wickedness in this

state seems to have extended its power from the passions

to the understanding. Not only the desire of doing well

is extinguished, but the discernment of good and evil ob

literated and destroyed. Such is the infatuation produced

by a long course of obstinate guilt.

Not only our speculations influence our practice, but

our practice reciprocally influences our speculations. We

not only do what we approve, but there is danger lest in

time we come to approve what we do, though for no

other reason but that we do it. A man is always desirous

of being at peace with himself ; and when he cannot re

concile his passions to his conscience, he will attempt to

reconcile his conscience to his passions ; he will find rea

son for doing what he resolved to do, and, rather than not

“ walk after his own lusts,” will scoff at religion.

These scoffers may be divided into two distinct classes,

to be addressed in a very different manner ; those whom a
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constant prosecution of their lusts has deluded into a real

disbelief of religion, or diverted from a serious examina

tion of it ; and those who are convinced of the truth of

revelation , but affect to contemn and ridicule it from mo

tives of interest or vanity.

I shall endeavour, therefore, to evince,

FIRST : The folly of scoffing at religion in those who

doubt the truth of it. And,

SECONDLY : The wickedness of this practice in those

who believe it.

FIRST : I shall endeavour to evince the folly of scoffing

at religion in those who doubt the truth of it.

Those who in reality disbelieve, or doubt of religion,

however negligent they may be in their inquiries after truth ,

generally profess the highest reverence for it, the sincerest

desire to discover it, an the strongest resolutions to ad

here to it. They will frequently assert, and with good

reason , that every man is valuable in proportion to his

love of truth ; that man enjoys the power of reason for

this great end, that he may distinguish truth from false

hood ; that not to search for it is the most criminal lazi.

ness, and not to declare it , in opposition to the frowns of

power , or the prejudices of ignorance, the most despicable

cowardice .

When they declaim on this darling subject, they sel

dom fail to take the opportunity of throwing out keen in

vectives against bigotry ; bigotry, that voluntary blind

ness , that slavish submission to the notions of others,

which shackles the power of the soul, and retards the

progress of reason ; that cloud, which intercepts our

views, and throws a shade over the light of truth .

Such is the discourse of these men ; and who, that

hears it, would not expect from them the most disinter

ested impartiality, the most unwearied assiduity, and the

most candid and sober attention to any thing proposed as

an argument upon a subject worthy of their study ? Who

would not imagine that they made it the grand business

of their lives to carry the art of reasoning to its greatest
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height, to enlighten the understanding of the ignorant by

plain instructions enforced with solid arguments, and to

establish every important truth upon the most certain and

unskaken principles ?

There seems to be nothing more inconsistent with so

philosophical a character than careless vivacity and airy

levity. The talents which qualify a man for a disputant

and a buffoon seem very different; and an unprejudiced

person would be inclined to form contrary ideas of an

argument and a jest.

Study has been hitherto thought necessary to know

·ledge, and study cannot well be successfully prosecuted

without solitude and leisure . It might, therefore, be con

ceived that this exalted sect is above the low employments

and empty amusements of vulgar minds ; that they avoid

every thing which may interrupt their meditations, or

perplex their ideas; and that, therefore, whoever stands

in need of their instructions Inust seek them in privacies

and retirements, in deserts or in cells.

But these men have discovered, it seems, a more com

pendious way to knowledge. They decide the most mo

mentous questions amidst the jollity of feasts, and the

excesses of riot. They have found that an adversary is

more easily silenced than confuted . They insult, instead

of vanquishing, their antagonists, and decline the battle

to hasten to the triumph.

It is an established maxim among them , that he who

ridicules an opinion confutes it. For this reason they

make no scruple of violating every rule of decency, and

treating with the utmost contempt whatever is accounted

venerable orsacred,

For this conduct they admire themselves, and go on ap

plauding their own abilities, celebrating the victories they

gain over their grave opponents, and loudly boasting their

superiority to the advocates for religion.

As humility is a very necessary qualification for an ex

aminer into religion, it may not be improper to depress

the arrogance of these haughty champions, by showing
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with how little justice they lay claim to victory, and

how much less they deserve to be applauded than de

spised.

There are two circumstances which, either single or

united, make any attainments estimable among men .

The first is the usefulness of it to society. The other

is the capacity or application necessary for acquiring it.

If we consider this art of scoffing with regard to either

of these, we shall not find great reason to envy or ad

mire it. It requires no depth of knowledge, or intense

ness of thought. Contracted notions, and superficial

views, are sufficient for a man who is ambitious only of

being the author of a jest. That man may laugh who

cannot reason ; and he, that cannot comprehend a demon

stration , may turn the terms to ridicule.

This method of controversy is , indeed, the general re

fuge of those whose idleness or incapacity disable them

from producing any thing solid or convincing. They,

who are certain of being confuted and exposed in a sober

dispute, imagine that by returning scurrility for reason ,

and by laughing most loudly, when they have least to

say, they shall shelter their ignorance from detection ,

and supply with impudence what they want in know

ledge.

Nor will the possessours of this boasted talent or ridi

cule appear more to deserve respect on account of their

usefulness to mankind. These gay sallies of imagination,

when confined to proper subjects, and restrained within

the bounds of decency, are of no farther use to mankind

than to divert; and can have no higher place in our

esteem than any other art that terminates in mere amuse

ment.

But when men treat serious matters ludicrously, when

they study, not for truth , but for a jest, when they unite

the most awful and the most trifling ideas, only to tickle

the imagination with the surprise of novelty , they no

longer have the poor merit of diverting ; they raise always

either horrour or contempt, and hazard their highest
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interest, without even the low recompense of present

applause.

That they hazard their highest interest can hardlybe

denied, when they determine, without the most scrupu

lous examination, those questions which relate to a future

state ; and none certainly are less likely to discuss these

questions, with the care which they require; than those

who accustom themselves to continual levity.

The mind, long vitiated with trifles, and entertained

with wild and unnatural combinations of ideas, becomes, in

a short time, unable to support the fatigue of reasoning ;

it is disgusted with a long succession of solemn images,

and retires from serious meditation , and tiresome labour,

to gayer fancies, and less difficult employments.

Besides, he that has practised the art of silencing others

with a jest, in time learns to satisfy himself in the same

manner. It becomes unnecessary to the tranquillity of his

own mind to confute an objection ; it is sufficient for him

if he can ridicule it.

Thus he soon grows indifferent to truth or falsehood, and

almost incapable of discerning one from the other. He

considers eternity itself as a subject for mirth , and is

equally ludicrous upon all occasions..

What delusion, what bigotry, is equal to this ! Men

neglect to search after éternal happiness for fear of being

interrupted in their mirth . If others have been misled ,

they have been misled by their reverence for great autho

rities, or by strong prejudices of education. Such errours

may be extenuated, and perhaps excused. They have at

least something plausible to plead, and their assertors act

with some show of reason . But what can the most ex

tensive charity allege in favour of those men who, if they

perish everlastingly, perish by their attachment to merri

ment, and their confidence in a jest ?

It is astonishing that any man can forbear inquiring

seriously, whether there is a God ; whether God is just;

whether this life is the only state of existence ; whether

God has appointed rewards and punishments in a future
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state ; whether he has given any laws for the regulation

of our conduct here ; whether he has given them by reve

lation ; and whether the religion publickly taught carries

any mark of Divine appointment. These are questions

which every reasonable being ought undoubtedly to con

sider with an attention suitable to their importance ; and

he, whom the consideration of eternal happiness or misery

cannot awaken from his pleasing dreams, cannot prevail

upon to suspend his mirth , surely ought not to despise

others for dulness and stupidity.

Let it be remembered , that the nature of things is not

alterable by our conduct. We cannot make truth ; it is

our business only to find it. No proposition can become

more or less certain or important, by being considered or

neglected. It is to no purpose to wish, or to suppose , that

to be false which is in itself true ; and, therefore, to acqui

esce in our own wishes and suppositions, when the matter

is of eternal consequence, to believe obstinately without

grounds of belief, and to determine without examination ,

is the last degree of folly and absurdity. It is not impos

sible that he who acts in this manner may obtain the

approbation of madmen like himself, but he will incur the

contempt of every wise man ; and, what is more to be

feared, amidst his security and supineness, his sallies and

his flights, “ He that sitteth in the heavens shall laugh

him to scorn ; the Lord shall have him in derision .”

Thus have I endeavoured to give a faint idea of the folly

of those who scoff at religion, because they disbelieve, and,

by scoffing, harden themselves in their disbelief. But I

shall be yet more unable to describe, in a proper manner ,

what I am to mention in the second place.

The wickedness of those that believe religion, and yet

deride it from motives of interest or vanity.

This is a degree of guilt against which it might seem ,

at the first view , superfluous to preach , because it might

be thought impossible it should ever be committed ; as , in

ancient states, no punishment was decreed for the mur

derer of his father, because it was imagined to be a crime
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not incident to human nature . But experience taught

them , and teaches us, that wickedness may swell beyond

imagination, and that there are no limits to the madness

of impiety.

For a man to revile and insult that God whose power

he allows, to ridicule that revelation of which he believes

the authority divine, to dare the vengeanceof Omnipotence,

and cry, “ Am not I in sport !" . is an infatuation incredible,

a degree of madness without a name. Yet there are men

who, by walking after their own lusts, and indulging their

passions, have reached this stupendous height of wicked

ness. They have dared to teach falsehoods which they do

not themselves believe ; and to extinguish in others that

conviction which they cannot suppress in themselves.

The motive of their proceeding is sometimes a desire of

promoting their own pleasures by procuring accomplices

in vice. Man is so far formed for society, that even soli

tary wickedness quickly disgusts; and debauchery requires

its combinations and confederacies, which, as intempe

rance diminishes their numbers, must be filled up with

new proselytes.

Let those who practise this dreadful method of deprav

ing the morals, and ensnaring the soul, consider what they

are engaged in ! Let them consider what they are pro

moting, and what means they are employing! Let them

pause, and reflect a little, before they do an injury that

can never be repaired, before they take away what cannot

be restored ; before they corrupt the heart of their com

panion by perverting his opinions, before they lead him

into sin, and by destroying his reverence for religion, take

away every motive to repentance, and all the means of

reformation !

This is a degree of guilt, before which robbery, perjury,

and murder, vanish into nothing. No mischief, of which

the consequences terminate in our present state , bears any

proportion to the crime of decoying our brother into the

broad way of eternal misery, and stopping his ears against

that holy voice that recalls him to salvation .
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What must be the anguish of such a man , when he

becomes sensible of his own crimes ! How will he bear

the thought of having promoted the damnation of multi

tudes hy the propagation of known delusions ! What last

ing contrition , what severe repentance, must be necessary

for such deep and such accumulated guilt! Surely if blood

be required for blood, a soul shall be required for a soul.

There are others who deride religion for the sake of dis

playing their own imaginations, of following the fashion

of a corrupt and licentious age, or gaining the friendship

of the great, or the applause of the gay. How mean must

that wretch be who can be overcome by such temptations

as these ! Yet there are men who sell that soul which God

has formed for infinite felicity, defeat the great work of

their redemption, and plunge into those pains which shall

never end, lest they should lose the patronage of villains,

and the praise of fools.

I suppose those, whom I am now speaking of, to be in

themselves sufficiently convinced of the truth of the Scrip

tures, and may, therefore, very properly, lay before them

the threatenings denounced by God against their conduct.

It may be useful to them to reflect betimes on the

danger of “ fearing man rather than God ;" to consider

that it shall avail a man nothing, if he “ gain the whole

world, and lose his own soul ;" and that whoever “ shall

be ashamed of his Saviour before men , of him will his

Saviour be ashamed before his Father which is in heaven ."

That none of us may be in the number of those unhappy

persons who thus scoff at the means of grace , and relin

quish the hope of glory, may God, of his infinite mercy,

grant, through the merits of that Saviour who hath

brought life and immortality to light !
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The Lord is good to all , and his tender mercies are over all his

works.” PSALM cxlv. 9 .

In this devout, masterly, and useful performance, the

author appears deeply sensible of the divine greatness,

and peculiarly transported with contemplating God's in

finite goodness ; even to that degree, that he cheerfully

engages in, and absolutely devotes himself to, the very

important service. of adoring and obeying this almighty,

unbounded, and most benevolent Being.

This his religion, as he intimates, was founded upon the

most solid ground of reason ; for as the great Father and

Lord of all is certainly matchless, and unrivalled in ma

jesty and in power, so is he disinterested, wonderful, and

glorious, ' in bounty and compassion ; averse and slow to

anger, but ready to receive, to favour and reward , all who

diligently seek , and faithfully serve him. 6. The Lord is

good to all, and his tender mercies are over all his works. "

In discoursing upon this subject, I shall consider,

FIRST : Some arguments that support, or prove it.

SECONDLY : Illustrate its extensive signification and

import in some remarkable instances, and conclude with

a practical application .

FIRST: I am to consider some arguments that establish

this sentiment.

Our great Lord and Master has taught us, that there is

none good but one, that is God. By which expression

we may understand, that there is none so perfectly dis

interested, so diffusively, and so astonishingly good, as

God is. For, in another place, he instructs us both how

to comprehend, and rely on this unchangeable and never

failing attribute of the divine nature ; resembling it to, or

representing it by, a human quality or virtue, namely,

the affection and tender regard of parents to their children.
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“ If ye then , being evil, know how to give good gifts unto

your children , how much more shall your Father, which

is in heaven , give good things to them that ask him.”

From whence it is obvious to remark, that as the humane

and generous man has a peculiar tenderness for his more

immediate descendants, and, proportionally to his power

and influence, is willing and active to succour and relieve

the indigent, to divide care, lessen misery, and diffuse

happiness through the world ; inconceivably more affec

tionate is the eternal Parent unto, and regardful of, all

his intelligent creatures, truly disposed, according to their

rank of existence, to promote their welfare ; and beyond

comprehension inclined to conduct them , through the

greatest variety of circumstances, to the noblest perfection ,

and the highest degree of felicity. In his righteous and

benevolent nature there cannot possibly be the most distant

tendency to caprice, severity, or selfishness ; for the mul

titude of sharers, he knows, can never subtract from his

inexhaustible fulness. He created to communicate. In

every evil which he prevents, he is pleased, and in all

the good that he bestows, he glories. His goodness dic

tated the bestowing of existence, in all its forms, and with

all its properties. His goodness displays itself in sustain

ing and disposing of all things. His goodness connects

unnumbered worlds together in one spacious, vast, and

unbounded universe, and embraces every system . “ His

tender mercies are over all his works."

Without goodness, what apprehensions could we enter .

tain of all the other attributes of the Divine Being ?

Without the utmost extent of benevolence and mercy , they

would hardly be perfections, or excellencies . And what

would an universal administration produce, in the hands

of an evil, or a partial, or malevolent direction , but scenes

of horrour and devastation ? Not affliction and punish

ment for the sake of discipline and correction , to prevent

the offence, or reform the sinner ; but heavy judgments

and dreadful vengeance , to destroy him ; or implacable

wrath and fiery indignation , to prolong his misery, and

VOL. IX. Ii
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extend the duration of his torture through the revolving

periods of an endless eternity.

Without the most enlarged notions of an infinite and

everlasting goodness in the Divine nature, an impenetrable

gloom must hang over every mind, and darkness over

spread the whole face of being. Neither could any other

conceivable sentiment disperse our suspicions, or banish

one of our guilty, or superstitious fears. For suppose he

confined his goodness to a few , without any reasonable

cause or just ground, and we could be so whimsically par

tial to ourselves, as to conceit that we were of this select

number ; yet there could be no security of happiness, not

even to this little flock . He that chose them by chance,

might as accidentally abandon them ; and , as the former

was without reason or goodness, the latter might be with

out righteousness or mercy. Therefore it is infinitely de

sirable to think, and we are confident of the truth of our

idea, that “ the Lord is good to all, and his tender mercies

are over all his works.”

For if he be self-existent, omnipotent, and possessed of

perfect liberty ; if it be impossible for him ever to err ,

or mistake, in what is good and fitting, and if he enjoys

an infinite ability to effect, with a thought only, what

shall always be for the greatest advantage, he must be

originally and essentially, immutably and for ever good.

Holy Scripture, as if beauty and goodness were syno

nymous terms, or inseparable qualities, thus describes him,

“ How great is thy goodness ! And let the beauty of the

Lord our God be upon us. ” And, as if glory and goodness

signified the same thing, you find Exod. xxxiii . 18, 19,

“ And he said, I beseech thee, show me thy glory .” To

which the answer is, “ I will make all my goodness pass

before thee.” . And when, as it is written in the next

chapter, the Lord descended , and proclaimed his name, or

published the attributes in which he is peculiarly delighted,

what is this distinguishing name, or what these divine

and glorious attributes ? “The Lord , the Lord God,mer

ciful and gracious, long -suffering, and abundant in good
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ness and truth , keeping mercy for thousands, forgiving

iniquity, transgression, and sin .” The apostle sums up all

these in one word, when he saith , “ God is love." Which

leads me to the second thing proposed,

Namely, to illustrate the extensive signification and

import of this subject by some remarkable instances. “The

Lord is good to all, and his tender mercies are over all his

works.”

No bounds can be fixed to the Divine presence, nor is

any part of illimitable space without his inspection, and

active influence . There is nothing remote, or obscure to

him, nor any exceptions to his favour among all the works

of his hands. Far and wide then as is the vast range of

existence, so is the Divine benevolence extended ; and

both in the previous trial, and final retribution , of all his

rational and moral productions, “ The Lord is good to all,

and his tender mercies are over all his works."

In the first place, to illustrate this, we need only to take

a transient view of the outworks of the visible creation, a

general survey of the nature and correspondence of the

various parts of this regular and grand machine, this

finished and stupendous fabrick , in which every thing is

contrived and concluded for the best.

For do but imagine an appetite, or faculty, altered ; or

a change in the object prepared to gratify it, in any re

spect. Suppose a material alteration , or considerable dif

ference in nature , and we shall easily perceive, it would

be a manifold disadvantage, either to individuals, or to

the whole. Suppose the earth otherwise than it is, or the

atmosphere and surrounding air to be varied , and in any

degree more rarefied or more condensed ; suppose the ele

ment of water greatly increased , or considerably dimi

nished ; or the sun's blazing orb fixed nearer, and its

vertical beams therefore stronger, or suppose it more re

mote, and its heat sensibly abated, the alteration would be

a misfortune, if the difference did not terminate in misery

and destruction . So that from the present adjustment,

proportion, and accommodation of all matters in the wide

Ii2
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creation, the consequence is fairly drawn, and very evident,

that “ God is good to all, and his tender mercies are over

all his works.”

This is certain of the whole of God's works, and is

peculiarly apparent in man , the principal inhabitant of

this earth . For, as his welfare, dignity, and satisfaction ,

nay his happiness, and even the end of his being, depend

on , and arise from , his regularity and constancy in virtue,

what an infinite concern hath the Deity expressed about

it ? What, that can consist with liberty, hath been omitted

by supreme wisdom , in this most important affair ? To

incline him to be moderate in all his gratifications, true

pleasure proceeds from nothing else. To keep off intem

perate indulgence, and to guard him against all voluptu

ous excesses, it is so ordained, that extravagance and

inconvenience are near together, and that vice and pain

are , though not immediate and inseparable associates,

never far asunder ; and that it is impossible for that soul

to be calm and at ease, which iniquity has stained, and

which impenitent guilt corrodes.

The parts of man's body are wonderfully designed, and

curiously constructed ; regularly disposed of, and most

accurately proportioned for the safety and advantage of the

whole. As apt as we may be to quarrel with our nature,

suppose an instinct was struck out of our frame, or a sin

gle passion taken from us ; suppose our senses any ways

altered, by being either strengthened, or impaired ; or

even reason refined and abstracted to such a degree as to

render us wholly negligent of food and raiment, necessary

exercises, and secular concerns ; in any of these instances,

the imaginary emendation would be a real deficiency, and

a proportionable deduction from the moment and quantity

of our happiness.

It is evidently the same with respect to all the other

creatures we are acquainted with. Their nature and con

dition, their qualities and circumstances, are so adapted to

one another, that, as the intellectual powers of a being of

a more exalted nature would not probably suit an inha
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bitant of this lower world , so neither would the capacities

of human nature guide the fowls of the air, or conduct the

beasts of the field, to so much happiness, as they find, by

following the motions and impulses of sense and instinct.

And if reflection, enlarged ideas, and moral discrimination,

be denied them, it is plainly because they would be a

burden and a misfortune, rather than a benefit to them .

But these universal notices, and undeniable testimonies

of divine goodness, throughout the animated regions of

earth, sea, and air, in the propriety and suitableness of

creatures to their state, and objects to their appetites, are

too evident and obvious to all men to need enlargement.

God's works are all wonderful; and in wisdom , and with

goodness, hath he made them .

SECONDLY : This attribute is likewise illustriously dis

played in the divine providence and government of the

creation , though our faculties are too limited and scanty,

and our views too narrow and imperfect, to trace its secret

and mysterious ways.

An omnipotent support, and a perfectly wise direction,

are evident in the laws established, and regularly observed

through all the divine productions in heaven above, or on

the earth beneath . Neither have the most celebrated

philosophers been able, with all their boasted sagacity,

and after all their laborious researches into the volume of

nature, to assign any other cause , but an invisible agency,

and an immediate energy of providence, for mutual attrac

tion in bodies, and the determination of all portions of

matter to their centre ; for the great strength of appetite,

instinct , and sagacity, in animals ; that the prevalence and

continuance thereof should be so precisely and exactly

commensurate to the occasions which require them , and

that they should be no longer urgent, than for the time

necessary, as in the affection for their young. All which

do greatly illustrate the wisdom and goodness of God's

administration , and superintending care .

Holy writ elegantly and emphatically describes the ex

cellence of goodness in the Divine providence, in various
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places, particularly in this Psalm , of which my text is a

part. “ The eyes of all wait upon thee : thou givest them

their meat in due season . Thou openest thine hand, and

satisfiest the desires of every living thing. Behold” saith

our blessed Saviour, “ the fowls of the air, for they sow

not, neither do they reap, nor gather into barns; yet your

heavenly Father feedeth them . Consider the lilies of the

field, how they grow ; they toil not, neither do they spin ;

and yet I say unto you, that Solomon in all his glory was

not arrayed like one of these.” Not one individual can be

so minute and inconsiderable as to escape the notice of

Heaven's all-surveying eye ; nor one so importantly large,

and seemingly self-sufficient, as to subsist a moment with

out the Divine support. By him all things consist :

“ The Lord is good to all, and his tender mercies are over

all his works."

But man appears the distinguished charge of the bene

ficent Creator ; and unless providence had connected

rational beings by the peculiar strong ties of mutual obli

gation , perpetual dependency, and inseparable interest ,

they would , of all creatures, be the most destitute and

miserable ; for there is not one that in the first stages of

its existence is so totally helpless, and absolutely insuf

ficient for its own preservation, support, or defence, as

man . Therefore parental tenderness is both early and

passionate, permanent and lasting. Our social disposi

tions and affections are enlarged to the utmost limits, and

continue with us in the concluding decays, and last end of

this mortal life ; that we may always love one another,

and glorify “ the Lord who is good to all, and whose tender

mercies are over all his works.”

The consequences, in the last place, which result from the

arguments you have heard , are so obvious, that I make

no doubt but your own thoughts have already anticipated

them . Ingratitude among men hath in every age, and every

region of the earth , been an object of general detesta

tion , and universally accounted a glaring indication of de

pravity of heart. If the case stand thus among mortals,
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This un

of man .

whose common interests require a reciprocation of kind

ness and beneficence, how greatly is the crime aggravated,

when it is committed against that Being, whose goodness

towards the sons of men is perfectly disinterested ! The

exertions of Divine providence in our behalf tend solely

to our own welfare ; nor can any thing we do in return

contribute, in the smallest degree, to the augmentation of

the happiness of the Almighty Benefactor.

questionably ought to be sufficient to exact from us the

most profound veneration , the most fervent gratitude, and

implicit obedience to his sacred laws.

David, after having enumerated the tender mercies of

God, is penetrated with the strongest sense of devotion .

My mouth,” he exclaims, “ shall speak the praise of the

Lord ; and let all flesh bless his holy name for ever and

ever. ” Such was the tribute which the royal psalmist

thought due to the Deity for the creation and preservation

The debt is accumulated to us in an infinite pro

portion ; for while we are bounden to the same return for

the same benefits voluntarily conferred upon us, a grander

obligation is superadded to that for the “ means of grace,

and for the hope of glory .” Were the mercies of the

Lord limited to the tenure of our present existence, great

and glorious as they are, the human mind would be

clouded by the consciousness that a very
few years must

exclude us for ever from the participatio
n

of them . But

since the gracious rays of life and immortality have dissi

pated the gloom that hung upon futurity, since, by the

propitiatory sacrifice of the Son of God, death is disarmed

of his sting, and the grave deprived of its victory, Divine

goodness hath received its perfect consummati
on

.

If gratitude, praise, and adoration, therefore, be due to

the Author of our being for those blessings which we

enjoy at present, it is no less our highest interest so to

use them in this previous state of trial, that we may

finally exchange them for those purer and incorruptible

treasures reserved for the righteous in the kingdom of

heaven.
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Which that we may all do, may that God who created

and preserves us, grant, through the merits and mediation

of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ !

SERMON XXII.

“ He that eateth and drinketh unworthily, eateth and drinketh damnation

to himself.” I Cor. xi. 29 .

The celebration of the sacrament is generally acknow

ledged, by the Christian church, to be the highest act of

devotion, and the most solemn part of positive religion,

and has, therefore, most engaged the attention of those,

who either profess to teach the way to happiness, or en

deavour to learn it, and, like all other subjects, frequently

discussed by men of various interests, dispositions, and

capacities, has given rise to various opinions, widely dif

ferent from each other.

Such is the weakness of mankind , that one errour,

whether admitted, or detected , is very often the cause of

another. Those who reject any opinion, however justly,

are commonly incited by their zeal to condemn every po

sition, in which they discover any affinity with the tenets

which they oppose, of which they have been long accus

tomed to show the falsehood and the danger, and, there

fore, imagine themselves nearer to truth and safety, in

proportion as they recede from them. For this reason it

sometimes happens that in passionate contests, and dispu

tations long continued, each controvertist succeeds in the

confutation of his adversary's positions, and each fails in

the establishment of his own .

In this manner have writers, of different persuasions,

treated on the worthiness required of those who partake
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of the Lord's supper ; a quality, not only necessary to

procure the favour of God, and to give efficacy to the in

stitution, but so strictly enjoined in the words of the

text, that to approach the holy table without it, is to

pervert the means of salvation , and to turn prayer into

sin .

The ardour and vehemence with which those are con

demned who eat and drink unworthily, have filled the

melancholy, the timorous, and the humble, with unneces

sary terrours, which have been sometimes so much in

creased by the injudicious zeal of writers, erroneously

pious, that they have conceived the danger of attempting

to obey this precept of our Saviour more formidable than

that of neglecting it, and have spent the greatest part of

their lives in the omission of a duty of the highest import

ance ; or, being equally terrified on either hand, have

lived in anguish and perplexity, under a constant sense of

thè necessity of doing what they cannot, in their opinion,

do in an acceptable manner, and which, of course, they

shall either do, or omit, at the utmost hazard of eternal

happiness.

Such exalted piety, such unshaken virtue, such an uni

form ardour of divine affections, and such a constant prac

tice of religious duties, have been represented as so

indispensably necessary to a worthy reception of this sa

crament, as few men have been able to discover in those

whom they most esteem for their purity of life, and which

no man's conscience will, perhaps, suffer him to find in

himself; and, therefore, those who know themselves not

to have arrived at such elevated excellence, who struggle

with passions which they cannot wholly conquer, and be

wail infirmities, which yet they perceive to adhere to them ,

are frighted from an act of devotion , of which they have

been taught to believe, that it is so scarcely to be per

formed worthily by an embodied spirit that it requires

the holiness of angels, and the uncontaminated raptures

of paradise.

Thus it appeared, that, instead of being excited to ar
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dent desires of perfection , and unwearied endeavours after

the utmost height of sanctity , not only the sensual and

the profligate were hardened in their wickedness, by con

ceiving a life of piety too hard to be borne, but the diffi

dent and scrupulous were terrified into despair, considered

vigilance and caution as unavailing fatigues, remitted

their ardour, relaxed their diligence, and ceased to pursue

what they could no longer hope to attain .

To remove these doubts, and disperse these apprehen

sions, doctrines of very different tendency have been in

dustriously promoted ; lower degrees of piety have been

declared sufficient, and the dangers of reception have been

extenuated ; nor have any arts of interpretation been un

tried, or any conjecture, which sagacity or learning could

produce, been forgotten , to assign to the words of the

text a sense less to be dreaded by the unworthy commu

nicant. But by these opinions, imprudently inculcated,

many have been misled to consider the sacrament as little

more than a cursory act of devotion ; the exhortations of

the apostle have lost their efficacy , and the terrours of the

Lord, with which he enforces them , have no longer re

pressed the licentiousness of the profligate, or disturbed

the indolence of the supine. Religion has sunk into cere

mony ; God has, without fear, been approached with the

lips, when the heart has been far from him ; and the sup

per of the Lord has been frequented by those, of whom it

could not be perceived, that they were very solicitous to

avoid the guilt of unworthy communication.

Thus have different interpretations of the same text

produced errours equally dangerous, and which might

have been equally obviated, by a careful attention to the

nature and institution of the sacrament, an unprejudiced

examination of the position of the apostle, and the com

parison of this passage with other comminations ; methods

of inquiry, which, in the explication of doubtful texts of

Scripture, ought always to be observed , and by which it

may be proved, to the comfort of the depressed, and the

confirmation of the doubtful, that the sin of unworthy re
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ception, though great, is yet to be pardoned ; and to the

restraint of the presumptuous, and confusion of the pro

fane, that the preparation required is strict, though prac

ticable, and the denunciation such as ought to terrify the

negligent, though not discourage the pious.

When eternal punishments are denounced against any

crime, it is always evidently the intention of the writer to

declare and enforce to those, that are yet innocent, the

duty of avoiding them , and to those, who have already

committed them , the necessity of repentance, reformation,

and future caution . For it is not the will of God, that

any should perish , but that all should repent, and be

saved. It is not by one act of wickedness, that infinite

mercy will be kindled to everlasting anger, and the bene

ficent Father of the universe for ever alienated from his

creatures ; but by a long course of crimes, deliberately

committed against the convictions of conscience, and the

admonitions of grace ; by a life spent in guilt, and con

cluded without repentance. " No drunkard or extor

tioner," says the apostle, " shall inherit eternal life." Yet

shall no man be excluded from future happiness, by a

single instance, or even by long habits of intemperance,

or extortion . Repentance and new life will efface his

crimes, reinstate him in the favour of his Judge, restore

him to those promises which he has forfeited, and open

the paths to eternal happines.

Such is the crime of unworthy reception of the holy

sacrament, by which “ he that eateth and drinketh unwor

thily, eateth and drinketh damnation to himself;" to

which no man can come unprepared, or partake of, if he

is divested of the intentions suitable to so solemn a part

of divine worship , without adding to the number of his

sins, and, by a necessary consequence , to the danger of

his soul. But though the soul is , by such an act of wick

edness, endangered , it is not necessarily destroyed, or ir

reversibly condemned. He that eateth and drinketh un

worthily, contributes, indeed, by eating and drinking, to

his own damnation, as he that engages in fraudulent, or
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unlawful commerce, may be said , with great propriety,

to traffick for damnation , or to set his soul to sale ; yet as

it is certain , that fraud is not unpardonable, if it shall

afterwards give way to justice, so neither is the profana

tion of the sacrament a crime, which the goodness ofGod

cannot forgive, if it be succeeded by true devotion . The

whole life of man is a state of probation ; he is always in

danger, and may be always in hope . As no short fervours

of piety, nor particular acts of beneficence, however ex

alted, can secure him from the possibility of sinking into

wickedness, so no neglect of devotion, nor the commission

of any crimes, can preclude the means of grace , or the

hope of glory. He that has eaten and drunk unworthily

may nter into salvation, by repentance and amendment;.

as he that has eaten and drunk worthily may, by negli

gence or presumption , perish everlastingly.

This account of the guilt of unworthy reception makes

it necessary to inquire, whether by the original word in

the text be meant, as it is translated, damnation, the eter

nal punishments of a future state ; or, as it is more fre

quently interpreted, condemnation, temporary judgments,

or worldly afflictions. For, from either sense , the enormity

of the crime, and the anger of God enkindled by it, is suf

ficiently apparent. Every act of wickedness that is pu

nished with immediate vengeance, will, if it be aggravated

by repetitions, or not expiated by repentance, incur final

condemnation ; for temporal punishments are the merciful

admonitions of God, to avoid, by a timely change of con

duct, that state in which there is no repentance, and

those pains which can have no end. So that the confi

dent and presumptuous, though it should be allowed that

only temporal punishments are threatened in the text,

are to remember, that, without reformation, they will

be only aggravations of the crime, and that, at the

last day, those who could not be awakened to a just re

verence of this divine institution , will be deprived of the

benefits of that death, of which it was established as a

perpetual commemoration . And those who are depressed
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by unnecessary terrours, may repel any temptations to

despondency, by considering, that the crime of unworthy

communication is, like all others, only unpardoned, where

it is unrepented.

Having thus shown the danger incurred by an unwor

thy reception of the sacrament, it is necessary to inquire

how it may be avoided, and to consider,

FIRST : What it is to eat and drink unworthily.

SECONDLY : By what means a man may become a

worthy partaker of the Lord's supper.

FIRST : I am to consider what it is to eat and drink

unworthily.

The unworthiness with which the Corinthians are up

braided by the apostle, was, in part, such as the present

regulated establishment of Christianity, and the assistance

which religion receives from the civil power, make it un

necessary to censure , since it is not now committed even

by the most presumptuous, negligent, or profane. It was

a practice amongst them to assemble at the holy table in

à tumultuous manner, and to celebrate the eucharist

with indecency and riot. But though such open profana

tion of this sacred ordinance is not now to beapprehended,

and, therefore, no man needs to be cautioned against it,

yet the cause which produced it is such, as we cannot too

anxiously fear, or too diligently avoid ; for its influences

are various and extensive, and often weaken the efficacy

of the sacrament, though they produce no apparent dis

orders in the celebration of it.

The Corinthians fell into this enormous sin , says the

apostle, “ not discerning the Lord's body,” for want of

discerning the importance and sanctity of the institution,

and of distinguishing the Lord's body from the common

elements of bread and wine, exhibited on common occa

sions of festive jollity. It is, therefore, the first duty of

every Christian to discern the Lord's body, or to impress

upon his mind a just idea of this act of commemoration ,

of the commands by which it is enforced, of the great sa

crifice which it represents, and of the benefits which it
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produces. Without these reflections, often repeated , and

made habitual by long and fervent meditation , every one

will be in danger of eating and drinking unworthily, of

receiving the sacrament without sufficient veneration ,

without that ardent gratitude for the death of Christ, and

that steady confidence in his merits, by which the sacra

ment is made efficacious to his salvation ; for of what use

can it be to commemorate the death of the Redeemer of

mankind without faith , and without thankfulness ? Such

a celebration of the sacrament is nothing less than a

mockery of God, an act by which we “ approach him with

our lips, when our hearts are far from him ; " and as such

insincerity and negligence cannot but be, in a very high

degree, criminal; as he that eateth and drinketh thus un

worthily cannot but promote his own damnation, it is ne

cessary to inquire,

SECONDLY : By what means a man may become a

worthy partaker of the Lord's supper.

The method by which we are directed by the apostle to

prepare ourselves for the sacrament, is that of self-exami

nation, which implies a careful regulation of our lives by

the rules of the gospel ; for to what purpose is our con

duct to be examined , but that it may be amended, where

it appears erroneous and defective ? The duty of exami

nation , therefore, is only mentioned, and repentance and

reformation are supposed, with great reason , inseparable

from it ; for nothing is more evident, than that we are to

inquire into the state of our souls, as into affairs of less

importance, with a view to avoid danger, or to secure

happiness. When we inquire with regard to our faith ,

whether it be sufficiently vigorous or powerful, whether

it regularly influences our conduct, restrains our pas

sions, and moderates our desires ; what is intended by

the duty, but that if we find ourselves Christians only in

name, if we discover that the example of our Divine

Master has little force upon our constant conversation ,

and that God is seldom in our thoughts, except in the

solemn acts of stated worship , we must then endeavour
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to invigorate our faith by returning frequently to meditate

upon the objects of it, our creation, our redemption, the

means of grace and the hope of glory ; and to enlighten

our understandings, and awaken our affections, by the

perusal of writings of piety, and, above all, of the Holy

Scriptures.

If any man in his examination of life, discovers that he

has been guilty of fraud, extortion , or injury to his neigh

bour, he is to make reparation to his utmost power. If

he finds maliceor hatred lurking in his mind, he must ex

pel them by a strong resolution never to comply with

their motions, or to suffer them to break out in any real

act of revenge. If he observes that he is often betrayed,

by passions, or appetites, into unlawful methods of grati

fying them , he must resolve to restrain them for the fu

ture, by watching and fasting, by a steady temperance

and perpetual vigilance.

But let him beware of vain confidence in his own firm

ness, and implore, by fervent and sincere prayer, the co

operation of God's grace with his endeavours ; for by

grace alone can we hope to resist the numberless tempta

tions that perpetually surround us ; by grace only can we

reject the solicitations of pleasure, repress the motions of

anger, and turn away from the allurements of ambition .

And this grace, when sincerely implored, is always

granted in a degree sufficient for our salvation ; and it

ought, therefore, to be one of the first parts of our prepa

ration for the sacrament, to press for that grace, without

which our examination itself will be useless, because,

without it no pious resolution can be formed, nor any vir

tue be practised.

As therefore, it is only by an habitual andan habitual and unrepented

unworthiness that damnation is incurred , let no man be

harassed with despondency for any past irreverence or

coldness ! As the sacrament was instituted for one of

the means of grace, let no one , who sincerely desires the

salvation of his own soul, neglect to receive it ; and as

eternal punishment is denounced by the apostle against
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all those who receive it unworthily, let no man approach

the table of the Lord, without repentance of his former

sins , stedfast purposes of a new life, and full confidence in

his merits, whose death is represented by it.

SERMON XXIII .

[PREACHED ON THE THIRTIETH OF JANUARY.]

“ Where envying and strife is, there is confusion. JAMES iii . 16.

That the life of man is unhappy, that his days are not

only few , but evil, that he is surrounded by dangers, dis

tracted by uncertainties, and oppressed by calamities,

requires no proof. This is a truth, which every man con

fesses, or which he that denies it, denies it against con

viction . Accordingly we find the miseries of our present

state lamented by writers of every class, from the inspired

teachers of religion , who admonish us of our frailty and

infelicity, that they may incite us to labour after a better

state , where “ there is fulness of joy, and pleasures for

evermore," to the vainest and loosest author, whose de

sign is to teach methods, not of improving, but of wasting

time, and whose doctrine St. Paul, speaking in a bor

rowed character, has well expressed in one short sentence,

“ Let us eat and drink , for to -morrow we die."

When such is the condition of beings, not brute and

savage, but endowed with reason , and united in society,

who would not expect tħat they should join in a perpetual

confederacy against the certain, or fortuitous, troubles to

which they are exposed that they should universally co

operate in the proportion of universal felicity ? that every

man should easilydiscover that his own happiness is con

nected with that of every other man ? that thousands and

millions should continue together, as partakers of one

common nature ? and that every eye should be vigilant,
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and every hand active, for the confirmation of ease , and

the prevention of misfortune ?

This expectation might be formed by speculative wis

dom , but experience will soon dissipate the pleasing illu

sion . A slight survey of life will show that, instead of

hoping to be happy in the general felicity, every man

pursues a private and independent interest, proposes to

himself some peculiar convenience, and prizes it more,

as it is less attainable by others.

When the ties of society are thus broken, and the

general good of mankind is subdivided into the separate

advantages of individuals, it must necessarily happen, that

many will desire what few can possess, and consequently,

that some will be fortunate by the disappointment, or

defeat, of others, and, since no man suffers disappoint

ment without pain, that one must become miserable by

another's happiness.

This is, however, the natural condition of human life.

As it is not possible for a being, necessitous and insuf

ficient as man, to act wholly without regard to his inte

rest, so it is difficult for him to place his interest at

such a distance from him, as to act with constant and

uniform diligence, in hopes only of happiness flowing

back upon him in its circulation through a whole com

munity, to seek his own good , only by seeking the good

of all others, of many whom he cannot know, and of

many whom he cannot love. Such a diffusion of interest,

such sublimation of self-love, is to all difficult, because it

so places the end at a great distance from the endeavour ;

it is to many impossible, because to many the end, thus re

moved, will be out of sight. And so great are the numbers

of those whose views either nature has bounded , or cor

ruption has contracted, that whoever labours only for the

publick will soon be left to labour alone, and driven from

his attention to the universe, which his single care will

very little benefit, to the inspection of his own business,

and the prosecution of his private wishes. Every man

has, in the present state of things, wants which cannot

KkVOL. IX .
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wait for publick plenty, and vexations which must be

quieted before the days of universal peace. And no man

can live only for others, unless he could persuade others

to live only for him .

The misery of the world, therefore, so far as it arises

from inequality of conditions, is incurable. These are

desires, which almost all feel, but which all cannot gra

tify. Every man may , without a crime, study his own

happiness, if he be careful not to impede, by design, the

happiness of others. In the race of life, some must gain

the prize, and others must lose it ; bụt the prize is ho

nestly gained by him who outruns his competitor, without

endeavouring to overthrow him.

In the prosecution of private interest, which providence

has either ordained, or permitted, there must necessarily

be some kind of strife. Where blessings are thrown be

fore us , as the reward of industry, there must be a con

stant struggle of emulation . But this strife would be

without confusion, if it were regulated by reason and re

ligion, if men would endeavour after lawful ends by law

ful means.

But as there is a laudable desire of meliorating the con

dition of life which communities may not only allow , but

encourage, as the parent of useful arts, by which first ne

cessity was supplied, and conveniencies will always be

multiplied ; as there is likewise an honest contention for

preference and superiority, by which the powers of greater

minds are pushed into action, and the ancient boundaries

of science are overpast ; so there is likewise a strife , of a

pernicious and destructive kind, which daily disturbs the

quiet of individuals, and too frequently obstructs, or dis

turbs, the happiness of nations ; a strife which always

terminates in confusion , and which it is , therefore, every

man's duty to avoid himself, and every man's interest to

repress in others.

This strife, of which cometh confusion, the apostle has,

in his prohibition , joined with envying. And daily expe

rience will prove, that he has joined them with great pro
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priety ; for, perhaps, there has seldom been any great and

lasting strife in the world , of which envy was not either

the original motive, or the most forcible incentive. The

ravages of religious enthusiasts, and the wars kindled by

difference of opinions, may, perhaps, be considered as ca

lamities, which cannot properly be imputed to envy ; yet

even these may often be justly suspected of arising from no

higher or nobler causes. A man convinced of the truth

of his own tenets, wishing the happiness of others, and

considering happiness as the certain consequence of truth ,

is necessarily prompted to extend his opinions, and to fill

the world with proselytes. But surely pure zeal cannot

carry him beyond warm dispute, and earnest exhortation ;

because by dispute and exhortation alone can real pro

selytes be made. Violence may extort confession from

the tongue, but the mind must remain unchanged . Opi

nion , whether false or true, whether founded on evidence ,

or raised by prejudice, stands equally unshaken in the

tempests of commotion , and sets at defiance the flames of

hostility, and the sword of persecution.

No man, whose reason is not darkened by some inordi

nate perturbation of mind, can possibly judge so absurdly

of beings, partakers of the same nature with himself, as

to imagine that any opinion can be recommended by cru

elty and mischief, or that he, who cannot perceive the

force of argument, will be more efficaciously instructed

by penalties and tortures. The power of punishment is to

silence, not to confute. It, therefore, can never serve for

the effectual propagation, or obstruction , of doctrines. It

may , indeed, sometimes hinder the dissemination of false

hood, and check the progress of errour, but can never

promote the reception of truth .

Whenever, therefore, we find the teacher jealous of the

honour of his sect, and apparently more solicitous to see

his opinions established than approved , we may conclude

that he has added envy to his zeal; and that he feels

more pain from the want of victory, than pleasure from

the enjoyment of truth ,

K k 2
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It is the present mode of speculation to charge these

men with total hypocrisy, as wretches who have no other

design but that of temporal advancement, and consider

religion only as one of the means by which power is

gained, or wealth accumulated. But this chargé, what

ever may have been the depravity of single persons,

is by no means generally true . The persecutor and

enthusiast have often been superiour to the desire of

worldly possessions, or, at least have been abstracted

from it by stonger passions. There is a kind of mer

cantile speculation, which ascribes every action to in

terest, and considers interest as only another name for

pecuniary advantage. But the boundless variety of hu

man affections is not to be thus easily circumscribed .

Causes and effects, motives and actions, are complicated

and diversified without end. Many men make party sub

servient to personal purposes ; and many likewise suffer

all private considerations to be absorbed and lost in their

zeal for some publick cause . But envy still operates,

however various in its appearance, however disguised by

specious pretences, or however removed from notice by

intermediate causes. All violence, beyond the necessity of

self -defence, is incited by the desire of humbling the op

ponent, and, whenever it is applied to the decision of re

ligious questions, aims at conquest, rather than con

version .

Since, therefore, envy is found to operate so often, and

so secretly, and the strife which arises from it is certain to

end in confusion , it is surely the duty of every man , who

desires the prosperity of his country, as connected with a

particular community, or the general happiness of the

world , as allied to general humanity,

FIRST : To consider, by what tokens he may discover

in himself, or others, that strife which springs from envy,

and ends in confusion.

SECONDLY : What are the evils produced by that

confusion which proceeds from strife.

FIRST : Let us consider, by what tokens we may dis
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cover in ourselves, or others, that strife which springs from

envy, and ends in confusion.

That strife may well be supposed to proceed from some

corrupt passion , which is carried on with vehemence dis

proportioned to the importance of the end openly proposed.

Men naturally value ease and tranquillity at a very high

rate, and will not, on very small causes, either suffer la

bour, or excite opposition . When, therefore, any man

voluntarily engages in tasks of difficulty, and incurs dan

ger, or suffers hardships, it must be imagined that he pro

poses to himself some reward , more than equivalent to

the comforts which he thus resigns, and of which he

seems to triumph in the resignation ; and if it cannot be

found that his labours tend to the advancement of some

end, worthy of so much assiduity, he may justly be sup

posed to have formed to himself some imaginary interest,

and to seek his gratification, not in that which he himself

gains, but which another loses.

It is a token that strife proceeds from unlawful motives,

when it is prosecuted by unlawful means. He that seeks

only the right, and only for the sake of right, will not

easily suffer himself to be transported beyond the just and

allowed methods of attaining it. To do evil that good

may come, can never be the purpose of a man who has not

perverted his morality by some false principle ; and false

principles are not so often collected by the judgment, as

snatched up by the passions. The man whose duty gives

way to his convenience, who, when once he has fixed his

eye upon a distant end, hastens to it by violence over for

bidden ground, or creeps on towards it through the crook

ed paths of fraud and stratagem , as he has evidently some

other guide than the word of God, must be supposed to

have likewise some other purpose than the glory of God ,

or the benefit of man .

The evidence of corrupt designs is much strengthened,

when unlawful means are used, in preference to those

which are recommended by reason , and warranted by jus

tice .
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When that which would have been granted to request,

or yielded to remonstrance, is wantonly seized by sudden

violence, it is apparent that violence is chosen for its own

sake, and that the claimant pleases himself, not with the

possession , but the power by which it was gained, and

the mortification of him , to whom his superiority has not

allowed the happiness of choice, but has at once taken

from him the honour of keeping, and the credit of resign

ing

There is another token that strife is produced by the

predominance of some vitious passion , when it is carried

on against natural or legal superiority. This token, though,

perhaps, it is not very frequently fallacious, is not equally

certain with the former ; because that superiority which

nature gives, or institutions establish, too frequently incites

insolence, or oppression ; such insolence as may justly be

restrained , and such oppression as may be lawfully re

sisted . Many modes of tyranny have been practised in the

world, of which it is more natural to ask, with wonder,

why they were submitted to so long, than why they were

at last opposed and quelled. But if history and experi

ence inform us that power and greatness grow wanton and

licentious, that wealth and prosperity elate the mind, and

enslave the understanding to desire, and when men once

find that no one has power to control them , they are sel

dom very attentive to justice, or very careful to control

themselves ; history and experience will likewise show

us, that the contrary condition has its temptations and its

crimes, that he, who considers himself as subject to an

other, and liable to suffer by caprice or wickedness, often

anticipates the evils of his state, imagines himself to feel

what he only fears, and imputes every failure of negli

gence, or start of passion, to studied tyranny and settled

malevolence . To be inferiour is necessarily unpleasing ; to

be placed in a state of inferiority to those who have no

eminent abilities, or transcendent merit, (which must hap

pen in all political constitutions,) increases the uneasiness ;

and every man finds in himself a strong inclination to
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throw down from their elevated state those whom he obeys

without approbation, whom he reverences without esteem .

When the passions are once in motion, they are not easily

appeased, or checked . He that has once concluded it law

ful to resist power, when it wants merit, will soon find a

want of merit, to justify his resistance of power.

Thus, if we consider the conduct of individuals towards

each other, we shall commonly find the labourer murmur

ing at him who seems to live by easier means. We shall

hear the poor repining that others are rich , and even the

rich speaking with malignity of those who are still richer

than themselves.

And if we survey the condition of kingdoms and com

monwealths, it will always be observed, that governours

are censured , that every mischief of chance is imputed to

ill designs, and that nothing can persuade mankind , that .

they are not injured by an administration, either unskilful,

or corrupt. It is very difficult always to do right. To seem

always to do right to those who desire to discover wrong,

is scarcely possible. Every man is ready to form expecta

tions in his own favour, such as never can be gratified, and

which will yet raise complaints, if they are disappointed.

Such is commonly the disposition with which men look

upon those who are placed above them, and with such

dispositions we cannot hope that they should be often

pleased. Life is a state of imperfection ; and yet every

man exacts from his superiours consummate wisdom, and

unfailing virtue, and, whenever he sees, or believes him

self to see, either vice or errour, thinks himself at liberty

to loosen the ties of duty, and pass the boundaries of sub

ordination , without considering that of such strife there

must come confusion, or without knowing, what we shall

consider,

SECONDLY : The evils and mischiefs produced by that

confusion which arises from strife.

That the destruction of order, and the abolition of stated

regulations, must fill the world with uncertainty, distrac

tion, and solicitude, is apparent without any long deduc
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tion of argument. Yet it has too frequently happened,

that those who either feel their wishes restrained , see their

fortunes wearing away , or imagine their merit neglected,

and their abilities employed upon business unworthy of

their attention , desire times of tumult and disturbance, as

affording the fairest opportunities for the active and saga

cious to distinguish themselves, and as throwing open the

avenues of wealth and honour, to be entered by those who

have the greatest quickness of discernment, and celerity of

dispatch. In times of peace every thing proceeds in a

train of regularity, and there is no sudden advantage to

be snatched, nor any unusual change of condition to be

hoped. But when sedition and uproar have once silenced

and confounded property, then is the hour when

chance begins to predominate in the world, when every

man may hope without bounds, and those who know how

to improve the lucky moment, may gain in a day what no

length of labour could have procured, without the concur

rence of casual advantage.

This is the expectation which makes some hasten on

confusion, and others look with concern at its approach .

But what is this other than gaining by universal misery,

supplying by force the want of right, and rising to sudden

elevation , by a sudden downfal of others ?

The great benefit of society is that the weak are pro

tected against the strong. The great evil of confusion is

that the world is thrown into the hands, not of the best,

but of the strongest ; that all certainty of possession or

acquisition is destroyed ; that every man's care is confined

to his own interest; and that general negligence of the

general good makes way for general licentiousness.

Of the strife, which this day brings back to our remem

brance, we may observe, that it had all the tokens of

strife proceeding from envy. The rage of the faction

which invaded the rights of the church and monarchy,

was disproportionate to the provocation received. The

violence with which hostility was prosecuted, was more

than the cause , that was publickly avowed, could incite or
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justify. Personal resentment was apparent in the perse

cution of particular men, and the bitterness of faction

broke out in all the debates upon publick questions. No

securities could quiet suspicion, no concessions could sa

tisfy exorbitance. Usurpation was added to usurpation ;

demard was accumulated on demand ; and, when war had

decided against loyalty, insult was added to insult, and

exaction to exaction .

As the end was unjust, the means likewise were illegal.

The power of the faction commenced by clamour, was

promoted by rebellion , and established by murder ; by

murder of the most atrocious kind, deliberate, contume

lious, and cruel ; by murder, not necessary even to the

safety of those by whom it was committed , but chosen in

preference to any other expedient for security.

This war certainly did not want the third token of strife

proceeding from envy. It was a war of the rabble against

their superiours ; a war, in which the lowest and basest of

the people were encouraged by men a little higher than

themselves, to lift their hands against their ecclesiastical

and civil governours , and by which those who were grown

impatient of obedience, endeavoured to obtain the power

of commanding

This strife, as we all know, ended in confusion . Our

laws were overruled, our rights were abolished. The

soldier seized upon the property, the fanatick rushed into

the church . The usurpers gave way to other usurpers ;

the schismaticks were thrust out by other schismaticks ;

the people felt nothing from their masters but alternatives

of oppression, and heard nothing from their teachers but

varieties of errour .

Such was the strife, and such was the confusion. Such

are the evils which God sometimes permits to fall upon

nations, when they stand secure in their own greatness,

and forget their dependence on universal sovereignty,

depart from the laws of their Maker, corrupt the purity of

his worship, or swerve from the truth of his revelation.

Such evils surely we have too much reason to fear again ,
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for we have no right to charge our ancestors with having

provoked them by crimes greater than our own.

Let us, therefore, be warned by the calamities of past

ages ; and those miseries which are due to our sins, let us

avert by our penitence. “ Let the wicked forsake his ways,

and the unrighteous man his thoughts, and let him return

unto the Lord , and he will have mercy upon him, and to

our God, and he will abundantly pardon .”

SERMON XXIV.

“ When the righteous are in authority, the people rejoice . ” Prov . xxix. 2 .

That the institutions of government owe their original,

like other human actions, to the desire of happiness, is

not to be denied ; nor is it less generally allowed , that

they have been perverted to very different ends from those

which they were intended to promote. This is a truth ,

which it would be very superfluous to prove by authorities,

or illustrate by examples. Every page of history, whether

sacred or profane, will furnish us abundantly with in

stances of rulers that have deviated from justice, and sub

jects that have forgotten their allegiance; of nations ruined

by the tyranny of governours, and of governours overborne

by the madness of the populace. Instead of a concurrence

between governour and subjects for their mutual advan

tage, they seem to have considered each other, not as

allies or friends, to be aided or supported, but as enemies,

whose prosperity was inconsistent with their own, and

who were, therefore, to be subdued by open force, or sub

jected by secret stratagems.

Thus have slavery and licentiousness succeeded one

another, and anarchy and despotick power alternately pre

vailed . Virtue has, at one time, stood exposed to the

punishments of vice ; and vice , at another time, enjoyed
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the security and privileges of virtue. Nor have commu

nities suffered more, when they were exposed to the pas

sions and caprices of one man , however cruel, ambitious,

or insolent, than when all restraint has been taken off the

actions of men by publick confusions, and every one left

at full liberty to indulge his own desires, and comply,

without fear of punishment, with his wildest imaginations.

Man is, for the most part, equally unhappy, when sub

x jected, without redress, to the passions of another, or left,

without control, to the dominion of his own. This every

man , however unwilling he may be to own it of himself,

will very readily acknowledge of his neighbour. No man

knows any one, except himself, whom he judges fit to be

set free from the coercion of laws, and to be abandoned

entirely to his own choice. By this consideration have all

civilized nations been induced to the enactions of penal

laws, laws by which every man's danger becomes every

man's safety, and by which , though all are restrained, yet

all are benefited .

Government is, therefore, necessary, in the opinion of

every one, to the safety of particular men, and the hap

piness of society ; and it may be considered as a maxim

universally admitted , that “the people cannot rejoice, ex

cept the righteous are in authority ;" that no publick

prosperity, or private quiet, can be hoped for, but from the

justice and wisdom of those , to whom the administration

of affairs, and the execution of the laws, is committed . For

corrupt governments operate, with equal force and efficacy,

to the destruction of a people, as good governments to

their preservation .

But that authority may never swell into tyranny, or

languish into supineness, and that subjection may never

degenerate into slavery, nor freedom kindle into rebel

lion , it may be proper, both for those who are entrusted

with power, and those from whom obedience is required,

to consider,

FIRST : How much it is the duty of those in authority

to promote the happiness of the people.
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SECONDLY : By what means the happiness of the peo

ple may be most effectually promoted.

THIRDLY : How the people are to assist and further

the endeavours of their governours.

FIRST : How much it is the duty of those in authority

to promote the happiness of the people.

If it be true in general that no man is born merely for

his own sake, to consult his own advantage or pleasure,

unconnected with the good of others ; it is yet more evi

dently true of those who are exalted into high rank, dig

nified with honours, and vested with authority. Their

superiority is not to be considered as a sanction for lazi.

ness, or a privilege for vice. They are not to conceive,

that their passions are to be allowed a wider range , or

their appetites set more free from subjection to reason ,

than those of others. They are not to consult their own

glory, at the expense of the lives of others ; or to gratify

their avarice, by plundering those whom diligence and

labour have entitled to affluence. They are not to con

ceive that power gives a right to oppress, and to punish

those who murmur at oppression. They are to look upon

their power, and their greatness, as instruments placed in

their hands, to be employed for the publick advantage.

They are to remember they are placed upon an eminence,

that their examples may be more conspicuous, and that,

therefore, they must take care , lest they teach those vices

which they ought to suppress. They must reflect, that it

is their duty to secure property from the attempts of rapine

and robbery, and that those whom they protect will be

very little benefited by their care , if what they rescue from

others they take away themselves .

It appears from those struggles for dominion , which

have filled the world with war, bloodshed, and desolation,

and have torn in pieces almost all the states and king

doms of the earth , and from those daily contests for sub

ordinate authority, which disturb the quiet of smaller

societies, that there is somewhat in power more pleasing

than in any other enjoyment; and, consequently, to be
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stow upon man the happiness of ruling others, is to bestow

upon him the greatest benefit he is capable of receiving.

Nothing then can equal the obligation of governours to

the people, and nothing but the most flagrant ingratitude

can make them careless of the interests, or unconcerned at

the misfortunes, of those to whom they owe that, for

which no danger has been thought too dreadful to be en

countered, no labour too tedious to be undergone, and no

crime too horrible to be committed .

Gratitude is a species of justice. He that requites a

benefit may be said , in some sense, to pay a debt ; and,

of course , he that forgets favours received may be accused

of neglecting to pay what he cannot be denied to owe.

But this is not the only sense in which justice may be

said to require from the governour an attention to the

wants and petitions of the people. He that engages in

the management of publick business, takes a trust upon

him , which it was in his power to decline, and which he

is, therefore, bound to discharge with diligence and fide

lity ; a trust which is of the highest honour, because it is

of the greatest difficulty and importance, a trust which in

cludes, not only the care of the property, but the morals

of the people.

It is with the justest reason , that large revenues, pom

pous titles, and all that contributes to the happiness of

life, are annexed to these high offices ; for what reward

can be too great for him , to whom multitudes are indebted

for the secure enjoyment of their possessions ? for him ,

whose authority checks the progress of vice, and assists

the advancement of virtue, restrains the violence of the op

pressour, and asserts the cause of the injured ? These are ,

doubtless, merits above the common rate , merits which

can hardly be too loudly celebrated, or too liberally re

warded .

But it is always to be observed, that he only deserves

the recompense, who performs the work for which it is

proposed ; and that he who wears the honours, and re

ceives the revenues, of an exalted nation, without attend
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ing to the duties of his post, is, in a very high degree, cri.

minal, both in the eye of God and man .

It is, therefore, the certain and apparent duty of

those that are in authority, to take care that the peo

ple may rejoice, and diligently to inquire, what is to be

considered,

SECONDLY : By what means the happiness of the peo

ple may be most effectually promoted.

In political, as well as natural disorders, the greater

errour of those who commonly undertake, either cure or

preservation, is , that they rest in second causes, without

extending their search to the remote and original sources

of evil. They, therefore, obviate the immediate evil, but

leave the destructive principle to operate again ; and have

their work for ever to begin , like the husbandman who

mows down the heads of noisome weeds, instead of pulling

ир
the roots.

The only uniform and perpetual cause of publick hap

piness is publick virtue. The effects of all other things

which are considered as advantages, will be found casual

and transitory. Without virtue nothing can be securely

possessed, or properly enjoyed.

In a country like vurs, the great demand, which is for

ever repeated to our governours, is for the security of

property, the confirmation of liberty, and the extension

of commerce. All this we have obtained, and all this we

possess , in a degree which, perhaps, was never granted to

any other people. Yet we still find something wanting

to our happiness, and turn ourselves round on all sides,

with perpetual restlessness, to find that remedy for our

evils which neither power nor policy can afford .

That established property and inviolable freedom are

the greatest of political felicities, no man can be supposed

likely to deny. To depend on the will of another, to la

bour for that, of which arbitrary power can prohibit the

enjoyment, is the state to which want of reason has sub

jected the brute. To be happy we must know our own

rights ; andwe must know them to be safe,
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But though this knowledge be necessary to happiness,

this knowledge is not sufficient. Liberty , if not regulated

by virtue, can be only license to do evil ; and property,

X if not virtuously enjoyed, can only corrupt the possessour,

and give him the power to injure others. Trade may

make usrich ; but riches , without goodness, cannot make

us happy

Let us, however, suppose that these external goods

have that power which wisdom cannot believe, and which

experience never could confirm ; let us suppose that riches

and liberty could make us happy. It then remains

to be considered how riches and liberty can be secured .

To this the politician has a ready answer, that they are

to be secured by laws wisely formed, and vigorously ex

ecuted. But, as laws can be made only by a small part of

an extensive empire , and must be executed by a part yet

far smaller, what shall protect us against the laws them

selves ? And how shall we be certain , that they shall not

be made without regard to the publick good, or shall not

be perverted to oppression by the ministers of justice ?

But if prosperity, and laws, by which , as far as the mu

tability of this world permits, that prosperity is made perma

nent and safe, cannot make the people happy, what is it

the governours can do ? How far is their care to be extended,

and what more can skill and vigilance perform ? The wis

dom of mankind has been exercised in inquiries how

riches may be gained and kept ; how the different claims of

men may be adjusted without violence ; and how one part

of the community may be restrained from encroachments

on the other. For this end governments have been in

stituted, in all their various forms, with much study, and

too often with much bloodshed. But what is the use of

all this, if, when these ends are obtained, there is yet so

much wanting to felicity ?

I am far from intending to insinuate, that the studies

of political wisdom , or the labours of legislativepatriotism ,

have been vain and idle. They are useful, but not effec

tual; they are conducive to that end, which yet they can
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not fully gain. The legislator, who does what human

power can attain towards the felicity of his fellow crea

tures, is not to be censured, because, by the imbecility of

all human endeavours, he fails of his purpose ; unless

he has become culpable, by ascribing too much to his

own powers, and arrogated to his industry, or his wit,

that efficacy which wit and industry must always want,

unless some higher power lends them assistance, and co

operates with them .

Thehusbandman may plough his fields with industry, and

sow them with skill; he may manure them copiously, and

fence them carefully ; but the harvest must depend at last

on celestial influence ; and all his diligence is frustrated ,

unless the sun sheds its warmth , and the clouds pour

down their moisture.

Thus, in all human affairs, when prudence and industry

have done their utmost, the work is left to be completed

by superiour agency ; and in the security ofpeace, and sta

bility of possession, our policy must at last call for help

upon religion.

Human laws, however honestly instituted , or however

vigorously enforced, must be limited in their effect, partly

by our ignorance, and partly by our wickedness. Daily

experience may convince us, that all the avenues by which

injury and oppression may break in upon life, cannot be

guarded by positive prohibitions. Every man sees and

may feel evils, which no law can punish . And not only

will there always remain possibilities of guilt, which le

gislative foresight cannot discover, but the laws will be

often violated by wicked men, whose subtlety eludes de

tection , and whom , therefore, vindictive justice cannot

bring within the reach of punishment.

These deficiencies in civil life can be supplied only by

religion. The mere observer of human laws avoids only

such offences as the laws forbid, and those only when the

laws can detect his delinquency. But he who acts with

the perpetual consciousness of the Divine presence, and

considers himself as accountable for all his actions to the
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irreversible and unerring judgment of Omniscience, has

other motives of action, and other reasons of forbearance.

He is equally restrained from evil, in publick life, and in

secret solitude ; and has only one rule of action , by which

“ he does to others, what he would that others should do

to him," and wants no other enforcementof his duty, than

the fear of future punishment, and the hope of future

rewards.

The first duty, therefore, of a governour is to diffuse

through the community a spirit of religion, to endeavour

that a sense of the Divine authority should prevail in all

orders of men, and that the laws should be obeyed, in

subordination to the universal and unchangeable edicts of

the Creator aud Ruler of the world .

How -religion may be most effectually promoted , is an

inquiry which every governour ought diligently to make ;

and he that inquires, with real wishes for information , will

soon know his duty ; for providence has seldom made the

same things necessary and abstruse.

That religion may be invigorated and diffused, it is ne

cessary that the external order of religion be diligently

maintained, that the solemnities of worship be duly ob

served, and a proper reverence preserved for the times and

the places appropriated to piety. The appropriations of

time and place are, indeed, only means to the great end of

holiness ; but they are means, without which the end

cannot be obtained ; and every man ' must have observed ,

how much corruption prevails, where the attention to

publick worship and to holy seasons is broken or relaxed .

Those that have in their hands the disposal of riches or

honours, ought to bestow them on persons who are most

eminent for sanctity of life. For though no man ought

to consider temporary goods as the proper rewards of reli

gious duties, yet they, who have them to give, are obliged

to distribute them in such a manner as may make them

most useful to the publick ; and they will be most useful,

when they increase the beneficence, and enlarge the in

fluence of piety.

VOL. IX. 11
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It yet remains that governours cooperate with their laws

by their own examples, and that as, by their height of

place, they are always conspicuous, they exhibit to

those eyes which are turned upon them “the beauty of

holiness."

The present state of the world, however, affords us little

hope, that virtue can, by any government, be so strongly

impressed, or so widely diffused, as to supersede the ne

cessity of suppressing wickedness . In the most diligent

cultivation of the happiest soil, weeds will sometimes ap

pear among fruits and flowers, and all that vigilance and

labour can do is to check them as they rise. However

virtue may be encouraged or rewarded, it can never appear

to all minds the shortest means of present good. There

will always be those who would rather grow.rich by fraud,

than by diligence, and who will provide for vitious plea

sures by violence, rather than by labour. Against the at

tempts and artifices of such men, whence have simplicity

and innocence their defence and security ? Whence, but

from the Lex armata , the vindictive law , that stands forth

the champion of the weak , and the protectress of the

innocent ?

Nor is quiet and security in danger only from corrupt

minds; for honest and beneficent men mightoften , were

not the law to interpose, disturb ' society, and fill the

country with violence. Two men, both of them wise, and

both of them virtuous, may lay claim to the same posses

sion, with pretensions, to the world specious, in their own

thoughts just. Such disputes can be terminated only by

forceor law. Of force, it is apparent, that the exertion

of it is an immediate evil, and that prevalence at last will

be no proof of justice. Of law , the means are gentle and

inoffensive, and the conclusion not only the confirmation

of property, but the establishment of right. For this

power of the law virtue itself will leave employment;

for though crimes would hardly be committed but by pre

dominance of passion , yet litigation must always subsist

while there is difference of opinion . We can hope but
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faintly for the time when all men shall be honest ; but

the time seems still more remote in which all men shall

be wise ; and until we may be able to settle all claims for

ourselves, let us rejoice that there is law to adjust them

for us.

The care, however, of the best governour may
-be

frustrated by disobedience and perverseness ; and the best

laws may strive in vain against radicated wickedness.

It is, therefore, fit to consider,

THIRDLY : How the people are to assist and further the

endeavours of their governours.

As all government is power exerted by few upon many,

it is apparent, that nations cannot be governed but by

their own consent. The first duty, therefore, of subjects

is obedience to the laws ; such obedience as is the effect,

not of compulsion, but of reverence ; such as arises from

a conviction of the instability of human virtue, and of

the necessity of some coercive power, which may restrain

the exorbitances of passions, and check the career of na

tural desires.

No man thinks laws unnecessary for others ; and no

man , if he considers his own inherent frailty, can justly

think them unnecessary for himself. The wisest man is

not always wise, and the best man is not always good .

We all sometimes want the admonition of law , as supple

mental to the dictates of reason , and the suggestions

of conscience. And he that encourages irreverence , in

himself, or others, to publick institutions, weakens all the

human securities of peace, and all the corroborations of

virtue.

That the proper influence of government may be pre

served, and that the liberty which a just distribution of

power naturally supports may not operate to its destruc

tion , it is always to be remembered, that even the errours

and deficiencies of authority must be treated with respect.

All institutions are defective by their nature ; and all

rulers have their imperfections, like other men . But, as

not every failing makes a bad man, so not every errour

L12
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makes a bad government; and he that considers how few

can properly adjust their own houses, will not wonder

that into the multiplicity of national affairs deception or

negligence should sometimes find their way. It is like

wise necessary to remember, that as government is difficult

to be administered, it is difficult to be understood ; and

that where very few have capacity to judge, very few have

a right to censure.

The happiness of a nation must arise from the com

bined endeavours of governours and subjects. The duties

of governing can be the lot of few , but all of us have the

duties of subjects to perform ; and every man ought to

incite in himself, and in his neighbour, that obedience

to the laws, and that respect to the chief magistrate, which

may secure and promote concord and quiet. Of this, as

of all other virtues , the true basis is religion. The laws

will be easily obeyed by him who adds to human sanctions

the obligations of conscience ; and he will not easily be

disposed to censure his superiours, whom religion has made

acquainted with his own failings.

SERMON XXV .

(WRITTEN BY DR. JOHNSON , FOR THE FUNERAL OF HIS WIFE .]

“ Jesus said unto her, I am the resurrection and the life : he that be

lieveth in me, though he were dead, yet shall he live : And whosoever

liveth , and believeth in me, shall never die.” John xi. 25, 26. former

part.

To afford adequate consolations to the last hour, to cheer

the gloomy passage through the valley of the shadow of

death, and to ease that anxiety, to which beings, pre

scient of their own dissolution, and conscious of their own

danger, must be necessarily exposed, is the privilege only
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of revealed religion. All those, to whom the supernatural

right of heavenly doctrine has never been imparted, how

ever formidable for power, or illustrious for wisdom , have

wanted that knowledge of their future state which alone

can give comfort to misery, or security to enjoyment; and

have been forced to rush forwards to the grave, through

the darkness of ignorance ; or , if they happened to be

more refined and inquisitive, to solace their passage with

the fallacious and uncertain glimmer of philosophy.

There were , doubtless, at all times , as there are now ,

many who lived with very little thought concerning their

end ; many whose time was wholly filled up by publick

or domestick business, by the pursuits of ambition , or the

desire of riches ; many who dissolved themselves in luxu

rious enjoyment, and, when they could lull their minds by

any present pleasure, had no regard to distant events, but

withheld their imagination from sallying out into futurity,

or catching any terrour that might interrupt their quiet ;

and there were many who rose so little above animal life,

that they were completely engrossed by the objects about

them , and had their views extended no further than to

the next hour ; in whom the ray of reason was half ex

tinct, and had neither hopes nor fears, but of some near

advantage, of some pressing danger.

But multitudes there must alwaysbe, and greater mul

titudes as arts and civility prevail, who cannot wholly

withdraw their thoughts from death . All cannot be dis

tracted with business, or stunned with the clamours of

assemblies, or the shouts of armies. All cannot live in

the perpetual dissipation of successive diversions, nor will

all enslave their understandings to their senses, and seek

felicity in the gross gratifications of appetite. Some

must always keep their reason and their fancy in action,

and seek either honour or pleasure from intellectual opera

tions ; and from them , others, more negligent or sluggish ,

will be in time fixed or awakened ; knowledge will be

perpetually diffused, and curiosity, hourly enlarged.

But, when the faculties were once put in motion , when
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the mind had broken loose from the shackles of sense , and

made excursions to remote consequences, the first consi

deration that would stop her course must be incessant

waste of life, the approach of age, and the certainty of

death ; the approach of that time, in which strength must

fail, and pleasure fly away , and the certainty of that disso .

lution which shall put an end to all the prospects of this

world . It is impossible to think, and not sometimes to

think on death . Hope, indeed, has many powers of delu

sion ; whatever is possible, however unlikely, it will teach

us to promise ourselves; but death no man has escaped ,

and, therefore, no man can hope to escape it. From this

dreadful expectation no shelter or refuge can be found .

Whatever we see, forces it upon us ; whatever is, new or

old, flourishing or declining, either directly, or by very

short deduction , leads man to the consideration of his end ;

and accordingly we find, that the fear of death has always

been considered as the great enemy of human quiet, the

polluter of the feast of happiness, and embitterer of the cup

of joy. The young man who rejoiceth in his youth, amidst

his musick and his gaiety, has always been disturbed with

the thought, that his youth will be quickly at an end. The

monarch , to whom it is said that he is a God , has always

been reminded by his own heart, that he shall die like

man .

This unwelcome conviction, which is thus continually

pressed upon the mind, every art has been employed to

oppose . The general remedy, in all ages, has been to

chase it away from the present moinent, and to gain a

suspense of the pain that could not be cured. In the an

cient writings, we, therefore, find the shortness of life fre

quently mentioned as an excitement to jollity and plea

sure ; and may plainly discover, that the authors had no

other means of relieving that gloom with which the an

certainty of human life clouded their conceptions. Some

ofthe philosophers, indeed, appear to have sought a no

bler, and a more certain remedy, and to have endeavoured

to overpower the force of death by arguments, and to
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dispel the gloom by the light of reason . They inquired

into the nature of the soul of man , and showed , at least

probably, that it is a substance distinct from matter, and,

therefore, independent on the body, and exempt from dis

solution and corruption . The arguments, whether phy

sical or moral, upon which they established this doctrine,

it is not necessary to recount to a Christian audience, by

whom it is believed upon more certain proofs, and higher

authority ; since though they were such as might deter

mine the calm mind of a philosopher, inquisitive only af

ter truth , and uninfluenced by external objects ; yet they

were such as required leisure and capacity, not allowed in

general to mankind ; they were such as many could never

understand, and of which, therefore, the efficacy and com

fort were confined to a small number, without any benefit

to the unenlightened multitude.

Such has been hitherto the nature of philosophical ar

guments, and such it must probably for ever remain ; for,

though , perhaps, the successive industry of the studious

may increase the number, or advance the probability, of

arguments ; and, though continual contemplation of mat

ter will, I believe, show it, at length , wholly incapable of

motion, sensation, or order, by any powers of its own ,

and , therefore, necessarily establish the immateriality, and,

probably, the immortality of the soul ; yet there never can

be expected a time, in which the gross body of mankind

can attend to such speculations,or can comprehend them ;

and, therefore, there never can be a time, in which this

knowledge can be taught in such a manner, as to be ge

nerally conducive to virtue, or happiness, but by a mes

senger from God, from the Creator of the world, and the

Father of spirits.

To persuade common and uninstructed minds to the be

lief of any fact, we may every day perceive, that the testi

mony of one man , whom they think worthy of credit, has

more force than the arguments of a thousand reasoners,

even when the arguments are such as they may be ima

gined completely qualified to comprehend. Hence it is
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plain , that the constitution of mankind is such , that ab

struse and intellectual truths can be taught no otherwise

than by positive assertion, supported by some sensible evi

dence, by which the assertor is secured from the suspicion

of falsehood ; and that if it should please God to inspire a

teacher with some demonstration of the immortality of the

soul, it would far less avail him for general instruction ,

than the power of working a miracle in its vindication,

unless God should , at the same time, inspire the hearers

with docility and apprehension, and turn , at once, all the

sensual, the giddy, the lazy, the busy, the corrupt, and the

proud, into humble, abstracted, and diligent philosophers.

To bring life and immortality to light; to give such

proofs of our future existence, as may influence the most

narrow mind, and fill the most capacious intellect ; to open

prospects beyond the grave, in which the thought may ex

patiate without obstruction ; and to supply a refuge and

support to the mind amidst all the miseries of decaying na

ture , is the peculiar excellence of the gospel of Christ.

Without this heavenly Instructor, he who feels himself

sinking under the weight of years, or melting away by the

slow waste of a lingering disease, has no other remedy

than obdurate patience, a gloomy resignation to that

which cannot be avoided ; and he who follows his friend,

or whoever there is yet dearer than a friend, to the grave,

can have no other consolation than that which he derives

from the general misery ; the reflection, that he suffers

only what the rest of mankind must suffer ; a poor consi

deration, which rather awes us to silence , than sooths us to

quiet, and which does not abate the sense of our calamity,

though it may sometimes make us ashamed to complain.

But so much is our condition improved by the gospel,

so much is the sting of death rebated, that we may now

be invited to the contemplation of our mortality, as to a

pleasing employment of the mind, to an exercise delight

ful and recreative, not only when calamity and persecution

drive us from the assemblies of men, and sorrow and w

represent the grave as a refuge and an asylum , but even
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in the hours of the highest earthly prosperity, when our

cup is full, and when we have laid up stores for ourselves ;

for, in him who believes the promise of the Saviour of the

world, it can cause no disturbance to remember, that this

night his soul may be required of him ; and he who suf

fers one of the sharpest evils which this life can show ,

amidst all its varieties of misery ; he that has lately been

separated from the person whom a long participation of

good and evil had endeared to him ; he who has seen kind

ness snatched from his arms, and fidelity torn from his

bosom ; he whose ear is no more to be delighted with tender

instruction, and whose virtue shall be no more awakened

by the seasonable whispers of mild reproof, may yet look ,

without horrour, on the tomb which encloses the remains of

what he loved and honoured, as upon a place which, if it

revives the sense of his loss, may calm him with the hope of

that state in which there shall be no more grief or separation .

To Christians the celebration of a funeral is by no

means a solemnity of barren and unavailing sorrow,
but

established by the church for other purposes.

First, for the consolation of sorrow . Secondly, for the

enforcement of piety. The mournful solemnity of the

burial of the dead is instituted , first, for the consolation of

that grief to which the best minds, if not supported and

regulated by religion , are most liable . They who most

endeavour the happiness of others, who devote their

thoughts to tenderness and pity, and studiously maintain

the reciprocation of kindness, by degrees mingle their

souls, in such a manner, as to feel from their separation ,

a total destitution of happiness, a sudden abruption of all

their prospects, a cessation of all their hopes, schemes,

and desires. The whole mind becomes a gloomy vacuity,

without any image or form of pleasure, a chaos of con

fused wishes, directed to no particular end, or to that

which , while we wish , we cannot hope to obtain ; for the

dead will not revive ; those whom God has called away

from the present state of existence, can be seen no more

in it ; we must go to them ; but they cannot return to us.
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Yet, to show that grief is vain, is to afford very little

comfort; yet this is all that reason can afford ; but reli.

gion , our only friend in the moment of distress, in the

moment when the help of man is vain , when fortitude and

cowardice sink down together, and the sage and the virgin

mingle their lamentations; religion will inform us, that

sorrow and complaint are not only vain , but unreasonable

and erroneous. The voice of God, speaking by his Son,

and his apostles, will instruct us, that she, whose depar

ture we now moum, is not dead, but sleepeth ; that only

her body is committed to the ground, but that the soul is

returned to God, who gave it ; that God, who is infinitely

merciful, who hateth nothing that he has made, who de

sireth not the death of a sinner ; to that God , who only

can compare performance with ability, who alone knows

how far the heart has been pure, or corrupted, how inad

vertency has surprised, fear has betrayed, or weakness has

impeded ; to that God, who marks every aspiration after a

better state, who hears the prayer which the voice cannot

utter, records the purpose that perished without oppor

tunity of action , the wish that vanished away without at

tainment, who is always ready to receive the penitent, to

whom sincere contrition is never late, and who will accept

the tears of a returning sinner.

Such are the reflections to which we are called by the

voice of Truth ; and from these we shall find that comfort

which philosophy cannot supply, and that peace which

the world cannot give. The contemplation of the mercy

of God may justly afford some consolation, even when the

office of burial is performed to those who have been

snatched away without visible amendment of their lives :

for, who shall presume to determine the state of departed

souls, to lay open what God hath concealed , and to search

the counsels of the Most Highest ?-But, with more con

fident hope of pardon and acceptance, may we commit

those to the receptacles of mortality, who have lived with

out any open or enormous crimes ; who have endeavoured

to propitiate God by repentance, and have died, at last,

.
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with hope and resignation . Among these she surely may

be remembered whom we have followed hither to the

tomb, to pay her the last honours, and to resign her to the

grave : she, whom many, who now hear me, have known,

and whom none, who were capable of distinguishing

either moral or intellectual excellence, could know, with

out esteem , or tenderness. To praise the extent of her

knowledge, the acuteness of her wit, the accuracy of her

judgment, the force of her sentiments, or the elegance of

her expression, would ill suit with the occasion .

Such praise would little profit the living, and as little

gratify the dead, who is now in a place where vanity and

competition are forgotten for ever ; where she finds a cup

of water given for the relief of a poor brother, a prayer

uttered for the mercy of God to those whom she wanted

power to relieve, a word of instruction to ignorance, a

smile of comfort to misery, of more avail than all those

accomplishments which confer honour and distinction

among the sons of folly. Yet, let it be remembered , that

her wit was never employed to scoff at goodness, nor her

* reason to dispute against truth . In this age of wild

opinions, she was as free from skepticism as the cloistered

virgin . She never wished to signalize herself by the sin

gularity of paradox. She had a just diffidence of her own

reason , and desired to practise rather than dispute. Her

practice was such as her opinions naturally produced. She

was exact and regular in her devotions, full of confidence

in the Divine mercy, submissive to the dispensations of

providence, extensively charitable in her judgments and

opinions, grateful for every kindness that she received, and

willing to impart assistance of every kind to all whom her

little power enabled her to benefit. She passed through

many months of languor, weakness, and decay, without a

single murmur of impatience, and often expressed her

adoration of that mercy which granted her so long time

for recollection and penitence. That she had no failing

cannot be supposed : but she has now appeared before the

Almighty Judge ; and it would ill become beings like us,
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weak and sinful as herself, to remember those faults which ,

we trust, Eternal Purity has pardoned.

Let us, therefore, preserve her memory for no other end

but to imitate her virtues ; and let us add her example to

the motives to piety which this solemnity was, secondly,

instituted to enforce.

It would not, indeed, be reasonable to expect, did we not

know the inattention and perverseness of mankind, that

any one who had followed a funeral, could fail to return

home without new resolutions of a holy life : for, who can

see the final period of all human schemes and undertak

ings, without conviction of the vanity of all that terminates

in the present state ? For, who can see thewise,the brave,

the powerful, or the beauteous, carried to the grave, with

out reflection on the emptiness of all those distinctions,

which set us here in opposition to each other ? And who,

when he sees the vanity of all terrestrial advantages, can

forbear to wish for a more permanent and certain happi

ness ? Such wishes, perhaps, often arise, and such resolu

tions are often formed ; but, before the resolution can be

exerted, before the wish can regulate the conduct, new

prospects open before us, new impressions are received ;

the temptations of the world solicit, the passions of the

heart are put into commotion ; we plunge again into the

tumult, engage again in the contest, and forget that what

we gain cannot be kept, and that the life, for which we

are thus busy to provide, must be quickly at an end.

But, let us not be thus shamefully deluded ! Let us

not thus idly perish in our folly, by neglecting the loudest

call of providence ; nor, when we have followed our

friends, and our enemies to the tomb, suffer ourselves to

be surprised by the dreadful summons, and die, at last,

amazed , and unprepared ! Let every one whose eye glances

on this bier, examine what would have been his condition,

if the same hour had called him to judgment, and re

member, that, though he is now spared , he may, perhaps,

be to -morrow among separate spirits. The present mo

ment is in our power : let us, therefore, from the present
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moment, begin our repentance! Let us not, any longer,

harden our hearts, but hear, this day, the voice of our

Saviour and our God, and begin to do, with all our pow

ers, whatever we shall wish to have done, when the grave

shall open before us ! Let those, who came hither weeping

and lamenting, reflect, that they have not time for useless

sorrow ; that their own salvation is to be secured , and that

“ the day is far spent, and the night cometh, when no

man can work ;” that tears are of no value to the dead,

and that their own danger may justly claim their whole

attention ! Let those who entered this place unaffected

and indifferent, and whose only purpose was to behold

this funeral spectacle, consider, that she, whom they thus

behold with negligence, and pass by, was lately partaker

of the same nature with themselves ; and that they like

wise are hastening to their end, and must soon , by others

equally negligent, be buried and forgotten ! Let all re

member, that the day of life is short, and that the day of

grace may be much shorter ; that this may be the last

warning which God will grant us, and that, perhaps, he,

who looks on this grave unalarmed , may sink unreformed

into his own .

Let it, therefore, be our care, when we retire from this

solemnity, that we immediately turn from our wickedness,

and do that which is lawful and right; that, whenever

disease, or violence, shall dissolve our bodies, our souls

may be saved alive, and received into everlasting habita

tions ; where, with angels and archangels, and all the

glorious host of heaven , they shall sing glory to God on

high, and the Lamb, for ever and ever.

END OF VOL. IX .
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the christian religion , ibid.had a design of writing an English dictionary,

442. his controversy with Steele on the peerage bill, ibid . during his last

illness sends for Gay, informs him that he had injured him , and promises, if

he recovered, to recompense him, 445. sends for the young earl of Warwick,

that he might see how a christian ought to die , ibid. died June 17 , 1719,

446. his character, ibid. the course of his familiar day, 449.his literary cha

racter, 450. account of his works, 451. extracts from Dennis's Observations

on Cato, 457. considered as a critick , 469. commended as a teacher of wis

dom , 470. character of his proseworks, 472. a conversation with Pope on

Tickell's translation of Homer, viii . 87. becomes a rival of Pope , viii. 265 .

supposed to have been the translator of the Iliad, published under the name

of Tickell, 268. his critical capacity remarked, ii . 404, 440,442..

Admiration, and ignorance, their mutual and reciprocal operation, ii . 353.

Adventurers, iv. 1–148.

Adversaries, the advantage of contending with illustrious ones, vi.413.

Adversity, a season fitted to convey the most salutary and useful instruction to

the mind, iii. 212. the appointed instrument of promoting our virtue and hap

piness , 213.

Advertisements, on pompous and remarkable, iv . 267.

Advice, good, too often disregarded, ii . 408. the causes of this assigned ,

409. vanity often the apparent motive of giving it, ibid. when most offensive

and ineffectual, iii . 235 .

Affability, the extensive influenc of this amiable quality , iii . 173 .

Affectation, the vanity and folly of indulging it, ii . 99, 100. wherein it properly

differs from hypocrisy, 101. the great absurdity of it exposed in the character
of Gelasimus , ii . 339 .

Afflictions, proper methods of obtaining consolation under them, ii. 85 , 250.

Africa, progress of the discoveries made on that coast by the Portuguese, v .
217.

Age, the present an age of authors , iv . 109.

Agriculture , its extensive usefulness considered , iii . 188. thoughts on , both an

cient and modern, v . 310. productions of, alone sufficient for the support of

an industrious people, 311. in high consideration in Egypt, ibid . the many

ancient writers on that subject, 313. the enrichment of England, 314. a pro

per subject for honorary rewards, 315. superior to trade and manufactures,

316. danger to be apprehended from the neglect of, ibid . an art which go

vernmentought to protect, every proprietor of lands to practise, and every in

quirer into nature to improve, 320. account of, at Raasay, one of the He

brides, ix .58. bad state of, at Ostig, in Sky, 74. the raising of the rents of

estates in Scotland considered , 91 .

Ajut, his history , iii. 368—375.

Akenside, Dr. Mark, his opinion of Dyer's Fleece, viii. 407. his life , 469. son

ofa butcher at Newcastle -upon -Tyne, born 1721. designed for a dissenting

minister, but turns his mind to physick, ibid. Pleasures ofImagination pub

lished , 1744, ibid . studies at Leyden, and becomes, M. D. 1744, 470, an en

thusiastick friend to liberty ; and a lover ofcontradiction, ibid . practises phy

sick at Northampton and Hampstead, 471. settles at London, ibid. allowed

three hundred pounds a year by Mr. Dyson , ibid . by his writings obtains the

name both of a wit and scholar, 472. died 1770, ibid . character of his works,

ibid .

Alabaster's Roxana, commended, vii . 68 .
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Alacrity, the cultivation of it the source of personal and social pleasure, ii. 347.

Albion in lat: 30, account of the friendly inhabitants found there by Drake, vi .
367.

Alexandrian library , its loss lamented , iv . 343.

Aliger, his character, iii . 434.

Allen , Mr. of Bath , praised by Pope in his satires, viii . 297.
All's Well that Ends Well , observations on Shakespeare's, v . 160.

Almamoulin, the dying speech of Nouradin, his father, to him , iii . 71. his

thoughtless extravagance, 72. the excellent advice which the sage gave him ,
74 .

Altilia, her coquetry described , iii . 352.

Amazons, observations on the history of the, iv. 407. old maids in England most

like Amazons, 408 .

Amazons, of the pen, iv . 110.

Ambition , generally proportioned to capacity, vi . 275. a quality natural to

youth , ii. 174. the peculiar vanity of it in the lower stations of life, 315, 316.

a destroyer of friendship , iv. 217. characterized , i . 73 .

America ; Taxation no Tyranny, or, an answer to the resolutions and address of

the American congress, 1775, vi. 224. considerations on the Indians grant

ing their lands to foreign nations, vi . 114. difficulty of ascertaining bounda

ries, 115. the power of the French there, 1756, 125. colonies first settled

there in the time of Elizabeth, 127. colony first sent to Canada by the

French, 129. the first discovery of Newfoundland by Cabot, and the settle

ment from thence to Georgia considered, 138. the encroachment of the French

on our back settlements examined, 140 .

Amicus , his reflections on the deplorable case of prostitutes , iii . 8 .

Amoret, lady Sophia Murray celebrated by Waller under that name, vii. 181 .

Amusements, by what regulations they may be rendered useful, ii . 420.

Anacreon, ode ix . translated, i . 138 .

Anatomy , cruelty in anatomical researches reprobated, iv . 200.

Andrew's, St. account of the city of, ix . 3. the ruins of the cathedral, ibid . ac

count of the university, 4. expense of education there, 5 .

Michael, observations on his style of painting, iv . 385.

Anger , the necessity of checking and regulating it, ii. 50. a tumultuous and

dangerous passion, derived from pride, 52. exposed to contempt and derision,

ibid . the pernicious effects of it, 53, 54 .

Animal food, on the choice and rejection of various sorts of, ix . 57.

Anningate and Ajut, the Greenland lovers , their history, iii . 368–375.

Anoch , account of, ix . 31. consists only of three huts, ibid. account of the land

lord and his house , 32 .

Anson , lord , little advantage to have been expected, had his voyage
succeeded

to the extent of his wishes, vi . 183 .

Anthea, her disagreeable character, ii . 166 .

Antony and Cleopatra, observations on Shakespeare's play of, v. 170.

Application, desultory, injurious to our improvements in knowledge and virtue ,

iii . 125. active and diligent, strongly enforced by a view of the shortness and

uncertainty of human life, 134 .

Arbuthnot, Dr. with Pope, supposed to have assisted Gay in writing Three

Hours after Marriage, viii . 64. sketch of his character, viii . 295. the first

volume of theMemoirs of Scriblerus published by him , in conjunction with

Pope and Swift, 298.

Arcades, written by Milton about 1637 , vii . 72 .

Archery, the importance of, in former times , vi . 508.

Arches,considerations on elliptical and semicircular, which is to be preferred ,

v . 303.

Architecture , the degenerate state of, at Rome, v . 307.

Argutio, his character, ii . 135.

Aristophanes, licentiousness of his writings exorbitant, v . 367. theonly author

fromwhom a just idea of the comedy of his age may be drawn, 369. history

of, 370. Plutarch's sentiments upon, ibid . justification of, 379 .
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Aristotle, his sentiments of what is requisite to the perfection ofa tragedy, iii .

157. account of a manuscript translation of his politics in the library atAber

deen, ix . 13 .

Armidel , in the isle of Sky, account of, ix . 45 .

Army, causes of the superiority of the officers of France to those of England, vi .

141. madeformidableby regularity and discipline, 149.

Art, terms of, the necessity of, iv. 356.

Artists' catalogue, preface to, v . 459.

Ascham, Roger, his life, vi. 503. born at Kirby Wiske, near North Allerton ,

1515, 504. educated with the sons of Mr. Wingfield , and entered at Cam

bridge, 1530, ibid . applied to the study ofGreek , 505. a favourer of the pro

testant opinion, 506. chosen fellow of St. John's, 1534, ibid . M. A. and tutor,

1537 , 507. not less eminent as a writer of Latin than as a teacher of Greek,

508. fond of archery, ibid. published his Toxophilus, 1544, ibid. receives a

pension of ten pounds from Henry the eighth, 511. the equivalent value of

his pension, at this time, considered, ibid. orator of the university, 512.

taught prince Edward, princess Elizabeth, and many of the nobility , writing,

ibid. receives a pension from Edward the sixth, ibid. tutor to the princess

Elizabeth, which he quits withoutconsent, ibid . secretary to sir Richard Mori

sine, ambassador to Germany, 513. On the death of Edward the sixth , loses

his pension and places, 514. Latin secretary to Philip and Mary, ibid. in

quiry how he could as a protestant hold the place under Philip and Mary,

ibid . favoured by cardinal Pole, 516. continued in the same employment un

der Elizabeth , ibid. prebendary of Westwang, in the church of York, ibid .

Died 1574, 518. his character, 519.

Assurance, not always connected with abilities, iii. 253.

Astrology, the credit given to it in the seventeenth century, vii . 154.

Astronomer, the causeof uneasiness in an, i . 289. supposes himself to have the
power ofthewinds, rain, and seasons, ibid . leaves his directions to Imlac, 291 .

Pekuah wishes to become his scholar, 298. his opinion of the choice of life,

300. his superstition removed , by entering into the amusements of life, 309.

As you like it, observations on Shakspeare's, v. 160 .

Athanatus, his just reflections on the near prospect of death, ii . 258 .

Atterbury, bp. Pope examined before the lords on the trial of the bishop , viii.

273. presents Pope with a bible at their lastinterview, ibid.

Avarice, the vanity of, i . 20. fatal effects of insatiable, ii . 188 .

Aubigney, lady, carries a commission from Charles the first to sir Nicholas

Crispe, vii . 189.

Auchinleck , lord , his seat at Auchinleck described , ix . 158 .

Augustus, Fort, account of, ix . 30.

Auknasheals, account of the village of, ix . 37 .

Aurantius, his unjust and abusive treatment of Liberalis, iii . 274.

Aureng Zebe , a tragedy, remarks upon some improprieties in it, iii . 96 .
Austerities, and mortifications, their use in religion, iii . 24.

Authors, have a desire of appearing to have done every thing by chance,viii.

24. the complaint of surreptitious editions inquired into, vi. 477, the diffi

culty of his first address, ii. 1. by what methods he may be introduced with

advantageto the publick,2, 3. often deluded by the visionary and vain antici

pations ofhappiness, 8. the neglect of him themostdreadful mortification, 9 .

the folly of endeavouring to acquire fame merely bywriting , ibid. some pecu

liar discouragements to which he is exposed, 10. hisproper task is to instruct

and entertain, 11. the difficulty of executing it with advantage, ibid . in

creased by the caprice and ill-nature of his readers,ibid. his acquisition of

fame difficult, and his possession of it precarious, 105. the great difference

between the productions of the same author accounted for , 106. naturally

fond of their own productions, 271 , many deludedby the vain hope of acquir

ing immortal reputation, ii. 1. their literary famedestined to variousmeasures

of duration , 2. their being esteemed, principally owing to the influence of

curiosity or pride, 3. their proper rank and usefulness in society , 143. cha

racters of the manufacturers of literature, 191.‘as they grow more elegant
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become less intelligible, iv. 255. difficulties they find in publishing their

works , 313. the precarious fame of, 323. who write on subjects which have

been preoccupied by great men generally sink , 345. journal of an , 346. sel

dom write their own lives , 446. their lives full of incident, ibid . signs of

knowing how a publication is received, 447. writing their own lives recom

mended, 448. their misfortune in not having their works understood by the

readers, 30. not to be charged with plagiarism merely for similarity of senti

ment, 79. nowantof topick whilst mankind are mutable, 83. the present age

an age of authors, 109. wantof patronage complained of, 110. their import

ance to the welfare ofthe publick, 139. the good they do to mankind com

pared to a single drop in a shower of rain , 141. who provide innocent amuse

ment, may be considered as benefactors to life, 142. their condition with re

gard to themselves, 144. their expectation before publication considered , 145 .

the pleasure and difficulties of composition, ibid . after all, the publick judg

ment frequently perverted from the merit of his work , 147, the merit of his

works ascertained by the test of time which they have retained fame, v. 103 .

a century the term fixed for the test of literary merit, 104. the genius of the

age to be considered in order to fix the abilities of, 55. the expectation they

form of the reception of their labours, 247. project for the employment of,
355 .

Authority, the accidental prescriptions of it often confounded with the laws of
nature, wi. 240.

Authority, parental, frequently exerted with rigour, iii. 201 .

Autumn , an ode, i . 120.

Bacon, Francis, lord , the life prefixed to the edition of his works, 1740, written

by Mallet, viii . 465. his severe reflection on beautiful women, ii. 186. was

of opinion that his moral essays would be of longer duration than his other

works , iii . 5. observations on his character, iv . 134.

Bail, the danger of becoming, exemplified in the character of Serenus, iv. 36.

Baillet , his collection of critical decisions remarked , ii . 438.

Bamff, account of that town, ix . 17.

Bards, uncertainty in the account of them , ix . 109 .

Bargains , the folly of buying bargains exposed, iv . 252.

Barra, island of, account of, ix . 124. horses there not more than thirty-six

inches high , ibid .

Barratier, John Philip , his life, vi. 376, son of a calvinist minister, and born

at Schwabach , 1720–21, ibid . his early acquirements of learning , 377. in

his ninth year could speak Latin, German, and French,equally well, ibid . in

his eleventh year translated the travels ofRabbi Benjamin from the Hebrew

into French, with notes, 378. the method by which his father taught him the

languages, 380. published Anti-Artemonius, 1735, 381. patronised for his

learning by the king of Prussia, 1735, ibid. died 1740, 384. additions to

Life, ibid .

Barretti, translation of some lines at the end of his Easy Phraseology, i. 143.

Bashfulness, sometimes the effect of studious retirement , iii . 247, 252. fre

quently produced by too high an opinion of our own importance, 255.

Baxter, Mr. Richard, incitement he often urged to the present exercise of

charity, ii . 336.

Bayes , that character designed for Dryden, vii. 272. that character also sup

posed to be designed forDavenant and sir Robert Howard , 273.

Beaumont and Fletcher, their plots in Spanish stories , vii . 258.

Beauty, disgustingly described, vii. 27. a mental quality, merely relative and

comparative, ii. 431, the disadvantages incident to such as are celebrated

for it, ii . 117. the folly of anxiety and solicitude upon account of it, ibid. the

natural principle of, 'iv . 392. the most general form of nature the most

beautiful, ibid. depends much on the general received ideas, 393. novelty

said to be one of the causesof beauty, 394.

Beggars, the best method of reducing the number, vì . 27. as numerous in

Scotland as in England , ix . 9. account of, in the Hebrides, 126 .

Bell , Mrs. epitaph on , i. 151.

Bellaria , her character, iii . 387 .
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v. 303.

Bellarmine, cardinal , writes in defence of Paul the fifth , against the Venetians,

vi . 266.

Bemoin, ( a prince of Africa ,) account of him , v . 223. is driven from his king

dom , visits Portugal , and becomes a christian , 224. on his return to regain

his kingdom , through the assistance of the Portuguese , is stabbed by the

Portuguese commander, 225 .

Beneficence, mutual, the great end of society , ii. 268.the extent and propor

tion of it to be adjusted by the rules of justice, ii. 308 .

Ben Hannase Rabbi Abraham , his account of the power of the magnet in the

detection of incontinence, iii. 424 .

Benserade, mons. translation of his lines à son lit , i . 144 .

Bentley, Dr. his saying on Pope's translation of Homer, vii . 336.

Bernardi, John, account of him , viii . 351. died in Newgate in 1736 , ibid.

Betterton , a picture ofhim painted by Pope, viii. 249.

Bible, the veneration always paid to sacred history, vii. 42 .

Biography, impediments in the way of, vii. 444. by what means it is rendered

disgustful and useless, ii . 288. aspecies of writing entertaining and instruc

tive, 289. most eagerly read of any kind of writing, iv . 398. more useful than

history, 399. every man the best writer of his own story, 400. difficulties in

writing the life of another, ibid . few authors write their own lives, whilst

statesmen, generals, etc. frequently do, 446.

Biographia Britannica, many untruths in that publication in the life of Dr. E.

Young, viii . 453 .

Birch , Thomas, Eis Bepxiov, i . 170. review of his history of the royal society,
vi. 76.

Blackfriars' bridge , considerations on the plans offered for the construction of,

Blackmore, sir Richard, charged by Døyden with stealing the plan of prince

Arthur from him, vii. 285. libels Dryden in his satire upon wit , 296. his

life, viii . 36. born at Corsham, in Wiltshire, ibid . educated at Westminster,

and entered at Oxford, 1668, ibid. made doctor of physick at Padua, ibid .

for a short time a schoolmaster, ibid . fellow of the college of physicians,

April 12 , 1687, 37. resided at Sadlers ' hall , Cheapside, ibid. wrote for fame,

or to engage poetryin the cause of virtue , ibid. published his prince Arthur,

1695, ibid . made physician in ordinary to king William , and knighted , 38 .

his paraphrase of Job, 1700 , 39. his satire on wit, the same year, ibid. Cre

ation , a philosophical poeth, 1712, 41. his account of wit, 44. observations

on the Tale of a Tub , 45. extract from his essay on the spleen, 46. censor of

the college of physicians, 1716 , ibid . his new version of psalms, 1721, 47. his

Alfred, 1723, ibid , becomes despised as a poet , and neglectedasa physician,

ibid . wrote many books on physick, ibid . his censure of Hippocrates's aphor

isms, 48. his opinion of learning, ibid . died October 8th, 1729, 49. his cha

racter, and as an author , ibid . extract from his Prince Arthur , 51 .

Blackwell, Thomas, review of his memoirs of the court of Augustus, vi. 9 .

Blake, Robert, admiral , his life , vi . 293. son of a merchant, and born at

Bridgewater, 1598, ibid . entered at Oxford , 1615 , where he continued to

1623, ibid. on being refused a fellowship ofWadham college , retires to the

country, ibid . chosen member for Bridgewater, by the puritan party, 1640,

294. declares for the parliament, and raises a troop of dragoons, ibid. go

vernor of Taunton, 1645 , which he defends against lord Goring, ibid . com

missioner of the navy , 1648—9, 295. sent in pursuit of prince Rupert, whom

he drives into the Tagus, ibid . takes seventeen and burns three Portuguese

ships , ibid. takes a French man ofwar, valued at one million, 296. drives

prince Rupert into Carthagena, ibid . attacks the prince in the harbour of

Malaga, ibid . takes a French man of war in the Mediterranean, ibid . his

conduct in the war with Holland , 1652 , 297 , his opinion that it is not the

business of a seaman to mind state affairs, 303. sent with a fleet into the

Mediterranean , 1654, 304. forces Algiers to submission, 1656 , ibid . obliges

Tunis and Tripoli to submit to him, 305.obliges the governor of Malaga to

give up a priest who had beat somesailors for paying no respect to a pro-.

cession of the host , ibid . destroys the Plata fleet of Spain, 1656, 306. died at
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sea, and buried in Henry the seventh's chapel, 307. after the restoration, his

body taken up , and thrown into a pit in St.Margaret's church-yard, 308. his

military character, by lordClarendon , ibid. his moral character, by the au

thor of Lives English and Foreign , ibid . got his brother discharged from the

command of a ship for not having done bis duty, 309.

Blank verse , characterized , viii . 473.

Blount, Martha, some account of her acquaintance with Pope, viii. 304.

Bluster, Squire, some account of his infamous character, ii . 175.

Body natural and body politick , the parallel between, iv . 250.

Boerhaave, Herman, M.D. his life , vi . 270. born at Voorhout , near Leyden ,

1668 , ibid. his character of his father, ibid . designed for the ministry, 271 .

a stubborn ulcer on his thigh the cause of his turning his thoughts to me

dicine, ibid . his progress in learning at Leyden, 272. loses his father in 1682 ,

ibid. his diligence at the university, ibid . continues in the study of divinity,

273. his fortune being exhausted by his education , he reads lectures in

mathematicks, 274. begins to study physick, ibid. engages in the practice

of chymistry, 276. makes researches in botanical knowledge, ibid. takes the

M.D. degree at Hardewich , 1693 , ibid . designs to obtain a license to preach ,

but finds difficulties, from being suspectedof atheism, ibid . cause of that

suspicion , 277. begins the practice of physick , 278. invited to settle at the

Hague, but refuses it, 279. elected professor of physick, 1701 , ibid . recom

mends the study of Hippocrates, and reads lectures as well in chymistry as

physick, ibid. invited to the professorship of physick at Groningen, which he

refuses, 280. recommends mathematicks in the science of physick, ibid . ad

vanced to the highest degrees of the university, 1714 , 281. makes an oration ,

recommending the attaining to certainty in natural philosophy, ibid . this

oration opposed by the professor of Franeker, who at length submitsto him,

ibid . elected member of the academy of sciences at Paris, 1728 , 282. pro

fessor of chymistry at Leyden, 1718, ibid . violently afflicted with the gout,

1722 , 283. seized with a violent fever, 1727 , 284. resigns his professorships

of botany and chymistry, 1726 , ibid . visited by patients from all parts of

Europe, 285. his readiness at discovering disorders, ibid . his own account of

his last illness , 286. his opinion of the soul, 287. died 1738, ibid .his person

described, 288. his character, ibid. catalogue of his works, 292. his serious

reflection on the execution of criminals , iii. 40 .

Boerhaave, James, character of him , by his son Herman Boerhaave, vi. 270.

Boethius, Hector, ( first president of the king's college , Aberdeen,) account of

him , ix. 11. his revenue , as president, forty Scottish marks, about two pounds

four shillings and sixpence, 12.

Boileau, his opinion of epick poetry, vi . 364. his sentiments on the power of

diction , iii . 291.

Bolingbroke, lord , supposed to have declaredhis opinions to Mr. Hooke,

though he concealed them from Pope , viii. 290. Pope leaves his manuscript

papers to him, 306. burns one thousand five hundred copies of the Patriot

King, printed by Pope without his knowledge, ibid. employs Mallet to tra

duce the memory of Pope, and Warburton defends it , ibid ." leaves his works

to Mallet, 467.

Bombasine, Mrs. her character, ii . 56.

Books, the study of them not sufficient to constitute literary eminence, iii . 233.

observations on the multiplication of, iv . 401. compilations in general useless ,

ibid. multiplication of books distracts choice , and disappoints inquiry , 426.

oftravels, most generally read of any, and in general disappoint their readers,

433. how they tend to the civilization of mankind , 141 , the various motives

to reading, 142.

Booksellers, their treatment of authors complained of, iv . 314.

Boscovich , his interview with Dr. Johnson , i. xlii .

Bower, Archibald , patronized by lord Lyttelton, viii. 491 .

Boyle, Robert, philosophy much improved by his discoveries, iii . 4. his opinion

of the best expedients for promoting manufactures, 432.

Bracelet , observations on the reappearance of it , iv . 264. proposal to make them
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a mark of distinction of the character or temper of the wearer, 265. proper
emblems for soldiers to wear on bracelets , 266.

Braidwood, Mr. account of his academy at Edinburgh for the deaf and dumb,
ix . 160.

Brevity , on what occasions it is necessary and useful in an author, ii . 4 .

Bridges, considerations on the strength of arches for bridges , v . 303.

Bristol and London, delineated by Savage, viii . 183 .

Britain , Great. See Great Britain .

Brodæus, Græcorum epigrammatum versiones metricæ , i. 175 .

Brogues , those made use of in the isles of Sky, described, ix . 46.

Brooke, Mr. See Stage.

Broom, Betty, history of her life, iv . 224. educated in a charity school, ibid.

objected to as a servant because she could read and work , 225. goes to Lon

don, and an account of the various places she engaged in there, 113, 226,

233. five hundred pounds left her by her mistress, with which she resolves

to retire into the country, and teach poor girls to read and write, 236 .

Broome, William , born in Chesire , viii. 229. educated upon the foundation at

Eton, and sent to St. John's college, 229. in conjunction with Ozell and

Oldisworth , translates the Iliad , ibid . assists Pope in the notes to the Iliad,

ibid . some pieces of his poetry in Pope's miscellanies, ibid. assists Pope in

the translation of the Odyssey , ibid . wrote all the notes to the Odyssey,230.

Brown, Thomas, answers Dryden's Hind and Panther, vii . 281. some account

of him, ibid.

Browne, Edward, M.D. his life, vi. 492. son of sir T. Browne, born at Nor

wich , 1642, ibid. educated at Norwich, first entered at Cambridge, and re

moved to Oxford , ibid . travelled through Germany, Austria, Hungary, and

Thessaly, 1668 and 1669, 493. published his travels, ibid . physician to

Charles the second and Bartholomew hospital, ibid. assists in the translation

of Plutarch's lives, ibid . president of the college of physicians , and died

1708 , ibid .

Browne, sir Thomas, his life, vi . 475. descended from a family in Cheshire, and

born at London, 1604, ibid . educated at Winchester, ibid . deprived of part

of his fortune by a guardian, ibid. entered gentleman commoner at Oxford,

1623 , 476. practised physick in Oxfordshire, ibid . goes to Ireland with his

father-in -law , ibid, travels through France and Italy, ibid . created M.D.at

Leyden , ibid . returns to London about 1634, 477. wrote Religio Medici

1635, ibid . history of that publication, 278. settled at Norwich, 1636, 481 .

incorporated M.D. at Oxford, 1637, ibid . married Mrs. Mileham , 1641, ibid .

printed his Inquiry into Vulgar Errours, 1646, 482. writes his Hydriotaphia,

1658, 484. his account of the belief of the ancients of a future state, ibid .

his treatise on the garden of Cyrus, 485. two collections of his posthumous

works, one published by Dr. Tenison, the other, 1722, 487, chosen honorary

fellow of the college of physicians,1665, 491. knighted by Charles the second,

1671 , ibid. died at Norwich, 1682, ibid . his character by Mr. Whitefoot,

494. remarks on his style of writing , 499. some expressions in his works

tending to deism and atheism accounted for, 500 .

Browny, (the fairy ,) account of, ix . 104 .

Bruce, the traveller, remarks on father Lobo's voyage ,

Brumoy's Greek theatre, general conclusion to , v . 414.

Brun, Le, saying of Prior to the king of France on the paintings of, viii. 3 .

Buccarelli, the propriety of his attack of fort Egmont considered, vi . 193.

Buckingham , Edmund, duke of, Pope's epitaph on him, viii. 361.

Buckinghamshire, John Sheffield, duke of, characterizes Dryden under the

character of Bayes, in the Rehearsal, vii . 272. his life, 479. son of Ed

mund earl of Mulgrave , was born 1649 , 479. not satisfied with his tutor,

undertakes his own education at twelve years of age, ibid . served under

prince Rupert, in the war against the Dutch , ibid . commanded an inde

pendent troop of horse, ibid. had a quarrel with the earl of Rochester, ibid.

served at seain the Dutch war , 1672, ibid . obtains a garter, and made gentle.

man of the bedchamber, 480. entered into the French service, ibid . lieu

i . X.
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tenant of Yorkshire,and governour of Hull, ibid . sent with 2000 men to the

relief of Tangier, 181. accepts places under king James, whom he attends to

mass, ibid. acquiesces in the revolution, 482. made marquis of Normanby

1694, 482. received into the cabinet council, with a pension of three thou

sand pounds, ibid . said to have courted queen Anne, when young, ibid .

made lord privy seal , ibid . lord lieutenant of the north riding of Yorkshire,

ibid . made duke of Normanby, and after of Buckinghamshire, ibid. joined

the tories, 483. offered the chancellorship, ibid. lord chamberlain of the

household, ibid . after the queen's death opposed the court, ibid. died Fe

bruary the 24th, 1720-21 , ibid. his character, ibid. his character as a writer ,

484.

Bucolus, his accountof Mrs. Busy's economical character and conduct, iii . 154.

Budgel, Eustace, writes the epilogue to Philips's translation of Racine's An

dromache, viii. 389.

Buller ofBuchan, account ofthe extraordinary cavity there, ix . 15.

Burman, Peter, his life, vi . 397. born at Utrecht, 1668, ibid . educated at Utrecht,

and admitted into the university in his thirteenth year, ibid . his quick ac

quirement of learning , ibid . becomes a pupil under Grævius, 398. studied

philosophy at Leyden, 399. doctor of laws, 1688 , 400. travelled into Switzer

land and Germany, ibid. collector of the tenths, 1691 , ibid. visits Paris, 1714,

where he is introduced to Montfaucon, 401. professor of history, eloquence,

and the Greek language, atLeyden, 1715, 402. chief librarian at Leyden ,

403. died March the 31st, 1741, 404. his character , ibid . catalogue of some

of his works, 405.

Burnet, Gilbert, observations on Dryden's answer to his remarks on Varillas,
vii. 280.

Business, the neglect of it foolish and pernicious, iii . 348. the folly of a man's

attempting todo too much business himself, by which all is neglected : ex

emplified inthe history of Jack Whirler, iv . ž04. very seldom reckoned a

pleasure, 446 .

Bustle , lady, her character expressive of the active scenes of a country life,

ii . 244.

Busy, Mrs. the particularities of her character, iii . 154.

Butler, Samuel, assisted Buckingham in writing the Rehearsal, vii. 272. his

life, 143. the son of a farmer at Strensham , Worcestershire, ibid. not known

whether he was of either university, 144. clerk to a justice of the peace in

Worcestershire, ibid . amused himself in musick and painting , ibid . taken

into the family of the countess of Kent, ibid. afterwards into the family of

sir S. Luke, 145. secretary to the earl of Carbury, and steward of Ludlow

castle, ibid. married Mrs. Herbert, ibid . part i . of Hudibras published , 1663,

part ii . 1664 , ibid. supposed to have been secretary to the duke of Buck

ingham , when chancellor of Cambridge, ibid. story of his being to be intro

duced to the duke of Buckingham , by Mr. Wycherley, 146. part iii. of

Hudibras published, 1678, ibid . died 1680, and interred in the church-yard

of Covent-garden , 147. reported to have received one hundred pounds a

year of the treasury, ibid . copy of his monument in Westminster abbey,

ibid . three volumes of his posthumous works published , 148. two volumes

more, lately, by Mr. Thyer of Manchester, ibid . he ridiculed the establish

ment of the royal society, ibid . character of his Hudibras , ibid .

Cadency in poetick numbers considered , ii. 442.

Cairne, in Sky, a burying -place, described , ix . 19 .

Calder castle, account of, ix . 21 .

Calumnies, the difficulty in suppressing, vi . 278 .

Camilla, her affected disrelish of the dispositions and conduct of her own sex

exposed , iii . 45 .

Canaries, islands of, account of the first discovery and settlement of, v . 215.

John de Cerda crowned king of the Canaries, ibid .

Candidus, his history, iv . 37 .

Cannon, two observations on the danger of, vii . 480.

Cantilenus, bis low taste censured, iii. 332.

Captator, a legacy hunter, his history , iii . 413 .

VOL . IX . Nn
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Carter, Mrs. a writer in the Rambler, ii. 218, 472.

Castles in the Hebrides, account of, ix . 151. evidences of the fictions of chi

valry having had the manners of feudal times for their basis, 153 .

Catalogue of the Harleian library , plan of the catalogue , v . 180. general use of

catalogues, 181 .

Cato, rather a poem in dialogue than a play , vii . 456. extracts from Mr.

Dennis's observations, 457 .

Cattle, importance of breeding, v . 313. account of those bred in the islands of

Sky , ix . 78.

Cave, Edward, his life, vi . 428. born in Warwickshire , 1691 , ibid. educated at

Rugby school, ibid . at first encouraged by his master, but afterwards, being

charged with stealing a cock , loses all his master's favour, 429. lives with a

collector of excise , 430. comes to London, and lives some time with a timber

merchant, ibid . apprenticed to Collins, a printer, ibid . after two years sent

to conduct a printing -house, and manage a weekly paper, at Norwich, ibid .

writes in Mist's journal, ibid. "gets a small place in the post-office, 431. en

gaged in several smallpublications, ibid . loses his place in the post-office,

ibid. purchases a small printing -office, and begins the Gentleman's Maga

zine, ibid. spent much money in projects, 432. died 1754, 433. inscription

at Rugby , written by Dr. Hawkesworth , to the memory of Cave's father,

himself, and brother, ibid . his character, 434 .

Caves, some remarkable ones in the isles of Sky, described, ix . 68 .

Caution , the connexion of it with hope, iii . 64 .

Celibacy, no pleasures in a state of, i. 255.

Censure, our fondness for it derived from an imagined superiority , 6. on what

occasions it becomes equitable and laudable, 240.

Chairman, his complaint on charging the fat people no more than thin ones,
iv . 232.

Character, not to be drawn from a person's own letters, viii. 315 .

Characters, the general inclination to copy those of other persons considered,

iii . 277. the variety of, in England , exemplified by the company in a stage

coach , iv . 63. the folly of assuming, 65.

Chariessa, her reflections upon the fashionable follies of modish life, ii . 472 .

Charity, the discharge of its duties should be regulated and adjusted by the

rules of justice , ii. 381. introduced by revelation, iv . 160. no account of it

in ancient times transmitted to us , ibid . Roman donatives rather popular

than virtuous , ibid . of mahometans transplanted from christianity, 16). of

the present age, commended, ibid . danger of its abating , 162. danger from
thecompetitions between different hospitals, ibid. if no want,no charity, 413.

Charity schools, the false notion of the mischief of them, iv . 224.

Charles the first, tries the Sortes Virgilianæ, vii . 6. charged with inserting a

prayer in the Icon Basilike , taken from Sidney's Arcadia, which is, however,

supposed to have been interpolated by Milton, vii . 84 .

Charles the second employs Salmasiusto write in defence of Charles the first

and monarchy, vii . 84. passes an act ofoblivion to all except the regicides , 95.

Charles the twelfth of Sweden, the vanity ofa warrior exemplified in him , i . 17 .

Charters , their extent and authority, vi . 235.

Chartophylax, his character, iii . 332 .

Charybdis, herdisposition to profuse expenses, iii. 47 .

Chaucer, Geoffry, January and May, and the prologue to the Wife of Bath , put

into modern Ènglish, by Pope. See Pope.

Cheerful Man characterized, vii . 121 .

Chesterfield , earl of, Dr. Johnson's contemptuous letter to , i . xxxv.

Cheynel, Francis , his life, vi . 413. born at Oxford , 1608, ibid . entered at that

university , 1623 , ibid . fellow of Merton college , ibid . takes orders in the

church of England, ibid . refused his degree of B.D. for disputing concerning

predestination,414. account of the disputes at Merton college, 415. presented

to a valuable living near Banbury, ibid. has a dispute with archbishop Laud,

ibid . declares himself a presbyterian, and a friend of the parliament, 416.

his house plundered , and living forfeited, ibid . retires into Sussex, 417. his

behaviour to Chillingworth when a prisoner to the parliament's troops, ibid .
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in the army of Essex , shows himself equally brave as learned , 419. is pre

sented by parliament to the living of Petworth , ibid . sent by the parliament,

with six others, to reform the university, ibid. fixes a scruple-shop at Oxford ,

420. his disputes with Earbury and the independents, ibid . his controversy

with Mr. Hammond, on his PracticalCatechism , 423. his further proceed

ings at Oxford, ibid . president of St. John's college, and lady Margaret pro

fessor, 425. writes in defence of the trinity against the socinians, 426. retires

from Oxford to his living at Petworth , 427. loses Petworth at the restoration ,

ibid . supposed to have died distracted , 1665 , 428 .

Chillingworth, Dr. for a short time embraced popery, vii . 278. account of his

sickness and death, in the hands of the parliament's troops, vi . 417 .

Chinese, account of a man of that country at the island of Ternate, vi . 370.

Christianus perfectus, i. 161.

Chrysalus, the fatal effects of his peevishness, iii . 32 .

Cibber, Mr. the lives of the poets not written byhim but by one Robert Shiels,

viii. 90. appointed poet laureate, 145. takes umbrage at the volunteer laureate,

147. celebrated by Pope in his last book of the Duuciad, viii . 300. he resents

the affront in a pamphlet, ibid .

Cicero, his reflections upon the vanity of transitory applause, iii. 60. his re

marks upon theimportanceof beingacquainted withpast transactions, 231 .

Clarendon, lord, the story of Smith being employed to alter his history, false ,

vii . 379. his character of Waller , with observations on it , 201. his character

of admiral Blake, vi . 308. the peculiar excellency of his History of the

Rebellion, iii . 8. thoughts on the publication of the sequel to his history,

iv . 341. doubts of the unfaithful publication of his history, 342 .

Cleobulus, his maxim on the excellency of mediocrity , ii . 185 .

Cleora , her letter on gaming, ii . 73 .

Clergy , Milton's objections to entering into the ministry, vii. 69, 70 .

Clifford, Martin ,attacks Dryden's Conquest ofGrenada, with a specimen , vii .

260. assisted Buckingham in writing the Rehearsal, 272 .

Climate , has no influence on freedom and slavery , or virtue and vice , iv. 182 .

Coach, provided by marriage articles without horses, iv . 310 .

Coalpit, comparedto the sun , vii . 25 .

Coins, observations on the collectors of, iv . 316.

Col , island of, account of, ix . 117 .

Collier, Jeremy , account of his dispute on the entertainments of the stage,

viii . 27 .

Collins , William , his life, viii . 400. born at Chichester, 1720 , ibid . admitted at

Winchester college , 1733, ibid. came to London, about 1744, a literary ad

venturer, ibid . his uncleleaves him about two thousand pounds,401. troubled

with disease and insanity, 402. his character, ibid . 'died 1756 , 403. his

works characterized , 404.

Colonies , observations on the settlement of, viii. 155. considerations how they

are constituted , vi . 231. constitution of English colonies, 234. ought to be

bound by statutes of the mother -country , 236. the plea of want of represen

tation examined , 237 .

Colson , Mr. the mathematician , his supposed character, ii . 122 .

Columbus, little advantage to Europe from his discoveries, vi. 233 .

Comedy, history of, v. 370. tragedy more uniform than , 398. critical remarks

upon the manner of composing it, iii . 93 .

Commendation, false claims to it censured, iii. 379 .

Commentators, the difficulties they meet with, y . 95 .

Commerce, preface to Rolt's dictionary of, v. 247 , the present predilection of

mankind to , ibid. difficulties in acquiring the knowledge of, 248.one of the

daughters of fortune,316. must owe its success to agriculture, 317 .

Companions , different classes of them described , iii . 377.

Compassion , supposed by some to be a selfish passion , iv . 160 .

Competitions, often supported by interestand envy, iii. 354. their different in

fluence on this occasion stated, 355 , 356.

Complainers, incessant , represented as the screechowls of mankind, ii . 282.

Complaint, little got by it ,iv . 427,
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.
Complaints of the conduct of others, what principles will support our claim to

it, ii . 240, 241 .

Composition , different methods of, viii . 321 .

Compton, sir Spenser, presents Thomson with twenty guineas, having dedicated

Winter to him , viii . 368.

Comus, the Masque of, first acted in 1634, vii. 71. derived from Homer's Circe,

ibid. the fact on which it was founded, ibid . supposed by the editor to be

derived from the Comus of Erycius Puteanus, ibid . acted April the 5th,

1750, for the benefit of a granddaughter of Milton , 118. characterized, 123 .

prologue to, when acted for the benefit of a granddaughter of Milton , i. 115.

Conduct, the absurdity of it, whence it ariseth, iii . 140 .

Congo, island of, first discovered by the Portuguese , v . 228.

Congreve, William , his life , viii. 23. descended from a family in Staffordshire,

ibid . born about 1672, the place uncertain , ibid . first educated at Kilkenny,

afterwards at Dublin , ibid. entered at the Middle Temple, but paid little

attention tostatutes or reports , 24. the Old Batchelor, his first dramatick

labour, 1693 , ibid . this play procured him the patronage of Halifax, who

made him a commissioner for licensing coaches, and places in the pipe

office and customs, 25. account of this comedy, ibid. the Double Dealer,

1694, 26. Love for Love, 1695, ibid . Mourning Bride, 1697 , ibid. defends

the stage against Collier, 28. writes the Way of the World, 29. retires from

the world as a writer, ibid . made secretary for the island of Jamaica , 30.

wished to be considered rather as a gentleman than an author , ibid . his con

versation with Voltaire , ibid . loses his sight, ibid . died January the 29th ,

1728-9 , buried in Westminster abbey, and a monument erected by the

dutchess of Marlborough, to whom he left ten thousand pounds, ibid . his

character as an author , 31.

Consolation under afflictions, by what methods itmay be obtained, ii . 250. on

what occasion it may be drawn from a view of the afflictions of others, ibid .

its useful influence against the depressions of melancholy, 251. the tendency

of it to strengthen patience and fortitude, 253.

Constantia and Philetus, written by Cowley at twelve years of age , vii . 2 .

Constantius, his history and character, iii . 392.

Contentment with the situation in life assigned us, recommended , ii. 300 .

Controversies of the learned , a moderator recommended in them , v . 202 .

Controversy, the writers of it, their short-lived fame soon succeeded by disrelish

and neglect, iii . 4 .

Convenience, progress from rudeness to, iv. 335 .

Conversation , the pleasures and distastes of it, ii . 207, 224. the importance of

acquiring it, iii . 331. the art of it difficult to be attained , 375. what methods

are most proper for this end , ibid . the errours in sentiment and practice

relating to this, into which many are led, 376. requires the same ingredients

as punch, iv . 250. the ingredients of both compared, 251 .

Conway, lord, taken up for being concerned in Waller's plot , vii. 191. after be

ing examined several times by the lords is admitted to bail, 193.

Coot, account of a bird in Scotland so called , ix . 16.

Corbet, Mrs. Pope's epitaph on her, viii . 354.

Coriatachan, in Šky, account of, ix . 49 .

Coriolanus, observations on Shakespeare's tragedy of, v . 169 .

Corn laws, considerations on , v . 321.

Cornelia, her account of lady Bustle's employment, ii . 244.

Cornice, Bob, his history , iv. 28. -

Cornish men, a supposed address from them , in order to show the false argu

ments in the American resolutions and address, vi . 254.

Coronation of George the third, thoughts on, v . 451 .

Coulson. See Colson .

Country life , the pleasures expected to be met with in it, seldom prove so , ex

emplified in the history of Dick Shifter, iv . 359.

Court, the danger of dangling after places there, exemplified in the character of

Lentulus, iv.39.

Courtier, his manner described, iii . 196, 200 .
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Courtly, Mrs. her character, ii. 59 .

Cowley, Abraham, his life, vii. 1. the son of a grocer, and born in 1618, ibid.

became a poet from reading Spenser's FaeryQueen , ibid . educated at West

minster school, 2. could not retain the rules of grammar, ibid . a volume

of poems printed in his thirteenth year, ibid . wrote Pyramus and Thisbe at

ten years of age , and Constantia and Philetus at twelve, ibid . removed

to Cambridge in 1636 , 3. ejected from Cambridge, and takes shelter at St.

John's college, Oxford, in 1643, ibid. employed in ciphering and decipher

ing the letters between the kingandqueen, 4. writes his Mistress without

being in love, ibid . secretary to lord Jermyn at Paris, 5. some of his letters

preserved in Brown's Miscellanea Aulica, ibid . his opinion of the Scotch

treaty, 6. sent back from Paris, under pretence of privacy and retirement, 7 .

seized bythe usurping powers , and obliged to give a security of one thousand

pounds, ibid . supposed to relax from his loyalty, ibid . purposes to retire to

America, ibid . takes upthe character of physician, 8. writes a copyof verses

on the death of Oliver,ibid . made Dr. of physick at Oxford, 1657 , 9. writes

in the Philosophical Transactions, ibid . studies botany, and writes several

books on plants in Latin, 10. superior to Milton in Latin poetry, ibid . retires

into Surrey, ibid. obtains a lease of the queen's lands, 13. his letter to Dr.

Sprat, ibid. died at Chertsey , 1667 , and buried with great pomp, near Chau

cer and Spenser, 14. Charles the second said, Cowley had not left behind

him a better man in England, ibid . was at one time too much praised , at an

other too much neglected , ibid. critical remarks on his poems , 18. the best

metaphysical poet, 30. a passage in his writings illustrated, ii . 27. his epi

taph, with observations on it , v . 262.

Cradock, Zachary, elected provost of Eton, vii . 199.

Craggs, James, Pope's epitaph on him , viii. 352.

Credulity, the common failing of unexperienced virtue, ii. 324. described,

iv . 179. of political zealots the most obstinate, 37. of the bigots of philoso

phy examined, 180.

Crispe, sir Nicholas , assisted the king with one hundred thousand pounds, vii .

188. forms a plot in favour of the king, 189 .

Criticism , not criminal , viii . 338. genuine, the offspring of labour, truth , and

equity, ii. 121. the art of it regulated by precarious and fluctuating princi

ples, 114. iii . 248. the proper end to which it should be applied , 328. mi

nute, censured and exploded, ibid . the importance of that study , iv . 325.

story of Dick Minim , a critick , ibid . plan for an academy, 329.

Criticks, their true character, ii . 12. the different dispositions and measures of

the candid and the severe , 114 , 115. remarks on their censures of other writ

ers, 439. they are often misled by interest , 440, the different classes of cri

ticks assigned, and their arts and insults exposed , iii . 326, 328. the methods

by which their malevolent designs may be defeated, ibid . their character,

iv. 159. their duty to young actors, 223. observations on, 374. their use to

the world, v . 150 .

Cromwell, O. commenced protector with kingly power, vii . 86. instance of

Milton's flattery of, 87. versed in ancienthistory , 195.character of Waller's

panegyrick on , ibid. desirous of the title of king, 196. his dissolution of par

liament recommended as a proper subject for an historical painting , iv. 284.

Cromwell , Mr. an early correspondent of Pope, viii. 230.

Crousaz, a view of the controversy between him and Warburton, on Pope's

Essay on Man , v. 202 .

Cruelty, in experimental philosophy and anatomy reprobated, iv. 200.

Cuddy fish , account of, ix. 71 .

Cunning, characterized , iv . 419 .

Cupidus, his observations on the folly of visionary opulence, ii . 344.

Curiosity, the danger of indulging an injudicious, 387. a principle of powerful

and extensive operation, 482. iii . 63. the folly ofbeing solely influenced by it

in the pursuit of knowledge, ii. 487. to be indulged with caution and judg

i ment, 488. the great folly of it when extravagant, 289. the first and last

passion in great and generous minds, iii . 212. an instance of its commanding

influence, 213. a strong principle of action , 260 .
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Curiosities, the extravagant love of, exposed, iv. 315. arts practised by col

lectors, 316. the advantage of collectionsmade with prudence, 317.

Curll , Mr. called before the lords for publishing letters between Pope and se

veral noblemen, and discharged , viii. 281 .

Custom , to conquer it requires the utmost efforts of fortitude and virtue, iv. 229.

the folly ofcontinuing badones , and the difficulty of breaking them , 230.

Cymbeline, observations on Shakespeare's play of, v . 172.

Dæmonologie, system of, adopted by suchas courted the favour of king James,

v . 57 .

Davenant, sir William , his life saved by the intercession of Milton, who is after

wards saved by the intercession of Davenant, vii . 97. in conjunction with

Dryden, alters Shakespeare's Tempest, 252, the quickness of his fancy, ibid .

Davideis, written by Cowley when at Cambridge, vii . 3. designed to be ex

tended to twelve books, only four of which were completed, 42. various spe

cimens of, 43. said by Rymer to be superior to the Jerusalem of Tasso, 47.

Dead, prayer for, propriety of,ix. 194. apparitions ofthe dead, discussed , 197.

Deaf and dumb , account of Braidwood'sacademy at Edinburgh for, ix . 160.

Death , a voyage, vii. 25, the due contemplation of, a proper methodfor sup

pressing fear, ii . 85. the instructions arising from the near views of it , 259.

the dispositions of mind suitable to that instructive and awful season, 261 ,

262. the different sentiments we then form of men and things ; and particu

larlyas to friends, rivals , and enemies, ibid . theimmediate effects of death

awful and important , 367. the impressions made by it too generally transient,

368. the remembrance of it when it predominates in ourminds a great and

animating incentive to virtue , 369. considerations on it, v . 164. the desire of

the most decrepid to live one year longer, and the credit they give to it , iv .

271. as described by the author of the Origin of Evil, vi . 61 .

Debtors, considerations on the imprisonment of, iv . 213. creditors ' reasons for

imprisonment of, ibid . should be obliged to surrender their property , 214.

frequently occasioned by compulsive traffick, 215. he who trusts a man he

designs to sue,is criminal, 215. loss to the community by their imprison

ment computed , 260. more confined in England than in the monasteries in

other countries, 262. other mischiefs of imprisonment, ibid . the infamy

ought to be transferred from the unfortunate debtor to the remorseless cre

ditor, 263. the miserable life they lead , iv . 14. the danger of being bail for,

exemplified in the character of Serenus, 35.

Dedications, v . 430. Dr. James's dictionary , ibid . the Female Quixote, 431.

Shakespeare illustrated , 432. Payne's game of draughts, 435. evangelical

history of Christ , 436. Angell's stenography, 440. Baretti's dictionary, 441 .

Kennedy's chronology, 442. Hoole's Tasso, 443. Gwynn's London and

Westminster improved , 444. Ascham's works, 445. Adams on the globes ,

ibid . bishop Pearce's works, 447.

Definition , in what respect not the province of man , iii . 93. the neglect of it

prejudicial to the writers of plays , 94 .

Dejection of spirit frequently increased by vain terrours , ii . 282 .

Demochares, his character, ii . 478 .

Denham , sir John, born at Dublin in 1615, vii . 57. son of sir John Denham

of Essex , chief justice of the exchequer in Ireland, and afterwards one of

the barons of the exchequer in England, ibid. educated in London, and

went to Oxford, 1631 , ibid . more given to dice and cards than study, ibid .

removed to Lincoln's inn , ibid . divides his study between law and poe

try, ibid. employed in carrying on the king's correspondence, 58. conveys

James duke of York from London into France, ibid . resides in France, 59.

the remains of his estatesold by parliament, ibid , rewarded for his loyalty by

being made surveyor of the king's buildings, and knight of the Bath , ibid.

died March 19th , 1688 ,and buried in Westminster abbey near Cowley , 60 .

his character as a poet, ibid.

Dennis, John, enraged by Pope's Essay on Criticism , viii . 240. attacks the

Rape of the Lock ,and theTemple of Fame, 247. Pope writes a narrative of

his frenzy, 248. attacks Addison's Cato , vii . 456. Savage's epigram on him ,

viji . 128 .

.
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Dentatus, his address to Tranquilla described, iii. 68.

Dependence, perpetual, contrary to the dignity of wisdom, iii . 265.

Depravation of the mind by external advantages not so universal as is appre

hended , iii . 310.

Desires of mankind more numerous than their attainments, ii . 492. a perpetual

conflict with natural desires the lot of our present state, iii . 27 .

Desires , excessive, restrained by the attentive prospect and contemplation of

death, ii . 83 .

Despair, considerations proposed for preventing it, iii. 115 .

Dicaculus, his affectation of the character of a wit, iii . 317.

Diction, the attractive power of its charms in the conveyance of truth to the

mind, iii . 291. See Language.

Dictionaries, writers of, characterized , v . 23.

Dictionary, English. See English Dictionary .

Diffidence, the advantageous influence of this quality in managing a debate ,

iii . 253.

Digby, sir Kenelm , embraced popery , vii . 278. account of his animadversions

on Brown's Religio Medici, vi . 478.

Digby, hon. Robert, and his sister Mary, Pope's epitaph on them , viii . 355.

Dilatoriness and indolence in managi important affairs, their fatal effects,

iii . 135 .

Diligence , too frequently relaxed and abated by applause, iii . 27. often ob

structed by friendship, 28.

Discord , little things often produce it , ii.472.

Discontent, attendant on every state of life, ii. 279. iii. 124.

Dispute and controversy , the fatal effects of,when ill conducted, ii . 449. fre

quently influenced by the dispositions of pride and vanity, 450.

Distinction, the folly of attaining it by ridicule or censure , iv . 201 .

Divorce. See Marriage.

Dobson, Mr. attempts to translate Pope's Essay on Man into Latin verse ,
viii . 291 .

Dodsley, Mr. summonedbefore the lords for publishing Whitehead's poem

called Manners, viii . 297 .

Domestick conduct, the importance of regulating it by the dictates of wisdom

and goodness , ii . 323. the danger of betraying our weakness to our servants ,

one motive to a regular life, 324. See Servants.

Domestick discord inquired into, i . 253.

Donne, Dr. specimens of his metaphysical poetry , vii . 19. some of his satires

published by Pope, viii. 295.

Dorset , Charles Sackville earl of, life, vii . 223. born January 24 , 1637 , ibid .

educated under a private tutor, and travelled through Italy, ibid. member

for East Grinstead in the first parliament after the restoration, ibid. one of his

frolicks, ibid . a volunteer in the fleet under the duke of York , 224. receives

favourable notice from king James, ibid . concurs to the revolution, ibid . a

favourite of king William , chamberlain of the household , and knight of the

garter, 225. died at Bath , Jan. 19, 1705-6, ibid . his character, ibid . ap

plauded as good -natured, though angry, ii. 54.

Charles earl of, Pope's epitaph on him , with criticisms on it, viii. 348 .

Double, Tom , his story , iv . 420 .

Douglas , Rev. Mr. bishop of Carlisle , letter to, written for William Lauder,

Dragon , story of the isle of Rhodes being ravaged by one, iv. 173. the story

applied, 174.

Drake, sir Francis, his life, vi. 310. son of a clergyman in Devonshire, ibid .

apprenticed to the master of a small vessel trading to France and the Nether

lands, ibid . his master dying, leaves him his little vessel , ibid. sells his ves

sel, and enters into the West India trade, 311. loses his all in captain Haw

kins's expedition, 312. account of his expedition against the Spaniards in

America, 1572, ibid. enters into treaty with the Symerons or fugitive negroes,

321. returns to Plymouth , August 9 , 1573 , 338. sails with five ships to the

South Seas, 1577 , 339. a design formed at Port Julian to murder him, 351 .

v . 272.
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arrives at Plymouth , September 26 , 1580, 373. receives a visit from queen

Elizabeth on board his ship at Deptford, when he is knighted, ibid . com

mands a fleet of twenty -five ships against the Spaniards, 1585, ibid. his

success against the Spaniards, 374. in conjunction with sir John Hawkins

sent with a fleet to the East Indies, 1595, 375. died 1597, and buried in the

sea, ibid.

Drama. See Stage .

Drowsy, Tom , his history , iv. 49.

Drugget, Ned, his history, iv . 195. his false conceptions of pleasure, such as

pursued by mankind in general, 201 .

Dryden, John, his life, vii. 245. born at Aldwinkle, Northamptonshire, Aug. 9,

1631 , ibid. said to have inherited an estate of two hundred pounds ayear,and

to have been bred an anabaptist, ibid . educated at Westminster school under

Dr. Busby, 246. admitted bachelor at Cambridge, 1653 , ibid. his first poem

on the death of lord Hastings, ibid . wrote stanzas on the death of Cromwell,

and on the restoration Astrea Redux, 247. commenced a writer for the stage

about 1663, 248.his first play the Wild Gallant, ibid . published theRival

Ladies, 1664 , 249. joins sír Robert Howard in writing the Indian Queen ,

ibid. the Indian Emperor published , 1667 , ibid . published his Annus Mira

bilis, 1667, 250. has a controversy with sir Robert Howard on dramatick

rhyme, ibid. succeeds sir W.Davenant as poet laureate, 251. publishes his

Essay on Dramatick Poetry, ibid. Secret Love, or the Maiden Queen , ibid.

sir MartinMar-all, 252. in conjunction with Davenant, alters Shakespeare's

Tempest, ibid . his quiet disturbed by Settle's Empress of Morocco, ibid .

his character of Settle, with remarks on the Empress of Morocco, 253. his

Mock Astrologer, dedicated to the duke of Newcastle,258. Tyrannick Love,

or the Virgin Martyr, ibid. Conquest of Granada, 259. that play attacked

by Martin Clifford , 260. Settle vindicates himself, ibid. his Marriage A -la

mode, dedicated tothe earlof Rochester, 265. the Assignation , or Love in a

Nunnery, dedicated to sir Charles Sedley, ibid . Amboyna, ibid. Troilus and

Cressida, altered from Shakespeare, ibid. the Spanish Fryar, ibid. the duke

of Guise, written in conjunction with Lee , 266. Albion and Albanius, ibid.

State of Innocence and Fall ofMan ,267. many hundred copies in manuscript

before it was printed , ibid . Aureng Zebe , 268. All for Love, or the World

well Lost, founded on the story of Antony and Cleopatra ,ibid. Limberham ,

or the Kind Keeper, 269. (Edipus, formed by him andLee from Sophocles,

ibid . Don Sebastian, ibid. Amphitryon , derived from Plautus and Molière,

ibid . Cleomenes , ibid . King Arthur, 270. Love Triumphant, ibid . did not

raise his fortune by the number of his pieces, ibid . wrote a dedication to al

most every piece, 271. used to add a preface of criticism to his plays, ibid.

wrote prologues to many plays , the price of which was two guineas, and

afterwards raisedto three guineas, ibid. contracted to furnish four plays a

year, 272. in1678, produced six full plays, ibid . attacked by criticks, and op

posed by rivals , ibid. characterized by thename of Bayes in the Rehearsal ,

ibid . criticks norrivals did him no harm , 274. repels censure by an adaman

tine confidence , ibid. waylaid and beaten for being supposed have been

the author of an Essay on Satire, 275. his name thought necessary for the suc

cess of every poetical and literary performance, ibid. hewrote the lives of Po

lybius, Lucian , and Plutarch , and translated the first book of Tacitus, ibid .

assisted in translating Ovid's Epistles, and adds a preface on translation,

ibid. writes Absalomand Achitophel,which is several times answered, 276.

the Medal , which is answered by Settle and others, 277. after the accession

of James, declared himself a convert to popery, 278. engaged to defend the

papers found in the strong box of Charles the second , 279 , translates Maim

burg's History of the League, andtheLife of Francis Xavier, ibid. supposed

to have undertaken to translate Varillas's History of Heresies , and to have

answered Burnet, 280. Burnet's observation on the answer , ibid.publishes

the Hind and Panther , which is answered by the earl of Halifax, Prior, Tom

Brown, etc. 281. writes on the birth of a prince, 283. at the revolution

loses the place of laureate, ibid . celebrates Shadwell's inauguration in Mac

Flecknoe, ibid. lord Dorset is said to have continued the salary of laureate
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to him , ibid . in 1690, writes Don Sebastian , and in 1691 four other dramas,

284. in 1693, publishes his translation of Juvenal and Persius, ibid . pur

poses writing an epick poem either on Arthur or the Black Prince, ibid .

he charged Blackmore with stealing his plan , 285. in 1694, begins his trans

lation of Virgil,which he publishes in 1697, ibid . translates Fresnoy's Art of

Painting into English prose, ibid . Fables, his last work, published 1699,

ibid . died in Gerard -street, May 1 , 1701 , 286. a wild story respecting his fu

neral, ibid . buried amongst the poets in Westminster abbey, 289. à monu

ment erected to his memory by the duke of Buckinghamshire, ibid. account

of his descendants, 290. his character as described by Congreve , ibid. differ

ently described by Dr. Johnson, 291. copy of the agreement with Jacob Ton

son, pay him two hundred and fifty guineas for ten thousand verses , 298.

said to have receivedfive hundred pounds from the dutchess of Ormond, as a

compliment for his fables, 299. said to have received forty pounds from a

musical society for the use of Alexander's Feast, 300, in his younger years

put confidence in judicial astrology, ibid. his character as a poet and critick ,

301. the father of English criticism , 301 , criticisms on various passages of

his poems, 312. specimen of Milbourne's criticism on Dryden's Translation

of Virgil, 333. his observations on Rymer's remarks on the tragedies of the

last age, 350. copy of a letter to hissons in Italy, 359. his opinion of lord

Roscommon's Essay on translated Verse , 169. Milton thought him a good

rhymist , but no poet, 114. declares that Swift will never be a poet, viii . 196.

compared with Pope, 322. wrote merely for the people , 323. his prose

works characterized, 324. composed without consideration, and published

without correction, ibid . his inattention and inaccuracy remarked, ii.152.

his character of Shakespeare , v. 153. translation of his epigrams on Milton,

i. 193.

Dryden , John, jun, writer of the Husband his own Cuckold, vii . 290.

Du Halde's History of China , letter on, vi. 1.

Duke, Richard, his life , vii. 382. bred at Westminster, and took his master's

degree at Cambridge, 1682, ibid . prebendary at Gloucester, and chaplain to

queen Anne, 383. died February 10, 1710-11 , ibid .

Dumb and Deaf, account of Braidwood's academy at Edinburgh for, ix . 159.

Dun or Borough , in the isle of Sky, described , ix. 67 .

Dun Buy, account of, ix. 15 .

Dunciad, the part Savage was supposed to have in publishing it , viii. 127 .

Dutch war of 1652, account of the engagement at sea between the Dutch ad

mirals and admiral Blake , vi . 297 .

Dutch, their revolt against thepower of Spain , vi . 124. raised to power by their

planof commerce, 125. their increasing power, 128 .

Dyer, John, his life , viii. 405. born in 1700 , at Aberglasney, in Caermarthen

shire, ibid. educated at Westminster, and designed for the law, ibid. be

comes an itinerant painter, ibid . travels to Italy , and on his return publishes

the Ruins of Rome, ibid . enters into the church, ibid . his preferments,

406. publishes the Fleece, 1757 , ibid . died 1758 , ibid . his works charac

terized, ibid. Akenside's opinion of the Fleece, 407 .

Earbury, Mr. account of him, and his pretending to prophecy , vi . 420. his dis

putes with Mr. Cheynel , 421 .

Earse language, used in a kirk at Inverness, ix . 24. account of, 112. many dia

lects of, 114 .

Earth, advantages from the position of it , iv . 276.

Editors, the impropriety of their altering works of authors left to their care, viii .

371. the duty of, v . 136 .

Education , the difficulty attending it , vi. 376. those who make the avenues to

it easier are the friends of mankind, ibid. the method used by Barretier for

instructing his son in the languages, 377. the importance of conducting it

aright, ii . 393, 401. errours in the conduct thereof censured, iii. 18 , 125,

388. the pernicious effects of wrong management in this affair, 27. the

folly of employing girls on useless needlework, and neglecting every other

part of their education, iv . 188. the importance of, v . 231. want of variety

VOL. IX . 0 0
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and novelty in books designed for, 232. considerations on the education of

the children of the poor , vi. 28 .

Egmont Port. See Falkland islands.

Elgin , account of, ix. 19 .

Eloquence, that false sort which only confuses the reader, ridiculed, iv. 256.

Elphinston, James, letter to, on the death of his mother, i . 311 .

Elwood the quaker, some account of, vii . 99.

Eminent men, least eminent at home, iv . 299.

Embalming, on the practice of, i. 305 .

Emigration, state of, from the Hebrides, considered , ix . 92 .

Eminence, a proof of it in having many enemies as well as friends, ii. 44 .

Employment,the necessity of, iv. 364.

Enemies, the duty and charity of relieving them , vi . 148 .

England, supposed by Miltonto be too cold a climate for flights of imagination,

vii. 103 .

English, remarkably barren of historical genius, iii. 82. the little proficiency

made by them in civil wisdom, vi. 155. on the bravery of their common sol

diers, 149. arises very much from the dissolution of dependence which ob

liges every man to regard his own character, 151.

English Dictionary, plan ofthat work addressed to the earl of Chesterfield ,v. 1 .

difficulties in fixing the plan, 4.preface to the English Dictionary, 23. writer

of dictionaries characterized, ibid. advertisement to the fourth edition , 52.

preface to the octavo edition , 53 .

English language, the progress of, iv. 336. richer than commonly supposed,

417. contains sufficient information in every branch of science , 418.

Ennius, bis epitaph written by himself, v.265.

Envy, its malignant influence described , iii . 356, will often sacrifice truth and

friendship to weak temptations, 357.

Epaminondas, his death a proper subject for a picture, iv. 284.

Epick poetry,what it is , vii. 125. requisites in a writer of, 126. Boileau's opi

nion of, 284,

Epictetus, his salutary instructions for preserving themind from the elevation of

vanity, and the dejection of grief, ii. 9. his excellent sentiments on the ad

vantage of being influenced by the fears of poverty and death, 83. his epi

taph , v . 266. epigramma, i. 190 .

Epigram — de sacerdote furem consolante epigramma, viii . 19 .

Episcopacy, Mr. Waller's speech against it, vii. 184.

Epistolary writing, its difficulty and excellence, iii . 220. it ought to bear a

strict conformity to nature, and the various purposes designed by it, 222,
223 .

Epitaphs, i . 150. essay on , v . 259. inquiry into what the perfection of consists,

260. intended to perpetuate examples of virtue, ibid . the name alone suffi

cient for eminent men, 261. all allusions to heathen mythology absurd, 262.

impropriety of addressing the passenger in, 263. first rule in writing , not to

omit the name, 264. regard for truth to be observed, 265. private virtue the

best subject for, ibid .

Erasmus, his diligent and unwearied improvement oftime applauded , iii . 14.

Eriphile , her excessive peevishness censured , iii. 32 .

Errol, earl of, invites Dr. Johnson to his seat at Slanes castle, ix . 15 .

Errour, the aversion of most persons to be convinced of it, ii . 152 , 153. their at

tempts to justify it generally the effectof obstinacy or pride, ibid.

Etymology, difficulties in settling it, v . 11.

Essays, the extensiveness and varietyof this kind of writing , iii . 358. the ad

vantages and inconveniencies of it, ibid .

Essence of things , less regarded than their external and accidental appendages,
iii . 265 .

Eubulus, his character , ii . 127-136.

Evening , an ode to Stella , i . 125 .

Events , some of the most considerable often produced by casual and slender
causes, iii . 168 .
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Evil, thoughts on the origin of, iv. 411. the cause of all good , 412. review of a

Free Enquiry into the Nature and Origin of, vi . 47. the folly of lamenting

evils which may never happen, i . 257.

Eumathes, his free censure of the errours of modern education, iii . 125–129.

his judicious conduct in the tuition of a young nobleman , 400. his narrative

of the low insidious arts by which his good designs were obstructed and de

feated, 402. the mean adventures of his pupil related, 405.

Eumenes, his character, ii . 303.

Euphelia, an account of her rural amusements, ii . 206, 225 .

Euphemia , her character, ii . 60.

Euphues, his character, ii . 121 .

Euripides, parody of a translation from the Medea, i. 140.

Eutropius, his account of the indecent and insulting conduct of Tripherus, ii.
466 .

Excellence, the desire of it laudable , 315. practical and ideal , widely different,

iii . 30 .

Exercise , its necessity to the health and vigour of the body, ii. 399.

Existence, every stage and period of it should be distinguished by some im

provement, iii. 238.

Expectation , the torment of it greatest in the early seasons of life, 27. the

practice of disappointing the expectations of others inconsistent with true

friendship, 178. this instance of wrong conduct exemplified in the case of

Liberalis, 273, 274. our expectations often visionary and disappointing,
410, 411 ,

Expeditions and voyages in search of new countries, abstract account of,

vi . 180 .

External appearances frequently delusive , iii . 410.

Extravagance, some instances of it related , iii . 392.

Failings, the detection ofthem too generally received with disgust, ii . 118.

Falkland, lord , triesthe Sortes Virgilianæ , vii . 6.

Falkland Islands, thoughts on the late transactions respecting them , 1771 ,

vi . 179.

Fall of Fiers, account of, ix . 29 .

False Alarm , 1770, vi . 155 .

Falsehood , its guilt widely extended , ii . 454. often imitates truth, 455. the

influence of it on the passions, 457. the artifices of it exploded, iii . 381 .

Falstaff, sir John, prince Henry's tender reflections on his death, ii . 341.

Fame, the love of it when irregular and dangerous, ii . 237. when laudable, ibid .

the only recompense mortalscan bestow on virtue, 239. the ill economyof

it the effect of stupidity ,268. the acquisition and loss of it considered, iii .

103. that of authors casual, precarious, and short-lived, 195, 196. of a short

duration when it is not properly founded, 233. the ascent to it obstructed by

envy and competition, 279. that ofauthors very precarious, iv. 323.

Famine, how different countries are affected by it, ix. 135 .

Farmer, English , the honour due to , v . 314.

Fate, the practice of seeking it in books, vii.6 .

Fear, the distresses of it obviated and alleviated by the contemplation of death,

ii . 85. superstitious, censured and exploded , 282. in what cases it charac

terizes a coward, iii. 100. not intended to overbear reason, but to assist it,

ibid. the pernicious effects of an irrational indulgence of it, 136.

Fenton , Elijah, his life, viii. 54. born near Newcastle, in Staffordshire, ibid .

educated at Cambridge, ibid . refused to take the oaths, 55. secretary to

Charles earl of Orrery, and tutor to his son , ibid . schoolmaster at Sevenoaks

in Kent, ibid . writes in praise of queen Anne , and extols the duke of Marl

borough , ibid . undertakes to instruct secretary Craggs, 56. assists Pope in

translating the Odyssey, ibid. gains near one thousand pounds by his tragedy

of Mariamne, ibid . died at lady Trumbal's in 1730, 58. his character, ibid .

account of his works, ibid. Pope's letter to Mr. Broome on thedeath of Fen

ton , 60. assisted Pope in the translation of the Odyssey, 230. Pope's epitaph

on him , 358 .

Ferocula, her ungoverned passions described and censured , iii . 36 .
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Ferratus, his favourite passion, iii . 331.

Fiction , the works formed upon the plan of it, wherein useful and defective, i .

15. they too frequently corrupt the mind of youth, 17—20 .

Firearms, the introduction and progress of, vi . 509 .

Fireworks, letter on , v . 352.

Firebrace , lady, verses to her, at Bury assizes, i . 129 .

Flatterer, character of an insidious , iii. 268.

Flattery , the fatal and mischievous effects of, ii . 305. the principal causes of it

described , 493. it is often profusely addressed to the unworthiest objects,

494. the peculiar infamy of such prostitution , ibid . most successful when

accommodated to particular circumstances or characters, iii . 1 , 313, 344,

381. openness to it the disgrace of declining life, 268. the influence of it to

quiet conviction and obtund remorse, 312.

Flavia, her agreeable character, ii . 393 .

Flavilla, her levity and inconstancy displayed , iii . 351.

Flirtilla, instructed upon the subject of masquerades, ii . 48 .

Florentius, his character, ii . 90.

Florentulus , his education conducted upon an irregular and injurious plan,

ii. 16-20 .

Flosculus, the manner of his addresses to Tranquilla , iii . 68 .

Flying , attempts to discover the art of, vi . 210.

Flying fish , account of, vi . 343 .

Follies, fashionable, particularly described, ii . 472. the modern round of fa

vourite weekly diversions regarded as the most important end of human

life , 474.

Fontenelle, his Dialogues of the Dead , translated by Mr. Hughes, vii . 475.

Fores, (the town to which Macbeth was travelling ,) account of, ix . 21 .

Forgetfulness, the necessity of, iv. 363 .

Fortitude of women described , i. 71 .

Foster, Mrs. Elizabeth , granddaughter of Milton, subscriptions solicited for,

Fosterage, account of the custom of, in the isleof Col, ix. 139.

Foundling -hospital,care of the morals and religion of the children there , re

commended , vi . 29 .

Fountains, a fairy tale, ix. 176.

Fox , Mr.lampooned by Pope in his satires, viii . 297 .

France, the power of, in America , 1756, vi. 121. sends a colony to Canada, 123.

Fraud,those persons who are most addicted to it , generally the most suspicious,

ii. 306.

Freeholder, account of that periodical publication, vii . 439.

Freemasonry allowed in Prussia , vi. 443.

French, just to the memory of learned men , by writing their lives , vii . 236.

French prisoners of war. Introduction to the proceedings of the committee

appointed to manage the contributions begun at London, December the 18th,

1758, for clothing them , vi . 123 .

Friend , the difficulty of finding a faithful and able one, ii. 139. the essential

ingredients of that amiable character, 304. thoughts on the loss of a, iv . 271 .

poem to a , i . 126.

Friendship, the progress of the abatement of, viii . 265. the firmest too often

dissolved by openness and sincerity, ii. 197. the qualities requisite to form

and establish it, 304, 333. envy and flattery most injurious to its interests ,

ii . 304. esteem and love essential to its composition , 307. virtue its most

lasting support, ibid . the inost common obstructions to it, 308, 309. the

measures necessary to maintain and continue it , 469. the partialities with

which it is often attended, 470. characterized , iv . 216. accidents to which

it is liable , ibid . absence , interest, ambition , disputes begun in jest , &c. 217 .

an ode , i . 147 .

Frolick , Mr. his character, as exhibiting a striking specimen of vanity , ii. 292 .

Frugality , the excellence of it , ii . 273. cautions and rules for directing the

practice of it, 277.

Fruition , the limits of it fixed by immoveable boundaries , iii . 334.

v . 270.
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Fugitive pieces, their origin and importance, v . 190, 238.

Fungoso, his addresses to Tranquilla described, iii . 67 .

Furia, her character, ii. 90.

Future state , sir T. Browne's account of the belief of the ancients , vi . 484.

Futurity, the prospects of it fitted to influence and regulateour present conduct,

ii . 7. anxiety about it censured , 144, 281 , 285. the folly of building our

hopes upon it, iii . 442.

Gabriel, his dress described , vii . 46.

Gaming, Cleora's letter concerning it , ii . 73, 76. its pernicious effects, 77 .

destructive of the peace, harmony, and pleasures of domestick life, ibid .

Garret, the advantages of it for contemplation and improvement, iii . 55. sub

servient to gaiety and sprightliness, 58. the history and antiquities of several
inhabitants of a , 261 , 262.

Garrick, David, characterized under the name of Prospero , 428.

Garth , sir Samuel , his life, vii . 402. descended from a family in Yorkshire ,

ibid . student at Cambridge, ibid . admitted fellow of the college of phy,

sicians, London, June 26 , 1693 ,ibid . writes the Dispensary, a poem , 404.

spoke the Harveian oration, 1697 , ibid . censor of the college, ibid . member

of the Kit Kat club , ibid . knighted, and made physician in ordinary to the

king , and physician general to the army , ibid . died January 18 , 1717–18 ,

and buried at Harrow on the hill , 405. his character , and that of his works,

ibid .

Gay, John, his life, viii . 62. born in Devonshire in 1688 , ibid. educated under

Mr. Luck, ibid . apprentice to a silkmercer in London , ibid. secretary to

the dutchess of Monmouth , ibid . inscribes his first publication to Pope, ibid .

secretary to the earl of Clarendon , 63. dedicates his Shepherd's Week to

Bolingbroke, 64. Pope and Arbuthnot supposed to have assisted him in

writing Three Hours after Marriage, ibid . gained one thousand pounds by

publishing his poems, 65. became possessed of the value of twenty thousand

pounds in the south sea stock, which he lost, ibid. appointed gentleman

usher to the princess Louisa , which he refuses, and is afterwards neglected

by the court,66. Pope'saccount of the origin and success of the Beggar's

Opera, 67. his Polly prohibited by the lord chamberlain ,68. patronized by

the duke and dutchess of Queensberry , 69. died December 4, 1732, and

buried in Westminster abbey, ibid. his character, ibid. account of his

works, 70 .

Gelaleddin , of Bassora, the story of, iv . 370 .

Gelasimus, his character , iii . 339.

Gelidus, his character , ii . 119.

Generosa, her complaint of want of attention to inquiries made by women,

iii . 102,

Genius, true, what, vii . 1. the expediency and importance of consulting it in

choosing our station in life, ii . 97, 98. iii. 51 .

Gentle, miss, her history , iv. 440.

Gentle, Phil . his story, iv . 397 .

Gentleman's Magazine, history of, vi . 432. prefaces to , v . 345.

George , Fort, account of, ix . 21 .

Germany, emperor of, account of the confusions occasioned by his death , 1740,

vi. 445. the elector of Bavaria invested with the imperial dignity , 454. state

of the war between the king of Prussia and the queen of Hungary, in defence

of the election , 466 .

Ginger, Deborah , ( wife of a city wit , ) her complaint, iv . 288.

Glasgow, account of,ix. 157. account of the university of, 158 .

Glenelg, account of, ix . 44 .

Glensheals, account of the valley of, ix . 37.

Gluttony, the indulgence of this vice freely censured , iii . 453, 454.

God , frequent reflections on his wisdom and goodness the chief security against

the nguish of impatience, ii . 160. his placability an essential principle ofall

religion, iii . 20.

Godliness defined , iv . 413.

Gold , the general ill effects of, i . 12. not so valuable as iron for the use of
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man, iv. 258. necessaries of life plentiful as iron , superfluities scarce as

gold, ibid .

Goldsmith, Oliver, character of as a writer, viis-398 . epitaph on, i. 152 .

Good company, mischiefs of, iv . 305. different definitions of, ibid .

Good Hope, Čape of, first discovered by the Portuguese , 1487 , v. 228 .

Good nature and affability, the extensive influence of these amiable qualities,

iii . 169.

Goodnatured Man, prologue to, i . 116 .

Goodness, the effectof evil, iv. 413. female, too easily vanquished, ii . 333.

Good sort of woman, characterized , iv . 442.

Gordon, sir Alexander, ix . 10.

Government,the difficulty of preventing oppressions, i . 215.

Gower's , lord , letter in favour of Dr. Johnson, i , xvi .

Granville, Greenville, or Grenville, George, his life , viii . 72. born about 1667,

ibid. educated at Cambridge, ibid . true to the king and church, 73. letter

tohis father, requesting leave to enter intothe service of James the second ,

ibid . lived retired during the reign of William the third , 74. member of

parliament in the reign of queen Anne, 76. secretary at war, 1710 , ibid .

created lord Lansdown, 1711 , ibid. comptroller of the household and privy

counsellor, 1712, ibid . treasurer of the household, 1713 , ibid . at the acces

sion of George the first lost his places, and soon after sentto the tower, but

released, ibid . writes in defence of general Monk and sir R. Grenville , 77 .

published a splendid edition of his works, 1732, ibid. died January 30 , 1735,

ibid . his character, 78. his works characterized , ibid .

Gratitude , the effects of resentment more certain than , viii . 139.

Gray , Thomas, his life , viii . 476. son of a scrivener of London, born 1716, ibid .

educated at Eton, and entered at Peterhouse, Cambridge, ibid . travels

through France into Italy with Mr. Horace Walpole, ibid. they quarrel at

Florence, and finish their travels separately, ibid. retires to Cambridge,

where he becomes bachelor of civil law , 477. loses his friend Mr. West,

ibid . applies seriously to poetry, 1742, ibid . intended to excel in Latin

poetry, ibid. removes to Pembroke hall , ibid . several of his pieces published

with Bentley's designs, 1753, 478. refuses the place of poet laureate, 479.

asks for the place of professor of modern history , but is refused, ibid . takes a

journey into Scotland, 1765, ibid . is appointed professor of history, ibid.

visits Westmorland and Cumberland , 1769, ibid. died 1771 , 480. his cha

racter by the Rev. Mr. Temple, ibid. additions by Mr. Mason, 481. his

account of lord Shaftesbury, ibid. his works characterized , 482.

Great Britain , observations on the affairs of, 1756, vi. 113. introduction to the

politicalstate of, 1756, 123. the present system took its rise in the reign of

Elizabeth, ibid . state of, at the death of Elizabeth , 126. state of, under

James the first, ibid. state of, under Charles the first, 128. state of, under

Cromwell , 130. state of, under Charles the second, 132. state of, under

James the second, 135. state of, under William and Mary, ibid . state of,

under Anne, 137 .

Greatness, disquisition upon , i . 255.

Greek began to be studied in England about 1530, vi . 504.

Greenville, George . See Granville.

Gregory, Mr. convicted with Savage of the murder of James Sinclair, viii . 118 .

Greogach, or the old man with the long beard , account of, ix . 104.

Grey, Dr. observations on his notes on Shakespeare, v . 142.

Grief, immoderate, assuaged by the contemplation of our latter end, ii . 85. on

the transient impressions of, 264. of short duration in the decline of life,

i . 206. time the best remedy for, 276 .

Grissipol , in Col , account of, ix . 119.

Guardian , account of that periodical publication , vii . 436 .

Guardian , ( Cowley's comedy of), first published without the consent of the

author, vii . 3. altered to Cutter of Coleman-street, 11. character of that

comedy , ibid .

Guardians, their duty in preventing the improper marriage of their wards,

viii . 244 .
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Gulosulus, his criminal indulgence in excessive feeding exposed , iii . 454.

Habits, their uncommon infiuences and effects, ii. 366.

Hacho, king of Lapland , his history , iv . 430.

Hale, sir Matthew, his prudent concern for securing the reputation ofvirtue, ii .

70. themutilation which his pleas of the crownsuffered, iv .342.

Halifax, Charles Montague, earl of, his life, vii . 393. born at Horton in North

amptonshire, April 16, 1661 , ibid. king's scholar at Westminster, ibid.

solicited to be removed to Cambridge , on account of his friendship with Mr.

Stepney, ibid . joined Prior in the City Mouse and Country Mouse, ibid .

signed the invitation to the prince of Orange , and sat in the convention, 394 .

married the countess dowager of Manchester, ibid . chancellor of the ex

chequer, 1694 , ibid . completed a recoinage , ibid . projected the general

fund, and raised the credit of the exchequer, 395. impeached by the com

mons, but the articles were dismissed by the lords , ibid . dismissed from the

council by queen Anne, ibid . again attacked by the commons, and pro

tected by the lords, ibid. negotiated the union with Scotland, ibid . appointed

oneof the regents at the death of the queen, ibid . created earl of Halifax,

by George the first, ibid. flattered by all the poets of the time, except Swift

and Pope, ibid . fed with dedications, and no dedicator went unrewarded,

396. rather a pretender to taste than really possessed of it, viii . 263. story

of Pope's reading his translation of the Iliad to him , ibid .

Hamet,the Indian , the moderation and modesty of his desires, ii. 188.

the poet, his ingratitude, iii . 386.

Hammond, Dr. Henry, his dispute with Cheynel in defence of the practical

catechism, vi . 423.

James, his life, viii . 90. born about 1710 , and educated at West

minster, ibid .equerry to theprince of Wales, ibid. a companion ofCobham ,

Lyttelton, and Chesterfield, 91. member of parliament for Truro, ibid. died

inJune , 1742, ibid . the preface to his elegies, written by the earl of Chester

field , ibid .

Hamlet, observations on Shakespeare's tragedy of, v . 177 .

Hampton's Polybius, review of, vi . 77 .

Hanmer, sir Thomas, observations on his edition of Shakespeare's works, v . 138 .

epitaphium , i, 132. epitaph paraphrased by Dr. Johnson, 134.

Hanway, Jonas, reviewof his Eight Days' Journey from Portsmouth to King

ston upon Thames, withan Essay on T'ea, vi . 20. reply to å paper of his in

the Gazetteer of May 26, 1757 , 32.

Happiness, not promoted by fortune, rank, or capacity, viii . 96. our indulging

chimerical wishes of it, often productive of great disappointment, ii. 20 .

when dependent upon external circumstances,precariousand delusive , 25.

chimerical provision for it exploded, 26, 27. of mankind, dependant not upon

opinion, but on practice, 131. the insufficiency of sensualpleasures to pro

cure it, 259. the folly of repining at it in others, 300. the anxieties by which

it is often disturbed in females, iii. 91 , the fruition of it dependant on ourown

sensations, iii. 213. the highest we can enjoy in this life derived from self

approbation, and the applauses of conscience, 214. the methods by which

itmay be often destroyed,325. distant and lasting , secured only by the for

bearance ofpresent gratifications, 335. human schemes of promoting it vi

sionary and delusive , 437, 457. the general pursuit of it at a distance , iv .47 .

.to be acquired only by industry, 48. the folly of a tradesman seeking it in

rural retirement, iv. 90. the folly of beholding it at a distance , 101. how

advanced by comparison with misery , 107. not to be found in idleness, 108.

generally found in labours of great and laudable undertakings, ibid . the

happiest man who is in want of the fewest things, 114. inquiry into the va

lue and importance of,vi. 58. not well enjoyed without a knowledge of the

miseries of life, 225. inquiry into , ibid . not to be found in the company of

young men of spirit and gaiety, 238. not in pastoral life , 242. not in the

greatest prosperity, 243. not in a state of solitude , 244. not in living accord.

ing to nature, 247. not in high stations, 250. not in private life, 252. not

often found between parents and children , 254. not in the single life , 255 .

Harcourt, honourable Simon, Pope's epitaph on him, viii. 351 .
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Hard Words, on the use of, iv . 355.

Harley, Mr. character as a minister, viii. 200.

Harleian Library, account of it, v . 180. Țian of the catalogue, ibid . general

use of catalogues, 182.

Harleian Miscellany, introduction to that work, v . 190 .

Harmony, the end of poetical measures, ii. 422.

Harmony and friendship, by what methodsmaintained and secured, iii . 259.

Harrison's, Elizabeth, Miscellanies, review of, vi . 78.

Hawkesworth, Dr. inscription written by him , and put up at Rugby, to the me

mory of Joseph Cave and his two sons, vi . 433.

Hawkins, Captain John, his unfortunate expedition to Mexico, vi . 312 .

Hawkins's Maiden Land. See Falkland Islands.

Health, the necessity of it to the duties and pleasures of life, ii. 232. the folly

and wickedness of squandering it, ibid . the anxious care of it in the valetu -

dinarian , vain and ridiculous, ibid. the power of it in exalting the happi

ness of life , 233. neglected by the votaries of business and thefollowers of

pleasure, 234. hy what methods to be preserved , iii . 29 .

Hearne, Mr. Thomas, the antiquary, his just reflections on the fragility of hu

man life , ii . 336 .

Heartless, Peggy , a young lady just married , her complaint of living in a second

floor, when shecame to London, because Mr. Quick found objections to all

other lodgings , iv. 403.

Hebrides, Johnson's journey to, ix. 1. additional particulars of, i . 325.

Heedful, Sophia, her history, iv . 435.

Henry the second, story of the publication of his life, by lord Lyttelton, viii. 492 .

Henry the fourth ,observations on Shakespeare's plays of, v. 163.

Henry the fifth, observations on Shakespeare's play of, 165.

Henry the sixth , observations on Shakespeare's plays of, ibid. 166.

Henry the eighth, observations on Shakespeare's play of, 168.

Henry, king of France, observations on the epitaph on his heart, v . 263 .

Hercules, his death cannot well be painted, iv . 283.

Hermeticus, his secret for detecting incontinence , iii. 426 .

Hermit , history of an , i . 245. his directions for the choice of life, 246.

Hertford , countess of, obtains Savage's pardon for the murder of Sinclair, viii .

120 .

Hesiod, his distribution of mankind into three classes , ii . 330.

Hesitation, the effect of indolence and divided attention , iii . 137 .

Hickman, Miss, verses to her , playing on the Spinet, i . 136.

Highlands of Scotland, account of, ix. 39. journey to the Hebrides, pussim .

Hill , Aaron, a friend to Savage, viii . 111. corrects Savage's tragedy of Sir T.

Overbury, and writes the prologue and epilogue, ibid. encourages a volume

of Savage's Miscellany of Poems, by publishing his story in thePlain Dealer,

and by which seventy guineas were left for him in a few days, 112.

Hints , the folly of giving orders to servants by hints, iv . 285.

Hippocrates, sir R. Blackmore's censure of his Aphorisms, viii . 48 .

Hirsutus , his character , iii . 331 .

History, the writers of it often chargeable with the depravation of mankind, ii .

374. the difficulty ofwriting a good one, iii . 82. England remarkably barren

of historical genius, ibid. not to be written in the style of poetry, iv . 383.

presses on the mind with the weight of truth , 399. not so useful to make a

man wise as biography, 398. many of the relations of historians would not be

credited unless prel authenticated, 406.

Hogarth , W.epitaph for him , i. 144.

Homer, the Iliad translated by Broome, Ozel, and Oldesworth, viii . 229. See

Pope. Remarks on the propriety of Pope's versification, ii . 433, 434. 443 ,

445. why reckonedinferior to Virgil , byScaliger, 440.

Honours , transitory , Cicero’s reflections upon them , iii . 60 .

Hope , the strong influence of it upon our resolutions and actions, ii . 7. of re

mote advantages should be indulged with caution , as it often vitiates the hu

man understanding, 8 , 9. frequently attended with discontent and impatience ,

20. fallacious andafflictive, necessary, in some degree, in every condition of
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life, 317, 321. the rational advantages of it acquired by wisdomand forti

tude , 422. the visionary and delusive amusements of it subside in age and

want, ibid. it ought to be cherished whenit operates as an excitement of in

dustry, iii. 54. it predominates amidst frequent disappointments, 410. in

what respect the chiefhappiness of man , 443. its frustration less dreadful

than its extinction , iv . 322. described by Cowley, vii. 29.

Horace, remarks on several passages of, iv. 32. lib . iv . ode vii, translated, i .

137 .

Horseracing, the folly of, iv. 25 .

Hospitals for the sick, the useand advantages of, iv. 161. their being made

permanent recommended , 162. danger from the competitions between dif

ferent hospitals, ibid .

Howard, sir Robert , joins Dryden in writing the Indian Queen , vii . 249. has a

controversy with Dryden on dramatick rhyme, 249, 250.

Hudibras, part i . published, 1663. part ii . 1664. part ii . 1678 , vii. 145. the

idea taken from don Quixote, 148. the characters compared , 149. being

written on a temporary subject, is nownearly forgotten , iv. 324.

Hughes, John , his life, vii. 474. born at Marlborough, in Wiltshire, ibid . edu

cated in a dissenters' academy, ibid. became skilled in poetry and musick,

ibid. held a place in the office of ordnance, ibid . translated Fontenelle's

Dialogues of the Dead , and added two new ones , which he dedicates to lord

Wharton, who promised to provide for him in Ireland , 475. assisted in the

Tatler, Spectator, and Guardian,ibid . made secretary to the Commissioners

of Peace, 1717 , 476. died in 1719-20, 477. account of his works, ibid . his

character, according to Swift and Pope, ibid .

Hum , story of Burnet and Spratrespecting the practice of humming, when ser

mons were approved of, vii . 391.

Human Wishes, the vanity of, in imitation ofthe tenth satireof Juvenal, i . 12.

Humour, good , the peculiar value of this quality, ii.341 , 342 .

Humorist, considerations on that character , iv. 136 .

Hungary , queen of,opposes the king of Prussia's claim on Silesia, vi . 447.

surrenders half of Silesia to the king of Prussia,447, 449. opposed on every

side , prepares for resistance, 455. five hundred thousand pounds voted to her

by the English Parliament, 456.makes peace with the king of Prussia, and

surrenders the remaining half of Silesia to him , 459. proceedings against the

army of France , 460 .

Hunt, Arabella, viii. 34.

Hymenzus, his account of the disagreeable qualities of some ladies, iii. 34, 44.

his marriage with Tranquilla, and the happiness connected with it, 287.

Hyperboles, examples of, enormous and disgusting, vii.23.

Hyperdulus,account of his treatment by his relations, iii. 206 .

Hypertatus, his reflections upon the conveniencies and advantages of a garret,

iii. 55.

Hypocrisy , not always to be charged upon such as are zealous for virtues which

they neglect to practise, ii. 69.wherein it differs from affectation , 101 .

Jamaica characterized , vi. 130 .

James the first, king, characterized , vi . 126. a remarkable conversation between

him and the bishops of Durham and Winchester, vii . 178.

Ianthe, her character, ii . 91 .

Java, island of, account of, and of the inhabitants, vi . 372.

Icolmkill , account of, ix . 145 .

Idleness , its fatal effects, ii . 402. its competition with pride, iv . 239. character

of the true votaries of, ibid. under the appearance of business, ridiculed ,

291 .

Idler, definition of an, iv . 151. the peculiar characteristick of man, 152. has no

rivals or enemies, ibid . his privilege to form schemes, 153. always inquisi

tive, and seldom retentive, ibid. naturally censorious, ibid . may sometimes

be stimulated to vigour and activity, ibid. invites correspondents, ibid . la

ments his not having received any essays, 154. a genuine one described, 176.

enemies to the Idler, 178. journal of a genuine one, 245. his farewell, 448 .

РpVOL . IX .
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Idlers, the various employmentof, iv . 198. cruel idlers reprobated, 199.

Jenyns, Soame, review of his Free Enquiry into the Nature and Origin of Evil ,

vi. 47 .

Ignorance of ourselves, the source of most errours in human conduct, ii . 119 .

and admiration, their mutual and reciprocal operation , 352.

Images, how the same images strike the mind in a similar manner, as spring,

night, grove , &c. iv . 100.

Imagination,the danger of indulging the excursions and amusements of it , i .
292. ii . 417.

Imitation of others, when attended with servility, highly censurable, iii . 277.

Imlac , the history of, i . 214.

Impatience of study , the mental disease of the present generation , iii . 229 .

Imperia , her ambitionand pride , iii . 48.

Improviso on a young heir's coming of age, i . 149.

Inch Keith , island of, account of, ix. 1 .

Inch Kenneth , account of, ix . 141. account of a remarkable cave there, 143 .

Inconsistency , distinguished from diversity , i. 216.

Incontinence , the effect of the magnet in the detection of, iii. 424. a scheme

for the detection of it proposed , 426.

Independents and presbyterians, account of the disputes between them at Ox

ford, on the authority of ministers , vi . 421 .

Indian, speech of an Indian on the European encroachments, iv. 388.

Indians of America, considerations on their granting their lands to foreign na

tions , vi . 119.

Indians on the coast of Brazil , their method of taking ostriches , vi . 345. ac

count of them , ibid .

Indolence , the difficulty of being reformed from it, iii . 238 .

Industry, necessary , as well as genius, to acquire an eminence in literary pro

ductions, ii . 124, 126.

Ingratitude , the peculiar baseness and infamy of it, iii . 206. the effect of great

depravity of mind , ibid .

Injuries, the forgiveness of them necessary to happiness, iii . 363. when easiest

to be practised, 364. the motives to encourage ibid .

Innocence , the great prerogative of, ii . 326.

Interest, the influence of it upon the resolutions and actions of life, iii . 355. a

destroyer of friendship, iv. 217.

Intromission, vitious, case of, v . 470.

Inverary , account of, ix . 155.

Inverness, account of, ix . 22 .

John, king , observations on Shakespeare's play of , v . 162.

Johnson, his tour to the Western islands. See Hebrides.

Johnson, Dr. life of, i . i .

Johnson, Michael, epitaph on, i . 150.

Johnson, Mrs. Samuel, i. 150 .

Johnson , Mr. (of theLay Monastery) , his character, viii . 42 .

Johnson , Mrs. See Stella .

Iona , account of, ix . 146 .

Jonson, Ben , made his own plots , vii . 258. characterized as a writer of plays, i .

23 .

Jortin , Mr. assists Pope in the notes to the Iliad , viii . 254.

Journal, of a senior fellow of a college , iv . 245. of a scholar , 346.

Journey into Devonshire, exaggeratingly related, iv. 294 .

Ireland, may date its riches and prosperity from the patronage of dean Swift,

viii . 219.

Irene , a tragedy, i . 31 .

Iron , every where to be found, iv . 258. more valuable for the use of man than

gold, ibid . necessaries of life plentiful as iron , superfluities scarce as gold ,

ibid .

Julian, Port, account of the inhabitants of, vi . 349.

Julius Cæsar, observations on Shakespeare's tragedy of, v . 169 .
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Junius , his writings characterized , vi . 204 .

Junius, ( the Grammarian ) account of his writings , v . 29 .

Justice , the measure of it prescribed to us , clear and comprehensive , ii . 379.

a strict regard to it ought to regulate the distributions of mercy, 380. the

exercise of it should be softened by prudence and lenity, iii . 39. first im

pelled by injustice, v. 358 .

Juvenal , satire iii . imitated, in London, a poem , i . 1. satire x . imitated, in the

Vanity of Human Wishes, i . 12 .

Kelp, account of the manufacture of, in Sky , ix . 85.

King, William, his life, vii . 384. born in London, 1663 , and allied to Claren

don, ibid . scholar at Westminster, and elected to Christ Church, ibid . was

said to have read over and made his remarks on more than twenty-two

thousand books and manuscripts before he was of eight years'standing, ibid.

took his master's degree as grand compounder, ibid . adınitted advocate at

Doctors' Commons , ibid . wrote a confutation of Varillas's account of Wick

liffe, ibid. translates several books from the French , ibid . answers Moles

worth's account of Denmark, ibid . mingled in the controversy between

Boyle andBentley, 385. in 1699, writes a Journey to London , ibid. satirizes

sir Hans Sloane in the Transactioner, ibid . signalizes himself in the defence

of the earl of Anglesea against his lady, ibid. made judge of the admiralty,

and keeper of the records in Birmingham's tower, ibid . finds an idle and

thoughtless friend in Upton , ibid . returns to London in 1708, 386. account

of his works, ibid. made Gazetteer, which he soon resigned , ibid . died on

Christmas-day , 1712 , 387 .

Kings, advantages from their being acquainted with the lower lines of life, vi .

440.

Kneller, sir Godfrey, Pope's epitaph on him, viii. 356.

Knolles , sir Francis, the peculiar excellence of his history of the Turks, iii . 83.

Knowledge, its greatest importance, when useful to virtue and happiness, ii .

389. the desire of acquiring it should be subservient to some nobler prin

ciple, 486. the desire of it , in many, of feeble and transient influence, iii. 335.

the failures to which men devoted to the study of it are peculiarly exposed,

342. the difficulty in obtaining it , iv . 417. the folly of searching for it in

foreign languages, and neglecting our own, ibid .

Know yourself, translation of Dr. Johnson's yvoll geaútov, i. xxxviii.

Knowledge of ourselves, its great use and'importance, ii . 119. the indiscre

tions and disadvantages which arise from the neglect of it, ibid . 120. ne

cessary to preserve us from crimes as well as follies, 136. promoted by scenes

of adversity, 138 .

Knowledge , tree of, metaphysically described , vii . 18 .

Labour and rest the parents of health and vigour, ii. 164 .

Ladies , many of their indiscretions and errours arise from unacquaintance with

themselves,ii. 121. some of their appropriate virtues related, 459, several of

their degrading qualities described in the characters of Ferocula, Misothea,

and Sophronia, iii. 36. the folly of rendering themselves cheap, 388 .

Lady, unfortunate, on whom Pope wrote verses, story of, viii . 244.

Lansdown, lord . See Granville , George.

Language, the impossibility of reducing it to a fixed standard , v . 46. remarks

on the purity and propriety of it, iii. 292. the progress of, iv . 336. a plan for

a society for the reformation , formed by the earl of Roscommon assisted by

Dryden , vii. 167. the plan revived by Dr. Swift, ibid . the probable conse

quences of such a society, ibid .

Last, the general dread of the last, iv . 448. reflections on the use to be made

of the last ofany human action , 449.

Latronia, her character, iïi. 352.

Laud, archbishop , account of a dispute between him and Cheynel , vi . 415 .

Lauder, William , letter from , to Mr. Douglas, written by Johnson, v . 271. tes

timonies concerning ,283.

Laurence, Th .M.D.ad , cum filium peregre agentem desiderio nimis tristi pro

sequeretur, i . 165 .
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Law , Dr.Johnson's opinions on questions of, v . 461 .

Lay Monastery, account of a periodical paper of that name, published as a se

quel to the Spectator, viii . 42.

Lay Patronage, case of, in Scotland , v . 176 .

Laziness, commonly associated with timidity, in. 136 .

Lear, king , observations on Shakespeare's tragedy of, v. 173.

Learned men , advantages from their living in societies, iv . 19. their complaints

of ill treatment and neglected merit examined, ii . 361. the neglect of some

occasioned by their own inconsistency of conduct, 362. such become objects

of just contempt, who by their writings seduce others to vice, 365. by vari

ous actions exposed to contempt, iii . 150. their condescension and affability

sources of great esteem , 151 .

Learning , theadvantages of, iv. 68. history of a man of, i. 287. eminence in, not

to be obtained without labour, ii. 105. the possession of applause on that ac

count, a precarious tenure, 106. its origin and excellence , 109. wherein it

differs from wit, 110. the mutual advantages from an union with wit, ibid.
the

proper business of youth ,iii. 14. degraded by promiscuous and indecent

dedications, 144. wherein the chief art consists, 148. literary eminence

not to be acquired from the study of books, 132. advanced by adhering

to a settled plan, iv. 346. sometimes improved by accident, ibid. obstruc

tions to , 425. not confined to time or place, 426. sir R. Blackmore's

opinion of, viii. 48 .

Leasowes, rendered elegantby the taste of Shenstone, viii. 409.

Lee, Nathaniel, in conjunction with Dryden wrote the duke of Guise and Edi

pus, vii . 266, 269.

Legacy -Hunter, his character represented in the history of Captator, iii. 413 .

Legendary Tales, burlesque on the modern versification of, i. 147.

Lentulus,his history, iv. 39.

Letters, characters not to be established from them, viji . 314.

Leviculus, his character, iii . 351 .

Levet, Dr. Robert , verses on his death , i . 130.

Liar, characterized, iv . 21. lie of vanity defined, 22. ought to be punished at

the whipping -post or in the pillory , 25.

Liberalis, the wit, some account of the disagreeable treatment he met with, iii .

271 .

Liberty of the press ,
reflections on, viii. 127.

Licensers of the stage. See Stage.

Lies, once uttered, sullenly supported , viii . 23 .

Life, human, Theodore's Vision on the progress of, ix . 162. Posidippus's ac

count of, iv. 97. Metrodorus's account of, ibid . the tediousness of, to those

who are averse to the pleasures of solitude, ii . 22. the shortness and uncer

tainty of it should determine us to moderate our passions and contract our

desires, 86. the miseries incident to it designed for the exercise and improve

ment of virtue, 158. instinct and passion the first springs and motives of

action in it , 235. often distressed by new desires and artificial passions,

which strongly operate, and produce avarice, vanity, and ambition, 236. the

main of it composed of small incidents, 322. the great end of prudence is to

direct some of its principal scenes, 323. the shortness of it not duly regarded,

335. the fragility of it not duly regarded, 336. exact calculations of the

vaiue of it more useful in traffick than in morality, 337, the duties of it

commensurate to its duration , ibid . described under the similitude of the

ocean, 481. the numerous dangers which attend our passage through it, 482.

the gulf of intemperance peculiarly dangerous and fatal, 484. the nu

merous blessings of it to be esteemed and improved as means of happiness,

iii. 28. a conviction of the shortness of it should repress our projects, and

Jimit ourexpectations, 278. of multitudes compared to a lottery, 350. the

general plan of it should be formed from reflections, 359. on the uncertainty

of, iv. 271. compared to a day and a year, 277. plans laid down seldom put

in practice, exemplified in the history of Omar, 444.

Life, choice of, observations on , i . 237. the hermit's directions , 245.
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Life, country, the busy scenes of it described in the character of lady Bustle ,

ii. 245.

Life, fashionable, or modish , disgraced by numerous and detestable follies,
iii. 50.

Light, the poetical propagationof, vii. 26.

Lilinet the fairy, story of, ix . 176.

Linger, Dick, the story of, iv . 210.

Listlessness characterized , in the story of Dick Linger , iv . 210.

Literary Magazine , Johnson's connexion with , v . 351, writings in , vi . 9 , &c.
preface to , v. 363.

Literary property, the villany of piracy in , vii . 240. never heard of but in

England, ibid. stupidity the surest title to an author's writings, ibid .

Literature, the manufacturers of it, account of their characters , iii . 191 .

Lobo, father, preface to the translation of his Voyage to Abyssinia , v . 255 .

account of it, i . 7 .

Lochbuy, account of, ix . 150, 153 .

Lofty, lady , her character, ii . 57 .

London and Bristol, delineated by Savage , viii . 183. happiness of the great on

their return to London, iv. 386. happiness of virgins going there to trytheir

fortunes, 387. their happiness generally ends in disappointment, 388. a

poem , in imitation of the third satire of Juvenal , i . 1 .

London Chronicle, preliminary discourse to it, January 1 , 1757, v. 206 .

Longueville, William , some account of, vii. 143.

Longitude, account of an attempt to ascertain, v. 295 .

Lottery, the life ofmultitudes compared to it, iii . 350. the passionate and en

snaring hopes of gain by them , 346, 347. most commonly visionary and

fallacious, ibid. the imaginary prospects of fortuitous riches injurious to

trade , and the sources of perpetual delusion , 348 , 349.

Love, metaphysically described, vii. 20. in geographical poetry compared to

travels through various countries, 20. described according to the laws of

augury, 21. a lover neither dead nor alive , 25. a lover's heart , a hand

grenado, 26. a mistress beloved is fairer in idea than in reality, ibid . medi

tatións of a lover, 27. described by yden , 339. man inspired to honour

and glory by it, i. 114. the universal agent of the stage, except in Shake

speare, v. 107. success in it most easily obtained by indirect approaches,
ii. 3 .

Love of excellence, natural, vii . 5 .

Love's Labour Lost, observations on Shakespeare's comedy, v. 158 .

Love's Riddle, written by Cowley, when atschool, vii . 3 .

Lough Ness, account of,ix. 25.

Louisbourg, the English and French account of the capture of it, contrasted ,

iv . 207.

Lucan, his Pharsalia translated by Christopher Pitt, before he was twenty

years of age, viii . 363.

Lucas family, all the brothers valiant, all the sisters virtuous, iv . 186 .

Lucifer, described by Cowley, vii . 43.

Lucretius, remarks on his system , ii . 253.

Luxury, united with indolence produceth the most pernicious effects, ii. 163.

the veterans of it strongly addicted tosallies and excess ofresentmentand

fury, iii. 30. its fatal effects exemplified in the history of Hacho, king of Lap

land, iv . 430 .

Lyce, an elderly lady, verses to, i. 129 .

Lycidas, written by Milton, in 1637, vii. 72. character of that poem , 119.

Lyttelton, George, lord, his life , viii. 488. son of sir Thomas Lyttelton , of

Hagley, Worcestershire, born 1709, ibid. educated at Eton, and removed to

ChristChurch , ibid . an early writer both in verse and prose, ibid . leaves

Oxford, 1728 , and travels through France and Italy, ibid. an opponent in

parliamentto sir R. Walpole, ibid. secretary to the prince ofWales, 489.

introduces Thomson and Mallet into the suite of the prince of Wales, ibid.

lord of the treasury , 1744 , ibid . writes observations on the conversion of St.

Paul, 1747, 490. his father's letter to him on that publication , ibid . succeeds
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his father in the title of baronet, 1751. ibid. becomes cofferer and privy coun

sellor, 1754,491. chancellor of the exchequer, 1755 , ibid . travels into Wales ,

ibid . patronises Archibald Bower, ibid . publishes Dialogues on the Dead ,

ibid . created lord Lyttelton , ibid . story of the publication of his life of Henry

the second , 492. account of his last illness and death , 1763, by his physi

cian , 493. his epitaph , 494. his poetical works characterized , ibid .

Macbeth , observations on Shakespeare's tragedy of, v . 55, 161. remarks on the

impropriety, as well as energy of its diction, iii. 293. account of the castle of,

at Inverness, ix . 23 .

Macclesfield , earl and countess of, account of their divorce , viii . 97. the

countess marries colonel Brett , 98. gives fifty pounds to Savage, 107. dis

appointed in her South Sea traffick , 107. continues to persecute her son , 108 .

Macdonald, sir Alexander, account of his house at Armidel in the isle of Sky ,

ix.45. the tradition of one of his predecessors burning the inhabitants of

Culloden in a church , ibid .

Macdonald, Hugh , account of his conspiracy against his chief to whom he was

heir in the time of James the sixth , ix . 69.

Macdonald , Flora, interview with , i . 349. ix . 63 .

Mackinnon, account of his house at Coriatachan in Sky , ix . 49 .

Maclean of Col , account of himself and family, ix . 117.

Macleod, account of that happy family, proprietors of the island of Raasay, ix .

55. account of that family and their house at Dunvegan, 63 .

Madock, prince , epitaph on , i. 194.

Magnet, first discovered, 1299, v . 211. the pretended and imaginary influence

of it , iii . 424 .

Mallet, David , writes part of the prologue to Sophonisba, viii . 370. in con

junction with Thomson, writes the Masque of Alfred, 373. his life, 463. of

the clan of Macgregors, his father took the name of Malloch , ibid . janitor of

the High School at Edinburgh, ibid . tutor to the sons of the duke of Mon

trose , ibid . travels with his pupils, and on his return to London, is introduced

to persons of the highest rank and character, ibid. William and Margaret,

his first production, 1724 , ibid . his other works, 464. changes his name to

Mallet, ibid. becomes acquainted with Pope, ibid. writes the life of Bacon,

prefixed to his works, 1750, 465. undertakes the life of Marlborough , ibid.

under-secretary to the prince of Wales, with a pension of two hundred

pounds a year, ibid . in conjunction with Thomson , writes the Masque of

Alfred, ibid . his conversation with Garrick on introducing his name in the

life of Marlborough, ibid. dutchess of Marlborough leaves him one thousand

pounds, 466. leaves no historical labours behind him, 466. Mustapha acted

at Drury lane, 1739, ibid . sells the copy of Amyntor and Theodora for one

hundred and twenty pounds, ibid. introduced to the friendship of lord Bo

lingbroke , ibid. lord Bolingbroke leaves him his works, 467. Masque of

Britannia, acted 1755, ibid. Elvira acted 1763, ibid. keeper of the book of

entries for ships in the port of London , ibid. writes a letter of accusation

against admiral Byng, under the character of a Plain Man, for which he

receives a ion, ibid. died 1765, ibid . character of him and his works,

ibid .

Malouines. See Falkland Islands.

Man , a good man , a telescope, vii . 22. all he has to do is to live and die , 27 .

who travels and his wife who stays at home , compared to a pair of com

passes, 30. characters of a cheerful and pensive man , 121. lord Rochester's

satire criticised , 161. diversified by various tastes , ii . 24. in the different

classes have desires and pleasures peculiar to themselves, 330. their desires

more numerous than their attainments, 492. ranged under the two classes of

merely animal and reasonable beings , iii . 337. the importance of every one

in his own eyes , iv. 184. must men struggle for fame, 185. the difficulty of

gettinga name, 45. the necessity of his being acquainted with himself, 227.

the difficulty of such inquiries, ibid . his desires increase with his acqui

sitions, 236. money and time the heaviest burdens of life, 237. the similar

condition in all situations of life, 300. few opportunities of showing great

powers, 301 , the necessity of the inquiry, " What have ye done ?" 409. the
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characters of a reading man, a ready man , and of an exact man, considered ,
iv. 68 .

Man and wife, on disputes between , iv. 187 .

Manna, metaphysically described , vii . 19 .

Manuscripts, the propriety of placing them in some publick library, iv . 342 .

the loss of knowledge, by the loss of old libraries, lamented, 343.

Marino, metaphysical poetry borrowed from him , vii . 17 .

Marlborough ,duke of his life undertaken by Mallet. See Mallet.

Marlborough, Henrietta , dutchess of, her partiality for Congreve , viii. 30. Con

greve leaves her ten thousand pounds, ibid. erects a monument to his memory,
ibid.

Marlborough, Sarah , dutchess of, celebrated by Pope in hischaracters of women,

under the character of Atossa, viii . 295. severe reflections on her conduct,

ii . 63. review of her conduct, vi . 4 .

Marmor Norfolciense, an essay on an ancient prophetical inscription, vi . 89 .

Marriage , the divorce of the earl and countess of Macclesfield by the lords,

considered as a bad precedent , vííi. 97. the dictate of nature, and the in

stitution of providence, ii . 87. general observations concerning it, 171. the

source of those infelicities which frequently attend that state, 191. why so

many are unsuitable, 221. contracts of it begun in fraud , end in disappoint

ment, 222. the officiousness of some in promoting them censured , iii. 44. the

folly of publishing them in newspapers, iv . 185. praises on that occasion

generally fallacious, 186. proposal for an office for writing, matrimonial

panegyricks , 187. has many pains, but celibacy no pleasures, i.255. on the

happiness and unhappiness ofthatstate, 258. early marriages characterized,

260. misfortunes of late marriages, 261. early marriages best pleased with

their partners, late ones with their children, ibid .

Martin, (who wrote the history of the Hebrides ) , account of him , ix . 60 .

Marvel, Will,story of his journey into Devonshire, iv . 294.

Mason, Mr. additions to Mr. Temple's character of Gray, viii . 480 .

Masquerades , their pernicious influence and effects, ii . 48.

Matter, considerations on the hypothesis of, by sir Isaac Newton , vi . 16 .

May, Thomas, superiour both to Cowley and Milton in Latin poetry, vii. 10.

Maypole, Miss, ħer observations on the imprudent conduct of her mother,

ii. 263.

Measure for Measure, observations on Shakespeare's comedy , v . 157.

Mediocrity, a quality essentialto happiness as well as virtue, ii . 185.

Melanthia, her character , ii . 193 .

Melcombe, lord , his Tusculan la Trappe, sent to Dr. Young, viii . 450. his let

ter to Young, 451 .

Melissa, her character, iii . 352. her vanity excited by a general veneration ,

ibid. by an unexpected reduction of her fortune, subject to various morti

fications, 354.

Melissus, his character, ii . 91 .

Memory, the peculiar exercise of that faculty of the mind , ii . 201. charac

terized, iv. 279. collection and distribution, the two offices of, ibid . collection

the most greeable part, ibid . Themistocles' wishto learn the art of forgetful

ness, 281. observations on the improvement of, 362. the mother of theMuses,

367. the necessity of, in the acquisition of knowledge , 368. nature seldom

sparing in the gifts of, ibid . few examples of enormous, wonderful, and gi

gantick memory, 369. methods of improvement, ibid .

Menander, style of, clear and natural, v. 379. Plutarch's sentiment upon, 383.

Mercator, his history, iv . 89 .

Merchant, the knowledge necessary for a merchant, v . 251. the necessity of,

between the manufacturer and consumer, explained , ix. 83.

Merchant of Venice, observations on Shakespeare's, v . 159.

Merchant, Mr. in company with Savage and Gregory when James Sinclair was

murdered, viii. 115 .

Merit, the complaints of the neglectof it often ill -grounded, ii. 283. the perse

cutors of real merit distinguished into various classes , iii . 185 .
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Merriment, preconcerted , seldom answers the expectation, iv. 321. generally

the effect of chance, ibid .

Merry Wives of Windsor, observations on Shakespeare's comedy, v. 156.

Merton college , Oxford, accounts of the disputes respecting the visitation of,

vi . 415.

Metaphysical poetry, what, vii. 14. borrowed from Marino and his followers,

and recommended by Donne and Jonson , 17. other successors, 18. critical

remarks on this kind of writing , ibid .

Metastasio, translation of an air in the Clemenza of, i . 146. translation of the

speech of Aquileio, in the Adriano of, ibid.

Metrodorus, his account of life , iv . 98 .

Midsummer, an ode, i . 119.

Midsummer Night's Dream, observations on Shakespeare's comedy, v. 159 .

Milbourne, rev.Mr. specimen of his criticism on Dryden's translation of Virgil ,

vii . 333.

Milton, John, remarks on his versification, ii. 403, 412. the peculiarity of it,

wherein it consists, ibid . he formed his scheme of it upon the models of

Greece and Rome, ibid . critical remarks on his Samson Agonistes, a tragedy,

iii . 158, 162. preface to an essay on his use and imitation of moderns in his

Paradise Lost, v . 267 , from whence he took the first hints of Paradise Lost,

268. manuscripts , called Adam Unparadised, supposed to be the embryo of

Paradise Lost, 269. subscriptions solicited for Mrs. Elizabeth Foster, his

granddaughter, 270. inferior both to May and Cowley in Latin poetry, vii.

10. life of,66. descended from the proprietors of Milton, near Thame in Ox

fordshire, ibid . his grandfather keeper of the forest of Shotover, ibid . his fa

ther a scrivener, and eminent for his skill in musick. ibid . his mother's name

Caston, a Welsh family, ibid. his brother Christopher knighted by king

James, and made a judge, ibid . his sister Anne marriedEdwardPhilips, se

condaryin the crown office, who left two sons, John and Edward, whowere

educated by the poet, ibid . born at his father's the Spread Eagle, in Bread.

street, London, Dec. 9, 1608,67. received private tuition under Mr. Young,

then went to St. Paul's school, and entered sizar at Christ'scollege, Cam.

bridge, Feb. 12, 1624. ibid . at fifteen years of age, he versified Psal. cxiv. and

cxxxvi. ibid. wrote many elegies in his eighteenth year, 68. wrote Latin

verses with classick elegance, ibid . received corporeal punishment at Cam

bridge, ibid . took his bachelor's degree, 1628, and master's, 1632, 69. ob

servations on his Scheme of Education, ibid. one of his objections to academi

cal education, ibid . his objections to entering into the ministry, ibid . after

leaving the university, he spent five years with his father in the country,

where he read the Greek and Latin authors , 71. his Masque of Comus, first

acted in 1634, ibid . his Lycidas, written in 1637, and his Arcades about

the same time, 72. Travels in 1638, ibid. scarce any ever wrote so much, or

praised so few, 73. particularly noticed at Florence, ibid. receives various

İtalian testimonies in his favour, ibid . returns to London , 74. instructs his

nephews, J. and E. Philips, and someother boys, 75. his biographers inclined

to shrink from this part of his life, ibid. a schoolmaster an honest and useful

employment, ibid . in education , he is said to have performed wonders, ibid.

on Sundaysheinstructed his scholars in theology , 77. his treatise on Reforma

tion , published in 1641, ibid . answers a book of bishop Usher's in defence of

Episcopacy, 78. publishes his reasons of church government urged against

prelacy, and two other pamphlets on the same subject, ibid. marriesMary

Powel, who leaves him after one month , 80. publishes several books on di

vorce , for which he is called before the lords, but soon dismissed, ibid . be

comes an enemy to the presbyterians, 81. pays his addresses to a daughter

ofDr. Davis, ibid. his wife asksforgiveness, and returns to him, ibid . pub

lishes his Areopagitica, 82. publishes a collection of Latin and English

poems, 1645, ibid . takes a large house in Barbican for his scholars, ibid .

grants a refuge to the relations of his wife, ibid . as a schoolmaster compared

to a chamber milliner, 83. is supposed to have had a design of entering into

sir W. Waller's army as adjutant general , ibid. removes to a small house in
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Holborn , 83. writes in justification of the king's murder, ibid. writes re

marks on the articles of peace between Ormond and the Irish rebels, ibid .

suspectedof having interpolated the Icon Basilike, 84. answers Salmasius's

Defensio Regis,85. his blindness laid to the charge of Salmasius's book,

86. loses hiswife in childbed , 87. marries a daughter of captain Woodcock,

who also dies in childbed in the first year, ibid . various answers to the De

fensio Populi , ibid. writes his Defensio Secunda , 88. instance of his flattery to

Cromwell, ibid . supposed to have written the declaration of the reasons for a

war with Spain, 89. attempts to collect a Latin dictionary , which is afterwards

made use of in a new edition ofLittleton, ibid. compiles a history of England

to the conquest, 90. designs his Paradise Lost, ibid . sketch of the original

plan , 91. continues to write in favour of a commonwealth , even to within a

few weeks of the restoration , 95. at the restoration concealed himself in Bar

tholomew close , ibid . his defence burned by the common hangman, 96. his

prosecution stopped by the intercession of Davenant, whose life Miltonhad

saved, 97. removes to Jewin street , and marries Elizabeth Minshul, 98. is

said to have had an offer of continuing in his place , ibid. Accidence com

menced Grammar, 1661, 99. employs Elwood the quaker to read Latin to

him, ibid . takes a house in Artillery walk, ibid . wrote his Paradise Lost only

between the autumnal and vernal equinoxes, 101. was of opinion that the

world was in its decay, 102. imagined the climate too cold for fights of ima

gination, ibid . his daughters were not taught to write, 104. lives unmolested

after the restoration, 106, retires to Chalfont during the plague, ibid . the

next year returns to Bunhill fields, ibid . a complete copy of Paradise Lost

first seen, 1665, ibid . obtains a license, and sells the copy for five pounds,

and five pounds at the sale of one thousand three hundred copies of eachof

the first three editions, ibid . causes of the supposed neglect of the Paradise

Lost, 107. books of various languages read to him by his daughters and

friends, 109. publishes his history of England three years after Paradise

Lost, ibid . publishes Paradise Regained, and Samson Agonistes, in thesame

year, 110. publishes his Artis Logicæ plenior Institutio, 1672 , 111. publishes

a Treatise on true Religion , etc. ibid. reprints his juvenile poems with some

additions, ibid. his last publication wasFamiliar Epistles in Latin , some aca

demical exercises, ibid. died Nov. 10, 1674, and buried at St. Giles's, Crip

plegate, 112. a monument erected to his memory in Westminster abbey by

Mr. Benson, ibid . his person described , ibid . his domestick habits described ,

ibid . his salary, as Latin secretary, two hundred pounds a year, 114. re

ceived one thousand pounds, for his Defence of the People,andlost very con

siderable sums of money, ibid . left one thousand five hundred pounds to his

widow , ibid . account of his great learning, ibid . his theological opinions,

115. his political notions, 116. he thought woman made only for obedience,

and man for rebellion, ibid. account of his family, ibid . Comus acted April

5 , 1750 , for the benefit of a granddaughter of Milton , Dr. Johnson wrote a

prologue, 118. account of his poetical works, ibid . character of his Lycidas,

119. character of L’Allegro and 11 Penseroso,121. many of their images bor

rowed from Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy, 122. Masque of Comus charac

terized , 123. his Sonnets characterized , 125. his Paradise Lost characterized ,

ibid. his Paradise Regained characterized, 139. his Samson Agonistes cha

racterized , ibid . Philips's Parody on him characterized, 233. his Paradise

Lost becomes popular through Addison's remarks, 471 .

Mince pies and plumporridge , animosities excited by the use of, vii . 153 .

Mind, the productions of, proceed step by step , v . 372. the freest part of man,

391. the tranquillity of it, from what sources generally derived , ii . 25. its

extensive powers displayed, 201. the rise and progress of its dispositions and

faculties, iii . 216. shown in the gradations from pleasure to ambition ' and

avarice, 219. the medicines most suitable to its distempers, often unpleasing

to the taste, 255.

Mines, alone, not the source of wealth , v. 317 .

Minim, Dick , his history, iv . 325. his opinion of many of the poets, 326. be

comes a critick , 328. forms a plan for an academy of criticism , 329. presides

in a critical society , 330. his advice to a student, 331 .

29
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Ministers, account of the disputes between the independents and presbyterians

on the authority of, vi . 420 .

Misanthrope of Molière, a complete character, v .381 .

Misella, her affecting narrative of her being betrayed by the treachery of her

uncle, and the fatal influence of it on her virtue and happiness, v. 175, 181 .

Misellus, his account of his commencingan author, ii . 78 .

Misery, how increased by comparison with happiness, iv . 105.

Miseries of the world, thể knowledge of, necessary to happiness, i . 225 .

Misocapelus,theevents which discouraged him from engaging in trade, iii . 49 .

his appearing in the character of a wit, 84.

Misocolax, his censure of the practice of giving unmerited praise, iii . 101 .

Misothea, her fondness for disputation, iii. 36.

Misty, Dick, his history, iv . 382.

Mitissa, her conduct in a married life described, ii . 174 .

Modena, duke of, translation of a distich on his running away from a comet,

i. 144.

Moderation , màn of, his character, iii . 187.

Molesworth , his account of Denmark, answered by Dr. King, vii . 384 .

Monastick life, considerations on , i. 303 .

Monboddo, lord , visited by Dr. Johnson , ix . 10 .

Money, no man can be born a lover of it, viii . 293. inquiry into the value of, in

Scotland, about two hundred years ago, ix. 12.

Money lenders, their vile practices exposed, iv. 12.

Montague, lady Mary Wortley ,Savage's flattery of her in the dedication to his

miscellany of poems, viii. 113.

Montague, Mrs. On her bust, i . 148.

Montrose, account of, ix . 9 .

Morad , his history , iii . 383.

Morality, inquiries relating to it vastly preferable to physical contemplations, ii .

118. this truth illustrated in the character of Gelidus , 119. the ancient poets

very exceptionable teachers of it , 142 .

Morin, Lewis, his life translated from the Eloge, by Fontenelle, vi . 391. born at

Mens, 1635, ibid. applies to the study of botany, ibid. studied philosophy at

Paris, 392. studies physick ,and confines himself to a regimen ofbread,wa

ter, and fruit , ibid. admitted doctor of physick , 1662, ibid . physician to the

Hôtel Dieu, 393. physician tothe Mad. de Guise, who, ather death, leaves

him a pension of two thousand livres , ibid . retires to St. Victor , 394. asso

ciate botanist of the royal academy, 1699 , ibid . pensionary of the royal aca

demy, ibid. died 1714, 395. he kept a journal of the weather for forty years,

396 .

Morrow, Demetrius's speech on the expectation of, i . 64 .

Mortality, the due consideration of ita proper means of preventing our misery ,

and promoting our happiness, ii. 83 .

Mother, their greater cruelty in distressing their offspring than in murdering it,

viii. 121 .

Mountains, on the measurement of the height of, ix . 34. advantages of travel

ling through mountainous and barren countries, 36.

Muck island, account of, ix . 66.

Mull isle , account of, ix . 134 .

Mulso, Miss, her papers in the Rambler, ii . 49 .

Murray, lady Sophia, celebrated by Waller under the name of Amoret, vi. 181 .

Myrtilla, her account of the character and behaviour of Flavia , ï . 393 .

Muses, memory the mother of, iv . 367.

Musick, the pleasure of ladies in attending musical performances, iv. 202 .

Mysargyrus, his history, iv . 1 , 11. history of his companions in the Fleet prison,

25 , 35 .

Nairn , account of, ix . 21 .

Narration , historical, the difficulty of this kind of writing illustrated , iii . 81 .

Nature, thecontemplation of its works, fitted to afford pleasure and instruction,

ii . 22. it furnishes a source of proper materials for reflection from the objects

about us, and discovers 'new reasons for adoring the sovereign author of the
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universe, 23. by enlarging our curiosity after the works of nature we multiply

the inlets of happiness, 24.

Nation, its state to be discovered by the manners of the common people, ix . 18 .

Natural history, difficulties in writing on that subject, v . 220.

Nature, no danger of her being exhausted , iv . 312.

Navigation , no tradition of, before Noah's ark, v . 210. slow progress of, for two

centuries after the discovery of the compass, 211 , don Henry , son of John the

first, king of Portugal, the first who formed the design of making new disco

veries about 1410 , ibid . short account of discoveries made under the direc

tion of don Henry, 212. short account of the progress of other discoveries,
219.

Neale , Edmund , known by the name of Smith . See Smith .

Necessaries and superfluities of life considered, iv . 258.

Needlework, the folly of confining girls wholly to it , iv. 188 .

Negligence , the power of it strengthened by small indulgencies, iii . 433.

Nelson , Robert , anecdote of him, iv . 138 .

Neutrality,a prisoner may promise to observe it , vii . 9 .

News, on the fond appetite for, ii . 290.

Newspapers, the advantage of, to idlers , iv. 169. contribute to the knowledge

of the common people, ibid . directions for spinning out news, 170. the amaz

ing increase of,237. description of a news-writer, by sir Henry Wotton, 238.

qualifications of a news-writer, ibid . on the increase of advertisements, 267 .

account of the Mercurius Aulicus, Mercurius Rusticus, and Mercurius Civi

cus, vii . 429. account of L'Estrange's Observator, and Lesley's Rehearsal,
ibid.

Newton , sir Isaac, Pope's epitaph intended for him , viii . 360. observations on

his character, v. 261. an epitaph recommended for him, ibid . review of his four

letters to Dr. Bentley, containing some arguments in proof of a deity , vi. 16.

Night , described by Dr. Donne,vii. 29 .

Nitella, her excessive nicety freely censured , iii . 47 .

Noir, M. le , short account of, iv . 292 .

Nombre de Dios , account of Drake's expedition against it, vi. 313 .

Nothing, criticism on lord Rochester's poem on ,vii. 159. Poema J. Passeratii

de Nihilo, 162 .

Novelty , the strong propensity of the human mind towards it , ii. 375. hence we

grow weary of uniformity, 376. an eminent source of pleasing gratification,

iii. 140. the charms of it transitory, however endearing the possession, 311 .

in writers, considered , iv . 80.

Nouradin, the merchant of Samarchand, his dying address to his son Almamou

lin, iii , 71 .

Nugaculus, his mean and absurd character delineated, ii . 489 .

Obscurity in writing, often the effect of haste, iii . 299 .

Ohidah, his journey of a day, an instructive description of human life, ii. 309.

Oldage, its best pleasures drawn from a review of a virtuous life, ii. 203. by

what means it becomes entitled to veneration , 243. the peculiar vices of it

described , ibid . the numerous infelicities which attend it, 327. wealth nly

an imaginary support of it , ibid. piety the only proper and adequate relief

and best provision against the infirmities and distresses of that season, 330. is

peculiarly given to procrastination, 335.

Oldfield, Mrs. allows Savage fifty pounds a year during her life, viii. 108. cele

brated in the Wanderer for her beauty, ibid.

Oldisworth , with Broome and Ozell , translate the Iliad , viii . 229.

Omar, (the son of Hassan , ) his history , iv . 443 .

Opera, the Italian , an exotick and irrational entertainment, vii . 475.

Opinions, causes of the variety of, considered, iv . 95. formed in solitude, liable

to errour, viii. 237 .

Oppression, the difficulty of preventing it in governments, i . 215. domestick,

the terrour and distress of it, iii . 204 .

Opulence , visionary , the folly of, ii . 344 .

Oratory , as practised by the English , considered , iv . 414 .
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Order for Merit, instituted in Prussia , vi . 443.

Orthography, difficulties in settling it, v . 7 .

Ortogrul of Basra, his history , iv. 437. resolves to gain riches by silent profit

and persevering industry, 438. does not find happiness in riches, 439.

Ossian , Dr. Johnson's opinion ofthe authenticity of the poems of, ix . 114 .

Ostig in Sky , account of, ix . 73 .

Ostriches, the Indian method of taking them , vi. 345 .

Othello , observations on Shakespeare'splay of, v . 178.

Otway, Thomas, life of, vii. 173. son of Humphrey Otway, rector of Woolbed

ing, born at Trottin in Sussex, March 3, 1651, ibid. educated at Winchester

school, and fellow commoner of Christ Church, 1669 , ibid . commences

player, in which he fails, ibid . writes the tragedy of Alcibiades, 1675, 174.

translates Titus and Berenice, and the Cheats of Scapin , 1677, ibid .

writes Friendship in Fashion in 1678, ibid . enters into the army as cornet,

but soon quits it , ibid . his Don Carlos said to have been acted for thirty

nights successively, 175. his Orphan, exhibited 1680, ibid . History and Fail

of CaiusMarius, in the same year, ibid . the Soldier's Fortune, published 1683 ,

ibid. Venice Preserved, published 1685, ibid . died April 14, 1685, 176.

Overbury, sir Thomas, account ofSavage's tragedy, viii. 110.

Ovid , the epistle of Sappho to Phaon, translated by Pope, viii. 236.

Ozell, Mr. with Oldisworth and Broome, translated the Iliad , viii . 229.

Page , judge, his speech to the jury on the trial of Savage, viii. 117. Savage re

venges the insolence and partiality by a satire on the judge, 123. story of

his sending to Pope respecting the filling up a blank with his name, viii .

342.

Painting, positions respecting miniature and cupola painting, vii. 238. the pa

rallel of, with poetry, iv . 249. the fondness of the English to their own por

traits , 281. advantages of historical pictures, 282. actions not momentary

cannot be properly represented in a picture, 283. proper and improper sub

jects considered , ibid . to be a connoisseur ratherthan a critick , recommended ,

374. on imitating nature , 383. different schools not to be united , ibid . ob

servationson the Dutch and Italian styles , ibid . observations on the style of

Michael Angelo , 384. more enthusiasm recommended to painters, 385. at

tending to accidental discriminations, is to deviate from the line of beauty,

395 .

Pamphlets, history of their origin and progress, v . 190 .

Papilius, his account of the ingredients necessary to form a wit, iii. 170.

Paradise Lost, designed by Milton, vii. 91. sketch of the original plan, ibid .

the uncertainty from whence he took the plan, 100. written only between

the autumnal and vernal equinoxes , 102. chiefly composed in the night and

the mornings, 104. a complete copy first seen 1665, 105. obtains a license,

and sells the copy for five pounds, and five pounds more at the sale of thir

teen hundred copies of each of the three first editions, 106. first edition 1667,

second 1674, third 1678 , ibid . characterized, 125.

Paradise Regained, characterized, 139.

Parallels , on illustrating things by, iv. 249.

Parents, observations on the bad behaviour of, iv . 273. exemplified in the story

of Perdita, 174 .

Parliament of England , the right of punishing its own members asserted, vi .

155. a man attainted of felony cannot sit in parliament, 156. proceedings on

the expulsion of Mr. Wilkes considered . See False Alarm .

Parnell, Thomas, his life by Goldsmith, vii . 398. descended from a Cheshire

family, born at Dublin 1679, ibid. educated at Dublin university, ibid .

archdeacon of Clogher 1705, ibid . married Anne. Minchin , ibid . joins the

tories in the latter end of queen Anne's reign, ibid . becomes too fond of the

bottle, 399. died July 1717, in his way to Ireland , ibid . character of his

works, 400. wrote the life of Homer prefixed toPope's translation of the

Iliad , viii. 254. his poems published by Pope in 1721, 271 .

Passeratii, Jo . poema ad Erricum Memmium , vii . 162 .

Passion, the ruling, theory of, viii. 293.
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Passions, persons under the predominant influence of them exceedingly offensive

to others, ii . 50. natural and adscititious , strong motives of action , 236, 237 .

excited by sympathy , 332.

Pastorals, generally the first productions ofa poet , viii . 325.

Pastoral poetry, the progress of, viii . 390.

Pastorallife, a glimpse of thestate of happiness in, i . 242.

Pastor Fido , specimen of Waller's translation of, vii . 216 .

Patience, the usefulness of it in alleviating the miseries of human life , ii . 157.

motivesto the exercise of patience and submission under the severest affic

tions, 160 .

Patriot, addressed to the electors of Great Britain 1774, vi . 214 .

Patriotism, no man can be born a lover of his country , viii . 293.

Patriots , their conduct considered and reprobated, vi . 215.

Patrons, their avarice of praise and flattery, ii . 497. often corrupted by avarice ,

and deluded by credulity , iii . 256.

Patronage, lay , case of, v . 476 .

Paul the fifth , pope , account of the quarrel between him and the Venetians,

vi . 266.

Paul , father . See Sarpi .

Pauses, their influence on the harmony of poetical measures, ii. 422 .

Payne's tables of interest, preface to, v. 448 .

Peat , account of the nature of that fuel , ix . 99.

Pedantry, the persons to whom the censures of it may be justly applied , iii .

314. the fear of it often produces it , 116.

Peevishness, a species of depravity, disgusting and offensive, ii . 348. sometimes

the effect of distemper or affliction, ibid . 349. exemplified in the character of

Tetrica, 350, 351. persons of this temper the sources of peculiar affliction to

their dependants, iii. 31. a due attention to the dignity of human nature a

proper preservative and remedy against this vice of narrow minds, 33 .

Peiresc, the fate of his manuscripts, iv. 341 .

Pensive man , characterized , vii . 121 .

Pepys islands . See Falkland islands.

Perdita, her story , iv. 273.

Perfection in composition, the effect of attention and diligence, iii. 296. the

methods by which the ancients attained to aneminence therein, 297.

Periander, his opinion oftheimportance of restraining anger, ii . 50.
Periodical essays , the difficulties of carrying them on, iv. 151. the advantages

of writing in , 156. new ones under thesame disadvantages as new plays,
157 .

Perseverance , its resistless force and excellence, ii . 210. in intellectual pursuits

necessary to eminence in learning and judgment, iii . 149 .

Persians , their contempt for men who violated the laws of secrecy , ii. 61 .

Persian tales , translated by Ambrose Philips, viii . 387.

Persius, his opinion of learning, iv. 69 .

Pertinax, his skill in disputation, ii . 449.

Petitions, their progress, vi . 172. by whom generally supported, 173.

Petrarch , his fame filled the world with amorous ditties, vii. 4 .

Philips, Ambrose, his life, viii . 389. educated at St. John's College , Cambridge,

ibid. published his pastorals before 1708, ibid . a zealous wig, ibid . trans

lates the Persian Tales for Tonson, ibid . writes the Distressed Mother, and

translates Racine's Andromaque, ibid . the epilogue to Andromaque written

by Budgel, ibid . the malevolence between him and Pope, 392. commissioner

of the lottery, 1717, and made justice of the peace,393. writes the Briton , a

tragedy, 1721, and also Humphrey duke of Gloucester, ibid . undertakes a

periodical publication, calledthe Free Thinker , ibid. appointed secretary to

Boulter, primate of Ireland , 394. chosen to represent the county of Armagh ,

ibid . secretary to the lord chancellor, and judge of the prerogative court,

ibid . returns to London , 1748 , and died 1749, ibid . his character, ibid.

his works characterized , ibid .

Philips, Claude, anitinerant musician, lines on , i . 132 .

Philips, John, his life , vii . 229. born at Bampton, Oxfordshire, December 30,
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1676 , ibid. son of Dr. Stephen Philips, archdeacon ofSalop, ibid . educated at

Winchester,where he distinguished himself by the superiority of his exer

cises, ibid . became acquainted with the poets very early , ibid. entered at

Oxford, 1694, ibid . intended for the study of physick, and studied particu

larly natural history , ibid . wrote his Splendid Shilling,1703, 230. Blenheim ,

1705. Cider, 1706. began his Last Day, ibid . died February15 , 1708 , and

buried in Hereford cathedral, ibid. his epitaph at Hereford , ibid .a monu :

ment erected to his memory in Westminster abbey, by sir Simon Harcourt,

with the inscription by Dr. Atterbury, 231. his character, 232. character of

his works, 233. a copier of the style of Milton, ibid . account of him by Ed

mund Smith, 235. account of his family and brothers, 236. character of his

works, 237 .

Philips, John and Edward , ( nephews of Milton ), some account of them, vii .

66.

Phillips, Mrs. her opinion of some of the writings of lord Roscommon, vii . 171 .

her Pompey brought on the Irish stage, 172.

Philomides, his reflections on the excellence and utility of good humour, ii .

339.

Philotryphus, his character , ii . 193.

Physick , mathematicks recommended in the science of Physick, by Boerhaave,
vi. 281 .

Physicians, a pleasing character of, vii . 402. proceedings on a plan for attend .

ing the poor gratis, ibid. in a great city the mere plaything of fortune, viii.

474. have the second claim of benefit to mankind, vi . 278 .

Picus of Mirandola, his epitaph, v . 261 .

Pilgrimages, inquired into , i . 224 .

Pindar, observations on the poetry of, vii . 40. his odes discovered to be regular

by Congreve, viii. 35. West's translation characterized , viii . 398 .

Piozzi, Mrs. select letters of Dr. Johnson from the collection of, i . 311 .

Pitt, Christopher, his life, viii . 363. son of a physician at Blandford , born

1699, ibid . entered a scholar at Winchester College 1714, removed to New

College, 1719 , ibid . translates Lucan before he was twenty years of age,

ibid . presented to the rectory of Pimpern, Dorsetshire, ibid . translates Vida's

art ofpoetry, ibid . translates the Aneid , 364. died 1748 , and his epitapb,

365.

Plagiarism , not to be charged upon authors merely for similarity of sentiment,

iv. 79. a charge often unjustly urged to the prejudice of some authors, iii . 178.

some instances of the truth of this remark with regard to some of the classick

writers, ibid .

Plantations, considerations on , ix . 136 .

Player, requisites to form a good one , vii . 173 .

Pleasing others , the art of it a. pleasing acquisition, ii . 491. its excellency

should engage us to cultivate it in proportion to its usefulness, 192 .

Pleasure, the mind corrupted and debased by the pursuit of immoral, ii . 215.

the gratification of sensual , volatile , ii . 366. the fatal rock in the ocean of

life, ibid. the variation of, with the seasons, iii . 89. of contemplation and vir

tue preferable to that of the senses , 92. the essence of, consists in choice, 139 .

sensitive and animal,derive their agreeableness from novelty , 141. the danger

of pursuing the allurements to, unlawful , 380. inquiry into the distinction be

tween it and pain, iv . 298.

Pleasures of mankind, generally counterſeit, iv . 202. seldom such as they ap

pear to others,ibid. of ladies at a musical performance, ibid.

Plenty, Peter, his complaint of his wife's buying bargains , iv. 252.

Plutarch, sentiment of, upon Aristophanes and Menander, v. 383.

Poemata, Messia, i. 155. January 20 , 21 , 1773, 158. December 25, 1779,

159. in lecto , die passionis, April 13, 1781, ibid. in lecto, December 25 ,

1782 , ibid . nocte , inter 16 et 17 Junii , 1783 , ibid . Cal . Jan. in lecto, ante

lucem, 1784, 160. January 18, 1784 , ibid . February 27 , 1784, 161. Chris

tianus perfectus, ibid . jejunium et cibus , 162. ad Urbanum, 1738, ibid. in

rivum a mola Stoana Lichfeldiæ diffluentem , 163. Ivwéi Szaúrov, 164. Ad .

Th. Laurence, M.D. cum filium peregre agentem desiderio nimis tristi pro
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sequeretur, 165. in Theatro, March 8, 1771 , 166. insula Kennethi inter He

bridas, 167. Skia , ibid . ode de Skia insula , 168 , 169. Spes, 385. versus col

lari capræ domini Banks inscribendi, ibid . ad fæminam quandam genero

sam quæ libertatis causæ in sermone patrocinata fuerat, ibid . jactura tem

poris, 170. Εις Βίρχιον, ibid . Εις το της Ελισσης περί των ονειρών

Aiviyua, ibid . in Eliza enigma, 171. Latin versions of four collects in the Li

turgy, ibid. Psalmus cxvii. 172. Latin version of “ Busy curious thirsty Fly ,”

ibid. Latin versionof three sentences on the monumentofJohn ofDoncaster,

173. translation of a song in Walton's Complete Angler, ibid . version of

Pope's verses on his own Grotto , 174. Græcorum epigrammatum versiones

metricæ , 175. Pompeii epigrammata, 186. Epicteti epigramma, 190..e

Theocrito , ibid . e Euripidis Medea, 191. Septem Ætates, ibid. Geographia

metrica Templemanni Latine redditus, ibid. translation of Dryden's epi

gram on Milton, 193. epilogue to the Carmen Seculare of Horace, 194.

translation of a Welsh epitaph, ibid .

Poet, the general knowledge necessary for, i . 221. ancients exceptionable

teachers of morality, ii. 172. the forbearance due to young ones, iv. 223. ad

vertisement to the edition of the Lives of the Poets, of 1783, viii . 1. meta

physical, what , vii . 14. critical remarks on this kind of writing, 18. Dryden's

opinion on the question , whether a poet can judge well of his own produc

tions, 251 , do not make the best parents, exemplified in Dr. Young, viii .

443.

Poetry , Miscellaneous, i. 115, 154. a dissertation on, i . 220. early writers in

possession of nature , their followers of art, 221. harmony the end ofits mea

sure, ii. 422. the parallel of with painting, iv . 249. the essay,characterized,

376. observations on affectation in, 377. on occasional compositions, vii.

311. a simile described, vii . 454. on the neglect of poetical justice, 455.

similes in poetry considered, viii . 329. that sound should seem the echo

of the sense, considered, 330.

Poetry, poetical devotion cannot often please, vii . 136. characterized, 137.

Poetry, pastoral, the peculiar beauties of it, ii . 176. the difficulty of succeed

ing in it, 178 , 180. merenature to be principally regarded , ibid. wherein

the perfection of it consists, 184. generally the first productions of a poet,
viii . 325.

Poetry, epick, critical remarks on , iii. 250. what it is , vii . 125 .

Poetry, lyrick, its origin and manner, iii . 249.

Policy, too frequently supported by the arts of intrigue and fraud, ii . 372.

Politeness, rules for estimating its advantages, ii . 465. its amiable influence on

the manners, ibid .

Politian, his poetical composition censured for his vanity and self -esteem , iii .
103.

Polyphilus , his character, ii . 96.

Pomfret, John , his life, vii. 222. son of the Rev.Mr. Pomfret, rector of Luton ,

ibid. educated at Cambridge, ibid . rector of Malden, Bedfordshire, ibid .

obstructed in institution to a valuable living , from a passage in his Choice,

ibid . dies of the small pox, in 1703, aged 36, ibid . character of his poems,

ibid .

Pompeius, epigrammata, i . 186.

Pontanus, Scaliger's opinion of, ii. 15. the instructive inscription on his tomb,

ii . 141 .

Pope, Alexander, his account of N. Rowe, vii. 415. his letter to Broomeon

the death ofFenton , viii . 60 , with Arbuthnot supposed to have assisted Gay

in writing Three Hours after Marriage , 64. his account of the origin and

success of the Beggars' Opera, 67. a conversation with Addison on Tickell's

translation of Homer, viii . 267. Fenton and Broome assist him in the trans

lation of the Odyssey, 273. his life, 233. born in London ,May 22, 1688 ,

ibid. his father grew rich bythe trade of a linendraper, ibid. both his parents

papists , ibid. of a tender and delicate constitution, and of a gentle and sweet

disposition, ibid . from his pleasing voice called thelittle nightingale, ibid.

received his first education under a Romish priest in Hampshire, from whence

he was removed first to Twyford, near Winchester, and again to a school near
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Hyde Park Corner, 234. is said to have lisped in numbers, ibid . his father

left off business with twenty thousand pounds, but living on the principal,

greatly reduced it before his death,235. at twelve years of age, forms a plan

for his own education,ibid. his primary and principal purpose was tobea

poet, ibid. his first performance, the Ode to Solitude, at twelve years of age ,

236. made a version of the first book of the Thebais, at fourteen , ibid . at

fifteen years of age studies French and Italian, 236. destroyed many of his

puerile productions, 237. at sixteen introduced to sir W.Trumbull, which

ended in friendship, ibid . his life, as an author, to be computed from this

time, when he wrote his Pastorals, 238. verses written by Wycherley in his

praise , ibid. his letters to Mr. Cromwell, published in a volume of miscel

Ianies, by Curll, 239. early encouraged by Mr.Walsh, ibid. frequents the

company of wits, at Will's coffee-house ,ibid. his Pastorals first published in

Tonson's Miscellany, in 1709, 240. his Essay on Criticism written 1709, and

severelyattacked by Dennis , ibid. his essay translated into French by Hamil

ton , Robotham , and Resnel , and commented on by Warburton , 243. his

Messiah first published in the Spectator, 244.his verses on the unfortunate

lady badly employed, ibid. story on which the Rape of the Lockwasfounded,

245. the great merit of that poem , 246. that poem attacked by Dennis, as

also the Temple of Fame, 247. writes the epistle from Eloisa to Abelard,

ibid. Windsor Forest, 1713 , 248. writes a narrative of the frenzy of John

Dennis, ibid.account of the ironical comparison between the pastorals of

Philips and Pope, published in theGuardian , ibid. studies the art of paint

ing under Jervas, 249. supposedto have painted a picture of Betterton, ibid.

proposes a translation ofthe Iliad, by subscription, in six quarto volumes, at

six guineas, 250. sells the copy to B. Lintot, 251. is greatly terrified at the

undertaking , 252. is objected to by some for being toomuch a tory, and by

others for want of a sufficient knowledge of theGreek language , ibid. greatly

assisted by former translators, 253. history of the notes to the Iliad, ibid.

the life ofHomer, writtenby Parnell, 254. the Iliad took him five years in

translating, ibid . six hundred and fifty-four copies of the Iliad subscribed

for, and he gained five thousand three hundred and twenty pounds four

shillings by this work , 255. sinks a considerable part of his money for an

nuities, 256. extracts from the first translation and the printed compared,

257. story of his reading the translation of the Iliad to lord Halifax, 263.

Addison and he become rivals, 266. contest between Pope's and Tickell's

translations of the Iliad, 268. his own accountofthe jealousy of Addison ,.

269. purchases his house at Twickenham, 1715, ibid . forms his grotto at

Twickenham , 270. publishes a quarto edition of his works in 1717, ibid.

loses his father in 1717, ibid . the publication ofthe Iliad completed in 1720,

271. his publications censured by Burnet, Ducket, and Dennis, ibid. pur

poses to become richby the South Sea bubble, and luckily escapes without

much loss, ibid. in 1721, he published the poems of Dr. Parnell , andan

edition of the works of Shakespeare, ibid . deficiencies of his edition of Shake

speare exposed by Theobald, 272. merits of this edition of Shakespeare,

ibid. publishes proposals for a translation of the Odyssey , in five volumes ,

five pounds five shillings, ibid . assisted in the translation by Fenton and

Broome, 273. examined before the lords on the trial of bishop Atterbury,

ibid. Atterburypresents a bible to Pope at their last interview , ibid . trans

lated only twelve hooks of the Odyssey, ibid. Pope's translation in the

British museum , ibid . eight hundred and nineteen copies subscribed for and

completed in 1725, 274.a criticism on the Odyssey, published by Spence,

ibid. establishes a friendship with Spence , ibid . is visited by Voltaire, 275.

joins with Swift in publishing three volumes of miscellanies, ibid . Dunciad

published in 1728 , ibid . history of the Dunciad, ibid . Mr. Pope executed

in effigy by the Dunces, 278. publishesa poem on Taste , 1731, 280. loses

his mother at the age of ninety -three, 281. calls Curll before the house of

lords for publishing some letters ofnoblemen to him , ibid . Curll's account of

his obtaining the letters, 282. publishes a volume of letters , 1737, 283. pub

lishes the first part of the Essay onMan, 1733, 285. history of the Essay on

Man, 286. the essay attacked by Mr. Crousaz, as immoral, and defended by
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Warburton , 287. his letter to Warburton , 289. supposed to have been made

a tool of by Bolingbroke, to spread his opinions, 290. endeavours to get his

Essay on Man translated into Latin, 291. lives among the great, ibid . a

report prevailed of queen Caroline paying him a visit, which did not take

place, ibid. writes an epistle on theUse of Riches , 1733,292. publishes the

Man of Ross, ibid . publishes his CharactersofMen, 1734, ibid. publishes

his Characters of Women, 294. dutchess of Marlborough, celebrated in that

poem, under the character of Atossa , 295. published imitations of several

poems of Horace, ibid . such imitations first practised by Oldham and Ro

chester, ibid . publishes some of Dr. Donne's Satires, ibid. at open war with

lord Hervey, 296. publishes his last Satires , 297. never wrote on politicks,

ibid, first volume of the Memoirs of Scriblerus published by him , in con

junction with Swift and Arbuthnot , 298. published two volumes of Latin

poems, written by Italians, 299. planned apoem , subsequent to his Essay

on Man, but never completed it , ibid. publishes another book of the Dun

ciad , 300. is at variance with Cibber, ibid . celebrates both Cibber and Os

borne in the Dunciad, 302. account of his latter end , 305. died May 30,

1744 , and buried at Twickenham, ibid . a monument erected to his memory,

by the bishop of Gloucester, ibid . offended lord Bolingbroke by having

printed one thousand five hundred of the Patriot King more than lord Bo

lingbroke knew of, and not discovered until the death of Pope, 306. account

of a difference betweenPope andMr. Allen, 307. his person described, 308 .

his dress , 309. his method of living and conversation, ibid. the frugality of

his domestick character, 312. proud of his money, and the greatest fault of

his friends, poverty, 313. fond of enumerating the great men of his acquaint

ance, ibid. his social virtues , 314. his letters appear premeditated and arti

ficial, 315. many the topicks of his letters contrary to truth , ibid . namely,

contempt of his own poetry, ibid . insensibility to censure and criticism , ibid .

disesteem of kings , ibid . contempt of the world , ibid. scorn of the great, ibid,

his own importance, ibid . learned his pretended discontent from Swift, 317.

sometimes wanton in his attacks, and mean in his retreat, 318. his virtues ,

liberality , and fidelity of friendship , ibid. paid Savage twenty pounds a year,

ibid . the report of a defamatory Life of Swift being found in his papers, on

inquiry appears groundless, ibid. lived and died in the religion of Rome,

319. never lost his belief of revelation, ibid . in his early lifea literary cu

riosity, and afterwards studied the living world, ibid. entertained a desire

for travelling, but did not gratify it , 320. his intellectual character, good

sense, ibid. his genius, ibid . his great memory, ibid . made poetry the busi

ness of his life, 321. never wrote on popular or temporary occasions, 322 ..

never published his works under two years, ibid. compared with Dryden,

ibid. his great care in polishing his works, 323. frequently corrected his

works after publication , ibid . his prose works characterized, 324. his.pas

torals considered, 325. Windsor Forest, ibid. Temple of Fame, ibid . the

Messiah, 326. the verses on an unfortunate lady, ibid . ode for St. Cecilia's

day, 327. ignorant of the principles, and insensible to the effects ofmusick,

329. his Essay on Criticism , ibid. the Rape of the Lock , 332. Eloiseto

Abelard, 334. the Iliad , ibid . observations on the notes to the Iliad , 337.

the Odyssey , 338. the notes to the Odyssey written by Broome , ibid . the

Dunciad , ibid. the design of that poem, ibid. his Essay on Man, 339. his

characters of Men and Women, 341. his lesser poems considered, ibid. the

question, whether Pope was a poet ? considered, 345. copy of his letter to

Mr. Bridges, ibid . criticisms on Pope's epitaphs, 347. that on Charles, earl

of Dorset , 348. on sir William Trumbull, 350. on the hon . sir Simon Har

court, 351, on James Craggs, 352. epitaph intended for Mr. Rowe, 353.

intended for Mrs. Corbet, 354. epitaphon the hon . Robert Digby and his

sister, 355. on sir Godfrey Kneller, 356. on general Henry Withers, 357.

on Elijah Fenton, 358. on Mr. Gay, ibid . epitaph intended for sir Isaac

Newton, 360, epitaph on Edmund, duke of Buckingham , 361. writes part of

the prologue to Sophonisba, 370. the malevolence between him and Philips,

391. remarks on his versification, iii. 437. fate of the manuscripts he left to

lord Bolingbroke, iv . 341. account of his edition of Shakespeare , v . 136.

VOL . IX . RI
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view of the controversy between Crousaz and Warburton , on the Essayon

Man, 202. Crousaz's observations on his opinion of the ruling passion , 203.

of whatever is, is right , 205. Messiah, in Latin, i . 155. See Warton .

Popery, causes why many persons embrace it , vii. 279. the Hind and Panther

published by Dryden, in defence of popery , 281 .

Population, decayed religious houses, or want of them , no evidence of a de

creasing population, ix. 61. the flight of every man a loss to the community,

and rogues ought rather to be made useful to the society they have injured,

than be driven from it , vii. 156 .

Portland, earl of, taken up for being concerned in Waller's plot, vii. 191. re

ceives a letter from Waller, advising him to confess, which he rejects, and

applies to the lords for redress, ibid . after being examined several times by

the lords, is admitted to bail , 193 .

Posidippus , his account of human life, iv. 98.

Posterity, a regard for, ironicallydescribed, v . 330.

Posthumous works,thoughts on the publication of, iv. 341 .

Poverty, the afflictive scenes of it described , ii. 254. the fears of it strongly

excite to activity and diligence, 255. the folly of those whose negligence and

profusion involve them in the miseries of it , ibid . in what cases they are ob

jects of pity, 256. why its circumstances are so often regarded with con

tempt, iii. 306. whenonly to be dreaded , 439. the impropriety of reflecting

on persons for it, viji . 138.

Power, the effect of necessity, iii . 114 .

Praise , to an old man an empty sound, i . 296. of servants, the highest pane

gyrick of private virtue, ii . 324. the practice of giving unmerited, censured,

iii. 101. the excellency of that which is truly deserved, 144. the integrity

and judgment with which it ought to be dispensed, ibid. the love of it en

gages in a variety of means for attaining it, 275 , the general passion for it

shown, 397.

Prayer and labour should cooperate, vii . 26.

Prayers by Dr. Johnson, ix . 203.

Precedent, implicit submission to it unreasonable, iii . 138 .

Preceptor, (a plan of education ), preface to the, v . 231 .

Precipitation, often fatal to great designs, ii . 210.

Preferment-hunters, characterized , i . 13 .

Presbyterians and independents, account of the disputes between them at Ox

ford, on the authority ofministers, vi . 421 .

Prescience , advantages of, iv . 139.

Prester, John , great pains taken by the Portuguese for the discovery of his

country, v . 225.

Presumption, more easily corrected than pusillanimity , ii .124 .

Pride, generally the source of anger, ii. 51.characterized, iv. 239. its compe

tition with idleness, ibid . frequently the effect of hereditary wealth, viii. 138.

Printing, Mr. Savage's peculiar attention to correctness in , viii. 131. by sub

scription, first tried by Dryden's Vir 250.

Prints, observations on the collectors of, iv . 316 .

Prior, Matthew , his life, viji. 1. of obscure original , by some supposed to have

been born at Winburne, Dorsetshire ; by others, to have been the son of a

joiner, in London, ibid . educated for some time at Westminster, ibid . re

ceived his academical education at Cambridge, at the expense of the earl of

Dorset, ibid . took his bachelor's degree in 1686, and his master's by mandate ,

in 1700, ibid . wrote the City Mouse andCountry Mouse, 1688, 2. secretary

to the embassy to the congress at the Hague, ibid . gentleman of the bed

chamber to king William , 3. wrote a long ode on the death of queen Mary,

ibid. secretary to the treaty of Ryswick, in 1697, ibid . secretary at the court

of France , in 1698, ibid . under-secretary of state , 4. wrote the Carmen Se

culare,in 1700, ibid . member of parliament for East Grinstead, 1701, 5.

went to Paris, with propositions of peace, in 1711 , 6. recalled from Paris,

August, 1714, 8. on his return, taken up and examined before the privy

council, ibid . remained in confinement fortwo years , when he was excepted

in Act of Grace, but soon after discharged, 10. died at Wimpole, September
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18 , 1721 , and buried at Westminster, 11. left five hundred pounds for a

monument, ibid. copy of his epitaph, ibid . his character, 12. one of the

sixteen tories who met weekly , 13. character of his writings, 15 .

Private vices publickbenefits , how far they may sometimes prove so , vi. 68 .

Procrastination , the danger of, vii . 27 .

Prodigality, destitute of true pleasure, and the source of real and lasting misery,
ii . 257 , 258.

Projects, the folly of, exposed, iv. 16. the folly of, in general , 50. projectors

characterized, 85. the folly and wickedness of those who only project the

destruction and the misery of mankind , ibid . for the good of mankind, in

searching out new powers of nature , and contriving new works of art ought

to be encouraged , 87 .

Prologue, at the opening of Drury-lane theatre, 1747 , i . 23. to the Masque of

Comus , 115. to the Good - natured Man, 116. to the Word to the Wise, 117.

Pronunciation , difficulties in settling it , v . 6 .

Properantia , her letter on the alteration of the style , iii . 6.

Prosapius, his character , ii . 92 .

Prosperity, often productive of various infelicities, iii . 214, 428. obstructs the

knowledge of ourselves, 214. the danger of, i . 243 .

Prospero, his character, iii . 428.

Prostitutes, reflections on their infamous and deplorable condition , iii . 8 , 307.

in what respects objects of compassion , 10 .

Proverbs, ch . vi . ver. 7-11 , paraphrased, i . 136.

Prudence, wherein its province lies, iii. 33. characterized , iv . 317. exemplified

in the character of Sophron, 318.

Prudentius, the motives on which he contracted marriage, ii. 89.

Prune, Mrs. her treatment of Leviculus, iii . 353 .

Prussia, king of, ( the former , ) characterized, vi. 436. account of his tall regi

ment, ibid. his disagreement with his son , 437. obliges his son to marry

against his will , 439. died 1740 , 441 .

Prussia, king of, ( Charles Frederick , ) his life , vi . 435. born January 24, 1711 .

12, ibid . remarkable for his disagreement with his father, 436. designed to

fly his country , but discovered by his father, himself arrested, and his con

fidant executed, 437. obliged by his father to marry, but does not consum

mate during his father's life, 439. applies himself to study and liberal amuse

ments, ibid . succeeds to the crown, 1740, 441. receives his wife as queen,

442. releases the boys marked for military service , ibid . continues his cor

respondence with learned men, ibid . governs with very little ministerial

assistance, and banishes the prime minister and favourite of his father, 443.

grants a toleration of religion and free masonry , ibid . institutes the order of

merit , ibid . charitable if not liberal, ibid . advancement of learning one of his

first cares, ibid . revives his claim to Herstal and Hermal , 444. on the death

of the emperor of Germany, claimsSilesia, 446. his proceedings in the war

for Silesia, ibid . makes peace with the queen of Hungary, on surrendering to

him the half of Silesia, 449. observations on his reasons for enacting and

repealing laws , ibid . account of the Code Frederique, 450. epitome of his

plan for the reformation of courts , 451. proceedings of his army, 1742, against

The Austrians, 454. is deserted by the French,458. makes peace with the

emperess, who surrenders the remaining part of Silesia, 459. reforms his laws,

and concludes a defensive alliance with England , ibid. raises an army under

pretence of fixing the emperorin possession ofBohemia, 463. his declaration

of reasons for going to war, ibid. the queen of Hungary's answer to the de

claration, 466. enters Bohemia with one hundred and four thousand men,

August, 1744, 467. besieges and takes Prague, September, 1744, 469. quits

Prague, and retires with his army into Silesia , 471. after several engage

ments, enters Dresden as a conqueror, 474.

Publick spirit, the duty of, in times of danger, iv. 172 .

Pulpit censure , case of, v . 481 .

Punch, the mixture used in making it, requisite to conversation, iv . 250. the

ingredients of both compared, 251.

Punishments, capital , the severity and frequency of them in some cases disap
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proved, iii . 113, 115. instead ofhindering the commission of the crime, they

often prevent the detection of it , 116 .

Puritans, their tenets ridiculed , vii . 153 .

Puzzle, Will , his story, iv. 421.

Pyramids , a visit to , iv. 434. i . 266.

Pyramus and Thisbe, written by Cowley, when only ten years of age, vii . 2 .

Quebec, considerations on the establishment of popery in that province, vi .

217 .

Quibble, the ill use made of it by Shakespeare, v . 118.

Quick, Molly,her complaint against her mistress for only hinting at what she

wants, iv . 285.

Quick, Ned, ready at finding objections, iv . 405.

Quin, Mr. his friendship for Thomson , viii . 374.

Quincunx figures, their excellence, vi . 485.

Quisquilius, his extravagancies in indulging an injudicious curiosity, ii . 383.

Quixote , don, the idea of Hudibras taken from it, vii. 148. the characters

compared, ibid. recommended by Dr. Sydenham to young physicians, vi . 407.

Raasay, island of, described , ix . 54.

Rake, the life of a, iv. 1 , 11 .

Raleigh, sir Walter, the defects of his History of the World , iii . 82.

Rambler, vol . ii . iii .

Ranger, Tim , his history , iv . 332. tries dress, the company ofrakes , keeping of

racehorses, and building, but finds no happiness in any of them, 334. be

comes a fine gentleman, and a collector of shells, fossils, &c . hires a French

cook , but in all disappointed, 339.

Rapeof the Lock, storyon which it was founded, viii . 245.

Rarities, the choice and study of them should be subservient to virtue and the

publick good, ii . 388, 390.

Raschid, his character, a striking example of the sad effects of insatiable

avarice , ii . 188 .

Rasselas, prince of Abyssinia, the history of, i . 199 .

Rats, none in the islands of Sky, ix . 79 .

Reason , the uncertain continuance of, i . 293. the importance of its keeping a

constant guard over the imagination, ii . 37 .

Rectitude, delineated, iv . 255.

Regimen, rather to be decreased than increased as men advance in years ,

vi . 395 .

Register, Universal, of a new kind , to what useful purposes it may be applied ,

ii . 495.

Regret, sometimes both necessary and useful, iv. 363.

Rehearsal, the character of Bayes designed for Dryden, vii . 272. writtenby

Buckingham , assisted by Butler , Martin Clifford , and Dr. Spratt, ibid . first

acted in 1671 , ibid . thedialogue between love and honour designed for the
duke of Ormond, 273 .

Reid, Andrew, employed by lord Lyttelton in the punctuation of his Life of

Henry the second , viii . 492 .

Relaxation, the necessity and usefulness of it with regard to study , ii . 417.

Religion , consolations to be found in , i . 22. the danger of women when they

lay it aside , iv . 2. the pleasure and advantages of, ii . 213. the use of auste

rities and mortifications, iii . 20. observations on the change of, in Scotland,

ix . 4. a toleration granted in Prussia , vi . 442 .

Remission of sins, the first and fundamental truth of religion , iii. 20.

Repentance , the absurdity of delaying it , ii . 336. the doctrine of it embarrassed

by superstitious and groundless imaginations,23. unjustly confounded with

penance, ibid. wherein true repentance consists, ibid . the completion and

sum of it a real change of temper and life, 24 .

Reputation , industry and caution necessary to support it , iii . 113. tainted , the

greatest calamity, 244 .

Resentment, the effects of, more certain than gratitude , viii. 139.

Resolution and firmness of mind, necessary to the cultivation and increase of

virtue, ii . 271 .
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Resolutions, the fallacious estimate generally made, iv . 106. custom com

monly too strong for, 228, 229.

Restless , Tom , short history of, iv. 293 .

Retirement, the disadvantages of it when indulged to excess by men of genius

and letters , ii . 70. rural, the motives of some personsto desire it, iii. 140.

Retrospection on our conduct, the importance and usefulness of it , ii . 38 .

Rhodes, isle of, story of the dragon which ravaged, iv. 173.

Richard the second , observations on Shakespeare's play of, v. 162.

Richard the third, observations on Shakespeare's play of, v . 168.

Richardson's , Jonathan , Treatise on Painting, gave the first fondness of that art

to sir Joshua Reynolds, vii . 2 .

Richardson , Samuel , his character of Lovelace taken from the Lothario of the

Fair Penitent, vii. 408. characterized as a writer, 409. his paper in the

Rambler, ii . 463 .

Riches, the folly of pursuing them as the chief end of our being, ii . 280. the

true use of, iii. 74. the general desire of them whence it proceeds, 123. the

peace of life too often destroyed by incessant and zealous strugglings for

them, ibid. the arts by which they are gained frequently irreconcilable with

virtue , ibid. not the cause of happiness, iv. 332. the general desire for, 365.

not so dangerous as formerly, ibid . hope of, more than the enjoyment, 366.

what it is to be rich , ibid . avarice always poor, ibid . story of Tom Tranquil,

a rich man, ibid . best obtained by silent profit and industry, exemplified in

the history of Ortogrul of Basra, 437. ill effects of, i . 12 .

Riches (hereditary ,) advantages and disadvantages of, iv . 107 .

Ridicule , the business of comedy, v. 368.

Riding, honours due to the lady who undertook to ride one thousand miles in

one thousand hours, and performed it in about two thirds of the time , iv. 166.

an equestrian statue proposed to be erected to her memory , 167. difficulties

respecting a proper inscription , 168.

Righteousness considered, iv . 412.

Rio verde , translations of the first two stanzas of that song , i . 142 .

Riots, in London , 1780 , description of, i . 381 .

Roarer, his character, iii . 185 .

Rochester, John Wilinot, earl of, life of, vii . 157. son of Henry, earl of Roches

ter, ibid . born April 10, 1647, ibid . educated at Burford school, ibid . en

tered at Wadham college, ibid .travelled into France and Italy, ibid . entered

into the sea service , ibid . early given to intemperance, ibid . gentleman of

the bedchamber, and comptroller of Woodstock park, 158. mentioned by

Wood as the greatest scholar of all the nobility , ibid. his favourite authors,

Boileauand Cowley, ibid. pursues a life of drunkengaiety, ibid. becomes ac

quainted with Dr. Burnet , which produced a totalchange of hismanners and

opinions, ibid . died at the age of thirty-four, July 26, 1680, 159. his character,

ibid . many things imputed to him which he issupposed not to have written,

ibid . the first edition of his works printed in the year of his death , Antwerp in

the titlepage, ibid . character of his works, ibid. his poem on Nothing criti

cised , 160. his lampoon on sir Car Scroop , 161. his Satire against Man criti

cised , ibid . takes E. Settle under his protection, 274.

Rolt's Dictionary of Commerce, prefaceto,v . 247.

Romances, the general design of them , ii . 15. those of the former and present

age compared , 17.

Romans, their donatives rather popular than virtuous, iv . 160. made no stand

ing provision for theneedy, ibid . remarks on, vi . 10 .

Rome,supplied by Sicily with corn , v . 311. afterwards supplied with corn from

Africa and Egypt, ibid .

Romeo and Juliet, observations on Shakespeare's play of, v . 176.

Rona, account of the island of, ix . 56.

Roscommon , Wentworth Dillon , earl of, his life, vii . 164. son of James Dillon,

earl of Roscommon, born in Ireland , ibid . educated in Yorkshire , at his

uncle's, lord Strafford , ibid . sent to Caen , to study under Bochart, ibid . is said

to have had preternatural intelligence of his father's death , 165. the credit

to be given to such intelligence , ibid. travels into Italy, ibid . at the restora

tion returns to England, is made captain of the band of pensioners, and addicts
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himself to gaming, 166. goes to Ireland, and made captain of the guards,

ibid . attacked by three ruffians on his return from the gaming table, is res

cued by a half-pay officer, to whom he resigns his commission in the guards,

ibid . returns to England , and marries a daughter of the earl ofBurlington,

ibid . forms a plan of a society for reformingour language, 167. purposes to

retire to Rome, but is attacked by the gout , and , with the assistance of a

French empirick , dies in 1684 , and is buried in Westminster abbey, 168 .

his poetical character, ibid. Dryden's opinion of Roscommon's Essay on trans

lated Verse, 169. his Art of Poetry praised, 271. account of his other pieces,

ibid . Mrs. Phillips's opinion of some of his works, ibid .

Rota club, account of, and the members, vii . 95.

Rowe, Nicholas, observations on his edition of Shakespeare's works, v . 135. the

firstwho had three nights of a new play, vii. 271. his life, 407. born at Little

Beckford, Bedfordshire, 1673, ibid . educated at Westminster, under Busby,

ibid . a student of the Middle Temple, ibid.at twenty -five produced the Am

bitious Step-mother,408. Tamerlane, in 1702, ibid . Fair Penitent, in 1703,

ibid . Ulysses, in 1706, ibid. Royal Convert, 1708 , 409. the Biter,a comedy,

1706, 410. Jane Shore, 1714, ibid . Lady JaneGrey, 1715, ibid . publishes an

edition ofShakespeare, in 1709, 411. under secretary to the duke ofQueens

berry , ibid . advised by lord Oxford to study Spanish, ibid . succeeded N. Tate

as poet laureate, ibid . land surveyor of the customs, 412. clerk of the council

to the prince of Wales, ibid . secretary of the presentations, ibid . his life, as

prefixed to his translation of Lucan's Pharsalia, by Dr. Wellwood, ibid . died

Dec. 6, 1718 , and buried in Westminster abbey, 413. the testimony of

Pope in his favour, 414. chiefly considered as a tragick author and trans

lator, 416. character of his works, ibid. Pope's epitaph intended for him ,

viii . 353.

Royal society, inquiry into, What have they done ? iv. 409. supposed to have

been established, to divert the attention ofthe people from publick discon

tent , vii . 429. review of the history of, vi . 76 .

Rudeness to convenience, the progress of, iv . 335 .

Ruling passion , M.Crousaz's observations on Pope's opinion of it, v . 203.

Rum, ac ount of the island of, ix . 123. land there not more than twopence

halfpenny an acre, 124 .

Rupert, prince, driven by admiral Blake into the Tagus, vi . 295. afterwards

into Carthagena, 296. his fleet destroyed by Blake in the harbour of Malaga ,
ibid.

Rural elegance, observations in the praise of, viii. 409.

Rural situation , a sketch of its peculiar pleasures and advantages, iii . 141 .

Ruricola, his observations upon the prevalence of a fond appetite for news,
ii . 290.

Sabinus , Georgius, de sacerdote furem consolante epigramma, viii . 19 .

Sacharissa, that character designed by Waller for lady Dorothea Sidney,
vii . 180.

Salmasius, employed by Charles the second to writein defence of hisfather and

monarchy, vii. 84.his character, ibid . publishes his Defensio Regis, in 1649,

85. answered by Milton, ibid . leaves a reply to Milton, which was published

by his son , 86 .

Salusbury, Mrs. epitaph on, i . 152.

Samson Agonistes , critical remarks on the beauties and improprieties of that

dramatick piece, iii . 158. charaterized , vii. 139 .

Sanderson, Dr. Robert, bishop of Lincoln , his critical nicety in preparing his

lectures, ii. 98 .

Sannazarius, his inducements to the piscatory eclogue, ii. 179.

Sarpi, father Paul, his life, vi. 264. born at Venice , 1552, ibid. educated un

der his mother's brother, ibid . studies logick under Capella of Cremona,

ibid . takes the order of Servites, 1566, ibid . publick professor of divinity

at Mantua , 265. his great acquisitions in every branch of knowledge and

literature, ibid . several charges laid against him in the inquisition, which.

passed over, 266. refused a bishoprick by Clement the eighth, ibid. the part

he took in the quarrel between Paul the fifth and the Venetians, ibid. at

tacked by five ruffians employed by the Pope, and receives fifteen stabs, 268.
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retires to his convent, and writes the history of the council of Trent, ibid .

died 1623, 269. his character, ibid .

Satire , sir Car Scroop's praise of, vii . 161.

Savage , Richard, his life, viii. 96. born Jan. 10, 1697, a son ofearl Rivers by

the countess of Macclesfield , 98. left to the care of his mother , who aban

dons him , ibid. committed to the care of a poor woman , to be brought up as

her own son , 99. lady Mason , his grandmother, takes some care of him , ibid .

his godmother, Mrs. Lloyd , left him three hundred pounds, which was never

paid him , ibid . placed at a small grammar school near St. Alban’s , 100. lord

Rivers on his death -bed inquires particularly ofhim, and is assured by his

mother that he was dead , by which he loses six thousand pounds left him by

his father, 101. his mother attempts to send him to America secretly, ibid . his

mother places him with a shoemaker in Holborn, 102. on the death of his

nurse discovers his parents , ibid. applies to his mother,who resolves to neg

lect him, ibid . became an author through necessity, 103. publishes his first

poems against the bishop of Bangor, ibid. writes his first play, Woman's a

Riddle, in his eighteenth year, ibid. at twenty -one , writes Love in a Veil,

104. is patronized by sir Richard Steele, ibid . story of his going with sir

Richard Steele, and writing a pamphlet, which he sells for two guineas, to

raise money , ibid . Steele proposes to marry one of hisnatural daughters to

Savage, 106. Steele discards him , ibid . through the intercession of Wilks

obtains fifty pounds from his mother, 107. frequents the stage , becomes ac

quainted with Mrs. Oldfield, who allows him fifty pounds a year during her

life, 108. Mr. Wilks occasionally allows him a benefit, which is counteracted

by his mother, 109. writes the tragedy of sir Thomas Overbury, 110. Cib

ber corrects the tragedy, 111 , experiences the friendship of Aaron Hill ,

who writes the prologue and epilogue to the tragedy of Overbury, ibid . acts

the part of Overbury, 112. seventy guineas left for Savage, by Mr. Hill's

publishing his case in the Plain Dealer, 113. his flattery to lady M. W. Mon

tague in his dedication to his volume of poems, ibid . adds to his reputation

by his poem on the death of George the first, 114. account of his killing Mr.

James Sinclair , 116. his trial and defence, 116. is found guilty of murder,

118. he obtains a pardon , although it had been greatly obstructed by his mo

ther , 120. further accounts of his mother's enmity, 121. meets the principal

evidence against him in distress, and divides his only guinea with her, 122 .

hisown opinion of the killing of Sinclair, 123. lived a life ofwantand plenty,

124. threatens to publish a narrative of his mother's conduct,in hopes of ex

torting a pension from her, ibid. received into the family oflord Tyrconnel,

who promises him apension of two hundred pounds ayear, ibid. writes the

Author to be Let, 125. the part he had in the Dunciad, 127. his epigram on

Dennis, 128. receives twenty guineas for a panegyrick onsir R.Walpole,

ibid. laments the misery of living at other men's tables, 129. publishes the

Wanderer, with the character of that poem , 130. his peculiar attention to

correctness in printing, 131. sells the copy ofthe Wanderer for ten guineas,

ibid . his quarrel with lord Tyrconnel , 132. writes the Triumph of Health and

Mirth, 135. closely studies the great , ibid. again turned adrift on the world ,

137. too much elevated by good fortune, 138. his mother continues her ill

treatment of him , 139. the resentment between lord Tyrconnel and him kept

up
for many years, 140. publishes the Bastard, a poem, 141. this poem ob

liges his mother to retire from Bath to London, ibid. ready to accept the

praises of the people , and to find excuses for their censure, 142. imputed

none of his miseries to himself, 144. mistook the love, for the practice of vir

tue, ibid . his actions precipitate and blameable, his writings tended to the

propagation of morality and piety, ibid. exerts all his interest to be appointed

poet laureate, but is disappointed, 145. becomes volunteer laureate to the

queen, for which the queen sends him fifty pounds, and leave to continue it

annually, 146. accused of influencing elections against the court, 149. an in

forma against him in the King's Bench , for publishing an obscene pam

phlet, ibid . writes the Progress of a Divine , 150. satirized in the Weekly Mis

cellany , and defended in the Gentleman's Magazine , 151. the information

dismissed by sir Philip Yorke, 152. purposes writing the Progress of a Free
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thinker, 153. his practice to conceal himself from his friends, whilst he spent

the queen's pension , ibid . sir Richard Walpole promises him the first place

vacant, not exceeding two hundred pounds a year, 154. dedicates a poem on

Publick Spirit to the prince of Wales, for which he received no reward, 158.

for a great part of the year lived by invitations, and lodged by accident,

sometimes in summer on a bu!k, and in winter in a glasshouse, 159.

wherever he went could not conform to the economy of a family, 161. as his

affairs grew desperate,his reputation declined , 163. proposes to publish his

works by subscription, but not so much encouraged as he either expected or

merited, spent the money he received , and never published his poems, 164.

his universal acquaintance , 165. by the death of the queen,loses both his pros

pect of preferment and his annuity, 166. purposes writing a new tragedy, on

thestory of sir John Overbury, ibid . writes a poem on thedeathof the queen ,

on her subsequent birthday,167. his friends send him into Wales, on a pro

mise of allowing him fifty pounds a year, 169. formsenchanting prospects of

a country life, 170. takes a lodging in the liberties of the Fleet, and receives

oneguinea a week of his friends' subscription, ibid. sets off for Wales in July,

1739, spends all his money before he reaches Bristol , gets a fresh remittance ,

arrives at Bristol, where he is well received, and stays for some time , and at

lastgoes to Swansea, the place of his destination , 173.his annuity greatly

diminished, 174. completes his tragedy, ibid. returns to Bristol, wherethirty

pounds is subscribed for him, 176. becomes neglected at Bristol , ibid . ar

rested at Bristol, and his letter to a friend on that occasion, 179. is very

kindly treatedby the keeper of the prison, 180. his poem London and Bristol

delineated, 183. his letter to a friend , who advised him not to publish London

and Bristol delineated, 184. postpones the publication, 185. dies in prison,

Aug. 1, 1743, and buried in the church -yard ofSt. Peter's , Bristol, 187. his

person described, ibid . his character , ibid . allowed twenty pounds a year by

Pope, viii . 318.

Savecharges, Sukey, her complaint, iv. 308. by marriage articles to have a

coach kept, 309. her husband provides a coach without horses, 311 .

Scaliger, his partiality in preferring Virgil to Homer, ii . 440.

Scamper, Edward, his history, iv , 25 .

Scandal , the ladies' disposition to it too frequent, ii . 224 .

Scatter, Jack , his history, iv. 27.

Schemes, the Idler's privilege of forming them, iv . 152.

Scholar, his hopes on entering at theuniversity, i . 15. view of the general life

of, 16. the life of a, i . 215. journal of three days, iv. 346.

Schools , the study proper for, vii. 76, account of the practice of barring out '

the master, vi. 419. on chastisement, v . 467.

Schoolmaster, an honest and useful employment, vii . 74.

Science, the paths of it narrow and difficult of access, iii . 76. the progress of it

obstructed by servile imitation , 111 .

Sciences, the encouragement of them by the patronage of the great, casual and

fluctuating, iii . 78 .

Scotland, Johnson's journey . See Hebrides .

Scotland, New , considerations on the establishment of a colony there , vi .
119.

Scruple, Sim , his story , iv . 396.

Seasons, the change of them productive of a remarkable variation of the scenes

of pleasure, iii . 89 .

Scrupleshop, account of that fixed at Oxford by the parliament party , 1646 ,

vi . 420 .

Sebald's islands . See Falkland islands .

Sebastian , king of Portugal, a tragedy, critical observations upon it , iii . 95.

Second sight , inquiry into, ix . 105.

Secrecy , rules concerning the doctrine and practice of it, ii. 65.

Secrets, the importance ofkeeping them, ii . 61. the general causesof the viola

tion of fidelity, inreference to secrets,62. the aggravated treachery of such

conduct, 63, 65. the imprudence of committing this trust to persons ofwhose

wisdomand faithfulness we have no just assurance, 66.
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Seduction of innocence, a detail of the infamous arts and gradations by which it

is often effected, iii , 303.

Seged, his bistory, iji . 444.

Self-conceit, the strong disposition of many to indulge it, ii . 357. how easily

promoted , ibid . by what artifices men of this quality delude themselves,

360.

Self-denial, thoughts on , iv. 302 .

Self-knowledge, its great importance, ii . 117. iii. 234. a happy preservative

against indiscretion and vice, ii. 137. frequently obstructed by partiality and

self -love, iii . 234. the deplorable folly of opposing our own convictions,

236.

Serenus, his history , iv . 35 .

Serge, Dick , his history, iv . 28.

Sermon, an annual one at Huntingdon, in commemoration of the conviction of

the witches of Warbois, v . 57 .

Sermons, by Dr. Johnson , ix . 289 .

Serotinus, his quick rise to conspicuous eminence, iii . 279.

Servants, the importance of a wise regulation of our conduct towards them , ii .

324. their praise of their superiours the highest panegyric of private virtue ,

ibid . the danger ofbetraying our weakness to them one motive to a regular

life, 325. the folly of giving them orders by hirts only , iv . 285. their custom of

receiving money from strangers condemned by Savage, in his poem on

Publick Spirit , viii. 157 .

Settle, Elkanah, supported himselfbystanding elegiesand epithalamiums, iv.

187. his character by Dryden, vii. 253. remarks onhis playof the emperess

of Morocco, ibid . writesa vindication, with a specimen , 260.protected by

the earl of Rochester, 274. attacks Dryden on his medal, 277. made city

poet, ibid . spent his latter days in contriving shows for fairs, and died in an

hospital, ibid .

Shadwell succeeds Dryden as poet laureate, vii. 283.

Shaftesbury, lord , account of him by Mr. Gray, viii . 481 .

Shakespeare, William , proposals for printing his dramatick works, 1766,v . 95.

difficulties in explaining the original meaning of the author, 96. preface to

the edition of his works, 1768, 103. his eminent success in tragicomedy, iii.

242. only two editions of his works from 1623 to 1664 , vii. 108. his Tem

pestaltered by Dryden and Davenant, 252. his plots in the hundred novels

of Cinthio, 258. Dryden's Troilus and Cressida altered from Shakespeare,

265. an edition of his works, in six quarto volumes , published by Pope, in

1721 , viii . 271. the deficiencies of this edition detected by Theobald , 272 .

merits of Pope's edition , ibid .

Shenstone, William, his life, viii . 408. born at Leasowes, in Hales Owen,

Shropshire, 1714 , ibid. entered of Pembroke College, Oxford, 1732, ibid.

published a volume of Miscellanies, 1737. his Judgment of Hercules, 1741.

his Schoolmistress, 1742, 409. wanders about to acquaint himself with life,

ibid. delights in rural elegance, ibid. died 1763, 411. his character, ibid .

Gray's account of him, 412. account of his works, ibid .

Shiels, Robert, the writer of the Lives of the Poets, commonly attributed to

Cibber, viii. 90. some account of him, ibid .

Shifter , Dick, his history , iv. 358. disappointed in the pleasures of a country
life, 359 .

Sicily, island of, supplied the Romans with corn, v . 311.

Sidney, lady Dorothea, addressed by Mr. Waller under the name of Sacharissa ,

vii. 180. marries the earl of Sunderland, 181. Waller's repartee to her, ibid .

Simile , what it should be , viii . 329.

Sinclair, James, account of his being killed by Savage and his companions, viii .

115 .

Singularity, in general displeasing, iv. 136. instances in which it is praise

worthy , 138 .

Skating , two translations of lines under a print of persons skating , i . 145.

Skinner, ( the grammarian ) account of his writings, v . 29 .

Sky, islands of, ix . 45 .

YOL, IX . SS
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Slanes Castle, account of, ix . 15.

Sleep , considered, iv. 242. equally a leveller with death, ibid. Alexander per

ceived himself to be human only by the necessity of sleep , 243 .

Sloane, sir Hans , satirized by Dr. King in the Transactioner, vii . 385.

Smith, Dr. instance of Wilkes's generosity to him, viii. 107.

Smith, or Neale, Edmund, his life, by Dr. Oldisworth, vii. 361. son of a mer

chant of the name of Neale, by a daughter of baron Lechmere, ibid . took

the name of Smith from being brought up by an uncle of that name, ibid .

educated at Westminster, under Busby, and removed to Oxford, ibid. his

character, 362. character of his works , 163. his life by Dr. Johnson, 372 .

born at Handley, in Worcestershire , ibid . educated at Westminster, and

took his master's degree at Oxford ,1696,ibid .narrowly escaped expulsion

for irregularities in 1700 , 373. expelled 1705 , 374. resides in London, ibid .

account of his works,: 375. dedicates Phædra, a tragedy,to the marquis of

Halifax, who had prepared to reward him with a place of three hundred a

year, which he losesthrough not soliciting it , ibid . purposes writing a tra

gedyof lady Jane Grey ; retires into the country for that purpose ,where

he died in July , 1710, 377. the story of his being employed to alter Claren

don's History false, ibid . copy of his Analysis of Pocockius, 381.

Smollett, Dr. an obelisk raised to his memory near the place of his birth , ix .

156.

Smuggle , Ned, his history , iv. 421 .

Sneaker, Jack, a hearty friend to the present establishment, his history, iv .
181 .

Snug, Dick, his story, iv . 381.

Snug, Timothy, his history, iv. 27.

Sober, Mr. his history, iv . 240.

Sobriety, considered , iv . 412.

Society, mutual benevolence the great end of it, ii . 270.

Softly, Sam , his story, iv . 422.

Soldiers, on the bravery of the English, vi . 149. their contemptible state in

time of peace, iv . 210. their wish for war not always sincere , 211 .

Solid, Jack, his story, iv . 381 .

Solitude, inquiry into the state of happiness in , i. 244. a relish for those plea

sures an argument of a good disposition, ii . 22. the disgustful tediousness of

it to many, ibid . the peculiar pleasures of it , iii. 140 .

Somervile , Mr. his life, viii . 93. born at Edston in Warwickshire, 1692 , ibid .

educated at Winchester, and fellow of New College, ibid , died July 19,

1742, and an account ofhis death by Shenstone, ibid. account of his works,

94.

Sophron, his letter on frugality, ii . 273. his history, iv . 318.

Sorrow , the indulgence ofit incapacitates to enjoy the pleasures of contempla

tion , ii. 23. the experience of ita preservative against the vanities ofthe

world, 29. cautions against it, 227. instructions for preventing it , 231 ,

Soul, Dr. Boerhaave's opinion of the , vi.287 .

Southern, the first who had two nights of a new play, vii. 271.

Spectator, notes respecting the writers, etc. in that publication , vii . 428. the

first English publication that taught minuter decencies and inferiour duties ,

ibid. advantages of such publications, 429. designed to divert the attention

of the people from publick discontent, 430. observations on the character of

sir Roger de Coverley, ibid . observations on sir Andrew Freeport, 431 .

nearly seventeen hundred of thein sold daily, 432.

Spence,Mr. published a criticism on Pope's translation of the Odyssey, viii.

274. Forms a friendship with Pope, by which he obtains preferment in the
church, ibid .

Spenser , Edmund, some imitations of his diction censured ,iii. 79. one of his

stanzas compared with the same, as altered by Prior, viii . 21 .

Spirituous liquors , the bad effectsfrom the use of, vi . 26. eight millions of

gallons consumed every year in England, ibid .

Spleen, extracts from sir R. Blackmore's essay on , viii . 45 .

Sprat, Dr. Thomas, his life of Cowley rather a funeral oration than a history,
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vii. 1. assisted Buckingham in writing the Rehearsal, 272. his life, 388 .

born at Tallaton , Devonshire, 1636, ibid . became commoner at Oxford , 1651 ,

ibid. takes orders , and made chaplain to the duke of Buckingham, whom he

is said to have assisted in writing the Rehearsal , ibid . a favourite of Wilkins,

and one of the first fellows of the RoyalSociety, ibid . writes the history of

the RoyalSociety , 389. made bishop of Rochester, 1648, ibid. writes the

history of the Rye -house Plot , ibid. made commissioner of ecclesiastical

affairs, ibid . stood neuter respecting the Declaration , ibid. withdraws from

the commission, 390. in a conference whether the Crown was vacant , spoke

in favour of his old master, ibid . a plan laid to charge him and others with

a plot to restore king James, ibid . the bishop seized, and confined for some

time, 391. in the cause of Sacheverell appeared among the friends of the

church , ibid . died May 20, 1713 , ibid . anecdotes of him and Burnet, in the

pulpit , ibid . list of his works, 392.

Spring, an ode, i . 118. the pleasures of that season displayed , ii . 21.

Sprightly, Robin , his observations on watering -places, andof a select set at one

of them ,iv . 379. his farther account of company at the Wells, 395 .

Stafford, lord , character of, by sir John Denham , vii. 63 .

Stag , account of those in the islands of Sky, ix . 79. verses on the head of a

stag , vii . 208.

Stage, the origin of tragedy and comedy, v . 110. advantages of the mingled

drama, 111. tragedy, comedy, and history, distinguished , 112. objections to

the want of unity of time and place removed, 118. the laws of dramatic ac

tion stated, iii. 240. the complaint concerning the dramatick art being long

exhausted , iv. 157. thoughts on the appearance of new actors, 221. new ac

tors compared to new monarchs , 222. the cruelty of combinations for or

against young actors, 223. tragedies in rhyme introduced soon after the Re

storation , vii. 249. a controversy between Dryden and sir R. Howard on

dramatick ryhme , 250. not attended withmuch profit in the time of Dryden ,

271. Southern the first who had two nights and Rowe three nights of a new

play, ibid . a flattering dedication to a play a principal part of the profit of an

author, ibid. Dryden wrote prologues for two guineas each , and afterwards

raised them to three guineas, ibid. said, by Malone, to have charged more,

272. Dryden's observations on Rymer's remarks on the tragedies of the last

age, 350. Dennis's reasons for paying no regard to the opinion of an audi.

ence, vii. 457. account of the dispute between Collier and the poets, viii . 27 .

vindication of the licensers of, in the case of Brooke's Gustavus Vasa, v .

329.

Stagecoach , characters in a stagecoach, iv. 62 .

Standish , Mrs. her character , ii. 57.

Startle, Will , his story , iv . 381 .

Steady , Tom , his story , iv. 380 .

Steele, sir R. soldthe comedy of the Drummer for fifty guineas, vii. 437. his

controversy with Addison on the Peerage Bill , 443. patronises Savage,

vii . 104. story of writing a pamphlet, ibid . story of his being served by bai

liffs in livery , 105. proposes marrying one ofhis natural daughters to Savage,

106. discards Savage, ibid . the early friendship between him and Addison,

vii . 419. borrows one hundred pounds of Addison , which he reclaims by an

execution , 420.

Stella, odes to , i . 125 , 126, 127 , 128. Stella, Mrs. Johnson, invited by Swift

into Ireland , viii . 196. removes to Dublin , and marries Swift, 208. dies

January 28, 1728. her end supposed to have been hastened by the neglect of

Swift, 214.

Stepney, George, his life, vii. 226. descended from the family at Pendegrast,

Pembrokeshire ; born at Westminster , 1663, ibid . educated at Westminster,

and removed to Cambridge, ibid . engaged in many foreign employments,

ibid . died in 1707 , and buried in Westminster abbey, ibid. his epitaph, ibid.

character of his works, 227.

Stoicks, their erroneous system concerning evil, ii . 156.

Stonehenge, conjectures on , i . 391 .

Strand, characterized , i . 1 .
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Study, the imbecility of spirit incident to persons addicted to , ii. 245. exer

cise the best relaxation from , vi . 271 .

Sturdy, Bob, his story , iv. 397 .

Style , the alteration of it humorously displayed, iii. 6 .

Subordination, the necessity of, in places of publick education, vi. 415 .

Sunday , the different methods ofemploying that sacred season, ii . 146. the

true method recommended, 150.

Superfluities and necessaries of life considered , iv. 258.

Superstition, a disposition irrational and terrifying, ii . 214. the danger of fall
ing into , i . 232.

Supreme good , falsely supposed by some to bea state of quiet, iv. 203 .

Suretyship , the danger of,exemplified in the character ofCandidus, iv . 37.

Suspicion, often the concomitant of guilt, ii . 372.an enemy to virtue and hap- '

piness, 373. old age peculiarly addicted to it , 373.

Suspirius , the screechowl , his character, ii . 283.

Swift, dean Jonathan, his history of the last years of queen Annesaved by an

accident, iv . 341. sir R. Blackmore's observations on the Tale of a Tub , viii.

45. his life, viii . 192. his birth and parentage uncertain , ibid. educated at

Kilkenny, and entered in Dublin university, 1682, ibid . admitted bachelor

of arts by special favour, ibid. attends his studies very closely , 193. on the

death of his uncle, Godwin Swift, he is introduced to sir W. Temple, who

patronises him, ibid . king William offers to make him captain of horse, ibid .

consulted by the earl of Portland on triennial parliaments, ibid. the disorder

which brought him to the grave supposed to be first contracted by eating

fruit, 194. takes the degree of master of arts at Oxford, July 5 , 1692, ibid.

pays an annual visit to his mother at Leicester, and generally on foot, ibid.

leaves sir W. Temple in discontent, 1694, 195 , enters into the church , and

obtains the prebend of Kilroot, in Connor, ibid . returns to Temple, and gives

up his prebend , ibid.wrote Pindarick odes to the king,Temple, and the Athe

nian society, ibid . Dryden's declaration, that Swift would never be a poet,

196. Temple dies , and leaves his manuscripts toSwift, of whom he had ob

tained a promise of the first vacant prebend of Westminster or Canterbury,

but never performed , ibid . dedicatesTemple's posthumous works to the king,

ibid . goes to Ireland with the earl of Berkeley as private secretary, ibid .

disappointed of the deanery of Derry, hegetstwo small livings in the diocese

of Meath , ibid. invites Stella to Ireland, ibid. publishes the dissensionsin

Athens and Rome, in 1701 , 197. in 1704 , the Tale of a Tub, ibid . in 1708,

the Sentiments of aChurch -of-England -man , and some other pamphlets, 198.

enters into the service of Mr. Harley, 1710, 200. writes thirty -three papers

in the Examiner, ibid . publishes a proposal for correcting, etc. the English

tongue, 201. writes a letter to the October club, 202. in 1712 publishes the

conduct of the Allies , ibid . Reflections on the Barrier Treaty, and Remarks on

the Introduction to vol . iii. of Burnet's History of the Reformation, 203. dis

covers the misery of greatness, ibid . accepts the deanery of St. Patrick's,

1713, 205. refuses fifty pounds of lord Oxford, but cepts of a draft of one

thousand pounds on theExchequer, butintercepted by the death ofthe queen ,

ibid. keeps ajournal of his visits, etc. ibid . endeavours to reconcile lord Ox

ford and Bolingbroke, but in vain, ibid. publishes, 1714 , the Publick Spirit

of the Whigs, in answer to the Crisis, 206. three hundred pounds offered for

the discovery of the author , ibid. retires, in 1714, into Berkshire, ibid. goes

to settle on his deanery in Ireland, 207. writes several other political pam

phlets, ibid . Mrs. Johnson removes from the country to a house near the

deanery, 208. marries Mrs. Johnson , ibid. becomes popular by recommend

ing to the Irish the use of their own manufactures, ibid . account of the death

of Vanessa,209. acquires fresh esteem by the Drapier's Letters, 210, three

hundred pounds offered for the discovery of the author, 211. his conduct to

his butler, who was entrusted with his secret, ibid. makes his butler verger

ofSt. Patrick's. obtains the appellation of The Dean , 212. in 1727, pub

lishes his Miscellanies, three volumes, and Gulliver's Travels, ibid . his wife

dies January 28, 1728, 214. he greatly laments her death, though supposed

to have hastened it by neglect, ibid . his discourse with Bettisworth the law
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yer , 216. lendsmoney to the poor without interest, but requires the repay

ment without charity, ibid . his continual, increasing asperity, 217. his gid

diness and deafness increase, ibid , always careful of his money , 218. Polite

Conversation, published 1738, ibid . directions for servants , soon after his

death , ibid . loses his mental powers , ibid. dies in October, 1744, in his 78th

year, 219. his powers as an author, ibid. dictated political opinions to the

English, ibid. delivered Ireland from plunder and oppression, ibid . Irish may

date their riches and prosperity from his patronage, 37. remarks on hisworks,

ibid . deserted the whigs, when they deserted their principles , 221. his cha

racter as a churchman , ibid . his person, temper, and economy, 222. story

of Gay and Pope visiting him after they had supped, 223. his character by

Dr. Delany, 224. promotes the subscription for Pope's translation of the Iliad,

267. joins with Pope in publishing three volumes of Miscellanies, 275. pub

lished the first volume of the Memoirs of Scriblerus , in conjunction with

Pope and Arbuthnot, 298. narrowness of mind in his letters, 317. the re

port of Pope having written a defamatory life of him groundless, 318.

Sycophants , their infamous character, ii . 494.

Sydenham , Thomas , his life, vi . 405. born at Winford Eagle, in Dorsetshire,

1624, ibid . entered commoner of Magdalen hall , Oxford, 1642 , 406. ba

chelor of Physick, 1648, ibid. did not take up the practice of physick with

out having qualified himself for it, as was reported, 407, practises physick

in Westminster, 411. died 1629, 412. his character , ibid .

Symerons, or fugitive Negroes, enter into treaty with sir Francis Drake, vi .

320.

Talbot, miss , a writer in the Rambler, ii . 150 .

Talisker in Sky, account of, ix. 71 .

Taming of the Shrew , observations on Shakespeare's, v . 160.

Tasso , represents spirits aspromoting or obstructing events by external agency,

vii. 47. represents the pleasures and splendours of heaven, 48 .

Taste, low , censured , iii. 331 .

Tate , Nahum , died in the Mint, in extreme poverty , vii . 412.

Tatler, notes of some of the writers, vii. 427. designed to divert the attention of

people from publick discontent, 430.

Taxation no Tyranny, an answer to the resolutions and address of the American

Congress, 1775, vi . 224.

Tea, review of Mr. Hanway's Essay on, vi . 20.

Tears, the true taste of, vii. 28 .

Tediousness in a poet , the most fatal of all faults, viii . 18. characterized,
ibid .

Temper, good, by what means it is frequently vitiated, ii . 350.

Temperance, the cause of, iv. 412.

Tempest, general observations on Shakespeare's, v. 155.

Tempest, Tom , a friend of the houseof Stuart, history of, iv. 180 .

Temple, Rev. Mr. his character of Gray, viii . 480.

Temple, sir William , patronises Swift, viii. 193. leaves his manuscripts to

Swift, 196.

Templeman , Geographia Metrica, Latine, i . 191 .

Temptations to vice,the motives to resist them, with the difficulty attending

that resistance , ii . 332.

Terms of art , the necessity of, iv . 357 .

Ternate, account of the king and inhabitants of, vi. 368.

Tetrica, a lively example of habitual peevishness , ii . 350 .

Thales, the departure of, from London, i . 1 .

Theatre , Greek, general conclusion to Brumoy's, v . 414 .

Theobald, observations on his edition of Shakespeare, v . 100, 137 , 173. ex

poses the deficiencies of Pope's edition of Shakespeare, viii. 272. celebrated

by Pope in the Dunciad, 276.

Theocritus, Excerpta of, i. 190.

Theodore, the Hermit of Teneriffe, the vision of, ix . 162.

Thrilby , Mr. assists Pope in the notes to the Iliad , viii . 254.

Thomson, James, his life, viii . 366. son of a minister at Ednam , in Roxburgh,
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born 1700, ibid . edueated under Mr. Riccarton, ibid . removes to London,

367. becomes acquainted with Mallet and Aaron Hill , ibid. sells his poem

on Winter to Mr. Millan, ibid . dedicates his Winter to sir Spencer Compton,

from whom he receives a present of twenty guineas, 368. it is recommended

by Dr. Rundle to lord chancellor Talbot , 369. publishes Summer, a poem on

the death of sir Isaac Newton, and Britannia , in 1727 , ibid . is entertained

in the family of lord Binning , ibid. publishes Spring in 1728, and Autumn,

1730, ibid . writes Sophonisha, 1727 , 370. the prologue to Sophonisba written

by Pope and Mallet, ibid. travelswith a son of chancellorTalbot, ibid . gets

the place of secretary of briefs, 371, writes his poem on liberty , ibid . loses

his place by the death of the chancellor, ibid. allowed a pension of one

hundred poundsa year by the prince of Wales, 372. writes the tragedy of

Agamemnon , 1738, ibid . license refused to his Edward and Eleonora, 373.

in conjunction with Mallet writes the Masque of Alfred, ibid . writes Tan

cred andSigismunda, 1745, ibid. appointed surveyor -general of the Leeward

islands, ibid. publishes his last piece, the Castle of Indolence,ibid . died

1748 , and buried at Richmond, 374. his person described , ibid . his tragedy

of Coriolanus brought on the stage after his death by the friendship of sir

George Lyttelton and Mr. Quin, ibid . his friendly letter to his sister, ibid .

character of his works, 377 .

Thought, the power of , in animals, iv . 219. some men never think , ibid . whether

the soulalwaysthinks, 220. further inquiries on thought, 221 .

Thraso, his reflections on the influence of fear and fortitude, iii . 98 , 99.

Thrasybulus, a remarkable instance of being deluded by flattery, iii . 267.

Thrale, Mrs. impromptu on her completing her thirty -fifth year , i . 145. letters

to , 311 .

Thrale , Henry , esq . epitaph on, i . 153 .

Thyer, Mr. publishes two volumes of Butler's works, vii. 148 .

Tickell , Thomas , his life, viii . 85. born 1686 , at Bridekirk , in Cumberland ,

ibid . entered at Oxford, April , 1701, ibid . initiated under the patronage of

Addison, ibid . his translation of Homer preferred to Pope's, 86. a conver

sation between Pope and Addison on the translation, ibid . under-secretary

to Mr. Addison , 88. secretary to the lords justices of Ireland , 89. died April

23, 1740, ibid. a contributor to the Spectators, ibid . the translation of the

Iliad, published by him , supposed to have been Addison's, viii . 268.

Time , the neglect of the present hour censured , iv . 103. the loss of, considered ,

115. considerations on the loss of, i.207. the best remedy for grief, 276. the

principal employment of it should be directed with a view to the end of our

existence, ii. 378. the negligent waste of it censured , iii . 11. ought to be

spent with frugality,and improved with diligence , 12 , 25. the injustice of

wasting the time of others , iv. 191. statesmen and patrons more reproached for

it than they deserve , ibid . those who attend statesmen the most criminal ,

ibid . a tribute of time to be paid to amultitude of tyrants , 292. the continual

progress of,taken notice of by all nations, 277. the effects of the progress not

regarded, 278 .

Timon of Athens, observations on Shakespeare's play of, v . 170 .

Titus Andronicus , observations on Shakespeare's play of, v . 170 .

Tomkyns, apprehended for being concerned ina plot against parliament with

Waller, vii. 189. convicted and executed , 193.

Tradesman, the progress of, in London , iv . 89. the folly of his seeking happi

ness in rural retirement, 91. case of one attempting to become a wit and a

critick, iv . 288. impropriety of his turning fop and fine gentleman, 429.

Tragedy more uniform than comedy, v . 398. critical remarks on the manner

of composing it , iii . 94 .

Tragicomedy, the nature and design of it , iii . 241. Shakespeare's eminent suc .

cess in that species of dramatick composition, 242.

Tranquil , Tom , ( a rich man , ) his history, iv . 366.

Tranquilla, her account of the addresses of Venustulus, Fungosa, Flosculus,

and Dentatus, designed as a contrast to the narrative of Hymenæus, iii . 66.

her marriage with Hymenæus, and the felicity with which it was attended ,

287.
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Translations,observations on , iv . 350. a production of moderns , ibid . the pro

gress of, 351. early cultivated in England, 353. its progress in England,

ibid . the progress of, viii. 334. unknown in Greece, ibid . not much read in

Italy , 335. state of, in France , ibid .

Translator, character of a good translator, vii . 417.

Trapp's Sermons, case of the abridgment of, v. 462.

Travels, directions for writing works of, iv . 406. specimen of the common me

thod of writing journals of travels, 433.

Treacle , Zachary , complaint against his idle wife, iv . 193. his wife's answer

and complaints against her husband, 231 .

Trees, the want of, in a good part of Scotland, ix . 7 .

Troilus and Cressida, observations on Shakespeare's play of, v. 172 .

Trumbull , sir William , Pope's epitaph on him , viii . 350.

Truth , its high original and vast importance, ii . 455. its easy entrance into the

mind when introduced by desire and attended with pleasure, iii . 278. a

steady regard to the lustre of moral and religious truth , a certain direction to

happiness, 345. the crime of the violation of,iv . 206. the want of it in his

torians lamented, ibid . exemplified in an Englishman's and a Frenchman's

account of the capture of Louisburg, 207. how far ridicule the test of it ,

viii . 470.

Trypherus, his character, ii . 466.

Tucker, Dr. his proposals concerning America considered ,vi.259.

Turenne, marshal, his saying of the importance of immediately correcting our

mistakes, ii . 158 .

Turk , characterized as a husband, i . 114 .

Turpicola, her history , iii. 382.

Twelfth Night, observations on Shakespeare's comedy of, v . 161 .

Two Gentlemen of Verona, observations on Shakespeare's comedy of, v . 155 .

Tyrconnel, lord , takes Savage into his house, and promises him a pension of

twohundred pounds a year , viii. 124. his quarrelwith Savage, 132.

Tytler's Historical Inquiry concerning Mary Queen of Scots, review of, vi . 80.

Vafer, his character of an insidious flatterer, iii . 268 .

Vagario, his character , ii . 133.

Vagulus, his account of Squire Bluster, iii . 175.

Valdesso , his excellent remark upon resigning his commission, ii . 141 .

Vanessa ,her unhappy partiality for Swift, and death , viii. 209. by her will

orders the poem of Cadenus and Vanessa to be published, 210 .

Van Homrigh, Mrs. See Vanessa.

Vanity of authors, represented in the case of Misellus, ii . 78. excessive, ex

emplified in the character of Mr. Frolick , 290. its tendency to idleness,

iii . 231 .

Venice , account of the quarrel between that state and Paul the fifth, vi . 267.

Venustulus, the manner of his addresses to Tranquilla, iii . 66. his unmanly

and timid conduct exposed , 98.

Verecundulus, the infelicities he sustained through his habitual bashfulness and

timidity , iii . 245.

Versification, remarks on its rules, ii. 404, 413. the peculiarity of Milton's,

his Paradise Lost, 414. See Virgil .

Vice, the descriptions of it in writing should be always calculated to excite dis

gust, ii. 20. the essence of, considered, vi. 71,

Vitious intromission , case of, v. 470.

Victoria, her letter on the foolish anxiety to excel merely in the charms of

external beauty , iii . 116. on the mortifications arising from the loss of it, 130.

Vida, his remarks on the propriety of Virgil's versification, ii . 434. his Art of

Poetry translated by Christopher Pitt, vi. 71 .

Vines, first planted by Noah, v. 312. progress of the cultivation of, ibid . or

dered to be destroyed by an edict of Domitian , ibid . of France, superiour to
the mines of America, 319.

Virgil, in what respect superiour in pastoral poetry, ii . 181. remarks on the

judicious propriety of his versification, 183. why preferred to Homer by

Scaliger, ii. 440 , the plan of his Æneid formed upon the writings of Homer,
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iii . 77. account of the Sortes Virgilianæ , vii. 6. specimen of sir John Den

ham’s translation , 63. Milbourne's criticisms on Dryden's translation, 333 .

vain attempts to translate Virgil by Brady, 336. Æneid, translated by

Christopher Pitt, viii. 364. this translation contrasted with Dryden's, ibid .

Virtue, to be pursued by virtuous means, i . 71. the various attacks on it , 20.

such conduct not to be repented of for the event, iv . 273. the representations

of it in works of fancy should be always exact and pure, ii. 20. the dif

ference between speculative and practical virtue, 68. the errour of substi

tuting single acts of it for habits, 138. obstructed by confounding the praise

with the practice of goodness, 139. united with industry supplies the ge

nuine sources of hope, 493. virtue and truth often defeated ' by pride and

obstinacy, 411. the constant pursuit of it the highest excellence, ii . 365.

the danger of mistaking the love for the practice of virtue , exemplified in

Savage, viii . 144 .

Virtuoso, his character distinctly drawn, ii . 385. the advantages he is capable

of communicating to others , 391. his excessive fondness for curiosities often

the evidence of a low genius , 392 .

Visionary schemes, the effects of, i . 292.

Vivaculus, his letter on Virtuosos, iii. 329.

Ulinish , account of, ix . 67 .

Ulva isle , account of, ix. 138. the mercheta mulierum paid there, 139 .

Ulysses, the discovery of, improper for a picture , iv . 283.

Uneasiness of mind, often relieved by comparing our lot with that of others,
iii . 367.

Union, the difficulty of, either between nations or smaller communities, iv. 16.

Universities, the superiority of the English , to their academies, and foreign

universities , iv. 248.

Universal History, writers of, i. lix.

Voltaire , his visit to Congreve, viii . 30. pays a visit to Pope, 274. Young's

epigram on him, 435.

Vossius, Isaac , delighted in having his hair combed for many hours together,

vii . 229.

Voyages , introduction to the World Displayed, a collection of, v. 210. abstract

account of, in search of new countries, vi . 180.

Upton, Mr. observations on his critical observations on Shakespeare, v . 142.

Usefulness, publick , should be the object of our diligent endeavours, iii. 112,

115.

Wainscot, Tom, complaint of his son's becoming a fop, and neglecting business ,

iv . 428 .

Waller, Edmund, his life, vii. 178. born at Colshill, in Hertfordshire, March

3, 1605, ibid . his father lefthim three thousand five hundred pounds a year,

ibid. educated at Eton, and removed to King's college , Cambridge, ibid.

returned to parliament in his eighteenth year, ibid . wrote his first poetry in

his eighteenth year, 179. wrote poetry almost by instinct, ibid. marries Mrs.

Banks, a great heiress, ibid . loses his wife, who leaves one daughter, ibid .

addresses lady Dorothea Sidney, under the name of Sacharissa , who rejects

his addresses, ibid . celebrates lady Sophia Murray, under the name of

Amoret, 181. supposed to have taken a voyage, ibid . marries a lady of the

name of Bresse, or Breaux, by whom he has five sons and eight daughters,

182. being returned to the parliament of 1640, makes a noisy speech on

imaginary grievances, ibid . no bigot to his party, 184. his speech on episco

pacy, ibid . sends 1000 broad pieces to the king when he set up his standard ,

186. continues to sit in the rebellious conventicle, and to speak against their

proceedings, 187. nominated one of the commissioners to treat with the king

at Oxford , ibid. engaged in a plot against parliament, ibid . the manner in

which the plot was discovered, 189. he and Tomkyns taken up, both of

whom confess the whole plot, 190. a day of thanksgiving appointed for

deliverance from the plot, 191. earl of Portland and lord Conway taken up ,

on the declaration of Waller, for being concerned in the plot, are examined

several times by the lords , and admitted to bail , ibid . Tomkyns and Chaloner

executed for the plot, 193. tried and condemned, and, after a year's im
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prisonment, and a fine of ten thousand pounds, is banished , 194. obtains,

from Cromwell, permission to return , ibid. received by Cromwell as a kins

man, 195. writes his famous panegyrick on Cromwell, ibid , writes apoem

on the death of Cromwell, 196. writes again on the restoration of Charles

the second , ibid. returned to parliament for Hastings , 197. obtains from the

king the provostship of Eton, but Clarendon refuses to put the seal to the

grant, from his not being a clergyman, 198. his opposition to Clarendon on

that account, ibid . kindly treated by James the second, 199. prepares for

his latter end , 200. died October 21 , 1687 , and was buried at Beaconsfield,

201. account of his descendants, ibid . his character by Clarendon, ibid .

declared he would blot from his works any line that did not contain some

motive to virtue, 206. his works characterized, ibid . specimen of his trans

lation of Pastor Fido, 216.

Walmsley, Gilbert, some account of, vii . 380.

Walpole, Horace, travels through France into Italy with Gray, where they

quarrel,and each pursues his journey separately, viii. 476.

Walsh, William , his life, vii . 243. born at Aberley,Worcestershire, 1663, 243.

entered gentleman commoner at Oxford, 1678, ibid . the best critick in the

nation , ibid. member of parliament for Worcestershire, ibid. gentleman of
the horse queen Anne, ibid . a zealous friend to the revolution, ibid . cor

responded with Pope, on the pastoral comedy ofthe Italians , ibid . supposed
to have died in 1709, 244. account of his works, ibid . an early encourager of

Pope, viii . 239.

War, should be conducted by rules consistent with the universal interest of

mankind, ii. 374. different feelings on the approach of, iv . 163. deplorable

case of the ladies losing their gallants, ibid . the raising and training an equal

number of women recommended, 164. women capable ofbeing defeated , as

Braddock , without seeing his enemies ; of surrendering Minorca, without a

breach ; and of looking at Rochfort, 165. every man ought to fight as the sin

gle champion, 173. the duty of thinking asif the event depended on a man's

counsel, ibid . proposal for erecting a fort on Salisbury plain, resembling

Brest, arming it with beef and ale ,and using our soldiers to attack it, 174.

asses, bulls, turkeys, geese, and tragedians, to be added by way of accustom

ing the soldiers to noises equally horrid with the war-cry, 175. diminution of

the love of truth one of the calamitiesof war, 238. every method of pacifica

tion to be tried before war is engaged in , vi . 199. its miseries little attended

to by many, ibid. princes think it necessary to assign some reason for, but

frequently a very unsatisfactory one, 463.

Warbois, witches of, conviction of, commemorated in a sermon at Huntingdon,

v . 57 .

Warburton, W. bishop of Gloucester , observations on his notes on Shakespeare,

v . 141. view of the controversy between him and M. Crousaz , on Pope's

Essay on Man, 202. his literary and critical character, viii. 288. defends

Pope's Essay on Man against Črousaz , 289. commences a friendship with

Pope, 290. erects a monument to the memory of Pope, 305.

Warner, Tim , account of his good sort of woman to his wife, iv . 440.

Warriour, the vanity of his wishes, i . 17 .

Warton's Essay on Pope, review of, vi. 37 .

Watering places, observations on , and on a select set at one of them , iv . 379.

Watts, Dr. Isaac, his life, viii . 380. born at Southampton, 1674 , ibid. began

with Latin at four years of age, ibid . educated in a dissenting academy, ibid .

a maker of verses from fifteen to fifty, ibid . leaves the academy at twenty

years of age, 381. tutor to sir John Hartopp's son , ibid . becomes preacher

at twenty -fouryears of age, ibid. sir Thomas Ahney takes him into his house,

ibid . his character as a preacher, 383. bis moral character, 384. his works

characterized, 385. received an unsolicited diploma of D.D.from Edinburgh

and Aberdeen, in 1728 , 386. died 1748, ibid . his character, ibid .

Wealth , the contempt of it represented in various instances, iij. 111 , 112.

- wrong notions of its usefulness corrected , 115. why the object of general de

sire , 121. the real importance and influence of it shown in the case of disap ,

pointed expectations, 228.
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Weather, causes why an Englishman's conversation is first on the weather, iv .

182.a more noble topick than generally supposed , 183 , influences the tem

per, ibid. the folly of submitting to such influence, ibid .

West, Gilbert, his life, viii . 396. educated at Eton and Oxford , ibid . designed

for the church, but obtains a commission in the army, ibid . resigns his com

mission, and appointed clerk extraordinary of the privy council, under lord

Townshend, 1729, ibid . settles at Wickham, in Kent, ibid . publishes his Ob

servations on the Resurrection, 1747, ibid . created LL.D. at Oxford , 1748 ,

397. frequently visited by Lyttelton and Pitt, ibid . clerk ofthe privy council

and treasurer of Chelsea hospital, ibid . died 1756, 398. his works charac

terized , ibid .

Wharton, lord, his vile character, vii. 426.

Whatever is, is right, true senseof that assertion of Mr. Pope, v. 205.

Whirler, Jack , his history, iv. 204.

Whisperer, his character, iïi . 186.

Whitefoot, his character of sir Thomas Browne, vi . 494.

Whitehead, Paul , summoned before the lords for his poem called Manners, viii .
297.

Wife, an idle one described , iv . 194. cautions in choosingone, 440.

Wilkes, John, considerations on his being rejected by the house of commons as

representative for Middlesex , vi . 156.

Wilks, Mr. the actor, instances of his generosity, viii . 107. occasionally allows

a benefit to Savage, 109 .

Wills, the necessity of making them , exemplified in the story of Sophia Heed

ful, iv . 435.

William the third, king, supplied copious materials for prose and verse, viii . 3.

Williams, Zachariah, his attempt to ascertain the longitude, v . 295 .

Williams, Anna, proposals for printing her essays, v. 354 .

Winbury, miss, Pope's unfortunate lady, viii . 327. said to have been in love

with Pope, ibid.

Winter, an ode, i . 121. winter's walk, 122. the season of seriousness and ter

rour, ii. 376. andof retirement and study, 377. the horrours of it in the polar

countries, iii . 367 .

Winter's Tale, observations on Shakespeare's comedy of the , v . 161 .

Wishes, vain, the folly of indulging them , ii . 346 .

Wit, its original, ii . 109. wherein it differeth from learning, ibid. the mutual ad

vantages of their being united , 112. the folly of affecting that character, 127.

the meansnecessary to the production of a person eminent for the character

of a wit, iii. 480. has its changes and fashions, vii . 14. Pope's description er

roneous , 15. properly characterized, ibid. exuberance of, condemned, 31 .

sir R. Blackmore's account of, viii . 44.

Wits, in the time of Charles the second characterized, i . 23. affected , the mean

ness of their character, iii. 171 , 318. seldom rewarded by their superiours,

vii . 174.

Witchcraft, history of, v .55.

Withers,gen . Hen. Pope's epitaph on him, viii. 357.

Wolsey, the rise and fall of, i. 14.

Women, lord Bacon's severe reflection on beautiful, ii . 186. infelicities peculiar

to, 190. the want of attention to their inquiries censured , iii. 102. their de

plorable case in the beginning of a war, by losing their gallants, iv . 164. re

commended to follow the soldiers to camp, ibid .capable to become soldiers,

165. an army of, might have been defeated, as Braddock, without seeing the

enemy, surrendered Minorca, without a breach, and looked at Rochefort, ibid .

a good sort of one characterized, 440. the danger they are in when they lay

aside their religion , iv. 3. the fortitude of, described , i. 71 .

Wonder, an instance of the desire of man to propagate a, vii . 2 .

Wood's halfpence, their history, viii. 210 .

Word to the wise, prologue to, i . 117 .

World , Milton supposed it to be in its decay, vii . 103. this opinion was refuted

by Dr. Hakewill, ibid .

World displayed , a collection of voyages, introduction to , v. 210.
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Wormwood, Dick, his story, iv . 396.

Writing, the rage for, iv . 155 .

Wycherley, W.a man esteemed without virtue, and caressed without good -hu

mour, viii. 238. wrote verses in praise of Pope, ibid .

Xerxes, the vanityof a warriour exemplified in him, i . 18 .

Yalden, Thomas, his life, viii. 80. born at Exeter , in 1671 , ibid. educated at

Oxford, ibid. his readiness at composition , ibid. became doctor of divinity,

1707 , 81. rector of Chalton and Cleanville, ibid. preacher of Bridewell,

1698, 82. charged with a dangerous correspondence with Kelly, ibid . his

papers seized ,but no criminality appearing, was discharged , ibid. died July

16, 1736 , ibid . account of his poems, 83.

York, description of, i . 323.

Young, Edward , his life, by Herbert Croft, viii. 416. born at Upham , near

Winchester, 1681 , ibid. account of his father, ibid . queen Mary was godmo

ther to him , 417. educated at Winchester college, ibid. entered at New Col

lege , 1703, ibid . law fellow of All Souls' , 1708, ibid . bachelor of civil laws,

1714, and Dr. 1719, 418. speaks the Latin oration, when the foundation of

the Codrington library was laid , ibid. published his Epistle to lord Lans

down, 1712, 420. poem on the Last Day published, 1713, ibid . account of

some pieces omitted in his works, 421. patronised by lord Wharton, 424 .

Busiris brought on the stage,1719, 425. the Revenge, 1721, ibid . has two

annuities granted him by lord Wharton , ibid . attempts to get into parliament

for Cirencester, 427. takes orders,and becomes a popular preacher, ibid. ac

count of his satires, 428. acquired more than three thousand pounds bythe

Universal Passion , 430. chaplain to George the second,433. writes the Bro

thers, ibid. presented to the living of Welwyn, 1730 ,435. marriedlady Eli.

zabeth Lee, daughter to the earl of Lichfield, 1731 , ibid. his wife died 1741 ,

437. his Philander and Narcissa supposed to be intended for Mr. and Mrs.

Temple, ibid . the occasionof the Night Thoughts real, ibid . his son defended

from the reports of his ill behaviour to his father, 440. the character of Lo

renzo not designed for his son, 441. his letter to Pope, 442. none of his writ

ings prejudicial to the cause of virtue and religion , 447. the Brothers brought

on the stage, 1753 , 448. gives one thousand poundsto the society for the pro

pagation of the gospel , ibid . his letter on original Composition , ibid . history

and account of his poem called Resignation, 451. his friendship for his house

keeper, 453. died 1765, ibid . many untruths mentioned of him in the Biogra

phia, ibid. story of his straying into the enemy's camp, with a classick in his

hand, 454. the archbishop of Canterbury's letter to him , 455. appointed

clerk of the closet to the princess dowager, 1761, ibid . not the Parson Adams

of Fielding , 456. his epitaph, 457. his poems characterized by Dr. Johnson,

458.

Youth, the proper employment of, i. 238. modesty and active diligence its

amiable ornaments, ii. 47.often deluded and ruined by profusenessand ex

travagance, 128. too easily ensnared by early immersion in pleasure , 205.

a time of enterprise and hope, iii . 26. delightedwith sprightliness and ardour,

36. the dangers to which it is often exposed, iv . 324. their fond opinion of

their own importance , 411. the forbearance due to young actors on the stage

of life, iv . 223.

Zephyretta , her character, ii . 90.

Zoroaster, supposed to have borrowed his institutions from Moses, iv . 161 .

Zosima, her epitaph, v . 266. her history, ii . 55.
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